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NOTE' 

•The reader should be aware' that Ar'thur 8. Darling' s history, 

"The Central Intelligence Agency: An Instrument of Government, to 

1950," has a definite and sometimes controversial pOint of view. 

Darling blames the State Department, the FBI, and what he terms the 

Military Establishment--especially the heads of the military 

intelligence services--for much of the hardship which the early CIA 

(and its predecessor, the Central Intelligence Group) endured. He 

also heavily criticizes the Dulles-Jackson-Correa Report of 1949, 

which held the Director of Central Intelligence responsible for a 

major and ongoing failure in intelligence coordination. Reportedly, 

Allen Dulles (chairman of the Dulles-Jackson-Correa Report) did not 

concur with Darling's conclusions and, when he became Director of 

Central Intelligence, restricted access to the history. 

History Staff 
Office of the Director of Central Intelligence
Central Intelligence Agency 
August, 1988 
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; . 	 Arthur Darling, 

Yale Professor r 
Arthur Burr Darlinl:. author 

and reUred historY profeuor. at Yale University dIed In 
i Paris last Saturday foUowlDg 
I 
I '.. briet: illness. He wu 18 and 
, 
I had. been .Uving in Paris" for 

th., put. two years. 
Mr. DarlIng taught. Amen.·l' 'can history and U.s.' fore1cn 

alfairs at Yale from 1922 to 
11133. Howa. chairman of the 
historY department. at. PhiWpa 
Academyt, Andover. Ma.s:s.. 

! from 11133 to 1119 and hlstor! 
I Jan of the Central Int.elllgence, . 
r Agancy from 195% to 10M. " 

, FollowiDg hill retirement. inl 
1D56, he wal glven a Fulbright!, 
grant to go to Italy to studYj
the ltall.:an educational system; 

\ He Uvcc1 In Washington

from 195'1 to 1969. 


':. Mr. DuUn, was the author 

of PoUUcal Chances In Mass .. 

cbusctts, • 1824-48; Our B.ta1Dg 

Empire. 1763·1803: cHuthor of 

Engineering In HlItory. aDd 

editor of Tbe PUbllc Papen of 

Fr.mcl:s G.,NewlauseS. ' 


Mr. Darling wu born to. 

Wlcb1ta. Kan., on Dee. 28. 

1892. Ke graduated from PhiJ,. 

ll-pa Academy aDd from. Yale 


. CoUe,.. '. 
, Following service, In the~ 

Na",. during the flnt World' 

War. he wpa a John Harvard 

Fellow. at Ha"ard University

where he obtained his docto

rate in American history. i 

. HG b survived by threo 

daulZhtsa. Susan Lambert 

Darline. oC Parts. and' Mrs. 

Frand:s D. Ben and Mn. 

HODrY J. Wimmer, both of 
 •No,r Y 0 r k CIty, and flve 
arandchildren. ' 
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"The necessity of procuring good Intelligence 
is apparent ~c need not be furt!1er urged 
iUl that remains for me to add is, that you 
keep the whole matter a3 secret as possible. 
For upQn Secrecy, Success depends in most 
Enterprises of the kind, and for want of it, 
they are "generally defeated, howe'rer well " 
olanned '~ promising a favourable issue." 

- George : ../ashington 
July 26, 1777 



?:oecede:l.ts· for 't.~e s:tst·omatio collection of i!ltelli:;a~ce aC·:l1.;.t 

one ?~e'?le by the agents ~f a.'1ot.~er '!.ie as deep in reco!":!ed ::':',st'...c::" 

as the fi:st diplomatic mistdon ot e;ood will, or c.ce'pe:. ~ere do;.lo t

less ~rent along sozr.e u..'lpro+'cr..t!.,..lS person to scout ground t!:e tq.:n, 

Usten,ir.g to the talk of pla:L"l tolk and har_"'1S a look at t.'U!\i;3 ~·.~:ile 

t..:-:.e resplendent emissarJ deal t ~.n rhetoric ~li th t.1.e it!.n;!. ?rofessi~ns 

ar:.cl i::~r.tions do not alA'ays coindde. Bllt t.i.en, !.ntelli~ence o£ficers 

1.'1 a:r:::r ti".e ~:novr ~1at one li'!-.o is i'riend today ::r.ay be toe tom:orrow. ~'lar 

or the ll".cod of li'Sl' ra+":'1er than ,eacs is ~:.e r..crn among t.1.e nations of 

the ~'1Crld. 

'l'here 'have been age.."lts abroad for t:li.s :1at!.on since its fO;.ll'ld!:l~ 

in revolution. Some qt t.~er.1 have been official, SOl"l.e i:l!'orrnaJ., sc;'s 

~rell l·lL thdra:m. trcrt puolic vieti'. All have been the:e to ,ja~le!" :"r...!'or

r.a.tion upon ot.i.er cO'.tntries and the atti tudes of t::eir ::;overr.."'!.ents. 

~e DeI'ar~ent ot state, b:r na:blre and bj" trac::l.! tion since its estab

'!.ist'.I!'.ent in 1789, has been '';.1.8 colloctor and purveyor ot S'.tch ;mowl

"'dze tor the President and t.i.e C0lloaoress. !he.trr:cr and t.i.e :;a;t.7 0: 

necess1 V haVe had t.i.eir o'tm mea."ls of obta!..'lir.g :"'-:foI'!!".a.ti..on abo~t t;-:e 

forces at the ener.'\V' lmet.i.er &Ctaal c:::' h:rootnetical. 

~ro comparable e.f'tor";s r..ai."ltained counter-'..ntelli;;;ence to defend. 

t..'1e ''Uni ted,States. It 1I'.ay 'ha·;e been. a false se."lse ot sec'J.ri tj- behind 

t.i.e oce21'l.s. 3l~ t so ::treat was the !'load ot iJI'J'ii,iI'ation from abroad, 
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e.."Ccepting the Oriental countries, there was littJ.e use in trJir..~ to 

intercept foreiJIl agents. 'Ihe-.! could roam. the land at ~dll. .~"1erica.'1.S 

in private ille and in the Oovernrtent, one might sa':(l were !lrc~d to 

;'a'19 .f'orei,:;ners COt'le :md see tor the.c'.selves. I t was a lilatter ot ?oliCj· 

re:;ard to tile 5tren~th ot the United states, as James G. 3laine 3C:":'6h~ 

reciprocal trade, a. c011li.on silver currene'.! ",11 th those coun t...-ies" and 

the Pan-Ame:-ican Union.' Certai."l o£ticers ot a recent foe were con-

c"!acted tron East to vTest during the summer ot 1951 tor this Agencj 

to acquai.."lt them with the resources and capabilities of t..i.e l"..a tion. 

It ~ be in!erred, 51 110t said, that they t·rero i..-;;:ressed ,·Ti t..i-t its .... 

weal th and pOlfer, and wi th the good tortune or t.~se trom t!'le fa ther

lClnd now liVing here.1 

i 

'lhe Idea ot Intelligence 

Hews does not become knowledge bY' the mere process ot ~a~e!"i:lg. 


Certainl:t it does no t become intell.igence, •. as. the tem. mst be uncier",,_ 


stood in considering the wea:oons ot war and the instr\.u:'!.ents ot oeace.
.. . 
'n".e raw material ot information has t1rst to be verJied and t.1.en 

appraised tor 1t5 usef1ll.r.ess. It may be interestir.;; but il'lCOnSe

qu.ential. Subjected to analysis, it rr.a.y q.owever display elemanta, 

t.i.ouSh insi~icant in themselves, that associate in startJ.1.."l.g .f'as:..:ion 

wi th otller 01ts ot information. Hew evaluations follot-l. ihe read

.justmenta ot old elements becor:l$ new syntheses 1:.'1&t ::ave sit7'.:i.f'icance. 
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. And :L'ltell1gence has been 9rod'.lced for the pollC'".!-ma1;er. It ren.e.:!.~s 

for hir.1 to judge 't-Ihetr..er this i!'1telll:;ence or SOr:le ot.'1e:- or ~s o..:n 

intuitive reac tion to even~s s!-:.o'!:!.c. ::;overn t:."le cons ~.tC tion of polic;r 

and deternine t.'le correct cotl!"se of action. 

'!here comes to lItL,d at; this point the ~-:illtoriC ,wor'.t of All'!"ed 

1hayer r-:a.lum ,mo did so mch to c.eter::ine the :laval, ?Olley of tr'.e 

Uni~ States in the Cari'!lbean Sea at the begirm::lng of the centurJ. I 

Hallen's uri t1ngs upon the influence of sea power in history aJ.'fected 

too the judgments ot Great Britain, rival 1£ not lrJPOthetical enell\V 

of the Uni ted S1:&tes in that area a:ncl the vicini ty ot, the Paruuna. 

Canal. I t is no t meant here to imply tha.t Admiral l'Iahan collected, .... 

produced, or emplo;red intelligence in the present meaning of the 

term. It 1s intended to show that in advocating policy he made use 

ot co~arable materials fro:n the tamiliar categories of geograph:ic,. 

economic, polltical, social and even emotional dat;:a.. Historical 

evidence is closely a.ld.n to intelligence.'- ' 

So tar attention has been held upon separate intelligence, that 

is to say-,·upon knowledge dralm.from a sJJ:gle source. But t.'le conce:;>t 

ot central intelligence is intrinsic. Def'4..:nitive intol"1!1&tion upon a 

subject seldom 1.t ever comes from a single source; 1 t is u.sual. to 

learn of the mil.tter from several quarters. .And in dea.J.1r..g lli th hwnan 

aJ.'fa:irs at least, one can be sure tha.tone's i."l.i'o::mation has come 

through a lIICld. The elfee t of hwnan fa.s..lUoning may be quite unin

tentional; 1t will be present none the less. It em be verI conscious 
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and have ill the persua.siveness ot' a vested interest. mere is t.~en 

clear need to determine the torces which llave shaped the ma.-:erial' i....'l 

order to bring it L,to proper relation til t:.h int'ormai::ion that has beez:. 

obtained on the same subject £rom other sources. 

:ille woy in which this cool""'L'lation and s:/lltbesis s.~ou1d be accol!l

pUshed has been a partiC't..t.lar concern ot' government, especially- il'1. 

this cotmtry.' 'lhe necess1. ty had been ~ reco~z3d. 'b".r 1939. aepre

sentat1ves trom the Depar"br..ents of Agriculture" Commerce, and. the 
. /

Interior were assigned to the Foreign Service as attaches.D:-.eir 

reports were made throu;h the state Department. '!he m::U1 tar:r and 

naval attaches in AmeriC3n embassies and legations were less subject p. 

to coordination as their report" were d1rec~ to their respective 
, , 

services. 'lhe evolution of the method now employed is a major theme 

in this stu.d:y'. Woven w:Lth it is the is.sue yet to be i'ul.l:y' settled• 

. Should t.i.ere be individual responsibility for estimat:i..ng the intel.l1

gence which is sent to the pollcy-t::aker or s.i.ould the representatives 

of the several interest" involved take collective responsibilit-.r tor 

that estimate?l 

British services and German operations dur...ng the first vlorld 

War made their contributions to .American concepts of intelli6ence. 

An inspired and SIlbs:Ldized press" stories of atroci ties nicely timed, 

the release ot document." like the Zimmerman note to l·iex:tco" sabotage, 

strikes, a..nd acts of violence w:L th1., this country' revealed associa

tions and macle disti.:nctions that are now classic. 'lhere were differ

ences between Sri ttsh and German methods of subversion a..nd propagar.da 
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in neutral America. 'lbe dynamiting attributed to German a.gents 

destroyed property". Atraci t:r stories spread b:r the .. 3riti sh were 

intent upon corroding t.iought. Opinion in this cou."'ltry took greater 

exception to Ger:nan action against property' than to Bri tis."l ma..'1ipu

latioll of the truth. Both, however, were parts of an attack' upon 

tl18 American tradi t1.on of isolation which had persisted since ihoT:'.as 

Pa1ne's ex."lortat1.on in 1776 to ,have done with the "wars and quarrels" 
I 

of Europe. Bo th cave e."Cpert guidance to American participation in 


L"
the wars of the £uture. 

Espionage is clandest1.ne. 'lbe collection of in£ormat1.on seems 

overt, though mch of it too is under cover. 'lbe decision t..'1a.t 

espionage is sinister and malignant; while the collect1.on of informa

tion is honest and benign, depends upon one's own interest and point 

of View. As Daniel liebster observ'ed, nrn a question of goring it 

I!".akes all the difference in the world l-rho awns the Bull and ~mo owns 
1

the .9:.." Propaeanda.' s k:i..'lsC.ip w.i th the foreign missions of religious 

fai ths is historic. Bo t..'1 engage in purve:r"'-ng i.."lformation as the 

t1"'~th. But the relat1.Vity of truth under pragmat1.c influences is 

no torious, at least in international affairs. With the growth of 

black propagaz:tda in pS)"chological warfare to break: the will of the 

enem,r, the cau.se of truth as the best weapon seems lost. 'lbe concepts 

of intelligence are relat1.ve and variable. Duplicity is inherent. 

Only the national security" seems to remain integral and constant:t 
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'ale Idea in Ac tion 

'the processes of intelligence and t.'1eir attendant propac;anda, 

sabotage, and guerrilla tactics received tre!!'.e:ldous s~us d1.i.rir..g 

the second World tiar. Fif'th-col'J."ln actinties hac. become famous i."l. 

the Spanish civil strife j?rior to the r;a.zi· invasion of Czec;!Oslovaida 

and Poland. An interdepartmental committee of the Arr:r:/, Uavy, and 

Federal Bureau of !nvestigation in July, 1939, sought to control spies, 

saboteurs, and. subversive persons. I 'D:le overtl-.row of France in June, 

1940, and. the expulsion of Britain's troops from the Continent at 

Dunld.rk convi-nced leading At:Iericans t.iat this coun~r.r DUst j?repare 
in every' way for the eventuality of war. German· agents under Nazi 

direction were alre~'at work in Latin America as their predecessors 

had been for the Ka1ser. '!he specter of an invasion even of Uorth 

America possessed some m1nds. 'lhe British neet had long supported 

the lbnroe Doctrine against foreign encroaehme."l.t upon Anglo-American 

dom1nance in the western hemisphere. It Eri tain fell, there would 

be no Bri t:l.sh neet.l.' 

. President Roosevelt took the eminent Republicans, St1.:r.lson and 

Knox, into the Cal:linet as Secretaries of lvar and the N'avy. Church:Ul 
/ ¥

cabled to st:I.mson n~~ les aura. rr Arrangements were made to supplY' 

the British neet with destroyers in return for air and naval bases. 

Congress revived the Selective Servic~ of 1917 in September. Ambassador 

Kennedy" was making statements tha~ Sri tain could no t stand up to the 
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German attack. 'lbe President sent ~'l:llliam J. !)onovan in July to .rind 

out. Donovan was to stacI:; toe Gerr..anyr s fii"t.i.-colurnn practices. 

He returned by August 4 to repc:-t orallY' to Secretc.r.r 'Knox and t.~e 

President. "lpOn thOse practices, 3ritaint s org:m.ization tor secret , 
L"!.telli~ence and ~-lhat Donovan liked to call "'.morthodox l-rart'are." 

.:he Gerr.'.all activities were spread be£ore the .American public in a 

series ot' newspaper articles signed. by Edgar A. l-.Dwrer and Colonel 
' •. 

Donovan. Eri tish advi.ces and plans entered t'rom t:tme to time 1.'1to . 

the development ot' an Alr.er:l.c.::.n Sj"stem. ot' intelligence and clandestine 

operations.1 

Donovan believed that Britain would stand. He was abroad again ... 

be£ore C!lris~ to make a strategic surrq ot' American economic and 

poli tical interests in the i-ied1 terranean and. the !lear East. !'i.a:ny' 

Arr.ericans t'ound it hard. to discover those L"lterest3, thoue;h the r;aV"J' 

had once t01l8ht Barbary' corsairs on the coasts ot' A.f'rica and put the 

!:a..."'i.."!.es ashore in lripoli, and there stul lleN American r.ti.ssionaries, 

hospi tala, and. colleges in the Near East. Donovan saw t.i.em, a.'1d a 

~ood deal l!k:)re as he worked wi th a Bri tish ot'ficer a.gainst the pro

:razi regent, Prince Paul, in YugoslaVia. 'Jhe aer:n.ans sensed enoU6h 

ot' h:is purposes to keep him trom conterring' with the French commander, 

General W'enand.2 

By l&l.:rch 18, Colonel Donovan was home to report upon the dan;ers 

to shipp1.."lS" the importance ot' Uorthwest Africa to the United States, 

the Use ot' PS7chological and politioal war!'are, a."ld upon a ce.'1 tra.l 
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intelligence eo!!'lllli-ttee ;'111iell he s:nr tald....lg tor.n. in London '.lr.der t!:.e . . 

e:d.gencies o£ war. At Rcosevol t i s direction he tallced .Ii th Secreta.

ries S~son and. Knox and-Atto:-ney-OenersJ. Je.c!i:son about i~s c~ccept 

ot an in tel:!.i~':lnce agen:-/li'i th the a.ccompnnTJ.l'13 forces of propaga."1d.a 

a.."1d subversion. Z"19'.! reco!!1t".ended it to the President.' Ule re~..:.!.t 

lTas Donovan IS pro!,o sal. on JUne 10, 1941, tb.a.t there s;lo:.l!d be a 

II ser"lice o£ stra.te..,""ic in.t."omation." Strateg;{ v.L thou t i.!l.tOr:ntl tion, 

he said, was helpless. !n.t."0:rr;1a.tion collected. £01' no strategic ?\lI"?O se 

uas £t.!tile;'L

:<11 th this m.emora.z'l.d:tJ.~ his first m tten statement on t.'le subject, 

Donovan laid foundations tor the inst.ru.m.ent of goverIl."!!ent wh.!eh has . 
become the Central Inte1ll8ence AgenC"J. T;Jhether or not he 'l-ras &1f8...'"e 

ot itat the t.:i.r..e, :le indicated, too, the d1.f.'!'1C'J.lties t.hat t·rould 

. perplex tbe administrators o£ th:1.s common service tor the Depar"t4:lents 

ot the Government. 

!!e sug;est..ed t.l-..a.t t.ie Coordinator ot strategic Inf'orr.-a t:ion should 

have an aciVisol"'J' panel con:s1sting ot the ,Director o£ the Feder::!l Bureau 

of !:'lv9stilSation, the heads ot the intelligence services ot the A.:r:ltr 

-and the !ia:vy, ar.C. corresponding c!'£icials frOM other departne."lts 

concemed. He 'WOuld draw the pers:mnel of his central. a~enc:r fron 

the Arm:! and the ~la.vy as uell as from ciVilian sources. :-!e u01.11d 

make sure that the a;enC"J' should not diSlllace or encroach upon the 

Departments, although it r.ti.ght collect !n!'ormation i."ldepende."l.tly". It 

was to analy-ze and i."lterprlitt 1n.fomatLon of lIUIr.if kL'"l.ds £01' use by the 

http:kL'"l.ds
http:lIUIr.if


Depar1::nents. Above all, it was "14> consti 'b.lte a means by vlhich ~'1e 


Pres:Ldent~ .:lS Commandel'-i.'l-Gi.ti.e.£, and his Strategic Board \lould have 


available accurate and complete enern:r intelligence reports :J.?on which 


r:iU~ operat.io~al decisions could be base<!. ,,1 


Donovan would place !lIlder the dirac tion o~ the ~ordine. tor of 

Strateg!.c L"li"or:t:'lS. t.ion that psychological ~-1artare which he ::ad observed. 

the Germans usins so e.!fect:Lve17 upon "the moral and S!'iritual de!'enses 

ot, a natLon." :1e did- not include in his meJrt:lrandUl."l. the physical sub

version and guerri..lla wartare which he l".ac!. also in m:L"ld. !hey had 

been diSC'.lssed liith the Cabinet officers; the".! lfere ilIIpllcit in the 

plan. 'I!rue to the mili ta..7 character of his l.f.:lole conceptioh,f he 

proposed that the Coord!nator of Str-ateg1c Information should be 

responsible dirac tl7 to the President. 

'lhis led a t once to disagreement wi th the armed services 9.rl".1ch 

has complicated relationships ever since 'between ~m and the central 

intelligence service. Pres1den t itoosevelt' s mili'tar't/ order of J\J.r:.e 25, 

19la.,f as Commander-in-Chief, created the ottice of Coordi."lAtor of 

Str-ateGic !ntormat:Lon and. gave h:f.:Il1 m:U1tary authoriiii. It aroused so 

en ~ 
MIl opposition that the order was rewritten. Another order on July ll, 

1941, established the office ot Coordina tor of !n!om.ationa !he l."Ord 

"Stt-ategicll was omi tted from the title. 'lbe regular m:i..li ta.ry and 

naval adYisers of the President were caref"..tlJ.j g'.la...""'Cied against ill to'r:. 

terence w:i.fh or impa:!.rm.en.t of their du.ties and responsibili ties by 
. ~ 

this new' aide to the Chief Executive.~ 
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:i:t still ~;r..s 

in e!f'ect a ::-:iJ1 tar.r o:::'(hr. 

Donovan could 

ot the o::;O:a!.uzQ:'.;.ion. 

8,iency If all-i"'1.cl':l.:ive. II 
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-'. . -..-- - .... ~ '~.. ...... ,.. 
,.'-w _ ......Iw. 
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he ~ossibili ties which I:-.is avid ir,agination conceived. I twas al to-, 

ether too soon to draw the lines and establish the interstices between 

i val ins ti. tutions of the Govenunent so .tha. t t.1tey lrorked ha.r.:i:>n:iously 

o the comr.1Qn end. I ~e criticism ~s fair at the moment. It did not, 

cwever" show due appreciation of ·the fact that" regardless of b:is 

ersone.l wi. tions, Donovan was pioneering in the public interest 

eyond t.1te experiences and asswnptions of the moment. He believed 

ha.t it was his duty as well as oppor'bmity to put all elern.ents ot 

ntelligence in one cen~ organiza.tion. 'lhis he declared in 19,3, 

as an American contribution in the m.stor,r of intellibence.~ 

!he ottice of the Coordinator of Information developed so ra;::idly 

n.der Donovan t s direc tLon that m.a:n:r elell1ents ot a c~traJ. in telli;:;ence 

,mce ~'le:-e in operation by- t.'le ti."le ot the Japanese attack ~pon 

earl :!arbor in December. 1b broadcast radio messages, issue pa.~l-:lets, 

'l.d. sp:-ead the propaganda of truth regarding Ar..erican pri..nciples, the 

)reign Inforrr.ation Service had b,e~ to take s.1ta:pe even be£~e t..1te 

~esidentt s orde:- of J'.;J.y ll. t-li til itS listening OUl.?osts, it ~laS 

.so soon obtaining ir.:t'om;3.tion for t..1te production of !.ntc:.lisence.· 

Le ~esea.rch and Analysis Branch" well established in A.u.e;t:.st, i;)egan 

collect and. evaluate the basic materials for i:l'tel.licence rSl)Orts • 

. October the Visual Presentation Branch was at .:~rk :li'0n the tech

:raes ot deliver_"l8 such reports and related data. to tho ee,art.;;,le."lt's 

services concerned. 

115[8Hf1" 
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1. Ra.l.l, W. O. Hemora:ad'am of .laga.at 28~ 1941, on . ~HS 'He ~.,
:ra:act1cmal. ConfUsicm. 1:11 the Of'.tice :tor Coordina~ I • • 

~ 1DtcmaatLon. Paper prepared lor tbe Bu.1:'eau of' 't: T~...., S" 
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An Oral In~eence Un:!. twas created. to interview persons 

icently arrived !rom abroad. Foreign natLonals wi thin this country 

Ime under stud;( to discover wat thE!l1 might reveal concet"Ilini tba 

1nd1 tions and opinions in the COUlltries or their origin. b col

iCtLon ot inf'omatton by' undercover agents outside the Western 

md.sphere had begun upon agnemen t with the ArIrr:I aDd the Uavy"in 
, .,, 

:tober that their clandestine intelligence serv'ices should oe con

1llidated under the Coordinator or Inf'ormatton. 

':!here was agreement also with the British. During the tirst 

,rld l-lar an int:i..mate relationsbip had existed between t.i.e tw 

vc~ents on the diplomatLc level, resulting in the exchange or 
lol"I!li1tion ot great Value. Ucnl, with the consent ot OlUrchlll, 

novan placed a branch otfice in London. 

'lhere was even planning tor the eventual.ity or war betore it 

Ille with tJ18 disaster at Pearl Harbor. A section in D:>novan' s 

Cice, named "Special ActiVities - K and L Funds," was established 

October 10, 1941, to talce cha..-ge ot espionage", sabota~e, su.bvers1ve 

tiVities, and. f:Uerrilla units. There 11lld. been no .fomal. autnoriza

>n tor them.. 'lhe President·s order o.f Julj 11 r:1el·eJ.:r proVided tv': 

~ch S'.tppler.le:1ta.ry' actiVities .as m.a7 !'ac!lltate the se~..Jlg o.f 

~o:nr.at:i.on it:;lorUm.t tor na:~onal secarl t"J r.ot now aVailable to ~le 

'errunent." But the intent uas clear. l);)novm sent" an otticer to 

_ SEARFT

http:o:nr.at:i.on
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stlld¥ British practices in close association with the British Special 

Operations Exec~tive•. It was only a shor~ step into guerrilla warfare 

a:i'ter the declaration ot war. P.e S'Jbrn:l. tted 't9 President Roosevelt on 

December 22, 1941, the· plan long in J:d.nd tor an American torce like the 

Sri tLsh Commandos "imbued ld th the ma.~":I.1l!1 ot the ot.1'ensive a.tI.d imag

inative spirtt," an exce1lent weapon. 0.1' physical subversion to aecompa.:ny 
I

t.lte black propaganda. ot psychological wartare. D10se who have bee..'"l 

":-l&tc!ling recent preparations v.i.th:L, the Ce:ltral Intelligence Agenc,,! 

for paramilita.ry' action may f'ind ample precedent and cood e.x~le 

in the policy of' Colonel Donovan. Pee developed it in action f'ar more 

than in theory."-... 

..... 
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'!he Office of Stratezie Services 


':ille burst of "tn.:r whie.."1 he a:tticipated had tw effects upon 

Celonel Donovan. He ~ressed the orgn.."1ization of h1 s office to COIl"_ 

'OlGtion so that he mg..~t lea.ve .f.'or a c01l'lr.1Snd in combat, and!le urged... , 

that the Coordinator of I.."lf'ormation be placed under the directi,=·n of 

th.e Joint Cr.ie£s o£ Sta:rf. 'l'!le! held their first neeting on :;'eor.!ar-.r 

9" 1?42, as they prepared to work with the British officers in t!1e 

COnOined Chiefs of Sta:f.'.t'•1 

Donovan sent a proposal t.1u-o~h Secretary Knox to t..~ President 

the.t t."1ere be attached to the iiavy an independent force o.t' land, sea, 

and air raiders" fiVe t."lousand. men, WcmDonovan hir~el£ 't'lO'.lld cor..r.a.."ld; 

and he S'.l~~ested a S'J.ccessor as Coordinator cf !nforr.-.at!.O!l. DJnovan 

.... 	 lla.s not perr.d.tted to take corr..and of American Cor.r~a.'ldos. :Ie had 

instead. to develop wii'l'.in his o.t'tice the forces of !lh7sical S'.::.bvers:.on 

a."ld. S!.terrilla v:a.rf'are. But. the O!!ice of StrateGic Ser"''!.ces, t.x.c.'IJ. 

.trJ.ceeeded. the Coo~..in~ tor of Ini'0r.:lation" ~·ras !llaced as Doncvan 1:ii.led 

. u. ...der t.1.e direction o.t' t.."1e Joi.'lt ·:il!e£s o.t' S~f Q~. :-"1'" tar: order of 

t.1e ~residen~ on ~"lC 13,1742.2 

Heamli:ile the Coordinator of ::;:'-..£orna~on had Cor.1e ...."lCier ;recc.~res 

ferences of opinion conce::::-:l!ng Methods in war. Over Donovan t s pro

tests, t:."le For",<t J..{ 5 'T_..•• .....gn ,.I...U.l.orna. _on arvi.::e 't-;as re::.cved from ilis jurisCic tion 

a.."').d joi.~ed "dth 0 t.lter i."l.f.'cl~-:ion scrri~c c in t.."1e new Office of ';lar 

http:S'.::.bvers:.on
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... • ... 1''''.:..: ... ,.,_~,..', 1 -l C ft !:n£cnr.ati.cn. !)onova.Tl bcl:.eved kAt t.'1e e .... ac .....ve."less c••_':''; ••.0 0::._ ....... 

rar!a.re l1o\:J.d ~o ~"''''9ai:"ed i! t.':.e ccr:.t!"'J1,ct r>rc:>a;anda. di:~ee te<l 

Tore "tal:en i':'''O::': the CcorCi:;.a tor of !11!'o:-:::.atiOl'l. I t is to 'be noted too 

::ha't. ~r.. t..'t the 'Fo:"ei.;:;n !!".fol,::"a:~on Service fTent t...~ listening ou'b?osts 

~>!.ch lTere sources of Wor:r.ation !or the production ot intelliaence 

'eports by t!:e C~ordil'lator. But t!1is c~sed little hardship as tlle 

~Cl"e:.gn 3roadc2.st l:Oni tori.."lg Service ot tile :ederal Co::-.ru.-deaticns 

!t StrateG;io Se%'\-:lces soon er~a..~ed :!.ts C'rlln system of collectir..; 

1recret i.Tlte1l:!.le."lce .overscas.

lhere ltaS 2. prolon:;ed d:!.~ te over psycholo~caJ. 't."!lri'are • 
. . 

'oir..t Chiets ot Sta..f'£ l:.ad created a Jo!:.t ?sycnolo:icaJ. 'Ylariare C.:r.:l

i ttee :!.r:. Irarch, but reor:am.zed it on ",'.ale 21, 191.:2, to r-.2ke Dc:lc ....~ 

he chairman, as Director ot the Office ot Strategic Services. 

ommi ttee ti'2.S conpo$8d ot represe!'1tatives £rom the A.r.:t~ a.."ld t!le 

:ld supported Or ~ advisory cor..."!ti.ttee d.-alln t:"Om t.~c Depar'bnent -::£ 

tate, ~e 130a...'"'d. of Ecc!lOr.tic vla...-tare, t.:-.e CoorC:!.zow.to: ot!nter-P.r:.e:ican 

~tairs, ar.d t.~ Office ot t-Iar L"l£0l"t'lat::.on. 2 

r.-':::' ttees on ~!1.0 one hand ~d t.he Oi'!ice o!' Strategic Services w"ld 

s S'..:bor"'..:iJ.'late ~:n:..'Os on tile ot..lter ~.-_. ~-::'.o....t . - . - eyer reacni."lS the Joi."'l,t 
le!s c~. Sta.!f. "'!"'''' ... ·ever ~...,"I+Ad d ... 

• "," • oJ ..... ...... or 3r,:;..te , !::pec:...tically- or in ge..""ieral 

http:L"l�0l"t'lat::.on
http:CoorC:!.zow.to
http:3roadc2.st
http:Cl"e:.gn
http:rar!a.re
http:onova.Tl
http:n�cnr.ati.cn
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;e~s, the real. "atter at issue lr.'Ould seer.!. to an outsider to have 

'een lr.'.hetl':er the Oftice ot Strate:ic Servic3s w~ to be an r.,:e.,,:t 

.irec~:t res;?onsLb1e tc the Joir:.t Chiefs of Sta!t tor the conception 

illd conduct of ~sycho1os:Lc~ warfa.:-e. !! t.~ Crtice ot Strategic 

iervices reported. to the Joint PS;rcl1Clcg:Lcal. ";ar!are Col:U!I1 ttee.. "OSS" 

roulc. I"lUl t.~e risk ot ha,V"'...r:g its projects stopped there by the over

~he1Jnin; Il'.a.j ont-.;r representing the ~. and t.'la ~;avy. ']he amed 

iervices d!.d. not li!:e a::ry s;)rt ot independent parwrJ.1itary cOr.lr.'.ar.d. 

,5 Donovan recallod i:l 1953.. ! t was a cntical r..oment in the t,rho1e 

:nd.aavor to establlsh an A.."erican s;rstem of central intelli;::;ence.1 

'lhe issue came to conclusion in :December.. 1942. 'lb.e Joi."lt 

?!ie£s of Sta.:£'£ sent General. Hcliarney' and Ad..--:iraJ. Sorne to inquire 

nta the Ottice ot Strate£;ic Services. '.they visited the Office 

spars.tely. Donovan talked wi th them, showed them papers, and 

sked them to S,;lend a dJrJ uatciling !t !n operation. ~'lere folloued 

d:i.rective. from t.~e Joint C:liets ot Statt on :>ece.··lbcr 22, 1;;:42.. 

1e Ofrica ot StrateSic Services ..8 tlle "I.bencr" cf the Joint Chiefs 

r Stat!, char;ed wit.'l the r.tillta:ry.-,.program o.i'PSJ'cholo;1cal. wa.rt'are.2 

Donovan received. a note trom General. l-:a.rsha.:u saY-:'''lE; t:.'ll.t he 

)1lld not let the hoUd. seasOn pass ,d. thout ex;ress:L"l.G :;:::"Il ':;i ~de 

:r Don.ovan I s cooperati.on in the trr-'lg tiroes ot the past year. 

Lrshall .r'!:::"etted t.~t Donovan, a£ter vo!untarily coJil!.ne uncl.er the 

http:coJil!.ne
http:parwrJ.1i
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jurisdiction of the Joint Chiefs" had not enjoyed smoother sailing. 

i·:;arshaJ.l. hoped that the new directive would el.imina.te lIIOst of the 

di.f'ficulties. l 

'Ihe Office of Stt-ategic Services gained most of the points for 

t-ri1ich it !'lad. contended. 1'0 S'J.pervise the cili tary program of psy'c.~o

lozj.cal warfare a."l.d integrate it wi th mill tary' and naval operations" 

t.i.ere lIaS e s tabUshed wi thin the C!'i'ice a nev Pla.'lIli.....lg Group CO::lpO sed 

of one nember 1'ram the Depar'bnent of state, ttro from t.lte Amy" '!:Nro 

from the UaV"',{" and four includi.-,g the chaiman !rom the 01'1'ice 01' 

Strategic Serv1;ces. An p.civisory col"ldttee represented the Board 

01' Economic liari'are, Office of War Ini'ormation" Coordinator of 

In ter-American M1'airs, the ~ea.Sur:r and 0 ther agencies from tir.'.e 

to time as the:!.r interests "lere concerned. After approval by the 

l)'f.....rector of the C1'1'ice c! Strategic Services" the plans and projects 

01' the ?lar.ni.ng Group llere to be S'.lbmitted throUbh the Joint SW1' 

Planners to the Joint Chief's of Statf for their final ~:?rovy.l.2 

!he operations of propaganda, and of economic vlar!are .:i ~..i.."l 

the mill tary prosran for PS"/cholo[ic~ war£'are" were reserved to 

t.i.e 01'!ice 01' :iar Informs.tion and to t...i.e Board cf Economic ::arfa..~ 

respeotively. 'nle Joint Intellizence Comr.ti. t:tee of the Joint :;':.1~fs 

of Sta!'f -;.ras to 'Orenare.. S'olch speci'" _ ~"~o"''':a~on_.I., "'00 
...
~""+"'ll';

'" ~ - ..... -e.. ""'""- .. .u. w.;.. ~ -f..) .....\" 

st.lc!.ies as the JC:"'1t· C!~~s of Staff required. 

El''1i.er Davis" ~ead of t.i.e Office of :':ar !ni'onroa t:.on" ~'"O\lld :-.ave 
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decli:led representation on the Advisory Cor:md. ttee of the Planning 

::irot:.p in t.;"'e Office of' strategic Services. .A.dm:!.ral Lea.V had 

1\"%'i'tite.'1. for the Joint C:lie!s of Statf tha'ti the Pla.nn:in; Group troUld 

'be con.f'i.."'led to recornr..enda.t;.on~ to the1:l and they would decide upon tile 

)?!"');.>aganda which they w1shed 1;r. Davis to execute. But he saw it 

d:i.f.'terentl~r. lhere was no purpose to be served in giVing advice to 

another ;;roup upon r.l.3.tters li'hich one was already under obligation 

to tl'l.e President to £om-J.late and execute. '.Cle Preside!lt, he se.id, 

could Ifha.r.:liy be overr.1l.ed by lesser autb.or:1.ty." Davis considered 

his representative a Visitor to rather than a maer ot :t:.i.e Of.fice 

of Strategic Services. If DaVis thought of the federal principle 

at all, he had no il'lcllnat1on to le~ it bind the part of .the national 

e!fort in war for w!lich he was responsible to ?resident ~oseVelt. l 

'D1e intelligence functions df the Office of Strategic Services 
.... 

were rest...-icted by the directive of Decembor 22, 19L.2, to those 

Ifnecessar.r for t..i.e planni.'1.g and execution of the rr.:il1 tar.r program for 

PS7choloGic2J. war!are, and tor the ?reparation of assiblled portions 

of i.'ltelligence digosts and. S'.lch otiler data. and Visual presentat10n 

as mtly be req:uested." 'I!'lat was not ali. 'lhe collection of intelli

ge.'lce by IIOSS" was coni"in9d. to the special operations of sabotage, 

espion~e and ccuntereS?i.:nage in eneI!!\Y-occupied or ccntrolled 

torai,:n !latbnals in t.~ l:ni ted States. 

'D.;.ese restrictions ~'::'i'0n. the :intelli~ence service of the Office 

t'Tere no t pSI'!'i tted to· ha:r.tper its werle tor ::'ons, on paper. Z1ey were 

http:autb.or:1.ty
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mlOved froM the text of 't.;'e directLve by the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Apr-l 4, 1943. ~ by the ti.."lal revision ot 16;'e directLve on 

:teber 27, 1943, t..1.e Officers tu.-iction of collecting i..?J.fonnation 

)1' t.;'e production of intell~ence was tu.lJ.y' restored. "But collec

.on is not receptLon. Obtaining particular information is Cli.tferent 

:'Om having the ril:bt to it in ceneral. terms. General. Vandenberg aI"A. 

Ir.iral. HiUenlcoetter were to tind this true again and again as 

1.rectors of Central Intelli~ence. . 

It had. been agreed by both ArlIV and l;avy in October, 1941, before 

Ie attack upon Pearl Harbor.. that the ttundercover intelli~ence of. t.:-.e 

TO service~1t s.~ould be consolidated under the Coo~'1ator of !nforms.

.on. As General. I:iles ~:pressed it, the wrk l1as 1tr:J.\.ch ::nore ef'tectiva 

, under one head rather than three•••" A ciVilian asency, such ns 

e Coord.i."lator of !.I'ltormation, had. disti.."lCt advantages, he stid, over 

y militar:r or naval. 8.3enq in the adld.nistration of such a service. 

the same time the ~ and. liavy set up their Joint Arr.r.! and l':avy 

telliGence Comrnittee to forestall the CoorCina.tor ot !nrorn-.a~on. 

!well L. I·:On~""Ue became its secretuj on October 14.2 

Follo-N.1.;ng t..1.e agree~18nt Wi tl;, t.'le A:r:m:! and i;avy, Dcnova.."l pla."l."led 

once to put a l-r.ireless station and a:;e.l'lts in ::orth Africa. 3ut 

t '.l.-.derstandin.g bad contained t..'1e reserva'li.on that in the eve:.t ot ' 

t..'"le A..~ a.."ld the l:avy should have tull pot-Tel' to ope:ate u."lderco\·~r 

el:!.i:::ence services of t..'i.eir ot-tn. After rearl Harbor" the best Qat 

td be obtained in the d!rectives ot'the Joint Ciliets ot Statt was, 

http:reserva'li.on
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the statement that the 1T'.il.itarl and naval. intelligence services a.."'ld 

the 01'fice 01' Strategic Services would Ifprovide 1'or the complete and 

i'::oee interchange 01' informtion, evaluated as to ered:i. tahili ty of 

source, required for the oxecution of their respective DtLssions."l 

In practice this Z'leant to the intelligence off'1cers of the A.rr.r:r 

and the !';av,r no obligation whatever upon them to 'b1rn OV'3r to Donovan's 

JUice i."1£or.nation about operations which thq thought should not be 

revealed. It:!.s to be said on their behalt' t.lJ.a.t they had so:::e reasons 

to fear that the civilians in r..:is agency were not discipli..l1ed in 

I!':ili taI7 necessi ties; the Ofrice 01' Strate.ie Services deserved part. 
::If its ::Oe'OU ta.tiOD for b...h .... a sieve. {l'raen General Donovan :-ead t.J:-.:is• ""-"'''fi> \ 

statement in Februar,r, 1953, h~ blurted: "How could you saY' S".J.ch a 

tb:i.l)g ! 'lha.t makes me sore." l~le ~ tar.r men, he said, were the 

fleaky' boY'S." It is also to be said t.1.a.t intelllzence reports ~.JOrth 

N.bm:1 tt:L"lb to the ::,olicy-t:aJ.:ers cat"_"'lOt be had it st:oate;ic i."l.fOrr'..a t:!.cn 

.S 1·li.t.~1teld from t.i.ose 'Ilho have t."'le tad:: ,,1' :"I.l!king 't.ie :-e:,:lcrt1:l. t 

Aecorcling to cne 1-lilo rer.ar!:ed t..'lat he oll,'iht to ~::.ow because ::e 

ras one ot theI!'l, men in the amed servioes 1001;ed ::1 th s.:.~:!.cion '.•;on 

he e~ert eeonornis~s, beo~hers, historians, and scientists ~60m 

onovan :::;&theree about hil:!.; they "lOt-lered t:::eir hem£" aCllinst those 

xperts, said Gene::Oal ::a...,""'!"Uder, and t.1tel ke,t t.!leir :'lO:-::'S "i:.:.:r:..~ ;,;re' 

... d j, S <:.a.T:l!? e e. 

A ca::;e i." ,0:!.:1 t ~'1as ~:e re!·.l·sal or t!le :~aV'.;" to release its radio 

:..., terce;? ts" to t.'1.e Or!'1ce "r st:;:oategic Servicez. Donov2.."l pro t.'!! IS ted 

http:Strate.ie
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. on october 22" 19L.2, ~":.at S'..tci1 action wuld ir.!!lair his a'bUi t;r to dis

. \..t ...... At the tine that ;,.e !".!.d '!;)een w"illing to re£r:'.i.ncha.r:;e ''''-S l;u.ss:..,n. 

!MJll ·c::''l'~gr&;lr..!c work, he l".ad. u.'"lderst.ood tha:: the proceeds res-,ll ti.ng 

£!'OJ: decoding ~. the Arr.ted Forces wolll.d be made ava.:Uab1e to the 

Ct.fice o£ Stratesic Services. ~e C!'£ice could not carry' out t."le 

d~ties speci£icril:r assigned to it bt t.lul ,To:i!'lt Chiefs of S~.r. 

ras ~i.."'lderco·ler '!.·epresenta.tives in i"oreizn cC·":""1t.ries vIera e::t!. ~od 

c£ en-!l':\)' r::essa,seo. '!be Researc!l a.."ld Ar:.al;,-sis 13ranch. needed t..~e 

ir.i'crmation tor its strategic atu.dies. '!he O£!'ice of St.ra~.::;ic 

Services eo.lld not £'l.mction cor.;>lete1r tdthout S:1C.~ !.-;;:ort.a.."'lt :'$~_ 

Dor.ovan's protest got a cool reception in t..'le Jo:L"lt !."ltelli::;~nce 

Co:Jr.ti ttee of tile Joi."1t Chiefs of St.a.f'£.Jhe cilailT.".an, Genera:!. '3eo~e .... 
'i. Strong" was untv'..lline to acc~pt eve."1 the obvious proVi:o:.ons ':'n the 

direc~ve of December 22, 1942, ar:..l!.."ll;; at t.'irst t!l:!.t !t co:,..f'i~ecl t..~e 

C... of S .... a+....rl..... S--"':co'" ~" tlle ."'.1"...,..",.,'" and ..... '" ."'_f'_~ce ..... ""'- <;:.,j,-"........, - 'J -.w.~"C:o e.:;;eC'.::. ..:.on 0.1. P::iYc~:o-

·::>tlt ~li.3t t!le O£i'ice ::ad ::1llch rider l."unctions ;;""l t.lJ.e !.'ieJ.i :£ ::.te:::.

r::.:::;: sta."'"' "": 7.:'_'"t '. e·.... ·· , .I t - to· . th.~ <--,.; ... - .> ................. no acree ~. lncrease:.n e d!sse::-.i

J::.e attitude of t.'le Cor.)mi ttee as a 

http:cilailT.".an
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whole was unsy'!i1;)a'~,hetic "I-z:;. tll Donovan's claim; and eo !l1s repreSeJ1Ui.

tive there, Oene~al 1~.l.d9r, har..."lg in m.."ld "the loni;er range poir:.t 

o£ netT of being able to reconstrllct har:-..onious :-elations u:L th t..'le 

!~ed Forces.tlldid not press the le~aJ. ~Ol:.t that the Oifice of stra. ,
te;ic Services i'laS entitled to such !."l.fOl"!:'.a~on. 

111e issue was seeMin&ly closed' on' JanuD.ry 19, 1943, by the 

Joint ::::hie!'s of Sta.f'f. Ih~ ruled. t..'1a.t the release of the i:-J."orna.t!.on 

~'1as ~d thin tho :?roVince of representatives of tbe A...""':'.y' and l;avy :""'l t:1e 

Plan.."linG Group of t..'le Ottice of Strategic Se..'"Vices. Tbis, of cotU'se, 
! 

rec.t~ced t.he natter to specific ins~ces mid lett power l~ t..i. tho Ar:::<::," 

a.'ld Havr. st.illto l-r.i. thhold SJlY par-:i.c-..1lar piece of inf'om.a.tion. '!hey 

a:e .,:r:eJ..~:~:._-t1_ !.~~_~~e.."t iqJ:7»_.to.z!ye...!...C;9~:'~ ci~~~"l GJenc;; 

in~r~2.E!...'1hich ~'??o~.~._~~irca:pabif:.cities in war. ,~:9 rSS'..llt has 

been interference .11th t."le now ot. raw materials eSSel'ltial to t.~e ... 
realistic e:rti.'11a.tes ,.,i'.:ich should go to t.~e l".a.kers of diplomatic pcl.:.:-J 

, 


and mill ta.:'7 stratee:r.:2 


!!:a:-ly in 1943 the Joint Cltie£s ot Stai'i' created the JO:"'1t :!l.tel 

ligence Collection Agencie's ot 'the A...-r:T:;J, Havy, L."d Air Forces.!hese 

too !'lad the appearance ot being helpi'ul :0 t..'le ~f.f.'ice of Storate;ic 

Services) but the-.r were no nore so than the rilln~ "A.i t.i. regard to t:1.8 

:;a~rI s intercepts. me jo:L"lt a,;e."1ci.es Here not to e."l~~e in, i..'li tial 

a."ld :'orwa..-.od it to Hashin€;ton. In t..'-leor;" ~lis cooperation s.i.ould have 

;lel,ed. the Secret Intelli~e."lce Bra."lch o£ the ()!'!'ice of StrateSic, 

.Service~. In fa,ct the Joint Intel!1~ence Collection .~encie's laid 
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:he secret agents of the O!'fice of Strate~c Services open to e:,:;osure 

.n ~he field, and delCiVed their 1'118.te!"iaJ. in reaching the Secra t Intel

.igence 3ra."'1c.'l in Uashin~toll. S;;;.c.'1 in:teri'erence ,aTe Donovan's 

;u,portel's o'9!>ortur.i +;OJ to arG'1lI! that t.ie .Armed Services. h.e.d estahlis.:'sc 

:.he jOint collae ~on ascncies to- t!n-lart noss" and. keep it from being 

.he central acenc;r in the natto:l2.J. ;f..ntell1eence :ustem. 1he si t:la tion 

lid seem 1:0 ,rove tilat· instead of three or tour collecting a~encies, 

:here s.~ould be a single and exclusive collector in the .f'ield ot 

secret intelligence and. <:OUllterespionage abroad~l 

1he Orfice ot Strate;j.c Services CarJe il.."'1der ar..ot.i.e= cross fire. 

~ter t.i.e qe!"ience at rearl .Harbor, General Ha:sl~ and Aci.1tLr~ 

~ab were conV"-Ilced t.ha t somethil1g had. to be done aiJou t corilir.ing
• 

~e intellilIe."lCe services ot the Army' and Nav"J', resar-t~ess of an,,/, 

~ang~~t ..li t.i. the Office of Strategic Services. J1leir a.;-:oeeme:l! 

~pa'!"er.tl'j~ led in the spr'...ng ot 1943 to a propo~ t:::.at t.i.e Joi.'lt 
I 

Inte,':j gence Co!'!l1i ttee should be reor;a.~zed.. It silOuld have a 
i 

liVilian Jne!:'.ber besides re,resentatives ot the .A..~"J i;a.vy, Ai:' ~orce, 

i 

~ C!'!'ice ot Strategic Se."'"Vice::l to form a. better estoL"1&t:L."1g board 

~r the Joint Chiefs ot Staff'. This ciV"-1!.an, oy '!"easln.ci' e.':cep..
I . 

~onaJ. !,c'!".t'omance, ll't!.ght even become t.~e chair:l'Jln ot the Joi.1'l t 

rtelli:ence Con,.,;L ttee.,.... ~.ere was rese.':'lblance !lera to ~e .:Jr!.!is.1
i 

Ft:!",··1.atir-t; coIll!l'd.ttee in u!-.ich the ciVilian repre3enting t.~e :c:'ei,:;1 
I 
~""1'C .. a. " ..c th • '2r.l. e sa" s Cna:Lman l'J... the mili t.a:-;J' e.x:perts~ 

Each ner.ibe'!" of t.i.e reor~c:.n:i.zed Joint Intelligence Coll'lr.! ~tee 

b~ald have access to ru.J. o£ the intellie;ence :L"'1 the service t..rll!..c..~ 

http:easln.ci
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~ represented, and. pre su.nabl~' he would. ,?-ur'Vq it to t.":.e Corr.i t tee. 
i 
~o't.z rfJ.oh or the :L:....!o!"r.1ation at his disposal. each of them tf'o'J.lci. iJe 

It"r-.o~lea.• to submi t st:.ll rexrtained. to oe establis.'1ed.. 'lhe proposers 
! 
I 

~t t.he new' Joint IntelliGence ~mrd. ttec, howe'/er" seemed to be con-

b..dent that such ra.nld.ng o!'ficers could be trJ.st.ed. to decide whether 
I • 

~'1e7 could release cerbin intomation to the C01l1I:d ttee wi t.'1out 

~eo!?2l"crl to their resp~ctive services a..'"ld at the same time sup:;·ly 

~e Committee 'tdth theproper.Jl'.aterials tor its est:!.Jro.ates. 

I:Ore inlt'ortant in the plan, and perhaps the telltale, was the 

~~esti.on t!lat. the Researcll and. A.'lal.~·sis Branch of t.he Office of 
I 

~trategic Sernces should be linked with t.'1e O.1'£ice cf !;aval Intelli-
I 

sence a..'ld the I·iili tar/' Intelli~ence Service so far as their i'.:t.."lc t!.ons 

Ln foreign intelligence were involved. ']he idea ,;as that t.'1e ReS3a.rc!l 

md Al'1aly'sis. Branch whd thus become a central agenC".r. Files and 

)ersonnel t.rans!' erred. froe tr..e l..::::rv and Hav:r ltVuld. 'be 11'1te~a.ted. uit.1. 

rl.l:!11ar files and persons of the Oftice of Strategic Services so t.."-:.s.t 

:.here t-m'J.ld be a single actiVity eni;ac;ed :"'''l mald..n.b st.1·ate6ic su...-reys. 

~n !"ollot=i."lg tl-.is' thou;b.t ruther t.'1e plan ~·ra.s to trans.('er 

I!'!icers and ot..i.er e::perts fran the ::l.1"II1ed services to t:18 :1esearch 

nd .A."laJ.ysis 3rsnch, now directlj.. under tl::.e Joint. !.."ltelli.:;ence ::::Or.1

Ii t"tee. ~.e :?res-.:r.pt:Lon was that, the officers u-:'.lld no lon!;er be 

1rectly rel!;lonsibl!! to the An"V" or the r:aV"J. '!heY' llOu.ld 'bo oi'i'icers 
i 

ithin ·t..~e central a:;-enCJ"'. But the .relet remai."led tha.t in the Joint 

ntelll.3ence Cor-,;u t.::.eei t~el!', the C!'i'ice of StrateGic Services would 

i 
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have only one representati~re If.1ile the Al."':"3' e..'I'!.d lravy and ~ ~orccs 

tocet:ler tl'O'tld .;lave t.hree. Even i£ the civilia."l in the cha:i:- a.....""!"eed 

lr.l. th the r8!'!"ese."l ta.t1va ot "ossn tlle-.r uould ~tlll be in the mi•.''lority 
... .--lI ...... ' 1 on the i.iO~........ ;;ee• 


General liaeruder favored ~.e pla.."l. ;:Ie reported. to Donovan in 

September t..'1.at on the t-lhole it recoll'.mended steps "very close to our 

ot·m desires." But he bel!eved th~t the DrUlChes of Secret !ntel11

ge.'lce and of CounterespionaGe too should be elevated to t.he "s-::'·ate::;ic 

lavel" ,d. th ;:'esearc.'1. and Analysis. ~1eY belon.;ed in t..'1e or6a.'lization 
. 

of tho Jo1.."lt Chiefs of Staff if ! t t-lere to be the 1Ia;.,::~').ol"i ta. tive body 

t,ere, 8.f'ter all, the essentials i..'l a.T,," ce.'ltral intellit;cnce se::.-v'ice. 

the A..~-, 17a\.,. a.'ld .Air Force with the ciVilicons or "sc:wlar ~:pertslf 

in the c.:.Visions ot Research a.'ld Analysis. Each group shc:.:ld retai.."1 

"its Otl'" senae of respol"ls!.bility"; t!le re S'J.l ts of their sepa.:-ate 

ei'!'orts ':-ro'.Ud be ~rasted, and t.'le chia!s of the :;rO:ll'S 'l-JO·.~d not 

denand ~le be!t persor.ne:::'.''''' i:ili":.ar',!' !,~e:l <1:').:1 ·cir..:.!1a.."ls sinc~ then 

seem to have been l1o:i:::ir.~ to:e!her !n t."e same $l"::::-J.P on ;?rcbls:.1S 

of intelli:enoe ::'IO:"e ef!'ec-:ivcl:;· t.ha."l 3onornl l·:a:::;rJ.der a.."ltici:!atoc!..l 

atterr.:> 'be dCM.,"::""·.re !~i!!, of "':O::,or 5· ..._ _:co ,..~- ...... ... ." 5"-" .•. t f' ... ',:.n tl'e C.tl'.t:'1C'"•."'" ......" - 1_- ........ • '_.:.J. oJ.
w ","a;;e~:.c 
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Services and to n~ his actin ties still further in the field of 


intelligence. 'lhe plan did not materialize.l 


-In t..'le lrords of a contemporary- observer, the Arm:y', Havy, and 


the Depar'bnent of State were always glad to use the Research and 


Anal.y's:i.a Branch of the Office of Strategic Services as a servant. 

, 

'.n1ey- rlereno~ willing to accept it as an equal partner in final judg

-menta. ~ depriving it of the "sensitive info:rmation" which they had 

wi thin their con~l, t.hey' were able to keep it £rom beiDg whatit 

. was SIlpposed to be, the competent research agency in the political. 

economic-social field ot nationaJ. inteJ.ligence.2 

Complicated issues between the armed services and the central 

intelligence service will appear again in this study. General 

Vandenberg and Admiral Hillenkoetter, as Di.rector~ of Central Intel-
I 

ligence, will be found in sim:ilar claShes of opinion and trials ot 

strength wi th advisory boards and committees over the collection and 

production of intelligence. Psychological warfare, too, in all its 

ramitications is stLll at issue among the sep1ces and. depari;ments 

concerned with devising and executirlg its projects. ~ Presidentf s 

planners of 19S3 might 8xaminein more detail than has been given 
, 

here General 'Donovanr s experience in 1942 with the Joint Pqchological 

Warfare Comrn:l.. ttee.3 

Notwi ths1;.anding serious blocks to the production ot'strategic 

reports and ihterterence w"ith it~ activities in other ways, the 
I 

Oftice ot Strdegic Services established !nstitutions and practices 
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lA .c .l te.. n"~O!"l.al II!'tl'sten <..'f i..''lte1li:;e.'1ce. It aco~-r't· &.""0 req-J._s.;. ':0 a ... - "Y 

~ t.ed t..'te li'ecl tai. ot e;·::perience tor 1 ts S'.l:cessors to enjc~·. A."':'Pl1b 

ls le;;;acies::o the Ccn-:ral. L'tte",:t:;-!!nce A;;or.cY' were the methods ,and. 
! : 

~ansot 9rOct:.I"ing both overt a...'l<i secret i..,telli!;encs, the devices of 

~::..:: tere!Oioncze. the n!'::)cedures of l"'esearc!l and anaJ.:ysis, and a 
' , • 

i 
~nsic.erab+e n'.::.-.ber of sl~lllcd persons.
I 

me foroi.~ groups 1.'1 the U~.::. ted state::, a mosa:ic ot nationa!.!
i 
~e=, ~'1ere certain to 'be u.seful as sources ot intellit;Q.'1ce. :-: wa.s 

'F?ortant to e:;11oi t those who had C01':":.8 £:::-on nations 'i.U'lder t.1.e ~;azi s 
: 

~d tJ.le Cor..r.:un:is ts • It'was nise '00 l:eep t.~eI:l u.:.1.der surveillance alx 
I 

~r subversive act!.Vitie:l. ~e ::'orei;:;n }!atio!l<.1lities Branch, estah
I 

:s:led to SC2.n the tore1~ lcnG"J.~e ,ress a."ld to deal lfi th ~ol!.t1c~ 

If'ueees &.l'lrl. leaders of' !'ore.:!.;;n, sroups, at !irst r.let o,~osi t!.C:1 !':-on 

Le De~ar3nts ot Justice md S+...ate. 'lhe Federal !lllreau ot !nves~::t.-
I 

.en ;:ra,s a!rdd ~'1.a.t t."le E!'a..'1/.::h ~.v'J.lc! !."'1ter!'ere lr!.th its 't'!o~;. !:e:IDe:os 

• the State De~artr.ten t l10re sus;>iciou.s t..~t the 3ra..-.ch • .i,:ht '.lS'~) 

~nstrs.ted its v£lue 31) t't!'ec1::;iVely '00 the Joint C:1ie!s ot S~t 

Strate~c Services. :::::t obtaine'i a 1ar;::e ~·J..'1t of si;:--.!i':'cD..'1t 

f'om.ation ccncer:ting (;~ec:losloVal:ia.. Greece, c:.."ld Pela."1d.. 1 

'.ille Secra t !n!.elligence B:-a.."'1cll g:'Slr fror.l a StlS.ll oriar.:i.za tion 

f:h a fe'ltl o"irerseas '.ll'1i ts ..:!ti.ch' supplied ~'le a.m.ed servioes wi. th 

:ty :oeports in I'~', 1942 to a. system ot penetration 'by land" sea, 
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I, and air, producing rive thousand reports a month at its peak. Its 
I, 

ngeograplUc desksll were increased arid regrouped to operate more 

e.trectively i:{neutral countries and to ~ain access into adjacent, . 
hostJ.le or occupied territories. 3he Reporting Board controlled 

. the dissemination o! iIitelligence and directed geographic units 

wbich were more.carriers than. collectors, of .information. 'Dle' 

Branch developed a section to enlist tlle aupport ,of .labor in all 
, !. 	 ~ 

. 	 countries not o~ tor intelligence but tor sabot:.qe and subversion • 

.A. IIsldp observer utd,tft obtained the espd.aJ.:q vaJ.uable intelligence 
I 

I 
to· be had trom.· seamen, their organizations, ~p operators, and 

other maritime, sources. A technical sectLen ,provided infor:mation 
i 

en roads, bridges, aqueducts, weapons, and. s:Lm:Uar ~tters or 

engineering. It ~tained d.a1l7 con~t with the nl1a.nha.ttan 
i 	 ' , . 

Project" in a.tOmic energy.l 

~ eounte:.tpart ,ot Secret Intelligence,kncnm, as u:t-2," devel
, ' 

oped a networlc.of cOuntereSPioDa/ie which spread !rom. London to Shanghai 
~ » ' ~'. : ." '.. ..••"-... 

,t.h.l:'ough Europe,· ~ca., the Near East; Ind:La, l3al'ma,: and China, 'With 

each head~s repOrting directly' to Wasb1ngton. .And. by October, 
, ..' ·"1··.. ..... .'," " ' ".-:::; .:':~ "::'~.f·' :.' ", .. ~'. ' 

.l945, a re.gis~o~ .enemies and SlibversLve','peraonS had been developed 
• ~ ': .. - • ~-' • _.... •• ~. • of • , , " 

in ,Waah:l..ngt.Jn !Ju..t r:an to SllDe 400, 000 nams~. 1bis 'Wi th the records 
~ "":' ',',' • >,' " --.• '--. ' .:~~.. " 

or' the l1'ederal Bureau or Investiga.tLon constituted the ba.c.kbo.ce or 
. I 

i 	 ' 
Securit.r Intelligence. MJreover" worlci.ng 4&reemeIlts 'with the British 

, 
. , . 	 , 

French" and. others were ready tor the tuw.re.2 

'i 
'Dle Bri tisb. were willing to let .A.nl:tricans into their organization 

toleam about Hitler s agents, but. not Sl disposed to' have the .. , ' 
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I _SECRET 
I, 

American intelJ.iecnce services come into reGions wllel's 2ritain Llad 

primary inter'ests. In sot".e i!'lstances' t.."'le reluctance al:lOWlted to 

downr.f.Silt . re!usal. 'nus appears to have bl!en the case tor some 

tir.Ie in ;iort.."'lern France, the t.o~t Countries, and. Southeast Asia.. It 

is to be said, t..~ou.ih, that tile sitt.ation in the last instance was 
-. 1 

cOIl1PlicatEId. £urther 'by' Clu;ncr Kai -s?-..ek and Dout:J,as z.:acA:rthur. 
i: 

Betere long, e;<30Sl":;P mcal understa.nd.inss were established u.pon . 
.. I 

the ~rL'lc~:;"le that th~ Ottice ot Strate~c Services wo1.ll.d t.cl:e a 

le~d-tng P~s:L tLon :in the 'tx>r..c ot intelli~crlce as tlle A.."'lerican r:ti.li 
Itar" torces petletorated certain areas. 'll:1s was par.ticularl:r tr..:.e 
i 

in liestern Eurooe as the invasion gained momentum.. In 0 t.her reGions . ". . . 
f 

the, Br:L~sh intelligence services continued to .doninate, and ;!.!- =:orne 

instanoes:J!'~e it practically impossible tor Amer.iCml intelligence 
\ ' 

otticers to go about th,eir busi.'less. In Istanbul and doubtJ.ess ot.'ler 
- .1 

places li~e it, tor Vel...., good roasons ot secu.ri ty .or ra. tiler t.~e COr.l

plete lack of it, the Br::l.tLsh did not care to become involved with. . . 
Ame~can intelligence.2 

In· s,i te of all this~ there lras cooperation to a e:-eat decree 

both in. London and in I:ew'torI:. 'Ille ~ri tLsh, spplied the O!'fice 

ot· Stl~ate~c Services t-.li til informa~on on occasion t-then t.."'le United . . 
States :....""r.l:'.r and I;a"V".r either could or would not de ·sc. To oe Ci9!)re:

ciated as'tiBll, the!lri tish allol':ed AMerican otficers to observe the 
i .. . 

. in~e1a-::ton~ps ot their services and t.J.:.e tfOrking of their intel-
I • 

li~ence sy'stem', tor repo.rt t.o t."'le Ct!ice ot St:ra;~~c Services and. 
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be."lefi t of t..'1e Al:terica.n qster.:.. I 'Ihe study ~thich iIilliar.1 it. Jackson 

made of theBri tish orca.n1zation in 1945 and then ...'1 th Kir.gman 

Douslass in 1946 1n..4"J.uenced the development of the Central Intelli-

Bence Agency ••1r 

However valuable in themselves, the first reports of tlle Research 
i . 

end Analysis Branch 1lIlder the Coordinator of Worms.tion, were nei ther 

l-rell related to one a."lO ther nor focused properly upon tlle needs of tlle 
I 

}.:r:rry' and llavy.! For this condition, tlle Services l-1ere in part reSj!on
! 

s:i..ble un t:U t.~ey gave better explar.ation of l'lh&t they wan ted. Such 
I 

strateSic su.r'V'eys became the major enterprise of the Branch :in 1942. 

:1113 basic intelliGence ·laid bare at the demand of war the i.1&rd 

economic and geogr~hical facts ~thin the con..."'lict of nations. 'lIle 
, . 

strategic surveys of Research and Analysis were tlle predecessors of 

the Join:; Army-Navy Intelligence S'bldies Wich :L"l turn \-rere super


2

seded r:r.J tlle p~ogram of ilational Intelliee.'lce Surveys. 

I 
'Ihe Resea:t:'C.~ and Analisis .Branch also proVided intelligence upon 

conte.,,!,!;?orary events. Intormation came £rOlJ. Otl:~osts of the 3:e.nch 

in such adVallt$.geous )Jlaces for observation as LondonJ AlgiersJ Cairo, 
I 

i 
Stocl:hohlJ liew. DclhiJ Cl'rJl'1Sld.ng, Bucharest, Ist.anbulJ RoJae, LisbonJ 

I 

a.'ld .At.'lens. Jlti.s c-..:rrent intelligence had 'lsetulness dist!.nct !'rcm 

the in!'ol."'r.'la tion t:hich c:lme from Secre t Intelli;;:ence and fro::!. tl.1.e 

De;::·ar'bnent of ~t&te. Colleet::ion b'-.r "'3&A,1I llaS not ha."!lpe...,d oy the 

secrecy of one nor b-.r the diplolT'.atic protocol of the other.:3 

'lhe use of pho toerap~lY as well as l-rcrds ,.,.as fully appreciated 
I 

in ti.1e Oftice ot Strate:;ic Services and passed on to its successors 

http:Cl'rJl'1Sld.ng


·n t.~e ns.tion~ intelligence system. It had a "Tar Room ~1i tIl reap s, 

:harts, and reporta. 'D."lere was a DaUy Intelli:;ence S\U'ilI!'l3..r",i' and a. 

loll tical Intelli.:ence lieekly. Called 'rJ't/ ~-iha.tever nam.e l things . 

. nd.!.spensai)le are nt\ch t.'1.e same. Ule Ceo.traJ. Intelligence !genco/ 

las sir.d.lar mechanisms and aids, a."'ld they are administered in qu:i te 

silr.ilar £as.lrl.on. lhe need is imr.tediateana apparent for suppo:oting 

services lll:e the recru:itzl.umt and tra1n1ng of personnel, lecal ad.v1ce,. 
accounti.'l{i, procurement and maintenance o~ equipment. ~e Oftice of 

Strategic Services :tad such supporting services. Imp:-cvement and 

ex,a.."lsion Cm:le Hith e.."C.?erience" but little cha.n:;e in the esse!}tial 
I 

\t:unctions. The met.llOds of cor-.munl.cation ,·rere. the be~t in e.-::i.stence 
! 

i,i." 
I 

\~1en. '!heY' have be'en im;>rcved since ~1i tho every' innovation in the 

!:,ransr.>.ission of vi3llal. ima;C3S and sound. '1he Office of Stratet;;ic 

~ervi6es used t.'1.e tr...ree !cinds of cover for its agents and o?erations~
I 

i ' I
~overmn.ental." commercial, and protessional. 'Ille ci.lOice toda, aoong 

\base tj'!'es of conceaJ...n..ent is detemd.nee as then by t.~e peC'.:.liarities
! • 

If the par1:1c"'J.l;r si tuat:Lon.1 

lIle covert activities of the Office of .Strate;;1c Services J:-.ave 
Ir"!n cxa..'"lined in the Uar R.eport of the Office a."'ld are not to be 

1 

p?raised project b<.r project in t.his s"bld;). But t!le1r ccnt:ib1:.tion
i i . 


~ t.~e Central Intelligence A:zenC"J is a ma t-:et" of conce:-n :If,n"e. Z..:e 

I' 

~ecial Opel"ations :Sra.~h, in ~har:e .of saoo~e and physical sub-
I ' 
I • : • 

t:os:.onl .1as ~!,pe:-r.:ost in the !lU.I'lloses of Gene.;:oc.l Donovan; ac~ordingly 
: I 

i gl"En-l from sr..al:l becin."".inb's in 1941. un~l 1 t. had beco:::e a Valuable 
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~ar:r to r..!li ta.ry erations in the t.'leatre s o£ war 'Hi:.ere it t-laS 
i 

f:uot-red to participate Because the Otfice of strategic ,Services 
, 

lo1.:.lC. not make arrant; ; nts satist'actory to both liacA.rthur and 
i i 

~novanJ' it did not o?Jrate !n t.i.e ~';estern Pacit'ic, though it had 

~ role in C!t1.."la.l 

Opinions ot "OSS" IVaried. f'rom praise to ,:,lame as a ~tte:" ot 

ioUl"S1! ~r.L th the credilJcti.ons and interests of' the observer!!. A.,-ree! .: 

lent &p'l?ears to have been Zeriel'al 0\1 tside the Office itself, hot:ever, 
! : 

~!S. t 1 ts Special Opera • ens Branch should be liquidated at t.i.e clo se
i 

if t..i.e 'tJar l·1i t..'l other" 9rthodox or pa:ar';'.i ':.a.-J ente...""Prises S..lch as 

~le Operations Groups Q rr;l~.:.llas and. the !-~~ P'nit, "Hiloce 

f'rof: men" have attrac d so much attention. 'lb1s t-laS even [lOre 

rue o£ the ~;orale Op tions :Branch enca;ed in black propa;:and., 

1 thou;;.'l • J:IOvement bez short.'ly afterward to a?ply t."-e lessons 

n this art of' wa:-. On ~~c...':t $, 1946, Patt.erS:>!l, Secreta.r-,r of t-lar, 

rote to Secreta...-y Forrbstal ot the !ia;;y u...""ging that a 'bo~ o£ experts 

10'.'!lc. in3ti tute SJ!!le }:ind of a S:I"~ tc i!cvsJ.op wea::;>ons for the 

sycb.oloSical ,wart....., of the fUture.2 
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'fba Donovan Plan 

LaIIg l>ot~ tile troops of tba Alli•• 1nvoda4 ae.......,. ar tba 

atosic bOlllbs bad tallen on HirosbiDla and Kagaaald., thougtLta wa" upon 
i 

profiting in tiM. ot peace !roll experience with the ottice at Strategic 

Services,. t.he ~fice ot War IntOrJI!iLtioD, and other intelligence 

se1"lices. Bri~er General. John Kap-wier, ...b:1J.e bead ot Lend Lease 

in Oh:iDa, bad. pbsenad in practical operation the D88<i tor joint 

intelligence £.nc the ae1"lices. Because ot his ottica, he obtained. 

1Dtormation 110 eaail7 than the milltar:r attach8 and others. 

He tbere.tore s. sted that they should. cooperate in gatbariDg and 

ver1.t1ing intelligence, and he proposed. to General StU1I811 that 

tba practice 4-Cbt 'be extended. to Washingi;oD among the armed. services 

at the higbestl1eTe1. General StU..ll did Dot belleve that it 

would succeed in Wasb.1ngton. When Ka.grud.er retUl'lled to the UD1ted 
! . . 

:::.:::E:~'bi7:: : :'7:~=:'~ 
b.:1a that the ortice ot Strategic Services was desipd tor j'WIt 

that purpose, bd. invited. him. to join tba organization aa its 
o • 1 

Deput7 Di.rectot tor Intelligence. 

The plan Fen llagruder proposed in August, 1942 stressed 

the·imperativaneed. tor coordinating all ot the agencies concerned 

nth int8lligefe. The collecting services at the Departments 

obtained valua 18 information, be saidl but. Dot a sincle oDe was 

http:Ka.grud.er
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caapetent to ~ah tho __lota ___tion which was ""..ss....,. to 

. -D&tionaJ. ~c~s1ons.· Tbere are no ·sure and. contiJ1UOus" connec

tionS betwaenlthe 1n:teUigellCe agenCies. and. tnose who are responsible 

tor ukl "8 ~ decisions and plans. Be toUDd. aU ot the 1.D.telligence 

services so .~ompa:rtmented.. tbat the onl7 escape tl'OIIl the I1tuation 

waa to .S~sh a -superior joint intelligence &g811C7.. 10 'rl.ta.l 

deCis1~ coJ.d. be ~ tor the conduct ot· the 1t1U" without "complete 

i 1 
aDd digested. i.D.telligence." 

Looking ~~ tIWI ..........,.""... II&T....u .-.. tbe per

ception with 1I'b:Lch the author wrote ot ditficulties that still persist. 
i 

General )(a~r did. not then 'rl.s'U&l1ze the intricate 31'Stem tor 

cool'd1Dating teparlmeDtal intelligence with strategic studies made 

1.DdepeDdeat17i by experts in research and aua.l.7Iis. But he did. appre

ciate the MctSSitT tor ·s;rn:tl:Iesis· ot the intorma.t10n from aU 

serrioes tor rrategiC pianning and decisions by those who had to 

make both dipl.omatic and 1IIilit&r1 policies. S1I1Ce the Joim Intelll

gence CoJIIIIIitt·ot the Joiltt Chiets otStatt was then at work on 

problems ot . lligence tor t.be ~ and Na.'V7, be thought ot it 

rather than or i some other central agellCT tor b.1s purposes. But he 

oba • ...-.e4 that Joint. IntollJ.pnca ~t... would haft to be 

reorganized. . its tunctions auc-nted. or it could not operate etfec
j 

tiw17 as the bodY' of ad:v1ce, COOrdination, and. recOII/IIl8nda.tion to 
l 

the Joint Chirts of statt. 

)(a~ proposed in !ugus1;, 19lJ2 that in place ot the working 

atau ~ - IntollJ.pace c-J.t... thoro should be .atal>lJ.shodr 
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SECKEl 
• Joi". IDtell1gence ~ the,.. bureau should act as an __ 

'Jt the Joint Chie~s ofi Start. Uader ita director and deputy director 
I 

tbere should. 'be reSejh d1'V'18ioD8 in the .ewnl fields o!' intelli

gence, political, ecorc, lIilitary, aDd others. The product o~ . 

their .~~ort should. be S7Steuticall.:T adlll.'hnstered. b7 All 1aitiat1ng 
i 

I.Dd l"8YiewiDc cCllllli.tte.. 1'b.1s· 0,.. cOlllllittee should make assign-

IIBnts t.o the ..orld.ng J,oUPS, should requ1s1.tion III&ten&! ~roll. the 

w.zoious departments CO~cernedl and should approve the studies and. 

estimates of the Burea~ be~Ol"8 they nat through. the Di~ctor I s office 

to tile Joint Cb1eh ot~taU. . 

The cClllllllittee o~ ti:"tion and. review' within t.he Bureau was to 

Pe COlllposed o!' represe.trtativas frca the intelligence services o~ the 
: i 

Pepartm.euta. But. it ...... clear that Jlagrud.er 1nteaded that they 

~ - lle -rel.7 titon ~ their respective Depart:.mentSj the,.. 

~ t.o be II8mben o~ .he Bureau._ Althougb representing separate 
I 

~terests, tba7 were ~ be gathered. into ODe body nth functions 
I • 
f':Pl"esal:y delegated inl accordance nth the ~ed.eraJ. principle. 

i congre~a itselt, fth sovereign powers a:pressl:y deleg~ted in 

~he Constitution, is t!. best example o!' the principle. Though 
: I 

~presentat1ve ot the States, com.p~nt pa.rt;s o~ the Union, Congress 

~rc1sea powen that b superior to and excl.usiva o~ powers retained 

~7 the Statesj the prJuct o~ its action i8 aational. The concept 

~t the ~ederal principle was applicable within an agency o~ the 
I 

~vernment se.., to hat been ahead of ita time in the tall o~ 191&2. 

!i I . 
i I 
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as IIlUCh in so ma.:a;r 

.. _ SEGRE~ 
• o{,oo • 

~ -" or c"""'. ~tarr ... 111 tile ornc. or S_togic Services, 

i'Ibut the idea' that the represented the services .from wh.1ch the,. hadi 
leoma at the same t1Jll.e tba.t the,. workai as I118J1bers ot a. centra1
I . . • 

!iDtalllgellCO ...,DCT J. tbo. bigblT tbaontical. . 

i: GeDeral lIagrader !C1UDg to his ideas and streqtheDed them. in.. , 

Id.ea.l.ing with those whJ obstructed the' a.ctual wolil:iDg o~ the Sec~t 
I ' I . 

iIntelligence Branch ~ the Research and. Anal,..il Branch ot the 
I i 

10tfice ot Strategic tUnicas. He wrote on Jul.:.'r 30, 1943 to the 

iExecutiTe Secret.a.l7' ot the Joint Chiets ot Statt a senes ot observa
i 

tiona upon the 'United States Intelligence Service in wh1ch he said 

• 

gence Branch had reached an 1mpressive stage 

~t deTe10paaent iD'.SPi1e ot the tact. tba.t it ,was ba.ndicapped bT out

right resistance in s+- quarters &ad bT lilII1.tations imposed bT some 

well-intentioned otticials who lacked taudliUlt,.-Ydth i~"~bjecti~s 

and tailed to apprec~te its val'\18 as a national. asset. 

The Basearch and. 
I 

i .A.na.lysis Braneh, be said, could be the verT 

core ot an agenc7 which could not be dupUcated in a.rrr other 

intelligence organization restricting it.eU to the Deeds ot a 

particular d.epa.rtl:1entt The Branch was uDiquely ~sigaed to sena a 

particular need. Itsigroup ot bigbl7 quali!ied spac:La.lists sho~d 

be tbe "servitors" otlthe Joint Chiets and have functions befitting 

their ability toprodfce. Instead, the,. were being denied acce~s 
to information bT o~r agencies in spite of wb.at were believed to . . 

be both t~ terms and the spirit of the directi'V8 trail. the Joint Cbiefs 

http:Secret.a.l7
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ot statt. lIaglNd.er 1I'i.sbed nOW' in the tall ot 1943 to .see the Secret 

Intellisence Bnnch aDd the Cou:aterespionage Brancll taken uP to 

-tbe stl"ategiclevel- and incorporated 1I'itll tbe Besea:rcb. aM .&.nalysis 

Branch in a s~or 1nteiligance agenq 1mder tbe Joint Obiets ot 
lStatt. .1 . 

General Oft.D looke4 be;roDd. tbe immediate uigencies of war 

·even more than h1s deputy, General. lIa.grud.er. At the req,uest ot 

General Walter B. Smith, recont17 Sec!'e'ta17 ot the Joint Chietsot 

at ot Stat! ot the Allied Forces in North Africa, 

Donovan wrote n September 17J 1943 to sive his ideas in detaU upon 

the creation 0 a st;'ategic intellisence orpnization as an intesral 

aDd. ~.r.manent ot the militarT establishment. DonOvan bad. 

wo:rlced. 1I'ith th. to put tQe Office ot Strategic SerTices UDder the 

Joint Chief's 0 Statt. Though produced. in war and. q,uite natural.l;1 
i 

reflecting that tact, Donovan's paper revealed. that his think:1ng ran 

2tar ahead into t1Jll.es of peace.

His was a long-range view of' :req,uirements. There lIlut be incie

pendence f'rom. ~tber cations tor reasons of seourity, verU'ication ot 
I 

intormation, at control., Friends today mig11t not be so cordial. tomor

row. Secret ~a.ns bad to be maintained tor collecting political, 

econom.1.c, SOCi,lOgl.Ca.l, and p:syehological data. There should ~ 
Counterintelli~ence .as a matter of course to protect these pri.ma.r;y 

services. He 1trBSSed tbe use ot the :radio and. the need tor inde

pendent C~ca.tiOns and passport .Privileges. A separate budget 

"and. unvouchere4 tunds lIBre e.ssential. 
I 
I 
I 
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Donovan:t',"lOCated & c1'f1J.ian cI1rector supported largelT l>T 

ci'f1.lian perso e1. He explained the importance ot research aDd .. 

anal.'ysis by. se who were expert in entical appra.:i.sal, b,. skilledi 

tecimicians a.q:l specialists on particW.a.r regions. ADd, as was to be 
! 

expected ot ~, General DoJ1O"f8Jl associated these requiremeDta tor 

an intelligenc~ service clos.~ witil pJ:Q'sical subversion and "AZ'f'are 

upon 1Ilorale. fhe,. 1I8re aU indispensable parts ot a national. ~lli

gence syste.. ! 

It _,. ~ onl,. co~cidence, but it is a strlld.ng coincidence, 
• ! 

that General. $mitb later beCame Director of' Central Intelligence and 

adhered to 1h the same requirements in a.dministering the affa.irs 

ot the Cen~ Intel.ligence .&.cenq-, though theT ,..,re tar grea~r in 

scope and pa~ than those ot the Otfice ot Strategic Services. 
I . 

As Ge~ Smith ba.d asked, Donovan consulted other officers 
..... I 

experienced ~ intelligence" particularl,. Colonel Dudle,. 'If. Clarke, 

a friend in tf Sritub A:rriq' who bad. much to do witb the Commandos. 

Tald.ng up m.atkefS suggestion ~f tbe "ideal control" for a str-...tegic 

intelligen~ trganization, Donovan proposed that it should be 

includ.ed with the A.rmy, Ba.vy, and the Air Force as the "tourth am" 

tmd.er the jur:tsdiction ot the Joint Chiefs of Statf. The chief of 

the intelllge,ce organization, or "Stra;tegic Services,. would be a 

member ot the IJoint Chief; ot Statf. The,. all, of cou.:se., were 

w:xier tJ;e Pre~iden:t. as Cauma.nd.er-1n-Cbief. 

General Jonovan did not then let a question interfere 'Wb.iob later 

wrecked' h:1.s. pt&n in the cCIIIDDi:ttees or the Joint Cbiefs or Statt. 
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~ther the chief of ·Strategic Services· should be responsible
' 

d.1rect.l7 to the President or to the Secretary' of a Depa.rtllent, he 

_aid in his letter to GeneraJ. Smith, did not atfect the issue. Donovan 

~d not wish to ha.... the strategic 1ntelligence organization placed 

:~r the control of obe depart.ment. The intelligence organization' 

r- to 8erft &ad 811PPo~ not onl7 the a.rmed forces but the diplomatic, 

~conomicJ &ad prOpas+ aervices; that is to sa7 the Department of 

~tate, t .. 101'01111' Bet-- Adm1n1at.rat1on __ =1"; ~ .."" 

:tnt'ormation of those 

At that t~ D sa... "distracting polltical consequences" in 

~ad.ng ·Strategic Sa cas- direct17 uzxier the control of the 

rresident. It it 8hOuft be decided. to have a Department of Defense 

Ln which aU tbe "F1gb;ting Services· would. be placed, then the strategic 

~lligence organizat on should be incl1lded on a parit7 with the 

C)thers. If no such le alation 'Were enacted, .Strategic Services, It 

or a DeW' intelligence tgencr to take i ts place~ :ould. continue under 

the Joint Chief. of S+f w1th a civilian head appointed by' the 
, 

President. ' 

What led General ,onovan to, eMa&vor later to return the Office 
, 

'J1: Strategic Services firect17 under the President 18 hard. to discover 

Ln the documentary- evifce. His enemies were certain that he was 

Lntent upon building proverbial empire. The h7P~tbesis is too 

limple. One difficult w1,to it is that he was inBtant17 removable 

rrOll office at the Pre~ident:. f s whim as even political &FPQintees ~ere 

lot. Donovan w1.ll be found fairlY" reasonaMe in d.:iscuss1ng w1th the 

• SFP.RFT
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• I 

oint Strategic Survey fOlllllittee ot the Joint Chiets ot Statt the 

pssibillty, though he ~d not favor the idea, ot placing the Director 
; I ' 
. I 

r Central Intelligence I ~r a board consisting ot the Secretaries 

~ State, War, and the ravy. His opinion seems conabt.ently to have 

Iten that the responsi~ty should be individual; it should not :be 

diftused through inte+d1ate echelons.- It be baci "to compromise 

e preterred to have t* Dire~tor under the Joint Cbiets ot Statt. 
i .1· 

e thorougbJ.y und.erstoofi the principle of cbain ot command. 
, 
, 

Drawing turt.ber ulfn his statt, General llagruder and ot.hers, for 

d.eas and s~est'1ons, .feneral Donovan stated his viEnfS again in 

btober, 1944 when pubfc thoughts, though stUl in the midst ot war, 

~re upon the soleinn. e~avor at DUlllbarton Oaks ~o establish a Un!ted 

~ti~ lrilich Jllight setie international disputes by some ~ans other 
: "loo ~ . 
~.....ar. It was the ,. of greatest· cooperation between the Soviet 

~on and the United S+tes. It was ~tore the Russian armies had 

~ven the Germans tr~ Po~. It'was also betore British and 
I 

~rican troops had br+an the last great Germanetfort on the· western ' 
I 

~ont in the deathly t9g and gloom ot the Battle ot the Bulge, betore 

l1ey h.&d. swept over thel Rhine deep into Germa.ny to lUet tbe Russians 
. " 

n the Elbe, auspiciowsl'trieDds beccmLng toes. It was betore the 
~ .. 

~certain agreements atl Yalta and tbe rising quarrels over Poland, 
'i' 

1he Balkan States, and ~d China. It was betore the United States 
I 

: I • 

lad the atomic bomb to f1rop upon Japan and to complicate further 

!8gotiations with the S~viet Union. I· 

I~ 
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'fbe esse+iaJ.s to any central. intelligence service ....re plain 

and. clear. ontre INSt, be an UDinterrupted now ot intelligence in . 

peace as in ..at so that national poliq, 1IIilita.r:r and. political, could 
I 

be based upon jenowledge. This 11&8 to be obtained by both overt a:nd. 

claD:lestine _~ abroad; there -should be DO clandestine operation 

within the Unilt.d. States. Koreover, the central. agency should have 

no pOlice power; nor should it be identified wit-h any la...-ent'orcing 

bOciy either at. haae or abroad. Th1.s statelll8nt should be kept always 

in IIiIui by tho~e 'Who are wont to accuse IIWild B1l.l- DODOYan ot wishing 

to set up an +rican Gestapo. 
I 

The o~C purpose ot the central. intelligence service w:Ilich 

Donovan proposed waa to collect, ~, a:nd. deliver intelligence 

-on the pOliq or st.ratel7 level.- to the policy-makers ot tbe Govern
. 

ment as directed by the President. This intelligence was to serve 
-.... 

tbe It.:ntr and. tJ:sa lfaTT as well as the Department ot State or any other 
• I 

branch ot the povernment. He. would no1# interfere with the operational 
I 

intelligence o~ t~ d.epartments. But. he did intend to make tbe 
I 

principle ot ipai'Vidual responsibility for nation&l. intelligence 

st.aricl.y clear. i 

.1 Direct,., appointed by tbe President and. under his orders, was 

to ad.m1nis~r ft.a.is central. service and determine its policy with the 

advice and. ass~stance or a board of representatives from. the Depart- . 

ment ot State,i the I.my and. the Ns.",.. Donovan did not say ""w:i.th the 
• i 

advice and. con~ent. ot those representatives;. he said "advice and 
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I 

assistance.- [Here was a source of lINCh argument, heated argument, 

I 1 
and. great di.tl1iculty troll that time until now. 

Charged *tb the duty of collecting intorution and producing 
I 

intelligence 40r the national defense, t.be central &P!1C7 should 

haft its own .ana of call1llu:nication and of control an.r all secret 

activities, e~ionage and counterespionage, Cr,'Pto-aMJ78is, am sub-
I 

versive opera~ions'; It would ba:n to wse both vouchered and unvouchered 

funds. ItwoU:!.d need as & II&tter ot course, let u.s repeat, a staf't 
i 

ot SpecialiS~, professionally trained in &IJ&l.7sis, expert in 

languages, 1n!ormed about particular regions, possessed of the many 

slcUls tbat .,re necessary to the working o~ so complicated an organ

ization. 

All of tif1ese essentials to a central intelligence service, 

General Don0vtn bellewd. that be bad. in the Otti-=e of Strategic 

Services. T~re n8 no need. to create a l'l81I' agency_ There would 

be ollly the ......k ot adjusting t.be Qftice of Stra'tegic Services to 

peacet1m8 co+tiOns and perpetuating it as an instrura.ent ot. govern

unt within tile ExecutiTe attice of the President. The way to &ccos

pl.ish it now tn the tall. or 1944 was 'by meana ot an executi..,. order 

to replace t~ order of June 13, 19U2, whicb bad put tbe Office of 
i . 2 

Strategic Sertices UDder tbe Joint Cbiefs of Staf'f. 

There 'Rfa conterances about tbe ~lan witb the President I s 

advisers in t~' White House. There 'Rre discussions with members 
: .. . 

ot t.be ccmm:ittees ot the Joint Chiefs of Staf't to 'Whom the "proposal. 



i i 

pul.cf be eventuaJ.l:7 ref'rrred. There were negotiations with repre-
I; i 

~ntativas of' the Foreip Economic Admi nj stration,. tbe Bureau of' the 

'b.dget, and the De~nt of' State. For Don0V&.1:\ was well aware 

Pat t~re were many in the ariled services and. elsewhere who did not 

~are his vins &Del who I had ideas of' tbair own about the kind of' 
I I
i . : 1 
fttelllgence aenice 1Ibich the colDl'tl7 should have. 

Tbe Department of. ftate ~ particular, as a party ot major 

~terest in polic:;r-maldfg, had begun to make provision tor a fore1gn 
! I . 

~t.ellig8nce service wi~hin 1ts organization. Donovan bad. among his 
I. ! 
i . I '. 

~per& such a prograa <!fted September )0, 19U4; he 1a:te'tr. that members 
, I r the State Departmentlwre conterring witl:!. persons in the War 

~partment, tbe Na.". Depa.rtuuJat, and. the Bureau of the Bud.get:·~· And 

f1an there was t.be FedetaJ. Bureau of IJ:l"nstigation at work in Latin 
: " 

~rica as well as the continental United Sta:t.e,s" guarding i 108 

~rogat1ves &Dd patroJ+ing its jurisdiction. It was apparent tha.t 
I 

~ m.ust have his plan 4ll in hand and properly' expla1ned in advance 
I I' . 

~ its presentation to ~ .~o~ .Q;U.e.fs of'Sta.U.•.i 
i • ! 


! At this juncture, ..fhort17 atter submitting a preB m:i nary 


~a..tt to the President~IDonovan received from Rooseftlt a plan tor .. 
~s -e18s 01lJ.7." The President did not give the name of its author. .... 

_ ;.... \ .......: 
~ Donovan k:ne1l' that 1t came from John F. Carter, cc::mmentator and . . 

".. . 
~thor known as -Jay Fr&nklin." His. plan ha.s interest for opinions 

~ purposes other than IGeneral. Donovan I s. It afforded. Donovan an 
I I • 

~portuni.ty to speak hi~ mod. torcefully as usual. and place cred1 t 

~re 11:. 11'&8 due);' . 
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carter te1t that -tba British Intel.l1gencew bad already' "peoetratedU 

the O!'!'1ce ot Strategic Services; its use:tulnesil after the war tbere';" 

tore would be ·impaired. The Britl8h lIOuld pursue their own ends; 

these might not be -sy.D.OIlylIIOUS- nth Wrican Jlurposes. carter offered 
. . 

to establish a 1en exp8ns1..... a.nd adequateq camoutl..qed central 

Be lIO~d lea..-e tbe eftJ.uation o.t report. to tJ:ae State'Depart.ment. 

Carter bad fonaerlT 1I01"ked in the De.pa.rtmeut.: 

Donovan diWS8ed the suggestion. 'l'he au1ohor t 8 th1nking on 

intelligence, be said, ...as in the -horse ancl'buggy stage.- As for 
- . . 

British penetration or. the Otfice ot Strategic Services, it was in 

tact eoopera.t1.en trom 1IiI:1ch the Ottica bad P,'8atl:7 prGfited. He 

Dd..ght baTe added that tba Office was dependent upon British sources 

for IlUCh 01' ita intomation. He decl..a:red that it bAd ma.1ntained its 

integ:r1t,.. In point ot tact, -he s&1d, the President Would be inter

ested. to k:now that lIbotk our" All1es and our enemies knotr less about 

our 1.tmer 1I01id.Dp tban.. de about theirs.·1 

Ho aore ..as ha&l'd. tram Carter, 'Wiless be 1r8.8 ODe 'ot those mo 
"",re adToc&ting the expauaion ot the Federal. Bureau ot In'Qsti":,, 

gation into ~ 1zztelli~e senice overseaS. BT HoVlilllbu 7 '!lOrd 

came t1'Olll the White HOWIe to discourage that IIlOvement. The Federal 

Bureau at InTestig&tion 'W&a to bave no intelligence functions out

.SE8ftEt 
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side of the United States. Bu:t talk ot it continued. Attorne,.

General Biddle favond it in the .spring ot 1945. His successor; 

'1'0. Cl..ark, proposed a s1milar measure in the tall ot 1945. It was 

SOll8 t1llle batore tbe question was settled and the agents of the 

Federal Bureau otInvestiga.tion finall::11rithd.ra1f11 troa Latin 

.America.1 

Donovan's tinal draft ot his plan far a -Permanent .orld~ide 

Intelligence Service- nnt to the President on November 18, 19h4. 

In it Donovan stressed two requirements. Control ot the system 

should. return trom the Joint Chiets of Statf to the President. There 

should. be a central authorit'1 reporting directly to the President 

with responsibility tar setting objectives and coordinating t~ 

_terial necessary in planning and executing "national. policy and 

strategy.- Though they were in the midst ot war, be said, before 

the,. nre aware ot it they would. be in the "tum.ult ot rehabilitation." 

J.n orderl,. system· of intelligence would contribute to Wormed 

decisions. The,. bad. in tbe Government at the time tbe trained a.nd 

speciaJ.1zed pel'SOJUlel needed tor the task. 'l'tlis talent lhould not 

2
be diapersed. . 

In the draf't ot a d1rect1va which be inclosed, Dono1P8.1'l pro

posed that the board to "advise &cd assist" the director ot this 

central intelligence service should consist ot the Secretaries ot 

State, War, the liaVY', and. other _bars whom the Pres1~nt might 
.. 't 

subsequentl:y appo1nt.~ This desigm.tion ot the Secretaries them-' 
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eelft' is not. to be overlooked. Donovan had. no t.hought here ot 

llak:ing the c:lapa.rtmental. chiets ot iutelllgence ad:visors to the . 
. . 

director, unless ot course tb.eY' m1ght happen to be named severallY' 

by the. Secretaries to sit in their places .. deputies. W~ shall 

t1Dd later ti:l.at tbe opponents ot Donovan's plan advocated tbe use 

ot the departmental chiets or intelllgence q an advisQ1'7 board.. 

lfe sbail al.so tind that General Donovan adhered to his idea that 

such a board ot advice should be at the high level ot the Secretaries 

4' or their representatives. 

The proposed executive order tor tbe transter ot the Ottice 

0:C Strategic Services and the directive to accc:::apa.ny it, as finallY' 

dra.1'ted near the end. ot NOTelDber, 1944, contained the expected 

provision tor national. intelligence, ca:retully distinguishing it 

tl'Cll. the operational. intelligence ot the Departaents. The directive 

laid plans tor subversive operations abroad and tor liaiSOD ri~ the 

intelligence agencies ot toreign govel"J1lllenta. It ~ohibited the use 

ot 81:rT police power wither at home· or abroad.. In addition, the 

directive callecl tor the dissolution ot all jOint intelllgence com

m:l.ttees and agencies then operating under the Joint Cbief's ot Staft, 

the War and. the NaVY' Departments. Their tunctiona, personnel, and. 

tac1l1ties were to be given over to the Ottice ot Strategic Services. 

In. time ot war or tml.im1ted ~tional emergeDC7, its operations were 

to be coordinate9. with m1l1t&:r7 plans and. subject to the a.pproval ot 

the Joint Chief's ot Staft; theatre commanders were to have control 

in their areas. UDder other conditions, there were to be no geo-

SifT 
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~apbical restrictions upon the operations ot the Ottice .ot Strategic, .. 
lerri.cee. Theile lut provisions are certainly not designed to win 

'rieDds in the .It.:rtzI.:'f, the Na:vy; or even the Federal Bureau ot Investi 

;ation. Donovan's plan looked. like an invitation to ordeal by 
. . ~., 

I&ttle bef'ore the Joint Obief's at Statf'. So it proved.. \. 

... _orandum trail. Magruder on NoVember 22.. 19~.. baci specitical.l7 

ll"ged that tbe eucutive order be precise and detailed.. Otherwise, 

18 said, the matter would not be "tied up;" tbe services would 

Worm out ot geDeralities." The Joint Intelligence COlIIIIIittee at the 

roint Chief's ot Statt would tit into the plan, once the authority 

'or it 1188 obtained. It could ot course remain responsible to the 

[oint Chiets ot Start tor correlating· and evaluating military intel

ligence as such, though it were elim1nated as a body' having to do 
,. 

~th the est1lla.tes tor 1IDaticmal polley and strategy" wbich the 


Ittics ot Strategic Services should provide.2 
i . 

General Donovan was ready by Hoftmber 21 tor the ilearing betore 

pe Joint Chiets ot Staff. And. so' he wrote to General Mareb.all, 

jmd.ral Xing.. and. General Arnold ot the i.:nr.r, the Havy.. a.nc:l ~ A.rfq' 
1 . 

~ Forces; to Lieutenaat General Embick, cb.aimah ot the Joint , 

~tegic SurftT Committee at the Joint Chiets ot Start and to Vice 

~ral Horne, deputy at Admiral King as Ciliet ot Kava]. Operations; 
i 

r Secretary Stimson and Assistant Secretary."cClay at the War 

fpartment; to Secretary Forrestal and Msistant Secretary Bard. at 

i 


~ Navy; and to 1I.r. J&JDes C. Dunn, the State Department's Otticer 

.mItET 
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.t Foreign Aftairs. to all ot theM rauld DC ofticers, beads ot 

lepart.ment3 and their assistants, Donova:a explained. b::Ls plan tor 

.urni:ng the. Qf'tice of Strategic Servi~s into a permanent central 

:.ntelligence system, a:acl enclosed. a copy ot bis t1:nal JI8IIICr8.DClUil tor 

.tae Preeicient o.t Ko"f'e1lber 18, 1944. He re:l.tented. again aDd. again 

.n theae letters that he cl:I.cl not propose to 1ntertere nth the 

)perat:l.onaJ. intelligence serv:1.cas ot the Departments nor seek any 

)Ol:I.ce tunctions tor the central agency. It was to be a coordinating 

LgencY.'. Aa he closed. ~s phase ot tbe eneleavor, General Donovan 

leclared. that :l.t "lIIight be well to cap:Ltalbe on our errors ot the 

lIli!Ut two yaars a:acl put it into etteet at once.

Bu.t tllis was not to .bappen. the Fecleral Bareau ot In'testip
i 
~ion and the Armed. Serv:1.ces accepted. the :LnVitation to combat 
! 

rocUarOUSl:1 and at length. Shouts ot 1l00stapoR echoed. tbrough 

fbe comm:l.ttees and Congress into the press and baclc again from tar 
i 

loman at the world. the Department ot State proceeded. nth its 
i .. 

1m plan, a:Leled. and. encouraged. by' the Bureau ot the Budget and. the 

~partment· ot Just:l.ca. Another tull ;y.ar paasecl betore a central 

~teU:l.gence service began to operate :Ln times ot peace, and. then the 
i' . 2 

~t:l.ce o.t Strategic Services was no longer in existence. • 

i 
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Coastructive ContrO"l8%'S7 

The sce., ot action sb:1.fted. to the cOllllllittees ot the Joint 

Chief's ot statt in December, 1944 as General. Donovan 1I8nt abroad 

on a tour ot iDspection. Jlembers ot the Joint Intelllgence statt, 

wowing cOlllll1ttee ot the JoiJ:l:t I11tel.llgence CCIIIIII.1ttee, tor some time 

bad. been dissatisfied. with the s;rstem ot collectiDI and appraising 

intellipnce. by 1181"8 d.isC\18sing iss,.. and problems aaong them

selves in the hope tbat tbe,. might discover com.on srolDld. tor the Arrrq 

and. lila."., the Department ot State, Foreign Economic .t.dmi.rI:Latr;a.tion, 

&lid the Oltica ot Strategic Servicas. Tbe Donovan plan disturbed. tbeir 

t.b1 nkj ng; it contained. a provision agreeable to none ~ them. This, 

ot course, 1fI.I the idea tbat the Director ot Central Intelligence 

should be ilImIediate17 respoasible to the Preaicl.ent and subject onl,. 

to &dnce .tram the Departments. In the end, the Joint Intelligence 

Statt bad reason to thank General. Donovan. His thoughts we1"8 so great 

a shock to cl.epartmeutal IIinds tbat the _bers ot the Start got tor 

their own :ruggestions an a:wiience which otherwise they might never 

have recei'Y8d. trem their superiors in the Joint Intelligence Ccamittee. 

A large part ot the res1.stance to the Dono~ plan in the meetings 

ot the cOlllDlittees ot the JOint Cbiets ot Statt grew out ot 111&11138 

toward. General Donovan biJuelt. Scme remarks were kept troa the 

record., but enough or the bitterness came tbrough to conv1nce an;r 

reade:r that Donovan I s proposal. would. not be 4LCcepted. as such. 't'b.ere 

1 
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Notes on Darling f s Chapter I, pp. 49 - S3. 

The dissatisfaction of the J.I.S. was not with the 
"system of collecting and appraising, intelligence" (p. 49') 
of which it was hardly cognizant, but with a process of 
coordination that required the common consent oft six 
sovereign powers, a.process with which the J.I.S. was all 
too familiar. Thus the J.I.S. was strongly in favor of vesting 
a power of decis~on in a D.C.I., with a compensating procedure
for registering departmental dissents. This was and still is 
the essential element of the solution eventually adopted. 

Darlingts description of the "civilian plant! presented to 
the J.I.C. (p. 50 and p. 5Z) is actually a description of the 
final compromise. The "civilian plan" was substantially identi
cal with the Donovan proposal, as Donovan himself noted (p. 53). 

All members of the J.I.S. were personally sympathetic
toward the Donovan proposal, but the service members were 
instructed delegates. On that basis, I was the author of the 
"Service plan". The long deadlock was broken When, to my
astonishment, Gen. Bissell publicly instructed me to perfect
the "civilian plan". I then prepared the final compromise with 
Gleason's partiCipation and concurrence. It was simply the 
"civilian plan" with the ,N.I.A. from the "service plant! inserted 
.into it. 

-.. /~~:?l~. 
Ludwell Montague 
23 April 1969 
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..as, tortun&te~, a 'body ot cri~iciSlll 'baaed upon honest a.ad COD8truc

tive disapproval. There was agreement too nth IIIIUJ1' ot his _jor 
1 

principles. 

't1ro separate proposals called tor 'brevity's sake the ·services 

plan- and tbe .ci"lil1an plan,·. emerged. t'r0ll tbe controversy. Both 

lRlZ'e tarluenced by' tbe Donovan plan. Both rejected Donova:a' s sug

gestion that the head ot the central iDtelligence agency should 

report direc~ to the President. They seriously lIOd1tied,. thougti 

they did not entira17 l'8l1lOve, his concept ot individual responsibility. 

As so lRlU expressed d'Urlng the argument. in the prolonged meeting ot 

the Joint Intell1gence Committee on })ecelD.'ber 22, 1944, the issue .... 

lay 'between "the principle ot coordination and. the principle or 

cha111 ot ~ommand.·2 

'nut ·service. plan- placed authoritl' jo~.nth the Secretaries 

ot State, War, az:ad. the Na.TT, 'but did not elaborate upon their con

duct as a board. The thought -1' .limply haw been that no one at 

thellwould be aUowad by' tbe others to have control; aU three there-

1'ora should operate by' 1Jnan:illous cOD8ent. They could watch one 

anotaer aa each looked out tor h1s own interests. The idea that this 

group should tunction as a wbole, honver, wasbberent 111 the 

authority d.eacead:1.nc to the Secretaries t:roa the President. Author

i ty is single; it is not dil'ided 1rilen shared 'by ae-veral persons. 

The Secretaries are 1ndividually responsible to· the President. But 

he could. assign taaks to tbea indivic:lua.U7 or collectively at his 

II "eGREt 
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own pleasure. As indicated in the debate .of the Joint Intelligence 

COmmittee, the assumption was logical that the three Secretaries 

would !'u:Dction a.s a lI'bole. 

The real intent ot tba ·serv1.ces plana seems nevertheless to have 

lain. in the word -tederal" as it was applied to the "intelligence 

directorate. designed to operate under the Secret.a.r1as. This direc

torate 1rclS to haft a cirtl.1an head :f'roa the Department ot State and 

deputies f'r0lll the 'far and NaV1' Departments. It should have powers 

at 1n.spection, coordination, and. .planning. It should have no 

administrative or operating t'ImCtiotlSJ apparantl;r these were to remain 

with the respective Depa.rbasnta. A "single national intelligence .... 

service," according to this plan, was "und.estioable." 

Separate trora the Directorate there would be a joint int.el

llgance serviCe to conduct operatiOns ot "COllllDon concern" to the three 

Departmenta and,. it ma;r be supposed, arrr other agenc;r or Department 

wb.ich had, interests involved t'roul time to time., Stress upon matters 

ot ·COllD.OJ1 concern" in this manner accentuated the desire to keep 

otblr intereata at the Departments distinctl;r their own concern. 

ThOse who tavored. this plan, IIlOSt.l:1 representatiYes ot the. 
arraed. services, wished to have tbe Joint Intelligence Comr.a1ttee 

ot t.be JoiDt Chiets ot Stat't continue to provide inteillgence esti

mates, 'or s}'l1'thesis ot departruntal intelligence, on a '.strategic 

le'Yel."· FrOlll tbeir pOint ot vieW', the tact that the Department ot 

State, the Foreign Economic A.ciministration, and the Ottice ot 

_&CGRE+. 
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Strategic Services all bad representation in the Joint Intelligence 

Committee made it possible and fairly easy to develop the committee 

1
into a national estimating board. 

Tbe ·civilian plan" accepted Donovan's principles and methods 

for the most part. The propOsed central intelligence agency for 

Coordination and secret collection should operate with an indepen

dent budget. AJ.J. departments, though maintaining their own operational 

intelligence, should make available to the central agency whatever 

mater1&ls the director might request. The central agency should 

have no police f'unctions. In time of war it should CODIS directly 

under the Joint. Chiefs of' Sta.i'f. 

But. the ad"lOcates of' this plan did not. make the direct.or imIIIe

d.:la.telT responsi'ble to the President. The direct.or, though appointed 

by the President, would be subject to the Itdirection and control" 

of t.be Secret.a.ri.es of State, War, and the Na~ sitting' as a board 

of authority. In time of' war a representat.ive of tile Joint Chiefs 

of Stai'l would also be a member of this board. Further exception t.o 

Donovan·. plan appeared in the statement that the collection of' intel

ligence, except by clandestine I18thods, should be the i'uI:lct.ion of' 

the existing agencies and not of the central'iJ:rt;ell1gence service. 

Nor would the "civUian plan. allow the agency to eng~e in subver

ai111 operat.ions abroad; they were not to be considered an appropriate 

function of the proposed int.elligence service. We'should note also 

http:Secret.a.ri.es
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tbat the "cirluan plana did not give to the central. agency the 

power ot inspection which the "services plan- included for its 

"directorate••1 

Before he went abroad on Decem.ber 26, General Donovan sent to 

President Roose'Velt a. memorandUm. upon these two proposals from the 

Joint Intelligence Stalt. The plan ot the m.ilita%"7 members, said 

Donovan, evaded. earl1' action. .orsa than that it approached the 

problem ot national intelligence from the departmental point ot view, 

providing a IIIinilIw:al or centralization. He waa surprised at the lack 

ot UDderstanding among responsible otficers in the tield ot intel

ligence. They did not seem. to comprehend, be said, the importance 

ot a centra.l service in which both military and. civ:l..l.ian experts 

would work together to syutbesiza all available int'ormation and to 

make ast1.mates betore the eveat ot political or military developments • 

. The plan ot the civilians was another matter. It closel1' followed 

his own ideas. Its end. in view waa a complete system. for producing 

estimates which should aid in the construction of national policy. 

Donovan. reported to the President that be had appeared. at-

its reCluse;;' betore the Jo;1n'b Strategic Survey Camaittee, which advised 

the Joint Cbiets ot Statt pn political matters. He had. done'so with 

apparaat willingness to entertain the idea in tba plan ot the civiJ.

ians that there should be a board between the President and the 

director ot the proposed central intelligence service. But there i:s 

no mistaking that he was umr:I.l.ling at that t1.me to make such a con

cession llDless it ware c1ear17 undsratood that the director would be 
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tree to administer the affairs of the agency~ He mgnt be a general 

manager, nth the Secretaries over bilI1 as a board ot directors. 

Put in calloqu:Lal language perhaps 1Il0re accurately conveying the 

thought, this m.e~t .that the general manager migl'lt be hired aod. tired 

by the Secretaries; 'so long as he was in cba.rge, be was not to be 

bossed bY' them.. Donovan was determ1rled to get an a.genq in which 

there would. be real. centralization and coordillation ot tne intel

ligence services under'a'single administrator ultimatelY' responsible 

lto the President.

Tbe Joint Strateg1c Survey Committee reported in JanuarY' along 

....lIlucn the same line ot thought which Donovan bad given to the 

President, but uth the impression that he had been more 1filJ.1J1g to 

concede to the "advice and. controltl ot the Secretaries ~ proposed 

in the pl-.n ot the civil1a.zm. 

The COJIIIai~tee spoke ot a diagram subsequantl.y turnished by 

Donovan's ottice to comprehend the possibility ot an -Intelligence 
2- . 

Direeting Board" over the D1rector. The ditterence in interpreta

tion did not lay Cleneral Donovan's statement open to question. It 

put dittereDt.emphaais ·upon ~ possibilities ot the f'uture. The 

position which be took in 1945 as Director ot the Ottice ot 

Strategic Services anticipated the practical situation ot the 

Director ot Central Intelligence UDder the National Securit'y Council. 

Although by tbe A.ct ot Congress in 191.&.7, the CounCil bad authoritY' 

over the Director ot Central Intelligence aod. the A.genCY., the 

http:vil1a.zm


Director had trequent access to the President. The responsibUity 


ot tbe Director to ttie PresideIlot in actual working conditiom wa.s 


otten ,1mmediate and dL,ct. President Truman wsed. tl:le .A.geney as 

, 1 

his personal. information service. 

Pressure trcm above seems to haw come upon the representatives 

ot the armed. services in the Joint Iutell1gence COIIIIII.1ttee. The 

long .eting ot December 22, 1944 eDded. in ag:reelll8nt that the Joint 

Intell1gence Statt should. go over tbe plans and. pertect them. No 

hope was expressed. that th.,. ever could be consolidated. into one; 

tbe idea appears nevertbeless to have lurked. in the atmosphere. 

When the representativa of the Ar1q' suggested. that his subord.1nate 

on the 'Joint Intell1gen~ Statt should help the authors ot the 

, ·ciTU1an plan- to pertect their i.Dadeq:uate proposals, results came 

tast.2 

Witb:l.n a week, there was a single plan lrilich bad the merits ot 

General Donovan' s original cone.pta coupled 111th specitic: provision 

that the Secretaries of State, war" and tbe !Jav;y with the Chiet ot 

Statf' to tile COIIIDIaDder!1D-Cbiet should. constitute a National 

Int.ell1pD:e Authority. Later the tourth member was changed. to be 

aimpq a repres~ntative ot the Joint Cbiets ot Statt.3 

t1D1118tak.a.bly intended. to tunction as a 'Whole, the National 

Intell1geD:• .A.uthority would be charged. with nsponsibUity tor all 

tederal intell1geD:e acti1fities related. to the ·uationaJ. security. 
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Under it tilere 1I'&S to be e3tablished a Central Intelligence .A.gency 

head.ed by a Director mo should be appointed by the President on the 

recOllDendation ot the .A.uthorit)". 

A.s & b0d7 ot advisers to the Director, tbere 1I'&S to be set 

up & board consisting ot tbe heads ot the intelligence services 

ot the A.rtrrr, lfavy, Department ot State, and. other agencies concerned 

nth the, national secwity. This ad:visory board would be subordinated 

to the National Intelligence Authority ,by tile directive Yhicll 

established it. Ita IIIeIIlbera, ot course, are severa.lJ:y responsible 

to the~ Secretaries. There wa.s no indication in the plan that the 

adruor,' board. 1IU to ci:1ctate to the Director at tbe Central Intel

ligence Agea.e,.. '1'be board. was to be o,n17' a JII8&llS tor advice £rom 
1

the intelligence ott1cers ot the Departments. 

Thus, the aembers ot the Joint Intelligence Statt, wi.th a good. 

d8aJ. ot imlependent thinking and. inspiration as 118.11 as externaJ. 

pres.ure,arrived at the principles tor & national systea ot intel

ligence 1Iil:!.ch repre3ented part:tes at con.tl.ict1ng interests and. yet 

central.:ised CODtrola UDder an authority receiving ita power tram 

the Chief' El:ecutive ot the United States. 

The Jotnt Strateg.i.c SuneT COImittee reported to the Joint 

Chief's at Statf' on J8Iluarr18, 194$ that the plan at the Joint 

Intelligence Statt, now the proP08al ot the Joint·Intelligence Com-

m:I.ttee, was superior to General Donovan's plan. He would 1I0ver

centralizell the intelligence sel'T,ice. He would sul:lject the depart

_ntal. intelligence agencies to central control without _ins 

JIll 8[81(l 
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that control responsible either to the head ot a single Department 

or to the heads ot all of the DepI:Lrbllents a.a a boc\J 'the plan of 

the Joint Intelligence CClIIIIIlittee OIl the other bar:Id. would hold.. the 

Central Intell:1.gence A.gency within botmda set by' the Secretaries in 
1

the Rational Intelligence A.uthority~ 

'the Joint Strateg1c Survey Comm1.ttee accepteci the provision 

in tbe plan of the Joint Intelligence Coaaittee tbat the Central 

Intelligence .Apncy ahoulc1 bave the power to inspect the operations

of 'the ciepartllental intelligence apncies in com.l8ction with its 

planning function. But. to make cert&1n that tbe u.se of the power 

to inspect intelligence operations shoulci not jeopa.rd.i.ze m.Uitary 
P. 

~r&tioDS, the "JSSC· amended. the plan so that the Authority anci. 

the Apncy under it should. be reaponaible tor protecting "intelligence 

sources and. methods" 1th:i.ch bad. direct and. iJIIportant bearing upon 

"military opera:tions." llUitary men evident17 at tbat time ciici not 

object to inspection if' it were close17 usoc1ateci with 'the ciuty to 

protect military operations. 
~ 

J He8triction came later upon 
, 

the right 

ot inspection. In ac1ct.ition, it was 8eparateci !rom the .responsibility. . 

ot the Director of Central. IDtelligence to guari 10vees and I118thods 

Z ' of intelligence b-oa uaauthorizeci expoSU1"e. .... . 

Easectial teatures of the Central Intelligence Agency were 

clearly in 'View during the lIlOnth of January, 19h$ betore the cGlnt'erence 

at Yalta, the surrender ot GeJ."lllallYJ and. the collapse ot Ja.pan. 'the 

national system. ot intelligence, hc:nrever, .... not to COile into 
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operation in time o£ war when a people is more easil7 govertl8d, 

it ia said., tban in time of peace. Donovan I s plan was released 

to t.be public by someone who has, yet to contess. Circumstantial 

evidence narrowed suspicion to two or three wbo IId.ght ~ve violated 

. t.he secrecy ot the documents. )loti'" tor doing so could. easil7 be 

tound. in hatred. Donovan and. h:J.s Ottice ot Strategic Services bad ,
bitter enemies. But no useful purpose ia. sel"ftd in speculations 

bere.1. 

The ChiC!r8o Tribune and the Washington Times Herald simulta

118ous17 produced DonovanIS memoraDdUll to tbe President and. proposal 

on February 9, 1945. There were headlines and. editOrlals on a .... 

There _re intervins with Congressmen who obliged with aCcusations 

ot .super-Gestapo· and. the llke~ 1'ben the plan of the Joint Intel

ligence Ccmmitt.. got into the same Dlhn!lpapers. This rather 8UC

cessfull7 destro,ed tbe insinl1&tions that Donovan and. Roosevelt 

...re establiahing a personal. regime. But the uposure seemed to 

disma7 the President and. the Joint Ch:J.ets .ot Statt. mother view 

is tb&t the7 ~.re glad. ot an ex.cuae to set the mole q;uestion asicie. a· . 
Reports .troa the Yalta Conferea.ce sent ·super-spT' oft the 

front paps imIIediate.J.7. The American puhlic was IIlUCh SIlOre interested 

in nen ot tbe troops driving into Gel."lll&tl:T. Had. the Joint Chiefs 

ot Stat!' wished to settle tlIe issue at that time, they IDigilt nave 

completed their stud.7 in secret session without IIlUCh attention 

_SEUf;{ . 
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trom the publlc, and have put aside the resulting p~an tor 8stabUsh

_nt later. Instead, they recalled their papers on Donovan's pro-
I 

poeal alld the plan of the Joint Intelligence Coamittee. They m.ade 

so. eftort todiacover who had re~eas8d the papers. Donovan per

sisted in tZ7ing to tind outi and be continued to urge acceptance 

ot his pJ.an for a· central 1l:itelligence sy3tem. Others who seemed. 

really to care are tew.1-·: 

On .A.prU $, shortl;y' betore his death, President Rooseve~t 

sent & .briet note asking Donovan to call together the chiets of 

intelligence a1XI. security Wlits in the n.ri.ous uecutive agencie=s 

&0 tbat a consensus might be obtained regarding a central intalli p. 

geDCe service. It lII:Wft, have seemed as though he were to go back 

to the begimdng a1XI. start again, but aeneral Donovan was noth1.ng 

it not persistent. He sem letters the ver,r next. day to the Sec

reta.ries and. beads of agencies as suggested, with a statement ot 

his prtDciple=s, a copy of the President.' IS note and. another copy of 
2 

his .moramlua tor the President of Nov_bar ~8, 191..&4. 

To jKtge trOll the replies, tbese familiar papers were IS8'II'8 

to s~ ot the officials who received thea. The objectivea were not. 

·sutticientl;r' clear" to pend.t the Secretar,y ot the Treasury on 

.lpril 12 to express a "i"im opinion." But Henry }(orgentbau 1I'&.S cer

tain tbat the bu:rdens upon the President were a.l.read.T too beaTY for 

hilIl to be directl;y' respOl18ib~e tor the proposed central intelligence 

agel'lCT. President Roosevelt d.:1.ed that day. Postmaster Oeneral Walker 
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ad:rlsed Donovan that -it lIust be clear. that arrr government intft

ligence service outside the Post attice Departlllan:t IIlUSt operata 

t.brougb the Post Ottice Department aDd. recognize the absolute juris

diction ot this Department.- '1'h1s lIlust have been nna to General 

Donovan. 

Sac.retary Wickard. was content with tne e.xUsting arrangellients 

between tbe Deparlment of J.gricuJ.ture aDd the Department or State. 

He saw no reason tor a separate ottica to coordinate intelligence 

upon toreign conditiona aDd. de"l8l.opmants. Additional coordination 

o.t such intelligence be believed could be aniin tact 11'&8 being 

secu:red through tba Bureau ot th8 Budget. Again, Donovan must have 
r. 

been ratbar surprbed. He bad received lIucn f'ro.IIl the Bureau ot th& 

Budget on tinancial matters, plansJ programs, but nothing worth 

the ME ot toreign intelligence. 

A.ttorrI8T General B1cldle replied rith tane comr.aent refiecting 

the interest ot tbe Department ot Justice in tile Federal. Bureau 

ot Investigation. He was sat1stied rith existing a.rra.ngements tor 

the exchange ot iDtelligence among that Bureau, the Ottice ot Naval 

Intelligence, aDd. tile 1Iillt&.r1 Intal.ligence Service ot the i.r:q. 

He did not wbh any change in tbe -lIiddJ.e ot tbe war", nor did be 

bel:1eva that Congress would. grant an appropriation tor auch a 

purpose. Tbe intelligence service -shoald be organized quiet17 and 

not in the .IDallIl8r suggested. II H. tavored tba idea ot & policy' 

cOllllld.ttae consistilUJ ot repreaentativee t'roIII. tbe agencies chiefiy 
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concerned",!, State, War, Navy, Justice, and. the Office of Strategic 

Services. The A.ttorney Generalis rep17 could ha.'V8 lett no doubt 

where he st«xi. It may ha'V8 recalled Carter I s proposal to President 

Rooseve1.t in the preceding fall. General. Donovan bad pl.aced that 

1.in tbe "horse and bugg stage.q 

Secreta.z'7 Iclc!!,,, replied on be.bal.t of the Department or Interio.r 

tbat tbe central iDtelligence service 1f'OUl.d be a baDd:Lcap to hia 

Department if it were to torec1.08e in a.rr:r lIIaIUler the abUity ot the 

Department t s bureaus to secure intelligence tram a.rr:r source, domestic 

or foreign, 1rilich conceraed matters UDder b:1s jurisdiction. To 

Ickes, General Donovan replie!i tbat be need have no. concern. One r. 

ot the Princi~ objeotiVes ot the 'aseney 1rOUl.d be to coordil:late 

intelligence f:;; t.be very purpose ot facilitating and. increasing 

the now oJ: material. to t.be Depa.;r:ot.-.nta. 

For the Department or Labor, Secretary Parkina replied that 

she could not npport the proposal. to create an -Intelligence Officer 

reporting direct1.y to tbe President." She favored keep:l.ng the State 

Department above any other aseney in coordinating foreign intelli 

gence except the -narrowly detined 1I1l1:ta1'7 subjects.· Sbe favored 

improved arrangements _oDC the Secretaries ot State, Yar, and. tbe 

Navy, so that there would be no gaps and DO need for coordination 

by some otficer reporting directl7 to t.be President. 

'l'he repl.y Ot Stimson, Secretar,r or War, on i&ay 1, 1945, was the 

II08t signiticant. General Donovan t s plan bad nceived careful 

consideration in the War Department. It was in entire agreement 
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with his objective. It differed with regard. to his methods. From 

Stimson',s point of view, responsibility should not be separated from 

the authority to discharge that responsibility. Security against 

toreign aggression was the primary concern or the Secretary' or State, 

Secretary ot War, and Secretart of the Navy. A.ll responsib1lity, 

theretore, shouJ..d remain with them. Donovan's intelligence service, 

IIOreover, would subject the operations ot departmental intelligence to 

controi outside the respective 'Departments. This was not advisable. 

Secretary Stilll30n agreed that coordination mmt be attained, but he 

did not tbink tbat "tbe coordinating author!tT should engage in opera

tions.- The 1ll81"itable tendenq, be decla.red., would. 'be to, expand. its 

operating t\1.QCtions at the expense ot t.he agencies which had tbe 

responsibilities tor operations in intelligence. 

Secretary St.imson's position was clear. The methods ot coordina

tion, and those combined operations whioh wbere necessary, should be 

de~ermined by the heads ot t.be Departments controlling the operating 

agencies. This coord1na.tion was one ot the matters to be considered 

in the gena~ problem ot a single Department ot Detense. In short, 

'Secretary St:l.m:ion did not nah an iJldepeDd.ent agency with a separate 

bud.ge.t. In arrr event, he said, the Departments ot State, War, Justice; 
. . 

and the Navy, had. examined together the proposed. central intelligence 

service; tba,. n,re in aubstantial agreement that it snould not be 

considered betore t.be end ot hostUities against German,. and Ja.pan. 
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This statement. ga~ further evidence that. the armed services bad been 

more pleaaed than dismayed in February wilen the Donovan plan got. into 

the news. l.. 

General. tlagrud.er ad:vised Donavan that the let.ter !'rom St.illson 

le.tt. two courses ot act.ion. Ei:tb.er Donovan could. t.17 t.o develop polit 

ical pressures upon President. Truman that. were stronger t.han the inf'lu

ence ot '\:.be- Departments. Or Donovan migb.t compromise his cherished 

iDdapeDdenee of t..be directorate. ot .t.he agency in order to obtain 

1IIma<i:i.ate act.ion. Kagruder kns1r that be was recClllllloending ..hat t.o 

Donovan was ·a pet abominat.ion,- cOIIIprc:mise; but lIagrwier felt. t.hat it 

woul.d win lI&IJ;1 b1gb-rmld.q ofticiaJ.s in the Arrq, NaV7, a1Xl t.he Depart.- .... 

~ai ot State. It. would el ;.1 nate the Federal. Bureau ot Invest.igat.ion 

trom Qonsideration. It would make t.he situatt~ less difficult. for 

t.be President. If it won hut s'llPPort, -he could restore large powers 

to the director- later 1n Uacut.iva orders.2 

General. Donovan, however, would keep trying. He had found some 

encouraguent in the interest of t.he State DepartEnt atter t.he latest. 

version or t.ba so-caJJ.ed Comprom:iS8 plan had come t'rom t.he Joint 

Strategic Surve,. CoaUttee of' the Joint Chiats of Statt. He had been 

pleased, too, that. Admiral. Horne .bad nQ.U8a1<ed a cow of' the Joint 

Intelligence Commit.tee IS f'1DaJ. paper, presumabl;r tor stud,. and. report 

t.o Adm:iral ting. Donovan had cabled trca London'that he would l1ka 

t.o have bi.s deputies at home puraU8 theae opportunities. The,. should 

ke~p in IIiDd. as the,. d1sCWIaed t..be ~tter tbat. so far as be was 
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concerned the ultimate interests of the country required that the 

responsibility ahould be vested in the President and not -diffused 

1
tbrough intel'lDediate echelons.

Donovan repUed to Secreta17 Stimson on May 1.6. The Secretaries 

we~e to proVide for securiti against aggression. It was tbeir· primary 

concern. But that did not give tbelll the right, said DonOY&1l, to 

eurciae exclusive control over the proposed Central. Intell1gence 

Agency. Tbat was the responsibility of the President who was COIIl

maDder-in-Ch1et in peace as wall as i.n war; the -authorlty ot decision" 

resided in lUJI.. PoUay was necess&ri17 dependent upon intelUgence. 

To ma.ke tmat decision, the President was entitled to an intelligence 
......

senice tree r1"Olll ciOll:1.nation by one or arq group or the Departments. 

Secre-;ary St1mson ' s rePl7, however, had been made on bebalt ot the 

Adm:! Distration. Nothing turt.6er was to be doM after General 

B1senbower took the surrender ot the GermNlS 'on Kay 7 until plans 

had been carried. out for the overwhsl.ming dereat of Japan. The atomic 

bClllb was tested at Alaaogordo on Juli 16.t .... 

• SE8REl 




Liq,uida.tion tor "OSS" 

Alter the surrender of GertlSlQ", the Appropriations Collllll'1ttee 

'ot the House inqu:ired whether General lla.c.H.rthur and Admiral N1m1tz 

wished to use the Ottice ot Strategic Services in tbePacitic War. 

For the Joint Chiefs of Statt, without persoaal comment, AdIIiral Leahy 

replied on Ka,. 2$ aDd 27, 1911.$ by q,uot1ng tr~ messages ot .ldm.1ral 

Ni.JII1tz and. Generals llacArthur, Sultan, aDd Wedemeyer who bad C(X!f:Jands 

in Far Ea:stern theaters and. tl"OII Generals Jl.cNan:te,. and. Eisenhower 
. 1

concerning Europe. 

General Sultan in tba I:ad:ia-Burma '!'beater said tbat the Oftice 

of Strategic Services had .1"u:I:'n:1shed IIDIIt attective assistance but 

_ 	 tbat it was no longer needed. Ita present functions lIOald be "more 

econaaicaJ.lT .&lId.. ettic1entlT' accampl1ahed within the War and NaT,f' 

Departmenta "through no:naal cOllllll&l1d. c:ha.zme1s." 

.idJIdral. Nimitz answered tbat use of tbe Office of Strategic 

Services in the PacUic had been Dry lilIl1.ted. In b1a ·considered 

opinion" better rasult..s could be obtaiDad it i t..s tasks were "reassigned 

to the War and lfa..,. Departments." 

General lla.cJ.rthur f s view on the 111&tter was as detinite, and. 

characteristic: "No statement," be said, "baa amana.ted trom this 

headquarters nor so tar as kuown trom. thta area in coument on Cl)S. 

A.I:rr items that -,. bave appeared in the prells along th1a 11M IIlUSt be 

regarded as speculative conjectUl'e. Tbe Cl)S bas not up to the present 
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t1.ll:lll operated wit.ta:.1r1 tbia area, I knoW litt.l.e of it.s methods, have 

no cont.rol ot its agencies, and. conseq~ntl:7' have DO pl.a.ns for its 

tuture employment." Donavan considered this a -W17 tair state_nt

!rom llacArthur I II CIJWl1 point ot vi_. 
General. Eise$1onr wrote that tbe future at the Ottice of' 

Strateg!c Services in the Buropea.n 'lheater would. be subject to eer

ta:1n contingenc1ea. It would be confiDed ot course to the :!unctions 

of' an 1ntell.1gence-pther;l..ng and. counterespionage organization. 

Complete controlof' its activities by' each theater ccmmander would 

be essential to etf'1c1ent ,and. smooth operations. But its v.a.lue in 

the European Theater would "coUtinue to be Ye17 h1gb..- .... 

General McNantey reported that the Ot!1ce at Strateg1c Services 

bad. done an "outstand:ing job" in Ita.l.y. So -long as conditions there, 

in Austria, and. in the BalkaDs rema:fne4 UDStabl.e, it ..as essential 

to continue the secret intelligence work at the Of!ice in: that 

theater. Its staf! in the ){ed1terranean area could be reduced, but 

he speCifically recOlllllended tbat tra1l1ed personnel fram the 01't1ce 

of' Strategic Services be re-deployed to the Pac1.t1c: 

Gene;ral W~r declared tbat its. potential value in the 

intelligence teams t.bere. These groups aM otbsrs already' trained 

were to be c.barpd with. -responsible lllissions in direct support 

ot contempJ.;.ted tuture plans.- According to Donovan's memory, they 

lII1gb.t have accompl1sbsdllUCb to a~aise the sit~tion in Ila.nc.buria. 

beton the atoad.c bomb was used in Japan.l 
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':'he 09i.,,-ion5 of such ca!'. anders 

roo tn:.::.tcr o~ ~l:.r 5n (i..in:i. 

!)<:oplc cher:tshing the belief ti...t ~ovar:u::ent d.ra:ts its .h:;t. ':"l0!-:3rs 

:Uit:r w:".i,ch "haJ si.nce b~com;. fact in Korea."l fr.l.tcrs. 

:'00 many'inliltances .mere de,.obUization r:l£ant :ii::;111te~ration. 

Personnel disa~:";I4!ared i)e:rond recall. 'l'~1e I"-U.n oi much valuable 

or~an!:ation was complete. 

~:~G 3u.rt:au of the Budget, obll~ed by t1.e nature of: its office 

to ?.:er L"lto the costs of futar~! enents:J "t'u:kl.Y' senoed the cha:re 

i.." the ;1Jl1(3ric~ mood follOt'Tinir. Ja"Oan's s·.:rrcr.der. -:~eolacin:z t~e 

.. ..,.,~-net.ice :·r.'lch he !-.3.d sent on JI1~7 17 in re:.rd to e:qle::1di ,ures :':or ,.".:..... J 

:)ir~ctor SCl1th of the 3!1rsau ad-rised }ent)r31 Dcno'~an, .~uguct ~'J 194~ 
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indir.!,)en.sabh i'u.'lcticns r.:i.·ht be di5t..ribut<:!d. 


it~~lf' had oee:n st.u:i-r!.n<;! for ::ont.~s the :3l'obler.'ls of a:: in-:..?lll,;~e!,-ce 

. 1 

::;~ste::n ~""i "'.l:l1 '1 ?lan 0;;,: its o-:m to ?ro!,)ose. 

4'--:!j~ uo" and realize that ';::.-! nC':i re'J")on~ibil:~ti'i!s of ~::c ..::11:::' :':::• .!:.. 
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W'OUld be no place now 1.0 bierican policy tor sabotage, paycholog1cal 

warfare, and. guerrilla tactics. Whatever services were tlecessary' 

in peacetime far the collection ot intormation and the ~oord1nation 

of intelligence lligbt be bad. W'itbin tbe established Departments ot 

State, )far, .and. the Navy U 50 many ot tbe Ca.bi:cat otficers bad. 

written to Donovan 1.0 the spring. Tbe 01'fice ot Strategic Services 

should be closed. 

Responsible observers took stock u tbe Otfice ot Strategic . 

Services went out ot existence. For the first time in the biatory of 

the United. States, there bad. been established an organized :aet.1I'Ork 

ot espionage and. counte:respioDliLge operating 1.0 Europe, North Attica, P. 

the lear and. lIiddle East, and. the Far East. American scholars bad. 

been mobilised to n:pplAuat current 1Dt01'll8.tion with cOIlp:reilensiw 

sta:"Ve,a a:ad to bletld. tbaa l.oto int8lligeDCe :reports tor the policy-

a central. body to process mate:riaJ.a troll STery source ot iDiormation. 

Its experiences iDd.:1cated. t.bat a d.ngle authority ought to bave 

charge ot collecting secret 1:nt01'll8.tion outside ot the United. States. 

Ccaperation nth the agellCas ot othsr gove1'l1Zents lett Dl't1Ch still 

to be desired., but the val... ot tbe e_awr bad. been shown. Tbe 

O1'tice of Strategic Sen1ces had close17 asaociated. secret intellige=e 

W'ith covert operations, econc.1c intrusion, a.nd. other subvenive . 

practices. The latter perhaps should haw been apt separate and. 

administered in a "Department of Dirt,. Tricks.. The iIaow.bl.e tact 
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....... tbat the ~11'0 were caBplementary. Each seemed to work better 1lben 


associated with the other.. But the problem. of their articUJ.atioll 
1 

was not yet solved. 

President Tl"tIIDan praiaed General Donovan 011 September 20, 1945, 

tor exceptional leadership in a wartime activity. llore tba:a this, 

he could say t.bat Gell8ral Dono'Y8Jl ret:ired to private lU'e with tbe 

reward ot k:nowing tbat the intelligence senicn ot the Gcmtrmoent. tor 

t1mes o~ peace were being e:rected upon the toundations which he bad 

laid in the Ottice ot Strategic Senices. It nnt out ot existence 

as a 'W8J:'t1me expedient CClllllende<i tor many accoaplisbments. It was 

entitled to the greater praise ot clan stw;t7 by those wb.o bad charge 

ot creating alld. &dud nistenng the instrument ot goverJmlent wt).icll 

succeeded it.2 
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?lZ.:lS il''l. Peace ':'ine 

liC)Uid::;.ting t:,e O!.'tice of Strategic Services. On the day Sll'.ith 

aivi!led the 'Oener-..J. in regard to agencies with no peace-time activities, 

:;)onovan was e:z::>laini,lli to t:le Director once more the principles !-i:-.ich 

should govern a centralized nUnited States Foreign Intellirence 

System." Donovan ~elieved those principles were alrea.dy at 1-Tork :"""'l 

the O;£iice 0: Strategic Services. 3~t since it was to be ab~"'l~OnFd, 

a.....other agency should. be set up imr.Ieciiatel. '1 tc taks ove~' lithe v3.lua:~le 

assets created by ass" and aid the nation in nt..~e or~aniz.at:'cn ('.nA. 

maintena.?J.C6 of t!1e ~ ace." t':ithin the week DonO-van hn,d a N;ort 

tram Gre~ory 3ateson concerning the e!:ect of the atoric bonb ~pon 

"indirect met~'!ods of warfare." It :cade the need !:or a 'Oern-.,anent 
1 

system of national intelli~ence pere=ptory. 

':'';.<:;atre, :'!:'. 3ateson iorecast chan-:es in ?s~"C:...olo:ric'll ·.::lrf~s, 

http:maintena.?J.C6
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ores containing .it were not excessivel:r rare. The atomic bomb would 

sh1£t the balance at warlike and peaceful methods of international 

pt" essure. 

The bomb :would be powerless, said Bateson, agaiD.st subversive 

practices, ~eri11a tactics, social and econanic manipulation, 

d±plomatic f.orces, and ~ropaganda either black or white. The nations 

would resort to those "peaceful methods of w~r." The ~ortance of 

the work of the F~eign ~conomic Administration, ths Office of War 

Ini'onr.at1on, and the OfUce of Strates-ic Services, therefore,. would 

be "1n!'in1tel:r greater" than it had ever been. The countr,.. could not 

rel:r upon the A:J::rrr and i;avy alone for defense. There should. be -a 

third agenc:r actfngunder the Department of State to combine the 

functions and amplo:r the weapons of clan::astine oper::Ltions, economic 

controls, and ps:!cholog1cal ~ essures in the neli' warfare. 

i 

Dono7an'e Pr~~ciples 

Tt.ro assets or "OSS" ".icre clAar. -:7or th~ first t;L',e i.:: its 
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epa.n..z:rt. would. baTe it.t GWD intelligence service to Met its awn 

.eda; it.. -.teriala woul.d be 1I&de aT&ilA.ble to tl:Mt centl'al. agency. 

'his ageDCT would lena all ~ 'tot. Depa.l"t:Mnta with auppleMutaJ. 

.ntonation obtaiDad. eitDer bT i1o8 own collac:tors 01' t.r.:. otber aerri.ces. 

:t -.ould. svpplT iota wst.rateg1c· :l.nterpreti.,. studi••- to a1l'tAar::i.se4 

i.pDc1.ea ADd of'.ticial.a. 

The ageJ:1C7 should. baw no clazldenl.Z18 act1n ti.. within the 

1mted States nor &l'IY police tunctions eitber at b.CIII8 or abroacl. 

I:n time of' -.r it 1fOUl.d be subject to tbe Joint Chiets of' Statt. 

:Nt it should be 1Dc1ependlmt ~ a.rq De~nt since it was to 

serve all. It should baw an i.ndepeDdent budget. Again he proposed 

~bat it mould. be administered bT a single otficer appointed by the 

~si.d.ent and. '1IDder his d1rectioD.. 'l'11e Presidez:rt. ai.ght designate a 

~ner&l JIIilSpl' to act as bis iJ1termed.iar7.. but t)1e agellCT should 

)8 establisbed in tbe Ezecutiva O.ttice of' tbe President. Ba,-olld. 

~t Donovan woul.d not go in Meting tbe criticisms of' his plan .tor 

~ director of' central intel.ligence 'Who should be responsible directly 

;0 the President. 

Subject to the approval ot tl1e President.. or the general. manager.. 

.be director sboul.d determ:l.ne the paliq' of' the agency With the wadvice 

.nd assistance- ot a board. representing the Secretaries. With State, 

'ar and the Na'V)".. Donovan now included the Treasury. He s1'.i11 insisted 

hat the board should beonl1' a. bod;y of' adv.l.ce, and not ot authority. 

his req:uirement 'W8.3 certain to keep a.live 1'.he opposition whi.ch his 

ropesal had met in the milltar.r aemces throughout the previous year. 
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But to General Donovan, the principle ot 1nd:1.vidual: responsibility was 

as inc11spensable as the need tor experts in research and anal.ys1s and 

the maintenance ot covert aenices abroad. NODe ot the t.bree 
. . 1 

principles should be subject to b1s IIpet .'~bcmlna.tion, 11 compromise. 

As could. be expected, Donovan sent copies .0:£ b:Ls letter to 

Director Sadth a:ad. the· a.ccompa.uy1ng principles to the beads or the 

branch o:£fic.es 0:£ the O£fice ot Strategic Senices. 'fbe response £rom 

cairo was pa.rticularl1' interesting. Donovan I s diapatch a.rr1ved in 

time to give point to the conversation at a dinner with members 0:£ 

Congress who were travelling in the Middle East. One· vi8'll" was like 

Ba.tes~, that the Depa.rtment ot State shoulcl taka over the DeW 

intelligence system. But tbe cotmterargument was so outspoken that 

the advocate 0:£ the State Department appeared abaken in. h.i...s conviction. 

Another thought that the Federal Bureau 0:£ Investigation should. talce 

cbal"ge. Th1s idea was ·b.orr1t'1c· to the o:£ficer who reported the 

e'Vent, but a better idea tban same.'; at least, the Federal Bureau ot 

Investigation was a c1vU:1an orga:rdsation, he said, lIa eoing concern" 
2 

wit.b. an lIenviable reputation- among the American people. 

Qeneral Donovan I a "all-i:nclusiveil purposes had met doubts 

'among o:£ficials ot the Bureau ot tl'le Budget ~ 19h1. NOW' on 

September 20, 194$ a report, tracing the r.1atory 0:£ intelligence in 

http:o:�fic.es


tltLs coUDt17, objected to continuance of the Oftice ot Strategic 

Service. aDd propoaed a Jl8'Ir organisation.1 

'l'be Office ot Strategic Services -.s co_nded. tor blasing 

-DeW tra:1l.s- aDd. tor maing the -lewl. ot ccapateace- in tbe whole 

."atea ot iDtelligance, btrt d.1sII1ssed. as a war-t.:1.ma agency which 

should Dot be super:impoeed. -on the IlO1".1II&l. stractve ot gO'f'8rDD8nt.

The advocate. ot -OSSR d.1d not take into accoUDt the tact tbat the 

decisions were made; that is, the operations IlUSt occur in the 

Depa.rt1lenta. A..s tbey were responsible tor the decisions .nd actions, 

tbey should procluce the intelligence upon whicb the deci~ions and 

actions were based. This, we III&~ recaJ.l, 1fa8 virtually Secretary 

St1maon's poeition in the preceding Kay. Koreaver, according to tbe 

members ot the Bureau who wrote this paper, tbe Donovan pla.n did not 

recognize the leading role or the State Department as a ·statt agency 

ot the President.- Here, it would seem, was tbe main point of the 

report. 

It conceded the neceasity whic~ Donovan had maintained in every 

recona1deration ot his principles. There m.ust be some III&ch1nery 

tor coord.inating the intelligence operations in tbe several Depart

menta or t.be Government. There must be S<r.le proVision tor supplying 

intelli!,!:ence reports to "the President, and. o't.llSrs, who had decisions 

to make with regard to national policy. N.tional policy invariably 

cuts across some departmental lines, otten rises abave and. beyond 

all. or them. 

-
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For this purpose, the report of the Bureau of' the Budget sug

gested. a small "i.nd8pendent central sta:f.'f" which could rely on the 

product. of the research and. ~is in the Departmen'ts. It should. 

not ·engage in original research. It should "b.al'monize" tbe intel

ligence which it received !rail tbe Depa.rta8nta, and. reconcile any 

conf'llcta among tbem. Until the President 1_ tit to ha'Ve such 

a Small sta:f.'f' in his own of'f'ice, tbe Departmen't of State couid pr0.

vide the f'ac:Uit1ea., 

The sugges'tion did. not _e't, i't ignored General D,ono'V8;n's 

contention tha't no Depa:rtlilent should control the production of' the 

intelligence reports tor the policy-makers. The Bureau of the Budget 

pref'erred .the Department of' State as the one beat equipped. by tradition, 

f'unction, and. experience to provide tbat service. However grau.t'ul 

wre the plaDners' in the Department of' State, this suggestion was 

no more l.1kel'T to pleaae tile ArfIlT and. HaV7 than General Donovan I s 

plan. 

'There ware those who pref'erred same f'0l"JI. of' his ,proposal, 

um.1l the Joint.· Chief'. of' Staff' brought out again the' plan of' their 

Joint Int.ell1gence COIIIIIdttee f'or a National Intelligence Authority. 

Captain W. D. Pulelton, former Director of' Naval Inulligence, wrote 

on September 22 to Adm1ral.Horne, Vice QU.ef' of' Naval Operations, 

to protes't that of'ticials of' the State Department could not be counted. 

upon to deal nth o1'.f'icers I:)f' the A.rIq and. Nav,r as representatives of' 

·coordinate" branches of' the Govel"1llll8nt. In ~ston I s opinion, the 

central agency should come directlY' under the Of'lice ot the President. 
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Admiral. Robinson expressed much tbe same opinion on October 4. The 

-Intelligence Branchll should be independent ot the Department.s, he 
1 

said, am ci1rectJ.7 responsible to tbe President.. 

The deta:U3 at tbe new organization proposed. in the report 

at tbe Bureau at tbe Budget on September 20 abaulA not. detain us. 

They were sign1t1cant ch1e1"lT tor tbe support 1Iil1ch they sa'" to the 

organization tban taking shape in tbe State De~nt. But tbe 

ott1cials who lIl'ote tbe report made so sharp a dist11'lction between 

security intelligence, or counterespioaage, arid. tbe positi". intelli

gence obtained from collecting intormation that some attention must 

be given to their proposal. They 1I'Ould. have the tlIo tunctions kept 

apart \UJder the jurisdictions ot two separate 1nterdepartzaental 

committees. These cCXllllittees should. devise the plans tor am 

coordinate the worit at the se"98ral Departments in each t1eJ.d.. 

Tbe nucleus ot each committee was 1;0 be the Ass1.stant. Secretaries 

at State, War. arid. Navy. When tbay sat as the Intelligence CoordiDating 

Coum1ttee, the Assistant Secretary ot COJIIIII8rCe 1I'Ould. attend. When 

they ...re tobe Security Coord.:1.n&ting COIIIIIittee, tba additional. members 

would. be tba Assistant Secre1'.ar1 at the 'l'1"easury and the Assistant 

A.ttorney General. 

Tbia division into two committees seems w:zre&listic. The. 
i3reselU?e at the Assistant Secretar;y ot Ccamerce alone could hardly 

Lnsulate the m:ind.s ot t.he Aasistant Secretaries of State, War, a.nd 

lavy it tbeir thoughts should move troll. problema ot intelligence

~tber1ng a.nd coorciinating 1;0 problems ot security. 
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It would seem as. though one cOlDlllittee for coord:ina.t1on nre sufficient.·. 
)len ot the calibre to be expected in the otf1ce ot Assistant Secretal7 

might co~ider the two pbaaes ot intelligence in the same meeting 

on the same a.ttemoon. It o:ae cOlllllittee were abJ.e to coorclin&te the 

inteJ.l1geDCe operations ot the Departments, it llligbt coord1.tla.te 

intelligence with sec'U1'1.t,._ After aU, the,. nre c~. 

Like other plana, howewr, that. ot the Bureau of the .8udpt d:1.d. recog

Diu the reasonablemss and. ettici8DC7 in having a siD.gle agency to 
If III 

bandl.e admiDistratiY8 matters a.zJd. opera:tiions ot colllll.On ccmeem. 

The Bureau ot the Budget won t1:Ie 'attention of President Truman. ' 

On the same' da,., September 20, 194" that he wrote to t.ba.Dk Donovan 

tor his se:rr.1celll in til1le ot war, the President directed Secretal7 

Byrnes of the Department ot State to take the lead. in devel.opillg the 

program tor a cCllll.pl'8benai"98 aDti coordinated s;r.rtea of toreign 

1ntelligellCe. The Secretal7 should. tom an interdepartmental group • 

to make plana tor the Presid.ent t s approwJ.. This procedure would 

allow arranpment tor Itcaa.pl.eta COY8l"!'P ot the toreign intalllp:nce 

field"; it .o~ perm:1t assigDmalrt and contl'al. ot OperatioDS to meet 

lith "maz:iarum eitecti"f'elleas- tba Deeds ot -tba indiVidual agencies 


2

and. the GOV81'DIII8Jlt as & whole•• 

At the same t1me, Pres1.dent Truman signed the executift order 

reeking up the Ottice ot Strategic Services in .spite ot Dono_ t III 

retests to Rose11lD8D, Special COUllSel to the Preaidant, &Dd to Smitbt 

Lrector ot the Bureau ot the Budpt. The personnel and. the tacil1.t1ea 

~ the Research and. A.nal.ysis :Branch and. the Presentation Branch went 

http:colllll.On
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to the Depa.rtment of StlLte. These, tbe President bad agreed nth 
Secretary' Byrces, would provide resources to a:id the StILts Depa.rtment 

in developing. their foreign policT. The War Depa.rtment re~ived the 

rema1n1ng actbities, chief'lT those in secret intell:igence and 

counterespicmap &Di the subversi"V8 practices which were to be ended 

as sOon as possible. To take care of these activities in the War 

Depa.rtment, the Stratsg:f.c Serrlces Unit .. estahl:i :-bed tltlder 

Br1gadier General. Jabn IIagruder who bad. been .Donovan' I Deputy Directcr 

for Intell.i8ence. By October 26, 19u$ an organization whicb. at "it,; 

peak had lome 13,000 persons, e:xclusi"V8 of acenta and other toreign 

nationaJ..s in special capacities, bad been reduced to les8 than 8,000. 

All of these measures were in l:iDe nth the purposes ot the Bureau 

of the Budget.1 
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Purposes of t..be Joint Chiefs ot stat! 

¥uch 1IU b&ppening in t.bose fn da:rs. The Joint Chiefs of 

Stat! rev:l.wd., with fn cbanges, the plan for a HatioMl Intelligence 

Authority. Instead. at the stipulation that the :DeW ~ 1ntell:1gence 

aaellC7 should. baw an 1Dd.ependeDt. budget, the Joint Chiefs at Stat! 

now proposed thAt funds should. be supplied. bT tbe participating . 

DepBJ.'"'tMnts in amount" and proportions to be agreed. upon bT tbem. Wit.bin 

the l:1:II:1ts at t.b8se f'm:Ids, the d.irector of the agenq migbt empl07 

personnel and make provision for supplies, facilities and serv:Lces. 

't~ Ind.ependerrt; Ottices Appropriation Act for 19lLS had. made it 

impossible without ~r legialation to gi'98 the ce.ntral. intelligence 
- " 

author.1ty a separate bUliget. lJoder th:1a recent Act at Congress DO 

part of IZJ.'1' appropriation or f'w:Id made available bT this or IZJ.'1' other 

Act could. be upended. b7 an agenq or 1nstrumentality, i%Ialucling 

those es~118bed. by executive order, after such an agency or iDstru

l118utality bad. been in existence for JI.Ol'e than a "1'8ar, ualess Congress 

.bad. specifically authorized. the u:penditure of funds by that agenCT.1 

The plan was s'Ubmitted. to the Secretaries of War am the HaV 

by Admiral. Leaby for the JC1nt Chiefs· of Statf on September 19. Leabl' 

aslcad. that the Secretaries forward it to the President. We should. 

nat owrlook tbe fact tb&t Adm:iral lAaby b.11Iselt was Chief of Staff 

to the President, as lIell as senior member ot the Joint Chiefs of 

Statf. 'ten d.&:rs later Secretaries Patterson and Forrestal sent the 
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plaD or tbe Joint. Cb:ie£a to tbe Secreta.l'7 or State. In view or the 

eacutiw order ~t1nl tbe or£ice -or Strategic ServiCH, aZld. 

PresideDt ~'. let.ter to Secreta.r;r ~. or tbe ... c1a.te aakine 

h:1lII to take tbe lead, Pattenon and FonutaJ. ......a that B7t"ms 
l

would t1:'aDsIIit t.be recCIII!'eD:latiODll to tbe P:resideat tor h::l.8 1D:tonaation.

It' ODe Wire to draw troa this Z'Olmdabout proced.1U'e t.be iDrerence 

tha.t up to tbe ~ to. President. did DOt. knoI' tbe plaD ot the Joint 

Chiera or Star!', ODe would be .. nai.... as thoae 'Who _y think the 

Secreta:rie. or \far aIld. tt. Jlavy did. DOt tIDd8:rstand. the Pre.idem wilen 

aa asked the Secretary ot Stat.e to take the lead. 1D de"lelopiDg tt. 

1ntell1gel'lCe progrq. .utboughueitber BTrz!es nor Patt.ersOll bad 

actual.l.7 SeeD the plaD. ot tbe Joint Chiera be.tore meet1De with 

Forn.tal OIl October 16, the ramll b r issue was open ap1D between the 

partie. or g:reate.t 1Dtereat.. The A:naed Services, it there had to be 

&. central. intelligence &geDC7, were preparing to bava that organization 

dewlop accordine to their ideas. RazUd.ne of'ficers 1D both Arm:r 

am Navy did. not wa:ut. & ~ntral agenC7J . but they liked e'Van les. to 

th1Dk t.ba.t a civU1an instrullent or gO"lel".Dlll8nt, ..bether tb.e Office 

or Stratei"1c Services or the Department ot State, would have control 

OWl' the iatelligel'lCe s;yatem or the nation.2 

The Joiat Chief's of' Staff took note or General Dcuovan's 

"principlesII iD his letter of' August 25, 1945 to the Burea.u ot the 

Budget. They recognised witb .I:tJ.m the desirabUity of coord.1na.t1Dg 

iDtell1gencs, conducting activities of common cOl'lCern in aIle agency" 
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and synthesising departmental intelligence on -the strategic and 

national 1e,..1.- But their tld.nking in September bad. not advanced 

much beyond. the conclusions at the Joint Strategic SuneT CoJ.llD.ittee 

in Jarluary', 19h5. Doncmm would -overcentraUze· the intelligence 

serT1ce. He woUld place it at so b:l.gb a le~ in the Goft1"DllllltUt tb&t 

it would. contro.l the departmental intelligence agencies. The cezrtraJ. 

intellipnce orgaDisation ·ought to be respoasible to the heads at 

tne Departments. Tbe Joint Chiets ot Statt taTerad the tederal 

rather than the national principle tor the permanent sTStea ot 

intellige~ to replace _OSS._l 

Conditions, howe't'er, 1I8re d1f'~erent from what theT bad been 

in Ja:nuar;r. Though hostilities 'WV8 ended, the atomic bomb made the 

tuture uncertain. President Truman was b.aae from: tbe Potsdam Con

terenee 1Ihere triction with Russia oftr Poland, Austria,. GermaDT, 

ahd t~ Far 'East bad becoma da:agerous. The Joint Chiets ot Statt 

1JKieed could. teel t.bat an e.tticient intelligence serT1ca bad become 

1Dd1spensable. It was nOW' went.1rel.7 possible that failure to pr0

Tide such a s;rateDt. might bring national disaster.- Committees 1I8re 

at work tor both the A:r1q and the lfa'YT, to reconcile their difterences 

and. tind cCIIIIIIOn ground; 11' tbaT could tor & single Department ot DeteILSe, 

and nth it a cent.ral intelligence serr1ce. Ueammue a member ot 

the Depa.rtment ot State, spec1all.y assigned to the task, nut ahead 

to build upon ideu in tbe Department and the suggestions ot tile 

Bureau ot the Budget. 
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'1'be Plan tor tbe State Departaent 


Du.r1I1g the taU ot 191&4 coasi.derable tboug.trt. hid been g:t:nn to 

establishing an Ottice or Foreign Intelligence within the Depart:aeut. 

Ita geograpb1c a:ac1 f1:ll1Ctj.onal elivisioDS did. DOt ~v1de a cell'tral 

repositor;r 1Ibere pol1c;y-mak.ers could t1.Dd. acCllllUlat.ed. knOlf'led.ge on 

subjects 1:trIol T1ng the work· ot se""ral divi:sioaa. Nor 1t'8S there 

pac. in the Depart.ment tor coord:ination nth other agencies ot the 

Govenlll8nt. The proposed attica ot Foreign Intelligence was expeeted 

to 1'ill tbese oeed.s nth a pla.nn1ng ata1't and divisions of research 

in pol1tical., econClll1c, geographic, social, scientific, &lid related 
1

matters. 

How in t:ba .tall ot 19h5 the State Departuut contemplated not 

anl;y reorganizing but extending its jurisdiction as it took the lead 

in deveJ.oping the prograa of intelligence tor all federal agencies. 

'1'ba Special .A.ssistant to the Secretar;y of State for Research and 
. . 

Intelligence was to gather the £unctions ot collection, evaluation, 

and dissemination of intorution regazding foreign nations which. 

heretofore bad been spread among several geographic oirices in the 

DepartlOent. The~ were to be two neW' otricas under his d.irection, 

one for intelligence and the other for cOWlter1ntelligenca. 

A.s the Research and Analysis Branch aDd the .. resentation Branch 

came over frCllll the Ofl'ice or Strategic Servicea, "their functiOns, 

personnel, records, and property were to be absorbed according to 

http:knOlf'led.ge
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tbe Department t s ,,-isbes. A:rrr remaiDder would be abandoned. The c,ther 

Departments and agencies ot the Govermuent, as well as the State 

Department's own field. ottices, would the~ be expected to semi their 

1.ntelligence to the Department of. State tor correlation and synthesis. 

The rel.atiODShip ot these ideas with the suggestions ot the Bureau 

ot the Budget is Obvious.l 

President Trumant 8 letter to Secretar,y B;rrDes enlarged the 

opportunit,. tor the State Department. The Special Assistant to the 

Secretary, !lr• .A.l.t'red llcCormack, came tram. the A.rrtt:r where he bad been 

Director ot the Killtar,y Irrtelllgence Service. He brought into the 

Department Iud1nIll L. .Y.ontague and James S. La,. who also bad 1IIilita.l7 

careers as secretaries ot the. Jo1.nt Intell:igence Ccmm1ttee ot'the 

Joint Ql1et's ot Statt; both bad contributed to ita plan "tor central 

intelligence. xccol'II&ck Eu~tered with enthusiaSll and conviction upon 

tbe work ot taking over tbe whole 'business ot correlating and evaluating 

intelligence tor the makers ot polie,- in tbe Federal Government. 'He 

..as certain to arouse opposition in tbe A:rttty and Nav,r tor tear that 

he might succeed in establishing control O'98r national estimates in 

2
the Department ot' State. 

Secretary For:resta.l ·ot the Na.".., seeking to develop a central 

inte.lllgence agency together with the close iD:~rrelations~p of the 

ArrIt::r, Nav,r, and Air Force which he so earnestly' desired, thought ot 

having the head.s of the several intelligence agencies to d1.nner so that 

theT might discuss the matter and perhaps remove some ot their 

http:1IIilita.l7


di.ttereuces. .1. memorandum .from 'l'homas B. Inglis, Acting Cbie'! o.! 

Naval. Intelligeuce, on October 10, 1945 ga.'Y8 Forrestal inf'orma:tion 

or 1Ih&t be might expect. K.r~ llcCcmaack: within the past ten days bad 

decl.1:ned GetIer8J. llagruder's propOsaJ. or au "informal. interim 

cODlll1tteell J pend~ng action by Secret&r7 Byrnes to 1nitiate pro

ceedings as d:1.:Ns::ted by the President, KcCormac:Jc preterred lito con

duct l1a1Son d1rectJ.:y with 0-2, JIIS, 8.nd OBI." Ilr. HoO"U'er, said 

IngU s, 11&8 -not in .tavor o.! a uatioaal intelligence agel1C1.11 There 

probab17 would be -wiled antagoniSlllIl too, among some o.t tobe other 

guests. One o.t them 11&8 to be General B1ssell. To judge f'raD. the 

record o.! bia participat1Jm in the bi.storic meeting. o.t the Joint 

Intelligence Committee on December 22, 1944, it is doubt.tul that. 

Biss~' s antagonism toward. Central Intelligence 11&8 veiled. Inglis 

suggested that JIagruder, as bead o.t the Strategic Se:n1.ces Unit, 

J&ight be included in tbe dinner partY'. tilt would be an interesting, 

but perhaps somewbat uacongenial, Meting.1l1 

B1' BO'V8IIIber the Department,s 1181"8 clear17 beading into a collision. 

rorrestaJ. wrote to Patterson on October 13 that thet should push the 

Toint Chief's' plans rigorous17 at the White Ho'W'Je. The three Seera

;aries, Byrnes, Patterson, and. FcrreataJ., agreed in principle at . 
. 

heir meeting on October 16 that a:rJT central intell1geDCe orga:n:Lzation 

hould report to them rather tban to the President; Donovan r S 

l!'oposaJ. at least 1r8.Q out ot tbe contro'Y8rS)". But Inglis observed 

1 oCtober 18 that wbatewr Byrnes maY' b.a'Y8 said in the meeting ot 

I.e Secretaries, IIcCon:aa.ck: was not keeping thS Navy in touch with 
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b:I.s planning. Patterson autb.or1.sed 8. special. collllldttea to study the 

problem. 111 tat war Depa:.rtDl!at under the c.ba:1.1'ma.11sbip ot Rebert .A.. Lowtt, 

Aaa1staut Secret.a.rT tor Air. We ahall uam:h:", later tbe t1:ad:inp 

~ this coaaittee tor their iDn128llCe upon tat ul101ma'te devalopaeat 

at Cer.rtraJ. IDtell1geace. .&.t the 1IIOIEl1t the :Lovatt ccm:dttee was more 

si&mneant as part at tbe eUort on the part at the ~ aDd. Navy 

to toreetaJ.l tbe Sanau at tbe Badp1; a:a:t. t:be De:pa.rtl8:nt ot State. 

In tbe tIII.Xf; Meting at the Secretaries on November 14, Forrestal 

asked that tha7 devote their discussion to the proposed Ceatral Intel

l:LgenC8 J.&'eI1c7. a,:n.s suggested that theT 8JX1eavor to "integrate 

ami recoDCils- the sewra.l plans. Patterson bad brougtrt. Lovatt to 

s1w b1.s v1en. :r.tnett stated that the plan at tbeBureau ot tbe 

Budpt appea.red to hila to ta:1l in t.bree respecta: its coord:1nat1on 

lIOuld be -Wl'7 10088-'; it pr:oov!ded tor lIIDlt1ple coUect1ng agencies, 

1Ih:1.ch were "ba4 1n cJ alidelS't1De 1nteU1gellCe-'; aDd it treated the . 

probl.a as though t:be Secretaries tbeJuelws 'Ware going to operate 

the .&.genCT" au llIposs1b1llt.,. 1n practice. Lovatt advocated t.be plan 

at tm Joint Ch:Lets to s1w the SeCZ'lltar1es autb.or1tT owr a director 

aDd. an aaeracT uad.er his administrat1on. _ 

B,r:aas too did. DOt l:1ka the 1d.ea ot the joint conn1 ss10Da 111 tbe 

Bunau' II plm, DOr the empbas:La upon research and. aaa.l.7s'1a. The 

scbeal seemed to him -too elaborate- a.ad "too ~.- 'I1thout otber 

cCllllll8Dt tor the record, B;rrDes reark:ed. that thaT all taTOred a 

C8I1tral ageDCT. With Patterson endorsing the suggestion, By:rnes pro

po~ that they bliw 1.11 1I1tardepa.rtuntaJ. 1I'Ol'id.l'lg eCllllll1ttee to get_r---___ 
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at tbe probJ._ as quic1c:l7 &II possible betore the existing organiza

·tion d:ia1ntegrated. f"a:rtl:ler. 'l'ba' tunds tor certain urd.ts 1fttre 

a~able 0Dl.7 UD:til tl:Ie t1rat ot ~. 

'!'he Secretaries agreed to ba-nt such a. co-.1:tt.ee. Aa it ... 

constituted. later, ite -.bers tor tbe State J:)epartaD.t 1ftt1'8 

DooaJ.d S~ Russell aDd AJ.tred. McCormack; tor t.ha.6.m:T, Robert &. Lovett 

and Brigadier General. George Brownell; and for the NaVT, ·Rear 
A.dIIiral. SidDe7 Souers and. Kajor Jlatth1as Correa, special. adviser 

to Secrat.ary ForrestaJ.. &10 tba close of tbs lDeeting on Nowmber lU, 

Secret.ary Patterson inquired. if anyone kIl81F of a good. man for the 

position as Director of Intelligence. Lovatt replied that the onl.y 

name· he bad. beard. 118ntionec:l was that at men Dulles.l 

Secretar:r a,rna.'II acceptance of a l:entral agency uy have been 

notice to bis Assist.ant Secret.ary, McCormack, to enter negotiations 

111t.h the representatives at the A.rrIq and NaVT upon SOllIe basis other 

tbam the plan at the Bureau at the Budget. But 1IcCormac:k did not so 

interpret the remark ot the Secretary ott State. When the world.ng 

c:om:n1ttee mat on Ncnember 19, he insisted that tobe Pres1dent l s letter 

ot September 20 to Secretart Byrnes directed hi.lII. to take the lead 

not onl7 in deve10ping tba illterdepartmentaJ. program. tor intelligen:~ 

but also in putting that program into operation. T"ne representatives 

ot t.be M..rr1f:1 a.nd NaVy read the Presidentls letter to maan only that 

the interdepartment.aJ. group should formulate plans for the President I s 

approval; be would decide upon the plan to be adopted and the Depart

ment., agency, or office to put it into operation.2 
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Tl'l.e ':')1a..'1 ,;to..i.ch SeCom.aek t,rouJ.d send to the ?resident :orovided 

tint th~ ~::ecutive Secreta~! 0;: the eooM.1nating aut~lority over the 

i.."lt.;:,ll1;:once serviees ot: the i)epartnents should be ~d bY' t;he 

Secrot.nrJ of State and should b;: an employee i.'l t]te S~te Je:.:n~.rt,~.snt. 

:r.s~cc.1 of having; a central a:~ency !;~de r.e~:>onsible for ,roduc:.ng 

tile "l1atioD.3l intelli:-:;e.nce esti..llates" for tho policy-makers of the 

'}CV'e!'n!:lcnt, !:.cCormack t-rould as!1L;n that major res'l)on~ibf.:l:.ity to the. 

:5t~~tes 5tafi ~ the 3tate Department ~'lder the Special AS$ist~'lt 

:~cr :~esearch and Intellilence, ,-:00 vas !-"icCorr.ack h:L"'!ISelf at t>.e tir:le. 

T:'1C re~)onsc oi' the re'9l'esentacives for the ...rm;r and ::ar,r tns 

-;:',:.t th.e Ji:rC!ctor of the Central Intell1~ence .~enc:r should. be nar.:.ed 

.~~;- t~e !iTesi-!.mt a..'ld should be nade rasnonsible to the Secretaries 

0':': ~tn.,~e, -Iar, Havy, and represent;;!.tives oi the Joint Chiefs of 

~taf'f. The ,~:,oncy lfouJ.d nroduce the "::!ational 1nte1li~nce estimates. It 

;:;'8 neither side would yield, there was nothing to do but a.sk the 
, 1 

Secr.:;~ar1es. l'lhich conce'Ot should prevail. 

HcCormaclc gave some ground as he brought his.. plan for the 

)e~tment o!: State to its final form in !)ecember. He. endea.vored to 

ccmiij.ne the best features in the plan of the 9urea:u. of the Budget 

tdth the !,lan of the Joint Cbiefs of Staff. The ;\rmed Services t.rere 

to have representol tives throughout the proposed cent.;.'ul L"ltell1"";ence 

orffL'lization. Laadership and cOi::!,!,J.:!:.lin~ positions iT:'.thin the orgc.r.ita

tion ,-{"ere to be cJ.earl; reserved for the De;l~tr.ent of State. ''non 

close exaf.'..ii:a ticn '..ore can be said. for such a.n arrG.."l(iCnent than tf~:'" 

acce9ted then by its critics in the ;.i.rrrry and Havy. 
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· If tbe central. intelligence service ware to be a reall.y inter

departmental orga.ni2l&tion ratber than tbe separate entity iDdependent 

of the De~nts, which Donovan bad. insisted it should. be, aU the 

personnel in the. new apDq' should. hold office in 0ZIe or anot.l:ler 

of the interested Departments. This -.s the premise "Pon wbich 

!l.cCor.mack baaed. tbe st.ructure of his tbinld ng. AM within the 

interiepartmental s,-stem., the sentor Department ahould haft tbe most 

influential. position. This was his interpretation of the letter 

from President Truman directing Secreta.:r,' Byrnes to -take tbe lead. 

in developing a comprebensive aDd. coord.:1na.ted foreign intelligence 

program tor all Federal agencies concerned with that t,-pe of activity." 

Granted his premise aDd. his interpretation of the President' s letter, 

II.cCormack had. 'foUDdation tor his lc1nd. of a tederal. s,&tem of 

intelligence.l 

The real. 'luestion, however, aeau to lie deeper in tile maze 

'f departmental privileges 'aDd. natioDIIJ. interests. It is not so 

mcb a question of ted.eral. union u of integration. But cme must 

lot ca.r'1:7 the idea too far at this point. It bas not yet beCOlll8 

matter at complete tusion in 1Ihich there are lett to the Departments 

'D imler recesses of autcmaa;r &Di decision. We should catch gl1mpses 

ere ot tIlat ind1:v1dual responsibUity in a cba.in of camnand which 

onovan and. many folloring hill. have aci'VOcated tor t.be d.irector ot 

:lIS central. intelligence service. VIe should. have in m:ir:Id also the 

,ncept ot c~llectift re~ponsibUity on tbe part ot tbe se'ftral. 


:ancia:;; participating in the service. To this concept matQ" others 




1. See &boTe, p. 8 

JlcCor.udt, J.., JI..,raD41a tor \be SeC1"8't.u7 r4 War / 
ad. tb.e Secreta:rT of the .....,., »eceber lS, 19L.Si /lAJ ~~ 
ClUe III. Plau - State) ~ :/./.J ~ .,v.,.,-4J.A., ,. ~ 
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have adhered. Somewhere between these opposing principles is to be 

found the ultimate rule for the governance of the national inteUigence 

1system.

.A.s he deve~oped his pJ.8.u for the State Depa.rtment., JlcComack: 

reduced the two coordinating camuittaes from. the author1tatiw 

position which bad. been proposed by the Bureau or tbe Budget. These 

coDlittee8 or boards tor intelliance and. secur:l.ty, both consisting 

ot full-time representatiW8 ot those services in their Departments, 

were to have merely adv1sOl7 capacity. 

In the place at two autboritatiw cOlllll1ttees, McCormack accepted 

on December .3 the single Hatlonal Intell1gence Autilority which bad 

been advocated. success:tul.l.y a 78$1" betore in the meetings of the 

Joint Inte1U gence Ctam1ttee ot the Jo1ut Cbie.ts at Start. llcnr, 

bcwawr, McCormack would baTe the Au~rit7 consist o.t tbe Secretar.r 

ot State as cha1rmaD and. the Secretaries ot W8J." and. tbe )fa.".. 

Deputies ot tbe rank at Onder 5ecretar.r or Assistant Secretar.r might 

serw nth tuJ.l. powers .tor a:tIT member o.t the A:athor1ty. Heads or 

otiler Departments am agencies m1ght be invited by the Secretar.r or 

State to sit in its meetings trom time to time•. Depresentatives or 

the 'l're&S\U'7 and. the Federal Bureau of Imastiga.tlon 1D. the Department 

of Justlce would attend. to discuss matters ot secur1t7. McCormack 

omitted. the provision for a representative trom the Joint Chie.ts or 

Staff. '!'he Secret.a.r1e. 'II!'r&" adequate to represent the Armed Services; 

t.he7 wauld. ha:ve a two to one vote in the proposed. Autbor:l. ty. The 

)epa.rtment ot State should retain the "~adership and. tinal responsi

,1ll.t 7.·2 

http:secur:l.ty
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UDder the Aut.bority there should be an Executive. Secretary' . 

appointed by the Secretary ot State with the approval ot the Secre

taries ot War al'ld the Navy. It the Ex'ecuti ve Secretary were not an 

otticial ot the State Department at the time ot his appOintment, 

kcCormack proposed tbat he should become so betore assUllling his duties. 

The 1Dtent at this provision cannot be misconstrued. • . 
The executive orricercontrolling the adminstraticn ot the 

central intel.l1.gence service was to be an ot.tic1al at tbe Department 

ot State. Express declaration that the Executive Secretary would. 

be responsible to the .i.uthority as a wbole did. not alter the tact. 

Wb:U.e in ottice he would be so obligated; but it he were to lose 

the con.tid.ence or the Secretary ot State, he would not be l1ke~ 
. . 

to l-em.a.1n in ottice as tbe Emcutive Secretary at the Authority. 

His deputies and. members at bis statt.lII1glit come .tram. the 

Departments ot War al'ld tbe Navy. The personnel m::Lght be obtained 

tram other agencies tbaD those represented in the Authority. The 

ad:ad Dstrative services, other than the provisions ror pay c.nd 

personnel, would. be turn1shed by the State Department. 

1'0 gain acceptance ot his plan, McCormack was wi]] i ng tiDall.;y 

.to have the Execut:1ve Secretary' 1n the precarious situation ot 

being an fPlJPloyee ot tba Department ot State but removable at the 

1r.UJ. ot the Departments ot War and. the Navy- He agreed that the 

Secretary lIIi;ht be dismissed by a two-thirds vote ot the It.uthor1ty. 

The idea that the Executive Secretary should. be subject to the 

http:l-em.a.1n
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in:tluence ot the Secretary ot State bad lost meaning. And yet tbe 

A.rmT and Nav;y had. gained DO more than a smashing right ot veto. 

Oo:D.Ist.ructive policies would he bard to obtain from an Executive 

Secreta.l7 so entangled. 

Besidas the ad:visory boards .tor intelligence and security, 

tbere were to be lesser coord.i:D.atina caamittees. The names ot 

some are 1nd1.ca.tive ot the breadth ot "mces which the llcCormack. . 

plan tor the Department ot State comprehe1lded. As in tbe proposal. 

ot 191&4 tor an Ottice of Foreign Intelligence within tbe Department, 

there should be committees on politics, economics, geograph7, SCience 

and. teclmo10g)", biograph1cal recorda, military !'flairs and otber 

divisions UDder tbe National. Irrt.elligence Authority. 

Throughout the cluster ot com::l1ttees tbe Department of State 

11&8 to b.&vetbe cl:tai.rmanship in -practicaIJ,- eve1'7 :t.nstance except, 

of course, m:I.llta.ry intelligence, controlled 0,. the Armed Services; 

physical security, 'Wbere the Federal Bureau or Investigation should 

haw charge; and cOllll1un1cations. In the last cCllllldttee, the chairman

ship AS to rotate among the De~nt.s ot State, War and tbe NaV7. 

A.gain there is DO m.1.sta1dng tbat llcCormack s central intelligence' 

orga:n1zation, although interdepartmental in IDIUlY respects,' was to be 

tbe interest. and concern ~ ot tbe Department ot State. It 

was by tradition and function, as the Bureau ot tbe Budget helci, 

the "statt agenC7 of tbe President" for tbe making ol foreign pollcy.l 

http:m:I.llta.ry
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To put the best face possible on the l-IcCorn.a.ck planJ the State 

)enartment .was to be only first among equals. T:~s was not the way 

.t looked to the Arm'y and the r:avy. Their view was canparable to 

.a.tin-l>.mer1can opinion of Pan-l;..~erica:r.iS'lr. in the days of James G. Blaine. 

trimus inter nares aeL,t that the North-Am:::rican Sec:retarr of' State 
n 

jOule. make a resounding speech on equ.al:Lty ar.'IODg. the JBt1on.s of the 

restern heais::>here aDd then would settle himsel! in t.1:!e chair J to 
1 

.isten perhaps ~h:il.e others talked but to daninate the proc.eedin::s. 

i·~cCorma.ck acce-pted froa the ~;I'ar Department on December 1, a 

)I'o':ision that recar.mendations for the inte111sence program or any 

)perating plan to carry out such a program should be sub:::itted for 

:oncurrence or cOt"...lent b:" the appropriate adviaorr bo:.rd before 

,he recom: endation went to the iluthor1ty. ThiS' was designed to 

~sm:.re the represen.:.:.atives 0: the Lrrv and !!aVYJ. Trca.'ru.l'Y, or Federal 

lureau of Investi::,at10n a ~aring and to keel) 't.he E."'tecuti~·e Secret.::t.ry' 
. 2 

'rom. overri1ing their ooinion.! if they' should disagree ~ith hir.:. 

:~en a ::te::tber of' the advisory 001,rd die not concur" he "as 

,0 have tho riz;;t to $If'cit his viett to tho :.~thority ~-!i.th t:te 

ecollt":enc.ation f'rom the E.;:e~ti·re Secr~t;.u-.r. Ii tb£ advieory bo:'...rd 

c-:':_,on ~d"'....""ou"'...;.,~,.,... ... :: t:o "'"it _f'or' a:o.,roval 'J'" -:..... uthorl.·... ~' :a.:" _._~_ w ,,__ • ~ ....._... "". 

;:ai..l ......1·;;, a$ai.."'! a:: ti!= Central. !."lt~l1i";:nc(;: JrO'.lp dev1310pcd into 
3 

:.:: Cen':.l'a.l L,~.;,el1i'"ence •. -::~;:cy. 
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Although members of the A:nsr:! and. Na'fY stUJ. may not think so, 

Iihe lamest pro~ion in McCormack I s plan was tba.t tor strategic 

Lntalligence, Donovan's 1.Dtelligence tor -national poliC7 and. strategy," 

mat is known today as coord1M.ted national intelligence estimates. 

lcCormack 1d.sbed to ha'Ve t.b1a production cent.ralized not in the 

tla.ti~ I:r.rtell:igence .A.ut.bor:Lt7 but in tbe De~nt o:t State wbera 

,ome beginn:1D.p had alread:y been mads. He proposed. tbat the State 

)epartment's estimates staf't should include working l'8presentati'Ves, , 

)t the .A:rttr:r aDd Na.'fY. His presumption seems, to have been that the 

::'lOll' at raw materials to such a processing staf't would be stead7 , 

Uld compl.ete. 
. 

The Research aDd A.nal.ysis Branch, DOW in the Department ot State, 

right DIDier ita serr1ces eUecti'Ve17, and. supply the basic intelligence 

rh:1.ch ita stnteg:.f.c surveys had provided. in tbe da)'3 ot ti:I8 O1'tic. 

i£ Strategic Se~ces.. Bat the preaum:ption did. ~t have support 

'rom the experiences ot the Ottice ot Strateg:.f.c Services with the 

eception ot military' and. naval intelligence. It took more than a 

Iquest to obtain tor a ciYillaD. intelligence statt -complete and 

1."88 interchange ot iD:tormation" with the Anled. Services. It still 

:xis. Nor did. MeCormack make adequate proT.l..sion tor suppl,-ing the 

)eciaJ. Est1ma.tes Stati' nth the secret intelligence trom abroad. that 

so vital to national estimates.1 

Toward. the end at the discussion ot his plan, McComack conceded. • 

at thera should. be a director ot operations Ullder the Executi'Ve 

oret.&r7. This director would bandle secret intelligence and. security 

i 
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matters, if' the Au:thority should decide that such h:1.dden operations 

could be peri'omed IIIOre effectively by a centraJ.1zed organization 

tban b;T the Departments. Personnel, funds, and. tacilities should· 

be provided by the Departments in &IIIounts and proportions accepted 

b;T them and. approved by the Authority, and based upon relati". 

responsibilities and. capa.cit~s. 

Jfgw such com:pl.icated ~cisioD.S would be reached with dispatch 

and lIbat tbe Executive Secretary would do if' the Director ot Operatiol)S, 

wbo seem1ng'T would be sem:1-autOD.OlllO'WS, should take exception in 

specific instances to tbe Secretary' s gene~ plaoning, 'Were questions 

that 1I8l"e not explained in IlcCormack's proposai. In t&ir1'less to 

him, one must 8&'1 that he had. no chance to elaborate upon his idaa 

regard.ing the Director of Operations. The Secretaries ot ~tate, 

Warj and. the :tIa:v:r reac.bl:lld agreement at that time to ask the President 

to put tbe pl.an ot tbe Joint Chiets ot Statt into ett.ct., practically 

as it bad been reVised in September pend:ing tile l1qu1dation ot the 

Ottice ot Strategic Services.1 

McCormack stated that t.be S}'St.em lIhich be proposed for tbe 

production ot tlatiODa.l eat.1JDates did not preclude s:lmil.a:r 0pera.

tions in the Authority. It would ba'V8 lIlecban1sms, he said, which 

could lead to centralizing such activities in the IIIB:n1' fields. 

This might happen either by 'V8sting responsibility tor a particular 

tield in a . single agency or by bringing toge~r tbe working 

units ot several agencies 1ft a joint organization under the direction. 

http:S}'St.em
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of the Authority. In tile l118ant1lDe the Special. Estimates Sta.ff ot 

the Depa.rtmsnt of State could t.aka care of the %leeds of the pollcy

makers. He was cel"t41n that the Statf met t..Qe urgency of the 
1 

moment. 

It would. seem. in retrospect, b.owenr, that llcCormack' s pla:o 

amDUDted to biDdrance and. delay in eat.ablisb:Lng the ·service of 

strategic into~tion" which Donovan bad p~posed in his t1.rst 

.memorandum on Jw:Ie 10, 19U and. which bad been accepted by' many otb.ers 

as the ult:l.:llla.te objecti". of a central and. coordinated iIttelligence 

service. The Joint Chiefs of Sta..U had. not favored Donovan's scheme 

as a whole but they bad. recognized With bill that the ti1118 was at band. 

There m.ust be no further delay in providing strategic intelligence 

trOll. eve17 possible source for the guidance 01' those who made Datianal 

policy.2 
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v 

AntLcipatLons in the Armed Servi.C6S 

Secretar;r Forrestal. o£ the N&V7 had. appointed Ferdj nand Eberstad:t 
. . 

in JUne to make a special s1w:J;r o£ the proposed. merger of the War and 

N&V7 Departments. '.l'bs Eberstad.t report, publ1sbed on October 22, 

1945 held that the na:tlonal secur1tr would not be 1lIIproved b.r tmi.f'y:I.:ac 

the J.rJq and N&V7 UDder a s:I.nile head. One 'c1~ Secretal7 could. 

not admfrd star successfull.7 the huge and COIIIPlu: stru.c1.xzre which wuld 
<i 

red t from au.ch a lIIIIrger. Longing for the Itone-man decision" m1n:L

mized the benetits to be had trcma. lIparallel, COlI;)etLtLve, and sometimes 

conf'licti,ng eff'or..s." A un:1.f1ed mU1ta.l7 stru.c1.xzre in other countr.:Les 

had. accomplished the Itsubord:1natLon of' c:1vil1an to mil1tal7 l:Lte--to 

their osm mui other nat:Lons' grief." 

Certa:f.tll:r tbis was nqt to be des1red in tile thr1ted states. On 

the other hand, md.ther was a qst. of' eo.petLtLve and contJ.ictLng 

efforts which did net respond to new ccmd:LtLon.s rising out of' war. 

Experience IDI1 know1.edge were inadequate tor the "increased. inter

Il&t:lonal. COJIII'Iitmaa.ts," both pol1tLcal and mil1ta.l7, 'Nb:tch were be1.n.g 

assumed under the ~ of' the Un:!.ted Nations, the.let of' ChapuJ.tepee 

e'or in~-tmer1can dar., mui m.:Ll1ta.l7 oc:cupatLon ot ~ and 

1apan in wld.el;r separated parts ot the world. Nor was it a:rq easier 

:0 forecast the "repercuSsions on wrid. peaceft !rom the seientLt1c 

liscover1es and. advances in engineering clur1ng the war~ 
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'!he Eberstadt report called. for the organi.zation at the mil:1.tal:7 

forces into "three coordinate departmentsn~, Navy, Air-and. their 

cJ.oae aasoc:1a.ti.on w:ith the Department at State in a Nationa.l SeewiV 

Counc:U. ~ shoul.d. be established also a Cen1ral. l'ntell1gence 

AceDC7 to supply' the IImthor:Ltative intormatLon on conditions and. 

developments in the outside world,.11 111thout 110" the. HationaJ.. Secur.1. ty 

Council. could not 1ltu.1.f1l 1ts role" nor the mU1tar,- services lIper:t:'om 

their duv to the Nation.II1 

'Mr. Eberstad.t had named Cspta:1n Souers at the lfavy a COlImd.ttee 

o£ one to write the sectlon at the report on mil:1.tar:r intalU genee • .. 
A~ As.s1stant Director at Naval Intell1genee in charge at plana, 

Captain Souers had helped in the work at the Joint IntelJ..1gence 

Committee at the Joint Cbiets at Stat'f', and. had attended the maet:l:ng 

on December 22, 1944 when the "services" and. "c:1v:£l..1antr pl:ans had 

been debated. S1.nce then he had beerJ. activ~ .interested td. th 

leneral !otagrw:ler at the ot!1ce at strategic Services, at1d. others 

Ln both .Arm;r and. Davy, who v.Lsbed to establish a pemanent central. 

:ontelligence crstan. Souers opposed the Donovan. plan bee81lse he 

~elt tb.at the Director at Central Intel.l.1ge:ace sbould serre not onJJ 

he President ba.t also .the me:ai::lers at his Cabinet who were responsible 

'or the nat.:Lonal secur1ty., Now as the l!2lerstadt report appeared in 

he fall at 191&5, Souers was oppos1:ag the McCor:mack plan becau.88 1 t 

:'Juld put the intelligence crstan under the dom:f.nat1on at a single 

eparUnent.2 
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Captai.n Souers' chapter in the Eberstadt report passed. rapidl.:y" over 

the namre, organization, and handling o~ intel.ligence in the Un:ited 

States betore the war; the British S1stem, the career ot tb8 CoorCinator 

or Into:rmatLon, and the OUice of S1ratecic Services. He concentrated 

upon tbe ettorts ot the !.::.1q and the llav.r as they endeavored to combine 

their intal.l:1geoce serr.1ces IIld obtain .coord:1.nateda and If synthesLzedlf 

intall1gence tor the use at the Joint Stat.t Plazmers ot the Joint 

anets or StatE. 

'Jhe Joint Intell1gence Comm1ttee had. been tormed tor that purpose. 

It was able through its subcommittees, he said, to coordinate requests 

tor 1ndustr:1.aJ.. intell.igence, teclmical into:rmation, topographical 

studies, the joint ArmJ'~ItlV7 intell1geoce stud:1.es, files of incoming 

reports and. documents pertaining· to ~ equipment, hostLle. trends, 

and. other matters ot interest to the Chiefs ot statt. Souers commended 

the Joint InteJ.l.:tcence 'Collect1on Agencies tor the1r procurement ot 

inf'ormation in the field and their d1.st:rWlutton at intell1geoce to 

bater CoDInanders and the Joint Intel.1.1&ence AgenCT Reception Center 

in Wa.;t1 ngton, where it was "reevaluated, s;r.nthesLzed, and. trazlsmLttedlf 

to the Joint StaU Planners, interested age:ac:ies, IDld the DepartDents.1 

~, the whole t'1eld at strategic intelligence had become a 

collaborative etfort eailraci:l1g the attica at laval Intel.l1gence, Mili

. t&r.7 Intel.l.igenca Serv1ces, .lss1stant Cb:Lets ot Air StatE (Inte1J1gence), 

the Weather Serv1ce D:l:v:ision at the .I:I:2Q' ~ Forces, the Un:1.ted States 

.&rs!v, the Omce or Chiet ot Engineers, Of'.f'.1.ce at the SUrgeon General, 

the Coast atld. Geodetic Sln'e;r, B';rdrograph1c Office, Joint MeteorologtcaJ.. 
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CommLttee, Board of Geographical Names, and the Office of Strategic 

Services•. No doubt they were all. embraced, but Souers would agree 

that even. under tile sti..mulus of war the interchange of i.D.tor.mat:Lon 

among them. had. been ne1ther tree nor complete. 

Upon .the retmoD to peace, sa.ch collaborat:l.on as there had been 

in coUect1.:Dg and distr.1butLng m:U1ta:ry :1ntell.1gence voul.d prS£:tLcall7 

cease to exist. Moreover, Souers would COlleede that strategic intel

ligence involves more than mU.ita:r;r and naval1ntormatLon. None of 

the agencies ~ch he Jl8JIIed, w:i ih the possible except:l.on of the Board. 

of Geographical }fames in the Department of the Interior, can be called 

ciVilian ~ the sense that the Depar'bttent of state is instant17 Wlder

~tood. 'Dle Department of state was signit1can~ absent .tram the list. 

And, in this discussion of strategic intel.ligence, Souers did. not, 

menti.on the Research and ~s Branch of the Of.t1ce of S"l:n.teg1c 

" 

S1zoateg1c inteJ.l.1gence requires knowledge of econoz:tLc, social, 

and. poUtLcaJ. forces with1n the strac'fmoe of a nat:l.on 1bat are not 

so re~ ascertah18bl.e in sw.Ltt recom:utLssance as in d.el1bera.te' 

research. For that v8l7 reason, the Jo:1nt IntelJ.1gence Comad.ttae of 

the Joint a:tLefs of staa, as Souers rema:r.ked, could not bEl cons:!dered. 

a permanent organ:1zati.on. It m:Lcht be ,reorganized to :1ncluc1e per.manent 

:represen:tati.on of all. agencies which were concerned. w:i tho intelligence, 

be th milltar:r and ciVilian. If it were, so organ:lzed, it WIll.c1. cease 

to be meral:y the instrument ~f the Joint Olieta of Stat".t.l 
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'Dle complete :merger of the intelligence services of the State.. 

War.. and. lfav:r Departments vas no more teas:l.bl.e to Capta:Ln Souers 

than consolidation ot the Departments themselves into' one. Each 

ot' them. had need or intelligence operations pecul.1ar to itaelf' and 

c=lus1ve or intari"erence by 8'lJ7 other Depar1merlt. '!be inev:1table 

conclus:Lona 121eretorewere Ulat each Depar1lum.t ahould ma1nta:1n its 

own intelligence S8l"9'1ce and that each sbauld pa:rt1.c1pate in tbe 

joint undertaldnc ot a central intell1.gence ore;an:L.zation. tis 

should coord:lnate all intelligence relat:Lnc to national secarit,r, 

ma:l.ntain actinties ot COIIDDOD concern Wich shoulc1 not be redJ1pl;1... 

ca~ in the Depar'buents, and s;ynthesize depar'bnental. intelligence 

"on the strategic and nat1ona:L poliC7 level.lIl 

Souers reeolllDended that there be establ1sbed. a Central. Intel-

Ucence .&caney and ursed tbat CQUZ'88S or 1nstl."w:t1on be sive "at 

appropr1ate levels or m1.lita:r:r ad:ucat1on in order to indoctrinate 

officers with the importance ot the tanction ot inte1l1 gence to our 

national sacUl"1tr. 1t 1here waa need. '.!he experiences ot General 

Grow in,19S2 1nd:1cated that there sti.ll was naacL2 

Souers d1d not C'gtI.8 in the ibarsta::1.t report tor the estahl.isb

I'I&\t ot the Sac:-atar:1.es or the Dape" f&mts as a Hational Intel.l.1&ence 

luthor1 t,r above the Jeaney and. t1Je D1ractmo or Cantl:al. InteJ.l.1gence. 

~t here was the battleground at tbe end. of October.. 1916 be_an 

:he armed services and the c1v::U1an agencies concemed wi121 the "com

lrehens1ve aDd coordinated toreign intell.1geDce pl"O~ wh:ich President 

).ouman had instructed. Secretazy Symes and. his inte:rdepar1zae:atal. 
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ommittee to dev'1se. We should keep in m1nd that Secretaries Patterson 

lld Forrestal had sent the p~an o~ the ~1nt Chiei's of StaU to Secre

ar:F Byrnes OD September 29. Byrnes bad accepted the concept ot the 

utbori t.r 1n the :m.eettng ot the three Secretaries on October 16.J. 

Secretar:T Patterson, engaged 1n consi der:J.l1g various proposals 

o un:1.t.1 the armed torces and. to create new iDstz:omaents ~ defense, 

ppo1nted a committee ~ rep:'esentatLv8 ~ticers to ezam1:ne tlle 'prob

em ot 1ntelligence 1ntlle War Department and to determine the ld.nd. 

t central. intell.1gence organiZation. which the Department should 

dvocate. bre was invoJ.ved 1n this quest1.on. the d1spositLOll ot 

he personnel, 1'acw.tLes, and assets ~ "OSS" which had been assigned 

o the llet Department b;r the President· s order o~ Sep.tember 20, ~94S. 

ati:erson sent " JDelDOrandum. to tlle President on October 22 to report 

bat the f'w:1cti.ons o~ noss,lI ch:f.etl.y clandes~ actLViti.es, had been 

ept separate 1n the Strateg:Lc, Services Un1t ~ the War Department as 

1e "nu~eus o~ a possible central inteJ.ligence serricell wb1ch might 

asul.t trom the si.:ndT under the J.ead.ership ~ the Secretar:T ~. State. 

LtterSODI~f aemorandnm, prepared 1n IISSJ,· called attentLon. to the 

let that decision must be reached. at once 1n rep.rd to ita "tu:ture 

.,spositi.on." as the funds aTaUable ~ozo it liIDuld. not last bqolld 

Icamber.3l... He recommended that CongreSS be asked to approve con

nuance o~ the c1and.est:t.ne acti.viti.es ~ IISSUft tor the balance ot 

e 1'isca'L ;rear J.9b6.2 

1he committee appointed on the same dq under the chairmanship 


Robert A. Lovett, Assistant Secretary of War tor .Air, gathered 


stimon;y by means ~ a questi.onnaire and l1l"i tten reporwS'wi tl11:I:l the 
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War Departmen 1:.,. 'lhere were f'omal interviews w:i. th persona spec:iall7 

qua.1.if':ied. to speak upon the subject ot :intelligence. Among theae 

were Major General. CJ.a:,rton Bissell, As~stant Ch:ie.f' of' Staff', 110-2";' 

vlllliaa H. Jackson, who had reported upon the BriUsb. s:rstem.; and. 

K~ngman Dougl.ass, who "had been representatiTe ot the J.rrq A1:r Forces 

at the J11" H1nistr,r :in London; Li8lltenant General. Stanle,r D. Errilick" 

member o~ the Jo:int Strategic Slrre,r Committee; Davic1 K. E. Bruce, 
who had 'Qeen prominent in noss," and Al.f'red McCormack £rom. the State 

Department. 

~e LoTett Committee iD:vi ted the nu:ec~ o~ Naval Intell.1gence 
. .. .. "

and loir. HoOTer ot the Federal. Bureau of' Intelligence to express the:ir 

views and make recammendations. Both declined to appear. Wh;r they' 

did so was not explained..' b commi.ttee had tD report 1dthout bene;.. 

tJ.t f':ram. their presence, but ~ vian 1II1st have been 1a::Iawn. IJoOver . 
was on record, with the N'av,r at least," as opposed. tD a national system 

ot intell.1&ence. ComDlodore I:aglis was'working for the lfav,r against 

lthe Bure8l1 o~ the Budget and. :ita plan for the Depar1zu.ent of state.

'lhe record ot tbe testimo~ before the Lovett Committee, unior

tmla;tel;r, was not in the a:l."cb:1Tes ot the Agency when th:is account 

was wr:Ltten. Intermed1a:r1.es for the Agency d1d. not obtain the papers 

:in the War Depar12n.ent. But the opinions of ~ who appea..-ed be.f'ore 

the committee can be fa:il"l:y SUl'mised. It would be interesting tD read 

General Bissell I s remarks on CentrDl InteJ.llgence, but urmecessa.ry to 

do· so :in order tD state here that he vas hostUe. It:is l1k~ that 
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::',eneral. Zj'lbick e::pressed a:;ain llha t he thol.!ght .r:'en the Joi.."lt Strate1ic 

15, 1945, a.."ld the .Toint C~defs repeat,eci. on September 19 .dth regard 

to the Donovan ,lan. .Er. EcCormack' s thoughts and. pur:,1oses could not 

:jave been Jl11lch di!ferellt from those he ws asserting at the t1.:le iIi 

his ef.f:ort to ;>lace th;:. centraJ. int~lli*"ence service in the Depart.:.ent 

0':' State. ~lillia.;.l H. Jackson ta',e his ideas on ~!ovember lk to Sec
1 

rotary ?orrestal. 

In view of J.c!-;son's pa.rt1c1pat10n in the Intel..li[::ence Survey 

'}ro11? 0: the ::ational Security Council !."l 1948 and his subsequent 

role 3,,,,,, ryeputy :)irec~or 0;: Central InteU1:;;~nce under ~eneral ';Outer 3. 

<:':~bh, it is p%"0p6r to e.:~arn:L..,e at some ler.tet.lt his prooosals in the 

fall of. 19ls-;. ':is !":mort in the .,revio~ snri.'1:; to 3enerals !)onovan 

anc Jradley on the aritish ~stem of coordi-'1&ting i."ltelligence donbt

les~ ir~luenced hi~ '71~iS, ~1d Jac~~on, but he would recommend a 

substantially different s3~tem for -achieving coordination of intelli

:ence !'.lnctions" in the .i...""tcr1can GOVGrnr.lSrit. 

thf:l a.'.:,.xdc borniJ. The new weapon woulci. not relieve the ~"nited States 

ot t!1c nel>.d i'or amed forces. an the contrary the!," \-rould. have to 

and l..":'':''7Irove t!1eir in'::'eUigence or$an1zations, hut not, as indepe:ld.ent 

-~.-.~':';--- *-.. --.,; .......... !"i 
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ld isolated age:n.cies. ~ mst be a llcomprehensive and integratedll 

rstem of intelligence. It' the 1I1.essons of Pearl J:Iarbor'r vere not 

roof ot the urgent necessity' tor the coordination o:t the deparmentaJ. 

[lwJl1gence actlvi tles, the use o:t atomic 8ll81'C1 and the threat at 

oientl.t1c discoveries to come Itmst nov suppl:y that proof beyOnd 

!ladov of dou]:)t." 

Upon these &ss\UDptt.ons, Jackson set his case for ltimpos::iJ:1g inteJ.-' 

19ence responsibilitles on the m:U:1tar.r services within the scope o:t 

h.eir m:1ss;t0ns" and for lteompelJing the coordination of. intell1gence 

unctions under one naticmaJ. intel.J.igence qatem.- b ideas ot 

1lIpOs1t:1.on and compulsion should not escape our notice. It ~ the 

all at 1916 when the coerc:1ve mood of war was stlll preva:i.li.ng among 
. . 

laughttul men, although the public seeact bent upon rel&'ld rIC to the 

)int of weakness. Ci::mgress vas about to 1nvestlgate the d1saster o:t 

larl' Harbor to make sure that it shoulcl not happen aca:1.n. 1he intent 

.th rega:rd. to the natt.onaJ. STstem of intelligence, whatever tom 'it 

.gIlt take, was to establish it permanen.t"Q' with the sanction ot 1811. 

len we come agS:!n to Jackson's ideas regarding the coordinatt.on at 

,telligence f'u.nct:1.ons arI4 actiT!tLes in the IiIWIIIIIel" at 19W1 we sball 

nd. the in1".enlatLonal sibt:1.on qu:1te as tense. We shall. not t1::Id 

111 advocatlng coerci~ so much as leadership in the central agenq 


1 cooperati.ol1 OD the pC't at the d.epar1:mentaJ. serT1ces.1 


Jackson :recommended. in the tall ot 1945 that the author1 t.r over' 

I lIintegrated intel.l:igence s,ysteal revolving around a central. inte!

:enee agenc:r" should be Tested. in tbe Department '~f Defense i1' it 
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are created; or in the !:ational Security Council if the propos..u. in 

i'le I:.berstadt report to Forrestal were adop'tedj or, it the r..llita..-y 

!"garJ.zation remained as it was, in the Secretaries of State, Uar, 

avy, and the Assistant. Secret.ary of ':Jar for Air, at the lllanent 

obert:'. Lovett. T!1is, one ne;;d only mention, was nat Donovan I s 

Lan. :loreover, .Tackson ilould move the Director of the Central Intel-

1~ence :\!J8ncy farther do-d11 the scale ot responsibility than the 

oi',"1. C'''iets of Staff proposed. 

The -active direction" of Jackson's central L~telli~ence or~ani

a'tion 1.'1 191J.5 ~'Tould be in a UOirectorate of Intelligence lf con~isting 

f 'the ci".ief's of' intelligence L'1. the Army", Navy, Air Forces, a repre

ontative of the State Department and, "then their interests in national 

ecurity uere in"'l'olved; other Departments such as the Treasury and 

~c Depa~~nt of' Justice, which of course included the Federal 

ll'eau of' Investi~~tion. Under the "general, supervis ionll of this 

)vc..rni.ng board o£ departmental intGllieence of£icers, the Director 

; t:le Cel'ttra.l I11t::lligence ....sency ~i'ould 1Iua.l1ar.:e tte services of 

:ocr',:.on '.lScf'.l.lncsl'!1I and under c:l.!rection from abOVR, mair.·;:.ain the 

lordina.tion of tte national system in its "four aspects": collection 

inror:nation, evaluation and collation of thatintorm.r.tion, 

ntralization of' c~on services, and production of' -general estimates 

t. broad stratA~lo !".ature." "UthO'J.;Jh Jackson could net. get 

'1.)l~taly a1:;ay from Dono'Va."l1 s princi'Oles, .TacY..!lon IS :Jir'lctor of' 

ltraJ. Intelli~ence .faS reduced to an office mana,rrer. The Jirector's 

.y initiative w-...s that of sll~estion to the Jirectorate. 
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Jackson would not b&ve the central agency supersede or intertere 

with the macbine17 ot the departmental serrices tor collecting intorma

tion. He 1FOuld in tact not allow the ceat.ral agency to engage in 

clandestine collection. That with toreign counterintelligence should 

be :reserved to 'the Department ot State. otticers ot the Arttr:r, Navy, 

and. Air Forces ahculd be assigned. to work 'With t.be State Departmeat. 

in secret intelligance. Interception b7 radio shoQ].d be given to 

the central agency, alld. it,might do its own collecti0!1 -above-cover" 

in the fields ot economic and. scientific intelligence. It will be 

tound. later, however, that the State Departmeat. objected to inter

terence b7 the central intelligence organization in those fields ot 
1 

collecti.on. 

It II
In the aspects ot ewJ.uation and collation and. ot -general 

estimates or a broad strategic natura,· Jackson soucht working arrange

ments tbat would. assure close articulation at t.be departmental 

services and. 'the central agency, each peri"Ol"IId.ng its proper tunction. 

The 1ntelligence service at the Air Forces, tor example, 1FOuld evaluate 
. , I 

and collate information d.irectl1 related to the enem;yts Capabilities 

in the a1:r. But there would be a -.tree tlo1r ot 'the collated material." 

to ot.her services concerned and to the central. agency 1Ihere a stat! 

ot qualified lIIill:ta~ and. ci.vilian personnel would Ilassemble and. 

draf'tll the general estimates ot a st.rategic nature. It a Departmedi 

clUasreed with an estimate in whole or in part, 'there sboQ].d. be'the 

right ot dUeeat.:, ewn atter full discussion in the lIIli.rectorateU 
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composed of t.he departmental chiets of intelligence. Thus, J~on 

ant.icipated t.be issue between iDdividl3&l. and collective respons1

b~ty tor t.be cooJ."dina.ted na;t.ionaJ. intelligence est:lmates ot t.be 

Agency.l 

In t.be _&Ut:i.lDa the Lovett Committee completed its investigation 

a:ad. submitted a report on November J. GelJ8ral Magruder bad. made a 

notable contribution tram his experience in ·ass,· his thinking upon 

Central Intelligence in theory and in practice, his responsih1l1ty 

in the War Department as Director ot the Stratejp,c Services Unit. 

His tirst memorardum went to Lovett. on October 20. In it lla.gruder 

restated the principl.es of the Donovan plan with 1lb1cb. he hi:msel.t 

b.aJi been acti'¥ely' concerned in the preceding tall. and. winter. But. 

M.agruder set. aside one principle 1lb1cb Donavan would not. yield. 

lI.~gruder accepted t.be concept ot authorit)' 1n t.he plan ot the Joint. 
, 2 

Chiets ot Statt. 

There should be a nat.ional intelligence orgard.zat.ion under a 

Director responsible to the Secretaries of State, War, and the Navy 

as a group. This central &genq should serve as the instrument ot 

all parts r4 the Oowrnm.ent concerned. with national. securtt.7 or 

toreign poJ.1q. It. should coord.1.nate the intelligence activities ot 

tne Departments tor them. It. should be the central ageDey' tor can
, . 

prehensiva a.naJ.:rsis and. synthesis r4 iDtormation concerni.ng foreign 

countries. All ot the Departments and. other agencies ot the. 
GOWrmDent, t.beretore, should be required to deposit. t.heir pertinent. 

iDf'ormat.ion with the central organization and. to do so promptl:1 ,upon 
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request. But this req,ui.re.nt ft.S not to interfere with tbeir 

m departMntaJ. intelligence services. It was designed to acCOlD

I;.a 

I.1sh tbe poollng of their product for tbe beaefit at t.be pol1CT-IIIBlcBrs· 

l8 central. ageDC7 should be the DatiOD&l 1nst.n1llam. for procur1.n8 

:n-eign inteli:.igence bT clAndesti.J118 MAnS, both eep10Dap aDd. 

:nmteresp1cmage. Collection bT overt _ans sbould contimJa to be 

be function ot the State Depart.nt, tbe m.U1tary a:Jd. naval atta.cbes, 

nd. other agencies. The central &gene,- shoul.9. not eapge in 

laztdast1:ae coll.ection within the United States. It should haw no 

olice pater. :a,. this t1.lle Magruder must haTe been able to repeat 

be points b.r beart. But be did not speak ot an independent oudget 
1 

11 this lIIo8DlOl"&ZldUill. 

~itb1n a week, Geaeralllagruder made an extensive report at the 

.quest of Secl'1ltar7 LoTett. )(agrw1er f s III&Ste1"7 of tbe' subject. ' 

IJ1ged t'ram the record of tbe Office ot Strategic Services, i t8 

lb.1evementa and its shortcc:m:ings, tb.rougll tbe ex:Lating tWlCtions 

. tbe Strategic Services Unit, to recOIIIIIlenciations tor the tuture 

at were cOlllprebensi-ve a:Jd. definitive. The situation was acute, 
. . 

Said, in vi.ew' ot "Ghe tact that tbe United States bad taken a 

votal position in wOrld atf'airs. The GoVSnBllent could no longer 

rord to rely on iD:rormation obtained from other countr:l.es. It 

1ld not depend upon -haphazard contributions" trom its own depart

ltaJ. services. It must have intelligence available from every 

~ce 11'1th the least possible delay and in the torm most likely to 

of service to tbe makers ot national policy. 
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'!'be1'll lWSt. be a ceutraJ. intelligence organizat.ion. Every 

l&t'eguQ'd was requ:1l"8c:i to keep it trom becOlling tbe 1n8t.l'uaent ot 

.olley ot a single De~nt.. 'l'ba central apDCT itllelt ...t. be 

:ClIIIplet.el:7 deJtLed. &1rf pol.iCl"--IIe1rj ng t"Iulction in order tu,t. ita 

,bject.iT.Lt:r aight. be pruenuc:l; ot.barwise it 1IiGlt.· ·sucC'lllb to the 

~neT.Lt.a.ble temptat10n to t.ailor its reports" to support a polic;r 

LD which it bad. an interest.. There are those wbo tear that the 

;emptat.ion stUl u::l.st.s d.espite all ettorts to subqerge particular 

lnterest in the aat.ionaJ. securit:r.1 

0zU:.'r a separat.e &genc:r, sa1d. Magruder, solel;r concenl8d with 

lntell1gence mat.t.ers could be successtull;r III8de the repository ot 

)OftnJ and. .t'1mct.ions d.elegat.ed to it. bT t.b8 interested Depa.rtillent.s. 

:t. 11'&8 &ppa:'8l1t. that the war Department would besitate 1;0 re17 

IpOn a brancb ot the State Department. tor claDd.estiDe iDt.elligence 

It a lIil.1ta.ry uat.ure. He Jllight. have said, too, that the Departl!lent 

It atat.e would. be skepUcal with regard to &n1' ditJ10utic, SOCial, 

conom1c, or similar 1ntormation purva18d 1;0 it bT & division of 

he War Department. 

By traclition and. esprit de corps, the Departments are mutuall.:r 

Dei reciprocall:y' aloot. Cooperation was an ideal lIlUCb protessed, 

ISS orten practiced. The c1if'!1cult:r was gOing to be to get them all 

:) share, and Share alike, in respect for and con.f'idence 1n the 

antral Intelligence ""geney as their COCllllOD servant. This would be 
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even more arduous U' it sliould happen that tbS Agency were to have 

supedodty over ar:rr ODe or all of the Departments ill a particular 

area or thought or action. 
General Magruder proposed such <an excl.usive jurisd.iction. Fran. 

past expedence be argued that the agency of the futura IllUBt bave sole 

responsibility for the procurement of foreign intell1gence by clan

destine means. It was an operation so h1gtiJ.,y prof'es.nonal that it 

should be undertaken only b7 experts. The problem of pl&ciDg a.tid 
, 

maintaining agents in toreign countries with proper sateguard.s both 

tor them· and for the information wbich they obta:iJled was so ccmpl.ex 

tba.t it b.aci to be centralized in a separate unit acting for the 

United States Government. 

'I'he professional bazat"ds were so great that no counii:r7 could 

<afford to increa.ae thalli. by allowing uncoordinated operations in 

various agencies. )(oreo'9'8r, clandestine operations involved con

stant breald.ng ot rules. To put it broadl,.; be md, such operations 

were Decessa.ri.l7 extra-legal and scmetimes illegal. Tbe Departmenta, 

whether War, Navy-, or State, could not attord to house such extra.

01'Cl1Dary operatiOlia. Clandestine intelligence should be assigned. 

to a separate and central instrument ot govenaent not onl.7 becauae 

ita service wa.s cODIIIIOn to all or the Departments but because the 

operations sboald on OCC&8ion be unkncwn to them. W1111am H. Jackson 

~id not weigh tbese arguments ill his proposal tha.t secret collection 

shouid be the tUliction ot the State Department.l 
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In wnat .might be considered. & lecture to tellow officers of. the 

A.rtItr, GeneraJ. liagruder proposed. that the central intelligence agency 

should. be vested. with authoritY' to require cooperation by' tbe Depart

ments in making ava1l.able the prod.ucts of their intell.1gence activi

ties. Ex:perieDCe bad. deII.onatrated. 'that cooperation did. not occur ·on 

& TOluntar,y 1eftl... Real or illlagined. reasons of security.. pride of 

owmersh1p, .md simple interdepartmental. jealousy.. he said., interfered. 

with effective accUlllUlation and. 1.1H of the materials necessary for 

strategic intelligence. 

Taking up t..be problem of cOlllpre.bensiva anal;ysis aDi .synthesis, 

tbe prod.uction of natiocal. estimates, still a lINCh d.1spu:t.ed. subject, 

GenaraJ. Ilagruder used. tbe amer1ca.n assembly li:De for illustration. 

The intelligence system, he said, resemhl ed. a costly group. of 

factories, Beach JDanutacturing caa:ponent parts" without an ass~ 

line to tUt'11 out the t:!:nis.bed. article. He was right about the cost. 

The illustration was good., but it was '1ncamplete. Be did not mean 
1

to 11IIpl.y t.ba.t the process was purely mecbanicaJ.. 

The s,nthssis of idea does aa.th1ng IIlOre to.the caD.ponent parts 

t.han join tl1am ~cording to an engineer's d.raw:l.ng. Wba:t8ver the 

state of affairs in _tbematics, in the synthesis of ideas the whole 

can be dUterent frOlll the 8\1a of the parts. The end.eaTOr to fuse 

tnem _y prod.uce something qu1te unexpected. Ott!er torces M&-j have . 

cane to bear upon ona or more of the parts a.tter tbe tact-finding 

tor the s,nt.besis bas begun. Tbere are emotional disturbances among 

iii 
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nationa but vague~ understood even by the experts in:lOb psycho~oU. 

There are .l.usive factors and 1mponderaDles in the process o:t 

estimating. Political. considerations scarce~ rUe-vant to the facts 

of the case bave entered into the construction of estimates upon the 

capab1l.1t1es and intentions o:t other countries, more part1cul.a.r~ 

into <i1ssenta ~ the estimates of-the A8eDCT. The -Oriental. mind.

. .~ 
is not the o~ one with inscrutable w&18. 

General lIa.gruder stressed. that t.be central agency must conceu

trate upon foreign intUllgence and sta,. out o:t the business of 

clandestine proc~nt within the United States. There must be no 

grc:nmd upon 'Wbich the· ageDCT could be used as a polltical to~ by 

the part,. in ponr. For the same reason, the central intdligence 

organization shoul;d have DO poJj.ce poqr. Secret intelligence and. 

'. ~ 
pollce topt.be.r malee possible a -Gestapo.

The proposed. central intellipnce apDCT should. have an inde

pendent budget even though it 1I8l"8 UDder tba au:thor1t,. of the 

Secretaries azsd. cCllDlll1tted to services ot caumon. concern to tile Depart

II.8nts. 'I'be cosu ot intell.igence we~ high; no J&OnIJY value could be 

LSsigned'to ita accanplla.balants. ClJmd.est1ne intelJ.igence reqtd.red 

lecret accounting; the publication o:t salary ll.sta would. jeopa.rd1ze 

;he success ~ s&:tet,. of operations. '1'he budpt ot the ~1lC1' 

hould be considered by Congress withou:t detaUed .inquiry into the 

xpend.1tures. 

·lIagruder cl.osed h!.s report. to LoYett on October 26 nth sug

lationa showing hoW' the intelligence services in the War Depa.r1:.Dlent 



1. 	 'lor -OU 22-b.8W a:ad the d.1l!1eenb boola the J.1r :&'oro.. 
... below, p. 106 (:ch. VIII) 

2. 	 See 1b0Ye, pp. S8-59 (Ch. I) 

1. 	!fa&z'uder·.l.eport to~;t; JOcteber 26, 1945,· [HSIHC.. 'CO(
Pan II, p. 16 j .......' rl10 _ _ 
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'iit;ht continue to function lI-t-rith 1,Y.:rfect freedom" L"l their O,in 

~ield.s <:here the :.!:..litary men "ere e::pcrts ·..nd the ci"1i.li.:.ns tiers 

T~e 5tra.te~ic '3ez-v-i..ces '!n.:.t should be rn.ain::.a.i:led as it was, 

.Vltti dei'inite decision hi..d been reached L'l ra~ard t.o a central 

Ln::,;:lli onoe agency. U th.ere should be no a.~ancy, then "SST}" 

should rev.:rt to the control. oJ: the .i1.sSistant C:lie.f' 0;:; Starf1 "G-2, If 

!."ld ~:~ould opel;"ate <:lS a unit. .under his jurisdiction. Jut i·~"1"Uder 

)elie?ed that 1nte~ration o! its ?cr3on.~1 and activities into 

t.hEs :_:..litary Intslli7,6nCe Service l10uld neutralize t:le 9t:1 culiar 
1 

~ssets oi Ifs~n and "minimize its effecti~noss.n 

On October 311 Hagruder co,l1oressed :'.15 vielTS into two recor:',nen

i:,tlons !or Secretary Patte;;.~son. The Strate~ic Serrlces rTn1t., if' 

:la.nd.ostine activities controlled by that office. '!'be ~-Jar Depart

1r::nt, ~~Q't:ev:.r, sho~:ld .£'a"rQl" the estahlisment or a central intelli~nce 

!ervice in~ludin..~ the activities of "St)U" alone; the lines of the 

Ilan a,\vocated by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. There should. b;; one 

c·:ce:otion. T:lt:. ne'tl B.l!ency should have an inde"lendent bud-at a:,: the ' 
2 

'o:L"lt Intalli'-:-ence Co.'il!U.tteo had proposed. 

;_"'ter g,,;:neral condelnna.tion or the uncoorc1in:i.tGd effort::; at 
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in those activities. The lack of trained and. axperi~nced. officers 

in both milita.r.r services contributed to the u:nsa.tbfactol")" situation. 

No serious effort bad been made to trea.t intell.igence as a career. 

Tbere must be a nat:l.onal intell.igence orp.nizat:l.on, ·ccapetent and. 

al.ert to the exI#~ ot pc:-sib1l:l.t,.,· lII8.DMd. by permanent personnal 

of the h1gbest caJ.:l.ber, tra1ll8d as specialists in the components of 

JIIOdern intell:l.geDCe. To th:l.s end. there ev1d.ent~ bad to be an 

approach d:;U'terent traa tbat of departmental unita, once engaged 

in imCoord1nated activit,., JlOlf in ·bapbaza.rd demobUization. tr1 

The Lovett Oommittee unanimously' concluded that its views were 

more ~ar~ in acreement with the proposal of the Joint Chiefs ot 

Staff than nth the Donow.n plan or other suggestions which bad 

beeJl otfered. The coumd.ttee ~refore recOllllDende9, tbe creation at 

a. lat:l.onal Intelligence-.A.utbcritr over a Central Intelligence AgenC,.. 

The Director of the ApJlC7 should be respons:l.ble to the Authorlt,r 

aM sit as a JlOD-voting umber in ita ..tings. To insure continu1t,r, 

tpe Director should be appointed tor a tel'JIl of at least six years. 

The cOllD.:l.ttee devaloped the idea in the plan ot the Joint Cbiets 

of Staf'r that the Director should consult witb. the departmental. 

chiars of intelligence. The Intelligence AdTisol")" Board should con

sider all important qua8t1ons-~ a1'ld the -Director should obtain its 

opinion before delivering estimates to the President or LV me:nber 

or the Cab1llet. It there were dirterenees of opinion between the 

Director a1'ld IDBlIibers of ~ Board, his decision should be controlling 
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and their opinions should accompany bia report. McCormack was 	'Willing 

1 
to include this provision in b;Ls plan tor the State Department. 

The Lovett CCIIIIa1:1ttee DIOd1fied the plan ot the Joint Chie.ts 

.turther by' proposing, as Generalllagruder w:Lsbed, that the new agene,

should be the sole call.~ctiD.g agenq in the fields ot .toreign espionage· 

and counterespionage. Tbetb1rd ebange o.t the Lovett COIIIId.ttee . 

was aJ.so suggested by Generall4a.gruder. The new a.gellCT should have 

- an independent budget, and ita appropriations should be granted by' 

Congress lI"ithout public hearings, even though it 1181"8 necess&l7 to 

obtain additional legislation. 

Then Lovett appeared be.tore. Secretaries Br.r:Des; Patterson, and 


Forrestal in their meeting on November 14. Lovett gave them a 


sUllllll&l"Y o.t the report trOll his committee and spoke particularly o.t 


its conception o.t the i1reading panel," the Intelligence AdviSOr,. 


Board. in its capacity as a:a est:1ma.ting bod:y. Bes1d.8s the 1Ililitar,. 


intelligence services, tbe priJJCi~ civ:Llia.n &sancias should be 

';" 

represented. Lovett expressly included the "FBI" because it had the 


"best personality .tile in the world. 1t He added tor the interest 


o.t the Secretaries tbat tne "FBI". was expert in proc:lucing .talse 


dOCUlll8nts, a:a &rt 1ri'd:.cb ..... dewloped so success.tully during the war 


and. at whicb we became outstand1nglT adept. 1I2 


Lovett emphasized that the Intelligence Board would be expected 

to study' ~ evaluate .tacts, not to shape polle,.. The reports o.t the 

Board would represent the canb1ned views .o.t its members. Dissident 

vieu would. be 1tlcJ.uc\ed.. The .tailure o.t the German Intelligence 
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Service to a.l.J.cnr presentation ot dissenting opiDions, be bellewd, 

"flU largely responsible tor. ita 'breakdown. The Br.ltisb Service was 

superior; ita orgarr.f.zat1on permitted tbe divorce at tactual. t'1nd1ngs 

trom polltical creed. Even the ltaJ..:j an SJ8tem 1I&S better tba:rl t.be 

German. T"1l8 tour ra.nld.ng German Intelligence Otficers bad. been 

executed tor poUticaJ. reasons. The result was tllat German 1D:tel

l1genc8 autborit1ea were "atr&1d to int.erpret iactall contrary to 

Nazi pollcy. That was 1Ih:r tbe Germans bad. t&1led to an:t1c1p&te the 

American l,andj ngs 111 North Atr1ca. "The acivautage 1n t.be system which 

he proposed lay 1n the tact, be said, that cClDClusiona would be 

reached not by one man but by a board.; it would. avoid little d.a:oger 

ot bav1ng a s1l1gleslanted via gu1d.e our polic1es.- TbuaRobert 

Lovett jo1Ded. 111 advocating collectiw responsibU1t',r tor 1l&t1oaal 

1lrtell1gence eat1Jaates with In11 am H. Jackaon who was 1I1"i.tiDg to . 
Secretary Forrestal 011 tile :same da7.1 
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'lbe President.s Decision 

, 

When HcComack accepted the NatLonal. Intelligence Au:tbor1tv 

)l'Ov:1ded in the pJ.m o:t the Joint Cbie:tao:t Staa', representatLves 

,t the krlq and. U&'V7 real:1.zad. that ihe;r could. lose tbair cr1P upon 

!;he nelOtLatLons unless thq countered witil so_ other issue. 

!cCormack was ~ out Secret.ar,' By.n1es's 1nstrw:tLons tbat he 

sboul.d. "resolve the issues" v.Ltil the Secretar1es ot War and the Navy. 

i:Cormack b1maalt became an isSl1e. I t was :DQ t that be ref'u.sec1 to 

Listen to partL~ objectLons, although ti1e impression lineers that 

1e was higb...banded. He lII1gb.t have- gained .,re it be had been less 

Lmperious. It was because be 1:n.t..ncWl to doDdnate tor the Depar1:mellt 

,t state in the orpDisa,ti.cm o:t the central intelligence sem.ce. 

~tLcs w11hin the Depa.rtamt took ezceptLon to b1a 1ns1s~ upon 

, sePa.rate o:t:t1ce :tor 1ntel.l:igence and reseazoch wb:Lch he would. direct. 

:t was aver the latter queatLon that be resigned !'rom the Depazotmmt 

If State on April 23, 19I,6.1 

General. Magrw.ier expressed the opiDian o:t the m::l.l:l.ta:r,. man with 

is accustomed poise and. cand.or. !lere was -general agreement. 1n tbe 

~ and. N&V7 about -the llZ"gClC3" ot do1q aomathiDg as qui~ aa 

ossibla, If bu:t tbo7 :telt that the HcCormack plan was tl1nad.eqaate and 

dm1ni~tt-atLva.l:y uliSOUZld." It placed "undue weight in the state . . 
epartment." Hagrwier I s sense ot h1:mr"r came also into pla:;r. .llst a 

9W months betore there had been onl.:T "seattared. voices cr,ying in the 
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wilderness." His, we will recall, was one at them. Now, ,,~, ~ 

people" ware urging t1ls necessitv ot & central. intell.igence agetlC7 and 

a:Jopt:lng lithe sl.o~ as a new and orig:tnaJ cause.'" b Congressional 

imrest1.gat1.on at "Pearl Harborl' was ha:v::inC an ev:Ldent. eftect upon 
. 1 

public op1iIion. 

.A.dldral Souers brought an 1nt"luent:Lal. Toice into the m1lita;r,r 

and naTal. cho1"l1S. Be p:r~ared. the .t1rst dratt ot a meDJrandum trom. 

.Admiral. Nim1ta to the Secre'ta:7 at the Nav:r. 1M neet Adiniral. did. 

not favor the state Dapa:t"tmentl s plan; t1ls prOposal. ot the Joint 

Chiefs at StaU was "more llkel7 to assure sound national intelli

genee" and to proTe -"1"8 satiatactor,r to the Navy." b id.ea ot 

central intelligence was pleasing now to If::tm11z 'iho had not cared. much 

tor "ossn during the war. 1M product at the new !genCT woulc1 re.f'lec t 

the best judgmen.t at the e:xperts hom. all ot the partic:ipati..ng Depart

ments; it wo~d not be cIom1nated by' 8'lJ:1' one ot thai. Be recommended 

that the President should select the D:l.rector hom. tl::Ie ~, 'bI lfav7, 

or the Hari.Jle Corps.2 

'lha rea"ons given tor the cho1ce ot the D1rector trom the .&:z:=ed 

SerT10es were these: a non-pol1tical. admi ni s'faoatl.on would thus be 

assured and ita intel.l:1gence estimates ~U:l.d. be unbiased and obj~tive; 

the D1rector wuld be subject to m::Ll1ta.ry discipllne, conthmlnc atter 

his ret1rementl he cOuld be required to aT01d publ1c1t,y. Bes1desj the 

plan ot the state Department was objectionable because the "Secretar.Les 

ot War 8l'ld the llG;r m:Lght not be intOl'.llled. ot the intelligerlCe fw:ni.shed 

the Presidea.t b,- the State Depariment. bra was more to the memra:n.du:m 
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but these statements should be enough, without debating their merits, 

to ti:low tbat Souers ami N':imita with Leab;;r aDd. 0 thers, were parties to 

the plan that the Dep;Q."tment at state ~uld DOt take over 'Where the 

Office at Sttoategic Services had lett oU.l 

.Adm:i.ral. Souers teared at one tiJDe that tbe JDur might desert the .' 

Na'v7 ami accept tem.s with tbe State DGpar'b8ent. .In elaborata &1:"%'8Z1ge

ment was in the lMklng to iJ:lco'rporate lIIU.Ch of the Joint Cbiett s plac . 

tor a central orga:cizatLon wi th the McCormack plan and to proTide for 

&8sLgnment of an J:r:rrq or R'&VJ" ot.t'icer to tJ:Ie State Department in case 

the President should select him to be the chiet execu.t1Ye. ~ men 

were tal..lc:1ng of· reservat10ns which might' be made it the McCo:rmack plan 

were accepted. At the request ot Prestc!ant 'fruma.n, Souers submitted. 

a :meDJ:)raDdua on December 27, 191,5 stat1ng his object1ons to the 

HcOotmack plan ami expla:in.1ng Vrr he thougb.t'that the interests at 

tbe President wou;Ld be better protectadUDder the plan of the JoW 

Ch1ets ot Sta.t'.t.2 

Souers objected to HcCormack's ~ because it did DOt give 'the 

J.rsq and. Hav:r equal acceaa to the President with the State Depar~t. 

'!he evaJ.uatd.on ot intOl'm&i:.Lon was not an exact sc1eace" he sa1d, and. 

'so ~err sateguard should be 1mposed to keep IZII one Depar1.ment from 

~ the oppor1n.D1V to interpret intomat1on to support .p~ou~ 

accepted pollc:ie. or preconceived opinions." HcCcmaack had. 1nd1cated. 

in intem.ewa that he d1d not favor a central. age:ac,r. 

t' ~. • , 
• ...;....... _ ••• ....,J..l 
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1he plan of' the .bat Chief's, on tbe other band, placed the 

lational. Intelligence .A.uthor.Lt,r on a higher level than arrt Departmen:t. 

1be President woul.cl appo1nt an outs~Dd;fng man ot abll11i7 and integr.1.t,r 

to be Director. 1hrough pooling ot apert persomel1n the Cen1z'al. 

rnWl1gence Agenq', there would be more e:f'f1ciel1C1 and ecoDOllV. 1here 

~d be SWiIIlI8r.les IZId estimates approved bT aU at the part1.cipatd.ng. . 
llgenc1es for those wbo needed them. most: the President b1mselt, his 

labinet, aad. t.be Joint Planners. I'fna' ~, the plan of the Joint 

n::d.e.f's contemplated Ira tull partnershipn among the ~ Departments 

md operation ot' tbe Centt-al Intelligence .lg8nC7 Iron a reciprocal. 

)asis.n 'Dle ~esti.on fitted nea~ into the recommendat.1.ons of' the 

!:berstadt Committee tor reorgan:i.zatLon ot the .I.:J:tJ:q, Na:r,r; Air Force, 

II1d their closer &ssociat:Lon witil the State D8partment in a NatLonal 

lecurit.r Counc::U. 

Adm1ral Souers ended his memor8ncima tor the Pres:f.dent, to his own 

musement when be read it aga:l.n in the spring of'19$2, wi1h the declar

tLon that he was %JOt a candidate tor the job of' Director 1Iand, couldn't 

:cept even it it were of'tendn to him. It was otf'ered, and. he d1d. 

,cept it for six months, unt.1.l he coul4 constru.ct the new organizatLon 

1d obta:J.n his SlcceSsar as D1rector ot Centt-al Intel11genee.l 

1he represctat.1.ves of' the .Anv' and llav,y vere %JOt obliged to press 

IO!l !1:Cor.maclc ~ tormal. rejection at his plan. Admiral. Souers, 

rsonal tr.Lend at the President, and. Adm1raJ. Leahy, his Chief' at Statf, 

vored the interdepar1:mentaJ. plan. ot the Joint Chief's. bre is DO 
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reason to suppose that President Truman bimselt <lid not preter an 

arrangement which promised to bring all ot the Departments more 

etrectbely togetbar 1n a. coraon enterprise. In aTIT ca.se" though 

tbe full. story _y not yet be known, Secretary Farrastal ot the NaT,7' 

waited. upon the Secreta:r;r ot State as Brynes mOlllilultar:il7 retur:ced. to 

Washington tl'OIIl Moscow betore setting out again tor tbe _eting ot 

tbe United Nations Assembl7 111 Lcm4on, ~ more wrangling with the 

The tale still going the roUl'ldS ill that FOlTastal sa1d to Byrnes: 

"~imar:r" 1N like you but 11'8 don't like ,-our plan. Just thirIlc what m:igtrt 

happen if' another Wi] J 1am Jenm ngs Bryan ware to succeed you 1n the 

State Departmant." With Utlder Secretary' Royal.l acting tor Patterson, 

tbe Secretaries _-i 111 the ShoreiJaa lio:t.el on Sunday" JanuaX7 6" 19h6, 

a:ad a.greed. upon the plan ot the Joint Cbiets ot Sta.:rt. ThaT om:itted 

tbe prcnision tor a representatiTe ot tbe Joint Cbieta or Stalt in the 

1
Na.t1ol1al. InteJ.ll.gence .A.uthorit'7. 

In the conterence at the 1Ih1te Bouse attel1dad. by Saamel RoaeDll&ll, 

3peci&l CO'W:ISal to tha PreSident, A.dmiral Leab;T, Coaaodore Va.rdamal1, 

kwJ. Aide to tl:Ie Pres1c:lent., and..A.dm1ral. SOWtnJ on .Janua.ry 9, Director 

~lIlitb ot ihe Bure..:u ot tl:Ie Budget still argued. tor the plan ot the 

~tate Depa.rtment. But President Truman said. at the end or tba con

~erence that tl:Ie proposal ot the Secretaries was wbat he wanted and. 

18 &eked. that representatins or the Bureau or the Budget and. or the 

'epartment ot Justice, together with Admiral Souers, now to become 

be first D:li'ector ot Cent.ral. In:tell:1gence, should make such changes 

n the d.1.rectba as ware necess&17 to conform with legal and budgetary 

aquirementa. 
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Compmm!1 o:t the proposal bT the Secretaries and the President's 

Directive as £inal.l:y' issued on Januar;y 22, 1946 revealed interestillC 

c!i.f'fe.rences. '.lhe £ourth member of the National Intelll.gence Authority 

was restored ba.t instead. of attending for the Joint Chiefs of Statf 

he vas to be the lIpermnal. representative" of the President. tis 

was'designed. to place on the board of 8I1thority Adm:L:ral Leahy', ~si

dent 'lhunan's Olie£ of Staff. '.!his had 'been proposed the prev:Lous 
. . . ' 1 

, year in the plan of the Joint IntaW-gence CoIlllll1 ttee. 

'lhe provision conformed in some degree wi th General. DonovanIS 

original concept that the central intelligence organizatLon should 

be COlmected nih the ExeClltive Office of the President. 'lhe head. 

of the new intel.l1gence orga.ni:ation weuJ.d have 1mmediate access, 
" 

if. not to thti! President bimsell',. to bis "personal representative· in 

the NationaJ. InteW,gence Authoritr. ~ Director would not have to 

approach the President through the Secretaries of the Departments. 

It seemed a fair wol'id.Dg compromise of the opposinc princ:iples of 

IIcoordinatLon" am of ,,~ of co:mmand.,,2 

'lhe word:ing of the President's D:l.rectLve clid. not make the unity 

0:' the proposed.: national. intelligence qstem m 8'lid.eut as had the 

plan of the Joint anets of Staff. 1J:ut new agency of the Authorit.1 
"*., . , • , ~ -, ~. • • 

was named. the Central Intelligence Group and described as consist:Lng 

of persons assigned f'l'OJIl the respective Departments by the tllree 

Secreta:-.ies. 1hese persons were IIcollectivelT' to fom the ~. 

It was an assemblage, not a un:l..fied instL1:.utLon.. 'lhq were to be under 

the Director of Central InteJl1 gence. He vas not one of them.. 'lhe' 
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point is so obv'ious that its s1gn1!1cance can be ea.s:Uy overlookec;. 

.	'lb.e D1rectDr was to be designated by the President a.ml held respon

cib1e to the National. Int8J.J.igence Author:LW. He wuld sit in· its 

meetings. as a non-TOtLng member. 

h last provision did DOt haYe the meard ng which at first glance 

it ma:r seem tD convq-that the Director was to be a mere servant o£ 

'the llational. InteJ..lige.ace J.u:thor:Lty, to hear but DOt to bave a voice 

in its deliberations. ~e Author.Lty was, o£ course, integral; it 

was to operate by unan1mus op1:a:ion. Altb.ough this was DOt specificaJ.l:T 

stated, it was thoroughly understood. 1bere could h.arc:IlJ'" be a spl1t 

dec1sion that wus b1ncting aga:Lnst 'the e:z:pressed views or the President1s 

IIpersonal representativell on the board. 

It 18 generaJJ.i held that the chanse or the ruIII& lor the new 

central intelligence organ1sa.tion trom Agenc,r tD Group was made because 

the word "Group· would have to su.Uice pending IZ1 Act ot Congress to 

place tbe new orga:aization on a sta1uto1'7 ba.s:la. ~ were legal. 

connotations tD the word IIJge:ec," which, accord1Dg to the :Bu:re.m ot 

the Budget, made its usa UIpOssible untU sach legisl&ti.on had been 

obta:f.necl. ~ the light at recurrent controvers;r and fr:Lction, however, 

one would. suspect that the collective concept then had. more adherents 

1d.:thin tbe Group th.m the 1daa of 1~ t1D:f.ty. 

1I1e head. at the n., organization,. on the ·other hand, -s DOt 

Director of the Central. Intelligence Group. He was enti. tled. Director 

of Central InteJJ.:tgence. n. desigaatlon baa bee expl aiDed as beinc 
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le~essat"1' mer~ because the UDit was not to be called an age1:1CT. 'lbe 

:JXplana.tiOl1 is not so sLp1f'1cmt as the latent meazrlng within the 

t::l.tle. 'n1e ver:r phrase, DLrec tor ot Central Intell1gence,· neither 

lUal1.t1ed. nor cont1ned to a partt.cular 1Dati.tu.ti.on, 1s heavy wi th comlO

tatlcms ot power and respOl1sfbi l1 V in the lIbole field at central intel

Ligence beyond that 1nstitutl.on.l 

3b.ere were stipul.~tions within the PresLdent.s Directive. to support 

Ih:1.s view. Al.though subject to iZJ.e e.z:1.st:l.ng law and. to the di.rect1011. 

and. control ot the N'a.t1.ona1 Intelligence Authority, the D:Lrector o! 

~entral Intell1sence vas to have duties a:ad t'ImCtions wh1ch in th~ 

Elel.ves expressed pow:er as wen as respcms1bU1V. He sl:;ould. plm tor 

:oord:l.natf.cg ~ actiVities at the inteJ.J.igence agencies in the ~e 

)apartments. 2> tlle e:z::tea.t approved bT the Authority, he coul.d 1nspect 

!he operations at the departJaental 1nt8u1gence agencies 1n COma.ect:l.OI1' 
. 

r1 th bis p1ann1ng. He should r8comm.aad to the Ia.tional Intelligence 

blthoriV the establishment at policies am objectives o! the Ifnat10nal 

ntelligence m::Lss:Lon. If He should accomplish 'the correla.t:1on and. evaJ.

~t:l.OD ot 1nteJ11 gence tor strategic m:l national polic;r and. 1ts 

i1ssem1nat:l.OD witb:1n the GoT81'D1IIeD.t. .AD4 in do1n& tis, he was to 

ave tul.l use at the staf't azxt tacil1ties of the intell1gence agencies 

n the three Departments. He should. per.t'orm such other f'unct:l.ons and 

I1t:1.es related to intelligence as the PresL_t and the Hat10nal Intel

!.genee Autbor.:Lt,y directed. .t'.t'CIIl time to tt... 

All at these duties aDd f'unctlons, though coutrolled bT the 

:'esLdent and '1he National. Intelligence Antbor.:Ltr: ga:Y'e to the 
,., 
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lrector .o:l Central. Intell:Lgence more than mere admin~ stratLve control 

rer the Central. Intelligence GroUP. Wheiher or not he would be 

lccesstuJ. in exercisLng that superior 'power beyond the Qroup remained 

) be seen in the first da7B o~ tile new natLonal. intelligence s;rstem. 

_ 'lhe DLrector 0:£ Central. Intell1seDCe had al.so to per!'om. s8l"9"ices 

r ccmmon 'COnCern tor ihe bene!it o~ the ~tall1gence qeDC1es o~ the 

epar'bnent.s, Where tbose s8l"9"ices couJ.d be pertol"JD8d more et.tJ.cient:b" 

'1 the central. orga:aisat.1on. tis decision was to be made b;r the 

atLonaJ. Intelligence .A1lihorit,y. 1he PrasLd.an~ DirectLve e:x:plicit11' 

aserred to the intelligence services ot 1be Depa:-'tmea.ta their right 

o collect, ~uate, correlate, aud disseminate their 01m departmental 

ntelligence. 

:!here was s:I gni fican"I'.'Qr om1tted the stLpula. tLon that the Director 

t. Central. Intell:l.gen.ce abOu:ld per.f'om tbe serv:1.ce ·ot d:lrec~ pro

aring :intelligence. tis ihe Joint Cbie:fs' plan had. included. as a 

ervice ot Ifcommon concern.1I General Maeruder had. argued cogan~ 

at secret collectLon ot intelligence abroad should be the e:x:clus1ve 
~"'~''¥'~ """'<i!"'''-~~ ~""''''_~ :'"l\~ 

mctLon ot the central. intel.l.igence organization. 'Why then ahould. 

18 prov:Lsion have been om:ttted !'rom the President'. DirectLve? :Jb 

lClude it would have reYeal.ed to the Public no aecrets 0:£ method., 

t11rce, or con'tct. ~e WOrd:Lng was so mild tba.t it could have stirred 

.ttl.e opposl. tLon at home among those ldlo ~test spies. Cert.a:i..J:iq no 

Ireign government wuld be deceived b;r the omission. ... tairer infer. 

ce seems to be that the ad:rocates at the Cen.t.raJ. Intelligeace Group 

re anxiOus to get· the new s:rstem established and. at work. 
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1I1e a:xcl.us1ve right to collect secret intelligence was one i.ssue 

tddch could be set aside tor the ti.me wbi.le the D1.rector and the Group 

undertook to coordiDate the intelligence actLVitLes ot the Departments 

and to provide the f'1rst correlated summaries and estLmates, current 

and. strategic l.:a:teJJ 'gence, tor the Makers ot pol1C7. Magruder, Lovett,, , 

and o1hers wished to place the clandest1ne actLvit:Les at IISStJ1I ::1n the 

new central inteJl1 gea.ce organ:i.za.ti.on. W:Ul.iam H. Jackson was one who 

1hought then that secret ::1ntelligence and co\trrterespio~ should be 

f'unct:Lons ot the state Department; he cons1dered the poss1bi.l1t,r with 

UJ.en W. Dulles again in the spring at 1948. Members ot nG-2n and the 

l-lU1tar.r InteJ.ligence Serv1ces, doubtJ.e ss others in the Ottice ot 

Naval Intelligence, and J. Ec1pr Hoover ot the nmIn were opposed. to 

g:1:v:1nc the Central Intelligence Group the ~us1ve right to collect 

secret inteJl1 gence ·abroad. . '.Uley- did DOt wish to be den1ed the right 

to continue" acquiring secre~ whatever thq wished to find. tor them

selves. I t would. take time to settJ.e the issue. It was DOt f'inal.l;r 

setta.d in 1953. Experienced. observers in th~ m:lJ.1 tar;r services and 

the JgenC7 thi:nk that it never w:UJ. be settaed in te:ms that give the 

sole and. exclusive r;Lab.t at collect:L:r:1c secret intelligence overseas 

to the Centz:oal Intell1gence Agenc;y.1 

'lb.e President's DirectLve ot Januar,. 22, 1946 retained the pro

vision ot the Joint Chiefs ot Sta:U tor an. Intelligence AdTisor.r 

Board whicA should include the heads (or their "representatl:ves) ot 

the pri:acipal m:llltar,r and civilian intell1gence agencies or the 
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1. 	 See below, pp. 27-28 (Ch. I'l), pp. 26-)0 (Ch. V), 
pp. 46-47 (Ch. VIII) . 

1. 	 For the act1011 ~ the lational SeCll1"it;r Council 
1d.th regard to the Federal BII1'ea1:l at IDTeat1gat:1.on 
at the t1Ju at the !!c1la1"Dq !epa", Juq 1, 1949, 
see below pp. 18-2) (Ch. IX) 
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Clovermnent, as determ:Lned by' the Rational Intelligence Au:thority•. 1his 

Board sbcuJ.d. give advice to the Director of Central. IntelJ..1gence, 

obv1ou~ in the interest of the various intelligence 8g.end.es wh:lch 

. 1 ta lIl8DiJers represented. We shouJ.d. note that there was no statement, 

nor even 1lIIplicati011, that the Director coul.d not act unless he had the 

consent of the .ldvisor,y Board. 'lei tber shouJ.d. one forget General. 

Donovan's troubles with representatives from other agencies. His 

successors were bound to have s1w J8Z' experiences. 

0eDeral. lfqruder l s SUl'm1se in Hair that 121e Federal Bureau of 

InvestLgation might cease to be a factor was wish.tul and wrong. 'l'!b.e 

.plan o~ .A.tto1"De7s General BiddJ.e and Clark to make the "FBI" the 

center of the nat10nal intelligence s,rstem did not materialize. But 

the President's DLrect:tve of Janu.ar;r 22, 19z.6 under the f11'8 of the 

Depar'baent of 07ust1ce took care to stipulate that, in addition to the 
'. . 

deD:1a:L of police and law-en:torc1ng power to. the Central Intelligence 

Group, the~ should be a provision against interfering with uinter.n.aJ. 

security fUnctions." lbreover, the DLrect:tve stated that nothing in 

it could be construed to authome the Central Intelligence Group to 

make 1nvest1gationa wi'thin the cont:lnentaJ. l.1:m:l.ts of the Umted states' 

and its possess1ons except as proVided by law and. the d:1recttV8s of the 

President.. !he Federal Bureau of Investigation was entrenched in 

control of seClll'iV intelJ.:1gence witb:ln the Umted States.l 

.~ne who sti.ll thought tha:t t;he Gover.runent interned. 'to set up 

an American Gestapo should by' this time !la:re given up his fears. 
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3ut those who were to put the Central Intelli.genca Group to work ilith 

the Federa1 Bureau of Investigation were on their WIlT to trouble. 

Distinctions between sec.-et intelligence or espionage and. secur1'tV 

intelligence 01' counterespionage are eas;r to make upon paper. 'lbe7 

are d1U1cul.t to 1II&'1ntaiD in practice. b We functions interlace. 

'Jhey an dependent upon each other. 'lb div.1de t.haaa arbi~ accord.

ing to geographical anas and assign them. to separate 8(Jm;Jn;t strationa 

ignored tb.e fact that the exerc1se of one without caretuJ. association 

w:f.1h the 0 tiler was l1lcel;r to jeopa.rd:i.se the S8C1"8C7 of be th. .Admiral. 

Souers and succeedi:Dg Directors of Central. Intelligence were to have 

a mI!fI:"r7 t:1me 1d.th J. !'4gar Hoover at the ftFBI.I 
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The Central. Intelligence Group 


BegiDniDgs under Souers 


The tirst. Director of Cent.ral. Intelligence was wall aware ot 

t.he latent. power in the Preside~ts Direct.i'Ye. A.dDr1ral. Souers 

'lfished to See t.m duties and. respo~ibUit.ies of the Director 

mature UIlder t.he guidance of t.he Secret.aries and t.he personal 

repre::Jent.at.1ft ot the President. in t.he Nat.ional Intelligence 

Aut.horit.7_ 8u:1; Souers also lcMW' t.hat. JtWtT in tba A.rrJrr, the Navy, 

and the Department of State ftr8 st.ill resist.ing e'Yel7' thougb.t. of 

a cent.ral. intelligence organizat.ion which might. oTerpower t.heir 

own int.elligeDCe agencies_ High officials, t.hough accept.ing t.he 

Au~orit7, tile Director, and. tba Group, were doubt.tul of them. 

because there was no support,ing legialat.1on by Congress. They 

rested onlY' upon a d1rect.1'Ye by the President. t.o t.he Secret.aries 

ot State, War, and the NaT,r. It. might. e'Yen be aa.icl t.ba.t t.he 

President.' s power t.o establish t.he central ilI:tell1gence organiza

tion -.s a pcnrer in t.ime ot war which would expire 1d.th tba ret.urn 

ot peace. Souers appreciat.ed that. 1t was no t.ime to foster 

misgiving or a.rWaosit.7. No obstacle should lie in tbe ft7 of 

Congress as it. approached the reorgard.zat.ion of the nat.ional 

m:U1t.&r1' establishment in which the central intelligence S7Stem. 

would haft a part.l  • 
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Admiral Souers I immediate and. in 'Yin was to get the Central 

.Inte~igence Group established and in operation as a small b0d7 of 

experts drawn proportionatel3' .from. the Departments and seI"Ting them. 

wder their supervision and. contro~ in the Natio~ Intelligence 

Authority. The power ot the Director of Central Intelligence inherent 

in his duties and respoDSib1l1ties shouJ.d wait untU later for 

adeqllAte and proper de,",~opment. Souers did not accept DonoY&nIS 

princip~e that the Director of Central Intelligence should be inde

pendent of the secretaries, equal if not superior to them, and 

responsihle diractl.y' to the President. Souers belie-.ed that such 

independence would nat p~~ce the Director e~ose to the President; 

'it would tend in fact to isolate t.~ Director from the President. 

The Director lFould disco'fer that a great part of the time he and his 

agency 1R!Ire shut off from. the President by the interests and. repre

sentations 0.1' tbe Departmapts.· Through their prestige and. functions 

they were ~1ke~y to ha'Ye greater power - at least 0.1' obstruction. 

Sabotage in government, even ot a President IS directivas, has been 

suspect before this. 

As a practical matter, in politiCS and the science 0.1' government, 

such an extraordinary officer as the Director 0.1' Centra~ Intelligence 

needed the ccmpa.ny of other officials. On occasion he might find 

their oppositiona1m.ost as useful as -their assent. His position 

might become clear and. stronger, at ~eas1; it would command attention, 

because it nad to be formal.l.7 opposed. An independent Director ot 

http:ccmpa.ny
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eminence and exceptional torce might. reach the President rega.rdl.ess 

ot isolation and. sabotage. But e'Wen such a Director would b.8.'We to 

keep e'Yerlastingly at it, and. he would aba,.. ba"fe a ~dd.an war 

on his hands. The time tor & Director ot Central Intelligence with 

tboae attributes and traits was not at the start of the new orgallir.a

tion in February', 1946. It migl:d; not sumft the 1mpact. 

It was Admiral Souers' nature to l'emOft issues ratbar than 

to crea~ them. He did not seek a tight tor the tight's sake. 

But neither did.- he choes e diplOlllaCT with no end. in new. L1ke 

Eberstadt, he clid. not care for the -one-man decision" at the 

expense of benefits 1Ib.ich might be obtained trom -parallel, competi

tive, and sometimes conf'licting efforta. - He read the President I s 

Directive explicitlT; be b.iJDseU had sqa.red in writing it. The 

persons ass1pd. :from.·the De~Dt8 were ·collecti'Y8ly" to fom 

the Central Intelligence Group. The draft on Fe'bruar.1ll of the 

first d.1recti'Ye to himself fram tbe Hational. Intelligence Authorit:r, 

theretore, declared that the Group should. be organized and. operated. 

as lIa cooperat1'Y8 interdepartmental actint:r.- There should be 

in it -adequate ami equitable participation" b7 the State, War, 

and. lI&v;r Departmenta ami b7 other agencies as approwd b7 the 

Authorit:r. The Artq Air Forces should. ha.ft representation on tl:le 

same basis as that ot the 1.rtIrr and Nav;r. There was likel:r to be 

1 a Department ot Air• 

. Tn.ose in the Bureau o~ the Budget and. the Depal-tment of 

Justice 1rh.o watched. legalities were not satis.t1ed with the . 

• '.- ., ..... 
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President's Directiv.. The draft ot an executive order, approved 

by the Acting .l.ttorne,. Ge!38ral~ J. Howard. IIcGrath, 1188 ready in· 

Februa.r1' to replace tile Directive. 'I'be view of the National Intel

llgence .A.uthority -.as tbat no 1mpec:l1.ment so Ear had. been encountered 

in 'carrying out the President's Directiva. But tbere 11&8 no 

objection to baviDg an .executiT8 01"der as wall, it its attect -.ere 

to ·cont1.tDi a;pd tor:malize· the status oE tile .A.uthor1t,. as a 

.cooperati"fe interdepartmental actin"t7, ra.ther tban a DeW' or 

independent agency requiring legislation tor its ex1.atence.·~ 

Further discussion and study of the question continued through 

the spring. By- 1Ia,. 23, all· parties appear to bave 'been satisfied. 

tbat tlla President's Directi'Ve had legal stand:ing without an 

executbe order. '!'he order 1I'U ret\11"n8d. to the .A.ttorne,. General's 
. 

atrice, and. the issue closed. UntU superseded. the tollowing year 

by tile Central Intelligence ~nCTI establlshed by ..A.ct ot Cong:resa, 

the Central Intelligence Group rested. upon the President's authorit,. 

u:nc1er the Constitution, with. no particular reterence to his war 

2ponr.

To satisty President Truman's wisb. tbat the Central Intelli

gence Group should bring all intelligence act1Tities into cooperation 

and l2a.rmonyI Admiral Souers planned. to have the caa.poaitian oE the 

Intelligence Advisory- Board. tlexible. Ita .lDIImbersbip should. depend 

upon the stter under discru.ssion in each instance. In ad.dition to 

the .four permanent members, the chie.f intelligence ofticers .tram 

l"" f'" 
, . 
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the Departments of State, War" Na'q'" and. the Air Forces, the first 

directive of the Authority:therefore stipulated that the Board should 

include represeutatbes !raJ! other agencies of the GoverDlll8nt at 

the Director I s invitation. Thia pYa room for the Federal Bureau 

of Inwstigatian to haw a representatiw present it the Central 

Intelligence Group were to taka up Q,uastiol'lS of internal security 

and other matters in ~ch .the Bureau bad an interest" such as the 

collection of intelligence in Latin America.1 

Having the same purpose in mind, Admi.ral Souers preferred 

in the beginning to name ad hoc cODllDittees to stud,.. arid report on 

specific problems. The,.. would represent the permanent departmental. 

members of 'tine IntelligenCe Advisory Board, with a cha.i.rman drawn 

from. the Group to act as "coordinator" of their ~icular interests. 

In theory this procedure prallised cooperation and harmony, if ·at. aU 

possible. The practical dUt1cult7 of' obta:1.ning the representati'Y88 

from the Depa.rtment.a to man the ad boc caamittees and. to accomplisb 

their york in time was discouraging. Souers :soon turned to his 

Central Planning StaJ."t for the· work.2 

.. i 
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Ken aDd Direct:1vas 

It ..as i0ing to be DODI too eaq to apportion all. appointEnts 

among the Departmenta aDd. secure at the same time perSONJ both 

cOlll.p8tent and :inclined to enter the central. :intell1gence service. 

But Adm1ral. Souers did. not t1Dd it bard. to allot keT positions. .... 
K:1ngman Dougl..a.ss who bad been a representa.tiva at the Air Force at 

the A:1r 1fi.n1st17 in London and knew lItIlch about the British S1'5tem 

became Assistant Director and Act:1ng Deputy D:1rector. Souers_ 

appointed CoJ.one~' Lou:1.s J. P'ort:1er Us:1stant Director and Act:1ng 

Chie1' 01' Operational. Services. He had. served ,on the Joint Intell.1

gence Staft tor the ArtI.rJ'.' Captain WilHam B. Goggins came !'rom. 

exper:1ence nth :intell.1cence :in the. Navy to head t.be Central. Plamling 

Sta.t~. 

Souers obtained James S. Lay, Jr. trom the State Department 

to be Secret.arT ot the AuthoritT and ot the Intel.l1gence Adv:l.sOl7 

Board. LaT bad been Secreta.:ry to tPe Joint Intelligence Comm1ttee 

ot the Joint Chiets ot S~. Ludwell L. Jlontague also came !rom 

the State Department to head the Central. aepcrt.s Sta.tt. Be had. been 

Secreta.rr ot the Jo1D:t. Ar:ID1'-Na..". Intelligence Comm.ittee in the .!all 

of ~941, then Secret.ar;y ot the Jo1.nt !J1tell:1gence COIIIIdttee ot tbe 

Joint Cbie.!s ot Staff and a senior member o.! its Joint Intelligence 

Staf.! tor the A::J::rrq throughout the 1I1Ll". Both Lay and Jloatague 

bad participated in the c:l1:sc'WIsioNJ wb:1ch bad. contributed so much, 

http:Secreta.rr
http:representa.ti
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with Donovan's "principles" a.nd !l~rls tb1nl.d.ng, to the e-ventual 

tOl'mulation ot the President's Directive. 'they bad. been chosen by 

McCormack ta::' his organ'_tion ot t.be central intelligence S7Stem. 

uncler the State Department. Both ware expert. 1:Ii the work w.bicb the 

new CeDtral Intelligence Group was to undertake, qual1t1ed. to aid. 

Souers 1IIrDed.1ate17, as they di.d., in writinc the d.1rectives ot tb.e 

llational Intelligence Authority. 'l'he Group bad. begun to take torm. 
1 

on Ja.m.l.a.rT" 25.

'I'he dratt. ot the tirst d.1rective to SO\18l'S in Fe"br'aa.r7 tollOft"8d. 

the general deSign ot the President's D1rective ot Ja.nua.rr 22. 

But there wa.s one clauae in the dratt so tUled. utb past controversy 

and so ind.icative ot more to come that it d.eser'l88 examination in· 

detail. It d.1d. not appear 'in the d.1rective as t1nally adopted. b7 

the Na.tiOnaJ. Intell1gence Authority• 

.Ai-t.1cle 7 ot tbe dra.f'1; submitted by A.dadral Souers Itipula:ted 

that the Director ot Central. Intelligence should. baveltall :aecessary 

tacilities, intelli&eJic., and information in ~ possession ot our 

respective d.epartme:i:tta, 1ncltl.d1ni necessary intor.mation as to policies, 

plus, actions, capab1Ut1es, aDd. intentions ot tbe United. State. 

with reterence to foreign cO'IlI1trieo." At Souers' 0'lIl1 sucsestion, 

the clause cOncieniing the capabilities ami intentions ot the United. 

States was stricken trOlD. the dra!'t; in t.be tirst lII8eti.ng of the 

Authority on February 5, 1946. '!'here ware DO comment. in the lII1nutas. 

Why it was emitted. was le.f'1; to conjecture. Bu.t 0lI8 can reconstruct 

the event with some assuraace. 

http:lII8eti.ng
http:Ja.nua.rr
http:Fe"br'aa.r7
http:Ja.m.l.a.rT
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The provision had. been included at ,the start~ it is very likely~ 

because the dra.tters appreciated that knowledge or this nation's own 

capa.bilitie. is essential. to ccmsider1ng what ita e~ -1' do. , 

'At 'the rirst int:1m&tion, howe"fer, that the spec1.tte statement regarding 

capa.bil.ities am intentions might' stir reaista:ace in the armed services 

over their rigl:lt to wi:tbbDld. -operatioaal- matters, Ad.miral. Sousrs 

prererred to reDlO"fe the statement with DO U'gument. The beginninc 

or the Group was precarioas enough without inviting trouble that 

could. be postpcmed. For DIIlCh 'the same reason doubtless, Souers did 

not use h:Ls right to iDspect the operations or the departmental 

intelligence serTices.~ 

It is ea.ay to preSU1118 that those who bad been so reluctant 

to allow the Orrtee or Strategic Seniees a:ad. its Besearch and 

.iuWJ.ysis Branch to bave access to -intercepts· 1I8re DO more 1dJ.ling 

now to sUPPl:T the new Director or Central ~eri1geri.ce 111th know

18d.ce or the capabUities &Di intentions or this count.l7. Accord.1ng 

to Admiral. Souers, hanwr, the ~ a:ad. the Na'Y1' bot.h UDderstood. 

that he was entitled by the Pl'esid.e11t.'s D1recti"fa to ba"fa all intel

Ugence in their possession. From tbeir point ot "f'iew, he said, 

intormatiOl1 &boa -policies, pla:as, actions, capabilities and. 

intentions ~r the United States" was not intelligence. In their 

tn.1.nldng, the concept or intelligence had. to do only with intorm.ation 

about roreign cOlUttriesi it did not include knowledge or domestic 

concerna. The an Cen:traJ. Intelligence Group was expected to 

http:count.l7
http:eri1geri.ce
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punay its 1ntalllgence to the Departments. The reverse was not 

entirely true. They did. not belle~ tb.at they had. to deliver to 

the Central Intelllgence Group e"Tel'1' sort of' intormation about t.bem
" 1 

selTes, least of all "operationalli . iDtormation. 

It still seems to be the particular .resenat.icm of the A:rzq 

aM Na.-.y tl1a.t they are not .obl1ged to rewal their capab:U1ties and 

intentions to the est1lllators in the Central Intelllgence Agency. 

Policies, plans" and intentiollS are certainly to be distinguished 

from capab1l1t1es. What one intends to do is d1fferent frQIII. what 

one can do. It is as true, bo'fIever, that if a person tella what be 

is able to do, he may disclose his purpose. The A:rq and Na-.y are 

not read.1ly disposed to separate their capabp,ities from wir 

intentions. Critics h.a.Te aJ.so said that they are prone to confuse. 

the capability of an eDelq with- his intention. 

Close examina.tion of tbe clause in article 7 of the first 
" . " 

directive to Admiral. Souers" eTen as it was put in f1na.l form by 

the Na:t;ional Ilrtelligence Authority" De-.ertheless reveals that the 

Autbority gaTe to the Director of Central. Intelligence the right 

to baft lias required in the performance" of his authorized III1ssion, 

"all necessary facU1ties, intelligence, and. information- in the 

possession of' the Departments. Thi.s dist1ngtli.shed -intelligence/l 

and lI1nfo~tion.u But. tbe word Ifall" ca:anot be misconstrued: it 

is comprenensive. It appUes to betA nintelUgence" and -information." 
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Article 1J lIIQl"eOTer, is.J.~.Jth article 2 of the 

directin in its final. form. Article 2 stated. that the Central 

Intelligence Group was to ItfUrnish strategic atJ:1 national. policy 

intelligence to the President and. the State, War, ami Na..,. Depart

ments." The Group 11&8 alao to tun.r1ah such intelligence, as appro

pr1ate, to the'State-War-NaV7 Coordinating COIIIIId.ttee, the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff, and other gOYerDlll8ntal departments and. agencies 

haTing IIstrategic and. policy functions related to the national. 

security.·l 

KnoYledge of the nation's· own Itcap&bilities· enters into the 

intelligence which is necessary" to determine the policy for main

tajn:i.ng the nation's security. One may argue that the information 

W'it.bheld. by the armed services trail the estimating board ot tlJe 

central intelligence organizatiOl1 goes to the policy-m&kers at the 

higbest level.. The answer is that if this practice is allowed., 

the national est1mates which the policy-m&kers request from the 

est1mating board. f~ short. Thos~ estiJaates cannot approx::i.mate 

the det1n1ti'NMSS which the policy-makers ha'We a right to expect. 

The requirement ot an ettecti'We national. estimate is that it shall 

2be compounded. frau. aU tacts to be had. in e'WelT aTc1.Uable source.

Article 3 ot the tirst d.irecti'98 to Souers also pertained. to 

"strategic and n&tional. policy intelligence." It stipulated. that 

-a.u. 'recommendations- should. be reterred. to the Intelligence Ad.visory 

Board. ator concu.rrence ot camaent- prior to submisaion to the 

http:tajn:i.ng
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Authority. U a member of the Board did not concur, the Director 

was to sul:mit lithe basis for h1s mn-concurrenceM together 'With his 

own recommendation. If' the Board. approftd the Diractor's recaa

me.nda.tion unan'mousl1', he might put it into effect without action 

by the Autborlty. The Lovatt Comm:Ltta. bad propoaed such a pro

cedure for national est~tas to sareguard the iDterests ,of the 

departmental intal..Ugence serti.ces as they ca. under the coordinating 

power of the central. intal..Ugence organization. Wi'] 1am H. Jackson I s 

l.ettar to Secrat.ary ~orrestal contained a s'hUar provision. 

It was essential that.the makers· of national poliCY' should 

know tba aeTeral. interpretations of the facts in the board of corre

lation arid appraisal, U those views had substance and relation to 

tile facts. The procedure was to become establ' shed practice in 

est1mating. But. ,before then, the stipulation in article 3 that 

-aJ.l rec~nda.tionslt of t.be Director should be referred to the 

Intelligence AdTis0l"1 Board 1RLS to be the canter or controWlrsy 

between the Director and. the Board 0WIr t.be adm:l n1 stration of the 
. 

Group and ita successor the Central Intel..Ugence AsenCY'. The cb:l.efs 

ot depart:lDent.aJ. intelligence endeavored. to make tb.emaelTes the 

goTern1.ng board of the "cooperati"18 interdepartmental actiT1ty." 

It they had their wish, it was not to be an w1ndepel'l!ient agency.u1 

Secretary Byrnes, just returned trail London, presicUJd over 

the first meeting of the National Int1lUigence A.uthorlty on 

Febru&r1' S, 1946. Byrnes 'If'ished to make i.t clear at once that the 

http:agency.u1
http:goTern1.ng
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Department of State was responsible for reporting to the President 

on matters ot toreignpol1cy. The idea had. been clear since the 

f01mdjng ot the Department in the orgailic legisl.ation at 1789. 

Moreover, throughout the di,scuss1on of the proposed. central :intelligence 

organ:J.zation, it bad been reiterated. tb&t the organization should 

not make policy. But Secretary' :a,rnes 1I'OUl.d. resena for the Depart.

ment of State what the ~1dent hiJLSelf" bad desigaated. as an 

1mmedi,ate ,senice to be perf'0l'III8d. by the new Central. Intelligence 

Group express~ tor him. Instead. of the piles of cables, di,spatcJ::es, 

and reports on h1.s desk, President Truman wanted. a d.a.U;y s'llUllll.&l7 

that was comprenansiw. He dshed. to be rid of the mass ot papers, 
. . 

and. yet to be certain that notb:1ng sigaiticant bad. been left out. 

Admiral. Souers eMeawred. to reassure.Secretary B,rnes tb&t 

the President expecte.d. 'tbe Director of Central Intelligence onJ.;r 

to haw the cables ami ciispatcbes digested.; there was no inte~ion 

that the informat.ion should. be interpreted. to advise the President 

on matters of foreign palicy. The Secretary, nnertheless, pressed. 

the point that it was bi.s function to supply tbe President with 

~OI'III&tion upon yirJ.CA to base conclusions. .A.dmi.ral Lea.b;r entered. 

tbediscussion as the personal. repreaentaUw of tl:Ie President; 

~ormation tram all three Departments, said. Leab;r, should. be 

slDlllla.rized in order to keep tbe President currentl1 lntor.med.~ 8frnes 

replied. tbat Adm1raJ. Souers would not be representing the viewpoint 

of any one Department; 'any man assigned. to the Group tram a Depart

Mnt would. be responsible to Admiral. Souers. ' 



l.3 . ,.\l -",,..-.;;.1", "..' 
.... .~.' .' 

Wbere this left Souers at the moment is anybody I S guess. Some

how he 1I'aS expected to avoid a diJ .DIU. He was not to i:ated'ere 

wit.h the prerogatbe of the State Department and :yet he was to combine 

its intormation wit.b. the information of tbe other Departl:lents and 
. l. 

provide President Truman with a "single sUlllJllS.l'"1'.

Secretary' ~s rel.t so strongl7 about, the ,matter that be 

appe&led to the President personall7 on bebal.f of the Department of 

State. According to the recollection or Admiral. Souers, the argu

meat ran &long the line that such informat.ion was not intelligence 

within the jurisdiction or the Central. Intelligence Group and the 

Director. President Truman conceded that it might not be generally 

considered intelligence, but it was information which he needed 

and. therefore it was intelligence to him. The result was agreement 

that the c:Iai.l.1' s'lJlllll&riaa sbaald be -factual statements. II The 

Department of State prepared its own digest, and so the President 

had. two summai"iea on b.1a desk. At least they ....re better than the 

2
pUa or cables, dispatches, and reports 1Ih1ch had confronted· him. 

"'"' ~ ............. ' J 
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!be ce:a:tftl Pl.amd"1 S1iat:r ".. to be .eD81ti.,. to the 1Dtereata 

of all of the ~~.. It III10Jld ..Ilia«; the Director :1A l='epari.Dc 
. . 

l'8Canm_atiou 1d.tb.l"8prd to pol1cde. aDd ob~eetiftS tor the tIbol. 

llu&b1.oDal. 1.Dtiell:1pace _:I.,em.. '.L'l'd.8 .... tbe atatact :1A the ncODCl 

III _eA1DP o~ toriip 11Ite1l:1geDC8 related to the DatioD&l 

Mcar:1v. .l HPN8dat1.w of the I'ecIaral :8a.ft& of Inftstlaat.1OD. 
. . .... It,""nl b.r, of ooarll8, to t_ put :1A proc6fri:lnp &IS a llelber 

of the IDte'l.l1.pnce J4't'1.aoZOT BOard, 1.t _ of the p~ CCIIIId.ttee, 

~ the 1Dtezut. of ld.a l3IU:'eIrA, tON1p. 01' ckIIIesto1.c, ae.ri to 

be:1molftd. .is the 11.118 of ad boo 1zItcd.ep&1"laaeDta'L =-1t'teea Pl"O"K 

d;J tnw1t, tbe Cc1tnl Plll!1D4"" statt .. aOollload.rl1d.th ordcs tor 

1zmtst1.&at1.oD. a:ad. report upcm a TarJ.ety ot subjects that W1'8 1DbZ'1cate 

alii aveep1nc. 

http:1zmtst1.&at1.oD
http:aOollload.rl1d.th
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II.e1Ibere 111 the DR' central ~ orpzd.sat1oD. Sale a:1d. 

l&t t.b::l.s eap:r'DU8 spraDC b'aI. & desI.ra to be r.lcl of a:pease azr1 pc

:mDel.. Those 1Iho raaaabere4 \be dU!1au1t1es 1d.tb the callect10a of 

!IHll1i'JZ1C8 dD.r.1Dc the 'IllS" could read:il.7 ... that the -.cm1tor1Dc 

r forCp b.ro.-. .. a.uest.'l.1' ODe HZ"Iice of ·01:1.011 ~. 

t JI1&b:t wU be operaW b.r & cez:rtora1. o.UJ.ce for t:b.e ~8 of 

,tct.e, War, the BGT, \be .&1:r :rorces, aa4 othe.r apac1_ 1nte1"e8ted. 

11 ita proCIact.l 

Ba.t Souen .... DOt. ea&ft'to cpa the _1""stratiTe eenices 

If 'the central Illte1.Uae=- Gl"oIlp. Hie ad. hoc CCIIIII1.ttee of HC'Ch " 

.st.6 reported aa4 he HC<PlI"......ed on .&.prJl. 26 that the:war DeparQaeu.t 

dJcgJ4 cODt1.l:lul to opa:rat4 the serr.lce 1d.tb & DeW orcam1zct1OZlJ th1e

Ie_ persosmal WW:h h.Id. bee ~&bl7 IIC:L"MII8d 'lor 88CU'1t,-. the. 

far Dep~ .d_a:ued, xq 8, oa ~ &1"OQDl that the State Depart. 
. 

~~. ~ aattw ... d1ecuIMd tba Da:t 4a;r b.r the 

:~.l~Bo&1:'cl.2. 

l't .. at th:l.e pcd.Jm that....,... of to. CeIMal ]!J,m"C Statt 

... ~ to OOD8lIl.t 1II.th NpN.--at1W8 of the.us:1etcrt Cb1et 

If statt (0-2) m1 the Spec:I.l J.s&Utd to the Sec:Nt.,. of state. 

~ "sult .... that tbe latter, DCIIr V'"1 _ 1.. :LaI1&V 111 place of 

~ llcComack, qreed. oa bebaU of the Departmeut of State' that 

.t &Ihoul4 cppoJ."t the bad.ae' of the J'ordp B:roldcast IDte1ligcc, 



Sart1ce. 'fhe We Department mould coDt1me 1t.11 ~td.oD, at least 

cbur.I.:Dc the t18cal ,.ar 1947. ~r the t:1ae ba1Dc tb1s 'IIU the 1IIOI'ld.l2c 

lIft"aDlf!III8D't,. b8llba"'7 the optn1 on pl'8'h1led that the CeDtra1 IDtell1

&aCe G:rGa.p. aboal4 take· O'f"e!' the 11hcle ttmct1aD at llOD1tariDc tore:lp 

P1"OPCar:da _ bro.uta tor all. c1eparbuzd;. aDd. apadaa cODCerad 

l
1d.th the Dational 1I8C'U'1t.r.

!be cmnl. Plamng Staft _dDe bl·betm UlligD8c1 other taaka. 

Da IDfom.at1OJl B1"m:h was d1:rec:tecl. aD11., 3l. to... aD 1nt0l'lLlll sur

'TfI1' ot the 1nta111 gence aTailable 1D the1'1D1W at... trca college., 

tow:r:lat1oDe, l:1b:rarl.e., 1D11T.1duala, bam"•• conccns, aDd eoarce. 

ot.ba:r thaD thOllll of the~. 0r1 JuDe 4, the IDf01"llla1i1oll. BraDCh 
.' 

reca1:ncl 1Da't.ract1.oDS to I"b:IdT the e:rpJ o1"bat1oD of _riCaD ~8Se. 

1d.th coDDeCt4ona abl'oad 1ib1ch II1&ht proch1ce tOre:1p 1.1ltel.llgence. 

3ae 6, "bbe Sapport Bnn.ch ..... told to look 1Dto 'tM pJ'Oblau of 

p81eholog1cal. wrtue. .And aD J'1me 7, the CentnJ. ,1 ann1 nl stat1' vu 

calJ.ecl. upaa. to make aD 1.DterJ:II. au '8,1 of the ~ of the 1Dte1l1

pace tac:1l:I:t1.. :related to the national aecarit.r. !b1a was "bo be a 

prelimna:r:r to a cODClu......... st.ud;r OD tbe cOO1'd:f.l1at1oD at all. apnciea 

'aS3der the Jrat10Dal Iutall1gence lU'tbol'1t.r.2 

'!be Cmtnl Pl erm1 nl sta:tf set tor 1teel.t a chore of tNaemows 

poaa1b1l1t:1ee. I"b was the eJ.abarat1oD ot a -ccapl.ete .t':raIIIework at a 

e;rst.a of ~errt.al 1.tI.tel.Jj.pnce coo1'd1..D.at1aa.. to be . couta:1:ned 

1D a lI81':l.ea at etw:l1ea tor the D:l.:rec:tor at Ca.n:tral. Inte1..ligace. TheT 

1IOI1ld 1:Dclw:te the eseent1al elenant. ot 1Dtoma"b1oD 1D a ut1c:mal 
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..,..... the cocm:1iDation o~ ~gezlCe cd security, 1ntell:1

pace 1'U8C'Cb.. the oolleoU= ot 11rtom.at~n bT ll~azuI ot • coord::1.ztat1:lg 

becI:od., a acieah1 ftc c~:l;bke" 8Ild. other 1Dter-qenc:r CCIIIIIdttaes upon 

Jdlitar.r.· ecoaca1c. pol:1Uca1.. aDi aeocraphical JUltter••1 

~ t:1lu ot these papen ce sldll ...&ll.abl.· ~ aJJtbod;r care. 

to read. ...., al"'•• 3pl'ea:l.oa that • Ceatnl " grm1.", Staft did 

a cou!.d.enble .-mt at 1mt t,. the D1Z'ector at ~ral :I;nt4l J1 geace. 

1bere 1" n1deace abo ~ aucI:l talk =paper" 1d.th nitiple eopie•• 

. ~.... retenaceeJ arme"... IIDd IMada 1D '"at plf!lllt7J tOZ!llS, 

zraa.t1Dc .... l:1Rs at ~e. to the tradi that •.- heeD

l8q118Dt:ialJ 8'NIl a 8p8CI S'tI:t"WI' tor t:be Cer1t.ral Reports Statt. One 

. C8Jl DOt ca:re ~ 1IiIetber there 1i18l"e.JtGre or lue than ~ IqU.a1"8 

1'ee.t PC' pencm, l.al'p ad -..1.l. :bl the roc.&t to be al10t0t.d. to the 

Reports Staft'. 0Da 18 lION ~ .. 1IU the RtlPQrt.s Staff, ~ 

the deo:Sfdm:a at the 1.1 .mnl StaU that it 1hQ1J.d. DOt appt'cma the pla 

~ the Cb:let at the ~ staU tar I'IIOl'ClI1izi»c hie ot:r1ce. 1b:1I 

.. 'boaDl to create ot..h8r mel,... perilape DOt eoataplated but to be 

apected. 111 t:be be"nn1n,~2 

.Ia he pm ld.e Ce&rbhl1.l armInC Staft toptller. ~ SoI1eN 

1'IIGCi."Nd. _ o~ praB1fd:nc 1Jztcodapartllumtal. cooperat1= -... 

~ _111 a Met llip:'f'lclllt ~ Colonel J. :a. tcmiU 

~ the !I1l:lt at7' 11ltel.l:lpace SC"'I'1oI pzoopoee4 OD Karch 4 that" it 

apoDIIOJ' a :plan t_ pPtdgc:tDC lithe Jd.ataut po8ll1bl. qg.al1V at 1Dt.ell1

aace 021 the 1JSSB. :la the ~et poaChl.. t:t.ae.. Th. 1DteU1pace 

http:3pl'ea:l.oa
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1ft eqa.al NPl"8aat.at1on in the pl arm1 DI aa4 sDct.Dc cCllllllitteea o~ 

WI end.~.. .COA to be lI:Do1m as the Wean PI'oject. 1\ ahGnld be 

:r1er the cOOl"'d1llat:1cm of the central Intal gece GJ:oGu.p. ..&ad.ral 
" 

)UN lICoepW the otter at 011Ce.1 

J.ccori1Dc to _ obHl" .... at t.l1.e net, 'tiM CeDtnl lDHll1aeace 

1'OUp .... then a "Yut 1"UeZ"ftd.zo of iood. wUl.. 'bonzo4 all ld..IIds of 
• 

~ projeota. We abcalcl DOte also that 1ild.a vu the apr.1.nc 

~ 1946. !he acbe. of acewsatiou ill the CoucU of loreip K1D

aten waa beom1 DI ..".. aDd. JIOZ'e 11'&17' u the t:5:aa approached. tor 

be peace CODt81"8DCe ot t.1i8Ilt1-OM zaatiou at PI1"18 to make t.cu 

'or It~, ~, _ ,AJl.t.r.la, J'1n' .m, Balle.,., Balprla, .. 

__.. InD'a cue .pbat. Rna"... bet... tbe Sec'a:ri't7 Council. 

~ the tb:d.te4 'Jat.ion8 ill JIeIr.. York.· !1to .. DOl., emil' !r1eate• 

'nDC0 in Spa:!». .... jecpcd1s1Dg "'cable nl..t.1ou v1t.h tb.e SoTiet 

~ Prance.. aDi Brlt.aiD. 0erIeftl X~ Iud :ratume4 bca Cl:d.na 

o report; that; the a:1t.ua.t1oD 1». XaDClm'r1a ... c:rJ.tual. On Karch S, 

l1n8ton ~.. b:18 b:I.ator.1c ad4reaa ill J'Ql.ton.. n.soar.1, -. 
Ih.allapd the Scm.et. .t..._ to ra:Lae theiz' IraD CU'ta:1:D.2 

'lI:laN abcnl.d. be 1liO aarpr.lea that acept1oD8l. .. bad. toreboci1Jlca 

- fIGO.&b.1; to l.8G'A ....~ abct. tb.e Sovi8t UJdgn. 1». t.he Iho:rteart 

lOIJa:l.bl.e tDe. It.... t.rc1c that. 80 t.., per80DII ill Vasb1.DgtOD ccald. , . 
I.M the Bua1a11 laapqe vall. eDCIO.gh 1;0 bqlD t.o aecaapl:J ah the .pu.rpo.. 

,~ the Deteue. PI'ojec:t.3 . 
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'lbe Platm:1ng Committee had met twice b,r Uarch II and. drawn up a 

roposal. .'lbe Central Int.alligence Group sbould take over active 

&pOnsorsh:i.p as soon as it could. obta:ln tbe necessar,y personnel. tor the 

rork; in the meantime, it would fI1rnish on13' a coord:1nator. As the 

L&%'eement reached 1.'iDaJ. tOl'.lll on Ha;r 9 in a directive ot the cantraJ. 

[n~e Gro1%p, Ul1all'1mousl:T approved 'bJ the Intal.l1gence Adv1sor,r 

Board., the Plann;fng Ccamd. ttee sbould. baY. its own chai:rman and. seen

taz:o;r. 'lhe coord:1nator tl"Oa the Group should meet wi.th the committee 

when appropriate. But his ta:D.ctlon would be pr.iJaaril:T to secure the 

assistance ot the GrOup with problems batore the representatlves ot 

the Ar:srt3', Nav,y, .Air Forces, aDd State Department. In case ot d:5.sa.. 
* •

s:reament wi thin the ComDd.ttee, the CoordiDator would SIlbmit the 

question to the D1.rector ot Central InteJ.ligence tor decision. bs 

tbe ta.sk ot coordinating 1t not reconciling op1mODs W01Il.d pass on 

to the head' ot the new central intelligence organ:isa.tion. 'lbe respan

sib1liV, however, vas mere tearsome in prospect tban in tact. It 

would be SOlII8 tfJne before there could. be au;r great decisions possible. 

1he evidence 'bad tirst to be accumulated.l 

It vas tbe WorJd.:ng ec.d.ttee, under tbe chairmaDsb1p ot the sec

retar,' ot the Plamt.!.lli Committee w:1th the coorc!:f..nator tram the Centzoal 

InteW.gence Group acting in advisor,r capac1t.r, that had the first and 

most important job. It waa to campUe a veritable encTclopedia ot . . 

"all types oE taciual. strategic in~gen.ce on the USSR." tis 

Strategic Intelligence Digest was to be distributed to the 1I1aIIber 

aaenc:ies and. the Central. InteJ.ligence Group. l"raDl it th8l" 'WOuld 

http:in~gen.ce
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prepare Strate~c Intelligence Estimates as reqaired to meet their 

own needs, and when requested ~ the Director of c~tral. Intelligence. 

Whenever IItbe natLonal interest" reqaired it, the Central Int.elllgence 

GrOup too could prepare est:1ma.tea trom tlle strategic Intelligence 

Digest. But sa.ch estlmates, apparen1:a7, could be used. or ignored. b;r 

the JlUlli:)er agencies aa 'ti\q were 1ncl:i:ned. 

1here was no attempt here to establish a single natLonal intel.li.

gence est1mate which should govern tlle thinldng on the subject b;r all 

agencies concer.oed. 'lhe Defense Project .. easentLaJ.l3' to find and. 

to arrange tlle facta sy'stematLcalJy. tis al.one would be something of 

a triumph, i!' sucoessfUl. Members of the A:nlsT.. Navy, and. the state . 
Depar1ment.had talked often of cooperat1ng in tlle common cause of 

inteJ 11senee, and. accomplished ll.ttle.l 

"'lhe Central Reports statf of the GroUp ~ 1:00 small ~t that 

ti:me to ~take" tb:Ls ez:~aord:ina:r.7 project. 'lhe Depar1:ments were 

not suppl;y:tng the persol1l1el whLch the,- were supposed to provide. But 

the 1nadequa.cy ol the Reports stat! is not tlle sole explanatLon w.b.7 

this plan to accumalate a great boa;, of intelligence upon the Soviet 

Um.OIl aDd to produce estimates froa it for the poliCT-iDlkers was not 

then assigned to tbe estLmat1ng stat! of the Group. 'lhe plan origi

na't:e!1 in tlle HU1tar.r In'f.ell.:igence Service. I ts advocates looked to 

the Group for editorial assistants OIl tbe World.ng Comm::lttee as wall. 

as a coorc11nator. But the mil1ta:r;r men consiclered. tlle project pr.t:ma

r1l:Y 1he1r own attair. '.lhe Group had. st1ll to establish its r:Lgb.t to 

. i 
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means of :I. ts ow. tor procur.ing and processing the raw materiaJ.s ot 

:Ln+4lJ1gence. Its central. facil:Lties had ,-et to become so use:t:ul 

to the Depar1ments that tlle:Lr intell.:Lgence officers wul4 rel;r upon 

the Group for serr.Lces or "common concern.wl. 

'!be t:Lrst task ot the Working CoDmtLttee on the Defense Project 

was to rev:iew the papers of the Joint InteJ.J.i.gtmce Sta.:a' at the Joio:t 
Ch:1ets ot Staff concel"Ding tbe Sov:l.et 'Umon. 'Ibis took a couple ot 

months. B.r June h, boweYer, an outline had. been made and allocations 

plazmed.. 1he use or task forces, or 1nterdepar1:mental COJDmittees, 

was rejected on grounds of secur.iVI an agency's fUes woul.d have to 

be opened to tllose vbo vere not under its control.. Instead, the work 

was assigned by subject to particular agencies. For exsmpJ.e, the 

H1litar.r Intelligence serr:tce was charged at t:Lrst with p~ 

certain ecol3OlJic and pol1.t4.caJ. data.. Later the pl.an was revised so 

that the g:r&!Ltar portion ot the pol:1tical material was all.otted to 

the State Depar1ment. But it had as JID1Ch troubl.e as the Ars.rIa' in pro

ducing the des::i.red 1ntormatd.oa.. 

Colonel. Lovell's orig:inaJ bopes vere disappo:Lnted. 'Dle Project 

couJ.d. not be fiDishedbr September. It was far !'rom compl.ete 1n 

December when work stopped, pend'ng the d8c1sioa. ot an :Lnterdepart

mental comm1ttee upon a program. of National. Intelligence Sur'l'qs to 

take the pJ.ace of the Jo:Lnt ~-H8.V7 In:talligence Studies. tis 

prol%'8m changed tbe pol:Lq' of the Central. InteJ.l.:Lgence Group toward 

the Defense Project; it had ceased to be merel3" a. question of 

~'r"-'-
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coordination. Though the most important, it would. be only one o£ 

several. surveys to be procluced by the Group. When resumed in April, 

19k7, tba Project was still an interdepartmental activity, but it 

was no longer centered in the Pentagon 88 a major interest ot the 
1 

111lltary Intellipnce Serv1-ce. 

The atfic1al date at publication tor tbe Stra.te(l1c Intelligence. 

Digest was JIarch 1, 19.48. But it was Dearer the beginning ot 1949 

betore all three bullcy vo1t11D8s ~ complete. In the opinion ot 

thI;t representative £rom t.be Central Intelligence Group who took 

over the cha.1rmanship ot tbe Working COIIIIIIittee in April, 1947, the 

delays and shortcomings ot the agencies engaged in tbe Detense Project 

had been large17 responsible tor putting the Central Intelligence 
. 2 

Group'into the business ot economic and. political research. 
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1. 	 Jackson, G. S., Paper NO.3, May 20, 1952, Tbe 
-Defense Project," First Post-Wa,r Experiment in 
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2. 	 Mau.r7, Jobn M. to o. S. Jackson, Kay 29, 1952 
(Paper No.3, Telephone Conversation with 
Haur,y regardi.Dg tbe Defense Project) 
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Reports a:ad Estimates 

By direction ot t.be National Intell1i'ence A.uthoritY' on Fe'brua.r7 6, 

, Central. Reports statt was to asnst the Director in oorrelating &ZId . . 
l'ftJ.uating intelllgence related to the national. security &ZId in 

liasem:ina.ting wit.b:ln the IJoftrnmeDt the resultant -strategic a:ad 

•
mtionaJ. poliCY'intellJ.gence." A.dm1ral Souers tollowed the directi"J8 

dth an adprin:istratbe order on 1Iarch h. The Statt, ot course" bad 

iLlreaciY' gone :t.o work dur1ng Februa.r;T and bad produced the tirst Da1l:y 

S1.Ulll1l8.r7 tor the President. 'there ware in what was then called the 

Current Section seventeen persons apportioned _ons the Departments 

ot State, War, aDd. the Ha.".. TheY' wre establisbed in the Pentagon 
. . 

under Yr. hlontague, with the expectation that theY' would be jo~ 

shortl.7 by other ~rsODS ass1.gDed traa the Departments to torm 

the Estimates Section or Branch. 

The purpose trom. the start was 1;0 bave the Central. Intelligence 

GroUP take 0'!9r the major f1mction at producing the strategic esti

_tell tor the tonmlation ot national policy- as Donow.n had pro

posed. But it 111&8 not ,..t decided that tbe Group should have a 

<iiTiaiOll comparable to the old Research a:ad Anal.ysis Branch ot the 

Oftice of' Strategic Services. There ~ d.oubt that the Group ought 

to engage in initial. research. Uan7 bel1eTed that it 1I'Ould do wall 

to remain a small and Co:Dp&Ct bocl7 1Ihicb sbould. receive from the. 
several departmental agencies tbe materiaJ.s of' ~telligence and 

.SESBEr 
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produce tram. them the "strategj.c aDd national policy intelligence" 


tor the policy-caakers. The Department ot State was still uncertain 


wbetber o~ not it should continue its ottice ot Research and Intel


ligence as Mr. McCormack expected to have it. He wanted to retain 


tilere tile tum:tion ot making intelligence estimates tor the pollCJ"


l
makers at tbe Government. Events howe"f8r ware to determine otherwise.

? e.."., :.~ '3." (~)
Now an JIatch h Admiral Sauers' ad m:ln:istrati"f8 ~r, preP'F8d· 

b7 llonta.gue, eJ.aborated the organ1za.tion and tunctions ot the 

Central Reports Start within the Central Intelligence Group. It 

should have a chiet wile. would be responsible to the Director ot 

Central Intelligence tor the preparation, substance, and dissemi:na.tion 

ot all intelligence reports produced bJ" the Group in accordance with 

the President's Direct!ve ot Jazraa:r:y 22 and the directives at. the 

National. Intelligence Authority. The tirst task ot this chiet and 

. bis statt was to be the dailJ" s'lJrlUll&17 which President Tl"IJIIIan so 

IllUch desired. There was also in thia adm.inistrati"f8 order a pro-

Vision ot g:reat interest. The ideas which it embodied are still 
, 2 


valid tor the production ot na.tional intelligence estiaLates. 


As llontague 1d.shed. to have t.he Statt constructed at that time, 


there should be four Assistants delegated to him. as Chiet by the 


permanent members ot tbe ID:t.elligence A.dTisory Board. The distinc


tion trom. other persons in the Central Reports Statt was to be that 


these. tour Assistants should not be responsible to the Director ot 


Central Intelligence; they should. be assigned to tbe members ot the 


Intelligence AdT1sory Board and 'held responsible to thela, although 




HcCorw.ck, J&IJI18Z"T 14, 1946, p. 2
' 
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1.· See aboTe, pp. 49-55 (Ch. I) 

MOa.tagu,., L. L. to .&.. 
(F1le Sau.ers I Papers1 
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serTing full. ti.1D.e ldth the Chief of the Central Reports Staf!. '!'he 

purpose was to hava the Assistants represent in the Staf! the 

interests of their respective Departments,througn t:leir superiors 

on the Intelligence Advisor;y Board, C4nd also to represent the 

Central. Reports Statf in its relatioll8 'With· those agencies. Monta.gue 

bad. acqui.red'these ideas !'r0lll his experienc~s as representative' ot 
. 	 ~ 

the A.rDr:f on the -Senior Team" of the Joint Inte~gence Start. 

Serving with the Chief o! the Reports StaU on tull time, the 

Assistants would aid him. in formul.a.ting directivas to the subdiv1

sioll8 ot the Reporta Staf!. '1'bey would share in draf'ting req.ussts 

trOll' the intetllipnce agencies ot the Departments. They 1I'OI.1ld 

.	review all SlDII.'!ISJ:'ies, estimates, and studies which 1f8re prepared ~. 

the subd.1visions ot the Reports Staft, am. they would make tbe 

reccmmendations tor the appropriate ciisaemination of such papers. 

Witb. the Chiet o! the Reports Statf', the .bsistants 1f8re to ettect. 

such reconciliation -ot conflicting depart:me~ estimates as could 
",' ---------- ---- •..--~--~ -	 -- - ---- 

It' the.,. could not remova d1.sagre81118nt and. reach unan1m.o'WS Con

currence, .the respoll8ibiiity would rest upon the Chiet. He would 

determine in accordance 'With the 'Weight of the Elri.cience and opinion 

the poeition to 'be taken in the report. This 1I'OI.1ld be tbe estimate 

ot tbe Central Intelligence Group. Substantial dissents would be 

submitted to tbe Na.tiona~ Intelligence Authority with the estimate 

• 	ot the Group, as provided in the tirst directive ot the AuthOrity. 

But t.be7 would ~ear~.,. be opinions in ~ssent from tbe otticial 

estimate of the Group. 
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Thus Souers an:l .Montague hoped to establisb a panel of intel

ligence experts drawn from tbe Depa.rtmenta who would cont.inue to 

understa.ml and. represent the interesta of' those Depart.mem.s, bUt at 

the same time through their cont.inuous work in the Reports Staf't 

would. become experts too in the busi.Dess of' central. intelligence and. 

tb.e procluct1.on of' natioaal. eatimates. .The benefits to accrue tl"oIa 
. . 

the cont1nu:Lt7 and. lIIQDI8nt_ 1Ih1ch might be p1.ned. traa such. an 

estimating board. were lett unk:Down. The ideas were put on paper 

but were not tested. Difficulties in obtaining personnel and. in 

meeting other more immed.1a.te and. pressing duties of the new Central. 

Intelligence Group prevanted. the establlsbment of' sucb a board. within 

l
the Report. Start. Tile system bas yet· to be tul17 tried.

Within 'a month of' its fo~ activation, the Central Reports 

s~r entered another phase of' i tIS dewlopmant. Ilontaaue proposed. 

on April 1 a revinon ot ·tbe Mud ldstrativa order to make possible 

two tb:1.ngs. First, experience with the allotment of' personnel by 

the Departments of'State, War,· and the BaV7 demoastrated. that there 

shoul.c:l be DlQre f'l.e.x::1.bU1t7 within the proportion agreed among the 

Departments. The right. persons tor particular positions 1nIIre not 

to be baci from the Departments accord.1ng to 8n.1' ratio prev1ou.Sl7 

established. '!'be d1tf'iculty' grew If'Ol"Se witb the necessit7 of' 

apportioning lrithin ea.cb gra.d.e. Na"'7 captains, Ar1II::T Colonels, and 

civilian "P-8's· were not equa.l.l.7 ava.1lable in nUlllber or competence. 

Tile principle ~ot proportion should. pe' JDaintained., but deviation 

http:immed.1a.te
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1. 	 H8II.Ol'"8llda. f'1'OJI ltoD.tague, L. L. to s. W-~ bers, 
Apr.U 16, 19Q.6 (nle CPS OzoIam.Sa.t1ol1&1 aDl Fsmctiou 
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2. 	 HoDtacae, L. L. to S. W. Soa.ers, Karch 15, 19Ja6 
(F1le c.m;ral Beparts Sta.U) 
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Crom. it permitted so long as there was no stlbstantial change in the 

budget.&r7 obligations o£ the Departments. This was in fact accepted 
1 

practice in tile Civil Service. 

We should note at this point the predicament or the whole 

Central Intelligence Group nth respect to personnal. Tne Secretaries 

had. been directed by the President to assign persons to the Group. 

The, assumption was or course that they 1roul.d. supp17 the Group with 

able persons as s®n as possible. To make the general statement 'that' 

tOe,. mini mi zed the obligation is doubtless to do injustice in SCIDS 

cases, perhaps many. A read1ng of correspondence upon this matter 

in the spring ot 1946; and con"",rsatioDS witll some who were present 

and responsible ror recruitment at the time, lead. to the conclusion 

that tilere were' many .recOlllllJ8Ddationa ror oftice in the Central. 

Intelligence Group. w.b1.ch were not bona tide naa.iDa.tions. 

Some persons concerned. were not re~ availabl.e because the,. 

were headed. toward mere important positiona in their own services 

and could not remain long in the Central Intelligence Group U they 

came at all. Six m.cmths was o!'ten the l:lm:it. Or, they appeared. on 

the l.i.sts at suggestions ror the Group because they had. become 

surplus .::. good rellowa, rina triends, nice to have aroUDi, but nth 

no future in the service to whic:ll they llad given so IIlUCll at their 

lives. T"ne name at the best man availa.ble was o£ten lett orr tlle 

list even thou.gll he h.i:nselt migb.t pe willing, even glad o£ the cbance, 

to take ortice in the ~ntr&l Intelligence Group.2 
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It was neither easy nor desirable to select the personnel o~ 

the new statts, branches, and sections ot the Group tram. such lists. 

Admiral Souers and b:I.s successorj General Vandenberg, 1I8re not abl.e 

to do much about solving tbe problem so long as they were obliged 

to req'U8st personnel- trQIII. the Departments and. hope tor the best. 

Wnether or not they ~ed their responsibility, the Departments 

ta.i.led to provide ad.equate personnel tor tbe Central Intelligence 

Group.. 'Ih7 General Vandenberg sought an independent budget and the 

right to hire and t4'e his own personnel is clear.
1 

The second change in the Central RePorts Statt was intended to 

provide it with specially qualitied persons as it set up its Estimates 

Branch. Furtber development along tunctional lines might become 

desirable, but raore im:aecl1ate was the necessity tor enl.a.rgement 

according to geographical. regions. llontague d1d. not 1I'1ah to con. 


porting serril:as were necessary.. tba plan was to have five sections 

ot that nature - Western Europe-Jl.trica, Eastern Europe-USSR, Middle 

East-India, Far East-Pacific, and Western Hel:dspbere. The persons 

in each section were closely apportioned witb regarc1 to their grades 

and. their De~nts. 

Such a geographical arrangement was dictated by the tacts of 

world affairs. It would seem as though there could ha.ve been little 

exception taken. Althougl'l some deviation in numbers ami. srades 

bad to be made trQll the authorization in the second d1rective of the 
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one, the plan. meant an in:nux ot personnel, subject to ZlQ scheme 

Of' organization. Montague's plan had a scheme ot organization} 

it might not have proved a good scheme, but it was a acheme. For 

another reason, -no clear necessit7 tor tbe paper" was seen. This 

must have been the case - in tbe Planning Stat!'. 

For a .third. reason, Itany bandicap:s due to rigiditT' under tba 

original administrative order ot March 4 could be obv1ated by instruc

tions to the Chiet ot the Reports Staft authorizing Itsuch tJ.exibility 

ot assignment and use ot personnel- as he deemed necessary_ It 

would ot course maintain "the tunctions outlined in paragraphs 4 to 

6, inclusive" ot the original administrative order. This was more 
authority than ilontague bad. sought. Af'ter so great a concession with 

regard to interpreting the administrative order, it lIOulri seem odd 

t.ba.t the Chiet ot the Planning Statt should object to revising the 

order itsel.f'. But so it was. 

Montague put into the record on April 16 a 1II8IIl0rand\UII. that was 

defiating. A.dmiral Souers bad approved the recommeIldations in the 

Council's' meeting oli April 2 and bad. decided that I1lonta.gue sbould. 

d.ra.tt & revision ot the administrative order. The dratt had been 

re!'erred to the Central Plann:.t.ng Staff for review, with respect 

not to the merits ot the Director's decision but to the' question 

whether 1Il0ntague bad expressed th.a.t decision adequately. The report 

ot: 1Ibe Pl.a:ming Statf came so late, ana. yet so close to the telephone 

call trOlll its ofticer, there could be no pretense that the report 

http:Plann:.t.ng
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was based on ftinquir;y into the realit1es ot tb.e subject or upon 

pro£ound study." Construct1ve advice regarding the organization 

and operat1on ot tb.e Reports Sta£f' would be welcome" but th1s was 

"more hindrance than help in an alread:7 d.:1tf'icult s1tuat10n. lIl 

lIontague recOIDIIIended that the Central Pl.a.n:n1ng. Staf'£ be dis

cbarged trom further cons1deration of'the proposal; hence£orth, 

except when 1ssues o~ major pollcy were 1nvolved, 1 t should be kept 

out ot matters concerning the internal admin1s:tration of' coord.i:rlate 

subdivis10ns of' the Central Intelligence Group. The CouncU 

una.nimous1y agreed on AprU 18 and. recommended tha.t·. iLdm1ral Souers 

approve the ruling that the cbief's of' the component parts of' the 

Central Intelligence Group should be responsible for the organization 

and. aclm1n:SstratioD o£ their respective subdivisions as they deemed 

nacesS&ZT and appropriate. Anci then Montague's plan tor the Cent.ral 

Reports Staf'£ was approwd.2 

_SEaRET 
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The CouncU 


The CouncU of tile Central Intelligence Group bad. been in 


operation for some time. ,'Colcme~ Fortier proposed to ,Admir~ Souers 

on Karch ~S that the three Assistant Directors and. ACting Deputy 

sbouJ.Jd meet da1ly. As t~ tour senior otticials under the Director 

ot Central. Intelligence, the:y might participate in supervising 

generu plans, the policies, studies and output of the Group. The 

i1ea suited Admiru Souers t purposes exact~y. Such a CouncU couJ.d 

discuss problems presented to it bY' the Secretar:y; it could be 

empowered to "make definite recommendations. Or it could S1t as a 

body of special. consideration in case "the Director were to' seek 

advice. And tinall:y it couJ.d keep in touch with what was happening 

,within the organization to overcome s~ of the ~ooseness which a 

"cooperative interdepa..rtmeo~ activitT' was wr:f like~ to have. 

At the first meeting 00 Karch ~8, with Mr. Douglass in the 

chair, Co~one~ Fortier, llr. Montague, Co~onel Nicholas rep.resenting 

Capta1n Goggins, and.)(r• Lay, Secretar:y, discussed the .functions ot 

the Group and. entered at once upon other matters which wouJ.d con

cern it. ,Admiral Souers himself' was not present. It was his p~an 

to attend weekly on Tuesday, but ~ risbed r.is asdstants to meet 

each day, or as trequent~y as required, 'in order to understand one 

another's problems. Before ~ng, Co~ne~ Harris, Administrative 

Officer, joined the CouncU. The practice grew ot meeting tor hUt 

http:sbouJ.Jd
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an nour to an hour aDd. a ba.lt in the morning, according to the 

business brought to their attention in the Status Report ot Secret.a.r,r 

Lay, or the amount ot friction which cleveloped over dissensions a~ 

r;1;valries. Mr. Douglass in the chair had. a thorough tasting tor 

patience.1 

The Council -.as so active in ca.i-rying out the originaJ. i.ds& 

at supervising general plans and. surveys that it stirred OaptatA 

Goggins of the Plamling Statf tinally to make a tormal. presentation 

to .II.dm:1raJ. Souers on Ua.y 13. The Council tha.t morning had. objected 

t.o two ot the Planning Start's papers. Certain members could see 

solutions which in their opinions were bet.tar, and. the Council went 
, 

ahead to direct the Secretar)" to Wjm.plem.ent- its own ideas in one 

ot the cases. It lett tbe sta'tus ot the other ."unk:no1mll to Ci.ptain 

Goggins at the time.' .. 
This t.;rpe ot action, said Goggins, was improper. And ile c:iid 

not t.hi:Dk that it was in accordance with the Director's wishes. Four 

meDibers ot the Council had no responsibility tor planning; their 

"frequent specious objections" seriously delayed tinal action on 

ma:l#ters which had. alreact,y been nexb&ustivel,- consicleredn by tha 

Planning Start. Unless the Director intended to give the planning 

tunction tor the Group over to the Council.. said Goggins, the 

practice of having tbe plazJn:.ing papers reviewed by the Council should 

2 cease. 

It 11&8 just short of a month since Goggins arid. his DeputyI 

Nicholas, had taken except.ion to Montague I s plan tor the Central 
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Reports Staff'. One shoul.d. not blame Goggins; it was not pleasant 

to bave the plans of' his of'nce thwarted. by another body within the . 

Group. But like the case of' the Central. Reports Staff', in which 

the CouncU bad. also cmtr-ruled. Captain Goggins, t.be episod.e revealed 

the usef'ul:Dess of' a separate body of' dellberation, to revin the 

enterprises of' the central intelligence organisation and. to see 

that tbey 1IU"8 m.ore cooperative than competitive. 

The decisions of the Council on occasion were of' more than 

internal concern. Relationships with the Department of State, the 

Arrrr:r, the Nav.r, and. other federal agencies interested in the problems 

of' central intelligence came up for discussion. In the meeting of 

U.arch 26, the Council took notice of the fact that the Department 

of State had under consideration the reorganization ot its intelli.gence 

service; the Central Intelligence Group should st~ the ef'fect 

at any change in the Depart:Dent ot State upon its own part in t.be 

"national. intelligence mission." The CouncUsuggested to the 

Director that he might approach the Secretary" ot State with the informa

tion that the Central. Intelligence Group was about to -undertake a 

stud;r wbich might detel'll'line the most etfective and. etficient 

aJ.J.ocation ot responsib1llty' tor research and. intelligence among the 

various Departments.- This would lead. to discussing the contribution 

wilich the Departments shouJ.d. be expected. to make to the Group and. 

to each other. _It 1IOUld. be a matter tor recOl1lll8!lciation to the 

Na.tional Intelligence Authority.l 
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Su.eb dellberat.ion in the Council of the Group is noteworthy 

because it revealos the grow::!.ng sense of ind:1.viduaJ.ity whicb the 

Council, if not the whole Group, was beg:lnn.1ng to bave•. And. t.bis 

was t.rua, even though its members bad. COllIe to t.he new institution 

.t'roIIl t.be established Department.a wtl.ose tradit.ions and t.a.boos were 

nOt raad.il7 thrO'lt11 oU. We may 'WODier if interdepartmental.. a.ccep

t.a.nce and support for the Central Intelligence Group might not bave 

been a.ccelerat.ed if the Council bad. been maint.a.ined 1d.tbin it. Tbe 

Council met. a.J..most. da.il7. The Intelligence Advisory Board. bad. but 

four meetings during Admiral. Souers I regime. Instead, sucb accept.a.nce 

as there was seems to bave been t.brougb the more diffused interest.s 

of the Intelligence Advisory Board, and. in sucb st.a.nding camm1ttees 

as the Int.erd.epartmental Coordinat.ing and Pla:r:m:ing Staff wbicb shall 

concern us later. ·Secrat.a.ry Lay explaj ned the or~t.ion and 

purposes of tbe Council t.o General. Vandenberg when be t.ook cba.rge. 

of t.be Central Intelligence Group in June. But t.he Assistant. Direct.ors 

were not brougb.t int.o conference in a:ny -1' comparable 1:.0 t.bs pro

cedure . under Admiral Souers. General V&nd.enberg and .lis Execut.ive, 

Colonel Wri8ht., came with other plaDS. Wright interpreted. bi8 

position 1:.0 be t.hat of am:U1.tarY cbief of staff with responsibility 

in t.M cha.in· of c~and for all phases of the work in the Cen~ 

Intelligence Group. This interpret.at.ion was nOt conducive t.o main

tenance of the Council· as a body of deliberat.ion and. advice to the 

lDirector.

http:Secrat.a.ry
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Espionage and. Counterespionage 

It was imperatLve that Adm:f.ral Souers should not del..,- over the 

disposf.t:i.on of the strategic Services Un!10. By' the exacutLve ortier 

ot September 20, 1945, the Secre'ta:l7 at War had. 1:0 discontinue the 

llnit &IS scon as ita tunctl.ons and. taci1itLea coul,.d be placed in a 

new central. inteJ.l:1gence orga:c:izatLon or in the War Depar12nent. . 

lI..eanwhile, General Magruder was 1:0 release personnel and. bring an 

end 1:0 tbose actLv1 tLes whi.ch were not to be retained in t:i.m8 ot 

peace.•l 

Scme who had been at great service while the Un1ted States aided 

Russ1a in war against Gel."DUllll" were DO longer desirable as hostUi t.r 

increased toward the Soviet Union and. 1ta satelJ.1tes. 'lhe operatl.ons 

ot man;r more had become so well .k:nown dui'.:f..nc the war tbat thq bad. 

lost their usetulness in secret intell1gence. Hagru.der kept at'the 

task ot l1qu1datLon tbroughout the tall at 1945 _ into Jm'1l8.I7, 

1946 untu the BUlDber at mil1ta:r)" and ciVilian personnel. had. tallen 

trcm over 9,000 to nea:rlT 3,000. It was a. dUficul.t task to per.f'orm. 

1d.tbout loss ot esseutl.al per~ns. But the time waa rapi~ approach

ing when there wuld be no .t'unds lett in the appropria.tl.on b,y Cbn

2 gress. 

'.the Secretar,- at War on Jarmazy 29, 191,6 directed that the 

Strategic SerV'1ces UDit should be cl.osed b;y June 30. .J:D:r at its 

records required b7 the DirectOr at Celitral. Intelligence were to be 

http:esseutl.al
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transferred to tbe Office of the Secret..&:r:7 of War and. IIpl.~ed UDder 

the operational control. of' the Director of Central Intelligence." 

'l:l.tle to the recorda remained to be settled l.atar. 'lhe papers of' 

the Secret Intell.isence Branch 1ncl.ud.ed thouaands of' reporta, pr0

cessed ai1d. ~ndexed, !'rom tour ~ars of' w:ric by the Office of Stratag1c 

Sern.ces. ~ere ware diariea, b:Latorias, records of operatLcns, t1J.es 

of United. states acientLsta, specialista in'maD,1 fielda of' k:noWledge, 

and an extensLv:,e bibl1ograplry' of aspiODaca. ~ waS a roster kept 

of departLng peracmnel. who might be recovered. if' the new organ:l.zation 
1 

were not too long deJ.qed.. 

General Magruder atrove to ,make clear to ld.s superiors t.b.a:t the 

assets of the strategic Ser9'1ces tJn1t were 1:Ddispensabl.e for the pro

curement of intelligence in peacetLma. Bls memorandum on Ja:l1U/I.r7 1$ 

to Major General. S. Lero7 ~, Inter.lJa ActLv1tLea Director, showed. 

the irrePaz:abl.e·losa that 1iOUld occur if' the pJ.a:ns and propertLes as 

well as the persoz:mel of' the tJn1t were no t maintailled.2 

~ Secret IntelJ.ipnce Branch had statLons in seven countries 
~"<rJ~"""-.','.I.;-1I'''?~ __ • 

tbrough the Near Bast 8.Ild.four in North Af'rica ~t were- alrea<q' con

verted to a.ctl.1'itLes in peacetime. !lere were COlltUI.111tlg actL'1'ities 

wi th the A:m:Lee in Gel'lllSZJ;,Y, Austna, China and. Southeast Asia. Plans 

were beinC completed for operatLons in the Far ~ast, and stud:Les ware 

in procesa elsewhere. Sel.ectecl perSOl18 .from. the old SIlbv'eraive branches 

had been tranaf'erred into the Secret Intel.l:Lgence Branch' to be req

for the tuta:re. '.Dle Counterintelligence Branch (~) had some 400,000 

dossiers on iJ::Id;v::I.du.ala. It was st1ll at wrk against the operations 

http:Ja:l1U/I.r7
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It foreign intell:1.gence sen1ces and secret orcam.zations, especj.~ 

:J1 coope:ra:tLon with the Counter1ntell1gence ():)rps of tb.e J:rJq. 

~ was brlng:lng the Secret Intel.J..:1gence Bra.nch and tb.e 

:Ounter.1ntell1g8DCe Brazlch into closer acJpdn1strat1on tor 8VentaaJ. 

:onsolida:tLon. Camnm1 oat10ns though reduced, tacbDicaJ. 8&r'I1cea, 

special ttmd.s, a tra;Srdng pros;:ram, aDd. other part..i of the old 011'1oe 

1)t strategic Sem.cea were stlll 1n msteaoe.

.As the new Cen1nJ. Inte1.l1geDce Group got under 118.7, General. 

Kagruder· sent a memormdua to the Secreta::/:'y ot War on J'eb1"U&:7 4, 

191i6 answer.irlg cr1tl.c:Lsas of the Strategic Serrlces lhtlt and rec0m

mending that there l?e 1mm.ed1ate action b;r the Nati.onaJ. InteJ.l.1gence 

AuthoriV to appraise the Talus ot the 11n1t. Ap;1n on J'ebru.ar.y' 14 

ne urged that the Author'.1:ir place the 11n1t under the ll1rector ot 

Central.Intalligence and set the date tor transferring ita as.ta, 

planS, personnel, and. pzopert1es. Had there been ~ the thought 

that the strategic Serv1ces11n1t abould. be tur.Ded. O1'ar to the Central 

Intell1g8DC8 (hroup as soon as tea.a:l.bl.e, tb.ere should haTe been DO 

further delq. But there vas more the one opinion on the matter.2 

At & meet1.Dc held in the War Depar1ment on F~ 8, repre

sentatives ot tbe 1ntel.licence sen1ces were stlll. d1.scusslnc which 

t"ac1li tl.es and .t\mcti.ons of the strategic sem.ces Un1t should. be 

capt; and ~ those reta:1.ned., whiCh should be operated. b;r tile Central 

entelligence Group and which by tb.e Depar'baenta or 0ther a:l.st:l.Dg 

Igeacies. '.!here was quest1.oD whether the Group should take· all of 

the personnel and tb.e pl.ans of the strategic Sertices UD1t and 

http:quest1.oD
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pJ.a.ce them at the center of' the national 1ntell1g1HJCe system. There 

1I'&B strong doubt t.bat the Central IntelJ.1pnce Group sheuld. have 

excluaive col.lection of' tore1p intelligence b7 clandestine means as. 
Magruder was advocating. 

It was qreed in the ..tins at the War Depart;ment that -an 

aut.b.oritati"N .crouP0 should. make a stud:y aDd. tbat prCilp~ ci8cisiOEUll 

should be rea.cbed.. B.r the :tirst cl1rect1". of' the Central IDtelli
. - .. 

genca Group on Februar;r 19, 1946, tbaref'ore, Admiral Souers" 'With 

the co:aaarrence of' the IDtell1.gence Adv.:Lso17 Board, established an 

interdepartmental. cOJllll1ttee to study tbe p~blem of' the StrateSiC 

Services Un4t. Souers premised separate action b7 the Central. Intel

lipnce Group to SU1"V8;r all -axistinS ta.c:t.lities· tor the collection 

ot torei&D intell.1gence bT claudestine methods.- ''l'he Director ot 
1 

Central Intelligence. was ~ to proceed.. 

'rna interdepartmental caaad.ttee, 'With Colonel Fortier as chair-' 

man" met contilmous17 1Dl1iU Karch 13. During a period. ot less 1fhan 

a month, the comm::Lttee listened to Gerleral K&~r aDd. his principal . 

subordinates, inspected f'Ues, obtained opinions on the value ot the 

Strateg1c Sernce. Unit .t'raIl other agencies aDd. ~he Departments 'Which 

used its product, &lid hea::d. testiDlca7 trail %'8:I1d.:n& otf'icers in the 

otf'ice of' Strategic Services overseas. The members themselves made 

1.Dd.ividual studies of branches aDd. divisiOns in its ~gani2lation.2 

'rne Fortier Caam1ttee beard. that the bulk of'tbe Wormation f'or 

inteW-gence purposes came trail f'riendl.7 governments. A. large 8.lIlOUIlt 

of' ma.terial" such as econamic and commercial statisticS, was obtained 



!'rom. activities other than secret collection. 'lhese facts gave support 

to an opinion aJ.read;r expressed that the strategic Services 'O'nt t.., as 

it was, should not 'be taken over by the Centr."al. Intelligence GroUP• 

.A:cother reserra.tiOll appea.r.Lng .trequent'q iD. the inVestigatiOll was 

that the personne:L ot nssuu had not 'been adequatel.7 screened. 'lhe 

. Of't:1ce at strateg1.c Services had grown so fast in the 8111.8rgBllC7 that 

~ who did not 'belong in the 1ntell.1ger.r.ce serr.lce ot the countr;y were 

there" aDd qu:1te w.U11ng to ~ the rest ot their Uv.s. '.!he 

objectives of the war had. determined. the selection of others; a con

siderable number.. once useful in work:Lng with Soviet o:CficiaJ..s, should 

not be retained nov that cond1tions had changed. 'lb be sat'e, all. 

~v1d.ual.s dthe lJnit should be cleared aga.in: betore given places 

in the Central. Intelligence Group. And there was the fact that a' 

h1gh percentage of tI:Ie cland.esttna personnel of the Stl:'ategic Services 

. 'O'ntt had. become exposed d.uring the course ot tbe war. It would be 

DeCesS8r1' to replace them grpdna1J.y, w:i:t:bout their knowing by \Ibom 

the,y were raplaced..l 

1be cOllClusions at the Fortier Comad. ttee were nevertheless in 


tavo~ ot the strategic Services tJni 'he It was a "going. concern" tor 


operations in i:he t1eld of toreiCD inteW.ger.r.ce. It should be 


IIproperly aDd cl.osel;y SUpervised, pruned and rebuilt," and placed
, . 

under the Central. InteJ..ll.gence Group. Conflicts Wi. th other intelligence

gathering agecc::l.es as the Foreign sem.ce, the ItUit.ar;r" .Na:vaJ.., and 

Air attaches, and the Federa1 Bureau at Investigation were not 1n the 

.8~SJtfT ... 
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province ot the committee to discuss. 'lhe 1nterence was obvious that 

t.""'e Central. Intelligence Group should no~ SU£ter on their account. i . 

~ Fortier' Comnd.ttee proposed that the Secretar,r ~t state, the 

Director at the Fed~ Bureau ot Invest1ga.tLon, ind the Director ot .. . 
. . . 

Central. Intelligence should recons:l.der the d:Lv.1sion ot "analogous.; 

f'unctions" on & ~eograph1c basis ~ 1hen msted be1lreen tbe 'Qri) 

too betWeen the l'Dil:1t.ar:r serY1css and the IISStJft under the Central ' 
", 

Intel.l.igence Group. Clandest1ne operat1ons should. be cloae~ coor

dinated. by the Group, lea.v1ng the more overt collecti.on ot intellisence 

to other iliencies ot the Oovemmeut.l 

. 31m committee suggested that. the Strategic Serdces Unit under 

the Group should do what'vas aJ.r~ in the minds ot the advocates 

ot the Defense Project 1:a. tb6 War .Department. 'Ihe Unit should con... 

centra:te uPon thecarrent actintLes ot tJt.e. Sov:1et Union and its ' 
I 

satel.lites__ . Plana should be made· to pen&trate ke;r :l.nst1tutLons tor 

possible aid to mU1tar.r operations by the UDited States. L1a.ison 

vith the, intelligence agencies ot other countries abould. ~ develOped" 

Liquidation &ho1l1d contLnue .substan~ &s it had been proposed 

by' General. Magruder. ~ Director ot CentraJ. Intelligence, however, 
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. 
silould take over the responsibW.t.r and complete anthOnt.r for .it; 

SIlCh personnel and facil1tles ~uld be transf'erred to the Central. 

Intell1cence Group as he wished to hsVe, and upon terms of .naH' emplo7

mant wbich he should proTide. Counter to tbe arrancemant in the 

PresLdentts D:Lrectlve of JartIJAr'1' 22, 19b6, the FortlezoCOmmLttee ~d 

not hesLtate to remmM"'cJ that in ti.M the Cent.ral InteJ.J.igeDce Group 

should. have aD ~t budget and .ttmds ot its om. lfaa.mIbile, 

the Wu Deparimant should contLnue. to supplJ the amounts neecled for 

the l1qu1datlon ot the Strategic Se%'T.1ces Unit and its cu.rrent op~ 

tlons. Budgetar;r proVisions for the f'1scal. year 1947 bad alreat\1 been. 

accepted. 

111e Fortler Cammittee proposed that, besides red1stribution of 

personnel 111 the field and rednctlon of the admfni stratlve staf'f in 

Washington, ~era should be closezo cool'd.iDatloD ot the .SSU" under . 
the Central. IntAlUgence Group with the research and other actlVitles 

ot the Government. 1be cOlIIId.ttee had not been authorized to exam De 

the Research and. .ADa.l3"sLs Branch of the Office ot strateg:Lc Services, 

~ch ,had been tl:'anst"erred to the state Department. But the Branch 

W8.8 ICclosel:T geared to the secret intel.1:1&ance braDcbe. as their 

chief customer and their cb::Let guide· in the seJ.ectlon of sources 

and the evaluatlon ot intell:1.pnce. ~ mes ware interreJ.at.ed, 

and thair.actlvitles interIiovaa,. 'lhq had. JIII1Ch business in COlIIDICD, 

and. the,r we,re l1kel7 still to b.r:n'8.1 

1be mterance to be drawn tram. these tacts was ~ d.raw 

when the State Department alterea M:Cormack's prograa for .Research 

4SE6ftET 
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wi ~s1s in t.l:uI Department. General Va:Dd.enberg soon thereattel:' 

lXpanded the Centr:-al Reports statt ot the Central. Intelligence Group 

Lnto an Of'fice of Reports aDd Eati.:mates as he also established the 

)t.tice ot Spec:::lal OperatLons to take over clatld.estl.ne functLons ot 
1the Str:-ateg1c Serr.Lces Unit.

. Geueral. Hqra.der... who had dec' "ned. to be cons1dered tor tba 

)ttice ot Director ot Centr:-al 'Inte1l.1gence, vas &bout to ret1re from 

td.s dutLes as head o.t the strategic Services Unit. Attar his clear 

and urgent statements, recourse to 8D 1DterdepartmentaJ. tJiJ:rVq mst 

bave carried some i:mplicatLon fhat his recommendatLons were not 

likaq to succeed.. But with the Fortier report, Hagruder and. h:1.s 

successor" Colonel Quinn" were encouraged to continue lIPJdng plans 

as U the S1:zta.teg1c Services U'Dit adjusted to peacetime requirements, 

b7 whatever n.ame i ~ Dd.ght be call~ were lOins to be, the ~" 

Lt not cclus1ve, goTe1"DIDSIltaJ. serv:Lce tor the clandestine ·collectLon 

r:lt intelligence abroad. a,. the end. ot Ha;r, as Gceral. VaDdenberg 

was abou.t to become Director of Central Inte1l.1gence, there was readT 

II. 	 comprehensive program .tor lIOrld coverage 1d.th the assistaz:Jce 0:£ the 

2Departments c~ lPecU:1.ed 1D each case. 

, lolloldng the report ot the 1Dterd.epa:rUuental ccmmd.ttee, and. 

agreement between Admiral Souers and Secret.ar;r Pa.tterson ot the War 

Depar1mant, the Na:tl.o~ InteJ.ligence Authority i.ssued. a. di:rective 

)11 April 2, 13L6 to' take over the adm:l.DistJ:oat1on ot the S1:zta.teg:Lc 

Services U'n:it pending tinal. l1qu1dat1on. 'lbe lltrector of Centr:-al 

l:nteJ.1igence was now to give the orders to the D1rector o.t the tJnit. 
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'lhe D1.rector ot Centz:oal Intelligence wotl.ld determine wb:ich i.'w1ds, 

personnel, and tac1li~ea at the Unit vere requ;1.red in per:tormi.ng 

1 ta senicea to the O:roup. ~ would then be iz'ansterred .trcm the 

tli:I:1t to the appropriate section at the War Department. Secre~ 

"Patterson reserred for the Department the right to d.eter.mine what 

portion of 1ta f\mds, persozmel, a:nd. fac1li ties could. be made avai.lahla 

174 the Central InteJ.l1gance Group.l 

On the :next day a memorand.u1l1 for the D11"ector of the Strategic 

Seni.ces tJn:Lt notit1ed. h:1lIl that t.in.aJ. liqu1dat:1on of the lJn1t would. 

be postponed another f'.1scal. Tea:r, \UltU Jt:me 30, 1947. In the mean

t:Lme, he was to proceed according to instructions from the O1rector 

of Central Intelligence or h:i.s desLgaated subo:rcl1nate. :!he wa::r was 

:f.'tIJ.l.T cleared. tor Colonel FortLer ... Chief at Ope:ra.t:LonaJ. Semees 

in the Central Intel.l1gence Group to taka over USB. of the plans, 

persons, a:&l:d propert1..~ tram the S'tz:oa'tep.c Services Unit-such assets, 

of course, as tbe Dlreetor of Central. InteJJ1gence chose to take• 

.Arrr others ~ul.d be absorbed into the War Department or abandoned. 

:!ben was \Ul1"est that spring among tbe emplo1eea of the old Offiee 

of Strateg1c Serriees stul lett in the strateg1c Services tJn:L1;. 'Jhe 

nu:mber of able persona who ware yI"'ng to star shrank toward. the 

van:f.~ point.2 . 

bt provJ.s1ona in the d:LreCtive of April 2 tor transferring 

assets of the strateSic Sernoes Unit to the War ~ar'b:lent, and. 

PattersonrS l"eserratioD that the Depar'baant should "d.ete1"2ld.ne the 
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portLon which could be made ani 1 able tD the CantraJ. Intell.igence . 

Group, need more cuetul explanation. 'Dley- _em roundabout and. 

cumbersome. 1hay were, but the;r were DOt fUtUe. 'lhe,r were le~ 

necesS8l'7. Had the intent10n been' tD ~t the Strategic Sardces 

Un:!t as a wbcle trom· the War Department to the Group, as the Research 

aD!i Ana'l7s1.s Branch bad. 'been plac;ed in the State Department, ~. 

another G.eCIltiTe order J.ike thAt ot September 20, 1945 ~ have 

su.:f':f.'iced. Bu.t that was not the intentLon. 

':Dle strategic SerV'ices Unit, as a legal bodT, was on the road 

to ext:U1ctlon. It was necessa:r;r in dealing w::L th persozmal tD bring 

to an end the appointment ot enr:fbodir in the strategic Services 

Un:!t. '1b those who might be desired in the Central Intel.l.igence 

Group, new appointments would be issued. ~tb.e enormously' d.1.tti

cult prob:lem ot "reduction in torce" liItIUl.d. be eliminated. Otherwise, 

priori ties, preterence_tor_.:v~~. 8lld the ~l:e intricate regula.

tLon ot the Oivil Service would hava :made practical.l:y impossible 

sror.ttt and et:t."ect1ve liquidation of the Strategic Services Unit.l 

1he plana, records, and properties ot the tIn:1t ~lere tD be 

ha:adl.ed c1Uferent1.T. ~ were f\mds, such &S rupees in India., 

that vere not tD be turned back to the hasw::r but were to be 

retained like a. stDc!cpile of coal. tor tu.ture use. 'lhere were 

plo'sical properties which might be welcomed in other agencies but 

·vhich should be a~.l.able first to the Central Intelligence Group. 

':Dle equ::Lpment, tec!:u::tlques, codes, and other fa.ciJ.ities of commmi~ 

tion came through intact. 1be technical. question of t1tle" under 
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the c:1.rcum.sta.nces, vas subordiDate to the use of the assets b;y the 

a.ppropriate agetl.C1'. :!he EcOJlCllQ' Act of 193.3 pr8'9'ented the tra:a.ster 

)r properV withcut re:i.mbu:l:"sanent.1 

'lhe wq out of tb:1.s campl:icated situation was to assure that, 

1n acreement vJ.th tbeSeoreta:r;r ot War, th8 DLr~tor ~r Central Intel.

l1.gence .thould. have the use of sach asseta as be wanted., and. tba 

Na:t:l.oDal Intel' i genee .Antb01"1:t,y would aJ.low h1lIl to hare. 1be rsna1 ader, 

surpJ.us to the needs at tbe Central. ~1:eW.geDce Group, could then 

be d1:sposed as the War Department saw fit. So lane as tbe D:i.rector 

ot Central In'balligence enj07ed. operatLonaJ. cQIltro1 and. full use ot 

those &asets, it would be to tbe ver.r pract:l.caJ. aclva:ntage of tbe 

Central rD.tell.igence Group, tile War Depar1Dent, and. the publio :Inter

ost. since then the paasap ot t:lJDe anct the 1nt~t1al approval 

or the Ba.t1.cmal SecNr.f.t.r .Act of 1947 wou:Ld appear to have vested 

t:LUe to the propert:Les :In the Central IntelJ.igeDce Group. 1he Jet 

ot 1947 t7:anst'erred tbe Itpersozm.el, properV, aDd record.s" of the 

GroUp to the CezltNJ. Ini:a1.l.1genoe Jg&'aCT.2 
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CoutributioDS ot the Advisory Board. 

Atter accepting Admiral Souers I program. lor the Strategic. 

Services Unit on April 2, 1946, the National Intelligence Autnority 

did no1o _et again lormaJ.l7 untU it assembled. on July 17 to 

conter with General Vaadenberg abou:t J::t1.a reorganization 01 the 

Central. Intelligence Group. The Secretaries and Admiral Leahy, 

personal representative to the President, were content to rely upon 

the Intelli&ence Advisory Board. and Admiral. Souers, personal. choice 

ol President Truman, to establish and maintain the Dn' central 

intelligence orgazU.zat:i.on·as a -cooperativa interdepartmental acti

1
v1ty.

The Intelligence .a.d:visory Boa:rcl too bald. but occasional meetings. 

There appears to ~va been Uttle need to debate -all recODll'.D8nda.tions

ol the Director belore they went to the Aut.bcrity. The board clis

cussed on FebruarT la. .the proposed. policies and. procedures to gO'981'%1 

~ Group but mada no important cOllllDent. It was ev1dent that the 

Depa.rtmenta coulc:l sead. Waa. the)" chose to the meetings ol the Board.. 

The Director and the permanent members 01 the Board. bad. onl)" to be 

consulted.2 

The second meeting on M&rc~ 26 produced decisions ~f no par

ticular moment. The policy 01 Uquidating the Strategic Services 

Unit interested but it did not disturb the Board. 'rna men who com

posed it had. mads their· decisiODS els~re. AS the representa.tive 

of the A.:rrlry', General Vandenberg wished to be certain that the United 

.. 
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States forces 1J:!. China. 'Would not be left during the transition with

out intelligence service to replace the Unit there. .He was reassured 

by Admiral. S.ouers. Production of the Weekl7 Summa.ry- by the Central 

Report.s Staft. had. been delayed tor want ot personnel trom the Depart

ments. This report should haw gi"l8n notice to their representatives 

on the Advisor;r Board. Possib~ it did. The next subject ot 

conwraation was an agreement tor exChanging appropriate papers with 

the Joint Intelligence C<mni.ttee ot tbe Joint Chiefs ot Statf. It 

ottered no difficulty. The Director should choose the papers that 

'll'Quld benefit the Joint Intelligence Staft ot the Joint Intelligence 

Carmittee. The Advisor;r Board. concurred. 

The tourth q,U8stion before the Board touched upon the problem 

ot secret intelligence lying at the foundations ot the W1'lole struc

ture. ~ral Vandenberg remarked tbat applications were coming trom 

persons 'Who 'Wisbed to be special agenta abroad.. Admiral Souers 

pref'erred not to contuae the existing operations ot the Strategic 

Serv.Lces Unit with the permanent prosram. UntUit was establisbed, 

he thought, the agencies should continue their own operations. 

Vaod.etlberg, hQW8wr, gained :!rca Souers agreement that .aJ..l such 

operations should be lUJder a single di.recting head." Jir. J. Edgar 

Hoo"l8r was present; be could haw been sure that they did not l!ISan 

the head of' the Federal Bureau ot Investiga.tion. Here was one 

expression ot· opinion giving promise ot more li"l81y meetings of' the 

Intelligence Advisor;r Bo~.l 
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The third meeting at the Board on April 8~ 1946 tound. Kingman 

Douglas5 in the chair as Acting Director at Ce~tral Intelligence. 

Alfred AicCormack tor the Department at State presented the tact 

that tbe Bureau at the Budget bad reduced tbe amount requested bT 

the Secretar;y at State tor the intelligence worlc at t.be De~nt. 

in 1947. This, coupled with utlCertainty in the Department whether 

to continue its 1I'Orlc in research and ana.ly'su, brought the Ad:rlso17 

Board ot the Central Intelligence Group straight to· the question 

-which h.ad. already' been raised in the Council at the Group. Admiral 

Inglis tor the Navy alld General Vandenberg tor the Arm:y both tavored 

transterr...ng the function at research and anaJ.ysis tram the Depart

ment to the Group, it the De~nt did not wish to retain 'it.1 

Here was another promise 'ot t.hi.ngs to come. IicCorma.ck I s plan 

tor the State Department tailed, a.nd be resigned on April 23, 1946. 

'fith1,n tour months there was an Q~ticeot Rese~c.b and Evaluation. 

ill the Central Intelligence Group. Admiral Inglis and General 

Va:cdenberg were not then :!,D entire agreement concerning its organiza

tion and functions. 2 

The last meeting ot the Intelligence A.civiso17 Boa.rd. with' 

Ad.m1ral. Souers as Director ot Central Intelligence came on May 9, 1946. 

There was discussion at the. request £ram. General Vandenberg on behalt 

ot the War Department that the Department ot State should take over 

• the Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Serviee. The matter was reterr~d 

to the Central Pla:n.nins Statt tor consultation with the proper 

ottic1al.s in the ArtIry alld the Depa.rtment at State. The AdvisoI"Y' 
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l3Oa.rd l1.stened to the plaD for the Defense Project, but. made no . 

. suggestions worth mention. Again, the intelligence officers present 

had. clone their clecid:1ng else.bere. Admiral Souers advised that tba 

Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 1d.shecl to have his 

name on the list for the DaU7 SUIII'Ioi.Z7J Souers would. submit the 

request to the Secreta:r,r of State, be saicl, as the d.istr1bu:t.i011 for 

tile SUllllllar1' bad. been established. by the Haticmal Intelligence 

Authority. .A..nd the Board. considered. the method. of .clearing personnel 

for cluty with tbe Group.l 

The suggestion of Admiral Inglis tba.t there should. 'be an inter

departmental screening cOlllll11ttae for the purpose d1c:l not meet approval. 

:tru:'tead, each Department was held. responsibJ.e for clearing t~ 

persons 1Ib.om it assigned to. the Group. Its security officer would. 

then ha'Ve the right of rev:Lew, with final. decision in ever,y case 

resting with the Director of Central Intelligence. The method. c:l1d 

not prove sat1St'actor,y, and so the c:lirective was rescinded. on 

October 4, 1946. The Group wxiertook full responsibility for clearing 

2 
.; 

its personnel.

There was ODe more meeting of the Intell1gence Adv:Lsor,y Board. 

with A.dm1ral Souers in the chair as GeDeral Vandenberg became Director 

of Central Intelligence on June 10, 1946. It was a. meeting to attend. 

to unfinished. business rather than to .bear the new Director ·state 

his policies, thougD tbey were already taking shape and. becoming 

known. For one, at tais meeting General Vandenberg accepted. the 
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pl.a.n that. the Foreign Broadcast IntelJ.i~nce Service should be 

operat.ed by the Central Intelligence Group with the admi.!ustrati,-e 

assistance ot the War Department. The operation was to begin" ot 

course, onl,. when the Group should nave f'urids to disburse on its own 

account. But these the new Director inteIIded to haft as soon as 

1
be could get them.. 

Tbe members or the Adv1s017 Board listened at some length to 

a discussion ot tbe Weekly Summary, ot 1Ih1ch a prel.irll1.."1ar,. issue 

bad appeared on June 7. Dr. Langer ot the State Department emphasized 

that it ought to be done by people ot "respon.sibUity and weight." 

Mr. Montague's rep17 -tor the Central Reports start amounted to the 

conclusion that it might be done - as soon as the specialists whaa 

the Reports Start needed .Dad arrived trail. the Departments which 

were supposed to ~rov1de them. 

General Va.nd.enberg proposed that t~ WeekJ:;r S'WIIlI'IIUT cont1n.ue 

wu1er the "coumon observation*' ot the members ot the .A.d.v1sor,. Board. 

The,. agreed. Arld so, attar approving eventual coordination ot ,the 

acquisition ot toreign publicat.ions u:ad.er the supervision of the 

L1brar1a.n ot Congress" the Intelligence .A.d.v1s017' Board. came to the 

end. ot its short and relative17 UlJ8ventrul career witb. Admiral 

Souers as D1.rector ot Central Intelligence. It was to haft new 

experiences in the near t'uture. 

Admiral Souers expressed nis appreciation ot the Ifunstinted 

~ooperation· by evar,.one. He took great satistaction in turning 

his duties OV8r to General Vandenberg. As ~e rendn1sced in 1952, 
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there was no doubt in his mind that be did. He bad. been re~uctant 

to take the off'ice. He had. sougllt others f'or it in b:1.s place at 

the start. He bad. l'I'ecommended a successor f'or his publ.ic appeal 

and. personal attributes.~ 

Tbe f'irst Director of' Central Intelligence ~ett. a Progress 

Report, dated June 7, 1911.6, to summarize b:1.s adm1n1stration and. point 

to the :1.mm8diate needs of' his successor. Basponsibl.e otf'icers in the 

Departments had cooperated wholeheartedly in meeting his requests 

f'or personnel, he said; but the process bad. been 's~ow because of' 

demobUuation in tbe armed f'orees and the vary specif'ic requirements 

of' the Central. Intelligence Group. Souers bad. givan priority to the 

Cen~ri.l Plamdng Statf' as a necess~ IIprelude to accomplishment." 
. 2 

Concentration now should be upon the Central Reports StaU. 

The pr1ma.zT. tunctio~ of' the Group was to prepare and distribute 

Itd.ef'initi__ est1llla.tes.- upon the capabw.ties -and intentions. of'· . _.. . 

foreign countries. As the Group required the best qualified personnel, 

it bad been slow in f'Uling the COlIlplement of' the Reports Statt. 

'l"nis bad. dela,...d too the solution ot the relationship to be esta

blished with the Departmenta, the State-War-Na",. CoordiDating 

Comittee, the Joint Cbiets of Staff and other agencies in regard 

to the production at such nnational poliCY' intelligence." 

Souers hoped that it would be Obtained. now at an ear17 date•. 

He c~ed attention to the appointclent at consultants to the Director 

of Central Intelligence, a poliCY' which he considered to be ot great 
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importance. Dr. H. P. Robertson 1I'a3 scient.i!ic consul.tant. Mr. 

George Kennan was to become the spec1al advisor on the Soviet Union. 

There bad been some relief in the admi nistration of the Group 

by the part.-tilDe use of persons and. facilities in the Strategic 

Services Unit. Greater need would appear when the "centralized 

operations" began, as the functions of the Unit ware taken over 

by the Group. 

Admiral. Souers listed the interdepartmental problems which 

the Central Planning Staff bad undertaken to sol'Ie or 1:.0 advance 

in the stages of stud.y" and planning. He stressed in particular the 

tunction or the Central Intelligence Group in supporting tbe budgets 

tor departmental. intelligence. "Coordinated representation to the 

Bureau of' the Budget and the Congress,· he said, promised to be 

"one of the'more 'effective means fOr guarding against B.roitrary' 

depletion of intelligence sources at tbe expense of national security. II 

It was an interesting suggestion, leading tar into the future 0:£ the 

national intelligence system. But it was hardJ.y' a suggestion to appeal 

to the chiefs of departmental intelligence if' it meant curtaillng 

the appropriation of one agency for the benefit of' another. Coordina

tion of that nature bad. no appeal then. Nor bas it enjoyed much 

since.l 

General. Vandenberg was IIlOre concerned at that tilDe witb getting 

a budget which would assure tile surnval and effective operation of 

tbe Group itself'. His General. Counsei advised b:f.m on June 13 that 
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the Group' had no power to expend Government fUlJds; and tbanks to 

the Independent Of.1'ice Appropriation Act of 1945, the Group would be 

withoutunvoucb.ered. f'und.a' from the Departments a:tter Jam:&al"1' 22, 1947. 

It would even be questionable wbether the1' could fumish personnel 

and. supplies from. voucbared fu:nds. The Act forbade making funds 

avaUable to a:ar agaIlC)" 1D ex:1.ateace more than a year witbout a 
, 1 

sll8cific appropriation by' Congress. 

The final paragraphs of Aclm:iral Souers I Progress Report bore 

down upon tbe administrative, bud.g9tarT, and legal difficulties of 

the Central Intelligence Group i.nd came to positive conclusions 

on behalt of General Vandenberg. The relationship with the National 

Intelligence Authority and the Intelligence 'Adviso%'7 Board was sound. 

But the Group was suffering because the reduction of the Departments r 

funds and. personnel leapt ti:lem f'rom supplying the Group with the 

facilities which it must have. It could recruit no personnel from. 

civilian li:te. Without enabling legislation, it could make no 

contracts for essential service~. It was now re~ to monitor 

foreign broadcasts, to collect foreign 1.ntellige~ by' clandestiDe 

methods, to produce iJJtelligance studies of foreign countries, to 

establish a ceDtral register of information, and. to enga.ge in the 

basic research and anaJ.:ysis 1D economics, geographY', sociology, 

and at.her subjects of common coacern to all Departments. Tba National 

Intelligence Authorl101' and. its Central Intelligence Group should 

be.ve Itena.bling 1egislation and an independent budgetJI as soon as 

possible, either as part 0.1' a new national defense organization or as 

2 a separate agency. 
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16 OCtober 1974 

M1MlRANIlJM FOR: The Record 

: Appointment of General Vaaienberg as DCI in 1947 

1. General fbyt S. Vaaienberg became Directai' of Central Intelligence 
and head. of the Central Intelligence Group on 10 June 1946 in succession to 
Admiral Souers. Previous to his becaa1ng OCI, General Vandenberg 'W8.S G-2 of 
the War Department • 

. 2. Refenmce is IIIIde to Clapter III of "The Central Intelligence Agency 
An Instrument of Govei1iid1t. to 1950" [1'he Darling History] in the OCI 
Historical Series, and. in partiCllar to pp. 52-53 of that Cwpter. There it 
is stat~ that Souers ''took great satisfaction in turning his duties over 
to Gcleral. Vmienberg••••He had. I'eCCIIIIII!nde a successor for his public appeal 
and personal attributes". 

3. It remains in the back of JIlf mind. that there wre other reasons for 
Souers replacement. He was bas1cal1y a ccmcUiator, particularly 1cnowing the 
background of the establi.sbDlnt of CIG after so long a fight. He did not ~t 
to push the other clepa.rt:ments too far too fast. Va:nd.enberg was a man of action 
who wanted eIG to 1IIDV'e faster into asserting its role, even. t:h.o he 'W8.S in G-2 
at the time. I was told that.Va:nd.enberg had taken this matter up with the 
President and. had urged JIIDt'e direct action by CIG. Shortly after, he was 
handed the job as tx:I. . 

Walter Pforzheimer 
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- IV

The Central Intelligence Group
Vandenberg's Regime

The new Director of Central Intelligence brought to the Group

the prestige of high rank in the Army, prominence before the public,

forthright determination to take responsibility. Lieutenant General

Vandenberg and Admiral Souers agreed that the time had come when

the Group should perform certain operations in the national system

of intelligence. The initial organization and planning had been

done. It was time to develop the power latent in the duties which

the President had assigned to the Director of Central Intelligence.1

Experiences of the past six months on the Intelligence Advisory

Board had conv,.nced General Vandenberg that if he were to fulfil

those duties, he must be able,to get the persons necessary for his

work without having to wait upon the will of the Departments to

supply them. He must have "operating funds" which he could expend

as he chose without dependence upon or accountability to some other

agency. He was certain that the Central Intelligence Group could

not meet its primary obligation to produce strategic intelligence

unless it had better arrangements for collecting the raw materials

of such intelligence. It must have the means to conduct the initial

research and analysis necessary foi the production of estimates.

The Group should not have to rely entirely upon the contribution of

2
the Departments.

?
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Vandenberg wished the Director of Central Intelligence to be

the executive officer of the National Intelligence Authority. While

the President kept him in the office, he would have command of its

functions. This was quite different from thinking of the Central

Intelligence Group as a "cooperative interdepartmental activity."

We meet again as in the days of the Office of Strategic Services

the fundamental concept of individual responsibility in conflict

with the principle of collective responsibility. Members of the

Intelligence Advisory Board, representing the intelligence services

1
of the Departments, were immediately aware of the change.

As Vandenberg expressed it, the Board had the right to give

him advice, either in concurrence or dissent. He would accept such

counsel, listen to argument, and consider new facts; but be would

make up his own mind and determine the position of the Group. He

would not block dissent. But it was not to be the official position

of the Group, not even if it were the unanimous cpinion of the

Advisory Board. His superiors in the Authority might prefer the

dissent. It was their right. But so long as he was Director of

Central Intelligence, at the pleasure of the President, Vandenberg

intended to make the final decision within the Group. He was indi-
2

vidually responsible through the Authority to the President.

There was solid ground in the President's Directive for this

interpretation of tre powers of the Director. But acceptance of it

by the chiefs of intelligence on the Advisory Board was most unlikely.



Theirs was the counter-theory of collective responsibility. The

Group was to them a cooperative interdepartmental enterprise in

which, for all matters of deliberation and decision, they were the

representatives of the Departments and therefore the equals of the

Director. If he was not their executive secretary, he was no more

than their chairman. 1

(

. C
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Reorganization - The Fifth Directive

Vandenberg's memorandum of June 20 explaining his purposes

created such a stir that it was revised before the meeting of the

Board on June 26. The original text with his signature declared

that "to discharge his vital responsibilities," the Director of

Central Intelligence "should not be required to rely solely upon

evaluated intelligence from the various Departments." He should have

authority to undertake within the Central Intelligence Group such

basic research and analysis as in his opinion might be required to

produce "the necessary strategic and national policy intelligence."

This would require the "centralization" of activities concerning

more than one agency; existing organizations of the State, War, and

Navy Departments, including their "funds, personnel, .and facilities,"

would be "integrated into the Central Intelligence Group as a

central service." 1 -

There was no mention of the Intelligence Advisory Board in the

original text. Criticisms ranged accordingly from insistence that

a single member of the Board should have virtually the right of

vetoing the Director's choice of subjects for research, to the require-

ment that he must consult the appropriate members of the Board

whenever. he planned central activities of "common, but secondary

interest" to more than one Department. 2

The right of an individual member to veto would have destroyed

the function of the Director of Central Intelligence, as it would



have ruined the Board itself. The requirement that the Director

must consult regarding activities of "comon, but secondary" interest

placed him at the mercy of the intelligence officers in the Depart-

ments. Under such conditions, there would be very few instances

where they thought an activity so secondary that it could be wholly

relinquished to the Central Intelligence Group. We are to near

more of this requirement later.1

Vandenberg well understood the meaning of the "turmoil" over

his proposals. He regretted that the original version had caused

it. He accepted revisions designed to make the research and analysis

in the Group supplementary to the work of the Departments. He dis-

carded altogether the stipulation that departmental funds, personnel,

and facilities would be "integrated" into the Group. His primary

purpose, he told the Board, was to get the staff necessary to do

the job of assisting the Departments of State, War, and the Navy..

He wished to find where their intelligence activities stopped short;

he wanted to meet the deficiencies and fill the gaps. -But he did

not give up his intention to have the Central Intelligence Group

engage in the initial research and analysis requisite to the pro-

duction of "strategic and national policy intelligence." 2

As he spoke for the Department of State, Dr. Langer must have

had memories of the Research and Analysis Branch in the Office of

Strategic Services. Then, research and analysis had been closely

tied with clandestine collection. The Branch had been both guide
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and custcmer of Secret Intelligence. But now Langer, who had

succeeded McCormack, presented the case of the State Department's

division of Research and Intelligence. Langer doubted that it was

necessary for the Central Intelligence.Group to engage in extensive

research and analysis. When the Departments could not do the work,

specific authorization might be given to the Group. The Director

of Central Intelligence should undertake only such research and

analysis as might be necessary to determine what functions were not

being performed adequately "in the fields of national security

intelligence."

Langer saw danger to the "solidarity of the Board" in negotia-

tions by the Director with individual members. -He feared that the

Board would "pass into eclipse;" it must be maintained, he said, to

give moral support to the Director. But he appreciated the diffi-

culty, if not uselessness, in endeavoring to distinguish primary

from secondary interests in an enterprise. The Group should assume

those activities in research and analysis which might be accomplished

better by a central agency. Langer had to defer in the end to the

individual member; the Board could not act by a vote of the majority.

The decision was to be made by the Director and the appropriate

member or members of the Intelligence Advisory Board. This was

the provision as it was finally adopted and included on July 8, 1946

in the fifth directive of the National Intelligence Authority. 1

W-SEj



There were decided opinions for and against the compromise

between the Director and the Advisory Board. One extreme view was

that he should have left research and evaluation entirely with the

Departments. But if ne had done so, any office which he might have

created in the Group to bring their products together would have

been no more than a stapling device to put the departmental papers

in one bundle. There would have been no analysis of the materials.

There could hardly have been synthesis into a national estimate.

That job would have been left to the policy-makers, as the Director

of Central Intelligence was not supposed to leave it.

Another view was that he should have insisted upon taking over

the function as a whole from the Department of State, which had

received the Research and Analysis Branch from the Office of Strate-

gic Services. If Vandenberg had been allowed to do so, any work

of that nature remaining in the State, War, or Navy Departments,

and elsewhere, would have been merely a limited service, to verify

and support the information which the Department had received. The

Central Intelligence Group would have had the task of doing the

research into underlying geographical, economic, and social factors

for all of the Departments and agencies of the Government interested

in intelligence. The Group would have rendered them a common service.

It would have supplied itself with the requisite materials for

producing "strategic and national policy intelligence" as directed

by the National Intelligence Authority.
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Even if the State Department had been willing to allow the

Group to engage in extensive evaluation of geograpnical, economic,

and social factors, which was most unlikely, such an undertaking

would have required a staff and equipment beyond existing facilities

of the Group or any that it could hope to obtain from the Departments

of State, War and the Navy for some time to come. Though possessed

of the whole right, General Vandenberg would not have been able

to use it. He would have had still to rely, as he believed he could

not, upon the evaluated intelligence from the Departments to supple-

ment the information which the Group obtained for itself from its

collecting offices.

If the Group had taken no part of tlie function of research and

analysis, so runs another argument, there would have been no investi-

gation anywhere that would have been adequate for the production of

strategic intelligence. The State Department had abandoned the

McCormack plan to concentrate research and analysis and had dispersed

it among the geographical divisions of the Department. The War and

the Navy Departments were engaged in nothing like the work of the old

Branch in the Office of Strategic Services. Though respecting the

scholarship evident in the armed services, one must concede that it

was present in neither the amount nor the steady application to

research and analysis that were essential to the production of

l'
national estimates. .

The Defense Project, inspired by Colonel lovell in the War

Department, was a huge undertaking of great moment. But it was



transitory at best, and it was not comparable to the plan for- the

production of strategic intelligence by the Central Intelligence

Group. Even though the Defense Project was an interdepartmental

enterprise, in a sense under the supervision of the Director of

Central Intelligence, he could not choose the subjects for research

and analysis. He could merely settle disputes among the members

engaged in the Project. However successful it mignt have been in

obtaining strategic intelligence for -effective national estimates

of the capabilities and intentions of the Soviet Union, it would

only nave proved that the Director of Central Intelligence should

have under his administration a permanent organization for research

and analysis.

Being a practical man inclined to action, General Vandenberg

withdrew the provisions in his first draft which seemed so obnoxious

that they might defeat his purpose. He accepted changes to mollify

the Advisory Board. But he retained the principle. There was to

be within the Central Intelligence Group the research and analysis

which it had to have regardless of duplication and overlapping

with the departmental services. It is naive to think that ne was

artless because he did not delay over problematical aspects of

his situation. He took what he could get then. If that were

established, more would come in time.

Vandenberg and his Executive, Colonel Wright, had large plans

for the Group as they came over from "G-2" in the War Department.
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The Group was to be the truly central organization in the national

system of intelligence. The new Office of Research and 3valuation

was to process all of the material that came into Washington, with

a staff of researchers and analysts that might rise to two thousand

persons. DeForest Van Slyck, deputy to Montague in the Central

Reports Staff at the time, recalled the situation of July, 1946

with both exasperation and amusement. The idea was altogether good

that the Group should do the estunating; but it could not get

enough qualified persons to do the reflective writing required in

the weekly summaries, let alone to undertake the grandiose scheme

of Vandenberg and Wright for research and synthesis. 1

Following the check by the State Department, representatives

of the Army and Navy also made reservations which were adopted by

the Board and included in the fifth directive of the Authority.

Vandenberg had asked that the Director of Central Intelligence should

be authorized to act as the "executive agent of this Authority in

coordinating and supervising all federal foreign intelligence

activities related to the national security." As changed by the

Advisory Board on June 28, the directive stipulated that the Director

of Central Intelligence should merely act. as the agent of the

Authority in coordinating such activities.

There were two significant omissions. The word "executive" was

dropped before the phrase "agent of this Authority." The word

"supervising" disappeared. Exception had been taken to Vandenberg's



original phrasing because it seemed to infringe upon the responsi-

bility of the members of the Intelligence Advisory Board; each was

supposed to be responsible for executing within his own Department

the recommendations of the Authority. The Director might engage

in "coordinating;" but he might not, in "supervising" the intelli-

gence activities of the Departments. The Director's right of

inspection was involved in this affair. How to coordinate those

departmental activities without inspecting and supervising them was

a question which prolonged the dispute between the Director and the

Board for months. Admiral Hillenkoetter had not yet solved the

problem in 1949 when the Dulles Report called for leadership in the

endeavor without the power to coerce.l

As dagruder had so effectively urged, Vandenberg wished to have

all espionage and counterespionage for the collection of. foreign

intelligence abroad conducted by the Director of Central Intelligence.

But the directive as revised by the Advisory Board on June 28

carefully stated that the Director of Central Intelligence should

conduct only those "organized Federal" operations which were out-

side the United States and its possessions. This of course was

designed, first, to assure to the military intelligence services
C

that they might continue departmental operations in collecting

intelligence for their own purposes. Presumably those operations

were not "organized." Second, the provision 7was to guard the Federal

(3ureau of Investigation in performing its duties within the area

and jurisdiction of the United States.

W-SEC
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The fifth section of Vandenberg's draft dealt with the funds,

personnel, and facilities of the Group. The Departmnents upon nis

request were to provide such funds and facilities to the extent

of available appropriations and witnin the limits of their capabilities.

At the earliest practicable date, he would submit a supplemental

budget. The revision in this section of the directive by the

Intelligence Advisory Board made sure that the Departments should

continue to have the decision in regard to the funds which they (

apportioned to the Central Intelligence Group.

The proposed directive as it had thus been amended by the

Intelligence Advisory Board went to the members of the National

Intelligence Authority individually on June 29. The Secretaries of

State, War, and the Navy approved it without change. But Admiral

Leahy objected to Vandenberg's use of the word "agent" in the para-

graph concerning the coordination of foreign intelligence. This

word, he said, might imply unwarranted freedom for the Director of

Central Intelligence. General Vandenberg agreed that the possibility

of such an interpretation was not desirable. The paragraph was

reworded so that it authorized the Director of Central Intelligence

to 3act for" the Authority in coordinating such activities. With

this last change, Vandenberg's proposal became on July 8 the fifth

directive of the National Intelligence Authority and took its place

next to the President's Directive of January 22, 1946 as most

important in the instructions to the Director of Central Intelligence.
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General Vandenberg had not obtained all that he sought in this

first endeavor to reorganize the Central Intelligence Group .so that

the Director might perform "operations and functions" implicit in

his duties and responsibilities. But he did have authority now to

determine what activities in research and analysis were not being

performed adequately, and to centralize them in the Group witn the

consent of the Department concerned. He could act for the authority

in coordinating all departmental activities in intelligence, though

he could not supervise them. He could perform two services of

common usefulness; he was to conduct all organized federal espionage

and counterespionage abroad for the collection of foreign intelligence

and all federal monitoring of the press and broadcasts of foreign

powers. He had a clearer statement regarding the allotment of funds

from the Departments and the supplemental budget which he desired.

He was equipped to go before the National Intelligence Authority on

July 17, 1946 in its first meeting since he had taken office and

argue there that the Director must have independent funds and the

right to hire his own people. 1

In his opening remarks Vandenberg called attention to the conclu-

sions in the Progress Report of Admiral Souers. Vandenberg explained

that each intelligence agency was working at the moment along the

lines of primary concern to its own Department. The Departments,

he said, might be interested in much the same thing, but from different

points of view and often with separate purposes. It was therefore
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the business of the Central Intelligence Group to find the needs

of all and endeavor to satisfy tnem. This would require an adequate

staff, and independent funds; it was extremely difficult to secure

the necessary personnel by requisition from the Departments. The

Director of Central Intelligence should nave the right to hire

his own staff. This, he knew, would mean that the Central Intelligence

Group should eventually become an agency in the Government established

by Act of Congress. 1

Secretary Byrnes demurred on the ground that the National

Intelligence Authority had been intentionally created to avoid any

need for an independent budget. The statement was historically

inaccurate. The Authority, composed of the Secretaries, had been

conceived as a better institution than the single Director proposed

in Donovan's plan. The conception was not involved with the budget.

Nor was the question of the budget uppermost when the Army and Navy

pushed the Authority to keep the State Department from taking charge

under McCormack's plan. But Secretary Patterson agreed with Byrnes

and explained that the amount of money spent upon Central Intelli-

gence should be concealed for reasons of security.2

General Vandenberg interposed that such considerations ought

to- be balanced against the administrative difficulties which they

caused. For him the important thing was to have an effective and

efficient organization. At this point Admiral Leahy, representative

of the President, remarked that it had always been understood that



the Central Intelligence Group eventually would broaden its scope.

He was about convinced, he said, that the Authority should now

endeavor to obtain its own appropriations. They should be small,

of course, as the c-hree Departments would continue to furnish the

bulk of the appropriations.

Patterson still thought that the administrative problems might

be solved under the existing arrangement. Byrnes too thought that

the Departments might find a way to give the Group whatever money

it had to have. There was further discussion in which Langer for

the State Department joined to endorse Admiral Leahy's suggestion

that funds might be separated from actions concerning personnel.

The money might be appropriated from the funds of the Departments

without an independent appropriation for the Group; but the Director

of Central Intelligence, for reasons of security as well as efficiency,

might be given full charge of selecting and directing his personnel.

The discussion went on to consider the relationship with Congress

and its eventual legislation. General Vandenberg stressed that the

Group was not an agency authorized to disburse funds. Even if it

had sufficient funds from a Department for a particular purpose,
it would be obligated to maintain disbursing officers and auditors C

in all three Departments besides the necessary accounting staff in

the Group. Thus four fiscal operations were required where one

really would suffice. All of this pointed to the necessity for making (

the Central Intelligence Group an agency authorized to control its
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own purse. Secretary Byrnes undertook to discuss the matter with

officials in the Bureau of the Budget and report back to the National

Intelligence Authority.

General Vandenberg then made a brief report on his progress

to date. The Group was about to take over the Foreign Broadcast

Intelligence Service, and all clandestine activities in foreign

intelligence. He had set up an Office of Special Operations. He

expected soon to have in good working order other Offices for

Collection, Dissemination, and Research and Evaluation. The Group

was receiving requests almost daily to assume other functions now

being performed by various committees of the State, War, and Navy

Departments.

He was establishing an Interdepart-

mental Coordinating and Planning Staff. 2

As this significant meeting of the National Intelligence Authority
came to an end, it was in the mood of Secretary Patterson who felt
that all of General Vandenberg's immediate problems should be solved
if the Secretary of State could obtain help from the Bureau of the

Budget. Vandenberg put it more explicitly. He needed money, the
authority to qend it, the authority to hire and fire. But he must
have left the meeting with his mind turning over the remarks of
Admiral Leahy.
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The Admiral was convinced that the Group should have funds for

which it did not have to account in detail. The President, however,

had authorized him to "make it clear" : the Director of Central

Intelligence was "not responsible further than to carry out the

directives" of the National Intelligence Authority. The President

would hold the Cabinet officers "primarily responsible for coordina-

tion of intelligence activities." Were the Secretaries then to see

to it that their decisions in the Authority were obeyed in their

Departments whether or not those decisions were popular? General

Vandenberg, anyhow, was to know that he should not become another

General Donovan seeking an independent directorate.1

In immediate consequence of Vandenberg's urging, a letter from

the National Intelligence Authority, July 30, 1946, to the Secretary

of the Treasury and the Comptroller General, requested the establish-

ment of a "working fund" for the Central Intelligence Group. This

fund was to contain the allotments from the Department of State,

War, and the Navy and to be subject to the administration of the

Director of Central Intelligence, or his authorized representative,

for paying personnel, procuring supplies and equipment, and the
2

certification of vouchers.

Upon approval of the fund, a second letter to the Comptroller

General, signed. by each member of the National Intelligence Authority,

gave the authorization on September 5. The Director of Central

Intelligence now had "full powers" to determine the "propriety of
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expenditures" from the working fund, under the policies established

by the Authority. He was to arrange with the Comptroller General

the procedures, practices, and controls necessary for proper accounting.

Once the allotments from the Departments were in the working fund,

Vandenberg had authority and the resources to.:maintain a staff and

facilities for the Central Intelligence Group upon his own respon-

sibility as Director of Central Intelligence. But he still could

not be sure that his allotment from a Department would not be cut.

He protested to Congressional committees that the Central Intelligence

1.
Group should have an independent budget.

C,.-A



15 November 1974

MBORANDUM FOR: Chief, Historical Staff

SUBJECT General Louis J. Fortier

1. On p. 19 ofArthur Darling's history, The Central Intelligence Agency:
An Instrument of Government, to 1950 (Chaptg, there appears the sentence
"Colonel Fortier was relieved from duty as Assistant Director and Acting
Chief of Operational Services on July 11, 1946". General Fortier died on
6 November 1974 at the age of 82 (Wash. Post, 8 Nov. 74). A

2. During much of the period Gen. Fortier was in Ct', he and I shared
an office. In the course of his duties, he offered.a6 the directorship of
FBIS, which CIG had just acquired and was a can ef worms. I was smart enough
to decline on the grounds that I was a better staff officer than line officer,
and eventually Colonel X. K..Red'! it wasAired for the io- n s f4ii hand
was just what was neededrof. Darling writes of the relief of Gen. Fortier
in the context df~E influx of officers who came in with Gen. Vandenberg,
headed by Col. E. K. Wright. That is a part of the story.

3. Fortier had had a lengthy career in intelligence. He had been in
Paris attending the Ecole Superieure de -Guerre when-the Germans moved on
Yugoslavia, and Fortier was sent there as MA at once. He did an outstanding
job in trying to save the royalist government, and then returned to G-2 in
Washington. He also had a role in setting up the JIC.~But Fortier wanted
combat with his basic field artillery arm and finally got it. He was sent
to Europe, where he rose to be the Division Artillery Officer (DivArty) of
the 94th Division under General Vr*Id x Harry Malony in General
Ernest Harmon's )II Corps. Fortier was promoted to BrGen, and when the
-Division ended up in Czechoslovakia at the end of the war, he became Division
Commander for a short time. At the end of the war, the DivArtys were among
the first to be busted back to their permanent rank, and Fortier became a
Colonel. This rankled him until his retirement from the Armed Forces after
the Korean War, when he returned to his General's rank in retirement.

4. Fortier could be a delightful guy, and he was a good friend to me.
But he was a snob and could be terribly arrogant. He had been born on the
right side of the tracks in New Orleans, where his family was an old and \r'
distinguished one in civil affairs. He was a graduate of Tulane. He looked

'_wn on officers .(aglas) who had come up from the enlisted ranks, as ./
having "the smell of the stable" upon them. His wife af was also social,\f
and they were both terribly unhappy at being busted back to colonel. He
looked down his patrician nose at those colonels who had never made general.
Furthermore, he prided himself on his knowledge of tank warfare, learned
under General Harmon. Col. E. K. "Pinky" Wright, on the other hand, thought

hewas a pretty good tank man, the. rt
war. He was on Bradley's staff at 12 Army Group.4~ -- j T 6t, -- :

5. One could easily imagine the immediate clash of personalities between
Fortier and Wright. The latter had only very limited experience in intelligence.
Many a time, Wright would come into our office on one matter or the other, and
he and Fortier would get into lengthy talks on tank warfare or the like, with
Fortier always patronizing Wright until you could see the latter's hair rise
on ghe back of his neck. And Fortier would always talk about "Ernie" [Harmon] "Oa'
or other generals by their first names. ; -" - c-G.



6. It was obvious that Fortier was not long for the CIG world, the

way he handled Pinky Wright, if for no other reason. Wright was terse;

Louis was verbose. It was unfortunate, because Fortier had much to contribute,

and he was pro-CIG. Sharing his office, I began to worry how much Wright's

dislike of Fortier would rub off on me. Then Fortier was relieved, as of 11

July 1946, and sent off to help set up the intelligence program at the

newly formed Armed Forces Staff Cillege at Norfolk. He subsequently joined

Gen. Willoughby's G-2 Staff under General MacArthur for the Korean War and then

retired.

7. When Colonel Fortier left CIG, he left me his overstuffed brown

leather chair (an OSS legacy) which is still in the Historical Intelligence

Collection, and his two pen, Shaeffer penholder--a treendous status symbol

in those days! It is still on the Curator's desk. When Fortier was relieved,
Wright came into the office when I was alone, said that he and Gen. Vandenberg

were terribly busy at the time, te, but that he would advise me of my future

assignment in two weeks' time. (I spent a worried two weeks). Two weeks to the

day, Wright came into the office, or sent for me, I forget which. He said

that he and Gen. Vandenberg had reviewed my background, and experience, and

had decided that I would handle CIG's legislative and Congressional matters.

Thus was the Legislative Counsel born. Previous to that, I had sent the DCI

(I thought it was Adm. Souers, but it probabdly was Gen. Vandenberg) some notes(

on the possibility of Congressional ijiterest in CIG. The notes had borne fruit.

Walter Pforzh ' r
.Curator-Bneritus
Historical Intelligence Collection

C

C
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Operations: Covert and Overt

The Group had a military character in spite of Admiral Souers'

efforts to make it a cooperative activity representing the State

Department as well as the armed services. He aad been successful in

obtaining some men with- experience as civilians though tney were in

the Army or Navy during the war. But for the most part he was

obliged to rely upon those who thought of the Army or Navy as a

career. The distinction between regular and reserve officers, if

seldom expressed, was always present. The Agency still reverberates

with talk of the Colonels who arrived with General Vandenberg and

took over from others who possessed military records, but who for

one reason or another did not measure up to his expectations.

Maturer minds will not linger upon the military aspect of the

matter. There doubtless were varied reasons for changing personnel.

But neither should the criticism be ignored altogether. It entered

as a fact into the deliberations of Congress upon the legislative

provisions of the future for central intelligenee in the national

system of security, just as it had embittered the argument between

the State Department and the armed services prior to the establish-

ment of the Central Intelligence Group by the President. 1

Colonel Fortier was relieved from duty as Assistant Director and

Acting Chief of Operational Services on July 11, 1946. Colonel

Galloway became Assistant Director for Special Operations. Captain

EfE rf""'-
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Goggins was moved from his post at the head of the Central Planning

Staff to be Galloway's Deputy. Kingman Douglass, no longer the

Acting Deputy Director of Central Intelligence, became "B" Deputy

and Chief of Foreign Commerce under Colonel Galloway. Upon the

understanding that there should be no one between himself and General

Vandenberg, Colonel Wright had come from the position as Vandenberg's

Executive on the General Staff, "G-2", to be his Executive to the

Director in the Central Intelligence Group. Colonel Dabney accom-

panied Wright as his Assistant Executive. For the time, there was

no Deputy Director of Central Intelligence. Colonel Wright received

this appointment on January 20, 1947.1

The Diiector of the Strategic Services Unit, Colonel Quinn,

who had succeeded General-Magruder, now found himself also under

Colonel Galloway as Executive for Special Operations. Perhaps this

was so that Galloway could give Quinn orders more readily pending

the ultimate extinction of the Strategic Services Unit. Meanwhile

the Secret Intelligence and the Counterespionage (I-2) Branches of

the Unit had been consolidated in a temporary organization of the

War Department, named the Foreign Security Reports Office for want

of a better title. The head of this. office, Stephen B. L. Penrose,

formerly in the Office of Strategic Services, became "A" Deputy

under Galloway at the request of Colonel Quinn. As the liquidation

of "SSU" progressed, Penrose logically would have charge of secret

intelligence and counterespionage within the Office of Special

Operations of the Central Intelligence Group. This did not mean that
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the Army would discontinue its own activities in espionage. The

question was still being discussed in 1951. 1

Thus leading officials were reassigned during the summer of 1916

and provision ,nade for major operations in collecting foreign intelli-

gence by the new Office of Special Operations. Colonel Galloway

admonished his subordinates in "OSO" that they were to reduce to the

minimum their associations with members of the Departments of State,

War, &nd the Navy; and these were to be only through the Control (

Officer. They were to have nothing except official business with

the otner offices in the Group. Their activities were to be kept as
2

much as possible under cover.

The conception of "OSO" which Vandenberg, Wright, and Galloway

had was that the new office should be as free as possible from con-

nections which might expose its affairs. They believed that the

operations of the Group should be kept apart from the observation

and influence of the departmental chiefs of intelligence in the

Intelligence Advisory Board. The operations of the Group were dif-

ferent from other services of "common concern" to the Departments.

And yet, the Office of Special Operations should be in close touch

with the agencies of the Government which used its product. It was

therefore authorized on October 25 to receive requests for information

or action directly from those agencies through its own Control Officer. 3

This way, "CSO" in a semi-autonomous relation, could maintain
C

direct liaison on secret operations with other parts of the Government.

a e ads C
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If Vandenberg and his assistants could prevent it, their endeavor

in collecting foreign intelligence by clandestine means was not

to gain the reputation for "free wheeling". and self-exposure which
1

he ascribed to the Office of Strategic Services.

Schedules were established in July and arrangements made for

taking over the personnel, undercover agents, and foreign stations

of the Strategic Services Unit during the fall. On September 12,

Vandenberg notified the Secretary of War that all activitiea of

"SSU" would end as of October 19. There were delays in clearance

for reasons of security. There was a shortage of persons to do the

clerical work involved. By April 11, 1947, however, the services

of all civilians had been terminated. Military personnel had been

transferred or reassigned. Foreign missions and stations nad ceased

to be installations of "SSU." There were funds adequate to meet (

outstanding obligations. Some claims and inquiries would continue,

a few indefinitely, but persons on duty with the Central Intelligence

Group were familiar with them. Colonel Quinn had completed the

liquidation of the Strategic Services Unit. 2

Colonel Galloway applied himself to European affairs as the

United States and Britain economically joined their zones. in Germany.

Captain Goggins concentrated upon the Far East and left soon for

Tsing Tao, where he arranged with the Coanander of the Seventh Fleet

to support the old mission of the Office of Strategic Services, known

as zxternal Survey Detachment #4. This, General Vandenberg had been

r Z C



anxious to keep for the Army in China as the Strategic Services Unit
C

went out of existence. The usefulness of the organization, for both

overt and clandestine intelligence in China, Manchuria, and the

hinterland which it could penetrate, was greater now than ever as the

Commnist Chinese increased their Manchurian operations in the suumer

of 1946 and tension grew over Korea.1

Stopping in Tokyo on the way home, Captain Goggins reached ten-

tative agreement for cooperation between the Central intelligence

Group and General MacArthur who, we will recall, once had no room

in his plans for the Office of Strategic Services.

Captain Goggins had to postpone for later discussion the issue

whether or not these installations of the Central Intelligence Group

should be under the command of General MacArthur and Admiral Cooke

of the Seventh Fleet. Vandenberg declineii because the units of

the Central Intelligence Group were not military activities. He was

directly responsible to the National Intelligence Authority. He
could not take orders from HacArthur and Cooke. 2

While Captain Goggins visited the Far East as General Vanden-

berg'a representative, Kingman Douglass and William H. Jackson

undertook a special mission for Vandenberg on July 27

..........- ~---
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In addition Douglass

and Jackson were to learn if General Sibert, chief of intelligence

on General McNarney's staff, could be assigned to the Central Intelli-

gence Group. The thought was that General Sibert should become the

Deputy Director under Vandenberg, and eventually might succeed him

as Director of Central Intelligence. Sibert was to have charge of

all collection, both clandestine and overt.

S



The full results of the Douglass-Jackson mission in August, l966

did not come until later in the administration of the Central Intelli-

gence Agency by General Smith. But the report at the time nad value

f or the Group under General Vandenberg. It showed the ineffective-

ness of the Strategic Services Unit in competition with the intelligence

services of the army, Navy, and Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Douglass and Jackson returned with a careful description of the

Joint. Intelligence Board which had been organized

The Board has been called

the first institution of its kind actually to administer services
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of cowmion usefulness to other departments and *-overnmental agencies.
1

Its organization has i.nfluenced sin2.lar institutions here.(

C

C.

(

.
( .
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With the dissolution of the Office of Strategic Services, the Joint

Chiefs of Staff had lost their hold upon the American intelligence

organization. Their Joint Intelligence Committee continued, but it

kept aloof from rather than worked with the Central Intelligence Group.

Here was one lesson to be learned from the British system. General

Vandenberg endeavored to apply it before he left office as Director

of Central Intelligence. 1

As Douglass, Jackson, and quinn worked

in London, and Goggins negotiated in Tsing Tao and Tokyo, General

Vandenberg himself undertook to settle with J. Edgar Hoover and the

Federal Bureau of Investigation affairs concerning this hemisphere.

According to Vandenberg's memory, Mr. Hoover was irate; but he

yielded to the request that the Bureau withdraw from Latin America.

It would confine its activities to security intelligence within the

United States and possessions as anticipated in the fifth directive of

the National Intelligence Authority on July 8, 1946. 2

Hoover complied so swiftly in fact that ne was preparing to

remove his men, their equipment and records, from the Dominican
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Republic and Costa Rica by August 16, and from Haiti, El Salvador,

and Honduras soon thereafter

A nurried meeting

of the National Intelligence Authority, with Acting Secretary of

State Dean Acheson in the chair, was held on August 7 to consider

Hoover's action. The State Department had understood that Trhe

Federal Bureau of Investigation was obligated to remain in Latin America

if necessary, until June 30, 1947. The Authority directed that a

letter should go to the- Attorney General asking him to keep the per-

over the signatures of the four members of the Authority. Hoover

slowed his withdrawals, but insisted that the Group should not employ

men who had been working for the Bureau in Latin America.'

The episode was not simply a clash of personalities. There was

sharp feeling, but that was not all. The Office of Strategic Services

had been excluded from operating in the Western Hemisphere. The whole

area had been reserved for the Federal Bureau of Investigation on the

grounds that the primary concern there had been protection of the

United States against subversive practices. It was the field of

counterespionage and security intelligence. For the same purposes

the Bureau had been allowed liaison stations in Spain, Portugal,

France, and Britain. Donovan had sought to remove geographical barriers

and to gain world-wide operations. But even in the Office of Strategic

Services itself the distinction had been kept between Secret Intellience
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and Counterespionage. It was not until Aagruder took over the Strategic

Services Unit that the two functions began to merge. 1

They were consolidated in the Foreign Security Reports Office

preparatory to incorporation in the Office of Special Operations of

the Central Intelligence Group. But there still remained the habit

of thought that counterespionage was a defensive measure against

subversion; it was counterintelligence -rather than aggressive intelli-

gence, .a safety device rather than a weapon of attack. To those

accustomed to think of it in such terms, counterespionage or security

intelligence should continue to be the business of the Federal Bureau

of Investigation, especially in those geographical areas where the

agents of the Bureau were established.

General Vandenberg did not think so. It was his conviction that

as head of the national intelligence agency, he could not do his

job if some other organizations were engaged in the same work. One

was likely to expose the other. In his opinion, Hitler's system of

intelligence had been easy to penetrate because the parts of it so C

often interfered with each other. Either Vandenberg or Hoover should

withdraw from the field. Since the National Intelligence Authority

in its fifth directive, July 8, 1946, had decided that the Director

of Central Intelligence was to conduct all organized Federal espionage

and counterespionage, the Federal Bureau of Investigation should give
2way to the Central Intelligence Group in Latin America.

The Federal Bureau of Investigation interfered in another
activity assigned to the new Office of Special Operations until General
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Vandenberg with the aid of Admiral Leahy made clear' that the Group

would not encroach upon the jurisdiction of the Bureau.

Tne value of information about foreign countries from American

businesses, institutions, and individuals with connections abroad

had long been recognized. The problem of correlating and reducing

the overlapping efforts of the agencies in the Government with real

or fancied interests in the information had not been persistently

attacked. Never has Jimny Durante's universal judgment been more

apt. Everybody wanted to get in this act; no one seemed willing to

let anyone else do the work for the rest of thema. Many of the

I(investigators talked of "exploiting" the businesses. This is a matter

of terminology, to be sure; but the usual meaning of the word is

sinister. And the behaviour of some interrogators has been of that

nature, where as a matter of fact the business under examination was

seeking to do the Government a favor, provided that its trade secrets

were not divulged to its own enemies or competitors. The attitude of

policing rather than inquiry to obtain help has often characterized

tnis activity. 2
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General Vandenberg took up the report of the Central Planning

Staff. His directive as first prepared on July 22, five days after

the meeting of the National Intelligence Authority, provided that

the Director of Central Intelligence should maintain a "central con-

tact control register" of the persons and groups interviewed or to

be approached.. This logically would accompany the use of American

businesses, institutions, and individuals as sources of intelligence

regarding other countries. It was an obvious service of common con-

cern to the agencies in the Group and others of the Government. It

afforded nonetheless, for those who would, an opportunity to object.

The word "control" coupled with the authorization of the Director

to maintain the register gave him power. Another provision would

have field offices of the Central Intelligence Group to do the work

of collecting this particular kind of "foreign intelligence informa-

tion." The Departments of State, War, and the Navy were to make

available the persons and facilities which the Director might require,

and to take with him the steps necessary to carry out the policies

and procedures. Through the first draft of the directive ran the

idea that the Director should supervise as well as direct and coordinate

the activities.l

It was not enough for the Departments that they could give the

Director counsel through their chiefs of intelligence on the Intelli-

gence Advisory Board and check him through the Secretaries in the

National Intelligence Authority. As the Department of State had
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restricted Vandenberg's direction and control over research and

analysis, the Departments of War and the Navy insisted now upon revising

the draft of this directive on overt collection. The Navy had a

register of its own. In April, wnen Vandenberg had been chief of

intelligence on the General Staff, the Army had appeared to favor

"central control of contacts"; it would eliminate the confusion and

embarrassment wnen two or more agencies tried to use a source of

information simultaneously. That practice was, moreover, annoying

to those who were interviewed. But in august, the Military Intelli-

gence Division opposed the idea that the Central Intelligence Group

snould nave control of the register.

Kingman Douglass summed up the contentions and desires of the

armed seirvices, and she situation for Vandenberg on August 26, as

they prepared to meet the Intelligence Advisory Board. The Army and

Navy had not liked the powers of direction and supervision delegated

to the Director of Central Intelligence in the original draft; these

were functions of their own Secretaries and Chiefs of Staff. To

remove their obstruction on this account, the words "direct" and

"supervise" and "control" had been taken from the directive. The

word "coordination" now stood alone and untrammeled, though it was

hard to perceive how there could have been coordination without at

least some supervision of the collecting agencies. The services had

to be satisfied too that the Director would not have final authority

in requisitioning military and naval personnel and facilities.



The Departments should still determine "availability." The Navy

could be assured, saia Vouglass, that there would be no interference

with its own "Special Observer Plan."1

Douglass expected that the chief arguments in the meeting of the

Board would be aimed at the establishment of inter-agency field offices
and at the uonopoly of "briefing" and interrogation which the Central

Intelligence Group sought. But it was essential that the amount of

briefing 'should be kept to a minimum; only those who had been com-

pletely checked for security and discretion should be told what the

intelligence services were endeavoring to learn. The representative

of the Group would be in the best position to know the specific (
requests of the departmental agencies and then to interrogate in the
interest of all rather than one.

As for the field offices in liaison with local headquarters of C

the army, Navy, and air Forces, serious objection was to be expected -
especially from the Army - because the participating agencies would

lose control over their personnel to some degree. On the other hand,
they were not as well equipped as the Group to do the work.

C

The armed services had more to gain
than to lose, he said, by cooperating in the enterprise. Moreover

it would insure coordination "on the working level in the field,"

t
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where it was essential. Without inter-agency offices, the competition

which was now so undesirable would continue.

Douglass was none too hopeful. He expected "various other

unrelated objections for no other reason than to defeat the general

purpose" of the directive. There were officers in the Army who had

plans for "a G-2 exploitation in this field." It did not include

coordination with any otner Department. 1

The meeting of the Intelligence Advisory Board on August 26, 1946

was taken up mostly with the objections of the Federal Bureau of

Investigation. The representatives of the armed services seemed to

be on the side of Vandenberg. But more was to happen before the

meeting closed. There was some discussion of the central register,

now separated into two parts; one was to be the depository of all

foreign intelligence acquired by the Government, a tremendous under-

taking even in prospect; and the other, a careful record of the

companies and persons interviewed by the intelligence agencies. There

was an exchange of views whether the "contacts" should or should not

be registered. The final opinion was that they should be unless

they insisted upon secrecy. And then came an end to the hopes of

Vandenberg and Douglass that they might get the Intelligence Advisory

Board to accept the "monopoly" of briefing and interrogation by the

Central Intelligence Group on behalf of all agencies concerned.

William A. Eddy, Langer's successor on the Board for the State

Department, suggested and the Board agreed that they should change

the paragraph with regard to briefing private persons about to go



abroad. It had stated that the briefing should be performed "only
by representatives of the Central Intelligence Group." It now pro-
vided that the briefing should be done "by the agency making the
contacts." If agreeable to the person interviewed, nowever, a
representative of the Group was to .be present, and upon request by
a participating agency, technical specialists furnished by that
agency would also take part.1

It is wrong to conclude from this restriction by the Advisory
Board that the Central Intelligence Group was denied the right of
overt collection in this country. What was denied to the Group
was the exclusive right of briefing and interrogating. The chance of
eliminating competition among the intelligence services of the
Government was gone for the time being. Vandenberg might have taken
the matter to the National Intelligence Authority. But there was
no point in doing so at this stage in the development of overt collec-
tion. The Departments were not yet ready to give up their own
facilities and rely for such a service of comon concern upon the
Central Intelligence Group under General Vandenberg. 2

The Group was not deprived of the right to have a Contact Branch
with field offices for collecting information in this country about
foreign countries. The fact that the directive, as finally accepted
by the Intelligence Advisory Board on October 1,.1946, did not in
so many words grant the right of collection, does not prove that the
Group had no right. The directive provided for field representatives
of the Group who should maintain liaison with the intelligence officers
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in local headquarters of the Army, Navy, and Air Forces "througn

the medium of local inter-agency offices;" they would effect for
the Director of Central Intelligence the coordination of such overt1
collection.

It was a loose ,and indirect statement, but its meaning was evident.
Any intelligence which the Director's field representatives obtained
in liaison with the local officers of the services was the legitimate
by-product of that coordination. All foreign intelligence acquired
by the Government was to be deposited in. the central register main-
tained by the Group.

These were the more serious obstacles. Vandenberg sent his
memorandum of August 21, 1946 to Hoover and received a reply two days
later by spec.al messenger. At the same time Hoover expressed his
opinions to Admiral Leahy, personal representative of President
Truman in the National Intelligence Authority. If Hoover's views had
prevailed, the Central Intelligence Group might have been, unable
to exploit the rich source of positive intelligence upon world affairs
which lies in American business abroad and the travel of American
individuals everywhere.

Hoover called Vandenberg's attention to section nine in the
President's Directive. It. specifically withheld "investigations
inside the continental limits of the United States and its possessions,"
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except as provided by law and directives of the President. No one

questioned that the restriction applied to the Group and the Director;

the issue turned upon the meaning of the word "investigations."

.tr. Hoover took it to envelop the work of General Vandenberg's field
offices and agents in liaison with the intelligence officers of local
military, air, and naval headquarters.l

'r. Hoover disapproved. He would accept uniform procedures

established by the Director of Central Intelligence. He would engage
to transmit promptly any foreign intelligence gathered by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation in the course of its investigations of
American businesses. But he would not accept control by the Central
Contact Register. The Bureau should be exempt from such clearance,

because it had to work on a daily basis. Instead the Group should
obtain clearance from the Bureau. After all, it had the right of
making the "investigations" within the country. Until Congress or
the President changed the terms of the concept, :fr. Hoover would
decide what they were.

To Admiral Leahy, Hoover described Vandenberg's proposal as an
"invasion of domestic intelligence coverage" assigned by law to the
"sole responsibility" of the Bureau. If the proposed directive of
the Group should go into effect, he said, it would lead inevitably
to "confusion, duplication of effort and intolerable conditions to
the detriment of the national well-being." Admiral Leahy did not
think so. He replied on September 4 that a careful reading of the
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directive failed to find for him where it invaded the responsibility

of the Bureau. By this time the meaning of the word "investigations"

was suffering under the tension. 1

James S. Lay, Secretary of the Group, the Board, and the

Authority, had submitted a memorandum for the Director of Central

Intelligence on September 3 to show the changes in the position of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation as presented before the advisory

Board on August 26 and to provide answers to Hoover's objections.

His representative on the Board had indicated that he would agree

to the activities of the Group's field offices in the United States

if they confined themselves to "business concerns;" he would still
object to the inclusion of other groups and persons for fear that
the activities of the Group would conflict with the operations of
the Bureau.

The answer to Cdr. Hoover in all cases was that the "investiga-

tions" which he had in mind were for the internal security of the
country. Those which the Group wished to conduct were normal methods
of collecting intelligence which the Army and Navy had employed

within the country and out of it for years. Lay suggested that

Hoover might be assured that the Group would consult with the Bureau
on the "advisability of contacts of other than American business
concerns." This should preclude "any danger of conflict." 2

The next letter from Hoover to Vandenberg, September 5, 1916
narrowed the anxiety of the Bureau to foreign language groups, other

4C
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organizations, and persons in whom it was "primarily interested

because of its responsibility in covering-Communistic activities

within the United States." The issue was beginning to clear.

AMr. Hoover would not be concerned how the Group should check with the

Bureau "in connection with contacts made with American business

concerns doing business abroad"; normally he would not care either

about scientists, students and other private persons travelling

abroad. He would be satisfied if the provision relating to "other

non-governmental groups and individuals with connections abroad"

were eliminated from the directive, so that the Bureau- would be free

to attend to Commnist activities without hindrance.

The tension over "investigations" within the United States

rapidly subsided so far as it involved the Federal Bureau-of Investi-

gation and the Central Intelligence Group. Mr. Hoover approved

on September 23 the changes which General Vandenberg made at his

request. There was no need even to stipulate that the Bureau had

the primary interest in foreign nationalities groups within the

United States. The statement was stricken fra the draft of the

directive. Vandenberg reported to the Intelligence Advisory Board

on October 1, 1946 that he had reached agreement with Director Hoover

of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The Group would not interfere

with the Bureau's control over subversive activities in this country.

And so the directive of the Central Intelligence Group with regard to

the overt collection of foreign intelligence within the United States
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was adopted that day. It had the unanimous consent of the Intelli.

gence Advisory Board and the Director of the Federal Bureau of

Investigation. General Vandenberg proceeded to organise the Office

of Operations.

Meanwhile ngman Douglass had withdrawn from the Group. General

Sibert was to take charge of all collection, both clandestine and

overt. As he cane to de so, however, Vandenberg listened to the

pleas that secret collection should be kept separate under Colonel

Galloway in the Office of Special Operations. The staff of his

"B" Deputy and Chief of Foreign Commerce, renamed the Commercial

Contact Branch, was placed in the new Office of Operations to do the

mark- of collecting foreign intelligence in this country. With it

there was joined the Foreign Broadcast Information Branch to take

over that service from the Azwr. The Foreign Documents Branch

was added later in December. General Sibert became Assistant Director

for Operations on October 17, 1946.2



iii

Research and Estimates

It is well to recall the mandates under which General

Vandenberg took the primary obligation of the Central Intelli-

gence Group before examining his procedure with regard to esti-

mates upon the capabilities and intentions of foreign countries

for the po.ucy-makers. By the President's Directive of January 22,
1946, the Director of Central Intelligence was to accomplish the

correlation and evaluation of intelligence relating to the national

security, and he was to disseminate the resulting "strategic and

national policy intelligence" within the Government. This he was

to do under the National Intelligence Authority, but he was to

have full use of the staffs and facilities in the intelligence

agencies of the Departments.

The first directive of the Authority on February 6, 1946 then

instructed the Director to furnish that intelligence to the Presi-

dent, the State, War, and Navy Departments, and, as appropriate, to

the State, War, and Navy Coordinating Committee, the Joint Chiefs

of Staff, and other agencies of the Government with strategic and

policy-making functions related to the national security. The C
Central Intelligence Group was to utilize all available intelligence.

It should note in its reports any substantial dissent by a partic-

ipating agency.

C
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he second directive of the Anthority on February 8, 1946

stipulated that the Departments of State, War, and Navy were to

assign peronnel to the Group upon the requisition of the Director;

and it stated that he should have a Central Reports Staff to assist

him in accomplishing the correlation, evaluation, and dissemnnation.

tie fifth directive of the Authority on July 8, 196 anthorized the

Director, in performing these functions, to undertake such research

and analysis as the Depariments were not performing adequately and

as, in his opinion and that of the appropriate member or members of.

the Intelligence Advisory Board, the Central Intelligence Group might

accomplish more efficiently or effectively. 1

These provisions should be carefully studied and remembered.

May formed the complete authorization to General Vandenberg by the

President and the National Intelligence Authority with regard to the

production of "strategic and national policy intelligence." Donovan

had perceived the vital importance of strategic information in June,

1941. It was imperative again in the summer of 1946 as the Working

Committee of the Defense Project in the Pentagon endeavored to amass

the best intelligence possible on the Soviet Union in the shortest

period of tme. 2

Te instructions to Vandenberg were complex but they were

clear. heir limits were defined, he area of his operation was

marked off. He had the nucleus of his organization already at work

in the Central Reports Staff producing current intelligence with the

r C
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Daily and Weekly Summaries. The chief of the Staff, Mbntague, was

experienced in strategic intel.Ligence and prepared to establish a

natLonal estimating board of representatives from the intelligence

agencies of the Depariments as soon as qualified persons could be

obtained to give their full time. 1

he situation was propitious. But there were dangers. Whenever

new personnel began to come, it might arrive too rapidly and in too

great number to be properly assimilated into the organizatLon. It

might continue to think itself deparimental rather than national.

The supply of information might prove difficult to get in both quantity

and quality from the intelligence agencies of the Departments, the

collecting offices of the Group, and elsewhere. It was easy to say

that persons and materials should be available at the request of the

Director of Central Intelligence. Delivery was another matter.

Quite apart from thedr personal ambitions and antipathies pecul-

iar to governmental enterprise, there were political encumbrances

without and within the Group. he Departments were determined to

have equal rights, though they might be remiss in fulfilling their

obligations to supply the Group with skilled personnel and adequate

facilities. 7heir mood varied with the importance of an issue to

thmelves, from wary cooperation to studied reluctance to open war-

tare. 7ese were meanings never absent from the word "coordinatLon."

General Vandenberg deferred to them when he asked the Secretaries of

State, War, and Navy to nominate his Assistant Directors.2
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As the Department of State had something of a vested interest

in producing the intelligence essential to national policy, Vanden-

berg stood ready to let it choose the head of the new Office of

Research and Evaluation. He offered to retain the Chief of the

Central Reports Staff in the position. Montague had come to the

Group from McCormack's organization in the State Departent. But

Vandenberg's Executive, Colonel Wright, felt that Montague did not

properly represent the Departent; the selection should be made from

its Foreign Service. Montague had learned his intelligence in the Army.

Vandenberg yielded to this argument, and the State Departent

sent Mr. J. Xlahr Huddle to be the Assistant Director in charge of

the Office of Research and Evaluation. The Deputy Assistant Director

had therefore according to custom to be selected from some other Depart-.

ment. Montague was too much of a representative of the State Department

for that post, and so Caitain A. H. McCollum of the Navy received the

appointment. Montague remained in the Office as Chief of the Intelli-

gence Staff to carry on the production of es timate For this purpose

the Assistant Director assured Montague that he was in fact though not

in name the Deputy. Tis, however, as we shall presently observe, was
not made sufficiently clear to save him from trouble with others in the

Office.l

Besides this encumbrance from interdepartental politics, there were
within the Group, as apparently there must always be in governmental ser-

vices, the planners who think upon policy and talk about policy though

2SEE7



they have no experience in .he actual work for which they are planning.

At first Vandenberg had some idea of letting those do the planning who

would have to do the work. But the idea did not long remain undefiled.

The Office of Research and Evaluation was to meet the sale sort of inter-

ference from the Interdepartmental Coordinating and Planning Staff that

the Central Reports Staff had experienced from the Central Planning Staff.

General Vandenberg issued the order on July 19 that the Office of (
Research and Evaluation should replace the Central Reports Staff.

Montague, acting as Assistant Director of the new office for the time
being, was to arrange the details. At practically the same moment,
Vandenberg called upon him also to produce its first estimate on the

foreign and military policy of the Soviet Union.

Preliminary organization of the new office on August 7, 1946
amounted to little more than continuation of the Central Reports
Staff with a program for enlargement as funds and personnel became
available. There were to be added a Library, an Information Center,
and a Plans and Requirements Staff. This staff would do further organ-
izing in consultation with other staffs and branches in the Office.
The Information Center was to have charge of receiving the materials of
intelligence for the Office and of sending out the products of its
research and evaluation. The Library of the Group was to be in the
Office of Research and Evaluation at first, presumably to have its
resources at hand for the persons with the most use for them. It

was moved later to the Office of Collection and Dissemination. The

C
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branches of Eastern Europe and the iddle East were temporarily

consolidated. Montague's administrative order expressly stated that

the Reports Staff would direct and coordinate the activities of the

regional branches in producing strastegic and natonal policy intel-

3igence.1

1he first estimate deserved its fame as "ORE 1." he findings

of July 23, 1946 still have significance with regard to Soviet inten..

tons and capabilites. bntague received Vandenberg's request on

Friday; he wished to have the estimate on the following headay morning.

mere was no adequate staff in the Office. The Centra. Reports Staff

had not been able to get from the Departments the persons to put its

Estimates Branch into operaton. Tere were not enough available even

to assign the editorial assistants needed by the Defense Project.

Montague himself was the only one in the Office of Research and Evaluation
with extensive experiende in estimating. His work on the Joint Intel-

ligence Staff for the A.rj served him well in this emergency. Fortun-

ately there was material available in reports and papers from the Joint

Intelligence Staff as brought up to date in connection ith the Defense
Project in the Pentagon. 2

An ad ho_ commttee which had undertaken the problem for the Joint
Intelligence Staff, was not making use of the material accumulated in
the Defense Project. The task came down upon Montague himself, if it

were to be done that weekend. He spent Saturday until 9 P.H,1. and Sunday (
into Monday at 3 A.M. studying the reports and papers, reading cables
from George Kennan in Moscow, drawing the determinant factors together

C
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( and formulating the conclusions which Monday afternoon at two he

submitted to representatives of the Departments and the Joint

Chiefs of Staff. Following their cowents, Montague spent the

rest of donday until midnight revising his paper and checking it with

the report of the ad hoc comittee. The clerical work was finished

and the estimate delivered to Vandenberg Tuesday afternoon.

The summary of "ORE 1" stated that the Soviet Government antici-

pated an inevitable conflict with the capitalist world, and so it

endeavored to increase its own strength and to undermine that of its

antagonists. At the same time, the Soviet Union needed to avoid the

conflict indefinitely; it had therefore to avoid provoking reaction

by a combination of major powers. In matters essential to its security,
Soviet policy would prove adamant; it would be grasping and opportunistic

in others, but flexible in proportion to the nature and the degree

of the resistance which it encountered.

The Soviet Union would insist upon exclusively dominating Europe(
east of the line from Stettin to Trieste, and would endeavor to extend

its predominant influence over all of Germany and austria. In the

remainder of Europe, the Soviet Union would seek to prevent regional

blocs from which it was excluded. It would try to influence national

policies through the political activits 'of local Communists.

The Soviet Union wanted Greece, Turkey, and Iran within its security

zone. Local factors favored such friendly governments, but the danger of
provoking Great Britain and the United States in combination was a detaent
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to overt action. The Soviet objective was to prevent the use of China,
Korea, or Japan as bases of attack upon the Soviet Far East, and so the
Soviet Union sought an influence in those countries at least equal to
that of the United States.

The military policy of the Soviets was to maintain an armed force,
primarily large masses of ground troops, capable of assuring security
and supporting foreign policy against any combination of hostile powers.
The Soviets were impressed with Anglo-american strategic air power and
sought accordingly to create fighter defense and long-range bombing
forces; they would obtain as quickly as possible guided missiles and
the atomic bomb. The estimate advised too that they had it within
their power to develop a considerable submarine force.

This was a masterly demonstration of what could be done by a single
person in correlating, evaluating, and producing strategic intelligence.
It was coordination too of a sort, but not the kind that Montague wished
to have. From his experience on the Joint Intelligence Staff for the
Army, he had proposed that full-time assistants in the Central :,eports
Staff should both represent their respective Departments and work with
the chief of the Reports Staff at the same time upon the syntheses of
departmental intelligence to produce national estimates. The chief night
have the decision which would be the estimate of the Group when approved
by the Director of Central Intelligence. But substantial dissents from
that estimate would be submitted with it to the policy-makers, as stipu-
lated in the first directive of the authority.2



Opportunity came in October to restore the arrangement which had
been provided on paper for the Central Reports Staff. Admiral Inglis,
Chief of Naval Intelligence, objected to the fact tnat "OE 1" gave no
indication that the intelligence agencies or the Departments had con-
curred prior to its dissemination. There was no issue with 1ontaque.
He agreed. The point was that the permanent members of tne Intelligence
Advisory Board represented those agencies. Inglis maintained that, in
approving the estimates of the Group, the Board should employ the voting
system used by the Joint Intelligence Committee of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff. 1

what Admiral Inglis was seeking to entrench was the exclusive right
of each Department to give its concurrence or dissent through the chief
of its intelligence service. -He wished to have the Daily and !eekly
Summaries of -the Office of Research and Evaluation, its factual publi-
cations, distinguished from its formal estimates. These should not be
left to the judgment of the Navy men in the Office; they should be
reported severally to the Chief of Naval Intelligence. He snould have at
least two or three days to consider each paper. Inglis was willing in
case of delay to let the estimate go forward with a statement that the
dissent, or concurrence, should follow from the Department. He was
willing to have a part-time representative of the Navy assigned -to the
estimating staff. But that officer, he said, should be only a "messenger"
to the Office of Naval Intelligence. He should not exercise the right
of dissent.2

CanR.T.
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At its best, such a system meant that the proposed estimate

received painstakdng and diligent review by the chief intelligence

officer in the Department. At its worst, it was merely obstructive,

time-conmund.ng, and baffling to the researchers and analysts in the

Group. In any case, it did not provide what biontague and others of

experience in estimates at the working level aught to establish -

representation and responsibility for the Departments at the working

level. With the Inglis plan, there was likely to be no real fusion of

departmental intelligence into a national estimate. Ze proposal of

Admiral Inglis laid the process open to dissents from the Departments

as they saw fit. In that event there might be no synthesis.

The plan of iontagne was to have the men who took part in making

the estimate exercise the right of dissent on behalf of their respec-

tive Departmants, subject of course to review by their superiors on

the Intelligence Advisory Board. He believed that as they worked day

after day with the evidence, giving their full time to the business,

they would make more effective synthesis of the materials. Mhey did (
not have to lose their sense of responsibility to their Departments

because they became expert in the common concern of all of them. the
chances were good that they would make better estimates, and dissents,
in shorter periods of time. 1

The up by General Vandenberg, Montague's plan went to the
Advisory Board on October 31. It was debated at length; or, we should
say, the debate ranged for some time over many phases of the relation



between the Director and the Board. Others we shall consider in a

moment. At first glance, it seemed as though Montague's plan was

adopted and put into operation by administrative order on November 1,

1946. Closer examination revealed that it was not.l

Each member of the Advisory Board was to designate a personal

representative as liaison in the estimating division of the Office

of Research and evaluation. He was to concur or to present dissenting

opinions as directed by his chief. He was to be afforded "complete

opuortunity to participate in all phases of the development of estimates."
But this was far from what Montague proposed. The participation might

take the officer's full time, if he and his chief so desired; but it
was optional, not mandatory that he give his full time to such partioi-
pation in producing estimates. Whether or not the plan should become
effective depended upon the willingness of the Departments to have it

2
succeed.

When ;Montague came to take stock on April 15, 1947 at the end of
Vandenberg's administration, it was apparent that the Departments had
been more than wary in their cooperation. It looked as though there
had been open warfare upon the effort of the Office of Research and
Evaluation in the Central Intelligence Group to produce "strategic and
national policy intelligence." The members of the Advisory Board
appointed their personal representatives as requested. But the record
showed that none of these men gave his full time to the work of estimating.Only one, in fact, held an office in the Group. They were, as Admiral

Inglis wished, no more than messengers to the chiefs of intelligence in
the Departments.
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The average lapse of time between submission of estic:ates and
receipt of concurrence or dissent from tne Departmnents was seventeen

days. idontague reached the conclusion that the procedure hindered
substantive agreement as well as caused unnecessary delays. It is
no wonder that in February Vandenberg" had wrged again that ne should
be named taie executive agent of the Secretaries of the Departments,
and his decisions accepted accordingly as emanating from the~n.1

Another survey of the twenty reports and estimates which had
been fully coordinated by August, 1947 as the aroup became the Agency
under the National Security Council brought out the degree of difference
in the performance of the several Departments with respect to medians,
averages, and extremes. The Air Force had scored the best record with
seven, eight; and fourteen days respectively. The NIavy came next with
ei~gt, nine, and seventeen. The Anny lagged with eight, eleven, and
twenty-seven. The State Department had the worst record; its median
was eleven days, its average fourteen, and its extreme fifty-five.2

The last case aerits special attention.

was Submitted to the departmental representatives on H.ay 20, and
received the concurrences of the Navy, Army, and air : orce on day 26.
A dissent from the State Department arrived on June 10. This was
surprising, as prior comments froma the Department had not foreshadowed
it. There had been some changes in personnel; but more than that,
another section of the Department in the meantime had given a con-
tradictory opinion to the State-War-Navy Coordinating Coriittee.

3.&~fr



Frequent conferences between June 23 and July 14 brought tne dissent

of the State Department to its final form, substantially as it had

been on June 23. If this presentation of the case strikes :ne reader

as absurd, the papers are accessible in the files of Lhe Agency.1

The story of the estimating functions in central intelligence

uad been carried into the summer of 1947 to show that the Office of
deports and Estinates had not effectively produced national estimates
with substantial dissents up to that time. The failure was due in
largest part to the fact that the intelligence officers of tae Depart-
ments were not ready, if they were willing, to make t..e work of the
central agency swift and definitive. Such concerted interdeoart-
mental action was remote from their experience. It certainly was not
according to tradition except in the -dire circumstances of ;gar, ana
even then it took the leadership of exceptional men to accoaplish
it with the minimum of procrastination and exchange of views. 3ut
there were other handicaps besides the propensity of the departmental

officers to hinder the formulation of the national estimates in the
Office of Research and Evaluation.

For months it could not undertake the research and evaluation
which Vandenberg intended it to have. For example, Galloway inquired
on August 1, 1946 concerning tae evaluation of the reports in the
Office of Special Operations from the Strategic Services Unit. a

directive went to Montague. He had to reply that the Office of Research
and Evaluation at that time had neither the persons nor Che working
files for appraising such information. The Reports Staff was at half

(
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strength and equipped only for reporting current intelligence and

atteapting to synthesize departmental estimates. The Group would

have to ask that the intelligence service of tne Army should continue

to grade these secret materials so essential in the formulation of

national estimates.

How much longer the Group would have to remain at this disad-

vantage was unpredictable. By the end of the year, Huddle, assistant

Director in charge of the Office, now called the Office of reports

and Estimates at the request of the Department of State,. reported to
General Vandenberg that it was still operating at only 20 per cent

of its proposed strength. It was not until June, 1947 that the Office

of Special Operations began to have a file of evaluations from the

Office of Reports and Estimates. And even then the work put a strain

upon its facilities.2

After the new Assistant Director, Huddle, cams to the Office of
reports and Estimates from the State Department, .. ontague and his
deputy, Van Slyck, remained at the head of the Reports Staff now called
the Intelligence Staff. They were to concentrate upon producing the
current summaries and the synthesis of national estimates. This was
agreeable to them, and it might have been reasonably effective if
others in the Office and elsewhere in the Group had been advised that
the Intelligence Staff had full authority for those purposes. But
there were difficulties with the regional branches of the Office.
There was persistent obstruction by the Interdepartmental Coordinating
and Planning Staff. 3



Beyond personal antagonisms, the issue between the regional

branches and the Intelligence Staff was that unending dispute among

those who know the facts and those who endeavor to reflect upon

them. There is no implication here that a single person cannot attain

both knowledge and judgment, and present his ideas in good literary

form. But there is a disparity between the processes of accumulating

knowledge and of appraising it.

The expert in an area of knowledge is expected to form judgments

frog his naotery of the facts and to express those judgents intelli..

gently. It does not follow that in so doing he has arrived at the

definitive judgment, that there can be no other besides his own. He
certainly is not expected to be an expert in all felds of knowledge

which may have som association with his.

Neither is the estimator supposed to know everything. But he
is expected to subject the knowledge and the judgment of the expert
to scruinly and reflection, and to correlate it with intelligence

from other souces. It is the duty of the estimator to make the
synthesis.

This was the issue between the regional branches and the Intelli.
gense Staff in the Office of Reports and Estimates. It was blurred
ith animosity and bickering over editorial changes of text; one may

question an authores fact often with impunity, it would seem, never
his style. But the issue was so important in the development of
central intelligence that we should ignore the personalities as we
look into the controversy.
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The Intelligence Staff maintained that it was to have the "final

review" in the Office upon the finished product, except of course the

decision with regard to it by the Assistant Director himself who in

turn was responsible to the Director of Central Intelligence. This

was the opinion which the new Assistant Director held throughout the

period of controversy. He failed, however, to make this authoriza-

tion clear to the heads of the branches in the Office, and to others

in the Group who were concerned in one way or another with the contro-

versy. General Vandenberg apparently took no part. He was pleased

with "ORE 1," and well aware of the experience and skill which made

it possible. But he seems to have left the subsequent difficulties

of the estimators on his staff to his administrative subordinates. 1

The number of the branches in the Office increased. By October,

1946 a new chart appeared showing the relationships among them, the

Intelligence Staff and the Assistant Director's office.. The Staff

was placed to one side, with the line going straight from the branches

to the Assistant Director's office.2

The explicit understanding of the Chief of the Intelligence Staff

with the chartmaker and the Assistant Director, however, was that the

Staff as in the past should have supervision over and final review

of the reports and estimates coming from the several branches. uther-

wise, there could have been little if any synthesis within the Group.

On the .aerits of the case, we may say that if the Staff had not been
there, General Vandenberg would have had to establish some office for
the purpose. It was essential to the production of "strategic and
national policy intelli-ence."



Whether or not the heads of the branches felt free to ignore the

Chief of the Intelligence Staff because he had been demoted from

Acting Assistant Director of the Central Reports Staff in the Souers

organization by the Vandenberg administration is one of those per-

sor.al inquiries vnion historians are to set aside. Let us not be

unaware of it, however, as we pass to the next event in the dispute

between the expert in research and the estimator of his product for

submission to the policy-maker.

On behalf of the Western Europe Branch and others mentioned but

not designated, someone prepared a memorandum on organizational defects

in the Office of Reports and Estimates and recomendations for their

correction. From internal evidence we may be fairly certain that it

was written in February or March, 1947; its ideas had been taking

Form long since. From the location of the original, it is likely that

the memorandum reached the Chief of the Interdepartmental Coordinating

and Planning Staff. It may have gone farther to the Deputy Director

of Central Intelligence. Perhaps it reached General Vandenberg,

though we have no indication that it did. One cannot be confident that

the Assistant Director in charge of the Office had a chance to see it.
It is certain that the Chief of the Intelligence Staff did not. 1  C

The memorandum opened with the statement that morale in the
branches had been deteriorating for some time because of tae Intelligence
Staff. It should be disbanded at once and its duties reallocated.

"Sound intelligence theory and practice," said the author of the
memorandum, required that intelligence should pass directly fror the

C
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experta in the brancaes to those who used it. The expert must be

relied upon for "incisive intelligence." To allow a group of men

who spent but little of their timae in studying the subject, to censor,

change or suppress the conclusions of the expert, he said, was to

stultify the ?roduct for both quality and timeliness. It was to be

assumed, until proven otherwise, that the expert possessed the back-

ground, current information, the talent, and the will to produce the

forecasts which were timely and directly useful in both short and (

long-range operations of the Government. 1

The Chief of the Intelligence Staff was not aware of the memorandum

of the Western Europe Branch. But he was aware of the friction over

the so-called "editorial" and "substantive" functions; and so, to

bring the issue- to an end, he submitted to the Assistant Director on

April 17, 1947 a memorandum upon'the authority and responsibility of

the Staff and the Branches.

From his point of view, there should be no separation of the

functions. Both should be exercised in the Branches as well as in

the Staff. The distinction between them, he maintained, was that

the personnel of the Branches as specialists in their particular fields

should amass the significant evidence and prepare the reports; the E

members of the Staff were responsible for supervising and coordinating

that activity of the several Branches. The Staff rather than the

Branches should make the decision with regard to the estimates. The

Office, he said, could not accomplish its purpose unless the Staff
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and the Branches were in close collaboration. He asked that the

Assistant Director call a meeting on April 25 to settle the matter.

The rejoinder on April 21 from the *estern Branch, whict ...

Chief of .the Intelligence Staff did not see, was that h~e nad failed

to appreciate the role of the Chiefs of the Geographical Branches.

They were more than specialists in the Office at one end of the scale

from him at the other. They were authorities in daily contact with

the problems of their areas with "the widest possible, coherent over-

all viewpoints." In comparison, the information of the Intelligence

Staff was "only general and necessarily superficial." The rhetorical

question was: would the Assistant Director wish to stake his reputa-

tion on the former or on the latter type of authority?2

Mr. Huddle left no categorical answer whether he would or he

would not, so far as we have yet been able to discover in the files

of the Group. He replied to the Chief of the Intelligence Staff on

April 23 that the subject had long been considered. He would attempt

soon to have the respective authority and responsibility delineated

in a general instruction. He did not wish a general discussion of the
theme at that time. A pencilled note on a copy of Iontague's memorandum

of April 17 recorded that no meeting occurred on Friday, April 25,
but the matter was discussed on Monday, April 28 in a meeting of the
Branch Chiefs. This Uontague himself called. His own papers cor.tain

the notes of a statement in that meeting to make clear his position.

And then he went on a month's temporary duty in Europe.3
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When he returned he found that Huddle had left the Group for a

post in the Foreign Service. Admiral Hillenkoetter had become Directcr

of Central Intelligence in place of Ceneral Vandenberg. Acting

Assistant Director, Captain McCollum, had adopted the new plan of

organizaticn for the Office of Reports and Estimates. T.:e Assistant

Director was to assume the duties of the Chief of the Intelligence

Staff. It was abolished. Its three divisions - Basic Intelligence,

Current Intelligence, and an Estimates Group - were responsible to

the Assistant Director. But a line ran straight past them from the

Branches to his office. On one side, there was space for a "Global

Survey Group" in which the Chief of the Intelligence Staff and his

deputy were laid to rest.
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iv

Coordination and Control

The President's Directive gave the Director of Central Intelli-

gence with his planning the right to inspect the operations of the

intelligence services of the Departments. This was of course to

be ddne only with the approval of the Secretaries of the Departments

and the personal representative of the President, who constituted

the National Intelligence Authority. Their first directive to him

stipulated that arrangements should be made with the members of

the Intelligence Advisory Board. But it was far too early in the

development of central intelligence to expect any of them to give

his consent. The thought that the Director might invade the pre-

cincts of the Departments was revolutionary. The provision was for

the future. It still is, so far as it relates to physical inspection.

Admiral Souers made no move in that direction. He kept his Central

Planning Staff at work instead, preparing studies and recommendations

on paper that the chiefs of intelligence in the Departments might

consider. The Staff took upon itself the related but additional

function of planning for other staffs and offices within the Central

Intelligence Group. C

As a result of this activity, which proved irksene to otners,

Vandenberg came to the directorship inclined to let them make their

own plans and set their policies for his approval. It was in this
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mood that he broke up the Central Planning Staff on July 20, 1946

and distributed its members among the Offices of Special Operations,

Collection, Dissemination, Research and Evaluation. The heads of

the new offices were directed to organize them by administrative

orders. But Vandenberg's struggle with the Intelligence Advisory

Board over the fifth directive of the authority convinced him that he

still should have a representative staff to prepare the way in future

dealings with the Board.

He established the Interdepartmental Coordinating and Planning

Staff for that purpose. Its membership represented the Departments,

with its chief from the Department of State. Its title indicated

clearly what it was to be. Vandenberg intended, no more than Souers,

to stress his right of inspection. He was having trouble because he

insisted upon his individual responsibility. It seemed wise, therefore,

to have representatives of the Board work with him before he formulated

his opinions and reached his decisions; the chief intelligence officers

of the Departments then would know in advance what entered into his

thinking. In short, "ICAPS" was to have been a working staff within

the Group for the Intelligence Advisory Board representing the

Departments. Like the Central Planning Staff preceding it, "ICAPS" C

gained more of a reputation for action inside the Group than for

coordinating the activities of the Departments. 2

The Central Planning Staff had conceived of a whole series of (

interdepartmental coordinating committees which should nandle matters

of foreign, scientific, military, political, economic, geographical

C'



intelligence, and possibly others. This grandiose scheme wras abandoned

with the explanation that such com:,aittees and boards were not necessary;

all personnel in the Group were authorized and encouraged to establish

relations and tc consult with persons of similar positions in other

intelligence agencies. This, as we nave seen, was not true of the

members of the Office of Special Operations. But it was applicable to

otner offices and staffs in the Group. One interdepartmental coordi-

nating committee was sufficient. 1

The "Mission" which the Chief of the Interdepartmental Coordi-

nating and Planning Staff set for it, and which seems to have been

unchallenged by the Director or his Executive, would have kept a dozen

committees engrossed. If "ICAPS" had come near to accomplishing it s

declared purposes, several offices and staffs elsewhere in the.

Government would have been excess baggage. It was to act for the

Director in coordinating the intelligence activities of the State,

War, and Navy and other Departments. In doing this, it was to assure

that the facilities of each Department were ample; that each was

covering its proper fields of intelligence, and that its methods,

procedures and controls were adequate for the collection, integrated

research and evaluation, and dissemination of strategic and national

policy intelligence. 2

The most optimistic advocate of central intelligence could not

have imagined in August, 1946 that the intelligence services of the

Departments would tolerate such supervision and control. It would

have meant inspection of the most vigorous and persistent nature.
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But, of course, no realist in the business, perhaps not even the

Chief of "ICAPS", anticipated tnat he could subject the Departments

to such control. The members of the Staff were to confer, to discuss,

to propose plans and measures, to engage in liaison rith the intelli-

gence officers of the Departments.

The Chief of "ICAPS" intended to exercise a auch more effective

right of inspection and direction within the Group. 'ie instructed

himself to maintain continuous suoervision over the planning and

coordination of its intelligence activities. And General Vandenberg,

who aad given the impression at first that he would let the offices

do their own organizing and policy-making subject to his approval,

seems to have put no check upon the internal activities of "ICAPS."

In any case, it was allowed the right of constant inquiry and sug-

gestion, if not dictation, to other offices with regard to their
1

"policies, plans ad procedures."

The Chief of "ICAPS" at once sent a memorandum to the heads of

the Offices of Collection, Research and Evaluation, and Dissemination

requesting information on the Peace Conference scheduled to open in

Paris on July 28. What steps had been taken by..the State,_War and

Navy Departments to provide reports? What steps had been taken to

disseminate the information when it had arrived in Washington? The

offices should consult with agencies of the Departments, find out,

and report to "ICAPS." Why the Chief did not send his inquiries on

behalf of the Group directly to the intelligence officers of the

Departments is a fair question. General Vandenberg had established

"ICAPS" to work with the Intelligence Advisory Board. 2



The Chief requested on august 5 that the Office of Research

and Evaluation undertake a general study of the periodic end special

reports of the intelligence agencies of the Government. Uzon receipt

of the request, the Office was to inform "ICAPS" of the date wen

the study would be completed. .. ontague had just produced "ORE 1"

between a Friday and a Tuesday, but he was hardly familiar enough

with all of tne intelligence reports, both periodic and special, by

all of the agencies of the Government, to answer offhand -:-hen he

would complete the study of their "general content and scope" - if

it had been within his province to do so. He replied on august 9

that the task fell within the jurisdiction of the Office of Dissemi-

nation which had already issued one directive upon the subject.1

There were other attempts on the part of "ICAPS" to keep the

Office of Research and Evaluation (Reports and Estimates) "on its

toes." The Executive to the Director stopped one memorandun asking

it for a report on a lurid story out of China. But the effort to

manage its program of production succeeded. In this, there seems to

have been an understanding if not agreement with those in the branches

of the Office who opposed its Intelligence Staff with regard to

estimating. 2

The Office of Dissemination had begun a study of the Daily aid

Weekly Summaries at the end of July to determine if they met the

requirements of the President and otners who received them. There was

question whether they should not be divided according to recipients
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and classification of materials. Certain matters ;:ere for the

President and Cabinet members only; oth-er officers might receive

daily reports on legs restricted materials.

This preliminary investigation brougnt about by December 9 an

adequacy survey :nich found that the summaries of current inelli-

-ence were generally considered good. .ut tnere were specific

queries and suggestions wich gave the Chief of "ICA.PS" an ooportunity

to criticize. He made the most of it to submit on January 13, 1947

a program of production for the Office of Paports and Estimates.

The argument in detail is not necessary here. Its outstanding features

were that the Office should have a current intelligence staff giving

its wnole time to the work; that the Office should issue monthly

"situation reports" on tne. several geographic and strategjic areas

of the world; and that there should be created vithin the Office (

a 4roup drawn from the personnel of its branches to prepare for

"National Intelligence Digests." 1

The Chief of the Intelligence Staff .ad already submitted a

report to the Assistant Director, December 17, 1946, on the production

of intelligence by the Office of Reports and Estimates. It was handi-

capped by the lack of personnel qualified and equipped for the work; C

but it had kept up the Daily and ,Jeekly Summaries, initiated a special

series of evaluations and interpretive comments upon current reports,

and carried on the series of deliberate Ond coordir.ated estiuates

which had begun with "OMr 1." Five of these had been publisned, six
were in various stages of preparation. Five more were planned.2
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This was a fair record of accomplishment within six months

since the establishment of the Office. By the mid:le of January,

when "ICaPS" offered its criticism, the Office at tae direction of

General Vandenberg :.-as undertaking -lso to make oral presentations

of the world situation weekly to the personnel of the Group and visitors

from other intelligence agencies. One participant has recalled that

it becaae customary in the Group to .estimate from the attendance

who were the most idle. Attendance from "ICaPS", he said, was

"exceptionally faithful."1

Now that the Office was under fire from "ICAPS," the Chief of

the Intelligence Staff wrote again to is Assistant Director on

January 29, 1947 to counter the interpretation by "ICAPS" of the

adequacy survey. The impression is strong from an examination of the

survey itself that the Chief of the Intelli~ ence Staff read the

report more accurately than his opponent. Coments upon the sum-

uaries had been complimentary for the most part; there had been no

demand for a substantial change in them. There was no reason to

distinguish the President from his Secretaries and their intelligence

officers as recipients of the reports from the Central Intelligence

Group.

The Chief of the Intelligence Staff accepted the idea of "situation

reports." Their origin from a request of the Navy was in fact separate

from tne criticism of "ICAPS"; they had auch to be said for them as

another form of knowledge between basic intelligence and current

information. But the resources of the Office were still inadequate.

W~tu6
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The work involved in such periodic and accurulative production was

tremendous. If the Office could get the staff for it, he said, the

revision and issue of subsequent reports should not be dcne rigidly

month by month. They should be governed by events.

To'the suggestion that the Office of Reports and Estimates should

assign persons from the several branches to the production of National

intelligence Digests - basic intelligence on the grand scale of the

Defense Project in the Pentagon - there was the same answer which

Souers had given at the inception of the Project. The Group was not

yet ready for the undertaking. Its Office of Reports and Estimates

did not have the staff for the woen, nor the immediate prospect of

obtaining it. 1

The Chief of "ICAPS", nowever, insisted upon forcing the Office

of Reports and Estimates to undertake the enlarged program of produc-

tion and urged that the assistant Director set dead-lines. These

were so close that they-:;ere preposterous. The Office had fifteen

key persons in its six regional branches at that time and only two

more in prospect, where a total of seventy-seven had been authorized.

But this was a relatively minor point in the controversy. The crux

of it was that a planning staff was dictating a program worse than
unrealistic in terms of possible achievement. It was distorting the

original and true purpose of the Office of Reports and Estimates,
successor to the Central Reports Staff. 2

As soon as equipped, the Office might produce basic intelligence,
taking charge of the Defense Project and the Joint-rmy-.-.avy

' cnET.
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Intellience Studies, and in time developing an elaborate series -

of National Intellience Surveys - as the :agency is doing today. =t

might continue, and improve, its service of current intelligence

with Daily and Meekly Summaries, Bulletins, and Special Estimates.

It might engage in providing what has been called Staff Intelligence,

special reports as required by the Director and situation reports

according to regional, national, or functional plans. All of these

the Office might do when it had the staff, facilities, quarters, and

departmental support for such enterprises. But they were contributory,

and they were subordinate, to the primary purpose of the Group which

Admiral Souers had stated in his Progress ?eport. The purpose was

the production of "definitive estimates of the capacilities and

intentions of foreign countries" as they affected the security of this

nation. 1

The decision of General Vandenberg, recorded on :.arch 25, 1947

by his Deputy, G-eneral Wright, favored the plan of "ICAPS" for pro-

duction by the Office of Reports and Estimates. He spoke of a

"reasonable balance" and recognized the immediate problems of space,

staff, and support for the remairider of the fiscal year. But he

threw his influence on the side of "ICAPS." The proposal of the

Office, he said, was lacking the long-range view and it was not suffi-

ciently specific. The Assistant Director in charge should submit his

program for the next quarter to the Chief of "ICAPS" by June 1. The

Chief would submit his "comaents and suggested revisions or additions"

to the Director before June 15. The assistant Director apparently

could then take the revised program, and like it. 2
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The production program which Captain McCollum as Deputy Assistant

Director had submitted on May 29 for the Office of Reports and Estimates

did not lack the long-range view; nor Was it deficient in specification

on paper. The Chief of "ICAPS" ordered one of his men to make a tour of

inspection in the Office of Reports and Estimates by July 10 to see how

it was progressing. The Chief of the defunct Intelligence Staff could

look on from the Global Survey Group with perspective, some humor if he

chose, and leisure. 1

Throughout this discussion, we should note that the Chief of

the Intelligence Staff had not lost sight of the fact that the

primary function of the Central Intelligence Group and its subdivisions

was to produce national intelligence estimates, the intelligence for

"national policy and strategy" which General Donovan had conceived

at the start and the framers of the President's Directive of

January 22, 1946 had stated explicitly. 2

Others lost sight of it or preferred to discount it in con-

sidering the importance of departmental activities or the particular

concerns of regional and special branches within the Group. To this

reversal General Vandenberg himself made some contribution when. he

insisted upon taking over the function of research and evaluation

and greatly enlarging the Group as an independent producing agency.

This meant duplication in spite of all protests and intentions to
(
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have it otherwise. This meant, -too, intensified efforts to defend

the prerogatives of establisned services. The close interdepart-.-

mental coopera-ion so indispensable to the proauction of strategic

intelligence for the policy-makers was not to be nad under such

.circumstances. Here was a "mission" which mi;ht have absorbed more

of the time and energy of the Interdepartmental Coordinating and

Planning Staff.1

The Interdepartmental Coordinating and Planning Staff was not

divided into functional sections or branches. Its members formed

working groups and received assigrments from time to time, each

submitting a weekly report of his activities, conferences, and

accomplishments. The result was a flow of papers that impressed the
reader until he observed how often the same subject reappeared from
week to week as unfinished business, and recognized too tnat some

of these were old friends from the days of the Cenral Planning Staff.
The candor of one weekly reporter deserves whatever immortality this
study can give nim. He wrote on October 14, 1946 tnat he nad made
"no progress worthy of reporting.D A week later ne had finisned the
organization charts, but there was "no other progress of note," ne
said, "except in frustration."2

At the end of the year, the Chief had called for an annual

report, and got a list of projects from "a" to "k" which had been
"instituted, planned and completed" by the Interdepartmental Coordinating
and Planning Staff. There were additional lists of undertakings
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completed but awaiting approval, others nearing completion, -nd still

others in the "planning stages." anyone experienced in rae ways of

governmental reporting would know a.t a ;lance that "ICa.PS" had

neither instituted nor planned nor completed these undertakings alone.

But the report itself admitted that some of the vroric nad been done

by otner offices in the Group. .7hat "ICAPS" contributed was called

"guidance." Its participation, though claimed, could not even be

called guidance in the case of the establishment of the Contact

Branch in the Office of Operations.

The Chief of the Interdepartmental Coordination and Planning

Staff was on much surer ground when he considered the difficulties

which the Staff encountered in endeavoring to plan and coordinate

with the Departments for the Director of Central Intelligence. These

were the difficulties which General Donovan, General Magruder,

Colonel icCormack, Admiral Souers, and others had experienced whenever

they sought to bring the intelligence officers of the Departments

together. These men seemed not to understand each otners problems.

They did not like to turn "operational" information over to civilians.

They shied away from the centralization of common functions. They

deplored but they did little to eliminate duplication of effort.

They were unwilling to give up their own activities. They came to

interdepartmental meetings poorly prepared to discuss matters which

had been for some time on the agenda. And there were frequent

changes in announced policy. Any concurrence which had been approached

was tnen no longer valid. The whole negotiation went back to the
.2beginni.ng.
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The Intelligence Advisory Board did not accept "ICAPS" in t.ie

role of working staff as Vandenberg wished. Instead, tae Board sent

ad hoc committees to confer with it, and tnese specially appointed

representatives carried back to the members of the Board what they

found "ICAPS" pondering for the Director. The procedure did not

make for speed or aecisiveness in coordinating the intelligence

activities of the Departments. It certainly did not expedite the

formulation of policies and procedures by the central agency in wrhich

they had a common concern.

C

f

l
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The Battle with the Board

The Director of Naval Intelligence offered on September 6, 1946

a plan for merging the "stato intelligence functions" of the State,

War and Navy Departments in the Central Intelligence Group. By

"statc intelligence" Admiral Inglis meant political, economic,

sociological, topographic, and technical information such as composed

the Joint Amy-Navy Studies, papers prepared for the Joint War Plan-

ners of the two Departmente, and the Defense Project then under way

in the Pentagon. This subject of "common concern" had been discussed

before. The chief obstacle in the Group was the lack of peronnel

and equipment. It made sense to have the work done centrally if for

no other reason than to eliminate the waste of public funds upon

duplication. 1

The matter came before the Advisory Board on October 1. The

representative of the State Department, Mr. Eddy, causeisome distrac-

t.on by declaring that his Departaent was not uiping to turn over

to the Group its responsibility for obtaining economic and political
intelligence. The representative of the War Department, General

Chberlin, caused more distraction by wondering if it were not
posible to "parcel out functions on the basis of primary responsi-

bility." Each would furnish finished intelligence, he said, to
others and they could then "rework it to meet their particular needs."
In other words, there would be no central operation.



Admiral Inglis answered the objection of the State Departent

by stating that he was talking about processing, not collection. He

might have recalled to General Chamberlin, Langer's point in the

meeting of June 28 that any distinctions between primary and secondary

interests were extremely difficult. But the Board rambled on, dis-

cussing whether the Departents wished to conduct the Group as a

"middle man" and whether or not one Department used the same kind of

political and economic intelligence as another.

Adiral Inglis reduced it to simple terms, Each Departent

should retain its own operational intelligence. It should supply

the raw materials of static intelligence to the Group, which would

do the processing very much like a publishing house, and turn the

product over to the Departents. They could then put it in a different

"final form," if so desired by their "customer," and assume the respon-

sibility for its dissemination. 21e Advisory Board, however, came to
no conclusion at this meeting. A special committee was to make further

study of the problem for the Dir.ector and the Boad

Mhs committee of personal representatives met on October 8. It
too anged the fields of intelligence near and far from the question
at issue: ahould the Central Intelligence Group undertake to produce
basic intelligence for the Departments from materials supplied by
their intelligence services? The Office of Naval Intelligence offered
to transfer its personnel engaged in strategic intelligence to the
Central Intelligence Group if other agencies participated in similar
fashion, But the Military Intelligence Division of the War Departent
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declined on the ground that it would lose direct control over intelli-

gence functions related to its problems of staff and command. The

representative of the State Departent emphasized again its "inescapable

responsibilities," particularly those concerned with political and

economic intelligence.

The special committee observed that positive results could be

obtained in some fields. It suggested recourse to bilateral agree-

ments beteen the Group and the departmental agencies, and asked to

be relieved. Te Group on its own responsibility made further study

of the problem of basic intelligence in the following winter and

spring. A member of the Office of Reports and Estimates became chair..

man of the Working CommL ttee of the Defense Project in March, 1947.

The Joint Arag and Navy Studies were taken over by the Group October 1,
1947 as it began its program of Natonal Intelligence Surveys. 1

The second major issue before the Advisory Board in October, 1946
was that of national estimating. We have already carried it into the

summer of 1947 in order to show why the primary function of the Central
Intelligence Group failed to develop as both Admiral Souers and General
Vandenberg intended that it should. Admiral Inglis had been as deter-
mined and as clear in his opposition to the Montague plan for national
estiates with substantial dissents as in his advocacy of basic intel.
ligence sadies by the Group. Through the whole debate within the
Board, Admiral Inglis consistently looked upon the Group as a cooperative
inteparental enterprise and upon the Director of Central Intelli-
gence as subject to more than the advice of the Intelligence Advisory
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The third problem ofimpzrtance before the Advisory Board was

the collection of intelligence. It became entangled with production

and dissemination as the debate progressed. The State Departent

proposed on October 18 that in an effort to eliminate duplication,

it should assume complete responsbiliiy for the overt. collection of

intelligence in foreign areas upon all political, economic, social

and cultural matters. There of course would be some overlapping.

The Departents would assist each other. But the State Department (

would be responsible for these matters. It would share with the

armed services the collection of scientific intelligence. 1

The Military Intelligence Division of the War Department matched

this proposal with a plan to coordinate the intelligence activities

of the three Departments. It was not so much an answer to the State

Departent, however, as notice to General Vandenberg, Director of C

Central Intelligence, that the Secretaries and not the Director

would manage the intelligence actvities of the Departents. Vanden-

berg had beard Leahy say much the same thing in Jly.2

The War Departent intended not only to have the Departents

retain determination of their primary interests but also do their

own research, evaluation, and analysis on those subjects. Collection C

in the field would follow the same lines of primary interest. Matters

of principle would be coordinated betmen the Departments in Washington.

But in the field the coordination of collection would be the function

of the "Chief of Mission," presumably for each Departent,

(.
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Regardless of source, reports would be sent directly to the agency

primarily concerned. Estimates too would be the responsibility of

each agency; they would provide information on their respective sub-

jects to other agencies as the needs required. Communication would

be direct from one agency to another, and not through the Central

Intelligence Group. Each would collect information and maintain files

on persons within their primary responsibility; a central file should

be maintained for common reference. Each agency should contribute

chapters of a Strategic Intelligence Digest like the Defense Project.

Apparently this would be maintained as an interdepartmental activity.

1he central agency, thus carefully segregated from the depart-

mental activities of "primary responsibilit',N was nevertheless to

maintain supervision over interdepartental cooperation and production.

No explicit indication was given regarding the authority which should

determine which Departent had such "primary responsibility" in case

two or more claimed it. The inference is that the Secretaries, and

the President's personal representative, Admd.ral Leahy, would make

that decision. It would have to be done by unanimus opinion, hard

to get unless the President' a personal representative revealed the

Presidentsi amind as Leahy had to Vandenberg in July. C

This plan from the War Department came before the Advisory

Board on November 26, together with the proposal from the State

Departent, the draft of a directive for the National Intelligence (

Authority which had been prepared by "ICAPS," and specific reserva-

tions by General Vandenberg. The directive, if adopted by the
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Authority, was to be accompanied by a directive to the Group providing

definitions and arrangements in detail to put into effect the whole

scheme for coordinating collection. Vandenberg's reservations before

the Board covered the secret activities of the Office of Special Opera-

tions and the overt collection by the Foreign Broadcast Information

Branch and the foreign information obtained by the Contact Branch from

American businesses and travelers. What had been drawn into the central

organization, Vandenberg was not disposed to put back into the field

of departmental activity and control. 1

The draft prepared by "ICAPS" brought the proposals of the State

and War Departments together, and added provisions for coordinators

in foreign areas as well as the Director of Central Intelligence at

Washington. The stress was upon maintaining him as the chief coordi-

nator of the whole system of collection and the Group under him as

the central intelligence organization. The duties of the coordinators

for the agencies in the field were precisely indicated according to

the situation in the areas. The coordinators might be the chief of

the diplomatic mission or the senior military commander-or in some

cases, both; then the Director of Central Intelligence with the approval

of the Advisory Board would designate someone to supervise them. We

shall find this provision missing from the final directive. The

omission will have significance in the affair at Bogota in April, 1948.2

By agreement among the Departments, the factors of primary respon-

sibility would be assigned in careful details to the State Department,
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political, cultural, sociological, economic and international matters;

to the War and Navy Departments, their respective military and naval

concerns; and scientific intelligence to each agency according to its

particular interests. A specific list was constructed to fix the

allotments and reduce misunderstandings and conflicts of interest to

a minin,

Adrdral Inglis commended "ICAPS" for its fine paper, but wished

to have another week to study it. General Vandenberg asked if it

might not be approved as a guide. The controversial parts might be

set aside to be considered later. He felt that there should be no

further delay. General Chamberlin too praised the paper; but he still

wished to assign fields of primary responsibility for activities

besides those of collectLon. He thought that ambassadors as .political

officers went abroad without training in intelligence; certain prin-

ciples should be defined for their guidance. And so, the Board agreed

to have another ad hoc comnIttee which should study with "ICAPS" and

bring back another report to the Board. A companion piece should also

be prepared on the coordination of productLon and dissemination of
intelligence. By this time any idea which Vandenberg may have had

that "ICAPS" was the representative working staff of the Advisory

Board in the Group, must have left him1

me ad hoc commdttee and "ICAPS" met on December 3, 1946. They
defined "area" to mean a country which had a station of the Foreign
Service. They recommended that the word "coordinator" be dropped and



"senior U. S. representative" be used. Reference to theater commanders

should be omitted, because coordinatLon in occupied areas was temporary.

They listened to another division of intelligence into categories,

this one by the representative of the Army. The name was different,

but the nature of the category seemed mach the same: "factual" took

the place of "basic"; "current" did not change, but "staff" replaced

"departental." The production of "strategic and national policy intel-

ligence," so essential to the policy makers of the Government, did not

enter the discussion. One cannot escape the conclusion that the repre-

sentatives of the Departents were not present to advance the case for

the Direc tar of Central Intelligence and the Central Intelligence

Group.l

Me draft of "ICAPS" as modified by the ad hoc committee and

without the supplementary directive of the Group went to the Intelli- 1

gence Advisory Board on December 17 in what proved to be its last

meeting with General Vandenberg as Director of Central Intelligence.

He explained why the directive for the Group had not been submitted

to the Board. The ad hoc committee had gone over it with "ICAPS."

Directives within the Group did not require the approval of the Intel-

ligence Advisory Board. The recomnndations of their ad hoc committee

had been accepted. There should be no further need for extensive dis-

cussLon. The State Department's request was urgent. The directive of

the Authority regarding collection should be completed and put into

effect. 2
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But there was further discussion on into the afternoon. Should

collectors in the field make their reports on duplicating pads or

should they not? Should political intelligence be separated in the

allocations from economd.c intelligence? Had they not been bracketed

in the State Department for years? Other questions also took time

and led to no significant conclusions. hey seemed like obstructionist

tactics in defense of vested interests.

Mr. Eddy asked for the State Department that the section in the

directive to the Group concerning the allocations of primary respon-

sibilities be incorporated in the directive of the Authority. General
(

Vandenberg consented. With it was included the provision that col-

lectors in the field might send copies to their own agencies when they

transmitted materials directly to the field representatives of the

agencies most concerned. 1

Such a procedure vitiated the distinction between primary respon-

sibility and secondary interest, If both agencies had the same access
f

at practically the same moent, what did it matter if one were con-

sidered superior to the other? The procedure was certain, however, to

elidnate any coordination or control by the central intelligence

organization of the Departments. It is questionable that the Group

could even be thought a "cooperative interdepartmental activity" as

it was thus passed by and ignored. But then, collection was not yet

accepted as a matter of common concern.

Since the Board had adjourned without taing a vote, the final

draft of the directive went to the members individually. By the end

" C
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of the month all had approved without further change. It was issued

on January 2, 1947 as Directive No. -7 of the National Intelligence

Authority.

It allocated primary responsibility to the Departments for col-

lection within broad categories. It then allowed the collectors in

the field to send copies of all materials regardless to their own

agencies. The senior representative of the United States in each area

with a foreign service post was made responsible for coordinating all

collection in that area. There was no supervision over him by the

Director of Central Intelligence in Washington. All facilities for

collection were to be utilized within budgetary limitations to their

maximum in order to avoid duplication and overlap. How this sel.f-

contradicting feat could be accomplished, the directive did not say.

It should provoke laughter. But its consequences were not humorous.

Coordination by the "senior U. S. representative" in the field was to

prove no coordination at all.1

Directive No. 7 stipulated that there should be free and unre-

stricted flow of information between the Departents to meet the

secondary needs of each. Common sense would be applied to insure

individual initiative and favorable contacts by collecting agents.

No interpretation of these principles and objectives should negate

the basic principle that all departmental representatives abroad were

individually responsible for the collection and transmission to

Washington of all intelligence material useful to their Departnents
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and the "national intelligence mission." But the directive contained

no statement of the authority and the sanction under which violations

of these instructions would come to judgment. They were useful as

ideas, perhaps, but little more.1

There was no mention in the directive of the Central Intelligence

Group nor of the Director of Central Intelligence. The pernainent

members of the Advisory Board had obtained control over the collection

of intelligence for the Departments, exepting the secret intelligence

of the Office of Special Operations and the collections of the Foreign

Broadcast Intelligence and the Contact Branch in the Office of Opera-

tions. Vandenberg let the directive pass. He had no veto over the

actions of the Advisory Board,. He might have withheld his approtal

formially. But there was no point in arguing further with the chiefs

of intelligence in the services. He took his case up to the Secre-.

taries in the National Intelligence Authority. 2

Now that the general matter of collection had been settled for .
the time being, the specific questLion of collection in China perhaps
could be answered. It had been proposed as an area for trying out the
coordination of collection by the inteligence agencies of the Depart-
ments. As a member of the Advisory Board under Admiral Sous,
General Vandenberg had urged that the Strategic Serrices Unit be
kept at work untl it could be replaced. The Central Plan-
ning Staff had begun to study the problem. Admiral Goggins had gone
to the Far East during the summer to make arrangements with General



MacArthur and Admiral Cooke. Vandenberg was in correspondence with
C

General Willoughby

It was time to make the specifications for the activity

within the Communist area.1

1he Office of Reports and Estimates had prepared a draft of

the intelligence requirements for China on October 1 at the request of

"ICAPS." The Office forimulated a tentative policy for the United

States under the headings: peace, unity, democracy, non-intervention,

rehabilitation, and foreign trade. It laid out the fields of subject

matter according to the policies and actions of the three parties con-

cerned: the Central Government, the Chinese Communist Party, and the

Soviet Union. A fourth field of intelligence contained developing

situations in the strategic areas of China. Under these classifica.

tions there were details with regard to trends of policy, military

dispositions, industries, crops, and other matters which need not be

elaborated here. 2

From this begnning "ICAPS" had developed, in conference irith

another ad hoc committee for the Advisory Board, the draft of a

directive to be issued by the National Intelligence Authority. It

did not include basic intelligence. It om itted scientific informa- C

tion on the assumption that there would be little in the area. It

focused upon current intelligence. Little exception was taken in the

Advisory Board's meeting on November 7, except that the text was C

changed to make the words "essential elemnte" become "current essen-
tials" and "requirements"'give way to "objectives." But General

r
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Chamberlin stopped acceptance and issue as a directve until he could

see the contents of the directive for collection which should be based

upon these requirements for China. 1

It was not until January 8, 1947, not until after the Authority's

directive on collection had been issued, that General Chamberlin came

again to the question of intelligence on China, and then he gave his

views to General Vandenberg. Te Anthority's directive on collection,

he said, and the plan for coordinating the production of intelligence

by the Departments, which seemed about to be approved by the Advisory

Board, appeared to make "the China experiment" unnecessary. Chamberlin

thought that it should be withdrawn or at least postponed for consider-

ation "to insure that it be brought into full consonance with the

broader directives."2

Vandenberg knew those "broader directives" too well ever to

accept such an invitation. It meant sending the project for intel-

ligence upon China into oblivion. He replied on January 23, 1947 that

the Chamberlin proposal indicated a "misunderstanding of the national (

intelligence program" as it was being developed by the Central Intel-

ligence Group with the "advice and the assistance of the representatives

of the Advisory Board." 3  C

Vandenberg then unfolded the argument that we should expect.

lie Director of Central Intelligence was endeavoring to develop the

plans in the President's Directive of January 22, 1946, a year before.

f1ey laid the foundations of a central intelligence system which should



furnish the President and the Departents with "strategic and national .

policy intelligence." These plans came under the three general heads

of collectilon, research and evaluation, and dissemination. They were

designed to facilitate departmental intelligence as well as national

intelligence. But it was allocated by the President to the Director

of Central Intelligence alone. He had therefore to determine its

requirements and procedures for collection, research, and dissemination.

General Vandenberg became peremptory. He requested that General

Chamberlin concur in the immediate release of "NM China" and that he

issue directives to the individuals already named by him to assist the

Group in preparing a similar paper on the Soviet Union and the Near

East. 1b cap this ultimatum, Vandenberg stated that he was withdrav-

ing the "implementing directive to NIR China" and referring the problem

to his Assistant Director for Collection and- Dissemination within the

Group. He would issue such requests regarding collection as might be

necessary. On February 12, 1947 "NIR China" appeared as the eighth

directive of the National Intelligence Authority, with the concurrence

of the Intelligence Advisory Board and without further comment from

the members of the Board, the Authority, or anybody else, at least

that we have been able to discover. 1

his was the day of the historic ninth session of the Authority.

It met to discuss the problem of correlating intelligence upon foreign

developments of atomic energy and to hear a report from the Director

of Central Intelligence. Secretary Patterson made a brief statement

on the transfer of personnel and files from the Atomic Energy Commission
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to the Central Intelligence Group, and then the members of the

Authority heard General Vandenberg pass quickly over the accomplish-

ments of the Group since his last remarks to them on October 16, 1946

concerning the budget for 1948. Vandenberg concentrated upon his

present difficulties. 1

They grew from uncertainty with regard to the "directive

anthority" of the Director of Central Intelligence. He found it

adequately stated in the President's Directive of January 22, 1946

and the fifth directive of the Authority on July 8, 1946. He was

to "act for" the Authority in coordinating foreign intelligence

activities. The interpretation of the agencies, he said, was coor-

dination "by mutual agreement"; and in some instances this had taken

from six to eight months. He requested authority to act as agent

for the Secretaries of the Departments. The alternative was that

the Central Intelligence Group should forward its directives to the

members of the Authority for issuance from their own offices. This

would be cumbersome and it would involve great loss of time for all

concerned.

The production of "strategic and national policy intelligence"

by the Group, its primary purpose as the central intelligence organ-
isation of the Governient, was further hindered by uncertainty amng

the agencies over its definition. Vandenberg asked the Authority
to approve the definition established in the thinking of the Group

ever since it had taken over the ideas of Donovan and Magruder. Such



intelligence was that collected from every available source, both

covert and overt, and then verified, appraised, and synthesized in

estimates for the benefit of the policy-makers of the Goverment. 1

After listening to General Vandenberg's statements, Secretary

Patterson sw no alternative to approving his request, provided

that any aggrieved agency night appeal from his action to the Author-

ity itself through the Secretary of the Department concerned. Vanden-

berg acknowledged such a right as inherent. Admiral Leahy agreed

ith Patterson. The change altered only the stress of Leahy's state-

rent in the preceding July. Secretary Forrestal gave his consent.

Mr. Eddy, member of the Advisory Board who was also present with (

Secretary Iarshall for the State Department, assumed that normaly

any directive would have prior discussion by the Board. Vandenberg

assented. 2

ihe Authority approved the statement that the Director of Central

Intelligence should "operate within his jurisdiction as an agent of

the Secretaries of State, War, and the Navy," and delegated the neces- C

sary-anihority to him so that "his decisions, orders and directives"

should have full force and effect as emanatng from the Secretaries.

Any aggrieved departmental agency might-have access to its own Secre- C

tary and through him to the Authority.

And then to make General andenberg's satisfaction complete the

Authority authorized the defin-i tion: "Strategic and national policy (

intelligence is that composite intelligence, interdeparinental in

tsEIErt
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character, which is required by the President and other high officers

and staffs to assist them in determrining policies with respect to

national plaining and security in peace and in war and for the advance-

ment of broad national policy. It is in that political-economic-

military area of concern to more than one agency, must be objective,

and must transcend the exclusive competence of any one deparirnt."i

It would seen as though these decisions should have been final.

They were not. Admdral Inglis, for one, persisted in taking the first

directive of the Authority literally. the Intelligence Advisory Board

should have "all recommendatons" of the Director for study and con-
(

currence or dissent, prior to submission to the National Intelligence

Authority. If Inglis had his way, the Board would govern the Director

even though he was the executive agent of the Secretaries and "his

decisions, orders and directives" had force and effect as emanating

from them. Admdral Hillenkoetter inherited a bitter controversy from

General Vandenberg.2

C



vi

Intelligence and Uilitary Planning

Vandenberg brought the relationship between the Central

Intelligence Group and the Joint Chiefs of Staff before this same

meeting of the National Intelligence Authority. The arrangement

which had existed between the Office of Strategic Services under

Genera; Donovan and the Chiefs of Staff must have been in the minds

of all, especially General larshall who now sat in the chair as

Secretary of State. Admiral Leahy too could well remember when be

had presided as senior member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and

considered opposing plans for a new central intelligence organization.

Secretaries Patterson and Forrestal were thorougnly conversant with
the origins of the Central Intelligence Group. They had taken part

in its construction. All were concerned at the time -ith the

legislation for merging the armed services and establishing the
National Security Council. 1

There had been representation of the State Department,
the Foreign Economic Administration and the Office of Strategic
Services in the Joint Intelligence Committee of the Joint Chiefs of
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Staff during the war. But the presence of civilians in .ilitary

councils was not generally acceptable to the .army and the Navy. 1

Admiral Inglis, Chief of Naval Intelligence, and member of

the Intelligence Advisory doard, had proposed to general Vandenberg

on August 12, 1946 that a channel be established between tae Central

Intelligence Group and the Joint Cniefs of Staff. They were working

upon subjects of comon interest such as atomic energy and making

parallel reports. There should be a method of handling such papers

for the benefit of both. Useless duplication was to be eliminated.

Inglis planned to have the Joint Intelligence Staff of the

Joint Intelligence Committee serve as the staff also of the Intelli-

gence Advisory Board. At first glance this looked good. The

permanent members of the Board, chief intelligence officers of the

Departments, were the Joint Intelligence Committee of the Joint

Chiefs of Staff. At that time the State Department was still repre-
sented on the Joint Intelligence Committee. Additional members of

the Advisory' Board could appoint ad hoc representatives to tne proposed

Intelligence Advisory Staff whenever their affairs were considered.2

But General Vandenberg was aware of the flaws in the Inglis
plan. Moreover, he had other ideas regarding the representation

of the Central Intelligence Group in the organization of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff. General Donovan or his representative had sat in
their Joint Intelligence Committee as well as taken orders. from
the Joint Chiefs. Vandenberg replied to Inglis on September 4. The
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Central Intelligence Group was designed to represent the interests

of the State, War and Navy Departments adequately and equitably. 1

full-time staff for the Advisory Bozrd, said Vandenberg, implied

that the Board would have to act unanimously. Its recommendations

could be submitted to the authority at that time even thoug. a

memoer of the 3oard did not concur. He urged Inglis to join in

sponsoring a study of the problem by "ICAPS" together with thle Joint

Intelligence Staff. This placed Vandenberg's working committee on

a par with tne staff of tuose whio were botn the permanent members

of the Intelligence advisory Board and of the Joint Intelligence

Committee of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. In the light of subsequent

events,. tnere is little doubt that Admiral Inglis aporeci .ted the

adroitness of Vandenberg's response..

Before Inglis could make another move, "ICAPS" workir.g with

Lay, Secretary of the Authority and the Group, had prepared a

counterplan. It would establish the Director of Central Intelligence

as the chief adviser on intelligence to the Joint Chiefs of Staff

and therefore rank him above the Joint Intelligence Committee. The

Director would meet with the Chiefs of Staff as he sat, without a

vote, in the meetings of the National Intelligence authority. ie

would submit appropriate matters to the Joint Intelligence Committee

of which he should be chairman, as in practice he was presiding

officer of the Intelligence advisory Board. 2
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Since these bodies were identical in permanent membership,

their secretariats would be merCed to insure coordination, though

they were kept in separate sections especially to protect certain

affairs of the Joint Chiefs of Staff ahich for reasons of security

ought not to be divulged in other parts of the Central Intelligence

Group. And finally, under this plan, the sub-committees of the Joint

Intelligence Comittee together with its Joint Intelligence Staff

would be combined with the Group to create a compact and efficient

intelligence organization serving both the Joint Chiefs of Staff

and the Secretaries of the Departments constituting the National

Intelligence Authority.

Tr.is plan too had merit. But the military and naval authorities

saw in it features which they were reluctant to accept. Colonel Carter-

W 7T. Clarke, Deputy Director of Intelligence on the 'tar Department's

General Staff, summarized the weakness as re saw it for General

Chamberlin. The Director of Central Intelligence was to be chief

intelligence adviser to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, but they would

have no authority over him. He would be responsible still to tne

National Intelligence authority. An external agency which the Chiefs

did not control, said Clarke, would come between them and- their .

subordinates. This violated the usual chain of command; it was a

fundamntal in the Amray that intelligence was a function of comand.

Colonel Clarke did not discuss for General Chamberlin, however, t.e

point that tne Secretaries who were the Director's superiors in the



National Intelligence Authority were also the superiors of the

Chiefs of Staff. It was possible that the Secretaries might employ

the Director as their adviser to the Joint Chiefs of Staff upon

matters of intelligence. 1

In further conversation Colonel Clarke remarked for himself

that the Joint Intelligence Committee should be abolished, though ~

one good reason for keeping it was its relationship with the British

committee. Clarke believed that the Director of Central Intelligence

should be a member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and he felt sure

that General Eisenhower would agree. Clarke was doubtful of the

Navy. If the Director of Central Intelligence were included with

the Joint Chiefs of Staff, he said, the Central Intelligence Group

would then be in an echelon above the Joint Intelligence Committee.

In that case there would be little use for the Joint Intelligence

Committee apart from the Intelligence Advisory Board. Trne permanent

membership was identical. 2

At this juncture on September 25, 19L6 Vandenberg took the matter

before the National Intelligence Authority. First of all ne set the

scene by stating plainly that the Central Intelligence Group could

not produce national intelligence unless it nad all of the information

available to the Government. He was getting complete coverage, he

thought, from the State Department and the Navy; but he was not

obtaining access to the President's messages, General MIarshall's,

nor the far Department's "OPD eyes only" messages. He would like
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to have a trained officer from the :roup placed in the miessage

center of each Department, tx review and transmit under necessary

restrictions those items which nad value for intelligence. Secretary

Patterson thought such an arrangement could be made. Vandenberg

could have added that he was obtaining secret intelligence through

the Office of Special Operations whicn he mnight have received from

the dar Department's "G-2". The inference that it was deliberately

withheld is unavoidable. 1

Against this sharp background Vandenberg pointed out that the

Joint Intelligence Committee of the Joint Chiefs of Staff was

duplicating work of the Central Intelligence Group. The coordinating

activities of the Committee often conflicted with similar activities

of the Group. The studies of the Committee got priority in the

intelligence agencies of the War and Navy Departments because the

Chiefs of Staff were the immediate superiors of the neads of those

agencies. It had been suggested, he said, that the Group should

be combined with the Joint Intelligence Staff. Secretary Patterson

responded that ne saw no reason why the Staff should not be disbanded.

Admiral Leahy agreed with Patterson and remark.ed that he had so

stated to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 2

This was tne situation as the Intelligence Advisory 3oard et

on October 1, 1946. It is hard to believe that the departmaental

cniefs of intelligence present nad not neard in fairly accurate terms

what Vandenberg had said at the meeting of the authori.y on

September 25. There were candom com..ents upon tne plan offered by
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Vandenberg, and objections in small detail. But the real cause

for hesitance on the part of the military men became obvious ith

the question from General Chamberlin whether it woula be acceptable

to the Planners for the Joint Chiefs of Staff. ie wondered whether

they would be willing to let an outside agency know their thoughts.

rie knew well, in fact, that the Planners would not. It would require

orders from nigner up to develop sucn willingness. General Vandenberg

knew that too. He suggested further study. General Chamberlin

agreed. He would like, ae said, to discuss the problem with General

Eisenhower.1

When the Intelligence Advisory Board met on November 7 Admiral (

Inglis had a new proposal from the Navy. It modified Vandenberg's

plan by confining the members in the Joint Intelligence Committee to

representatives of the armed services. Thus it eliminated the

membership of the State Department, but it left tne Director of

Central Intelligence as one of the corr..:ittee and its chairman. Its

name would be changed to Joint Intelligence Board. The Joint Intelli-

gence Staff would remain, but without a representative from the State

Department. The State Department should have its contact henceforth

only through the Intelligence Advisory Board and the National (

Intelligence Authority. Inglis believed those connections would be

adequate for the State Department. He thougnt also that the Director

of Central Intelligence should be responsible to the Autaority

in peace time and become responsible to the Joint Chiefs of-Staff

(
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only in time of war. It was evident then, as se admitted later,

that Admiral Inglis had been in touch with higner authority in tne

Navy. The Chief of Haval Operations proposed a similar plan to

the Joint Chiefs of Staff-on December 9.1

General Chamberlin brougnt to the meeting of rhe advisory

aoard on November 7 five principles from ais discussion with General

Eisenhower. ne too nad mis ivings about civilian participation in

the comaittees of the- Joint Chiefs of Staff. It must remain essentially

a military agency. but he would hesitate, as &dmiral Inglis and

his superiors apparently would not, to chan;;e the existing arrangements

for coordination .itn the Department of State. The second fundamental

in Eisenhower's thinking, said Chamberlin, was that the Director of

Central Intelligence had duties beyond the scope of the Joint :hiefs

of Staff; this fundamental should be observed. Taird, there should

be no obstacle between the President and the Chiefs of Staff in

wartime. Fourth, no civilian agency should be interpolated between

the Chiefs of Staff and tneir agencies engaged in making war plans.

Fifth, and of the same nature, no agencies which were not strictly

.nilitary should nave access to military plans. 2

To an outsider, this appears to be the continuing problem of

today even though the interpolating agency, "CIA", is controlled and

manned, in'large part, by men of military experience. The plans

upon which a comLander bases his estimate of probable success have

to be -jealously guarded. and yet no estimating board can give him

* 1



a realistic appraisal of eventualities without knowing the capabilities

and intentions of its own side. The board should k;nocr at least as

muc. as the enemy is likely to know. There ought to be no real

dilemma caused by civilian participation in the formulation of war

plans. a.fter all, the Secretaries of the Deprtrments themselves by

tradition are civilians. It can har-ly.be said that they should be

kept in ignorance of war plans.

General Vandenberg accepted the principles declared by Chaberlin

for l.isenhower, but said that the Central Intelligence Group proposed

to have a "watertight compartment" for military secrets. The war

planners should have the best intelligence available; the group

therefore should work closely with the planners. Th4 taLk -:ent on and

on but reached no conclusion. General Chamberlin disavowed personal

opposition to Vandenberg, but doubted the wisdom of mixing with the

Joint Chiefs of Staff the nead of an agency wnich reported to civilian

authority. That is to say, the National Intelligence authority

consisting of the three Secretaries and admiral Leany vrs a civilian

autnority. So was the President, although the Constitution made him

Comander-in-Chief of the army, Navy, and the- State militia when

called into the Federal service.

Admiral Inglis observed that the Director of Central Intelligence

reported to the National Intelligence Authority, and so Inglis would

assign additional duties to the Director for the Joint Chiefs of

Staff. But he did not discuss the fact that the Authority was made
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up of the Secretaries and the President's personal representative

who were superiors of the Joint chiefs of Staff. Vandenberg brought

the discussion finally to an end by proposing further work upon

tne proolem by staff members. Another ad hoc committee therefore was

named to deliberate with hIPS." They might bring in majority and

minority reports. 1

This committee agreed on December 3 that each agency should

submit its own plan. The proceeding came to naught. In the meantine

tne Joint Intelligence Committee nad endorsed -jhat had been admiral

Inglis'. original plan to use the Joint Intelligence Staff as the

Intelligence advisory Staff of the Intelligence advisory board. Let

us repeat once more that the permanent members of the advisory Board

were the Joint Intelligence Committee of tne Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Vandenberg saw no point in discussing the matter furtaer with Admiral

Inglis, General Chamberlin, General Samford, and .ir. Eddy. He took

the question to the National Intelligence Authority on Febr-2ary 12, 197

General Vandenberg stated his position to Secretaries ...arshall,

Patterson, Forrestal, and Admiral Leahy. Those who had created the

Central Intelligence Group, ne understood, had in mind that the Group

would replace the Joint Intelligence Committee. Tais, however, had

not occurred; nor mad any working relationship been achieved. The

two organizations continued with parallel responsibilities; there was

no effective coordination. There was constant friction with the

intelligence agencies of the sar and Navy Departments over priorities.
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The duplication was unnecessary. Pe recoeended that the Joint

Intelligence Committee be abolished. The Central Intelligence Group

should provide the necessary intelligence for the Joint Chiefs of

Staff.

Secretary Forrestal inquired if the plan to replace the Joint

Intelligence Committee with the Central Intelligence Group nad been

taken up with the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Vandenberg was sure that it

had, through the members of the Advisory Board. He could nave said

Joint Intelligence Comittee. 'r. Eddy, present for the State Depart-

ment, thougnt it important to abolish the Committee and to have all

interdepartmental intelligence under the Group. Without further com-

ment the Autnority agreed t.iat the Joint Intelligence Comittee should

be abolished and its functions assumed by the Central Intelligence

Group, but withheld decision until the Joint Chiefs of Staff should

discuss the matter. Admiral Leahy was to consult with them.

.7nat the Joint Chiefs were likely to decide had already been

indicated. On December 9, 19h6, the Chief of Naval Operations,

.admiral Nimitz, declared that the time had come to reorganize the

Joint Intelligence Committee upon the principle that it should consist

only of representatives from the military services. Coordination

with other agencies, he said, should be hid tnrougn the Central Intelli-

gence Group. The wartime representation of the Foreign .economic

Administration and the Office of Strategic Services had come to an

end. Only that of the State Department remained. It should oe removed
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from the Joint Intelligence Coramittee. TLne Joint Chiefs of Staff

approved this concept of the Committee on February 21, 1947 and

there tne matter rested for months as all were far more concerned

with actions in Congress over the merger of the armed forces and the

National Security Council. 1

When the question rose again, General Vandenberg was no longer

Director of Central Intelligence and was soon to be a member of the

Joint Chiefs of Staff. Admiral Hillenkoetter had become Director

of Central Intelligence. Cne suggestion was to be that if the

Director were a civilian, his Deputy should represent him in the

councils of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The deputy to a civilian pre-

sumably had to be a military person. The possibility that two civilians

might nead the nation's central intelligence organization was incon-

ceivable.2 -

C

AbaC
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Scientific Intelligence

The British had snared tneir information with the American

services during the war, especially in regard to the V-weapons of

Germany. There nad been a reading panel of the i.rmy, tne Navy, and

the Office of Scientific Research and Development within the

organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff to keep up with discoveries

in electronics and new weapons. The "dlanhattan Engineer District"

was represented in London to coordinate information on atomic energy.

The Office of Strategic Services

supplied technical and scientific intelligence. It had brought to

this country foreign experts in air flow and electronics. It kept

General Groves informed regarding German progress with atomic fission. 1

The atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki made certain that

the secret collection of scientific intelligence would continue

regardless of any public controls which the United Nations might

establish. All nations would seek atomic weapons in self-defense,

and they were likely to obtain them. The spread of scientific

knowledge was only a matter of time. Thanks to espionage, the Soviet

Government acquired the information on the atomic bomb sooner than

anticipated. The nations were bound to intensify their scientific-

research. They were likely to hesitate even less than in the past
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over seizing the advantage of the surprise attack. The thought of

a "Pearl- Harbor" with atomic weapons was shattering.

General Donovan urged retaining the Office of Strategic Services

as the permanent system of foreign intelligence because all nations

would increase their secret activities. The Joint Chiefs of Staff

too understood, though they did not care to perpetuate the Donovan

regime. Admiral Souers took the initiative soon after the Central

Intelligence Group nad been established, to coordinate scientific

intelligence .ritn the Office of Scientific Research and Development.

tie directed the Central Planning Staff to look into the problem.

ie obtained Dr. H. P. Robertson as his scientific consultant. The

Secretaries of State, War, and the Navy through their coordinating

cormittee, predecessor of the National Security Council, investigated

Japanese research in nuclear energy and deliberated upon policy with

regard to- controlling it as the atomic tests against naval vessels

were made at Bikini in the sumaer of 1946. On August 1, Congress

passed the act creating the atomic Energy Commission. 1

Anticipating that the Comaission would take over the "Manhattan

Engineer District" from the lar Department, General Vandenberg had

a directive prepared to place within the jurisdiction of the Central

Intelligence Group those intelligence activities which were related

to foreign developments of atomic energy. Vandenberg knew from his

experience with the fifth directive in July that nis plan would never

get by the Intelligence advisory Board with the phrases in it regarding
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"control and supervision." He accepted the looser concept of

"coordination." The papers were ready for the Authority on august 13.

Secretaries Patterson and Forrestal approved. Admiral Leahy wished

only a few editorial changes. But Acheson, Acting Secretary of

State while Byrnes attended the peace conference in Paris, would not

permit tne directive to issue. Instead, Acheson called a meeting of

the National Intelligence Authority for August 21.1

Secretary Patterson opened the discussion. It seemed senseless

to him that the small division in the office of General Groves engaged

in collecting information about foreign activities in the field of

atomic energy should be kept apart from the Central Intelligence

Group. The division was not concerned with the production of atomic

energy in this country; there was no reason to leave it under the

Atomic Energy Comnission. Secretary Forrestal agreed, if the Commission

were not denied the information. Admiral Leahy favored the plan of

the directive. Vandenberg assured them that it was designed to

provide and not to deny information; he would certainly furnish the E

intelligence to the Atomic Energy Commission as directed by the

Authority. But Acheson demurred. He would not interfere with the

organzation which was searching for uranium ore. In any case, they

should wait until President Truman had appointed the Comnission and

it could establish its policies. He had reason to believe that tne

President would so prefer. 2
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Secretary Patterson, however, persisted in saying that the matter
(

was already within the province of tne Authority, and it was urgent.

The Atomic Energy Commission would only delay the transfer while

attending to matters of more importance to itself. Admiral Leany

gave Patterson further support. And so Secretary Acheson suggested

that Leary clear the directive with the President. Tnis Leahy agreed

to do by telegraph, with a note to commit the Authority to any

change in the future unica the Atomic Energy Commission might desire.

The President replied on august 23 that ne wisned to postpone action

until no had returned to dashington. There followed delay until
C

December as the appointment of David Lilienthal to the chairmanship

of the Commission aroused opposition. In the meantime "ICAPS"

became much interested in coordinating the intelligence of several

agencies on guided missiles and the requirements of scientific intelli-

gence concerning Russia.1

11s 3eneral Vandenberg sougnt to transfer the collection of

(foreign intelligence on atomic energy from the "Manhattan Engineer

District" to the Central Intelligence Group, he was endeavoring

also to obtain a close relationship with the Joint Research and

Development Board which Secretaries Patterson and Forrestal had

established on July 3, 194 6 . President Truman nad been inclined to

continue the Office of Scientific Research and Development which had

done so well during the war under the chairmanship of Vannevar :usn.

But the opinion of Bush prevailed that the Office nad come to the
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logical end of its career an. snould :o out of existence, much as

the Office of Strategic Services and other wartine agencies nad done.

He himself and members of the old organization were willing to stay

at the request of the Secretaries and carry on those functions and

programs of the Office which were considered worthwhile.

The new Joint Board was not exactly a continuation of the old

Office. The Board was to be more concerned with planning than with

operations wnich had engaged so much of the Office's time. The

Office nad been an independent executive agency like the Office of

Strategic Services, the Foreign Economic administration, and others

wuich had been closely associated with the Joint Chiefs of Staff

from policy-making to working levels. The new Joint Board was directly

responsible to the Secretaries of War and the Navy. The old Office

nad collected intelligence with regard to foreign activities in

science, as had the "Manhattan Engineer District." Tne new Joint

Board was interested in arranging witn the new Central Intelligence

Group for its intelligence while it concentrated upon its planning

for the Army and the Navy.

It was in this spirit that the Technical Advisors of the Joint

Research and Development Board held a preliminary meeting on

October 23, 1946. At their next meeting, November 20, they nad an

estimate from the Office of Reports and Estimates to read and con-

sider on the capabilities of the Soviet Union for developing the

atomic bomb, guided missiles, heavy bombers, fighters, radar, and

submarines during the next ten years. It was, as it said, at best
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"aducated guess work." But it was impressive as coming from

representatives of the army and Navy and the coordinator of the

Defense Project; it has since proved surprisingly accurate. With.

tnis substsntial evidence before them of the work which the Central

Intelligence Group was preparing to do, the Technical advisors then

listened to Dr. H. P. Robertson, scientific consultant of Admiral

Souers and General Vandenberg, explain the organization of the Group,

discuss the problems in the field of scientific intelligence, and

suggest ways of mutual assistance between the Croup and the Joint

Board. 1

The tnird meeting of 'the Technical advisors on December 6, 7,

and c brought together General Vandenberg, Allen W. Dulles, and

General Donovan for a thorough discussion of foreign intelligence.

Unfortunately there was no stenotypist present to make a record of'

their remarks. From the recollections of a member of the secretariat

who was present, we may gather that dir. Dulles gave his experiences

during the war in the Office of Strategic Services at Berne,

Switzerland. General Donovan repeated with his usual fervor the

principles which he advocated, and the criticisms of the Central

Intelligence Group which he had made in the issue of Life for

September 30, 1946. he did not like the National Intelligence Authority

as a board of control. The Director of Central Intelligence should

be responsible directly to the President, with the Secretaries of the
2Departments serving as advisers and not as superiors of the Director.2
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General Vandenberg reviewed his difficulties with tne Intelli-

gence advisory Board. He was at that time, as we have seen, at odds

with toe chief intelligence officers of the army and the Navy over

ta±e authority of the Director in relation to the advisory Board, the
r

recuirements and the coordination of collection by the Depurtments

and the Group, and the place which the Director and the Group should

have with the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

The result of this three-day conference in December, 1946 was

agreement that the Joint Research and Development Board should find

a head for the section in the Central Intelligence to have charge

of evaluating scientific and technical intelligence,. and should help

him obtain the experts necessary for his work. It was .further agreed

tnat there should be a statement of the scope of the term "scientific

and technical' intelligence," a general plan for securing coverage

of foreign developments in science, and a definite relationship

between the Board and the Group. 2

Vannevar Bush and General Vandenberg issued their program for

cooperation in the field of scientific intelligence on January 10, 1947.

It provided that the Scientific Branch in the Office of Reports -and

Estimates of the Group should assume the initiative and responsibility

for developing a national program of scientific intelligence. The

read of the Branch should serve as adviser on scientific intelligence

to the Director of Central Intelligence. He should have direct access

to the activities of -the Joint Research and Development Board pertaining

to his work.
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It would be the duty of tne Branch to formulate the require-

ments of scientific intelligence in collaboration with the Board

and the Army, Navy, Air Forces, State Department, and other agencies.

The dranch would be responsible for the plans and the coordination

necessary to adequate collection. It would prepare estimates on the

scientific capabilities and intentions of foreign countries. It

would correlate these scientific estimates with those in other fields

of intelligence for the production of strategic intelligence.

The Central Intelligence Group undertook to provide the Joint

Researcn and Development Board with the intelligence to meet its

needs, particularly foreign items of specific interest. On its part,

the Board undertook to cooperate in supplying the Group with qualified

personnel, special facilities, and close day-to-day liaison on

scientific matters.

General Vandenberg endeavored to arrange a meeting of the

National Intelligence Authority for January 6 prior to the adoption

on the 10th of the agreement with Bush. The meeting was not held.

Nor had the person been obtained to head the Branch when it was

formally established on January 23, 1947. Pending the arrival of

the new chief of the Scientific Branch, Vandenberg wrote to Bush on

March 13 to say that he was appointing an acting chief within the

Group who should report to the chairman of the Joint Board and should

make himself and the Branch as a whole fully available. It was a

(



functions stipulated in the program of cooperation between the

Central Intelligence Group and the Joint Research and Develooment

Board.

..eanwnile the authority at its meeting on February 12 heard

a brief report by Secretary Patterson upon the arrangement for the

Atomic Energy Commission to retain the information concerning uranium

deposits and approved the transfer of the files and personnel in the

intelligence division of the "Manhattan Engineer District" to the

Central Intelligence Group. The transfer was completed on February 18.

The directive which authorized the Director of Central Intelligence,

however, to coordinate all. intelligence related to foreign developments
2of atomic energy was not issued until April 18, 19h7.

Those who were transferred from the "Manhattan Engineer District"

to the Central Intelligence Group became the Nuclear Energy Group

in the Scientific Branch of the Office of Reports and Estimates on

!March 2b. They were instructed to conduct and coordinate research and

evaluation of nuclear intelligence. They were to prepare estimates

of the capabilities and intentions of foreign countries in the field

of nuclear energy. They were to represent the Director of Central

Intelligence in dealing with the Atomic Energy Commission, to attend

to its needs for intelligence and as it should specify, to be the

point of contact between the Commission and intelligence agencies of

the Government. This was a very large order. How it was fulfilled,

will be discussed in subsequent chapters.
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Action by Congress

The movement to gather the armed services in a system of national

defense carried with it the idea' of a central intelligence agency.

Disaster to men and ships in Pearl Harbor convinced as nothing else
could that all branches of the Government must share their knowledge
of hostile capabilities and intentions completely and with dispatch.

Experience with the British in the Combined Chiefs of Staff and their
Combined Intelligence Committee proved the value of concerted effort.
The American services had to meet the British with their own Joint
Chiefs of Staff and Intelligence Committee. Since the Foreign Office
was closely associated with the British Navy and Army, it was natural
that the Department of State, and the extraordinary agencies of war,
the Foreign Economic Administration and the Office of Strategic
Services too, should participate in the Joint Intelligence Committee
and its working staff. Progress from the cooperation of allied forces
in the field to success under the unified command of Eisenhower gave
impetus toward permanent unification. A flurry of bills in the
committees of Congress endeavored to apply these experiences in reor-
ganizing the means of common defense and providing the future weapons
of national security.

Robert P. Patterson, Under Secretary to Stimson, declared before
the Woodrum Comittee of the House on April 26, 1944 that he was
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"wholeheartedly in favor of consolidating the War Department and the

Navy Departaent into a single department of armed forces." Patterson

had been constantly impressed by the need to eliminate duplication

and conflict in administration. The army and Navy should not com-

pete for the supplies of war. In total war there must be total

mobilization of industry. There must be controls, priorities, alloca-

tions of materials and facilities. All of these complicated matters

required direction. "Cooperation," he said, "is never as good as

command in time of war.

Secretary Forrestal of the Navy also saw the need to reconstruct

the armed services. But there were distinctions to be sturdily

maintained for the Navy, by nature as well as tradition separate from
and rival to the older service. These were as imperative to men of
the Navy as the insistence of the Mlarines upon distinction from the
Navy itself. Forrestal turned for an impartial survey and report to
Ferdinand Eberstadt, a civilian of much experience during the war.

But it was significant that in his letter on June 19, 1945, Forrestal
should ask Eberstadt to answer the question whether the unification
of the War and Navy Departments under a single head would improve
our national security. If not, might there be some other ray?2

Eberstadt's finding, with the aid of many experts, was something
less than unification. There should be three coordinate services,

War, Navy, and Air Force, each with a civilian Secretary in the
President's Cabinet. They should be drawn together with the Secretary

LrI
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of State and the Chairman of the National Security Resources Board

in the National Security Council. Within the jurisdiction of this

Council, and beside the Joint Chiefs of Staff, though separate from

them, there should be a Director and a Central Intelligence agency
1C

reporting to the National Security Council.

It was too soon to be more specific regarding the central

intelligence organization. When Eberstadt made his report to

Forrestal on September 25, 19t5, Donovan's Office of Strategic Services

was just expiring. The Bureau of the Budget and the State Department

were starting their drive to place the foreign intelligence service
(

in the State Department. The Joint Chiefs of Staff were bringing

out again the plan ;hicn nad resulted from tne debate over the

"services" and the "civilian" plans, and had been exposed to public

view in February, amid shouts of "super-spy" and "Gestapo." 2

As the Lovett Committee in the War Department worked over the

proposal of the Joint Chiefs during the fall of 1945, and representa-
C

tives of the Army and Navy maneuvered to keep the Department of

State from taking the central intelligence system, the Senate's

Committee on Military iffairs held hearings upon bills which provided
C

for a single department of armed forces, or military security, or

common defense. The titles varied with the preferences of their

authors. The proposals came to much the same conclusion: there

should be a consolidation of the armed services in one Department of

the Government. In most, there was room for some kind of a federal

intelligence agency. 3

C
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Placement of the Group

The new intelligence organization was not intended to be the

"fourth arm" wnich Donovan had described to General Walter B. Smith

in September, 1943,with a place beside the Army, Navy, and Air

Force, and its head a member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Nor was

it to be Donovan's independent civilian service responsible solely

to the President or to a General Uianager in the Executive Office.

It was not to be the State Department's coordinating committees

under the McCormack plan or some compromise of that plan. It was

to be the President's information service, with a Director responsible

to an Authority camposed of the President's Secretaries and his

personal representative. The task of those who were putting this

organization to work under the President's Directive of January 22, 1946

was not easy, as Congressional committees considered bills for con-

solidating or unifying or coordinating the ground, sea, and air forces

in the National Llilitary Establishment. 1

It was not certain that the Central Intelligence Group would

function as a truly interdepartmental activity at the same time that

its nead, the Director of Central Intelligence, exercised the power

as well as the responsibility which the President intended the

Director to have. The intelligence officers of the services who K

constituted the Intelligence Advisory Board did not respect the position

of the Director of Central Intelligence as a non-voting member of the
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National Intelligence Authority with direct access to the President.

The Advisory Board made this very apparent to General Vandenberg

through the summer and fall of 1946. His successor, Admiral

Hillenkoetter, was to learn it too from his Intelligence Advisory

Comiittee under the National Security Council. 1

The process of change was double. While enduring pressure from

the established services, as it still is, the central intelligence

system was moving also from executive to statutory foundations.

This had been the intention of its creators. There was ample authority

for the Central Intelligence. Group to be a coordinating body as

originally conceived under the constitutional powers of the President.

But he could establish and abandon such an interdepartmental organiza-

tion as he wished. For this reason if no other, it was essential

to transfer the organization to a statutory bas-is; its funds and

properties should be firmly set upon law.. If the organization were

to engage in operations of any sort, it should have continuity and

insurance against the whim of this President or the next. There was

an additional advantage in its establishment by Congress on Capitol

Hill. Tne Central Intelligence Agency would be less open to accusation

as another "Gestapo", an instrument of tyranny in the White House.

The difficulty was to preserve and to improve the President's

organization as it became the creature of Congress. Early bills in

the spring of 1946 provided but loosely for establishing a Central

Intelligence Agency with a Director who might be appointed from either
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civilian or military life. Often the functions of the Agency were

not distinguisned from those of the Director. ::lore time was given

to the Director's salary and to protecting his military privileges

in case he were to come from one of the services than to the powers

which ne might develop while performing the duties and meeting the

responsibilities of his office. As often, there was no clear

delineation of the jurisdictions of the departmental intelligence

agencies in relation to the jurisdiction of the central agency.

Francis Parkman on the Central Planning Staff took considerable pains

writh a critical examination of one of these bills for Admiral Souers.

In this case, a significant omission had been the clause of the

President's Directive providing the right of inspection by the Director

in the intelligence operations of the Departments. 1

Admiral Souers' final report as Director of Central Intelligence

on June 7, 1946 urged legislation by Congress and an independent

budget for the National Intelligence Authority and its Central Intelli-

gence Group, either as a separate agency or as part of the system

of national defense. General Vandenberg's Counsel advised him on

June 13, that the administrative authority of the Group at that time

was "purely a coordination function with no substance or authority

to act on its own responsibility in other than an advisory and

directing capacity."

The Group had no power to take action in regard to personnel,

payrolls, and vouchers, travel, procurement of supplies for itself, or



contracts. It had no independent power to expend vouchered or

unvouchered funds; it wras dependent upon the Departments of State,

ar, and the Navy for its funds and bound by the restrictions

governing them. The Secretary of War, for example, might give the

Director of Central Intelligence unvouchered funds to expend at

nis discretion, "but even so the certification of the voucher would

have to be done by the Secretary." Moreover, the Group was so.

hampered by the Independent Offices Appropriation Act that its funds

from the Departments would practically end within another year.

In short, there would have to be specific appropriations by Congress.

According to the memory of his Counsel, General Vandenberg

asked for the draft of a bill "by tomorrow", much as he called

upon the Chief of the Reports Staff to produce "ORE 1" on the

capabilities and intentions of the Soviet Union over a single weekend.

The draft was forthcoming in due time. It served as the enabling

bill of December, 1916 when the drafting comittee of the Army,

Navy, and the White House came to prepare legislation for the

National Defense Establishment and the National Security Council. 2

The proposal from Vandenberg's Counsel reflected Donovan's

principles and Magruder's reasoning, the purposes of the President's

Directive, experiences in the Office of Strategic Services of the

men who drafted it. It profited too from the difficulties of the

Central Intelligence Group under Souers. Persons skilled in

- intelligence were hard to obtain from the Departments. The collection

of foreign intelligence by separate agencies had proved ineffective.
C
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There ought to be coordination of the work of the several agencies

and centralization of the processes of analyzing, evaluating, and

disseminating the information for the makers of national policy.

There should be provision for other measures in the field of foreign

1
intelligence to defend the nation.

The President would now appoint his personal representative in

the authority with the consent of the Senate as he did the Secretaries

according to the requirements of the Constitution. The Director

was expressly designated the head of the Agency; his duties were not

set apart from those of the agency as they had been from those of
(

the Group in the President's Directive. It was the Agency which

now, under the supervision and direction of the Authority, should

exercise by law the familiar duties of correlating and evaluating

intelligence, making plans for coordination, providing services of

common concern, and performing other functions as directed by the

President or the Authority.

This concept of the Agency was somewhat different from that of

the Group. Persons provided by the Departments constituted the

Group. The Agency, however, would be an institution of itself. The

personnel would hold offices in it; they would not comprise it.

They would be less independent of the Director and by so much, less

representative of the Departments from which they came.
C.

Under the bill proposed for Vandenberg, the Departments were to

retain their own intelligence services, except as relieved of certain

activities by the Agency at the order of the Authority. They were
L
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to make their intelligence freely available to the Agency. They

were to extend to it the use of their facilities and services

and they were to participate in its projects as similarly directed.

Their own intelligence operations were to be open to the Director's

inspection in connection with the planning of the agency. It would

be his duty to protect the sources and methods of intelligence.

It is well to remember that this provision in regard to the protection

of sources originated with the military men during the discussion

of January, 1945. If they were to allow the proposed Director of

Central Intelligence to inspect their intelligence operations, he

was to undertake to safeguard their military operations against

exposure.

The proposal of Vandenberg's Counsel stated that the agency,

like the Group, should have no police powers, no right to subpoena,

no powers or functions of law enforcement, either within or without

the continental limits of the United States. There should be no

ground whatever for suspicion that the United States was setting

up a Gestapo to terrorize the American people. Nor should the

Federal Bureau of Investigation have any cause to worry that its

jurisdiction over internal security would be curtailed. 1

tut of recent experience came the provision that the Agency

should procure, train, and supervise its own employees. The hope

was that in time it would not have to depend upon the assignment of

military and naval personnel for tours of duty in the intelligence

work of the agency. The bill also sought general authority from
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Congress so that the agency night procure services, supplies and

equipment, handle financial matters, transfer funds, pay allowances

and expenses for transportation, and make similar expenditures

unon the certification of the Director. Within appropriations by

Congress, he would be free to employ persons and spend money for

specified purposes, without regard for the Act of Congress regulating

travel and subsistence. He might have expenditures of a confidential

nature accounted for solely upon his certificate as sufficient

voucher. Any part of the act held invalid was not to affect the

rest of it.

This was the measure which Houston, General Counsel of the

Group, and Lay, Secretary of the Authority, took into conference

with Clark M. Clifford, Special Counsel to the President. Lay had

made some verbal changes from his experience in helping with the

construction of the original charters of the authority and the

Group. Clifford, evidently unfamiliar with the details in the Fifth

Directive of the Authority which General Vandenberg had obtained

on July 8, 1946 and the development of the Offices within the Group,

was surprised by the magnitude of its organizations and operations.

He had thought the Group a small activity for coordinating the

intelligence of the Departments and little else. After examining

this bill he remarked that it seemed good to him. It is to be noted

especially that it contained no provision for an Intelligence Advisory

Board composed of the chief intelligence officers from the Army,

the Navy, and the Department of State. The omission was deliberate. 1



The White House Bill

The american press carried dispatches from London, dated

October 4, 1946, announcing that the British Army, -Navy, and Air

Command had been brought together under a Minister of Defense. The

new arrangement would put in his control such inter-service organiza-

tione as the Joint Intelligence Bureau

How much this action in Britain influenced procedure here is

undetermined. There is no question that ihe British decision drew

attention., It. may have accelerated a movement which had been

developing for some time toward a compromise of the opposing plans

of the War and Navy Departments. General Collins had presented

another plan in the fall of 1945 from the Joint Chiefs of Staff, to

place the three coordinate services of Army, Navy, and Air Force

under a Chief of Staff of the Armed Forces uno in turn should be
1

responsible to a Secretary under the President as Conmmander-in-Chief.

In any case, President Truman received and approved a letter,

jointly signed by Secretaries Patterson and Forrestal on January 16, 1947,

announcing that they had agreed to support legislation establishing

a council of national defense, a national security resources board

and a central intelligence agency. The armed services should come

under a secretary of national defense; but each, reorganized as a

department, should have its own secretary. There should then be a
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war council of the secretaries and military heads of the services,

a joint chiefs of staff, and a full-time joint staff 
of the three~

services. The Secretary of National Defense should be vested with

authority under the President to establish common policies and

programs.1

A drafting committee for what may be called the White House

bill consisted of Cnarles S. x.iurphy, Administrative Assistant to
L aurr.

the President, General Norstad for the Army, and Admiral

Forrest Sherman representing the Navy. Their task was to fill in

the details of the act for the National Defense Establishment and

tne National Security Council according to the principles in the

joint letter of the Secretaries. A major concern from the point of

view of the white House, if not the armed services, was the dis- -

position of the National Intelligence Authority and the Central

Intelligence Group operating under the President's Directive. On

January 23, General Vandenberg sat in conference with the drafting

committee and made his views and wishes unmistakable. He was by

that time at the end of his endeavor to work with the Intelligence'

advisory Board and about to request that the Secretaries in the
C

National Intelligence Authority make the Director of Central Intelli-

gence their executive agent. 2

Tne preliminary draft of the White House bill included

practically witnout change the sections on intelligence from a Senate

bill such as Francis Parkman had criticised in Mlay for the Director

C
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w
of Central Intelligence. Having just come to his office on January 20,

i..urphy was nct aware that an enabling bill for the Group had been

discussed with Clifford. Uurphy suggested that it should replace the

proposed sections on intelligence for the initial discussions. This

eliminated most of the suggestions which Vandenberg's legislative

adviser was prepared to offer. But his proposal that mention should

be'made in the declaration of policy with respect. to centralized

intelligence received support from Admiral Sherman. 1

General Vandenberg stated emphatically in this meeting on

January 23 that he was opposed to having the Agency or the Director

participate in the policy-making of the Government. Their function

was to provide the intelligence necessary for the makers of policy.

But he was insistent that the Director should attend the meetings

of the National Security Council. General Norstad offered objections

from the experiences of the Joint Chiefs of Staff with observers.

Admiral Sherman suggested that the Director might normally be

present at the discretion of the Council. In this, Vandenberg con-

curred, and so the matter rested for the time being, with the provision

that the Joint Chiefs might attend sessions of the Council upon the

same terms.

Vandenberg explained his difficulties in going to the authority

with so many problems. It would be worse, he thought, if the

Director were obliged to seek guidance and direction from the much

larger Council contemplated in the bill. He was assured by its
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drafters, however, that the intent of the act would be to have

the Central Intelligence Agency operate independently in large

measure; it would come under the Council's direction only on specific

matters as the Council from time to time might desire. There was

no intention that the Agency should have to ask continually for

approval. Upon this understanding, Vandenberg withdrew his proposal

that, in regard to the administration of the agency, the Director

should receive guidance only from the Secretaries of State and

Defense and the personal representative of the President in the

proposed Council.

Vandenberg closed his remarks before the drafting comittee on

January 23 with the difficulties of clandestine operations. They

must be supported, he said, by legislation which authorized the use

of unvouchered funds. Personnel had to be subject to discharge

upon the merest question of loyalty. Concerning these necessities

there was entire agreement in the committee, and assurance that

provision for them would be included in the bill.1

It was the final sense of the meeting that the Director of

Central Intelligence should report to the proposed Council. Vandenberg

declared that neither the President nor he wanted another agency

"free wheeling" around the Government. But the agency should have

sufficient power to perform its own functions without having to

seek specific approval from the Council for each action. 'It is to

be noted again that no provision was being made within the Agency for

an Intelligence advisory Board representing the Departments. 2
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Tne corrections were submitted to the drafting committee

that same day. On the next, January 25, Vandenberg's legislative

officer, Valter L. Pforzheimer, prepared an additional paragraph

at durphy's suggestion, specifically providing for the dissolution f

of the iuthority and the Group and the transfer of personnel,

property and records from the Group to the Agency; unexpended balances

of the Group should be available and authorized in like manner to

the Agency. And then later on January .25, iaurphy announced that

the drafting committee had decided to omit from the bill all but

the barest mention of the proposed Central Intelligence Agency.

General Norstad and ,Admiral Sherman, after.thinking over the

discussion of January 23 and conferring with their superiors in

the War ard Navy Departments, concluded that the time was not right

for so complete and detailed a proposal as the enabling bill of

the Group. Reasons given to Vandenberg's legislative officer were

that substantive portions of it were too controversial and subject

to attack by other agencies. One can imagine that the omission of

an advisory board composed of intelligence officers from the Depart-

ments was as distasteful to many in the Army and Navy.
C

It was said also that the general authorities which the Group

scught for managing its properties, funds, and expenditures would

invite objections and cause delays in passing the National Security

act. The Group might later justify its requests in .its own bill,

given more time in hearings before the committees of Congress. There

C
S. t U -i
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was indeed point in avoiding argument over detail for the Central

Intelligence Agency as the ambitions of the Marine Corps were being

held in cneck. The enabling measure was good. The act for the

Central Intelligence Agency which eventually became law gained from

the experiences of the next two years.l

The decision to set the enabling act aside was not meant,

however, to stop further suggestion by General Vandenberg and his

advisers in the Group. Admiral Leahy reassured Colonel Wright,

acting in the absence of Vandenberg abroad. Wright therefore requested

that the drafting committee include in the brief section of the

National Security Act allotted to the Central Intelligence Agency

two specific provisions. There should be a Deputy Director. And,

as the President's Directive had made the Director a non-voting

member of the National Intelligence Authority, it seemed proper to

have him placed in a similar relationship with the National Security

Council. Wright urged upon surphy a paragraph to make the Director (

of Central Intelligence on all matters pertaining to national

intelligence ".dvisor to the Council." In this capacity he might

attend the meetings of the Council at its discretion, though taking

no part in its decisions. 2

.iurphy agreed, but Norstad and Sherman overruled him. The

provision for a Deputy Director was too controversial, and so was

that making the Director the Intelligence advisor of the Council.

Those who conferred for the Army and the Navy held that the function

" (



of advising the Council was inherent in the office of the Director.

It was not proper, they said, to provide by law that the head of one

agency subordinate to another should sit in the superior body. As

everyone in the services must know who has attended councils in

the official capacity of technical adviser, there is a difference

between sitting in and sitting with a superior council.

Wright's proposal to 1urphy clearly marked the difference. The

question whether the Director of Central Intelligence was to be

allowed in the same room with the National Security Council was

relatively inconsequential. It was not the presence of nis body but

of his thoughts that should have significance. It is hard to adapt

to this situation the historic fear of alexander Hamilton's per-

sonality which is said to have gripped the First Congress when it

forbad him to appear in person and argue for -his financial measures

as Secretary of the Treasury. The idea that the Director should

advise and recommend to the Council persisted. Though cast some-

what differently, it reappeared in the Senate bill which became

the National Security Act of 1917. 1

Colonel Wright and his advisers were not to be stopped by

adverse opinion in the Army and Navy. Lurphy's feelings would not

be hurt, he said, if they took the matter to the White House. This

Wright did in a memorandum to Clifford, Special Counsel to the

President, on January 28, 1947. What Clifford replied is not in
available records. But the bill released to the press from the White

House, February 26, was terse and conclusive. 2
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It stated that there should be under the National Security

Council a Central Intelligence agency with a Director of Central

Intelligence at the head, to be appointed by the President. The

Director should receive $14,000 a year; if a military person, his

perquisites, privileges, and benefits should be safeguarded. When

he took office, the functions of the .National Intelligence Authority

would be transferred to the National Security Council. The authority

would cease. to exist. The functions of the Director of Central

Intelligence, and the functions, personnel, property, and records

of the Central Intelligence Group would be transferred respectively

to the Director of Central Intelligence and to the Central Intelli-

gence Agency. The Group would cease to exist. Its unexpended

balances and other monies available .or authorized should be available

to the Agency and authorized in like manner.

This was all that the bill from the White House did say. In

its brevity, however, one statement was complete. Unlike the pro-

posal from Vandenberg's Counsel and the eventual Act of Congress,

the White House bill kept the functions of the Agency distinct from

those of the Director of Central Intelligence. The separation does

not appear to have been inadvertent. It recorded the meaning of

the. President's Directive of January 22, 1946 as interpreted by both

Admiral Souers and General Vandenberg. It had bearing upon the

subsequent controversy over powers inherent in the expressed duties

and responsibilities of the Director of Central Intelligence and

upon the question whether the Agency were an interdepartmental activity

or an independent instrument of government. 1
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Hearings

President Truman sent the bill for the National Defense

Establishment to Congress on February 26, 1947. There followed

a parade of ranking officers and officials before the Senate's

Comaittee on the Armed Services and the Committee of the House of

Representatives on Expenditures in the Executive Departments.

Secretaries Patterson and Forrestal, Generals Eisenhower and Spaatz,

Admirals Nimitz and King, General Vandegrift of the Marines, made

prepared statements and answered questions. General Norstad and

admiral Sherman spoke as members of the drafting committee.

Vannevar Bush and William J. Donovan offered testimony from their

experiences during the war. Representatives of veterans and reserve

officers appeared before the committees. There were remarks too

from officeholders and private citizens who asked to be heard.

Major attention of course centered upon the proposed merger of

the armed forces, the authority of the Secretary of Defense, and

the National Security Council. But there was accompanying interest

in the plan for the Central Intelligence AIgency. This grew more

intense as representatives of the armed services sought to restrict

its operations and certain Congressmen looked into the bill for

evidence that the President might be able to turn the a-ency into

a Gestapo.

Representatives of the Central Intelligence Group, it is to 
be

said, exploited the word at appropriate moments to entrench the
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idea that Gestapo was one thing which the Agency would not be. It

would have no police power, no right to subpoena, no authority of

law enforcement, no functions pertaining to the internal security of

the nation. These marked the secret police of a totalitarian state

tyrannizing its own people. ~ithout them, the Group and its successor,

the Central Intelligence Agency, were instruments of espionage,

counterespionage, and even subversive practices against other countries,

but not against their own.1

The questioning of admiral Sherman on April 1 by Senators Tydings,

Byrd, and Saltonstall, with General Vandenberg present, brought to

light political if not legal weakness in attempting to perpetuate

the President's Directive of January 22, 1946 by Act of Congress with-

out expressly stipulating the functions of the Group which should

become those of the Agency. There was a seeming void, even though

the provisions of the Directive and its limitations would be incor-

porated by reference in the Act of Congress. To those who were not

familiar with the President's letter to nis Secretaries, and the

subsequent directives of the National Intelligence Authority, the

silence of the Act of Congress on the functions of the new Agency and

the Director of Central Intelligence was forbidding. The President

might arrogate to himself unforeseen power. Representative Clarence-

J. Brown of Ohio expressed this fear completely on June 12, 1947 to

Walter L. Pforzheimer, legislative counsel of the Group. There was -

no guarantee that the enabling bill might later be sent to Congress;

r



the Administration, said Brown, might conveniently forget to do so.

Safeguards should be written into the Act of Congress with the

delineation of the agency's function.

Under these circumstances Vandenberg's staff took care to give

proper tone to his statement before the committees of Congress. He

went straight to the political issue and thence through all doubts

and misgivings to the inevitable conclusion that the United States

should never be caught again as at Pearl Harbor without an effective

central intelligence organization.

General Vandenberg's first point was that ever since the President's

Directive of January 22, 1946 his predecessor, Admiral Souers, and

he had been looking to the time when they could obtain permanent status

for the Central Intelligence Group by Act of Congress. There must

be a permanent system. The oceans had shrunk until Europe and Asia

were as close as Canada and Mexico. The interests, intentions and

capabilities of the nations on those land masses must be known to

our national policy-makers if we were to be forewarned against aggres-

sion in an era of atomic warfare. Those who felt that there was

something un-American about espionage should realize that all intelli-

gence was not sinister. Fully eighty percent of it came from the

great open sources of information. Before the attack upon Pearl Harbor,

these had not been properly utilized. Since then many intelligence

agencies had sprung up. It was fashionable for the Departments and

services of the Government to engage in collecting intelligence. But

it was not adequately coordinated, analyzed and disseminated.
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There was need for one central organization to perform those

functions for the benefit of all. This the Central Intelligence Group

was endeavoring to accomplish without injury to the legitimate activities

of the several Departments and their agencies. With a final survey

of the functions of the Director of Central Intelligence and the

operations of the Group, Vandenberg put the President's Directive of

January 22, 1946 into the record and urged.upon Congress adoption of

the bill. The understanding would be that enabling legislation for

the Agency should follow in due course.1

It was an effective presentation of the Central Intelligence

Group as the beginning of a permanent system of national intelligence

for times of peace as well as war. But it was not satisfying to .all

elements in Congress. It did not convince the members of the armed

services who believed that the central organization duplicated their

work And usurped functions properly belonging to them. There was

difficulty in getting through Congress the provision in the President's

Directive that the Director should perform "services of common con-

cern" for the departmental agencies, particularly with regard to the

collection of intelligence. Representative Brown and others would

not be content until the duties of the Central Intelligence Agency

under the National Security Council were stipulated in the Act. There

was much discussion in committees, on the air, and in the press about

the danger in having a military head of the Agency.
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Representative James W. Wadsworth of New Zork remarked in the

House Committee on April 29 that the bill evidently anticipated the

appointment of military men as Directors of Central Intelligence.

This he thought unwise. Secretary Patterson replied that the appoint-

ment was discretionary; special provisions had to be included, he

said, in case military men should be selected. To date the Directors

had come from the Navy and the Army. It would be unwise, he maintained,

to exclude from the post such men of experience with foreign intelli-

gence.

This was not the usual approach to the question whether civilians

should be Directors of Central Intelligence. All of them had been

military or naval officers. Though an eminent lawyer, William J.

Donovan was also an outstanding soldier; however versatile,. he was

hardly to be considered a civilian in the sense which the question

implied. Admiral Souers was a civilian inasmuch as the Navy was not

his profession; but he had acquired his experience in intelligence as

a reserve offican No one had come to the post from a career in the

Department of State.

The issue was raised again with General Eisenhower on May 7, 1947.

Representative Fred E. Busbey of Tllinois asked if it would not be

better to have a permanent civilian head of the Central Intelligence

Group than the succession of military and naval officers. Admiral

Hillankoetter had just succeeded General Vandenberg as Director of

Central Intelligence. Eisenhower, who as Chief of Staff of the Army

E
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had requested the return of Vandenberg to eventual command of the

air Force, gave his candid opinion that frequent change was wrong.

They should leave a Director in office for three years, he said,

unless there was an emergency or some necessity for a change. To

Representative John W. McCormack of Massachusetts on the following

day, Eisenhower elaborated the point. The position required a man

with considerable training in intelligence. If they could obtain the

right civilian, he would be content to keep the civilian in office

indefinitely and provide him with technical assistance. He agreed
1

that they should have greater stability.

Senator Leverett Saltonstall of Massachusetts was willing at one

time to go so far as to have a properly qualified civilian hold the

office of Director of Central Intelligence for life "just like .r.

Hoover of the F.B.I." Allen W. Dulles took a similar position later

in an executive session of the House Committee. General Donovan and

his Assistant Director in the Office of Strategic Services, Charles S.

Cheston, stressed their familiar principles. The Director must be

a civilian. He ought to have an independent budget. He should

report to no committee or council but to an individual, such as the

Secretary of Defense. 2

On this last point Donovan's opinion was fixed. The Director of

Central Intelligence should be responsible immediately to the President

or his representative. Donovan did not like the idea of a National

Security Council over the Director any more than he had favored the

National Intelligence Authority. The fact that the State Department

(
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might be handicapped if the Director. reported only to the Secretary

of Defense did not appear to disturb Cheston and Donovan. General

Vandenberg, however, pointed out that the Central Intelligence Agency

would not be the sole intelligence agency. If it were, it might be

made responsible exclusively to the Department of Defense. But so

long as it was to be the central organization among departmental agencies,

and Vandenberg believed that it should,. its Director ought to be

responsible to a council which represented those agencies as well as

governed the central activities.1

Admiral Hillenkoetter was influenced by the views of Donovan and

Cheston to agree that if he were offered the position as Director at

the head of the new Central Intelligence Agency, he would accept it as

a career. With that idea in mind his Counsel prepared an amendmert to

the bill which would give Admiral Hillenkoetter the post for fourteen

years. But nothing was done about it. Upon reflection, it seemed

preferable to leave the choice of the Director from military or

civilian life to the President with the consent of the Senate, just as

he appointed his Cabinet. He should have a free hand with regard to the

tenure of the Office. 2

It had originated as a personal instrument of President Truman.

He enjoyed calling Admirals Leahy and Souers his snoopers. The Group

was his personal information service. The Director of Centrai

Intelligence had duties and responsibilities quite different from those

assigned to the head of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Though
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the Director of Central Intelligence did not actually make policy,

he came close to doing so as personal appointee and adviser to the

President on matters of intelligence. This vr.s characteristic of tne

office during Hillenkoetter's administration and the two years of

General Smith's tenure. Though formally responsible to the National

Security Council, the Director of Central Intelligence had ready

access to the White House and talked often with the President himself.

The possibilities in this fact were not lost upon the intelligence

officers of the armed services and their superiors in the Departments. 1

The jrmy's intelligence service did not want the Director of

Central Intelligence to have charge of collection. The opposition

shown in the conflict between Vandenberg and- his Advisory Board

appeared again before the House Committee. Representative Wadsworth

remarked, as they questioned General-Vandenberg in executive session,

that collection would be one of their main issues. Witnesses for

the Military Intelligence Service opposed even clandestine collection

by the central agency. It should be restricted to coordinating tk

work of the departmental intelligence agencies, and to evaluating

and disseminating the materials which they purveyed to it. It might

engage in some research as a "service of common concern" to the

departmental agencies. It should not interpret its functions to include

the right of independent, least of all, exclusive collection. 2

One of these witnesses for "G-2", Peter Vischer, would go so far

as to deny the Agency the powers which the Director possessed under
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the President's Directive to perform services. of common concern and

other functions that the President and the National Intelligence

Authority should designate. Vischer would retain the provision that

the Director should plan for coordinating the activities of the intelli-

gence agencies of the Departments. There was nothing wrong with it,

he said; he knew, because he himself had written it. He worked with

Souers, riontague, Lay, and others on the draft of the First Directive

of the National Intelligence Authority.

Vischer then gave nis version of the Fifth Directive. The

Authority had no right to surrender the function of clandestine

collection to the Director of Central Intelligence. Representative

Judd punctured this statement. It was not "surrender"; it was "delega-

tion" of the power to act for the Authority. The Secretaries and

Admiral Leahy could take it back anytime. Vischer asserted that the

Secretary of War had agreed before he asked "G-2," who had objected.

The implication was that Secretary Patterson at least had exceeded

the proprieties. But the answer to Vischer was obviously that, through

the chain of command, General Chamberlin, Assistant Chief of Staff,

G-2, received instructions from, he did not give them to the Secretary

of War. C

Viscner's further remark was that "G-2" was saying only the

other day his orders were "that this thing should be abolished," and

those were his orders "until some higher power, perhaps the Congress,"

changed them. Representative Wadsworth closed this phase of Vischer's
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testimony with the comment: "I think it fair to say that perhaps you
(

have given an impartial explanation of what happened." Possibly the

tone of Wadsworth's voice hardened on the word "perhaps."1

Brigadier General H. Kroner then testified against collection
C

by the Agency. It would be unwise to empower the igency to "over-

burden itself with operations," especially collection, however "romantic"

and interesting to those who engaged in it. The Agency, he said,

should keep to its "main strategic mission," the production of

"evaluated information." Kroner, a former chief of the Military

Intelligence Service, gave additional testimony which indicated that

the Agency might not be able to produce such complete and comprehensive

information for the policy-makers, if the Army continued as it had

during the war. He explained with evident satisfaction how a strategic

intelligence service of the Army had been set upon so high a level of

"privacy" that its findings were known only to the War Department,

the Department of State and the President. A subsequent witness,

Admiral Inglis, vouched for this on behalf of the Navy. It had stumbled

upon this strategic service of the army by accident and against the

wishes of the Army. The information was never made available to the

Navy.2

The army was operating the exclusive service, we should note,

at the same time that General Liarshall and Admiral King were trying

to bring their intelligence agencies together and to work with the

Office of Strategic Services througn the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The
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failure of these agencies to cooperate effectively with one another

during the war was very much in the minds of the House Committee and

the witnesses before it in the spring of 1947.1

On the one hand were the spokesmen for "G-2" who wished to avoid

in the future the distressing relationship which had existed between

the .Office of Strategic Services and the intelligence agencies of the

armed services. They would do this by confining the new Central

Intelligence Agency and the Director strictly to the business of

coordinating the work of the agencies and of evaluating the intelligence

which they chose to release to the central body. On the otner hand

were General Vandenberg, Allen i. Dulles, and Admiral Inglis who

testified that experience had proved that the armed services should

leave the collection of secret intelligence to one central organization

holding its officers and their informants closely in hand. It should

receive all other information essential to. evaluating and disseminating

the finished product for the policy-makers in the Departments and

appropriate councils of the Government.2

Vandenberg explained the weaknesses in the system of contracts

which had been used by the Army for collecting secret intelligence.

It was inadequate. It was too easily penetrated by the enemy's agents.

But he understood as well why the intelligence officers of the armed

services were so averse to giving top secrets to men in another service.

Ti.eir discretion could not be assured by court-martial, if necessary.

Vandenberg hoped that in a few yars the "flow of information" would
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be established, as the Army, Navy, and Department of State accepted

the Central Intelligence Agency into the system of national defense.

The thought seems to have been that the departmental agencies would

become more interested in filling the central pool of intelligence

than in guarding the sources of their information and keeping their

operations to themselves.)

The opinions of Vandenberg and his associates had greater weight

in the committees of Congress than those of the spokesmen for "G-2."

Representative Brown agreed that the Agency ought to have charge of,.

clandestine collection. Representatives Wadsworth and anasco were

particularly impressed that the British were moving, with their Joint

Intelligence Board for services of common usefulness, toward centralized

intelligence as the American agencies appeared to be withdrawing from

it. When the section of the unification bill on the Central Intelli-

gence Agency came finally to enactment in July, 1947, it contained

the provisions of the President's Directive of January 22, 1946 that

the Aency should perform "services of common concern" for the Depart-

ments and such other functions related to intelligence as the national

Security Council should from time to time direct. 2

Representative Brown's insistence throughout the hearings accom-

plished its purpose. Congress abandoned the device of incorporating

the President's Directive by reference. Instead, the National Security

nct contained specific statements regarding the functions of the new

Agency. These came into the Senate bill as amendments by the House
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Committee; they were known as the Hoffman-Norstad amendments largely

because Representative Hoffman was chairman of the committee and

General Norstad's assistants appear to have written them. They were

modeled upon the provisions in the enabling bill from the Counsel's

office in the Group. But there were changes from that measure, and

from the President's Directive itself, which are to be closely examined

in the light of Vandenberg's experiences as Director of Central
(Intelligence. They may serve as guides for appraising Admiral

Hill enkoetter's difficulties.

C

C

C
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iv

Specifications

The National Security Act became law with President Tuaman's

approval on July 26, 1947. Its declared intent was to unify direction

of the separate military departments under civilian control. The

principal assistant of the President in all matters relating to the

national security was to be the Secretary of Defense. He should

establish general policies and exercise general direction. He should

eliminate unnecessary duplication and overlapping; he should supervise

and coordinate the budget estimates of the Departments and agencies

in the National Military Establishment. He was to sit with the (

Secretary of State and other Secretaries and appointees of the President

in the National Security Council where all domestic, fbreign, and

military policies relating to the national security should be integrated

for advice to the President.

Under the direction of this extraordiary body for madng high

policy, there was placed a Central Intelligence Agency headed by a

Director of Central Intelligence to be appointed from either military

or civil life by the President with the advice and consent of the Senate.
The Secretary of Defense and the Director of Central Intelligence, by

reason of their mutual cocern with matters "relating to the national se
curity" and the armed services, were to have a particular relationship

that was not fully enbodied in the Act of Congress. James Porrestal who
became the first Secretary of Defense thought of the Agency as second

amm(
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only to the Council among the essentials of the National Security Act.

The need for the Agency, he said, "should be obvious to all of us."1

The Central Intelligence Agency, ahdr istred by the Director

of Central Intelligence, had the duty to perform stipulated functions

as directed by the National Security Council, for the express purpose

of "coordinating the intelligence activities of the several Government

departments and agencies in the interest of national security." This

final clause in the declaration of purpose is so oftea stated, and

so easily taken for granted, that its import may be overlooked. The

unity of the purpose is mandatory. National security is not divisible.

It is not subject to individual dis cretion, nor pliable under depart-

mental interpretation. It is not to be jeopardized by professional

jealousies and competition. The armed services and civil agencies

are not to war upon one another. Some had behaved during the war-

it was said# as though the others were greater enemies than the

Japanese and Germans.

The National Security Act gave the Central Intelligence Agency

a wider field of recommendation and advice to the makers of national

policy than the Director and the Group had been assigned under the

Presidentfs Directive of January 22, 1946. The Directive authorized

recommendations of over-all policies and objectives" to accomplish

the "national intelligence mission." The Act made it the duty of

the Agency to advise the Security Council in matters concerning the

"intelligence activities" of the Departments and Agencieg related to
"national security." The term "national security" is larger than
"national intelligence mission."

VIII rE
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Uoreover, the power to advise the Council was distinguished

and strengthened by separation in the Act from the power to make

recommendations for the "coordination" of those departmental "intelli-

gence activities." The Director of Central Intelligence, at the

head of the Agency, now had clearer authorization to take the

initiative in suggesting "intelligence activities" for the Departments

and Agencies of the Government. It was conceivable that he might

recommend activities for one that would not be "coordinated" with

those of another. He might propose, for example, that the Atomic

Energy Commission provide intelligence which should be withheld from

".coordination" at every level below that of the President and his

closest advisers in the National Security Council.l

The new Agency received the Group's functions of correlating,

evaluating, and disseminating intelligence within the Government. The'

Departments and other agencies should continue to collect, evaluate,

correlate, and disseminate their own intelligence. That there should

be no further misunderstanding or misgiving on this score, the word

"departmental" was inserted in the text. With this statement came

the failiar proviso that the Agency should have no "police, subpoena,

law-enforcement powers, or internal-security functions," to allay

the fear that the President and his Director of Central Intelligence

might turn the Agency into an American Gestapo. It also assured the

Federal Bureau of Investigation again that it would have no interference

from the Agency in checking subversive persons and practices within

the country. 2
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Another proviso in the same section continued the responsibility

of the Director of Central Intelligence for protecting the sources

and methods of intelligence from unauthorized disclosure. Whether

this gave him authority in other intelligence services than the

A.gency was not made clear in the text. The presumption is fair that

there was no longer any intention, if there.ever had been, to extend

the Director's surveillance into other agencies. It was logical to

do so and in fact it might be necessary, if he really were to protect

the sources and methods of intelligence. But the view that there was

no such intention is supported by the restrictions which Congress now

placed upon the Director's right of inspection.

The right of the Director to inspect the operations of the

departmental intelligence agencies in connection with his planning

had originated under the requirement that in exercising the right,

'the Director must protect sources and methods with direct and important

bearing upon military operations. The right to inspect and the duty

to protect, however, had been separated as they came into the (

President's Directive. The statement of the duty no longer referred

expressly to military operations; it stipulated that the Director

should be responsible for "fully" protecting intelligence sources and

methods. 1

From one point of. view, this change enlarged the Director's

opportunity as well as his responsibility. But from another, the

removal of the specification with regard to military operations, taken
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with the separation of the duty to protect from the right to

inspect, weakened both functions; it laid them open to adverse

interpretation by those who did not wish to have the Director of

Central Intelligence wield so much power. Neither Admiral Souers

nor General Vandenberg used the right of inspection. They had trouble

enough in getting the Departments to send the product of their

intelligence activities to the Central Intelligence Group without

antagonizing them by probing into their operations.

The Act of Congress restricted the right of inspection to the

product of the departmental agencies. Only their intelligence relating

to the national security should be "open to the inspection" of the

Director of Central Intelligence. And to make doubly certain that

he should not hamper the Federal Bureau of Investigation, "such

information" would be made available to him by the Bureau only

upon "written request" to its Director. The intelligence services

of the Government were still to supply their information to the

(Central Intelligence Agency for correlation, evaluation, and dis-

semination to the proper authorities and policy-makers of the

Government in the interest of national security. There were no pro-

visions in the Act for priorities and other facilities to assure

delivery of the departmental intelligence to the Central Intelligence

Agency. 1

The Director of Central Intelligence received a special grant
from Congress with regard to his subordinates in the Agency. The

C
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requirements of the Civil Service, while protecting the rights of

the Government's employees, made it difficult for the administrative

heads of offices to remove persons who were incompetent, improperly

placed, or in some cases even menacing to the public interest, with-

out causing delay and attracting attention. In such an organization

as the Central Intelligence Agency the results could be disastrous.

General Vandenberg had explained his need in secret operations to

remove any officer or employee who might be under no more than the

suspicion of disloyalty. Representative Manasco put into the act

the measure which had been prepared by the Legislative Counsel of

the Group. The Director was empowered, in his discretion, to terminate

employment in the agency'without affecting the right of the persons
. 1

concerned to employment elsewhere in the Government.

Congress gave the igency the much discussed function of performing

for the benefit of existing intelligence agencies "such additional

services of common concern" as could be accomplished more efficiently

by the central organization. The National Security Council should

determine what services were in that category and when they should

be turned over to the Central Intelligence Agency.. After the hearings

before the committees of the Senate and the House of Representatives

in which the problem of collecting intelligence, both overt end secret,

was a major issue, there could be no doubt that Congress intended

the agency to have the right of, collection notwithstanoing objections

from tne Army.
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Any thought that Congress compromised the right of the Agency,

by failing to state the right in so many words, is mistaken. The

compromise lay in the choice of words and not in the intent of Congress

to put the essential authority into the phrase "comon concern."

Congress avoided publicity for the institution by clothing it with

the phrase. The collection of intelligence is a service of common

usefulness, especially in its clandestine aspects. It should be

under cover to be successful. 1

The Fifth Directive of the old National Intelligence Authority,

subject to the control of the new National Security Council, had been

validated by Congress. General Vandenberg was entitled to satisfaction

with the outcome. Generals Donovan and Magruder too had reason to be

gratified. Their pioneering in these fields of intelligence had been

accepted for the permanent organization of the national system of

intelligence. Clandestine collection was included with research

and analysis as essential, even though they were not exclusive, functions

of the Central Intelligence Agency. 2

There is less certainty with regard to the stipulation in the

ict, carried over from the President's Directive, that the Agency

should perform "such other functions and duties related to intelligence

affecting the national security" as the National Security Council

might from time to time direct. There is no question that the provision

was put in the Act, as it was in the Directive, to allow flexibility

and enlargement within the bounds of original intent and of reasonable
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interpretation in the light of experience. But the executive

discretion of the National Intelligence authority under the President's

Directive was a different thing from the legislative authorization

of the National Security Council by the Act of Congress.

The President might expand, limit, suspend or'revoke at any time

the duties and responsibilities of the Director and the Group under

his directive. He might interpret his own order as he himself saw

fit. The provisions in the Act of Congress could be altered only

by the process of amendment or repeal; they required the change of

not one mind but many minds. Meanwhile, the interpretation of the

law was not to be had so much from those who administered it as from

those who made the law. Congress could establish standards and fields

of operation for other instruments of government. It could not

delegate its own legislative power to any other .branch or institution.

These considerations must enter into any discussion of the authority

which Congress gave to the President and the Niational Security Council

over the Director of Central Intelligence and the Agency of which he

was made the head.

From one point of view, Congress itself had distinguished the

provision with regard to "other functions and duties" from the four

preceding it. in the same section of the Act. They pertained to the

intelligence activities of the departments and of the central agency

(as such; it was concerned with matters which were merely "related to

intelligence affecting the national security." This was a loose term

C
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which not only supported the inclusion of clandestine collection and

research and analysis among the duties of the Agency as "services of-

common concern"; it gave room for the "unorthodox warfare" which

General Donovan believed essential to a fully developed system of

intelligence. The Council might direct the Agency from time to time

to engage in psychological activities, economic manipulation, sabotage

and subversion, paramilitary actions, and covert operations generally,

so long as they produced some intelligence "affecting the national

security." The Council therefore should exercise more guidance over

the Director and the Agency in such operations than in purely

"intelligence activities." It was this expansive interpretation which

prevailed in the Council when it came to establishing the Office of

Policy Coordination in the Agency and the Psychological Strategy

Board.

An opposing interpretation was built upon the same premise that

Congress had distinguished "other functions and duties" from the

"intelligence activities" of the Departments and the Agency. This

interpretation maintained, however, that Congress had not delegated

to the Council the legislative function of defining the tam "national

security." If the Director or the Council or any other administrative

body had the power to do so, there would be practically no limitation

upon the "functions and duties" which could be assigned to the Agency

short of organized warfare. Almost every action produced intelligence

of a sort. According to this view, the intent of Congress must be



examined before assuming that the National Security Council had

authority to direct the Agency to undertake other functions and duties

than those enich were clearly indicated in the Act. The key to the

mind of Congress would be quickly found when the Director of Central

Intelligence went to Congress for the necessary appropriation. There

would be no doubt then whether those in control of Congress intended

that the agency should engage in a particular activity.1

The National Security Act placed the Director of Central

Intelligence in a different legal relationship with the President and

his Secretaries. The Director was no longer head of a Group drawn

from the several Departments by order of the President. The Director

was to be head of an independent agency in the Federal Government,

having its own personnel, property, and records when those of the

Central Intelligence Group were transferred to the Central Intelligence

Agency as the Group ceased to exist. The duties and responsibilities

of the Director were no longer subject to change solely at the pleasure

of the President. They were designated and established now in organic

legislation by Congress. The President could not, of his own volition,
abolish the office nor reduce the functions of the Director, though
he might possibly increase them. Here enters again the question

whether Congress gave the President, his Secretaries, and other

appointees in the National Security Council expansive power by stipu-
lating that the agency should perform "other functions and duties"
as the Council might from time to. time direct.
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But regardless of its legal aspects, the relationship between

the Director of Central Intelligence and the President, for all

practical purposes, remained the same. The President still could dis-

miss the Director if he did not like him or the way in which he conducted

his office. The power of the Council to direct the Agency had no

authorization from Congress that was independent of the President's

authority. The Council was advisory to him. He could reject as

readily as accept its advice. If he had time and inclination, the

President could maintain full control over the Director and his

administration of the agency. It would continue to be his personal

information service at the center of the Government, no matter how

much the departmental intelligence agencies might prefer to have it

elsewhere.

To their displeasure a feature of the President's Directive

creating the Group was notably missing from the National Security Act.

It made no provision for the Intelligence Advisory Board. General

Vandenberg had found the Board a source of obstruction and delay

rather than of constructive advice from the departmental chiefs of

intelligence. The institution had been deliberately omitted from the

enabling measure of the Group and from the binite House bill. In its

place, the Act of Congress authorized the Director of Central Intelli-

gence to appoint an advisory committee and to employ part-time

advisory personnel as he deemed necessary in carrying out nis functions

and those of the Agency. The intelligence officers of the armed
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services, however, would not believe that the Intelligence Advisory

Board had been destroyed. The Act did not forbid such an interdepart-

mental board as they desired. They were determined to make the first

directive from the National Security Council to the Agency establish
-1

it.

C
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The Enabling Measure

Opposition to the Central Intelligence Agency subsided notice-

ably in Congress once the National Security Act had passed. The

expectation was that the Agency would present its enabling bill in

the next session to supply the details which had been omitted from

the Act. The bill would take its place on the legislative calendar.

It would suffer the postponements and obstructions to be expected in

partisan maneuvering over appropriations. But it eventually would

become law. In the meantime the members of the outgoing National

Intelligence Authority notified the Comptroller General that they

had authorized the Director of Central Intelligence to administer

.for another year the "working fund" provided by the Departments of

State, War, and the Navy. The General Accounting Office continued

with the Agency the understanding which had governed its relations

with the Group. The Agency was to conform as nearly as possible to

normal procedures until further legislation by Congress should make

exceptions fitting the special needs of the Agency. It was clear to

every one concerned that the Group could not have been in operation

at all without the cooperation of the Comptroller General and the

General Accounting Office. 1

Uncertainties were at a minimum with regard to the vouchered

funds which had been earmarked by the committees of Congress for the

Group and put in the "working fund." The Treasury Department and

C



the Bureau of the Budget, as well as the Authority, had approved the
arrangement. Auditors from the General Accounting Office, especially
assigned for the purpose, examined vouchered expenditures within the
Group. The problem was to handle unvouchered funds properly. They
must be kept secret; even the provision for them by Congress should
not be known. The Director had "Special Funds' officers" personally
responsible to him for their administration. His certification took
the place of itemized vouchers to show that they had been properly
expended. and yet there ought to be an external control of some
sort over unvouchered funds. It was not sound practice in accounting
to let the man who authorized an expenditure validate also the
legitimacy of the expenditure.

The law officers of the Agency conferred with representatives
of the Bureau of the Budget and the Comptroller General to find the
correct formula for expressing in the statute the practices of
budgeting and accounting which should be employed. Mr. Lindsay arren,
Comptroller General, although fully appreciating the necessity of
special procedures for the Agency, could not personally approve so
sweeping a delegation of authority as that of the right of the
Director to account for secret expenditures solely on his certification.
Warren was willing that unvouchered funds which the National Security
Council approved should be exempt from the normal restrictions upon
expenditure. But the Bureau of the Budget held that such approval
in advance was more properly the function of the Director of the
Budget. To this the Comptroller agreed and the proposal went to
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Congress. The Senate's conittee, however, thought otnerwise and

exempted the agency from any control by the Bureau of the Budget

over the amount of the expenditures which should be unvouchered.

It did seem more a function of accounting after an expenditure than

of budgeting an amount before its disbursement. The House of

Representatives failed to pass the measure in that session. It was

necessary for the Secretaries to extend the "working fund" of the
1

Agency for a second year.

Tne events in the spring of 1948 which caused so much tension

in the State Department, the National Security Council, and the

Agency over psychological warfare against Comaunists around the world

apparently had no effects upon the enabling measure in Congress.

The war scare stirred by General Clay, the Italian election, the

Berlin blockade and airlift, even "Bogota," did not speed the

legislative process. Representative Brown talked of investigating

the Agency and altering the National Security Act, but nothing came of

his threats except publicity for the agency. The enabling measure

remained in committee until the last days of the session, and tnen

there was no time left to do anything about it. The approaching

national conventions may have caused some distraction among Congress-

men wondering whether Dewvey were going to be the next President.

The story that the radical Congressman from New York, Miarcantonio,

stopped the measure is interesting for itself. But iarcantonio was
not responsible for defeating the agency's enabling bill in the
session of 19h8. 2



Marcantonio's accomplishment was to attract attention to a

provision in the measure that an officer or employee of the Agency

might be assigned for special instruction by labor associations.

The Congressman from New York, looking for something to criticise,

concluded that the Agency was trying to bore into the labor unions,

and he so informed an official of the Congress of Industrial Organiza-

tions. This officer called the General Counsel of the Agency to

inquire if it were true. He said that he was not alarmed; he would

just like to know. Mr. Houston replied that if the Agency were

trying to penetrate "CIO", it certainly would not go about the business

in that way. Both laughed over the telephone and agreed that if the

Agency might wish to have labor organizations cooperate with it, the

Congress of Industrial Organizations should be quite pleased.

The enabling bill had to go over to the next session of Congress,

but at last the procrastination and interruption which are custcmay

in the legislative process did not interfere. The Comptroller General

again withheld his personal objection to granting the Director of

Central Intelligence blanket authority over unvouchered funds. The

"CIA Act of 19492 became law with President Truman's approval on

June 20.2 '

The National Security Act of 1947 was amended in the same

session to alter the National Security Council as the Department of

Defense took the place of the National Military Establishment.. The.

Secretary of Defense was no longer "principal assistant" to the
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President in all matters relating to the national security, but

simply in matters concerning the Deps.rtment of Defense. The

Secretary of State was restored to his traditional leadership in the

Executive Branch under the President. Truman had never interpreted (

the Act of 1947 otherwise. The Secretaries of the Army, the Navy,

and the Air Force were removed from the Council and the Vice President

given a place. There were no. material changes from the act of 1947 (

with regard to the duties of the Director of Central Intelligence

or the functions of the Agency under the direction of the National
1

Security Council.

By separate act of Congress, the Central Intelligence Agency

now had full authorization for procurement of supplies, services,

ana otner facilities. The Director of Central -Intelligence and nis

designated subordinates could negotiate purchases and make contracts

without advertising their purposes. Expenditures could be made on

education and training, travel by employees, shipments of their

housenold effects, and related matters. The Agency was granted the

extraordinary. authority to approve the entry into the United States

of certain aliens and their families, without regard to other laws.

In these admissions, however, the Attorney General and the Comissioner

of Imigration were to concur. The number of persons was limited to

one hundred a year. The Agency might employ three outstanding men

in the scientific field of foreign intelligence.

C,
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A general authority allowed the financing of the Agency's

affairs by interdepartmental transfers of appropriations to and from

the Agency, notwithstanding other legislation which would interfere.

In lieu of annual appropriations for specific categories of expenditures

the Agency was given a general authority for those purposes. The

list included some items which made other agencies. of the Government

envious and critical, tut unable to do more than complain of the

Agency's intrusion into their domains.

Finally, the "CIA Act of 1949" contained in its section 10(b),

the statement that expenditures upon "objects of a confidential,

extraordinary, or emergency nature" were- to be accounted for "solely

on the certificate of the Director." So far as can be determined

from the statement itself, the power was absolute. But no one, least

of all the Director of Central Intelligence, thought so. The under-

standing in the committees of Congress, the Bureau of the Budget,

the Office of the Comptroller General, and the Agency was that so

great power was overshadowed by the even greater responsibility

attendant upon it. The Director was to certify only those expenditures

from unvouchered funds which applied to the unique purposes

of the Central Intelligence Agency.

The limitation which Congress placed upon the Director of Central

Intelligence was well expressed by an exchange of letters between

general Smith as Director and ILr. arren as Comptroller General in

the fall of 1951. Congress preferred to hold tne Director of Central
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Intelligence singly and solely responsible for the proper use of

public money for clandestine purposes, but to hold him responsible

in close relationship with the watch-dog over appropriations, the

Comptroller General. Smith asked if he might be authorized under

the extraordinary powers granted by Congress, by his freedom froa

statutory controls over expenditure and accounting, to raise the

pay of the agency's employees retroactively. 7larren answered that he

was certain the sponsors of the Act in Congress had not contemplated

use of the "broad authority" of the Agency in dsregard of control

with respect to "normal administrative or operating problems", such

as confronted any agency of the Government. The Central Intelligence

agency had no authority "contingent only on the availability of

funds."
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VI

Hillenkoetter' s Administration

Intelligence

The man to succeed General Vandenberg at the head of the

President's information service had been under consideration for some

time. Though often credited with the choice, Admiral Souers took

no part in selecting Admiral Hillenkoetter. Admiral Leacly had not

shared in the choice of General Vandenberg. There was no disageement

between the personal representatives of the President; they merely

were not consulted in the respective instances. Each was curious to

know later what happened in the other case.1

Ad.ral Leahy while Ambassador at Vichy from 1940 to 1942 had

formed a high regard for his naval attache's skill with the French

uiderground. Hillenkoetter was expert in helping patriots escape

into Africa and in acquiring information from both French and German

sources. "He never got caught." He had been so successful earlier

for Ambassador Bullitt in Moscow and in Paris that the State Department

wished to keep him. The Navy, according to Leahy, had to recall

Hillenkoetter into service so that he might learn about ships. Later

in 1942 Hillenkoetter organized the Intelligence Center at Pearl Harbor

for Admiral Nimitz and won his commendation. Donovan tried to get

Hillenkoetter to take charge bn "OSS" in the Pacific, but the Navy
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would not release him. Since then he had returned to Paris where

he was engaged in collecting intelligence when ordered against his

wishes to take charge of Central Intelligence at Washington. 1

Admiral Leahy and Secretary Forrestal recomended Hillenkoetter

to their fellow members of the National Intelligence Authority when

the Army asked to have Vandenberg returned for high comnand in the

Air Force. It was on February 17, 1947 that the Authority and the

President approved the assignment of Hillenkoetter, recently made a

Rear Admiral, to be Director of Central Intelligence when Lieutenant

General Vandenberg should leave the office. The date is to be noted.

It was but five days after Vandenberg had been named executive agent

for the Secretaries of State, War, and the Navy by the National

Intelligence Authority, an event which was to have a decided effect

upon Hillenkoetter's administration of the Central Intelligence Group

and its successor, the Agency. Nine days after the assignment of

Hillenkoetter, President Truman sent to Congrees the bill for the

National Military Establishment and the National Security Council. 2

Frem the point of view of the Agency, it may well be said that

General Vandenberg should not have been called back to military service

at that time. He had been in charge of the Central Intelligence Group

less than a year; its new offices were not in full working order. He

was Just establishing in the minds of the Secretaries of the Depart-.

ments that the Director of Central Intelligence ought to be their

executive agent. He had not convinced the chiefs of intelligence in



the armed services or the State Department that the Director was an

officer above and apart from their control. They were not yet accepting

the distinction which exists between advice and consent. As Vandenberg

left and Hillenkoetter came in the spring of 1947, the Intelligence

Advisory Board was still endeavoring to have -the business of the

Director come before the Board for concurrence or dissent on its way to

the Authority.1

General Eisenhower, responsible in large part for the recall of

Vandenberg to the Air Force, may have known little or nothing of these

matters concerning the Central Intelligence Group. But he readily

agreed in the spring of 1947 that frequent change was wrong; there should

be stability in the office of Director of Central Intelligence. Three

years, Eisenhower then thought, should be at least the term of ser-

vice, subject of course to exigencies. 2

The question why the Department of State was not given the

appointment of the third Director of Central Intelligence raises many

conjectures. It was, so to speak, the State Department's turn to have

the office; the first two Directors had been chosen from the Navy and

the ArMy. There was in fact a plan fostered in the State Department

to make Allen W. Dulles the first civilian Director of Central Intelligence.

Robert Lovett had mentioned him to the Secretaries in November, 1945.

His effective work for the Office of Strategic Services in Switzerland

during the war attracted attention. He was publishing a book on his
x

experiences. His views had been sought on scientific intelligence by
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the Technical Advisors of the Joint Research and Development Board.

He was soon to give testimony before Congress upon the need for

central intelligence and its possibilities as a civilian career.l

No answer to the question can be final. There were personalities

involved. President Truman's own ideas and opinions of men were at

work as he abandoned the Office of Strategic Services, let Donovan

return to his law practice, and established the Central Intelligence

Group; in its first days, Secretary Byrnes caused a disturbance which

led President Truman to emphasize the fact that the Group was his

personal information service, and Admirals Leahy and Souars his personal

representatives. Congressional antipathies toward the Department of

State were endemic for many reasons. Among these the suspicion that

radical persons infected the Department was certainly one. But more

to be credited than such hostility toward the State Department was f

the influence of the Army and the Navy. In this Admiral Isahy had a

large share. They were uneasy as the central intelligence organization

came under a new Director and moved from executive order to institution

by law. 2

The chiefs of intelligence were determined that the Intelligence

Advisory Board should have governing functions. They were annoyed

that Vandenberg should insist upon being their superior, certainly not

their servant. With this reaction against the Director of Central

Intelligence, went the purpose to keep the office in the armed services,

at least away from the Department of State. There was persistence,
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and there was presumption, in the efforts to put in the successive

bills before Congress during 194 6 and 1947 the stipulation that Army

and Navy men, and larines, might hold the office of Director of

Central Intelligence.

The Joint Chiefs of Staff were moving at the same time toward

eliminating the State Department's representation from their Joint

Intelligence Ccoittee. The coincidence of events is never to be over-

looked. There were many interrelating factors in the opinion often

expressed that the time had not yet come when a civilian should take

the office of Director of Central Intelligence under the National
1

Security Council.

Into this situation stepped a man of experience in collecting

secret intelligence abroad and with a reputation for skillfully doing

it. Though reluctant to leave his post in France, he was willing to

make a career of the Central Intelligence Agency which Congress was

about to establish among the permanent instruments of the National

Government. It was as important an addition to the federal system in

its time as the Interstate Commerce Camnission in the 1880's or the

Federal Reserve System of 191302

Comparisons are dangerous. But those who recall the disaster

at Pearl Harbor will be inclined to agree. The merits of federal control

over interstate commerce, currency and banking to promote the "general

welfare" in accordance with the Constitution have long since been

recognized. The need was as great for providing in the "common defense"

centralized authority over the collection of intelligence and its

distribution without delay to the responsible heads of government.3
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Admiral Hillenkoetter was convinced of this. He would forego

his career in the Navy to devote himself to establishing the new

instrument of government upon its legislative foundations. It is one

thing, however, to be an intelligence agent in the field and another

to manage the affairs of an institution. It is yet another task to

control, without antagonizing, agencies which still consider themselves

rivals of one another and competitors with the central agency even

though the law says that they no longer are.

There was no specific provision in the National Security Act

perpetuating the Intelligence Advisory Board for the armed services

and the Department of State. The Director of Central Intelligence was

free to have as he wished an advisory committee or part-time individual

advisors or both. But Hillenkoetter was a newcomer among the Admirals

and Generals. He was made at once sharply aware of the aniuna toward

Vandenberg for insisting that the Director be the executive agent of

the Secretaries of State, War, and.the Navy. The letter of farewell

to Vandenberg from the .Intelligence Advisory Board was too ironic

to be thought amusing. His "splendid work" claimed "the admiration

of all." The Board's regret at his departure was "tempered with the

hope" that its members might have "the good fortune" to be associated

with him again. 2

Military men let Hillenkoetter know too that the Army and Navy

had been in existence a long while; he was merely head of a civilian

agency, but recently established. Vandenberg had urged that the
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Director of Central Intelligence should be designated in the National

Security Act "Advisor to the Council." General Norstad and Admiral -

Sherman found this suggestion too controversial to accept on behalf

of the Army, Navy, and Air Forces. The concept remained, however, in

the function of the Agency under the Director of Central Intelligence

to advise the National Security Council on intelligence matters per-

taining to the national security. Admiral Hillenkoetter had authority

from Congress to advise the Council if he chose without consulting

first a board containing the intelligence chiefs of the armed services,

unless of course the National Security Council should direct him to do

so. This direction, the intelligence chiefs, members of theexpiring

Intelligence Advisory Board, were determined to obtain.1

The new Director of Central Intelligence furthermore inherited

complicated relationships with the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Research C

and Development Board in the National Military Establishment, and the

Atomic Energy Commission quite apart from it. Both of them had to

do with scientific developments which the Joint Chiefs must take into C

account when forsmlating military strategy. The production and

delivery of scientific intelligence -- vital to all three, Joint Chiefs

of Staff, Research and Development Board, and Atomic Energy Commission --

would have been difficult enough to accomplish had there been complete

cooperation among the departmental intelligence services and the

central intelligence organisation, as there was not. Within the Group,

the problem of scientific intelligence and the Nuclear Energy Group,
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recently taken over from the Atomic Energy Commission, lay between

the Offices of Reports and Estimates and Special Operations.

Matters were still to be arranged in detail with the Federal

Bureau of Investigation, particularly with regard to counterespionage.

They would concern the Office of Special Operations in the Agency for

some time to come. In fact they would constitute a problem of

2
intelligence so long as Hoover was head of the "FBI."

Admiral Hillenkoetter had to remove turbulence and disagreement

within the Group due to the ceaseless rows among the ambitious or

querulous men who are found in any company engaged in a common enterprise

whether it is academic, commercial, or governmental. Perhaps the

medical and legal professions, because of their highly developed codes

of ethics, are free from the curse. It would seem unlikely. Even so,

the Central Intelligence Group did not have that good fortune.

There was friction between the Interdepartmental Coordinating and

Planning Staff and the Office of Reports and Estimates. The conflict

between the Branches and the Intelligence Staff had brought the Office

of Reports and Estimates to reorganization in less than a year after

its establishment in place of the Central Reports Staff. Boundaries

between the Office of Operations and the Office of Special Operations

were still to be "marked at every point. Within the Office of Special

Operations, just completing the absorption of the Strategic Services

Unit, there were plans to further the change of secret intelligence,

counterespionage, and covert operations from functional to geographic
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organization. The consolidation of clandestine efforts overseas

was to go much farther in the administration of General Smith along

lines which General Donovan had laid in his "principles."1

Something had to be done to stop the interminable bickering

and delay over every issue with the Intelligence Advisory Board.

General Vandenberg had established the Interdepartmental Coordinating

and Planning Staff to work for him with the Board. But it had

effectively thwarted that purpose by sending successive ad hoc comn-

mittees to deal with "ICAPS." The battle with the Board continued as

Hillenkoetter took up the task of revising the directives of the old

National Intelligence Authority and the Central Intelligence Group

for the National Security Council. In view of the great amount of work

which had been done through the previous year, this should have been

a relatively simple task. It proved to be far fran that.2
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First Meetings and Recommendations

When Admiral Hillenkoetter took responsibility as Director of

Central Intelligence on May 1, 1947, Admiral Inglis closely supported

by General Chamberlin, was pressing measures in the Intelligence

Advisory Board counter to the wishes of General Vandenberg. One of

these would disperse the production of intelligence among the agencies

according to the dominant interests of the Departments, as in the

case of collection. To complicate the issue, controversy over air

intelligence was rising between the Navy and the Army Air Forces which

were about to become a separate Department under the National Security

Act. The Navy wished to keep its own air intelligence. 1

Another measure called for redefining "strategic and national

policy intelligence" notwithstanding the fact that an explicit formula

had just been established by the National Intelligence Authority.

The production of this final intelligence - coordinated national estimates

for the makers of policy - was the responsibility of the Director of

Central Intelligence. Admiral Inglis, however, would have it certain

that the control of moperational" intelligence was still reserved to

the armed services. In other words, the Director should have to produce
his national estimates without access to items of military intelligence,

however pertinent to those estimates, if the service chose to with-

hold that knowledge from his estimating staff. Inglis maintained that

"strategic" intelligence and "national policya intelligence were separate



and distinct. To General Donovan who originated the phrase, and to

others who had followed him in central intelligence, they were one

and the same thing. 1

The third measure to great Admiral Hillenkoetter as he came to

his meeting with the Intelligence Advisory Board on May 15, 1947 was

Admiral Tngli s plan to have all recomnendations of the Director of

Central Intelligence to the National Intelligence Authority pass through

the Intelligence Advisory Board. The agenda for a meeting of the

Authority should be referred by the Director beforehand to the Board

together with copies of all papers to be considered. Members of the

Board should informally express concurrence or submit comments to the

Director for submission by him to the-*uthority. On important matters

of the agenda any member of the Board might request a formal meeting

of the Board to discuss the subjects before they were submitted to

2
the authority.

The accompanying paper on behalf of the Director emphasized that

the Board was advisory to him. He was responsible not to the Board

but to the Authority as directed by the President in his letter to

the Secretaries on January 22, 1946. The Director was not at liberty

to reveal to the Board all of the recommendations which the Authority

requested of him. This of course was so true of budgeting and expen-

diture that the departmental intelligence chiefs though curious never

sought to interfere in the matters, thus seriously questioning their
r

right in regard to other affairs. The paper for the Director had been
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under consideration within the Group ever since Admiral Inglis had

submitted his plan on February 20, 1947 following the decision of the

National Intelligence Authority to make the Director of Central

Intelligence the executive agent of the Secretaries of State, War,

and the Navy. 1

The men present at the meeting on Kay 15, 1947 were those who

had opposed Vandenberg through the summer and fall of 1946, or their

representatives, several of whom had served on the ad hoc coittees

which had thwarted the purpose of "ICAPS." And it seems fair to say

that any who had been infrequent in attendance at those sessions or

who were newcomers upon the scene had been thoroughly informed of what C

bad gone before. With few exceptions each and every one of them was

familiar with the issues in detail and with the interest of his own

service and Department in particular. Admiral Hillenkoetter would (

appear to have been the least well informed of the group, and he soon

gave evidence that he too had learned much of past events.2

The new Director of Central Intelligence endeavored to maintain

the position of his predecessor that the Director should have super-

vision over the production of intelligence by the several agencies.

The Advisory Board, however, agreed to successive phrasings which left

out specific reference to the Director and stipulated merely that the

work in question should be done. The minutes of the meeting do not

state that Admiral Hillnkoetter expressed disapproval, but neither

do they record his assent.3

E-T --
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The purpose of the President's Directive and the supplementary

directives of the Authority obviously was not to deny the Advisory

Board the right of giving the Director advice contrary to his opinions.

Neither was the intent to oblige him to accept the opinion of the

Board. Although Hillenkoetter let an action of the Board pass for the

moment without disapproval, he still had the right to recommend his

own ideas to the Authority, provided that he sent also the proposals

of the Board. 1

The hope had been that there would be few split opinions, that

differences would be removed in the deliberations of the Board with

the Director, and that the Authority would receive from the Director

and his advisers considered and concerted judgments. These would be

the result of true coordination. It was ideal to talk of thus resolving

problems and reconciling opposite views. But the right of decision

had to belong either to the Director or to a majority of the Board.

In terms of political science, sovereignty must reside somewhere,

either in the will of an individual or the tyranny of a majority.

The issue was clearly drawn. Admiral Hillenkoetter inherited

from General Vandenberg the view that the action of the Director of
t.

Central Intelligence was the official action of the Group regardless

of dissents. Admiral Inglis, General Chamberlin, and other chiefs of

intelligence in the Departments clung to the opinion that the Departments

had inherent right to make the Intelligence Advisory Board their

working staff under the National Intelligence Authority which their

Secretaries constituted with Admiral Leaby, personal representative of
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the President. In accordance with this theory, the Board was entitled

to know the agenda of the Authority in advance of its action. Secretary

Forrestal had come to this conclusion by June 26, 1947 when the

Authority met for the last time.l

The theory had been given some support by Admiral Leahy. In the

preceding July, he admonished Vandenberg that the President held the

Secretaries primarily responsible for coordinating intelligence

activities. Leahy had advised Vandenberg to drop the word "agent" and

put in its place the phrase "act form the National Intelligence

Authority. Since then, however, Admiral Leahy had modified his position

to endorse Vandenberg's designation as executive agent of the Secre-

taries. Now in the meeting of the Authority on June 26, 1947 Leahy

stood by Vandenberg again. Then interviewed upon the subject,

July 3, 1952, Leahy still favored the idea that the Director of Central

Intelligence should be individually responsible. There should be room

for dissent, he said; the policy-makers had the right to accept the

dissent. Leaby made no distinction between "estimates" and other

affairs of the Agency. The Director of Central Intelligence alone was

responsible for the opinion of the Central Intelligence Agency. This

applied to "coordination" as well as other affairs of the Agency. 2

In the historic final meeting of the National Intelligence

Authority on June 26, 1947, Admiral Hillenkoetter stated to Secretaries

Marshall, Patterson, Forrestal and Admiral Leahy, that the Director of

Central Intelligence did not need the authority which they had given to



General Vandenberg on February 12 to act as the executive agent of

the Secretaries of State, War, and the Navy. Its revocation,
Hillenkoetter said, would create better feeling with the agencies

represented on the Intelligence Advisory Board. If he should need the

authority in the future he would be the first to request its reinstate-

ment. Both General Chamberlin and Admiral Inglis were present to

hear the declaration.l

Secretary Patterson, who had favored the grant with a right of

appeal by an aggrieved agency through its Secretary, would offer no

objection to the withdrawal if the authority were no longer needed.

But Admiral Iaby remarked that he saw no reason for withdrawing it

though he would agree if Hillenkoetter wished to have it revoked. As

a matter of fact, it had never been used. Secretary Marshall was

concerned to know if the withdrawal would adversely affect the relation-

ship between the central organization and the departmental agencies.

Hillenkoetter replied that on the contrary he expected the relationship

to improve. Marshall appeared to be satisfied. Secretary Forrestal,

whose assent in February had been fairly reticent, came out now with
a positive statement. The Director's authority to issue orders in the
names of the Secretaries, he said, made the Central Intelligence Group C
appear as a Gestapo and caused unnecessary friction. Further dis-

cussion was not recorded. It was agreed to withdraw the authority of
the Director of Central Intelligence to issue his decisions, orders,
and directives in the names of the Secretaries of State, War, and the
Navy and to act as their executive agent.2

MEMO C.
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Secretary Patterson then asked Admiral Hillenkoetter if the

section on the central intelligence organization in the National

Security Act were satisfactory to the Group. Hillenkoetter replied

that it was; and, in answer to Secretary Forrestal, remarked further

that General Donovan, Mr. Cheston and Mr. Dulles, of the old Office

of Strategic Services, approved of the present organization of the

Central Intelligence Group. General Donovan's criticism of the National

Intelligence Authority comes to mind, and his proposal that the Director

of Central Intelligence should be responsible to no group or council,

but to the Secretary of Defense. The remarks of Mr. Dulles before

the House Committee did not indicate entire approval on his part. But

in general terms there was agreement among these eminent men in the

field of intelligence that the law would improve the nation's system

of intelligence. Other matters before the Authority in its last

meeting were the transfer of the Map Division from the State Department

to the Agency, unfavorable publicity, and a general report by

Hillenkoetter for Vandenberg. 1  
f

Admiral Inglis followed up the advantage which Admiral Hillenkoetter

had given him. Inglis argued at length for his plan on July 17, 1947

in Hillenkoetter's second meeting with the Intelligence Advisory

Board. There were present the usual representatives of the intelligence

servicesand the aides who served on their ad hoc cmittees. Mr. Eddy,

for the State Department, took the side of the Director. But General

Chamberlin, and General McDonald for the Air Forces, supported Admiral

e(
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TngU s. The Advisory Board was intended to be something more than

an advisory council; it had authority to commit the Departments

to action; it brought their intelligence services into cooperation

with the central agency. The success of intelligence in government,

declared General Chamberlin, was dependent entirely on cooperation.

At this point Admiral Inglis might have remembered recent testimony

before the House Committee to show that there had not been cooperation

during the war between the Army and the Navy on certain matters of

intelligence.

General Chamberlin called for an ad boa comittee to draft a new

paper. General McDonald supported him, and so an ad hoc committee of

the fanmliar persons took over once more the job of trying to reconcile

the fixed views of the intelligence chiefs of the services and the

Director of Central Intelligence. There appeared again the names

of Edgar, Treacy, Davis, Awueett. 2

There was much discussion in the same meeting upon the origin

of the concept of "strategic and national policy intelligence."

Admiral Inglis kept perfectly clear that he was willing to accept the

concept so long as control over "operational" intelligence was not

taken frca the armed services. It was finally agreed that his proposal

should be adopted until the -Joint -Chiefs-of -Staff -had finished - - -- - -

reorganising their Joint Intelligence Comittee. Then, the definition

of "national" as distinct from "departmental," of "strategic" as

distinguished from "operational" intelligence, might be obtained to
the satisfaction of most if not all parties of interest.'
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At the next meeting of the Intelligence Advisory Board on

July 31, five days after the President approved the National Security

Act, Admiral Hillenkoetter obtained the concurrence of the Board in

asking that the National Security Council, when formed, should con-

tinue all of the directives under which the Group and the Board were

functioning, until the Council made such changes as it saw fit.

According to the Act, its provisions should go into effect one day

after the Secretary of Defense took office or the sixtieth day after

the date of the approval of the Act, whichever came earlier. This

gave time for the Intelligence Advisory Board and its ad hoc com-

mittee to finish its business in regard to control of the Director.

The result was one more directive of the National Intelligence

Authority under the President's Directive. Forrestal became Secretary

of Defense on September 17, 1947, in the midst of rising tension over

Russian activity against the Marshall Plan for Europe. 1

The report of the ad boo coittee reconciled the views of the

Director and the Board by finding for the most part in favor of the

Board. It should have some governing power. All recommendations

by the Director to the National Intelligence Authority and its

successor, the National Security Council, should be submitted to the

Board in writing, with-the necessary-.papers and .with. voting slips

for concurrence, dissent, or request for a meeting of the Board. Its

members should have seven working days to consider the subject. The

Secretary should send to the members of the Board any recommendations,
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proposals or other papers which any member might originate. A

recommendation by two or more members of the Board should be submitted

with the opinion of the Director to the Authority or the Council.

The thought that every recommendation would have taken at least seven

days to get by the Board ought to have dismayed even the ad hoc
1

camittee.

The suggestion of the ad hoc committee on that part of the Fifth

Directive which authorized the Director to act for. the Authority "in

coordinating all Federal foreign intelligence activities related to
the national security" met resistance from both the Army and Air Forces.

It involved control over matters of espionage and counterespionage

which the Army was not yet willing to concede in any form to the

Central Intelligence Agency. This part of the ad h committee's

plan for control by the Board, therefore, was deleted* .

Admiral Hillenkoetter allowed the report of the ad hoc com-

mittee upon Admiral Inglis' original proposal, thus modified, to became
the Eleventh Directive of the National Intelligence Authority on 1
September 1., 1947. It was but nine days before he took office under

the provisions of the Act of Congress, and the National Intelligence

Authority ceased to exist. hy llenkoetter did not withhold his
approval of a measure placing the Director under the restrictions of
his Advisory Board is not to be explained by a desire to reverse
Vandenberg's policy. Millenkoetter had under consderation at the

*E~fr~f
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time a program for continuing the essentials of that policy. He

stood ready to accept advice and to safeguard the right of dissent;

he would not yield the Director's independent right of making recom-

mendations to his superiors in the National Security Council.

Perhaps it would have been to his ultimate advantage if Hillenkoetter

had settled the issue then and there. But he found tempers so high

and feelings so hard that, as he put it later, he preferred to indulge

in a little "chicanery" and let the Eleventh Directive go through.

After all, he said, both sides must have known that it would not remain

determining. He hoped that in time everybody would cool. Whether

or not the Director of Central Intelligence was called the executive

agent of the Secretaries was no longer of great consequence. He was

about to become the head of the Central Intelligence Agency under
2

authorisations set in law by the Act of Congress. (

On the same day, September 11, 1947, Admiral M11lankoetter sent

to the Secretaries of State, War, the Navy and Admiral Leahy, personal

representative of the President, a memorandum of suggestions for the

first meeting of the National Security Council. It was too soon to

address the Secretaries as the Council, for the Council had yet to be

established according to the Act, and he himself to take office under

the new authority. It was not too soon, however, to anticipate the

requirements of the Act that the Director of Central Intelligence

should give advice and make recommendations with regard to matters of

intelligence related to the national security.
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In this memorandum of September 11 to the Secretaries and

Adiral Leaby, with a copy for Admiral Sowers who was named the

Executive Secretary of the Council on August 17, Hillenkeetter Bug-

gested that the Director of Central Intelligence and his associates

in the Agency should prepare their reports on the new directives within

the sixty days following the establishment of the Council. This

administrative detail had not been discussed with the Intelligence

Advisory Board. It hardly seemed necessary to do so, even though the-

Eleventh Directive provided that all recomendations from the Director

of Central Intelligence should be cleared through his Intelligence

Advisory Board before going up to the Authority or its successor, the

Council. But Admiral Hillenkoetter went on to suggestions of policy

which also had not been discussed with the Intelligence Advisory
(

Board. At least we have yet to find evidence that they were.

One was that there should be a subaommittee of the National

Security Council to act as the National Intelligence Authority had

acted in control and supervision over the Director of Central Intelli-

gence and the Central Intelligence Group. The idea had bedn discussed

in the hearings of Congress. Dulles especially had advocated a small

governing authority over the Director, and the Agency. Donovan of

course still insisted upon having one responsible officer, the Secretary

of Iefense, between the Director and the President. Hillenkoetter

suggested that the subcomittee to furnish "the active direction"

might be merely the Secretaries of State and Defense. His alternative
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was that it should consist of these Secretaries and the Secretaries

of the Army, Navy, and Air Force. But he preferred the first suggestion

because the Department of State would not be overshadowed by the

Military Establishment. And then he proposed that the Director of

Central Intelligence should sit with the National Security Council

as "observer, counsel or advisor," to keep in touch with the thoughts

of the Council and to answer its direct questions. 1

There was some uncertainty in August whether the Director should

continue the Intelligence Advisory Board. By September 19, however,

the members of the Board had been informed that Hillenkoetter intended

to use his authority under the National Security Act and have such

an advisory committee as he deemed necessary in carrying out his

functions and those of the Central Intelligence Agency. He told them

that he wished also to readjust the Interdepartmental Coordinating

and Planning Staff so that it might work with a standing committee

of the new Intelligence Advisory Committee. This one working com-

mittee for the departmental intelligence chiefs would take the place

of successive ad hoc committees. Members of the Standing Committee

would remain in their respective agencies, but be ready on occasion

to go over the Agency and confer with RICAPS." It too would be com-

posed of representatives from the Departments; but these men as officers

in the Agency, would not always be able to vote according to the wishes

of their Departments. Again, the hope was that the Standing Committee

for the Advisory Comittee and "ICAPS" for the Director of Central



Intelligence sanehow would be able to reconcile differences and

reach "coordinated* recommendations. But it did not work out as .

Hillenkoetter hoped. The Standing Canmittee was to behave like its

predecessors, the ad hoc ca mittes of the old Advisory Board. 1

Hillenkoetter sent formal recamnendations on September 19 to the

National Security Council for its first meeting on September 26. All

of the directives of the Authority and the Group should continue in

full force until changed. The Agency should have sixty days in which

to make revisions for submission to the Council. He presented his

plan for the new Advisory Committee in a separate memorandum. Then

on the following day, September 20, 1947, Admiral Hillenkoetter took -

office as the Director of Central Intelligence under the National

Security Act, in the midst of rising fear of Soviet propaganda and

talk of retaliation.2  1

(
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The Intelligence Advisory Committee

Hillenkoetter's General Counsel advised him on July 29, 1947

that under the National Security Act, just approved by President 1

Truman, the Director as head of the Agency was "solely responsible

for the performance of the Agency's duties." He therefore could go

to the Council without waiting upon advice from a ccmmittee. Any com-

mittee which he chose to have would be his own. Its membership might

be supplied from the respective intelligence services, but they would

sit at his request. They might take adverse opinions to their own

departmental heads, who constituted the Council with other appointees

of the President. But the Director's advisory committee would in

no sense be a governing board to control his thought or action. There

was no idea that the members had first to give their consent before

he could proceed.

Building upon the President's letter of January 22, 1946 and
1

section 303 in the National Security Act of 1947 which made provision

for advisors, either as committees or individuals, Admiral Hillenkoetter

asserted in his memorandum of September 19 to the Council that he

was not obligated to continue the old Intelligence Advisory Board. He

might have a conmittee which for all intents and purposes would con-

tinue the Board; but it would be more subject to the Director's control.

He requested therefore that the National Security Council should

authorize participation by members from the several Departments in

C



what he named "the Director of Central Intelligence's Intelligence

Advisory Committee." He would have representatives of the State

Department, the Army, Navy, and Air Force, and also of the Atomic

Energy Commission, to serve as the permanent members of the committee.

Others would come at his invitation.

The Director would supply the secretariat for the committee. It

should meet on his call as chairman. Its communications would be

kept in careful order. Any disagreement between the Director and a

member of the committee would be formally recorded so that the opinion

of the member would accompany the Director's recommendation to the

Council. The Director would prevent discussion of any matters which

members had not yet studied 'with the related papers and with the

opinions held in their respective Departments if it were possible to

obtain them. He wanted a concerted opinion before making a recom-

mendation to the National Security Council. In deference to the

wishes of Admiral Inglis and General Chamberlin, Hillenkoetter's

proposal carried also provision that recommendations from two or more

members of the Advisory Comittee would be sent by the Director to

the Council. 1

The first response to Hillenkoetter's suggestions of which we

have any record came on September 23 from Robert A. Lovett, Acting

Secretary of State. Secretary Marshall was attending the Assembly

of the United Nations in New York. Lovett favored the idea of a

.stcit 
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subconnittee of the Secretaries of State and Defense to handle the

affairs of the Central Intelligence Agency for the National Security

Council. He wished to add the personal representative of the President

in order to retain an authority comparable to the old National Intelli-

gence Authority. The Director should be present as a non-voting

member. It would be desirable also to have him present in the meetings

of the National Security Council.

Lovett stated that the Director should consult with an advisory

board to insure "prior consideration by the chiefs of the intelligence

services" in regard to matters which should come before the Council.

This made clear that the Department of State wished there to be an

advisory board for coordination at the so-called working level. The

Sec'etaries ought to have the benefit of such deliberations when they

discussed matters of intelligence in the National Security Council.

There was, however, no indication in this memorandum to Hillenkoetter

that Lovett wished to subject the Director of Central Intelligence

to a governing board composed of departmental intelligence officers. 1

The second reaction to Admiral Hillenkoetter's program came in

the National Security Council on September 26. It adopted his

recanmendations that the old directives remain in full force and sixty

days be allowed in which to make the necessary revisions of them, for

submission to the Council. The Intelligence Advisory Board, therefore,

.continued to have legal standing until it should be replaced by

action of the Director and the Council. The Council decided that the
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Director should attend all of its meetings as observer and adviser.

It authorized him to submit the Agency's budget for 1949 to the Bureau

of the Budget. No action, however, was taken with regard to establish-

ing the subcommittee to direct the Agency. Possibly too the Council

formed at that time no opinion of Hillenkoetter's proposal for an

advisory committee under the provision of the National Security Act.

There is no statement in the published record. But there is evidence

elsewhere that there could have been considerable discussion of these

suggestions from the Director of Central Intelligence in the first
1

meeting of the National Security Council.

Secretary Royall of the Army wrote on October 6 that the sub-

committee was "inccpatible" in.his view with the purpose of the

National Security Council. It was supposed to cperate as an "entity",

he said, on all matters within its "cognizance"; the Director of

Central Intelligence should expect "broad directives" from the Council. 2

This statement to Admiral Hillenkoetter might have been construed

as an invitation to the Director to manage the Agency as he saw fit, 4

looking to the Council only for direction in large matters of policy.

But it was quite apparent that the Secretary of the Army did not so

intend. Royall was taking exception to the suggestion of a small 4

governing board consisting of the Secretaries of State and Defense to

the exclusion of the Secretaries of the Army, Navy, and Air Force.

His demurrer was closely related to other things to come. Admiral (

Somrs knew this well, and prevailed upon Admiral Hillenkoetter to

withdraw the suggestion on October 17.3

(
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The records of the National Security Council show that

Hillenkoetter's suggestion of a new advisory comittee came under

revision in the office of the Executive Secretary. Both Admiral Souers

and his assistant, James S. Lay, were experienced in the Central

Intelligence Group from its beginning. Together they changed the wording 1

in several places with Admiral Hillenkoetter's consent. The Director

was made to recomend and not to request. His memorandum as revised

did not speak of the "several" but of the "respective" Departments.

Hillenkoetter's forthright declaration that it was the Director's

advisory comnittee was softened to read: "the Intelligence Adviswry

Cemnittee proposed by the Director of Central Intelligence." 1

Soners eliminated the provision that recommendations from two

or more members of the Intelligence Advisory Council were to be sent

to the National Security Council by the Director. Souers did so on 1

his own responsibility as Executive Secretary of the National Security

Council. His point was that the chiefs of intelligence already had

proper access to the Council through their superiors, the Secretaries 1

of the Departments. 1

This provision in the Inglis plan is not to be confused with the

stipulation that the dissent of a member or members of the Board should 4

be submitted to the Security Council with the opinion of the Director.

Such a dissent was supposed to be substantial in character, and it

was to be agreed upon in the deliberations of the Board with the .

Director. There was no reason for the chiefs of intelligence to

orE+
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3mp
approach the Security Council through the Director of Central Intelli-

gence on other matters, except to put hbia to the annoyance of having

to relay their desires contrary to his own wishes. As Hillenkoetter

remembered it, after some discussion he flatly refused. It was

erroneous to think that such a provision would give to the chiefs of

the departmental agencies more positive control over his thoughts and

actions.1

Approvals of the plan for the advisory committee proposed by

Admiral Hillenkoetter, as modified by Souers and Lay, came back to the

Executive Secretary from Forrestal, Secretary of Defense on October 10;

Symington, Secretary of the Air Force on October 17; Lovett, Acting

Secretary of State and Hill, Chairan of the National Security Resources

Board on October 20. No replies from the Secretaries of the Army

and of the Navy are to be found in the same file of the Council. But

there is a memorandum from the Secretary of the Army for the Executive

Secretary. It was sent on November 26, 1947 through the office of

the Secretary of Defense. Forrestal's Special Assistant kept a copy

and forwarded the memorandum with a note that the Secretary of Defense

had not yet seen it. 2

The Secretary of the Army opposed Hillenkoetter's plan. Royall

declared that tbe Director of Central Intelligence had been required

the first directive of the National Intelligence Authority to refer

"all recommendations" through the Intelligence Advisory Board; the

Board, therefore, performed not only the service of advising the
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Director of Central Intelligence but also the duty of insuring that

there would be "full departmental coordination of all matters before

they were submitted" to the National Intelligence Authority. Royall

insisted that the new Intelligence Advisory Committee should be of the

same nature.

It was due notice that the Army would support General Chamberlin

and Admiral Inglis rather than Admiral Hillenkoetter. On Wednesday,

December 3, a formal statement came from the National Security Council

to the Director of Central Intelligence enclosing Secretary Royall's

memorandum of November 26 and requesting that the Director of Central

Intelligence comment on it for "concurrent consideration." Hillenkoetter

did so within the week before the Secretaries of War, Navy, the Air

Force, the departmental chiefs of intelligence, Sousrs, and Forrestal

in the Office of the Secretary of Defense. Hillenkoetter remembered

the conference vividly, he said, as one of the ments in his life.

He could recall the words almost as they were spoken. But let us bring

to the same point the pertinent story of the lISCIDs" before we enter

into the historic occasion. 2

It was evident by this time in another quarter that the intelligence

C services of the armed forces were entrenching against Hillenkoetter

as they had in the preceding fall against Vandenberg. - Members -of the

Interdepartmental Coordinating and Planning Staff and of the Offices

in the Agency had gone systematically to work revising and consolidating

the directives of the old Authority and the Group according to the

instruction fran the National Security Council on September 26. The
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directives of the Council, to be known as "NSCIDs," were to lay the

principles; directives issued by the Director of Central Intelligence,

called "DCIs," would carry the relevant administrative orders. Those

orders of the Authority and the Group which had lost meaning or become

obsolete, either through events or changes caused by the Act of

Congress, were abandoned. For one example, we may recall the directive

providing for the survey of the Strategic Services Unit. Such

housecleaning need not detain us.

Drafts of new measures were ready by October 16 and submitted for

discussion within the Agency on October 20. Three days later revisions

had been completed and forwarded to the deputies, assistants, and

legal counsel of the Director for further suggestion. The measures

were practically in order for submission to the Intelligence Advisory

Board as Acting Secretary Lovett had advised. There had been no

conc.a3mnt of this activity within the Agency. The Director had sent

a memorandua to the Departments on October 9 with regard to the initial

directive which the National Security Council should issue to the

Central Intelligence Agency. 2

The reply from 1. Park Armstrong, Jr., Acting Special Assistant

to the Secretary of State and representative of the Department on 4

the Intelligence Advisory Board, reflected indirectly the displeasure

in the Departments because of this activity in the Agency. It was

the only reply received. Armstrong gave also a direct view of the

tension between the State Department and the members of the Military
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Establishment. He proposed that the new directives should define

intelligence to conform with the concept of national intelligence

which had been approved on February 12, 1947 by the National Intelli-

gence Authority. This would hardly please Admiral Inglis.

Armstrong moreover urged that the Director's right of inspection

be restored to include the operations of the intelligence agencies as

well as their materials. It had been so provided in the President's

Directive of January 22, 1946. But Armstrong would go farther and r

have the Director determine the causes of "omissions, inadequacies or

duplication" and propose to the Council "corrective measures." Such

ideas could never be pleasant for the chiefs of intelligence in the

armed services. There were suspicions in the Agency that Armstrong

directed his remarks on the Director's right of inspection at his own

Department where chiefs of geographical areas opposed his work in

research and intelligence as they had McCormack's.1

Armstrong's letter, however, was not aimed solely at the military

branches of the Government, or his rivals in the State Department.

The Department had in common with the armed services antipathies

toward the Central Intelligence Agency. His proposal in regard to the

Director's right of inspection carried with it repeal of the section

in the Fifth Directive authorizing the Group to undertake research

and analysis. Armstrong would have "centralisation of fuctions" only

when, by agreement among the Departments and the Agency, such functions

could be "most beneficially and effectively accomplished on a central
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basis." His contention was that the intelligence agencies of the

Departments should produce "finished intelligence" in the fields of

their dnninant interests; the Director of Intelligence should exercise

his right of inspection to see to it that they did. Then, the agency

would not produce national intelligence from "source materials" which

it had processed for itself. It would derive national intelligence

from that "finished" departmental intelligence.)

Along the same line of reasoning Armstrong proposed to abandon

the directive of February 12, 1947 in which the Central Intelligence

Group had laid the national requirements for the collection of intelligence

on China. These when classified as economic, social, political,

scientific and military were considered matters of primary interest to

the respective Departments and not the imediate concern of their

central agency. With this suggestion, Armstrong could count upon

entire agreement from General Chamberlin. 2

The reply to Armstrong from the Agency on November 3 was lacking

somewhat in candor. It said that almost everything he desired had

been incorporated in the drafts which would be complete and ready for

delivery to the chiefs of intelligence of the Departments on

November 10. There was no provision in the drafts for abandoning, as

Armstrong implied, research and analysis of "source materials" in the

Agency; and for having recourse only, as he suggested, to the "finished"

intelligence of the Departments for the construction of national

estimates. The directive with regard to the national requirements

for collection in China, too, was to be incorporated in a new "NSCID."

But then Armstrong was to have another chance in the Advisory Board
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and as it proved, in yet another ad hoc committee, if he wished to

press his case for the State Department against the centralgency

and against the armed services. 1

Telephone calls went out to the members of the Intelligence

Advisory Board by November 13, inviting them to a meeting with the

Director of Central Intelligence on November 20, 1947 when they should

discuss with him the proposed directives of the National Security

Council and of the Director of Central Intelligence. These were to go

to the Council on November 26 as directed by the Council in its first

meeting on September 26.2

The conference of the'intelligence chiefs with admiral Hillenkoetter

on November 20 was notable, but not for analysis and criticism of

the proposed directives of the Council and the Director. 
The chiefs

(
spent time arguing whether or not they were the Intelligence Advisory

Board. It was idle discussion. The National Intelligence Authority

had gone out of existence as Hillenkoetter took office under the

National Security Act on September 20, following Forrestal's induction

- as Secretary of Defense on September 17. But the Intelligence Advisory

Board did not die with the Authority. The Board remained to function

after the National Security Council's decision on September 26 that

the old directives should continue in full force at least sixty days.'

The Intelligence Advisory Board continued to exist so long as

the First and Eleventh Directives remained in effect. Admiral

Hilenkoetter may have befogged the issue by pointing to the fact that
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there no longer was an Authority to which the Board might report.

But he himself accepted the advisory Board as such when he accepted

its request that the proposed "NSCIDs" and "DCIsa should be referred to

an ad hoc committee for discussion with "ICAPS".

The meeting of the Intelligence Advisory Board on November 20, 1947

was notable for the demeaner of its members. Caming upon them for the

first time in such a meeting as this with the Director, one might think

that being relatively uninformed, they were piqued because he had taken

them by surprise, and being conscientious men who did not like to be

unprepared for their duty, they were provoked because they were not

ready. We have followed these men and their aides on successive ad hoc (

committees, however, through a year of meeting and maneuvering over the

duties and responsibilities of the Director of Central Intelligence,

the facilities and functions of the central intelligence organizaton

of which the Director was head, the relationship which he was supposed

to maintain with the intelligence agencies of the Departments.

The thought is hard to resist that the members of the Board were E

present on this occasion, not to cooperate in an enterprise of common

concern but to take exception to this, to be hesitant over that, and

above all to stall and delay. They had been given not just ten days

since receipt of the memorandum of November 10 to consider the proposals.

They themselves had been engaged with almost all of these matters either

as members of the Advisory Board or of its ad hoc committees, for

more than ten months.2
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Instead of pressing his case, Armstrong announced that the

Department had not been able to arrive at a "firm position" on the

directives. Secretary Marshall was leaving for London; Mr. Lovett had

the matter in hand, but the Department could not be committed as yet.

Hillenkoetter hoped that, as heads of the intelligence agencies, the

members of the Board might be able at least to get through the first

four directives having to do with the duties and responsibilities of

the Director, collection, production, and the objectives of national

intelligence. But Armstrong insisted that as the matters were coming

before the National Security Council, the head of each intelligence

agency must have the position of his Department established before he E

could speak finally.

This was turning the function of the advisory coimittee upside

down. If this were the true interpretation, the Director of Central (

Intelligence could not seek the advice of his advisory committee with

regard to his recomendations to the Secretaries in the Council, until

they themselves had made up their minds on what they wished their (

intelligence officers to advise the Director to advise them. Admiral

Inglis cut straight to the point. As chief of Naval Intelligence, he

said, he was not the 'mouthpiece of the Secretary." What Tnglis had

to say in the meetings was his own opinion.

Admiral Tnglis did not like his present situation. The Agency had

produced these papers "on its own initiative and its own authority;"

they should have been considered by the Board as they were formulated.

Had they been new papers, there would have been more strength in his
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argument. But they were revisions of things with which Inglis himself

had been conversant for much more than a year.l

General Chamberlin added to Admiral Inglis' remark that the system

used by the Agency was difficult for them. Chamberlin had other

things to do as chief of intelligence for the Army. He could not turn

his responsibility off or on "at somebody else's comnand." As far as

he himself was concerned, he said, he had come "unprepared to discuss

these papers." His subordinates, though, had worked on them and found

many things to challenge. There were "important differences of princi-

ple," he said, that had never been approached, nor were they included

in past directives. What those principles were, General Chamberlin

did not specify.

Later on, however, he revealed a marked difference in principle

between Admiral TngHi and himself over expressing their views in the

advisory committee. General Chamberlin objected to a procedure in the

committee which might "drive a wedge" between the chief of intelligence

in a Department and his superior, the Secretary; it completely destroyed

"coamand principlew." He would be inclined, he said, "to keep quiet

at all times" because he would be afraid that an action in the committee

would be appealed over his head.2

General McDonald for the Air Force unleashed a statement. Analysis

of the proposed directives had revealed to him, he said, that it was

going to be necessary for him to recomendany changes. It would be

impossible to cover the directives that afternoon; no attempt therefore
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should be made to go into either the philosophy or the composition

of the directives. There should be an ad hoc comnittee "for the pur-

pose of reconciling views." And so there was another such committee,

made of the familiar aides who by now must have been expert on the

philosophies, the details, and most assuredly the conflicting views.

This was to become known as The Ad Hoc Comnittee. 1

Admiral Gingrich who was relatively new, having come on the Board

to represent the Atomic Energy Comission, went to the heart of the

situation. "One point I might mention, Hilly, " he said, "there

doesn't appear to be any provision in these first two directives here

for an Intelligence Advisory Committee, or Board, such as is executed

under our old set up." Hillenkoetter replied that the law gave him

'the power to appoint an advisory coanittee. It would seem that all

present must have known that he had submitted his plan on September 19.

The members of the Board in any case were not to be diverted from their

intention to have the National Security Council direct him in estab-

lishing the committee as they wished. The matter went to the ad hoc

comittee. Six days later, Secretary Royall submitted his objections

to Hilleknotter's plan on behalf of the Arwy. 2

No one could have been surprised at the revisions of the drafts

by the ad hoc o.mmittee. The changes, often small in detail, were

persistently designed to restrict the Director, to make him defer to

the Intelligence Advisory Committee, and to remove his supervisory

authority over the departmental intelligence agencies. This purpose
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is best shown by examination of the draft of "NSCID 1" concerning

the duties of the Director and his relations with the Advisory Committee.

The Comittee, consisting of the intelligence chiefs from the Depart-

ments of State, Army, Navy, and the Air Force, the Joint Chiefs of Staff,

and the Atomic Energy Commission, was to advise the Director on "all

recommendations and advice" to the National Security Council, and upon

his own directives or administrative orders for carrying out the direc-

tives of the Council. He should "act for" the National Security Council

"through the Intelligence Advisory Comittee." The coordination of

intelligence activities should be accomplished 'by recognizing primary

departmental requirements and by supporting the intelligence agencies."

Whatever coordination meant, it did not mean on this occasion consent

by the will of a majority after reasoned discussion. Under the cloak

of the Cunittee, the will of an individual agency, reasoning or capri-

cious, appeared to hold sway.

The Director was to disseminate intelligence subject to the security

regulations of the agency in which the information had originated. He 1

was to perform services of coamon concern as determined with the Advisory

Committee. He was to obtain personnel from the departmental agencies in

agreement with the intelligence chief of the organization concerned.

He was to arrange with the- respective intelligence chiefs for "surveys

and inspections of departmental intelligence activities."

Here the ad hoc cmmittee made a slip. But it was soon corrected.

Though Armstrong for the Department of State recommended inspection of
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departmental intelligence activities by the Director of Central Intelli-

gence, the chiefs of intelligence for the armed services could not

endure such interference with their operations. When the measure came

from the meeting of the Intelligence Advisory Board on December 8, the

words "intelligence activities" had given way to "intelligence material."

But after much discussion, control by the Department was not restored.

This too was rectified before the provision was finally incorporated in

"NSCID l as issued by the Council on December 12, 1947.1

The Council extended the Director's right of inspection, "for the

coordination of intelligence activities," only to the "intelligence

material" of the Federal Departments and Agencies by arrangement with

their heads. Their operations 'relating to the national security" were

not open to survey and inspection by the Director of Central Intelli-

gence. Those activities are not now open to his inspection. The value

of centralized inspection of intelligence activities, as originally

provided in the President's Directive of January 22, 1946 is still too

much for the Departments to grasp. 2

Admiral 411enkoetter notified the ad hoc committee on November 25

that he could not accept as a whole its revisions in the drafts of the

"SCIDs." He called another meeting of the intelligence chiefs for C

December 8 to consider the changes which he would make in the proposals

of their ad hoc committee and he sent those changes to them on December 1

so that they might bring to the meeting whatever statements of non- (

concurrence they might choose to submit.3



Records are not available for all of the determining events

between the action of the ad hoc committee on November 24 and the meeting

of the intelligence chiefs again with Hillenkoetter on December 8. But

memories of some who participated are still keen. There is recorded

evidence to show why the chiefs of intelligence were-in a different mood

from that of November 20. And the minutes of the meeting on December 8,
1

stenotyped but never circulated, have came to light.

Hillenkoetter went to Forrestal when he learned of Secretary

Royall's opposition on November 26 to the plan for the new Intelligence

Advisory Committee. Forrestal had approved the plan in October. There

followed some days of telephoning and conversation, and then Forrestal

called a meeting of the Secretaries and their chiefs of intelligence, a

representative of the State Department, and Soners. Hillenkoetter was

there to explain his plan for the operation of the Central Intelligence

Agency under the National Security Act. We should remember Forrestal's

declaration to Congress in the preceding spring that the Agency, after

the Security Council, would be the most impprtant institution in the

forthcoming Act. 2

As Hillenkoetter recalled the episode in the office of the Secretary

of Defense, Forrestal asked for no opinions when Hillenkoetter had

finished his statement but turned to Admiral Inglis and General Chamberlin

on one side of the table. Forrestal did not include the representative

of the State Department in his glance. Nor, apparently, was the member

of the Air Force in his line of fire. He spoke directly to Ingli and
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Chamberlin: "You are not going to interfere with this thing," he said.

"It is going to run as Hillenkoetter says. Do you both understand that

now?" Hillenkoetter was quite sure of that last question and of the

remark to him later by Adiral Inglis: "He talked to us like a couple

of plebes. I guess that makes us your servants now.' 1

The record is not yet clear whether this meeting came before or

after Forrestal received a note written on Friday, December 5, by

Vannevar Bush, head of the Research and Development Board. It seems

likely that Bush's letter arrived shortly after the Secretary of Defense

had told the military and naval chiefs of intelligence what they were

not to do. In any event, the statements by Vannevar Bush, chief adviser

to the Secretary of Defense on scientific matters, added weight to

Hillenkoetter's authority when he met with the chiefs of intelligence

again on Monday, December 8, to discuss their differences over the
2

"NSCIDs."

Bush declared with effectively restrained language that the Central

Intelligence Agency was not in good position to provide scientific

intelligence to the Atomic Energy Ccnission. The Intelligence Advisory

Committee was divided; Mr. Souers, said Bush, should be warned of the

situation. To amplify his statement, Bush included memoranda from

officers in his organisation who were in even closer touch. His chief

of intelligence reported that under the leadership of the State Depart-

ment's representative the ad hoo comittee was seeking more authority

for the Intelligence Advisory Committee. The director of his program



division reported that the intelligence chiefs wanted an executive

order apart from the directive of the Council to establish the Comittee

as the "governing ecnmittee" of the Agency. In this situation the

officer responsible for scientific intelligence in the Agency was

"completely stymied." Bush urged that someone "at the highest level"

should determim the relationships between the Agency and the "operating"

services so that the production of "information, detailed intelligence,

and integrated strategic intelligence" could proceed.

illenkoetter read this statement in the meeting of December 8.

The response of General Chamberlin was that he was not conscious there

was any question whether the Intelligence Advisory Committee was to be

a controlling or an advisory body. "I frankly admit," he said, "it is

an advisory body"; others might have a different opinion. He felt

that he had authority to commit his own Department "on certain things"

in agreement with other members of the Committee, and carry out the.

decisions "loyally without any command to do so." Thus the Committee

could eliminate a lot of "minutiae," but it would still be an "advisory

committee."

The position was tenable, and it was logical after the admonition

from the Secretary of Defense that the Agency was going to run as the

Director of Central 'ntelligence said. But there had been some evolution

in the thinking of the representative from the Army since the meeting

on July 17 when he stated that the Advisory Board was "a little more

than an advisory body," and the meeting on November 20 in which he
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maintained that the right of appeal by the Director to the Secretary

of a Department over the head of its chief of intelligence destroyed

"command principles."1

There was action in the meeting of December 8 which the stenotypist

could not record. The memory of Hillenkoetter's General Counsel who

was present is certain on that score. Although the record is one

of frieldly words in half-finished sentences, Hillenkoetter's demeanor

was as strong as Houston ever saw him use. Houston sat where he could

observe faces and catch fleeting expressions. As General Chamberlin's

overtones conveyed his acknowledgement that "Hilly" was "the boss,"

Houston saw an aide of the General "turn white." Admiral Inglis sat C

shaking his head in an unmistakable "no." 2

The representative of the Navy had attended nearly every meeting

of the Intelligence Advisory Board from its beginning under Souers in

February, 1946. Admiral Ingliu had insisted all along that in most

respects the Group, and then the Agency, should be a cooperative

departmental activity. To the statement by annevar Bush that the

Agency would be either "almost completely self-sufficient" or "a small

coordinating body" surrounded by strong departmental agencies, Admiral

Tnglis' response now was that there could be a "middle ground" for the C

Agency. As an "integrated operating agency," he said, it should have

as little interference from the Advisory Committee as possible; the

Committee should be "purely advisory, and absolutely nothing more."

But in the relationships between the central agency and the departmental

S orne- C.



intelligence agencies, the Intelligence Advisory Committee should go

beyond advisory capacity; it had something to do with "liaison,

coordination and implementation." That was his "philosophy," he said,

"for whatever it was worth." 1

There was further discussion in general terms. But the remainder

of the meeting on December 8 was given for the most part to examining

in detail revisions which the ad hoc conittee had made in the "NSCIDs"

of the Agency. For the time being the Director of Central Intelligence

had his way. With the exception of the change regarding inspection of

"intelligence material" which we have considered and the inclusion of

a phrase regarding "national policy" intelligence that was later

deleted, "NSCID 1" went to the Council practically as it had been recast

in the Agency on December 1. Hillenkoetter sent with it on December 9

the suggestion that the Council might name the Director of Central

Intelligence as chairman of the Intelligence Advisory Conittee to

"emphasize" that it was an advisory body "to help the Director" and not

a "Board of Directors or Board of Management." 2
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The Directives

The National Security Council adopted four wNSCIDs" on December 12,

1947. Two others were delayed until the Secretary of Defense should

decide the issue between the Navy and the Air Force over air intelligence.

Still others remained to be considered later in the spring and summer

of 1948. One was delayed until January, 1949.

The first intelligence directive of the Council established duties

and responsibilities for the Director of Central Intelligence, according

to the purposes enunciated in the National Security Act. The directive

prescribed the relationship between the Central Intelligence Agency of

which he was the head and the several intelligence organizations for

whom the Intelligence Advisory Cammittee should give him advice. The

Committee was to be composed of the intelligence chiefs, or their repre-

sentatives, from the Departments of State, Army, Navy, and Air Force,

the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Atomic Energy Commission. The Director

was to invite the representatives of other intelligence agencies to sit

with the Committee when matters related to the national security con-

cerned them. There was place for the Federal Bureau of Investigation as

in the Intelligence Advisory Board under the Authority.-

The directive did not stipulate, as Hillenkoetter had suggested,

that the Director should be the chairman of the Advisory Committee.

The omission may have been considered by some of his associates as a

defeat for illenkoetter. From another point of view, it was quite the



contrary. A. responsible officer should not be a voting member of his

own advisory body. He need not be its chairman to listen to its counsel.

The first directive, however, did require as had the directives

of the National Intelligence Authority, that in making recoumendations

or giving advice to his superiors on the Council the Director should

transmit a record of the concurrence or non-concurrence of members of

the Advisory Conmittee. Where there was disagreement among the heads

of Departments in the National Military Establishment, the Director should

refer the matter to the Secretary of Defense. When approved by the

Council, recommendations of the Director should issue as directives from

the Council to the Director, and the intelligence chiefs respectively .

should be responsible for insuring that such orders when applicable were

"implemented in their organizations."

The Director was to act for the Council in issuing supplementary {
D

directives (known as "DCIs"). Whenever one or more members of the

Advisory Coamittee disagreed with the Director over one of these directives

it should be sent with statements of non-concurrence to the Council for, f

decision as in the case of recommendations or advice by the Director to

the Council. The procedure was much the same as under the old directives

of the National Intelligence Authority. Difficulty would arise, as it 4
had in those days, over the variable meanings possible in the words

"agreed," "substantial," and even "dissent."'

- With regard to the production of "national intelligence" which was 

expressly assigned to the Director of Central Intelligence as it had
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been in the President's Directive, the Director was to make use of

existing intelligence facilities and to utilise departmental intelli-

gence. So far as practicable he should not duplicate departmental

activities and research. But there was no statement in the directive,

as many had wished and some still think wise, to keep the Central Intelli-

gence Agency from engaging in original research and analysis of the

materials.

In disseminating his "national intelligence" to the President, the

Council, the intelligence chiefs of the agencies, and others whom the

Council might designate, the Director of Central Intelligence was to

send with his own view "an agreed statement of substantial dissent."

The inference seems possible that, if there had to be a split opinion,

there should be only one dissent agreed among the members of the Intelli-

gence Advisory Committee. Such agreement proved hard to get. Subse-

quently the provision allowed several differing opinions.1

Other sections of "NSCID 1" pertained to relations directly

between the several intelligence chiefs and the Director of Central

Intelligence. In arranging for inspection of "departmental intelli-

gence material", he was authorized to pass by the intelligence chiefs to

the heads of the Departments or Agencies concerned. The coordination of g

intelligence activities was to be done 'with recognition of "primary

departmental requirements"; they should receive the cooperation.and

support of the Central Intelligence Agency. But although much had been (
said in the meeting on December 8, there was nothing in "NSCID 1" to require

the Director to wait upon the consent of the intelligence chiefs concerned



with those activities. The same was true of the Director's power to

perform services of "common concern;" they were to be determined by

the National Security Council. The Director was to disseminate "intelli-

gence or intelligence information" to the Federal Bureau of Investigation

and other Departments or Agencies as the security regulations of the

originating agency permitted, when he himself thought such dissemination

appropriate. He was to make arrangements with the Departments and

Agencies for the assignment of personnel to the Central Intelligence

Agency; he did not have specifically to negotiate through the intelligence

chief concerned. In short, the individual chiefs of intelligence were

not to possess, under the rule of the National Security Council, many

of the privileges anid rights of exemption which they had enjoyed in the

days of the Group as a "cooperative interdepartmental activity under

Admiral Souers and had fought to maintain against encroachment by the

directives of General Vandenberg. 1

Three remaining paragraphs in "lSCID 1" merit special attention for

the interpretation which military authorities put upon them as the Joint

Chiefs of Staff dissociated their intelligence system from civilian mem-

bership. These paragraphs stipulated that the intelligence organizations

of the Departments and Agencies should maintain with the Central

Intelligence Agency and with each other "a continuing interchange.of

intelligence information and intelligence available to them." But

there was a saving clause, "as appropriate to their respective respon-

sibilities." It would be interpreted by the organizations for
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themselves. Their files, too, were to be available for consultation

under their own security regulations. They were to provide "within

the limits of their capabilities" such intelligence as the Director of

Central Intelligence or any of the other Departments and Agencies should

request. General Gruenther's commentary upon these provisions in

"NSCID 1" will appear shortly as we take up again the relationship between
the Central Intelligence Agency and the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 1

The National Security Council on the same day accepted "NSCID k"
concerning the objectives of national intelligence. Divorced from the

geographical areas of collection and the kinds of intelligence such as
political, economic, and military in which the Departments had or

arrogated to themselves proprietary rights, these objectives were rela-

tively easy to determine. The changes were minor which the ad hoc

conmittee made in the draft prepared in the Agency. It was agreed that

the Director of Central Intelligence in collaboration with the several

agencies should make a comprehensive outline of the objectives in foreign

countries.

Priorities for both collection and production, however, were another
question. They should be determined from time to time with regard for
current importance by the Director and the Agencies under the guidance
of the National Security Council. As the directive issued from the
Council, it stipulated that the guidance should be furnished by the NSC
Staff," composed of the Executive Secretary and representatives from the
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Departments who should be designated by the members of the Council.

In case of disagreement in the Staff, the Council was to decide.

There was no provision in case the Council should not decide. Pre-

sumably these men at the highest level in the Government would never

leave so important a matter as priorities without establishing some

preference. But coordination by the Secretaries, political officers, is

harder to obtain than one may think. They are relatively unfamiliar with

factual detail and are inclined accordingly to depend for advice upon

subordinates who are specialists in their fields. In any case, if the

Council should not decide, the issue would rest of course upon the ultimate
1

responsibility of its chairman, the President.

The directive with regard to wireless and radio monitoring, "NSCID 6,"

offered no difficulties once it passed the ad hoc committee. It had

met resistance chiefly from the Navy. The Office of Operations in the

Agency had wished precise safeguards for its "service of common concern,"

the Foreign Broadcast Information Branch. The Agency wanted to keep
p

the problem within a "DCI" supplementary to "NSCID 1." But rather than

delay over small points, Admiral Hillenkoetter let the atter be handled

in "HSCID 6." The wording of it, though not what the Office of Operations

preferred, did provide that the Director of Central Intelligence should

conduct all Federal monitoring of foreign propaganda and press broadcasts

required to meet the needs of the Departments and Agencies. And he was

to disseminate such information to the Departments and Agencies with

authorized interests in it. Press broadcasts might be narrow in scope.
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The words "foreign propaganda" gave ample room for the Agency to operate

without interfering with the Navy's interceptions.

The fourth intelligence measure adopted by the National Security

Council on December 12, 1947 had to do with espionage and counterespionage

outside the United States. They were "top secret" matters which had

embroiled the Office of Strategic Services with the armed forces and were

still to cause misunderstanding and much trouble as the Army, the Navy,

the Air Force, and the Central Intelligence Agency worked often at

cross purposes when there should have been the closest cooperation. The

difficulty is not to be ascribed merely to departmental rancor and

jealousy. (

We have considered General Magruder's analysis of the problem and

his proposal that the central intelligence organization should have

exclusive control over the collection of secret intelligence by means E

of espionage and counterespionage abroad. We have observed General

Vandenberg's successful endeavor to have such authority established in

the Fifth Directive of the National Intelligence Authority. But we have

seen too that the Army continued its secret intelligence operations in

foreign countries, and did so in same instances without informing even

its fellow armed service, the Navy, in regard to the activity or its

accomplishments. 2

The Fifth Directive of the Authority had given the Director of

Central Intelligence authority to conduct "all organized Federal espionage

and counterespionage operations" for the collection of secret intelligence
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abroad. The word "organized" had left the field open by inference for

unorganized or "casual" operations. Close definition too had distinguished

the work of the Counterintelligence Corps of the ArMv from the activity

of the Office of Special Operations in the Central Intelligence Group.

Collection of foreign intelligence by the Corps was supposed to be

incidental to its function of protecting the American forces. It was to

be hoped but not presumed that such clandestine information would

eventually reach the Central Intelligence Group either in its stations

overseas or in Washington. The relationship between the armed services

and the Group was further complicated by the use of reserve officers from

the Army and the Navy in the secret operations of the Group.

First efforts in the Agency to draft a "DCI" which should protect

the military services and yet allow the Agency to use such officers

led to discussion of the whole problem. Under pressure from the services

through the ad hoc committee, the plan for the "DC " gave way to another

directive for adoption by the Council, "NSCID 5." General Chamberlin

insisted upon sharply distinguishing espionage from counterespionage so

that the Army might continue to operate in counterintelligence. With

this conceded, and the provision that all other "16CIDs" and "DCs"

should be construed to apply solely to "overt intelligence activities"

unless otherwise specified, "NSCID 5" was accepted by all parties.l

As issued by the Council, its fifth intelligence directive stipu-

lated that the Director of Central Intelligence should conduct all

organized Federal operations in espionage outside the United States and
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its possessions for the collection of "intelligence information required

to meet the needs of all Departments and Agencies concerned" except for

"certain agreed activities" by other Departments and Agencies. What

these activities were the directive did not say. No one familiar with

the operations of the Central Intelligence Agency or of the armed ser-

vices, however, was in doubt.

The directive stated separately that the Director should conduct

all organized Federal operations in counterespionage outside the United

States and its possessions, "and in occupied areas." This was to

provide for protecting the interests of the United States where its

armed forces were still maintained. In addition to "certain agreed

activities," it was stipulated expressly in this paragraph that counter-

intelligence activities of any military command or installation were not

to be precluded. The Director of Central Intelligence was to be respon-

sible too for coordinating overt with covert activities in collecting

intelligence. He should disseminate such intelligence to the Departments

and Agencies authorized to receive it. Though carefully worded, "NSCID 5"

had loopholes which gave the Office of Special Operations many experiences

with other agencies during the administrations of both Hillenkoetter and

Smith. 1

The directives concerning overt collection and production which

had caused Vandenberg so much trouble in the previous year had been

delayed past the meeting of the National Security Council on December 12,

1947. The dispute was stubborn between the Navy and the new Department

of the Air Force oier air intelligence. Secretary Forrestal, after much



reluctance, finally abandoned hope that the differences could be

reconciled and a solution found in the discussions of the intelligence

chiefs with the Director of Central Intelligence. Coordination failed

at the "working level." The Secretary of Defense had to decide the

issue. Forrestal declared on January 3, 1948 that the Air Force should

be assigned "the dominant interests and the Navy should be allowed to

continue producing the intelligence it required. This he called "staff

intelligence." He had been assured by Admiral Soers, Executive -

Secretary of the Council, that the Navy was objecting primarily to object;

it would persist until the Secretary of Defense exercised his authority

under the National Security Act. lhen he did so, the measures, "NSCID 2" (

and "NSCID 3", were adopted by the Council on January 13, 1948. 1

The first of these directives had to do with the coordination of

collection activities abroad, except of course those involved with -

espionage, counterespionage and the "agreed activities" specified in

NSCID 5."

Despite the failure of coordination in the field during the abortive

Dominican revolutionary expedition from Cuba in the previous sumner, no

effort had been made in the Agency to apply the lesson and to reopen

the question whether the Director of Central Intelligence rather than

the "senior U.S. representative" in each foreign area should "coordinate"

collection activities there. The 'members of the Intelligence Advisory

Board were fully informed of the Dominican affair but they appear to

have given little thought to this fiasco in cooperative responsibility.
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In view of the distressing experience at Bogota in the following spring,

it would have been better if the issue had been decided in favor of the

Director of Central Intelligence before the Council adopted "NSCID 2"

in January, 19118. But all parties appear to have been willing at that

time to leave overt collection of intelligence abroad without centralized

supervision and control.

illenkoetter's drafting officers had endeavored to give the

Director some authority where economic and scientific matters concerned

more than one Department but were "of primary concern to none." This was

to be done only "upon specific approval by the National Security

4
Council." The proposal, however, did not survive the operation of the

ad hoc committee. In its place there appeared the provision that each

agency should collect economic, scientific, and technological intelli-

gence "in accordance with its own needs." And so it was left in the

text of "NSCID 2" as adopted by the Council. 2

The remainder of "NSCID 2" was practically a repetition of the

Seventh Directive of the National Intelligence Authority, which Vandenberg

had opposed the year before and from which he had appealed his case to

the Authority. A collector in the field was still to transmit his

"intelligence information" to the representative there of the agency

most concerned, and send copies to his own agency as he pleased. This

may have been coordination; it certainly was not control.

There was to be no "unproductive duplication and uncoordinated

overlap." There were to be "full flow of intelligence information"

E
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and "full utilization" of "individual initiative and favorable con-

tacts." No interpretation should "negate the basic principle" that

all departmental representatives abroad were individually responsible

for collecting and transmitting pertinent infozmation to their respective

Departments. There was to be "free and unrestricted interdepartmental

exchange of intelligence information" to meet the "recognized secondary

needs" of each Department and Agency.

Needs obvious in one Department but unrecognized by another were

not included. Clearly, there was no intention to have "NSCID 2"

depart from the loosely articulated system of overt collection which

the Departments had maintained against Vandenberg's efforts to establish

supervision and control. If Hillenkoetter is to be blamed for this,

the National Security Council is entitled to share the criticism with

him.2

The directive pertaining to the coordination of production,

"NSCID 3," also adopted on January 13, 1948, established the definitions

and the categories of intelligence which henceforth were to govern

activities and separate responsibilities. Dominant interests in producing

intelligence were to coincide with those in collecting it. The whole

scheme of production, however, was to be "subject to refinement through

a continuous program of coordination by the Director of Central Intelli-

gence" as the system of collection was not. 3

Since the definition of basic, current, staff, departmental, and

national intelligence may be studied in the texts themselves, no
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paraphrase is given here. But distinctions should be noted with some

care. Basic intelligence, the product of fact-finding and analysis,

best exemplified in the "National Intelligence Surveys," is permanent

and static by nature. It is to be distinguished from current intelligence

which has value for the moment but which may prove in time less important

and even no longer useful.

Staff intelligence is prepared by a department or agency to satisfy

its own requirements. No matter how many others are engaged in col-

lecting the same information, the idea is fixed that an agency has a

right to collect staff intelligence for itself and even keep that

intelligence to itself. But in this exclusive enterprise, it does not

feel that it should be confined to the use of materials obtained within

its own system of collection. It expects, in fact assumes that it has

a right, to receive information from other agencies and the Departme.nts.

In short, the process is not reciprocal. When reluctant to release

certain information, an agency is likely to think of it as staff intelli-

gence exclusively for its own use.

Departmental intelligence is distinguished frcm staff intelligence

primarily because the Departments choose to have it so. Whether basic,

current or staff intelligence, departmental intelligence presumably is

always available to the Central Intelligence Agency for use in its

national estimates, and for distribution to other agencies when that

intelligence is pertinent to their work in maintaining the national

security.



National intelligence by definition in "NSCID 3" is therefore

"integrated departmental intelligence" covering the "broad aspects of

national policy and national security." It concerns more than one

Department or Agency. It transcends the "exclusive competence" of a

single Department or Agency or the Military Establishment. That is to

say, it includes the intelligence of the State Department and other

non-military agencies of the Government. The Director of Central

Intelligence is expressly designated as the one who produces and die-

seminates national intelligence. He is to receive materials from the

Departments and Agencies by agreement with them, in accordance with their

dominant interests and their capabilities to produce such materials and,

we should add, their willingness to give it to him.

Since the adoption of "NSCID 3" in January, 1948 there has been

no legal ground for questioning the authorisation of the Director of .

Central Intelligence to produce and disseminate national intelligence.

But there still have been many occasions when the several intelligence

agencies of the Departments have made it hard for the Director to do

so. The issue of individual versus collective responsibility for

national estimates has remained in a state of suspense. This may have

been fortunate for the development of the theory of central intelligence

and the growth of this Agency. It has not always worked for the pro-

duction of the best possible national estimates.)

The ONSCID" to continue the "exploitations of American businesses

and individuals within the United States for intelligence on affairs
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abroad had been under consideration since August. There were several

reasons for the delay. The ad hoc conittee made an issue of the

Agency's desire to put the details of the regulation in a "DCI" based

upon "NSCID 1 and the responsibility of the Agency for matters of

"common concern." Admiral Soners had urged on behalf of the Council

that its directives be kept few in nunber and their administrative

details put in "DC s." But the Captains and Colonels of the ad hoc

comnittee insisted upon a separate "NSCID 7." The idea appears to have

been that the intelligence agencies of the Departments thus would be

in closer relation to the Council and less subordinate to the Director

of Central Intelligence. The draft had to be referred back to the

working committee and the Office of Operations. 1

And then, the representative of "G-2" raised question for the

Army whether the Intelligence Advisory Coaittee ought not to have

some power of revision, just in case there should be need in time of

war. Hillenkoetter gave the perfect answer: all directives, "NSCIDs"

and "DCIs", were drawn to establish procedures which should be changed

in practice. The directives were "not irrevocable"; they were subject

to developing circumstances. General Chamberlin offered no further

objection. By February 9 all concurrences had come from the Intelligence

Advisory Committee. The Council adopted "NSCID 7" on February 12, 1948.2

Kinnnan Douglass and others who had struggled with the Colonels

and Captains over the same problem in August and September, 1946 must

have been pleased when they read "NSCID 7.0 It gave the Central
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Intelligence Agency charge of collecting foreign intelligence from

American businesses and individuals within the United States. It

stipulated that the Agency should make the rules, establish the procedures,

set the standards, manage the field offices, arrange for the contacts,

obtain the agreements, inform the departmental agencies, and disseminate

the information acquired. The departmental agencies might assign

representatives to the field offices, but they would be under the direc-

tion of "the CIA managers." The departmental agencies could expect full

service from the Central Intelligence Agency, but it in turn was to

receive, "to the maximu extent possible," the information which they

obtained as a by-product of their non-intelligence activities. 1

The directive regarding biographical data on foreign scientists

and technologists, "NSCID 8," issued on May 25, 1948, caused no partic-

ular disturbance among the departmental agencies. It assigned primary

responsibility to the Central Intelligence Agency, but left to the

departmental agencies the right still to collect, analyze and abstract

such material. The directive on comunications intelligence, however,

was involved in a prolonged and complicated deliberation over the

relation to be maintained between the Director of Central Intelligence

and the Agency on the one hand and the United States Comunications

Intelligence Board on the other. NECID 9," closely held under "limited

distribution," was not issued by the National Security Council until
-. July 1, 1948. "ISCID 10," concerning the collection of data on foreign

science and technology, in which the State Department claimed a "primary
interest," was delayed until January 18, 1949.2
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Scientific Intelligence

The Nuclear Energy Group, established in the Scientific Branch

of the Office of Reports and Estimates on March 28, 1907, marked time

with little accomplishment as the atomic Energy Commission and the

Central Intelligence Group endeavored to find a working arrangement

between themselves. The Scientific Branch engaged energetically for

months in other projects according to the agreement with the Joint

Research and Development Board, but produced little to satisfy the need

for intelligence on the scientific "capabilities and intentions" of the
1

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

There were papers on guided missiles, plans for intelligence

requirements concerning the Soviet Union,-arrangements for security, a

visit from the liaison officer of "JBDB" to ascertain the information

in the possession of the Branch which he would like to have sent to the

I.
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Critics chose to lay the blame for this situation upon the Central

Intelligence Group and Admiral Hillenkoetter. They were failing to

coordinate the activities of the departmental agencies in scientific

intelligence. This criticism presumed that the agencies were yearning

for the'Director's leadership, as they were certainly not if the past {

experience of Vandenberg and Hillenkoetter were any indication. This

criticism presumed too that the raw materials of scientific intelligence

were within reach. Obviously, they were not. The collection of

scientific intelligence still is one of the most difficult activities

of the Agency to accomplish, with any volume, accuracy, or speed. To

Hillenkoetter the problem was primarily one of obtaining the necessarily

skilled personnel both at home and in the field.l

The Office of Collection and Dissemination endeavored in August,

1947 to make by geographical location a survey of the persons and

offices available in the Departments of State, War, Navy, and Air

Forces for collecting scientific intelligence. The State Department

stalled over definition of "satisfactory capability" and over phases

in the scientific information involved; besides, its officer was not

ready to make any commitment regarding the assignment of "reporting

personnel in our foreign missions" to that sort of work. This, we

should notice, was before the Department of State delayed the adoption

USERE'
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of "NSCID lO" on the ground that the Department had the "primary

interest" in the collection of data on foreign science and technology.

The Navy did not think itself equipped to collect scientific

intelligence except The Army and the Air Forces

reported that they could take care of such intelligence for their own

purposes. None of the Armed Services expressed much interest beyond

their own requirements, though all recognized the need for improved

national collection. To the suggestion that "the Central Intelligence

Group, then becoming the Agency, might select and pay scientific

attaches who should be controlled by the State Department, "OCD" expected

these reactions. The Department would decline on the ground that it

had enough to do. The Army would prefer its own scientific net. The

Navy and the Air Force would be indifferent.

In the meantime, members of "ORE" had met with representatives of

the "JRDB" on July 17. They were to obtain by September 1, with such

means and infonmation as were available, some idea of the scientific

and technological capabilities of the Soviet Union which would affect

the defense economy of the United States by 1949. In line with this

project, quite apparently approved if not instigated by Secretary

Forrestal, there came a letter on July 31 from Karl T. Compton addressed

to Forrestal as Secretary of National Security. Forrestal was about

to take office on August 17 as the first Secretary of Defense.

Compton recalled for Secretaries Marshall and Forrestal the

special committee which Secretary Stimson asked in the late spring of
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1945 to estimate how long it would take Russia to construct an atomic

bomb. We should notice that the inquiry was before the American bomb

was tested at Alamagordo and dropped upon iroshima and Nagasaki. The

scientists and manufacturers present in that meeting concluded that it

would take at least five years, presumably with "full blueprint informa-

tion." On thinking it over, with the knowledge that the Russians now

had the aid of German scientists, engineers andmanufacturers, Compton

brought the estimate to the minimum of "Potsdam plus three years," or

the summer of 1948. He personally felt that it might take longer.

The Russians' first atomic explosion came in the fall of 1949.

But Compton's discussion of the problem in July, 1947 was convincing

to Secretary Forrestal. There should be closer scrutiny and estimating.

He sent Compton's letter to Niits and to Hillenkoetter on August 11.

Forrestal called upon the Navy to. collaborate with the Agency in a

restudy of the "Russian Atomic Bomb Time Schedule." Hillenkoetter

replied on August 18. He had to say that, although the matter was urgent,

the information in the Agency was scanty and of doubtful merit. There

was none to change the estimate which had been sent to Admiral Inglis

in May. 1

The Central Intelligence Group had a plan by April 14 for coopera-

tion with the Atomic Energy Commission. The Group proposed that the

chief of its Nuclear Energy Group should be the advisor on nuclear

intelligence to the Chairman of the Commission and to the Director of

Central Intelligence. The Nuclear Energy Group should exclusively
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represent the Director in all contacts with the Comission. On its

part, the Atomic Energy Comission should arrange to give the chief

3 of the Nuclear Energy Group access to personnel, activities, and

records within the Comission that were necessary to his work for the

Commission and the Central Intelligence Group. The assumption was that

the Central Intelligence Group must be kept informed of nuclear research

and development in the United States in order to handle effectively

its task of producing foreign intelligence. The plan called upon the

Commission to reveal its activities and records to the Group but did

not provide that the Group should expose its sources of information

to the Comision. 1

Finding the plan of the Central Intelligence Group for collabora-

tion unsatisfactory, Lewis L. Strauss of the Atomic Energy Comission

asked Admiral Souers, then in retirement, to undertake a comprehensive

investigation and report. A major obstacle between the Comission and

the Group was that of esources." The Commission wished to know the

origins of all intelligence so that it could determine the authenticity

and significance of the information. The Group on the other hand was

obliged to protect its sources of information against discovery, or

there would be none.

2

Admiral Souers made his report on July 1, 1947. He did not

approach the problem directly through the controversy over sources of



information. Instead, he explained for the benefit of the Commission

the origin and responsibility of the National Intelligence Authority.

He examined then the peculiar responsibilities of the Commission for

its own "operational intelligence." This pertained to the exploration

and procurement of the raw materials for atoic energy; it was necessary

that the Commission should control the export of equipment and materials

used in the search and should maintain the security of the information

about them.1

Souers constructed with care the role of the Atomic Energy Com-

mission in aiding the development of "strategic and national policy"

intelligence. It should be the policy of the Commission to avoid

dupliain

Particularly in its scientific and technological

guidance, the Commission should look to the Group for "coordinated

estimates" of political and economic factors while the Commission con-

centrated upon the field of atomic energy as such. The Commission shoulc

have "direct contact" with other intelligence agencies, especially with

the Federal Bureau of Investigation which had exclusive responsibility

for all investigations within its juriediction. Unless the Commission

maintained those contacts, there would be "failure to recognize" items

of interest to the Commission; and that interest was reciprocal. There

must be a "rapid interchange" of information for the benefit of all
Eparties concerned in the development of national intelligence.

To this end, Souers recommended that the Atomic Energy Commission

should have permanent membership in the Intelligence Advisory Board.
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The National Intelligence Authority quickly adopted the recommendation.

Admiral Hillenkoetter adhered to it throughout his administration of

the Group and the Agency. 1

Within the Atomic Energy Commission itself, Souers saw need for

a Director of Intelligence who should be responsible to the General

Manager. Under the administration of the Director there should be an

organization to "permeate" the installations and plants of the Com-

mission in order that scientific intelligence acquired through the f

Central Intelligence Group might be evaluated and applied immediately .

in the work of the Camission. For this reciprocal relationship with

the Group, the Commission's Director of Intelligence should be its (

member of the Intelligence Advisory Board. Admiral John E. Gingrich

held this post until succeeded by Dr. Walter F. Colby. 2

Souers' recommendations were put into operation by the Commission.

But the issue between the Atomic Energy Commission and the Central

Intelligence Agency over "sources" was not yet settled. An agreement

was not reached until after the Scientific Branch of "ORE had been

Vannevar Bush, head of the Research and Development Board, C

approached the problem of scientific intelligence with a point of view

less interdepartmental than that of Sours who was now Executive Secre-

tary of the National Security Council. Senator Hickenlooper had urged

in a letter to the Departments on August 7, 1947 that there should be

4~GRET
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cooperation among the several agencies in the matter of intelligence

on nuclear energy. This suggestion led to the appointment of representa-

tives from the Departments of State, War, the Navy and the Atomic

Energy Commission and to a proposal from Admiral Hillenkoetter that

there should be a Joint Nuclear Energy Intelligence Committee at the

"working level" under the coordination of the Central Intelligence

Agency. This working committee would manage the whole business of

collecting, correlating and evaluating, ascertaining- requirements, pre-

paring estimates, and disseminating scientific intelligence.

Nothing came of the proposal. For the Navy, Inglis objected on

the ground that dissemination was a matter of policy which should not

be controlled by a committee at the 'working level." But Vannevar

Bush returned from a meeting of the Joint Congressional Committee on

Atomic Energy, where the whole subject had been under discussion, to

express his views on December 5 in writing to Secretary Forrestal.

Bush had indicated in the meeting that morning, and he judged that

Forrestal agreed, that the Congressional Comittee snould turn to the

Central Intelligence Agency itself for intelligence onmclear energy

and scientific matters in general. Bush feared that the Agency was not

yet in position to meet this call because of the confusion within its

councils. We have already observed the admonition which Forrestal gave

at this moment to Admiral Inglis and General Chamberlin, and the use

which Hillenkoetter made of Bush's letter to Forrestal in the next

meeting of the Director with the Advisory Board on December 8.1
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Bush's director of programs in "RDB," Ralph L. Clark, reported

that Wallace R. Brode, chief of the Scientific Branch in the Agency,

was "completely stymied" by the controversy between the Board and the

Director. Brode could not recruit and organize his staff, let alone

provide useful intelligence to "MDB" and other agencies. Apparently

the situation was worse than that, for Brode himself was not fully

cleared in some field of science to the satisfaction of some one with

influence. Circumstantial evidence points to the field of nuclear

energy.

By a general order on January 14, 1948, Admiral Hillenkoetter

reorganized the Scientific Branch of "ORE" to place upon the Assistant

Director, Theodore Babbitt, "full administrative and operational

responsibility" for the Scientific Branch, with specific exceptiona.

For these, Brode was directly responsible. It was obviously but anothe:

way of saying that he was no longer in charge of the Scientific Bra-nch.

He was to maintain and supervise "liaison" with other agencies. He was

to advise the Director. But he was not to administer the nuclear intel-

ligence program of the Agency now under the "closer coordination and

supervision" of the Assistant Director for Reports and Estimates. This
order lasted only until March 5

Then Babbitt and Brode resumed their normal relationships as respectively

head of the Office of Reports and Estimates and chief of its Scientific

Branch. 2

I
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Repercussions of this affair were heard to the disadvantage

of Admiral Hillenkoetter in the Intelligence Survey Group which by

this time had begun its investigation of the Agency for the National

Security Council. But the more important consequence of the readjust-

ment in the Agency with regard to intelligence on nuclear energy was
Admiral Hillenkoetter's meeting with representatives of the Atnic

Energy Commission and its Mitary Liaison Comittee on April 2, 1948.

It was a special conference to consider a proposal for--improving the
evaluation of foreign intelligence in the field of atomic energy.l

Lewis L. Strauss, who had asked Souers to make his study for the

Atomic Energy Ccumission, opened the discussion by reviewing the

u1satisfactory situation and then stating the desire of the Commission.

It wanted a better channel of information between the Cceission and

the Agency. If agreeable to the Agency, the Comaission would employ
a scientist qualified to have access to all foreign intelligence

available to the Agency, "including the sources." There was the issue
fully in view. The Canmission would delegate responsibility to this

person and rely upon his evaluation of the intelligence, including

the sources. He would thus obtain knowledge of them, appraise them
for expertness, honesty, and significance, and then keep their names C

to himself. This procedure would satisfy the Atomic Energy Commission.

C
Admiral Hillenkoetter

He agreed'at the meeting to

L
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the proposal in general, undertook to discuss it with the intelligence

chiefs of the Army, Navy, and Air Force, and followed his tentative

agreement with formal acceptance, April 12, 1948, on behalf of the

Central Intelligence Agency.

ciated also the offer of the Commission to assist with evaluating the -

material, particularly the nomination of Dr. Walter F. Colby for the
job of appraising the sources. Colby, then serving the Agency on a

part time basis should devote full time to the work, either as an
employee of the Commission or of the Agency. Hillenkoetter had no
preference on this matter. Dr. Colby eventually became the Director
of Intelligence in the Commission and its representative on the
Intelligence Advisory Committee for his work with the Central Intelli-
gence Agency. 1

Thus progress had been made by the summer of 194 8 toward con-
structing a system of national intelligence for the field of nuclear
energy and atomic fission. There was still much to be done in other
areas of scientific intelligence. The investigating committees of
1948 were to find that the Agency was short of achieving what had been
set on paper. They would find also that the departmental intelligence
services contributed to the delay. There was reargument of old issues

in scientific intelligence between the Armed Services and the Office
of Scientific Intelligence in the Agency as this account was being
written in 1953. 3
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The Joint Chiefs and Civilians

The fact that the Joint Chiefs of Staff were to be represented

in the Intelligence Advisory Comittee did not justify optimism

concerning their future relationships with the Agency. They had

decided in the previous February to eliminate civilian membership from

their Joint Intelligence Comittee. This meant that representation

of the State Department would cease; it gave notice that any plan to

include a member of the Central Intelligence Agency would meet dis-

favor. In such circumstances there was a natural reluctance on the

part of military men to become involved in the affairs of the Agency;

participation might lead to comitments jeopardising secrets that

were theirs exclusively according to their views on the matter. But

the Joint Chiefs had been courteously willing to hear the suggestions

of the Director of Central Intelligence. They sent their plan for

reorganising the Joint Intelligence Committee and its Joint Intelli-

gence Staff to Admiral Hillenkoetter on June 23, 1917. 1

The plan dropped the representatives of the State Department

from both Comittee and Staff. It stipulated that the Committee should

"give ma-imum support to integration of governmental intelligence

activities through the medium of the Central Intelligence Group."

How this was to be done, however, was not stated. The Committee, and

its Staff, were furthermore to "utilize the structure of the Central
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Intelligence Group in procuring information, intelligence, and

assistance from governmental agencies and activities other than the

military agencies." This presumably was to be done, with the consent

of the Director of Central Intelligence, through the military and

naval officers who were already on his staff in the Group or the

1
customary liaison officers appointed for such purposes.

It was not much of an opportunity to reverse the thinking and

penetrate the organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, but Hillenkoetter

took advantage of it to offer a counterproposal prepared for him by

"ICAPS." As referred to the chiefs of the departmental agencies in

the Intelligence Advisory Board on July 11, 1947, Hillenkoetter's

plan for the Joint Intelligence Committee of the Joint Chiefs of Staff

replaced the representative of the State Department with the Director

of Centra. Intelligence. He should not be a member of the Committee,

however, but merely an "advisor and observer" who should receive the

papers of the Camittee to insure the "closest collaboration" between

the Joint Intelligence Committee and the Central Intelligence Group. 2

For liaison, and even that "maximum support to integration" of

intelligence activities which the Joint Chiefs desired, Hillenkoetter's

plan was better than their proposed revision. The Director himself

would take part in their Comnittee. But his further suggestion that

the Deputy Director should act in place of the Director of Central.

Intelligence if he were a civilian, does not merit consideration. It

is inconceivable that anyone, whether military or civilian, could
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remain deputy to the Director if he concealed anything from his

superior. If he were, kept in office, there would be two Directors

of Central Intelligence, one entrusted with military secrets and the

other not, an impossibility under both the President's Directive

of January 22, 19116 and its successor, the National Security Act of

July 26, 19117.1

The plan submitted by Hillenkoetter for the Central Intelligence

Group would supplant the Joint Intelligence Staff with a Secretary

to the Joint Intelligence Committee. The Secretary would have assistants.

The work of the Staff would then be transferred in large part to the

Central Intelligence Group, such for example as the preparation of

intelligence studies for the Joint Chiefs of Staff according to their

requirements. Departmental intelligence would still be subitted

directly from the War and Navy Departments to the Joint Intelligence

Committee. Its Secretary and his assistants would have charge of those

matters which were inappropriate for the Group to handle. Hillenkoetter

argued that the Joint Chiefs of Staff thus would receive intelligence f

"national in scope" without any barrier between themselves and their

departmental agencies to impede the "flow of strictly military

intelligence." 2

The chiefs of intelligence did not linger over this proposal for

the Central Intelligence Group. From their replies, it is apparent

that all of them sought and received instructions from their superiors. (

Mr. Eddy, for the State Department, was the first to answer. He
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concurred on July 15 in the principles of the proposal and suggested

further interlocking of the Group with the Joint Intelligence Comnittee

in practice. Eddy would have this done by increasing the duties of

the representatives of the departmental chiefs of intelligence in

the Office of Reports and Estimates. These representatives were sup-

posed to assist in preparing interdepartmental estimates. They could

also form an advisory staff to the Intelligence advisory Board. We
1

should remember that the chiefs of intelligence -constituted both the

Joint Intelligence Committee of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the

Intelligence Advisory Board under the National Intelligence Authority.I
1

Such close articulation was far from the thoughts of the other

members of the Intelligence Advisory Board. They represented the

armed services. Mr. Eddy was to withdraw from the Joint Intelligence
t

Comittee. They, or succeeding representatives of the army, the Navy,

and the Air Force, would stay on the Committee.

Admiral Inglis replied to Hillenkoetter on July 17. He was frank

to say that he had once proposed that the Director of Central Intelli-

gence should advise the Joint Chiefs of Staff and sit as chairman of

their Joint Intelligence Committee. He had thought then that strictly

military intelligence might be insulated within the Central Intelligence

Group. But his ideas had not been in accordance with the views of

higher authority in the Navy. We have seen that Admiral Nimits as

Chief of Naval Operations favored on December 9, 1946 exclusion of the

civilian services from representation in the Joint Intelligence

Comittee.2
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With the decision of the Joint Chiefs to adopt the proposal

of Nimitz, there was nothing for the Chief of Naval Intelligence to

do but state his personal position for the record and present the

case for his orders. Inglis declared that, in a military organization,

intelligence was a function of conaand; military authority therefore

had to maintain direct control over operational intelligence. For

reasons of security, non-military persons had never been given access

to military plans, he said; the authority over such persons was

insufficient for the purpose. As for estimates, those of the Joint

Intelligence Committee would be "national in scope," he declared,

since they would include pertinent contributions from the Central

Intelligence Group. In short, if this meant what it seems to mean, all

materials from the Department of State entering into the construction

of national intelligence would have to come to the estimators in the

Joint Intelligence Committee by way of the contributions from the
1

Central Intelligence Group.

The declaration of Admiral Inglis explains why he persisted

throughout the summer and fall of 1947 in maintaining that operational

intelligence should remain in the control of the armed services. His

statements made clear once more the misgiving which so many military

men have when they think of civilian collaboration in their affairs.

But his argument did not destroy, it confirmed the fact that those who

make national estimates should have access to knowledge of the

capabilities and intentions of their own country. The question remained
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whether the Joint Intelligence Committee of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff or the Central Intelligence Agency or the Director of Central

Intelligence or some other authority could perform the function. 1

General Chamberlin's executive officer wrote for him on July 21

that he could not concur with the Group's plan to reorganize the

Joint Intelligence Committee. The Joint Chiefs must have control of

their intelligence agencies. There was no objection to the Director

of Central Intelligence sitting as an observer in the meetings of

the Joint Intelligence Committee, provided that he were a member of

the armed forces; but as most of the meetings were concerned with

military problems, he said, there was no need for instituting such

a procedure. One might conclude, from this statement for Chamberlin,

that the central intelligence organization had very little to do with

military matters, until one recalled the work of the Coordinator of

Inforsation, the Office of Strategic Services, and the Strategic Ser-

vices Unit, predecessors of the Central Intelligence Group. No one

in the Agency today, with any knowledge of its covert operations,

would have the notion.

General McDonald's rejection followed on July 25. The plan of

the Group ignored, he said, the fundamental principle that a "staff

intelligence responsibility" existed within every planning organization.

And so the Joint Chiefs of Staff required within their organisation

an agency capable of producing intelligence, rather than one which

merely transmitted intelligence which had been produced. Ignoring
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4

General McDonald's inadequate description of the Central Intelli-

gence Group which at that time was an agency collecting, producing,

and disseminating intelligence, let us point out that he too was

ignoring a fact. Whatever its shortcamings, the plan which Hillenkoetter

sponsored for the reorganization of the Joint Intelligence Committee

comprehended use of the Group by the Joint Chiefs of Staff for pro-

ducing certain kinds of "staff intelligence." Others were to be kept

from the Group. But then, to General McDonald, intelligence was "hot

an exact science." Let us leave his non-concurrence on that note. 1

Admiral Hillenkoetter resubmitted his plan for the Joint Intelli-

gence Committee on August 7, 1947 - this time directly to the Joint

Chiefs of Staff. It was his right to go over the heads of the depart-

mental intelligence agencies. The National Security Act had become

law. Both the Joint Chiefs of Staff and, the Central Intelligence Agency

were now upon statutory foundations. Their positions were comparable.

Although Hillenkoetter was only a Rear Admiral, as Director of Central

Intelligence he was by law on practically the same level of respon-

sibility as the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The Director as head of the

Agency was adviser to the President and the National Security Council

on matters of intelligence specified in the Act of Congress. The

Joint Chiefs were the principal military advisers to the President and

the Secretary of Defense. The interests of the Agency and the Joint

Chiefs of Staff were involved. It was time to determine relations and

procedures. 2

r(
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The plan of the Joint Chiefs for reorganizing the Joint Intelli-

gence Committee, wrote Hillenkoetter, did not insure the cooperation

and coordination that were to be desired between the intelligence

agencies which supported the Security Council and the President on

the one hand and the Joint Chiefs on the other. He suggested that a

special military group within the Agency might help the Agency and

the Joint Chiefs of Staff to work together on matters concerning the

operational intelligence which gave the Joint Chiefs. anxiety when

they thought of dealing with civilian.. 1

There the matter stood in the fall of 1947 as the Group became

the Agency, Hillenkoetter sought his own advisory comittee, and his (

drafting officers prepared the "NSCIDs." And then he received notice

from the State Department on November 5 that it had withdrawn its

representation from the Joint Intelligence Committee and Staff as of

October 31; henceforth the proper channel for joint action between

itself and the Joint Chiefs with regard to intelligence should be

through the Director of Central Intelligence and the Agency. The

State Department requested the Director to establish such 'liaison and

coordinating relations." There were several ways this might be done.

The Department preferred use of the Standing Comittee which (

Hillenkoetter had suggested as a means for keeping the Intelligence

Advisory Committee in touch with "ICAPS." 2

Hillenkoetter had a reply ready November 19, on the day before (

his meeting with the Intelligence Advisory Board to discuss the first

4EG*T-
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*NSCIDs." In this letter to Armstrong, he said that arrangements

were being made for him to be on the Joint Intelligence Committee;

correspondingly the Deputy Director for the Joint Intelligence Group

within the Joint Staff was to became a permanent member of the

Intelligence Advisory Committee which Hillenkoetter proposed to

establish. The next day General Todd attended the meeting of the Intel-

ligence Advisory Board in that capacity, and again on December 8.

In fact he or his representative continued to do so for months to come.

But Todd was not comfortable in his situation. He was hesitant to

designate a representative on the ad hoc committee to correct the

"NSCIDs" of the Agency. He did not feel that his superior, General

Gruenther, Director of the Joint Staff under the Joint Chiefs of Staff,

1
would care to do so.

Later, in February, 1948 when asked to appoint a representative

on the Standing Committee, General Todd declined. He would sit in the

Intelligence Advisory Committee, but he had no desire to be involved

in the affairs of the Agency "on the working level." His decision was

sound. He could attend the meetings as an observer and reporter to

General Gruenther, Director of the Joint Staff, responsible to the

Joint Chiefs of Staff. But the Joint Intelligence Group over which

Todd presided was composed of equal numbers of officers from the Army,

Navy, and Air Force. He therefore could take no position at variance

with that of any one of the services. And, if they were in agreement,

there was little use in his expressing the same opinion. The Joint
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Intelligence Group in reality had no mind of its own. Any dissenting

faction could go straight from the Group to its chief of intelligence

in the Intelligence Advisory Committee of the Agency or in the Joint

Intelligence Committee of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. -

Although Admiral Hillenkoetter attended meetings of the Joint

Intelligence Committee, as a matter of courtesy,

he never took part as had

' General Donovan and his deputies. If Hillenkoetter had done so, he

would have walked right into the place of the Office of Strategic

Services in the Joint Intelligence Committee, near the foot of the table.

It was hardly the place for the man supposed to be the Coordinator of

Information or the Director of the Office of Strategic Services or the

Director of Central Intelligence. 2

There are those who think that this aspect of the situation

should have troubled Hillenkoetter and that he should have insisted

upon a stronger position of leadership. To him, however, the place in

the Joint Intelligence Committee offered an opportunity to look after

the interests of the State Department and of the Atomic Energy Com-

mission in matters of intelligence. He was not so concerned with

deference to his rank as Director of Central Intelligence. And he did

not wish to antagonize the chiefs of intelligence any more than he was

doing at that time. If they sat in his advisory committee under the

Act of Congress, he would sit as an observer and servant, in a sense,

when they constituted the Joint Intelligence Cmmttee by order of the



Joint Chiefs of Staff. But his letter to Armstrong in the Depart-

ment of State was held up for successive weeks until December 22,

and never sent.l

The Joint Chiefs of Staff on December 4 issued a plan for liaison

between its Joint Intelligence Group and the Central Intelligence

Agency. The agency would provide the Group with intelligence from

"non-military government agencies." In turn, the agency would be

informed with regard to "intelligence estimates." These familiar

words convey the idea that the Agency was not to receive information

upon the capabilities and intentions of the armed forces of this

country. 2

Hillenkoetter might have rejected the plan, and broken diplomatic

relations, as it were, with the Joint Chiefs of Staff at that juncture.

If he had done so, he certainly would have met with Forrestal; Secre-

tary of Defense, and the chiefs of intelligence between December 3

and December 8 in a less favorable atmosphere. He had the advantage in

that crisis and he kept the advantage through the meeting of December 8

with the intelligence chiefs. It continued even through the meeting

of the National Security Council on December 12 which adopted the

first "NSCIDs."

Hillenkoetter chose to take what he could get for the Agency at

the time. He accepted the plan of the Joint Chiefs on December 22 and

sent word to the State Department on December 26 that he had appointed

a military representative of the Agency and an assistant to act as

Ml C(
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liaison officers with the Intelligence Section of the Joint Intelli-

gence Group of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. These officers would attend

the meetings of the Joint Intelligence Committee when it was dealing

with intelligence estimates. In this manner they would "assure the

11flow of intelligence material" between the Joint Staff and the non-

military agencies of the Government.

The arrangement, however, was not satisfactory for the production

of "national intelligence" in the Central Intelligence Agency. General

Gruenther made this unmistakable to all who read his memorandum of

December 12 to the Director of Central Intelligence regarding "NSCID 1"
1

and, in particular, its paragraphs pertaining to the interchange of

intelligence and access to files among the departmental agencies and

the Central Intelligence Agency. Gruenther, at Hillenkoetter's

request, confirmed Todd's statements in the meeting of December 8 that

the Joint Chiefs of Staff had a special position to maintain. They

could not distribute their papers freely. Their security required

that documents prepared within their organization should not be

available to the Departments and Agencies outside, said Gruenther,

unless there were specific authorization by the Joint Chiefs with the

approval of the President.

The Departments and igencies, however, would not be deprived of

any materials of intelligence because they were denied the papers of

the Joint Intelligence Group, Gruenther went on to argue. The Group

was not a collecting agency. Those materials of intelligence, he

C



said would be obtained through the collecting agencies of the Depart-

ments. He did not elaborate upon the saving clauses in "NSCID 1"

which left discretion and exception with the departmental agencies

according to their responsibilities, capabilities, and security regu-

lations.1

IAdmiral Hillenkoetter accepted General Gruenther's comments of

December 12. There was little else that Hillenkoetter could do as the

National Security Council adopted the first "NSCIDsO on the same day.

Admiral Souars, Erecutive Secretary to the Council, noted upon his

copy of the memorandum from Gruenther that Hillenkoetter was "apparently

agreeable to this concept." So had Souers been as Director of Central

Intelligence. So had General Smith still to be. 2

Although the Director of Central Intelligence had authority to

produce national intelligence estimates, he did not control all of the

I resources essential to producing them. He had still to rely upon the

departmental intelligence agencies for vital information, particularly

with regard to the capabilities and intentions of the armed services

yet to place as much confidence in the Office of National Estimates

with respect to knowledge of their own capabilities of resisting Soviet

aggression. The Agency was in the position of knowing more about the

strength of the potential enemy of this country than about its power

to meet that enemy at a particular place and a given manent. 3
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"Bogota"

One who has viewed an election south of the Rio Grande, from the

vantage point of lying on his belly beneath gunfire across a plaza,

may conclude that the affair of April 9, 1948 was just another burst

of Latin-American temperament. This was not true of Congressmen,

columnists, and patriots of the press who thought simultaneously of

"another Pearl Harbor" and of the Panama Canal so close to Colombia.

They were quick to ascribe it all to agents from the Kremlin.

Politicians who aspired to be President found Harry S. Truman

responsible, not for the assassination of Jorge Gaitan, to be sure,

but for failure to know about it in advance. Governor Dewey in a

( special broadcast to voters in Nebraska, declared that during the war

the United States had the finest intelligence service ever developed,

operating all over South America under J. Edgar Hoover. "After the

war," said Dewey, Mr. Truman ordered that entire service discontinued.

He cut off our ears and put out our eyes in our information services

around the world." The Governor evidently was not troubled at the

time with knowledge of the facts concerning the institution and develop-

ment of the Group and the Agency since the war, nor with the real

reasons why the agents of the "FBI" were replaced by representatives

of"CIA in Latin America.1

The President added his bit to the confusion by stating in a

news conference that he was as surprised as everybody else. He had
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information that there might be picketing and demonstrations against

11the Pan-American conference. But he had no indication, he said, that

anybody was going to get shot in Bogota.1

There had to be a scapegoat and so, without waiting to separate

facts from fears, some to attract attention and others perhaps to

avoid it, nominated the Director of Central Intelligence and the

Agency for that honor in American life. Admiral Zacharias, once Deputy

Director of Naval Intelligence, was positive that he knew what was

wrong and offered his services to Congress. They were declined. On

the air, however, Zacharias criticised the Agency for lacking qualified

personnel and failing to make more use of overt intelligence. The (

American delegation went to the conference, he said, without an "overall

plan for raising the standard of living in Latin America." 2

Stephen J. Spingarn, for the Counterintelligence Corps of the (

Army, wrote a paper explaining why the agency had not done its job

properly. It *may have competently discharged" its function of col-

lecting information in Colombia. There was question whether its

evaluation of that information was good. Spingarn was certain that it

"did not have the ability to get its information in properly evaluated

form rapidly to the top policy-making officers concerned." The

ineffable conclusion for the reader was that Hillenkoetter tried hard

to do well but he lacked that something which intelligence officers

properly trained, in the Army, were more likely to possess.3

Representative Brown, who had taken so important a part in the

hearings during the previous spring and had made a definite contribution
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to the establishment of the Agency, declared to the press that

Congress intended to have an effective intelligence system and he

would find out why they did not have. There would be an investigation

of the Agency immediately. "Surely our State Department officials,"

he said, "would have insisted on the South American conference being

held elsewhere if they had been informed a bloody revolution was

impending in Bogota and Colombia, and that they and other Americans

would be forced to barricade themselves to perserve their lives.....'

When he did find out what had happened, Mr. Brown's manner of speech

and the tenor of his remarks were different. His apology to Admiral

Hillenkoetter was gracious.l C

The facts were these. The Ninth International Conference of

American Republics met in Bogota, Colombia on March 30, 1948. From

the beginning of the year, warnings had been coming into the Central

Intelligence Agency that a campaign of anti-imperialism would be aimed

at the United States; that there might be an attempt by Liberals to

overturn the Conservative Government in Colombia; that Comunists were

interested in the plans for demonstrating against the United States

during the conference; and finally on March 23, a week before the con-

ference was to begin, there came a dispatch saying that "Cmmunist-

inspired agitators" would attempt to "humiliate" the Secretary of

State upon his arrival "by manifestations and possible personal

molestation." Admiral Hillenkoetter did not send this message on to

the Department of State. Why he did not, and what he thought of that

"mistake," we shall discuss in a moment. 2
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There was no attempt to aolest Secretary Marshall at Bogota. The

first ten days of the Conference were peaceful. The delegation of

the United States was not doing well with its plan for hemispheric

solidarity nor stirring much enthusiasm over its economic views. The

offer of a loan from the Export-Import Bank of $500,000,000 was greeted

by the delegates with silence. and then on April 9, Jorge Gaitan,

leader of the left wing of the Liberal Party who had withdrawn all

Liberals from the Government in March, was assassinated. 1

It is established now that one Jose Sierra killed Gaitan because

he had successfully defended in court that morning the murderer of

Sierra's uncle. But the assassination of a political leader started

rioting that virtually became war between the Army which stood by

the Conservative Government and the police of Bogota who were loyal

to the Liberals. Mobs wrecked churches, public buildings, and the

Capitolio where the International Conference was in session. The

damage to the city was estimated at $150,000,000. The Confederation

of Workers of Colombia, in which Communists had influence, called a

general strike. But a new government, consisting of six Conservatives,

six Liberals, and one non-partisan, gained control on the next day,

and adopted an anti-Cammunist policy.

The Conference resumed its meetings on April 14. Secretary

Marshall told the delegates that International Communism was responsible

for the rioting. Harriman, then Secretary of Commerce and present at

the Conference, stated that Communists had exbited if they had not
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3 started the uprising; it looked to him like a swift Comunist operation

carried out on the European subversive plan with which he was familiar.

This became the view accepted generally. The rioting, however, had

not been directed against the United States. Although casualties,

conservatively estimated, numbered more than a thousand dead and

3 wounded, no member of the American delegation nor any other national

of the United States was injured.1

3When the warning that Secretary Marshall might personally be

molested came into the Agency at Washington, Admiral Hillenkoetter's

I first thought was to take it at once to Under Secretary Lovett in the

State Department. To do so, however, would violate the directive,

"NSCID 2," stipulating that the "senior U.S. representative" in an

area should "coordinate," that is to say, release.the intelligence

collected there. The advance agent of the State Department, Orion J.

' Libert, in Bogota to prepare for the International Conference, decided

that this dispatch should not be delivered to the State Department

in Washington. Ambassador Willard L. Beaulac agreed with Libert.

They did not want to alarm the delegates unduly. Adequate protection,

they were sure, would be given by the police. It is to be said too

that Marshall had known of the earlier warnings from Bogota, before

leaving Washington, and had expressed himself in "salty language"I2
against letting any threats interfere. 2

5 Still, this was direct information- that the life of the Secretary of State might be in

I



danger. It is easy to imagine ghat the reaction would nave been in

this country if George Marshall instead of Jorge Gaitan had been

assassinated in Bogota. As Hillenkoetter recalled the affair in 1952,

he should have taken the dispatch to Lovett. Hillenkoetter made a

"mistake, and it was, he said, entirely his own.1

The Director of Central Intelligence as head of the Agency by

Act of Congress was ultimately responsible for coordinating intelligence

and distributing it to the Departments and Agencies under the direction

of the National Security Council. This direction had been given for

all normal purposes in "NSCID 2." It was questionable that Congress

ever intended to have the Director bound in critical situations by

such a directive. But Hillenkoetter gave that point no particular

thought. He was the responsible head of the Agency. He should violate

the directive if necessary, and take the consequences personally.

There were other considerations which entered into his thinking and

influenced him against his own judgment to make what he considered

the wrong decision. 2

Hillenkoetter and his advisors talked at length over matters not

generally known then or since regarding the experiences of the Central

Intelligence Agency in Central and South America. The Agency had just

been established there in place of the "FBI." With the exception of

Ambassador James Bruce in Argentina, said Hillenkoetter, the diplomatic

representatives of the United States were not giving much support

to the Agency and .in many places the attitude amounted almost
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to hostility." To improve the relations

Hillenkoetter decided to defer to the

request of Beaulac and Libert and not take the warning to Lovett. "By

following the ambassador's request, we could build up some credit

for ourselves." If it were to be done again, he would violate the

directive and ignore the resentment of the diplomatic officers in the

field.1

The irony of the affair was that except for Lovett's. private

comnent to Allen W. Dulles, Hillenkoetter was not elsewhere criticised

for the failure which he charged against himself. The omission-may

be ascribed in part to the fact that knowledge of "NSCID 2" was well

confined to the Agency, the Council, and the departmental intelligence

services. It was no time for chiefs of intelligence to blame the

Director of Central Intelligence for failing to exercise supervision

over collection in the field when they had been largely responsible
1

for denying him that power in the directives of the National Intelli-

gence Authority and the National Security Council. The Council too

could share the blame, for it had accepted the draft of 'the directive
4

without provision for such authority. 2

Walter Lippman; for once, was off the target when he chided

Hillenkoetter for tal.ing as if the public had a right to expect the
.

Central Intelligence Agency to "appraise" the situation in Colombia.
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c Hillenkoetter was talking about the coordination, correlation, and

evaluation of intelligence, the production of estimates; he was not

talking, as Lippman seems to have concluded, about the construction

of policy from those estimates. If to "appraise" means to "determine

the worth" of intelligence, it was the duty of the Agency under the

Act of Congress to appraise the information from Bogota and to

deliver it without delay to the Department most in need of it, in this

case the Department of State.1  -

Representative Brown summoned the Director of Central Intelli-

gence on April 15 before a special subcommittee of the House. Brown's

purpose was "to explore this matter vigorously" to determine why

intelligence reports did not reach their proper destination "in time

for protective action." As he listened to Hillenkoetter's testimony,

Brown learned of "NSCID 2" and Libert's action in Bogota under that

authorization from the National Security Council. Brown did not

remark that coordination by the "senior U. S. representative" in the

field had proved itself once again no coordination at all, as it had

in the abortive Dominican affair during the fall of 1947. But then he

may not have heard of that fiasco in cooperative interdepartmental
C*.

enterprise.2

Instead, Brown concentrated his attention upon the facts concern-

ing the action of the State Department in relation to the Central

Intelligence Agency. And he reached conclusions as a member of

Congress who took satisfaction now in what the framers of the National
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Security Act had intended to do. It was not the intent of Congress,

be said in the committee meeting, to give any agency of the Government

"the right of censorship" or control over the activities of the Central

Intelligence Agency. 1

Brown warmed to his theme in his'statement for release tot the

press. "Our Central Intelligence Agency," be declared, "must be pro-

tected against censorship or intimidation by any arm of the Executive

Branch." Ten days later he was warmer still. He was thinking of

legislation to free the Agency from such control. "Otherwise," he

declared, "one might as well turn the intelligence agency over to the

State Department and let those dumb clucks run it."2

Brown may not have known at the time, but that was just what

certain officers in the State Department were planning to do with

regard to propaganda, economic manipulation, and other covert operations

overseas against Communism. As Hillenkoetter received public exonera-

tion in the affair at Bogota, and private apology from Brown for

having contributed to the attack in the press upon his administration

of the Agency, Hillenkoetter faced inquiry at the request of Forrestal,

Secretary of Defense, and a concerted plan by the Department of State

and the National Military Establishment to guide and control the

Central Intelligence Agency.
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Hillenkoetter's ainistration

* Covert OperatLons

Admiral Hillenkoetter had thrust upon him at Christmas, 1947,

a responsibilit and a dnt to perform wbich he did not want in the

Central Intelligence Agency. Be took part in the preparatLons. He

did not object to the assignment of the task to him. He was reluc-

tant nonetheless to involve the affairs of the Agency with the enter-

prise. The paper of the National Securitq Council on the subject,

"NSC 4-A," returned to its files. The directive to the Director of

- Central Intelligence, one of but three copies, reiained closely

guarded in the Director's Office, where members of his own staff who

did not "need to know" could gain no access to it.

Jhe directive was issued in such a way that it could be rescinded

and recalled to the files of the xtnmcil without attractLng attention.

Few indeed below the Secre-

taxies and others in the Council, except the members of the Staff
P

and of the Agency who hared in drafting, and those who were to carry

out the directive for Hillenkoetter, had any knoWledge of its existence.

Other agencies were not concerned, though they were to be kept informed

of activities directly affeeting them. The third copy of this directive

to the Director of Central Intelligence went to George F. Kennan,
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Director of the Policy Planning Staff in the State Department. It was

peculiarly interested in the enterprise. He was to take a dominating

role in all phases of the "cold war" with Comm isM.l

1he reason for so great secrecy was altogether clear. Not only

was the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics condemned in the directive

for its "vicious" psychological operations against the United States.

The Director of Central Intelligence was charged with planning and

conducting under cover a similar attack upon the Soviet Union and its

satellites. The attack would have been popular with ma, if known.

But there were citizens of this country at that time who would have

been aghast, if they had learned of "NSC 4-A" as the public heard in

February, 1945 about the plan for a permanent intelligence system and

cries rang out of "Gestapo." Though seemingly fewer in number, there

still are those who deplore the use of "black" propaganda and the

related arts of political interference, economic intrusion, and phys-

ical subversion behind the Iron Curtain and in states within the

striking range of Soviet power. b some, and they are pragmatists,

the "national security" would be better served if the United States

never marred professions of truth with actions that belie it. 2

23 international situation grew worse in the sumer and fall of

1947. Petkov, agrarian leader in Bulgaria, was sentenced to death.

A so-called "free government" appeared in northern Greece, and a

Soviet veto in the Security Council blocked action by the United

Nations to deal with Greek affairs. Russian troops were reported

along the Iranian border as negotiations for oil wore on. Violence



and bloodshed swept India and Pakistan with the end of British rule.

Efforts to withdraw both Russian and American troops from Korea were

failing. Italy and France trembled with strikes fomented by Communists.

It looked as though they might legally gain control of Italy after

the British and American troops withdrew in December. Britain entered

an econonic crisis. The situation in Europe grew tense as the Marshall

Plan got under way and the Cominform appeared in an endeavor to wreck

it. -

In this atmosphere, President Truan attended the conference on

hemispheric defense at Rio de Janeiro, Forrestal took office as Seo-

retary of Defense ahead of schedule, Secretary Marshall proposed that

the United Nations have a "little Assembly" to avoid the Soviet veto

in the Council and to keep constant watch upon conditions threatening

the peace of the world. Vishinak charged the United States with

seeking to dominate the world, and on September 18 before the Assembly

of the United Nations in New York accused John lbster Dulles and other

prominent Americans by name as "war mongers.al

General Donovan's reaction to this "political and psychological

war" upon the United States was to urge that something be done about

it. He had associated "unorthodox warfare" with clandestine intelli-

gence since observing the German success with "fifth column activi-

ties in 1940. He appears not to have been so convinced as others that

the Germans had failed with secret intelligence because they had joined

it with subversive operations. He wrote to Admiral Hillenkoetter on

September 18: 'This is a great opportunity for your organization." 2
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DonovanI'a ideas were that the Director of Central Intelligence

should have complete control of psychological warfare, both black

and white propaganda. The officer in charge of operations might be

appointed as a Special Assistant to the Secretary of Defense, but he

would actually be responsible to the Director of Central Intelligence.

This fact would be known to the fewest possible persons. Donovan -

had many times before this insisted that the Director of Central Intel- !

ligence should be independent of the Departments and answerable only

to the President or his'"General Manager,p now under the National

Security Act of 1947, the Secretary of Defense. 4

Admiral Hillenkoetter did not consider it a great opportunity.

The Agency had enough to do in getting itself established under the

National Security Act and the directives of the new Council.' There

were the old issues of collection and production; coordination left

to senior representatives in the field wpas no coordination at all as

the Dominican revolutionary affair was proving at the moment. The

departmental chiefs of intelligence were trying to make their advisory

committee the governing board of the Agency regardless of the Direc-

torts wishes, or his rights under the Act of Congress. Hillenkoetter
4

had also to maintain representation of some kind with the Joint Chiefs

of Staff for the Agency, the Department of State, and the Atomic

Energy Com.ssion; the military advisers of the President and the
(

Security Council were removing the last civilian from their Joint

Intelligence Committee. Besides, there was the inheritance from

(



Vandenberg's regime of confusion and wrangling between members of the

geographical branches and the staff of estimators within the Office

of Reports and Estimates.1

The Anthority of the Council

In addition to these practical matters, Admiral Hillenkoetter

received the advice of legal counsel on September 25 to support his

own reluctance. It was questionable that he could accept General

Donovants suggestion that he join secret intelligence with psycho-

logi.cal warfare. As Houston read the National Security Act, the

provisions with regard to "services of common concern" and to "other

functions and duties related to intelligence affecting the national

security" were not to be interpreted loosely. They were to be con-

otrued with the intentions of Congress at the time of their enactbent.

According to his memory of the debates and the hearings in

Congress, its members had been interested primarily in creating an

agency which should coordinate intelligence. There had been no

"thoughtin the minds of Congress" of giving the Director and the

Central Intelligence Agency authority to engage in "subversion and

sabotage." There had been no intention, said Houston, to grant the

Agency broad powers of operation. The effort to obtain specific

authority for secret collection overseas had been defeated. There

had been representation against it from the Army. Instead, Congress
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adopted "as a comproise" the provisioon that the Agency should perform

"services of common concern" which should be determined by the NatLonal

security Council.

One may point out that other functions of the Agency were to be

similarly controlled by the Council. The restriction was no more

than had been placed upon the Director and the Group by the President's

Directive of January 22, 1946. The Director of Central Intelligence

had been subject then to the orders of the NatLonal Intelligence Anthor-

ity. But the limitation was no less. Houston found it adequate to

maintain that Congress did not intend to grant expansive operational

athority to the Director and the Agency. There was evidence too, he

said, in the "off-the.record hearings" on appropriatLons, that the

functions of the Agency were not to be interpreted out of context or

apart from the history of their enactment. Houston advised Hillenimetter

that if the Agency were to engage in covert psychological operations,

even though directed by the Council to do so, Congress should have to

be informed beforehand and its approval obtained for both the functions

and the expenditure of funds. 1

MTis was not the view of the President's advisors in the National

Security Council on November 4 1947 when they decided to open a

counterattack upon Soviet propaganda; nor were they wholly convinced

that Donovan had the right idea. For their campaign with the truth,

it was proper to wait upon Congress and seek publicity, though they

invited also some delay. But for covert operatLons, the urgency was
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too great. The British and American forces would be out of Italy 1

before Christmas. the Comni ate might take over.

1 '

The Council was not reluctant 1

?nal security" was not confined geo-

graphically to the homeland on the North..American continent and

American possessions overseas; it reached into the economy and the

political organizsatLon of states arguhers which might become hostile

to the United States. In shorts there was no tLme to lose in seeing

to it as

the Marshall Plan passed through Congress and "ECW competed with the

"Cominform" for control of Europe. 2

The National Security Council's eventual decision to place covert

operations under the DLrector of Central Intelligence rested upon an

interpretation of the National Security Act, and of the Council's

relation thereunder to Congress, which was quite different from the

opinion of Bil1.nioetter's legal counsel. Ihe divergence is best

observed in reference again to the provision in the Act. It stipa-

lated that one of the duties of the Agency should be to perform such

other functions and duties related to intelligence affecting the national

security as the National Security Council may from time to time direct.U3  C

- Members of the Council and its Staff interpreted this provision as

establishing a quasi-legislative function for the Council in accordance }

with the general prescription, or standard of "intelligence affecting
C1

U-Sf
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the national security." That is to say, Congress gave the Council of

Secretaries and others appointed by the President, and under his

chairmanship, definite power to expand the jurisdiction of the Central

Intelligence Agency in conformity with that prescription, within of

course only the add ristrative branch of the Government. But within

that area, the Council might add to the functions and duties of the

Central Intelligence Agency certain functions and daties which were

exercised in other agencies, even in the Departents. The Council

aight create new functions for the Agency. The conception carried

with it logically the right of the Council to set up institutions

which should aid, guide, and direct the Agency on behalf of the Council

in performing those additional duties and functions. Thus, the "panel

of guidance" found justification and its successor, the Psychological

Stfategy Board, had legislative origi

This interpretation of the National Security Act separated the

provision regarding "other functions and duties" from the preceding

four which pertained to "intelligence activities" of the Departents

and the Central Intelligence Agency. The fifth, though caught in the

general prescription of relation to "intelligence affecting the national

security," might be interpreted to authorize operations which were to

be distinguished by their nature from the incidental intelligence which

they produced. For those who sought it, the distinction gave to the

Council greater control over the Director of Central Intelligence and

the Agency with respect to these operations. 2

C
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pat in military terms, the assignment to the Director of an addi-

tional duty in "operations" brought him more under the direction of

the operating Departentss, those of State and Defense as distinguished

from the National Security Resources Board and others with repre-

sentatives in the National Security Council. The operating Depart-

ments, as a matter of course, were to give the Director guidance 4th

regard to policy or, in military language, strategy. He should there-

fore expect to be guided also in tactics so far as necessary to prevent

conflict with others in purpose and performance.1

In any vocabulary, military or civilian, the meaning of "to guide"

is "to direct." The degee and the timing of the direction are the

decisive factors. This Admiral Hillenkoetter well knew before he

undertook covert psychological operations for the National Security

Council. It was going to be practically impossible for the stategists

to ten bim what they wished him to do without insisting also upon

telling him how he should do it.

For Donovan, the sLtuation would have offered no extemating

circumstances nor called for complicated decisions. It would simply

have been impossible. Zither the Council gave orders, or it did

not; there could be no guidance without direction. When the governing

board said what it also said -g leaving mere tactical details to

the officer in charge. That is why, it would seem, he insisted upon

having the Director of Central Intelligence fully in charge and

answerable in a chain of copmand through the Secretary of Defense to

the President. 2
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ii

Interdeparimental Planning

1he work of the State-War-Navy Coordinating Coidttee on psycho-

logical warfare reached appropriate culmination at this juncture.

Patterson, Secretary of War, had suggested to Secretary Forrestal of

the Navy in March, 1946 that qualified persons, both military and

civilian, should study this art of war for future use. Since then a

body of ideas and a plan for an organization had been acocumulated in

more than a year and a half of interdepartental discussion and report.

All that remained was to decide who should direct and control. Here,'

as usual, was. the rub.1

The Planners of the Joint Chiefs of Staff distinguished a peace-

time from a wartime organization, but both were military. 2e Intel-

ligence Division of the General Staff was ready by MaW 22, 1946 with

a plan which should belong to the Army. Experience ilth the Office

of Strategic Services, said the report, had not been good; in the

future emergency, the Department should avoid the situation of World

War II in which civilian agencies had been forced upon theatre com-

manders, !here had been conflicts of authority and lack of control

over "training standards and performance." Reasons why military men

should know more than civilians about these matters were not given.

It was this plan which prompted Sullivan, Assistant Secretary

of the Navy for Air, to recommend on June 4 that the State-War-Navy

Coordinating Com.ttee should appoint its own ad hoc committee on
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psychological warfare. Sulivan assumed that it would "cont Lne under

non..mlitary control" in such a way as to "assist and not interfere"

with military plans.

By December 10, 1916 the work of the Office of Strategic Services

in "morale operations" and of the Office of War Information in propa-

ganda had been reviewed. Objectives and distinctions between "white"

and "black activities weie established. The ad hoc comuttee con-

cJuded that planning, the training of personnel, and the perfection

of techniques should be under "central leadership." In peacetime,

this leadership should be taken by an interdpartmntal subco tteG

of the State.War-Navy Coordinating Committee, with the approval of

the Joint Chiefs of Staff as well as the National Intelligence

Authority. In time of war, there should be a Director of Psychological

Warfare at Washington under a central committee responsible to the

Pr-esdent. It would consist of representatives from the State, War,

Navy Departments, and the Central Intelligence Group. In the field,

theatre commanders would be practically independent of the central

organization, though accompanied by an adviser from the State Depart-

ment. Over the whole system in time of war, the Joint Chiefs of Staff (

would exercise "Final approval" subject to reversal, it is fair to

assame, by the President and .the Council. 2

At the risk of diverting attention too long from the situation

of Hillenkoetter in the fall of 1947, let us underline the preference

of this ad hoc committee in December, 1946 for the Central Comnittee

over the Director of Psychological Warfare. It could not have escaped

(MUC(
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the notice of General Vandenberg who was having his troubles at the

moment with the departmental chiefs of intelligence on the Intelligence

Advisory Board. Possibly the preference was due in large part to that

controversy. Though much can be made of the difference between advice

upon matters of intelligence and guidance in psychological operations,

the conflict between collective and individual responsibility is the

se in each case. If the experience of the theatre comunander was to

be the criterion, military men far more than civilians should have

been expected to insist upon the sole respondbility of the man in

charge of an operation, or administering an office, especially in time

of war.1

It is to be noted also that in the plan -of December, 1946 the

Departmant of State, not the Central Intelligence Group, was to have

the psychological adviser on the staff of the theatre COmnnnder. The

Group was to provide the Central Psychological Warfare Committee with

the intelligence necessary to its plans and policies. Beyond that,

the role of the Group was no more than participant in the Comittee. (

There was no suggestion that the Director of Central Intelligence

should also be the Director of Psychological Warfare to put those

plans and policies into effect. 2

The State-War-navy Coordinating Committee adopted the plan of

December, 1946 on April 29, 1947 and set up the temporary "peacetime"

organization as Hillenkoetter took office in place of Vandenberg. (

Known as "SSE" from its covering title of Special Studies and Evalua-

tion, this subcommittee prepared another plan during the increasing
i'.
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amciety of the sumer. It was this proposal which came before the

Secretaries of State, Defense, Army, Navy, and Air Force as they met

for the first time in the National Security Council and considered

the ominous news from Italy.

The conclusions of "SSg" on September 30, 1947 were that in time

of war, or the threat of war as determined by the President, the

Director of Psychological Warfare, instead of the Central Comittee,

should be at the head of the Organization. An interdepartmental comr-

mittee would serve as the policy and plannng board under the Director.

But there was to be no mistake about his anthority, and no argument

whether there were individual or collective responsibility. The

Director should be empowered to provide punified direction and anthor-

itative coordination" of the nation's psychological warfare. He was

to use established agencies in performing their appropriate functions

and employing such persons as he himself deemed essential. This state-

ment that the Director could tell the Departments whom to employ in the

work under his supervision is startling. But so the text of the report

by "SSS" seems to read.2

"riaing with the Departents of the Army, Navy, and Air Force,

should begin as soon as possible. As neither the Department of State

nor the Armed Services nor the Central Intelligence Agency had the

funds and the staffs to cope with planning and conducting psychological

warfare, the Organization should be provided with manpower, funds,

facilities, materials, and access to the intelligence essential to

its task. The propaganda which foreign groups were using against the
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United States, upon "carefully designed plans of military character,"

made the sitation urgent. 1

he military men in "SSE" may have decided to make the Director

so powerful because they expected the Organization shortly to come

under the Joint Chiefs of Staff as the troops withdrew from Italy and

the situation grew tant at Mrieste. It would be easier to give orders

to a Director than to a Committee. Besides, the Committeewas likely

to be under the influence of its chairman from the Departent of State.'

Donovan's ideas appeared to be on the ascendency. 'he inference

to be drawn was that the several Departents and Agencies should stop

conferring, drop their rivalries, pool their available resources, and

take action. Moreover, it should be executive action. here should

be neither the delay nor the publicity attendant upon legislation and

appropriation of funds by Congress. In determning that there was

the threat of war, the President would recognize the existence of a

critical state of affairs and take steps to maintain national security.

Defenders of the Constitution might argue at some other time that

Congress, not the President, had the power to declare and provide fol*

war.

Admiral Soners, incoming Etecutive Secretary of the National

Security Council, had been busy with the problem as close adviser to

the President and to Forrestal, Secretary of Defense. By the Act of

Congress the Secretary of Defense was to be the "principal assistant

of the President in all matters relating to the national security."

Though respecting Donovan's ideas, Souers was not devoted to them.

n B*E
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He was particularly concerned that the new Council and the Central

Intelligence Agency under its direction should have their proper respon-

sihilit-. He was in touch daily by telephone and personal conferences

with Admiral Hillenkoetter as they worked upon the "NSCDs," the plan

for the Intelligence Advisory Council in the Agency, and other proposals

from the Agency to the Council. Developments not fully recorded in

memoranda or letters were coming fast.

On September 24, 1947, prior to the first meeting of the Council,

Hillenkoetter sent to Souers the proposed text of a recommendation on

psychological warfare which he understood Souers wished to make. -

Referring to the plan adopted by the State-War-Navy Committee in April,

Hillenkoetter's nemorandum for Sours urged that the National Security

Council take 'immediate steps" to establish a "central. organization" -

which should conduct Rvitally needed psychological operations"; the

activity of foreign states led the United States to the necessity of

si.lar actLon. There should be interdepartental representation at

the "policy-forming level" under the "guidance" of the Council. 'hus

the essential principles as Souers conceived them were to be laid before

the Secretaries in the first meeting of the Council. 2

Soaers' Assistant Executive Secretary suggested that the proposal

should first be coordinated informally with the policy staffs of the

Departents, and possibly the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Unless someone, 1

perhaps Secretary Forrestal, brought the matter up, it should be held

until the Council had formed its Staff. 3
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Hillenkoetter's memorandai for Souers did not elaborate upon the

functions which the Central Intelligence Agency should have in the

proposed "central organization." As Hillenkoetter remembered in 1952,

he was personally opposed to involving the Agency with psychological

warfare and other subversive operations. He agreed with his Assistant

Director for Special OperatLons, Colonel Galloway, that the experience

of "OSS" in combining secret intelligence with propaganda had been

"unfortnate." But Hillenkoetter' apersonal beliefs did not govern

his response to the requests of his superiors. He took part in for=u-

lating the proposals which they desired. He suggested corrections

and additions. And then he carried out his orders whether he liked (

them or not. "I shall admit," he said of "OPC" in 1952, "there could

not be a great deal of opposition when one's bosses, in this case

the N.S.C., were insistent upon setting it up."l. .

1here were good reasons Why the Agency should keep out of psycho-

logical operations and related subversive practices. But forces were

converging upon it to make the task practically impossible to avoid.

Roused by the blasts from Soviet orators and press, and the report of

"SSE," the Army Planners declared that the time had come to put the

"wartime organization into effect. Learning of this decision from

his representative in "SSE," Hillenkoetter wrote to the State-War-Navy

Coordinatng Committee on October 22 to approve the report and suggest

that the new Psychological Warfare Agency should be made accountable

to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. It was in line with his belief that

paychological operations, as military rather than intelligence functions,
belonged in a separate organization. 2
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MHach as they might agree with him in theory, others saw the

practical advantage of placing covert activities in an agency which

already had a svstem of clandestine operations and possessed unvouchered

funds, There would be no immediate need to go to ongress for separate

appropriations. Mere was danger of injuring the collection of secret

intelligence by involving it with black propaganda and other subversive

practices, but the risk was worth taking to relieve the Departments

of activities which they would not-dare to own. And then there was

the very practical view that the Agency had inherited from NOSS" a

group of technicians in subversion and sabotage, who could get at

once to work. Even some members of the Arned Services appear to have

been persuaded that the Central Intelligence Agency might take over

the business, provided that it received guidance from military minds.

But always, of course, the theatre comander must have control in his

area. This was to remain the subject of endless negotiation and

debate. 1

Another report on November 3 to the State-Anm-Navy-,Air Force

Coordinating Committee avoided designating the Central Intelligence

Agency. The proposal now was that there should be a coordinating

board (representing the Departents and the Agency) over a director

and a group of full-time representatives from each Departent and

Agency. The Board should be responsible to the National Security

Council or to the Secretaries of State and Defense as a "Committee of

lno." This last suggestion was like the proposal of Hillenkoetter

with regard to the Director of Central Intelligence. 2
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James S. Lay, Assistant Secretary of the Council, exained this

plan on the same day, and made suggestions which appeared in the next

proposal. It would not be appropriate, he said, to have the National

Security Council take charge. Ecept for its authorization by Congress

to direct the Central Intelligence Agency, it had no powers other than

to advise the President. he "0d etee of $on was an informal body

with no functions of supervision. 'ihe Stata-Army-Navy-Air Force Coor-

dinating Committee, on the other hand, did have such functions. It was

already supervising two interdeparinental organizations; it could take

on a third.

By similar reasoning, of course, the National Security Council

could have been justLfied in expanding its own supervisory function

at that time. It could have done so with more assurance than "SANAm"-

which enjoyed for its authority only a working agreement among the

Secretaries; the Council was authorized by Congress to direct the

Ceniral Intelligence Agency to perform "other functions and duties."

It was this expansive power which the Council employed later when

establishing "OPC" under special "guidance." Neither Souers nor Lay,

however, were ready during those first days of the National Security

Council in November, 1947 to urge so positive an action upon the Sec-

retaries who were unfamiliar with their power to make and to administer

policy collectively in defense of the nation.2

Secretary Forrestal himself was not certain what it meant to be

"the principal assistant of the President in all matters relating to

the national security." With regard to the Azmy, Navy, -and Air Force,
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he knew fairly well; he made it plain that their chiefs of intelligence

were not to serve as the governing board of the Central Intelligence

Agency. Within the Council, in case of a division of opinion, it was

agreed that the Secretary of Defense should be a sort of arbiter. But

how far his mandate as "principal assistant" to the President took him

into affairs of the State Department "relating to the national security"

he had yet to discover. Forrestal found that it did not take him far.

President Truman did not care for this provision in the National Secu-

rity Act. When it was revised in 1949, after Forrestal's death, the

Act made the Secretary of Defense "principal assistant of the President"

merely in matters relating to the Department of Defense. 1

Lay took exception to the proposal of a group with separate funds

-and staff. It would be just another agency whose director would usurp

functions of the State Department and whose request for funds would (

jeopardize covert psychological operations. He suggested instead that

there should be a board of policies and plans responsible to the

State-Army-Navy-Air Force Coordinating Committee. The board could be

composed of departmental officials who were already in charge of

psychological matters and foreign information. Together the Depart-

ments which they represented could supply the necessary funds. The

Assistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs, he proposed, should

be the chairman of the board.2

There was another proposal from "SANACC" following Lay's sug-

gstion. But in the meantime both had been thrown into different
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setting by conclusions on November 4j. in the War Council of the National

IMilitary Establishment. Secretary Forrestal and his associates, the

Secretaries of the Army, Navy, Air Force, and the Chiefs of Staff of

the Armed Services, were not in accord with Donovan. They did not

believe that the Director of Central Intelligence should conduct

psychological warfare, both black and white, under the direction of

the Secretary of Defense. They held, with the National Security Council,

that propaganda of all kinds was primarily the function of the State

Department in times of peace. They proposed therefore that the Director

of Central Intelligence and a military representative selected by the

War Council should serve merely as consultants to the Assistant Sec-

retary of State who had charge. The members of the War Council agreed

that he ought to deal in both black and white propaganda abroad; he

would obtain the fullest advantages from clandestine operations. The

issue was squarely before Secretary Marshall at the next meeting of

the National Security Council on November 11.
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Decision by the Council

So far there had been no stress upon clandestine psychological

projects. Open propaganda and the truth seemed adequate in time

of peace; underhanded procedures were reserved for actual warfare.

But now, there was no longer peace if there were not actual war with

the Soviet Union and its satellites. It was time for the President

to talk of the "threat of war," and for his Secretaries to consider

retaliating in kind with subversive propaganda. Beyond that lay

political, economic, and eventually physical action abroad. The

first step was to separate such clandestine operations from open

propaganda, more euphemistically entitled 'overt foreign informational

activities." Secretary Marshall did not want the State Department

concerned directly with sinister practices which, if exposed, would

embarrass the Department in its campaign of honesty. Those practices

should be conducted elsewhere, subject to concealed and not too remote

"guidance" from the Department of State. The Council decided that

"two related but separate purposes" should be accomplished. Covert

psychological operations should be initiated abroad. They should be

"carefully coordinated" with the overt informational activities. The

Staff of the Council was directed to submit reports. 1

The first of these, MC- 8, as adopted by the Council on

December 17, 1947 and approved by the President the next day, placed

overt "foreign information measures" under the Assistant Secretary of
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State for Public Affairs. This was essentially the same as the last

proposal from "SANACC." Hillenkoetter had agreed to it on behalf

of the Central Intelligence Agency, suggesting that there was no need

for a director of operations under the Assistant Secretary; the personnel

detailed from the participating agencies as his staff of assistants

were his own responsibility. With this correction, "NSC-k" went into

effect and the Department began putting together its organization.

The Voice of America commenced officially in these circumstances.

President Truman signed the Act of Congress on January 27, 1948. 1

The second report to the Council, known as "NSC 4-A," came to

the Central Intelligence Agency where members of Hillenkoetter's

staff made changes for discussion by the Staff of the National Security

Council before final adoption by the Council. There is no printed

record of aNSC 4-A". It is in the minutes of the fourth meeting

of the Council on December 17, 1947 as "Tab B." It consists of a note

from the Executive Secretary to the Council and the draft of the

directive to the Director of Central Intelligence before its final

form. "NSC 4-A" went to the Agency as the National Security Council

advised the President on Italy. He should adopt a policy of support

for the existing government and a program to combat Communist propa-

ganda there, with information and with "all other practicable means,

On November 24, President

Truman approved the policy and the program "under the coordination

of the Secretary of State. 2

mm a === == =- ee 4 1 m aim e[
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Neither the Central Intelligence Agency nor the Department of

Defense were happy over the decision of the Council to assign covert

psychological operations to the Agency. In time the State Department

too was much displeased. The importance of "NSC 4-A" in the history

of Central Intelligence and relationships between the collection of

secret intelligence and subversive activities overseas is not to be

underestimated, especially at the date of this writing in'January, 1953

when some of those activities have. been badly exposed. Editors and

commentators are calling the attention of the incoming Administration

to that fact. It has announced a new commission on psychological

strategy in the "cold war." 1

Admiral Hillenkoetter thought in November, 1947 and he still

.did in December, 1952 that black propaganda depended for its success

upon publicity where it was employed; clandestine intelligence should

escape observation. He insisted that close association of the two

was likely to ruin the latter; and to him, it was by far the greater

asset in any kind of war. From his experience in France during the

Vichy regime and German occupation, Hillenkoetter was certain as well

that guerrilla tactics and resistance movements yielded wholly inade-

quate returns. To such opinions, General Donovan quite as emphatically

did not hold. The friendship of the two former heads of Central

Intelligence was enlivened by frequent discussion of these matters, and

continued disagreement. 2

The National Security Council took the position of General Donovan,

but only in part. It assigned the task of initiating and conducting

C
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covert operations against the Communist powers to Admiral Hillenkoetter

as head of the Central Intelligence Agency, for the very reason that

such activities were related to clandestine collection of intelligence.

But he was to expend only "available funds," keep the operations within

"normal activities" of the Agency and "consistent with U.S. foreign

policy"; and he was to see that they were "closely coordinated" with

the overt activities of the Assistant Secretary of State for Public

Affairs. If these restrictions were to be interpreted literally,

there could be little initiative on the part of the Director of Central

Intelligence. He could not launch out upon a wide course of action

in the manner of General Donovan, subject only to the orders of the

President or the Secretary of Defense. If covert operations had to

conform at every turn with the "foreign information measures" of the

State Department, Hillenkoetter wad stopped before be could start.

The framers of the directive to the Director of Central Intelli-

gence, in the Agency and in the Council's Staff, were responsible for

an indictment of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics which had

not appeared in the first draft. Psychiatrists will understand why

the draftsmen labelled Soviet propaganda "subversive and immoral,"

and changed to the adjective 'vicious." Others may wonder whther

they might not have called it just diabolically clever. If the direc-

tive was to remain as secret as the Council intended it to be, the

draftsmen were only talking to themselves, the members of the Council,

its Staff, the Director of Central Intelligence and his subordinates

who were to carry out his orders. Eut so it was written. So it

(



remained when adopted on December 17, 1947 by the Council, perhape

awaiting the day of exposure to posterity.

Hillenkoetter did not need to convince himself that Soviet prac-

tices warranted similarly dirty actions by the United States. They

were fair enough in war. They belonged in the Armed Services, not

in the Central Intelligence Agency; but he could not put them there.

They had been assigned to him; he could only object to restrictions

and request additions to his directive from the Council. For one,

there was at first a provision, as in the "NSCID" on collection, that

clandestine operations should be coordinated with the senior diplomatic

and military representatives in each area. This provision gave way

to the more workable arrangement that those official's should be kept

informed of operations directly affecting them. For another, the

necessary safeguard was included that nothing in the directive could

be construed to require the Agency to disclose its "secret techniques,

sources or contacts."2

The matter of "guidance" remained subject to dispute long after

the Council issued the directive to Hillenkoetter. As soon as the

"Planners of the ilitary Establishment" had a look at the proposal

to put the Agency in charge of "black activities," they concluded

that the activities should be "restrictively controlled" by the Military

Establishment; there should be a panel designated by the Council to

represent the Army, Navy, Air Force and approve all policies and major

plans.
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Hillenkoetter would agree with the Planners that "black activ-

ities" were military operations, but hardly that they should be assigned

to the Agency and then directed frem the Pentagon because they were

military operations. He himaself was heavily engaged with the Armed

Services elsewhere that week, following Secretary Royall's memorandum

of November 26; Admiral Inglis and General Chamberlin were shortly

to learn from Secretary Forrestal that Hillenkoetter, not the Intelli-

gence Advisory Comittee, would direct the Central Intelligence Agency.

Hillenkoetter left the battle over the panel of guidance to his

deputy, General Wright, who instructed the representative of the Agency

to tell the Staff of the Council that the Agency was and had to be

"the sole agency to conduct organized foreign clandestine operations."

lhatever body might "indicate the type" of black operations, the

Central Intelligence Agency alone would have to "determine how the

material" was distributed.1

Explanation came back to the Agency from Admiral Souers on

December 5 that the panel would not concern itself with operations, once

they had been approved. Proposals would usually be accepted by the

panel, he thought, because they would also have been discussed by the

National Security Council. In any case, the Director would have the

right of appeal to the Council itself if the panel were to reject a

plan the Director wished to adopt. The "panel of guidance" which Souers

had in mind, and which he still advocated in December, 1952, would be

a board of advice and affirmation with respect to policy. It would not

have authority to direct. That power would remain with the Council. 2
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(

This view, it must be said, does not seem to have been the con-

ception of the- military Flanmers when they talked of a panel, nor

the idea which officials in the State Department later developed in

practice. There was, moreover, an inherent weakness. The Secretaries

were busy with many other affairs. The quip that reports of the Staff

were read only in taxicabs is too sharp, but it is revealing. The

Secretaries were likely to turn to subordinates for information and

let their own judgments be governed accordingly. The guidance then

would not come from the Secretaries, or even the Under Secretaries,

on the nigh level of policy-making; it would come from specialists

at the working level, who had foremost in mind the interests of their

own Departments and Agencies. However ideal, it was too much to expect

that the Council would sit as a judicial body. It was inherently a

political institution. Its "gnidance" in psychological warfare was

likely to slide from determination of broad policy into management of

detail.

Notwithstanding the reluctance in the Agency, Sousr on December 16

recomended to the Council that there should be a panel consisting of

representatives from the State Department, the Army, Navy, Air Force

and, at the suggestion of General Gruenther, an "observer" for the

Joint Chiefs of Staff. Gruenther was as hesitant to take part in this

body of supervision or guidance for the Central Intelligence Agency

as in its Intelligence Advisory Committee and subordinate Standing (

Committee. The Joint Chiefs of Staff were shaking themselves free from

all civilian encumbrances possible.1

C
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But when the directive of December 17 came to Hillenkoetter from

the Council, there was no provision in it for a panel to guide him

or to govern his choice of operations in covert psychological warfare

upon the Soviet Union and its satellites. There was the statement

that the Director of Central Intelligence was charged with ensuring

that appropriate agencies of the U. S. Government, both at home and

abroad were kept informed of those operations which directly affected

them. It looked like a victory for the Agency over the military

Planners and even over Souers. Before we Jump to any conclusion,

however, other factors are to be brought into account. 1

The record of what actually was said in the Council is not axailable

for this study. Such memoranda ae the President's, as opinions which

under the Constitution he may require of his Secretaries in writing.

Secretary Marshall was not present at the meeting. Under Secretary

Lovett represented him. But according to Souars' memory, both Marshall

and Royall, for the State and the War Departments, were opposed to

establishing a panel of representatives from the several Departments

to guide the Director of Central Intelligence in psychological operations

overseas.2

Marshall did not favor an interdepartmental arrangement which

might compromise the State Department as he endeavored to advance

the rehabilitation of Europe by economic cooperation and open support

of existing Governments. The Secretary of State was obliged to

coordinate the open with the covert policy but that could

C
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be done with less danger of exposure for the Department, as it was

done later, through his Under Secretary, Lovett, the chief of. the

Planning Staff, Kennan, and his aides. 1

Royall, against the desires of the military Planners, did not

want the "panel of guidance," because he saw no reason for an inter-

mediary between the Council and the Director of Central Intelligence.

He gave the impression that as Secretary of War, he did not wish the

responsibility or the bother. He could argue as he had earlier in

the fall against making the Director responsible to a subcommittee of

two, the Secretaries of State and Defense, with regard to matters of

intelligence. The Council as a whole should make broad policy, leave

its execution to the Agency, and hold the Director responsible. There

was inconsistency in Royall's position, however, as he was contending

at the same time that in all matters of intelligence the Director

should consult the Intelligence Advisory Committee before submitting

his recommendations to the Council. 2

As the directive came to Hillenkoetter on December 17, 1947, the

Central Intelligence Agency was assigned the task of conducting the

covert psychological operations against the Communist power, to "ensure

their secrecy and obviate costly duplication." The Director of Central

Intelligence was also "charged with ensuring" that these- operations

were "consistent with U. S. foreign policy and overt foreign information

activities." In doing so, it was to be expected that he would confer

with officials in the Department of State; but there was no stipulation
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that he was obliged to defer to them. His was the explicit respon-

sibility. He was obligated to no other officer or group except the

National Security Council. It may be that the Council did not so

intend, but so its directive reads. 1

The Director appeared to have a free hand as well as full responsi-

bility, so long as he achieved the purposes of this special assignment

in coordination with the Department of State to the satisfaction of

the Council. Presumably no one might override his decisions regarding

covert operations except the Secretary of State supported by his

colleagues in the National Security Council, or by the President himself,

of course, if he had been informed of what was happening. The chances

were good that the President might not be told specifically, to save

him from having to lie in press conferences.2

It seemed that Admiral Hillenkoetter, though ordered against his

own judgment to involve the Agency in a dirty task, could engage in

it practically as he saw fit, so long as he did not get caught. If he

did, he could be certain that he would be disowned, his work repudiated

and perhaps abhorred; it would be contrary to the foreign policy of

this country and the clean activities of the State Department. If

all this were true, Admiral Hillenkoetter was liable to criticism when

he did not use his power to the limit, and brush aside all interference

except that of the Secretary of State and the Council. But when he

came to choosing his own men and developing the first projects,

Hillenkoetter discovered that he did not have a free hand.3
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Neither the Armed Services nor the Department of State intended

that ne should have it. There was in "NSC k-A" no "panel of guidance"

to control the Director of Central Intelligence; its advocates were

not in agreement upon the extent of control which it should exercise.

Simple differences between "what" and "how" were not clear. But they

did agree that there ought to be some guidance other than broad policy

determined by the National Security Council. Negotiations were soon

under way to obtain another directive from the Council. There was

present also criticism by some that illenkoetter was doing nothing.

The opinion seemed to be strengthened rather than offset by the

misgivings of others that he was doing too much. It is no wonder that

he. himself came to think that the Agency was meshed in the rivalries

of the Department of State and the National Military Establishment.

The outcome of this interdepartmental maneuvering was "NSC 10-2"

and the establishment of "OPC."1

C
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The Special Procedures Group

Hillenkoetter on December 22, 1947 instructed Colonel Galloway,

Assistant Director in the Office of Special Operations, to organize a

"foreign information branch." This became the Special Procedures

Group. They took stock of their psychological activities and agents

on January 2. They obtained

Thomas G. Cassady who had been with Donovan in "OSS" to begin covert

political and psychological operations at once and to prepare for the

more subversive actions which might eventuate in the "cold war."

Cassady wrote to Donovan on February 17, 1948, that he would not be

surprised to find Cassady in Washington "giving some aid to the organiza- -

tion which you so brilliantly founded and directed." By February 25

Cassady asked Galloway to notify the stations of the Agency throughout

Europe and the Near East that it had been authorized to engage in

covert psychological operations which might "include all measures of

information and persuasion short of pbysical."

IL may be that the

impact of Donovan's policy and his spirit caused misgiving in the Armed

Services and the Department of State.'
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hesitant in March to make any investment of funds until reassured, for

he knew that the Department was to take over the American Zone in

Germany from the Military Administration. But he was reassured, so he

thought, and told to go ahead with the preparations.

Cassady was given to understand at the time that Under Secretary

Lovett approved in principle but did not wish to know much about the

project. As Cassady remembered in the following August, Lovett said

that the less the Department knew about the details, the better its

strategic position would be.
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How the Special Procedures Group distributed the propaganda

was to be the Agency's own affair. On this matter, however, Hillenkoetter

remembered in 1952 that he became quite "indignant" with Kennan,

" Director of the Department's Policy Planning Staff.1

The major project of the Agency for distributing propaganda against

the Soviet Uni'ch and its satellites was developing with the advice and

cooperation of experts in the Navy.

lhen officials in the State Department considered the

;y project on April 26 and 27, Cassady was told that the time was not

opportune for such a campaign. It would be all right for him to con-

tinue physical preparations, but the Department did not want any

'inoitive" propaganda just then. According to Hiflenkoetter, Kenan

did not want to hurt "Russian feelings." The Berlin Blockade and Air

Lift were operating at the time.

( - Cassady replied 'to Kenman's subordinate that the Agency did not

intend to produce azthing so strong as the pamphlets used

These leaflets
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for the Soviet people, Cassady said, would speak of "brotherly love,"

offer "sympathy with their hardships," hold out "the hand of fellow-

ship to the masses, etc." He further declared that he did not see

how the proposal differed from what Murphy was actually doing at the

time for the Department. To this, Cassady received "no response or

comment." To his remark that the project would be no more

provoking to the Soviet authorities than the radio station and printing

establishment the reply was: "in the light of present

circumstances, State might like to reconsider their position on that."

Cassady understood this to mean that the officials in the State Depart-

ment thought "they could obstruct any activation of that plan."l

Cassady's surmise on April 27 was accurate. George Kennan and

his assistants in the Planning Staff of the State Department, John

Davies and Henry Villard, met on April 30 with Allen W. Dulles and

his aide, Robert Blum, to discuss the progress of the Intelligence

Survey for the National Security Council and to consider the ways in

which that investigation touched upon political warfare. In Blum's

report of the conference, the Survey Group, "privately and off the

record," was beginning to think that the collection of secret intelli-

gence "should be divorced fra CI." It should belong in an organiza-

tion set up to deal with other kinds of secret operations.

Kernan replied that the State Department would not want to take

secret intelligence into its organization. The new grouping would be

too big and cumbersome. But the Department was looking to the development
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of a small project, six or seven persons under the National Security

Council, who should direct political warfare. The Department, he

said, was "very much opposed to giving CIA responsibility for political

warfare, contacts with resistance groups," and similar matters. The

Agency, he feared, might conduct those activities independently of

"national policy considerations." Kennan wanted a director of the

"small project* who was "a person of very high standing and with a

broad appreciation of national policy matters." Five days later, Kennan

called the attention of the Council to Allen W. Dulles as a man of

outstanding qualifications.1

When Cassady reported back, Galloway instructed him to proceed

So far as he was concerned, said Galloway, Cassady might

"ignore State in the matter"; still, they should inform General Wright.

Hillenkoetter and Wright agreed with Galloway, but decided that the

Agency would be in a stronger position if they submitted a copy of

their first pamphlet If the State Depart-

ment refused to approve it or a revision of it, or still another draft,

and finally were "uncooperative," the Director's Office would take

over the controversy. It would seem as if this were a small amount

of indignation. But then, Cassady could go ahead with his preparations.

When we come again to this project, we shall find that from the

point of view of the Director and the igency the situation was even

9f
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more exasperating. The preparations for covert psychological operations

had been investigated on behalf of the National Security Council, and

the organization subjected to attack. Secretary Forrestal, growing

impatient as international affairs became more critical, called upon

the Council, March 26, 1948, to find out what was being done under

"NSC 4" and "NSC 4-A." There was no doubt that the affairs of the

world were in crisis. The Russians began their Berlin Blockade on

April 1. It was by no means yet certain that the Air Lift could break

the blockade. Communists had taken Czechoslovakia by coup d'etat.

Con-

-munists were active in Latin America, endangering the life of Secretary

( Marshall at Bogota. 1

These events without question had their part in the movement to

replace "NSC 1-A" with "ISC 10-2". But every causal relationship or

motive for action is not so manifest. Hillmnkoetter's covert organiza-

tion and performance were examined by the Consultants of-the National

Security Council, of whom Kenman was one; and they had the assistance

of George V. Allen; Kennan's subordinate as Assistant Secretary of

State for Public Affairs in charge of overt "foreign information

measures." There was no comparable investigation of Allen's organiza-

tion and performance, none at least in which Hillenkoetter or anyone

else in the Agency participated. Such discrepancy may have been due

to thoughtlessness. But those responsible for it laid themselves open
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to a different conjecture. As late as June 8, 1948 , Allen was still

calling for "earnest cooperation" by the Departments in setting up

his own consultative group and interdepartmental coordinating staff.

By that time, the covert organization of the Agency was undergoing

change. 1

The "review"which Allen wrote in April for the Consultants

stated that the Agency had made satisfactory progress in screening

personnel for qualifications and security. As first drafted, Allen's

report then "admonished" the Director of Central Intelligence to con-

centrate upon anti-Communist democratic forces in foreign countries

and to project these operations as rapidly as possible. The word

"admonished" was replaced with "advised" before submission to the

Council on April 26. .But the report was still hard to take, in view

of the operations which had been completed with considerable success

Cassady was leaving shortly to advance others

It is quite likely that Allen did not know of the activi-

ties of the Central Intelligence Agency. He may indeed have heard

little about the preparations of the Special Procedures Group to

penetrate the Soviet world with broadcasts from Germany,

leaflets subversive literature

Other officials in the

Department of State were not so uninformed of the plans for "messages

of love, brotherhood and Hickey Mouse watches." Allen's report was
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what Souers called it in 1952, a "coat of whitewash." But it appears

to have been no more a cloak for Hillenkoetter's seeming delay in

applying "NSC h-A" than an excuse to promote a plan in the Department

of State which, with the aid of the Military Establishment, resulted

in "NSC 10-2.

T

Guidance and Reform

Another report arrived opportunely on April 7, 1948 from "SANACC."

It concurred in the decision of the Joint Chiefs of Staff that a

Psychological Warfare Organization should be established before there

was war. One opinion of this latest report was that some persons were

trying to malce places for themselves. Close to this thought lay

comment that the proposed National Security Information Agency should

not be under the "lily-fingered treatment of the State Department;

it should belong either to "NSC" or to "SANACC." Another observer

held that "SANACC" was working "at cross purposes" because "NSC 4-A"

was so secret; other Departments and Agencies did not know of its

existence. Anyway, the Staff of the National Security Council on

April 19, 1948 made the report from "SANACC" the basis for discussing

several suggestions. Among them was the idea that there should be

a new section in the Central Intelligence Agency. Its civilian head

would be deputy to the Director but in case of disagreement with him,

should have direct access to the National Security Council. It was

the germ of "NSC 10-2."

W I- e
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On May 4, 1948, there came from the State Department's Policy

Planning Staff a paper whose author was not named. Its erudition

and style were Kennan's. It called for the inauguration of organized

political warfare upon the "logical application of Clausewitz's doctrine

in time of peace." "We have been handicapped," it said, "by a popular

attachment to the concept of a basic difference between peace and

war." There was "reluctance to recognise....the perpetual rhythm of

struggle, in and out of war." Upon these premises, which few would

question, there was placed an assumption which many in. the Armed

Services, it is certain, would dispute even though the War Council

had taken much the same position with regard to times of peace. Both

overt and covert political warfare, said the representative of the

Policy Planning Staff, should be directed and coordinated by the

Department of State. The- reader need not be misled by the use of the

words "political warfare" instead of "psychological operations." For

all practical purposes the phrases are interchangeable here. It better

suited the argument to use "political" rather than "psychological";

political matters are by tradition the particular concern of the

Department of State. "Political warfare" was the phrase used in the

talk with Allen W. Dulles on April 30 when Kennan said that the State

Department was opposed to giving the responsibility to the Agency. 1

The writer on May 4 for the Policy Planning Staff candidly remarked
(

that some three months before it had begun "a consideration of specific

projects in the field of covert operations, where they should be

.As-a R2



fitted into the structure of this Government and how the Department

of State should exercise direction and coordination." Possibly

Hillenkoetter did not know at the time that the third copy of this

directive of December 17, 1947 from the Council had gone to Kennan,

Director of the Policy Planning Staff. But Hillenkoetter and Cassady

had learned before long that the Special Procedures Group of the Agency

could expect direction as well as coordination from the Department of

State. To Cassady, it was "obstruction."1

The time was "ripe," said the author of the paper for the Policy

Planning Staff, to have a "directorate" within the Government for.

political warfare; "one man must be boss," he declared, and "answerable"

to the Secretary of State. But the officer should not be in the

Department. He should have concealed funds and cover elsewhere. The

secretariat of the Council was the "best possible" cover; this would

permit also a "direct chain of command" from the Secretary of State.

The director should have a staff of eight - four chosen by the Secre-

tary of State and four by the Secretary of Defense. And there should

be a consultative board of the Council. All current operations of

the Central Intelligence Agency would come under the control of this

board. The .draft of a directive from the Council accompanied the

paper. The new officer would be known as "Director of Special Studies." 2

The paper -of May 4 and the proposed directive from the Policy

Planning Staff had no ambiguity for the Director of Central Intelli-

gence. Hillenkoetter was neither diverted nor convinced by the use of

S ff"O~nf-.
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"political warfare" instead of "psychological operations." He sent

a memorandum to the Executive Secretary of the Council the next day

to oppose the plan on behalf of the Central Intelligence Agency.
r

The "chief of current activities" should be the officer to direct such

studies. If the Council still wished to have a separate Director

of Special Studies, he should head only a clerical staff for making

plans. Or, the Council should rescind "NSC 4-A" and take the Director

of Central Intelligence and the Agency out of the business of covert

psychological operations altogether. The Council could set up another

operating agency under the Director of Special Studies. Hillenkoetter

did not like responsibility without authority. 1

Following his objection, the Council's Staff revised the draft

C of May 4 to give the Central Intelligence Agency representation on

the staff of the proposed Director of Special Studies. The Staff

incorporated sane of the terms in the directive of December 17, 1947

to the Director of Central Intelligence. Lay sent a memorandum of

Hillenkoetter's coments and their influence upon the Staff to

Robert Blum, assistant to Forrestal, Secretary of Defense. Blm was

by this time also executive secretary to the Intelligence Survey

Group of the Council, better known as the Dulles Committee. Forrestal

was not interested merely in the progress of the Agency under "NSC 44."

Hillenkoetter opposed even-more explicitly the directive as it

had been revised by the Staff. It would cause "dangerous duplication"

of assigned functions. The Agency, he asserted, had made "considerable



strides." It was obligated to expenditures; it had firm commitments

for psychological operations outside the United States over a "long

period of time." He urgently recommended that they should not be

jeopardized. His experience, he declared, was that combat or tactical

operations must be separate from strategic planning in psychological

warfare. In other words, if the Agency were obliged to undertake

the operations, which he himself preferred to have done elsewhere,

it should continue to.enjoy the authority as well as the responsibility

which it had under "NSC 4.

Hillenkoetter stood his ground through successive attempts to

give the Department of State its Director of Special Studies and meet

the request of the Joint Chiefs of Staff that there should be a

Psychological Warfare Organization to plan before there was a war.
(

One of these proposals would not rescind "NSC 4-A" but would rewrite

it so that the Director of Special Studies came between the Director

of Central Intelligence and the National Security Council for some

purposes but not for others. The idea is difficult to express clearly.

The best that one can say is: the Director of Special Studies was

to give the Director of Central Intelligence "guidance" and yet day
t

out of his way while the National Security Council directed him to

"conduct" the operations. Who would time the vanishing act of the

Director of Special Studies was not determined. 2

C
Hillenkoetter may have merited criticism for loose and uncertain

statements on some occasions. This was not one of them. He replied

(
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that "NSC 4-A" should not be changed. The Central Intelligence

Agency should do the planning for wartime as it conducted its current

operations. The National Security Council and the Joint Chiefs of

Staff should decide when there was an emergency demanding such prepa-

rations for war. The proposed directive, if enacted, would "establish

a staff function providing for AUTHORITY in a delicate field of

operation -- without the RESPONSIBILITI.

(

(

C
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This may not nave been subordination of the "DCI" to the "DSS"; it

certainly was not freedom from his control. Nor did it meet Kennan's

assertion of May 4 that "one man must be boss" and "answerable" to

the Secretary of State.

The argument of the Staff for this complicated arrangement was

that the Director of Special Studies with his representative staff

of assistants would utilize other agencies besides the Central Intelli-

gence Agency. But there was no necessity for an intermediary to do

that. The Council had only to expand its interpretation of the clause

in the National Security Act giving it power to direct the Central

Intelligence Agency to perform "other functions and duties." Then too,

the Council might have brought its own powers of "coordination" more

-fully into play. As for reconciling departmental views, there was

no need for one more director with an advisory board. The Council

could have authorized the Director of Central Intelligence to make

the endeavor. 1

At this moment the Intelligence Survey Group came directly into

the affair. It was evident that Dulles and his associates had been

kept in touch through Lay and Blum. Dulles had conferred with Kennan

on April 30 regarding secret intelligence and political warfare.

Dulles now wrote to Souers that the plans for covert operations before

the Council had "immediate bearing upon the conduct of secret intelli-

gence operations;" the Survey Group would be pleased to submit an

"interim report." And this they did on the following day. When

o rn *.
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interviewed in December, 1952, Admiral Hillenkoetter thought that

there was no connection between the movement to replace "NSC 4-A"

with "NSC 10-2" and the "Dulles Report" upon the weaknesses in his

administration of the Central Intelligence Agency. One is not so sure

after reading this "interim report" of May 13, 1948 and taking note

of events which followed close upon it. 1

The "interim report" maintained that a central planning and

coordinating staff was essential, and centralized control of covert

operations was equally important. The proposed Director of Special

Studies and his staff would be too removed from the operations; these

for reasons of effectiveness and security, were not to be "farmed

out." The Birector had to keep in intimate touch with details. He
therefore should be responsible for all forms of activity, and the

chiefs of branches should report to him. He himself should report

to the Council, or to the Director of Central Intelligence if that

official were in charge of collecting secret intelligence. At that
time the Dulles Survey Group was still considering whether the Central
Intelligence Agency should engage in the collection of secret intelli-

gence.2

___and the
"interim report" of the Survey Group were before the Council in its
eleventh meeting on May 20. Some idea of the discussion there may be
obtained from the response to both papers by Hillenkoetter as he

submitted another proposal for the Central Intelligence Agency on
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May 24. The State Department's "demands for ,a directing hand" regarding
I

propaganda and the underground resistance to be supported, he said,

would be satisfied by a "high-level liaison officer" for covert

operations; it was something which had not yet been tried. The implica-

tion was that so far liaison between the Department and the Agency

had been conducted at too low a level. Cassady's experience seemed

to bear this out. 1

Hillenkoetter proposed again that "NSC 4-A" should be maintained.

But there could be two groups concerned with covert operations. The

Central Intelligence Agency should continue in charge of black propa-

ganda and related practices. The Joint Chiefs of Staff should control

the planning of sabotage, physical subversion, and the like; these

were operations for wartime or the verge of it. In war or an embrgency,

both groups would come under military cnmanders. The Special Pro-

cedures Group (which he did not mention by name) could be removed

intact from the authority of the Director of Central Intelligence to

that of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Hillenkoetter believed this would

please the Joint Chiefs. It would answer the objections of the

Secretary of the Army; Royall evidently had opposed establishing a new

agency or turning the Council into an operating body. And from con-

versations with Senators and Representatives, Hillenkoetter believed

that the plan which he now proposed would be in line with the inten-

tions of Congress. He had recently been in closed session with a

subconnittee of the House because of the Bogota affair, and heard

sharp opinions on the subject. 2
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The Joint Chiefs of Staff discussed the Hillenkoetter plan.

General Gruenther attended a meeting for them in Secretary Forrestals

office on May 28 as Admiral Hillenkoetter briefly stated the view of

the Central Intelligence Agency. Gruenther remarked that the Joint

Chiefs seemed to favor having secret operations conducted with

clandestine intelligence by the Agency; but they were doubtful of

its ability to handle the task. He asked if Hillenkoetter were willing

to have an advisory pane -Hillnkoetter - - -

replied that he would accept it. His concept of advice, though, was

not that of management.

Gruenther and Hillenkoetter withdrew when they had finished

their exchange. Souers, Executive Secretary of the Council, came

for the latter part of the meeting. Forrestal, Secretary of Defense,

Lovett, Under Secretary of State, and Allen W. Dulles, chairman of

the Intelligence Survey Group, were present throughout, and so was

Robert Blum. Apparently he prepared the memorandum of the meeting,

dated June 1, which went to the Council before its nxt session on

June 3.1

After Gruenther and Hillenkoetter left, Forrestal and Lovett

agreed upon the following understandings. The head of the Office of

Special Operations in the Agency should be replaced. Responsibility

for both secret intelligence and covert operations should be assigned

to the Agency under the new head of the office. This "new office"

should have considerable autonomy within the Agency; and the head of

__ .......... ,.....w ,. -.",.r.caqr":. s-~fi9.w, ..



the office should be authorized, in case of differences arising
between him and the Director of Central Intelligence, to appeal
directly to the National Security Council. Dulles was then asked if
he would accept the position. He did not think so, but would give
his final decision in a f6w days. Others, whose names were not put
in the minutes, were considered."

At the request of Forrestal, Lovett, and Dulles, Souers prepared

an alternative for the Council. His proposal stipulated
that a highly qual fedapersn recritd outside the Agency, and

approved by the Council, should head the eSpecial Services Unit."
He should have access to and receive "policy guidance" from the State
Departmn n the National Military Establishment. Thus, Souers'
original conception of a "panel of guidance," which Secretaries

C Marahal -~adR I1~ had kept from "NSC 4-A, reappeared before the
Council. I the plan were adopted, the State Department, the National
ilitary Estabishment and the Central Intelligence Agency Jointly

should request fund . 2

If Admiral 1ienkoettr was not informed of the undersa
t his Assistant Director, lonel Galloway, should be removed and

the position offered to Allen W. Dulles, illnkoetter was given
idiate opportunity to conent upon Souers' "alternativeHillenketter id so n Junett inHillenkoetter did so on Jun in a paper for the Staff of the Council,

and said that he himself would come as the member from the Agency
when the Staff worked on his proposal. Following the pattern of
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Souers' "alternative", Hillenkoetter suggested that the "highly

qualified" person to head the new Office of Special Services within

the Agency should be chosen from within or outside the Agency, and

be should be nominated by the Director of Central Intelligence. There

should be an Operations Advisory Board, with its military members

"fully accredited by the Joint Chiefs of Staff."'

This was Hillenkoetter's specific answer to Gruenther's inquiry.

Hillenkoetter meant a board comparable to the Intelligence Advisory

Committee. He did not want- a "panel of guidance" such as Sousra

desired. Hillenkoetter further stipulated that the funds should be

in the budget of the Agency, and that the directives of the new Office

should be prepared by the Director of Central Intelligence. But on

the same day the Council was tentatively approving the principles

of Souers' "alternative There was little chance that

Hillenkoetter's reservations for the Director and the Agency would be

retained as he had submitted them. 2

There were changes before Hillenkoetter's paper went to the

Staff on June 8. The Operations Advisory Board, renamed Committee,

should consist of two members, one chosen by the Secretary of State

and the other by the Secretary of Defense, as Souers proposed. In

case of a disagreement with the Director of Central Intelligence, the

matter would go to the Council. Hillenkoetter's stipulation that the

Director should prepare the directives was omitted. There was a

specific statement ending "NSC _An



Additional changes by the Staff appeared in the memorandum which

Lay sent to the Consultants of the Council-Kennan for the State

Department, Wedemeyer representing the Army, Struble, the Navy, and

Norstad for the Air Force. The name had become Office of Special

Projects. There was no statement whether or not the chief of the

new Office should be chosen from persons in the Central Intelligence

Agency. The significant provision was that he should be nominated

by the Secretary of State, and not by the Director of Central Intelli-

gence. He was to be "acceptable" to. the Director and approved by

the Council. Still, he was to report directly to the Director of

Central Intelligence. 1

Unless the Director and the man chosen by the State Department

proved remarkably compatible in personality, and held much the same

views on the projects and their performance, the situation for both

was likely to be intolerable. If the Advisory Committee did not

accept the Director's view, he would have to take his case to the

National Security Council. Though his subordinate in the new Office

was to report directly to him, the Director would have difficulty

in giving orders unless the Advisory Committee approved. The Director's.

right of "acceptance" was short of both initiative and authority.

Admiral Hillenkoetter saw through the maneuvering to. put the

State Department in control and said so in two forthright letters on

June 9, 1948. One went to Lay for the Council and the other to Lay

personally for himself and for Admiral Souers. Hillenkoetter sent
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copies of each to Major General Todd for General Gruenther and the

Joint Chiefs of Staff.

To the Council, Hillenkoetter objected that the draft directive

of June 8 was confheing and inconsistent; it was weaker than the plan

of June k. There were more restrictions upon the Director of Central

Intelligence. If he were out of town, would the. work of the new

Office stop or would it "free wheel" or would the Acting Director

have charge? There was no reason, in his opinion, for treating the

Office of Special Projects differently from the Office of Special

Operations. It would seem, he said, that either the National Security

Council had confidence in the operation of the new Office by the Agency,

or the Council did not have. If the Council had such confidence, it

should make wa general declaration of policy" and leave the operation

of the Office of Special Projects to the Agency. If the Council did

not have confidence in the Agency, then it "should not be expected

or directed to operate the Office of Special Operations either, in any

manner. This was twelve days after the decision in Forrestal's office

that Galloway should go and the offer of the position to Dulles on

the understanding that, in differences ith the Director, the head

of the enlarged office should have the right to appeal directly to the

Council.

(
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To Lay and Souers, Hillenkoetter wrote:

"I should like to suggest that, since State evidently
will not go along with CIA operating this political
warfare thing in any sane or sound manner, we go
back to the original concept that State proposed.
Let State run it and let it have no connection at
all with us.

Hillenkoetter foresaw "continued bickering and argument" if they were

to "try to keep a makeshift in running order." His prophecy of 1948

was fulfilled in subsequent events.

While blaming Hillenkoetter for "confusion as to the responsi-

bility of the DCI," William H. Jackson found during his survey of

"OPC" in the spring of 1951 that there was "no clear distinction or

common understanding" with regard to the operations of the administra-

tion as a central "service" which should give administrative support

and should exercise the functions of review, audit and inspection of

the Office. Ezcellent work had been done, he said, to minimize these

difficulties. But the personal intervention of an able officer was

a "spotty, makeshift type of symptoms-treatment." It did not "attack

the causes of the malady." With this judgment, Hillenkoetter would

certainly have agreed though he might not have accepted Jackson's

list of causes. 1

What the Consultants thought of the revised paper, now known

as the draft of June 10, was not reported in the file available for

this study. But there was comnent from the Army on June 15, 19118.

As should be expected, the military men put their stress upon the time

of war when the Joint Chiefs of Staff should have charge. They called
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specifically for "policy guidance" by the Operations Advisory Com-

mittee and submission of disagreements to the Joint Chiefs rather

than to the National Security Council. For the National Security

Resources Board, Daniel C. Fahey proposed that the Departments and

Agencies concerned should give the advice with respect to economic

warfare. Such a clause was included in the revised draft sent to

the Council on June 15 as "NSC 10-1.0 With certain deletions and

amendments by the Council it became "NSC 10-2* on June 18, 1948.1

(.
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1

Ti

"OPC"

he National Security Council directed that an Office of Special

Projects be created within the Central Intelligence Agency. Te name 4

was changed later to Office of Policy CoordinatLon, to assure plausi.- -

bility while revealing practically nothing of its purposes. 'he activ-

ities of the new Office were to be correlated with the espionage and

counterespionage of the Office of Special Operations by the Director of

Central Intelligence. He was to keep the two offices separate and to

let neither interfere with the other. This undertaking, which Hillen-

koetter had disliked from the start, proved so difficult to accomplish

that before long another movement to reform the Office of Special Opera-

tions got under way. his time it was to "integrate" the clandestine

intelligence of "050" with the covert operations of "OPC," but not .to

restore those functions as they had been in the days of Galloway and

Cassady under "NSC 4..."l

'lie scope of the Agency's covert operations short of physical

subversion was specifically enlarged by "NSC 10-2" to include economic

warfare and "preventive direct action." Sabotage, antisabotage, demo-

litions, evacuations, aid to guerrilla action and underground resistance,

support of anti-Comunists in threatened countries, all came within

the province of "OPC." It might not include in its operations armed

conflict by recognized forces, espionage and counterespionage, nor

"cover and deception for military operations."

L. L' :..
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Plans for wartime should be made in coordination wit the Joint

Chiefs of Staff. The Director of Central Intelligence was to ensure

that such plans were "accepted" by the Joint Chiefs "as consistent

with and complementary to approved plans for wartime military opera-

tons." Doubtless the statement was clear to those who wrote it, as

meaning that the Director would be responsible for making plans which

would be acceptable to the Joint Chiefs. If he did not at first

succeed in persuading the Joint Chiefs, he could try again. He had

no authority to force acceptance. In time of war, or whenever the

President directed, there would be no such problem. All plans for

covert operations would be coordinated at once with the Joint Chiefs

of Staff. The responsibility would be theirs. By later amendment,
operations in active theaters of war came under the theater commanders.

They would receive their orders through the Joint Chiefs of Staff,

unless it were otherwise directed by the President.-

The Operations Advisory Comittee, clearly delineated in "NUSC 10-1"
to furnish "authoritative policy guidance," was not included in

"NSC 10-2." Instead, there was the less explicit statement that the

Director of Central Intelligence should be responsible for "ensuring,
through designated representatives of the Secretary of State and of the

Secretary of Defense," that covert operations were planned and conducted

consistently with the foreign policy of the United States, military

policy, and overt activities. Disagreements were to be referred to the

National Security Council.-
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From his point of view, Admdral Souers obtained the "panel of

guidance" which he had been advocating, though the phrase "policy

guidance" did not appear in "NSC 10-2." The Director of Central Intel-

ligence, he maintained, was to be responsible for planning and con-

ducting covert operations. The representatives of the Secretaries of

State and Defense would be monitors; but in case of disagreement, the

Director would have as much right as they to take the matter before

their superiors in the National Security Council. Moreover, the chief

of the new Office mast be acceptable to the Director and report directly

to him. For purposes of security and fleibility in operations, the

Office would function independently within the Agency "to the maium

extent consistent with efficiency." But this did not mean independence

of the Director. It would be the Director who decided when the maidnm

had been reached. The provision was there to insure that the Office

would not be hampered by other components of the Agency. 'The special

position thus accorded, however, did leave room for "continued bickering

and argument," as Hillenkoetter said, over financial arrangements,

accounting; and adinistrative control. 1

Admiral Souers discounted the fact that the Director of Central

Intelligence had full obligation but incomplete powers. He minirzed

the possibility that the Director's opponents might take advantage of

the fact. If they tried to do so, it would be incumbent upon the

Director not to give in for the sake of peace. He should 4tand his

ground and fight for his rights. Once he had obtained "guidance,"

he was to be in command of the covert operations, subject only to the
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final authority of the National Security Council and the President.

Souers expected the power of the Director to develop in tLme, with

strong leadership in the Agency and vigorous presentation before the

Council. 1

'b Admiral Hillenkoetter, this interpretation of "NSC 10-2" was

not realistic. 'he representatives of the Secretaries of State and

Defense were a board of strategy which not only could advise but could

direct the Director of Central Intelligence. In theory, he might choose

to reject their instructons, and go to the Council for support. In

practice, if he did, he would appear before a body of authority in which

his opponents' superiors were the most influential members, excepting

the President himself. 'The occasions would be rare when the President

- disregarded the views of the Secretaries of State and Defense to favor

those presented by the Director of Central Intelligence.

Hilenkoetter believed that "NSC 10-2' made a bad situation worse.

He was responsible under "NSC 4-A" for operations which he did not want

the Agency to conduct. But he had full authority then, so long as he

kept in close touch with the Departnent of State. His was the responsi-

bility to the Council. He had full control over his subordinates in a

chain of command. He could direct then as he aw fit. Now under

"NSC 10-2" he could not choose his om chief of operations; he could

merely accept someone offered to him by the Department of State. And

it soon proved that the Department did not wish him to retain the man

whom he already had in charge of covert operations. Cassady had to go.

Hillenkoetter was obliged to accept the nominee of the chief planning

WIE-
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L

officer in the State Department. It amounted to that, for all practical

purposes. Te Department had a veto far stronger than the Director's

power of refusal.1

In Eillenkoetter'a opinion, the Department of State and the Natonal

Military Establishment insisted upon placing "OP1 in the Agency because .

neither wanted the other to have it. Both sought the cover of the Agency

for it, because neither wanted the responsibility. If it failed, they

could disown it. Besides, the Agency was popular with Congress at the

moment and could obtain funds more easily than the State Departent.

And yet, both Departent and Establishment wanted to control. Die Depart-

mant had the lead, but the Establishment was not far' behind. me Joint

Chiefs of Staff mould take charge in tme of war. Meanwhile, as the

Departent and the Establishment kept an eye on each other, they made

certain that the Agency should not be free to run its own affairs. The

Office conducting covert operatons was to be as independent of the

Director as they could make it. Millenkoetter ici.t himself caught in

the summer of 1948 between the Department of State and the Armed Services

in their habitual struggle for power.2

Jhere is another conjecture regarding the motLves of the Department

of State, though the evidence is incomplete. It is possible that there

was more anxiety, for the moment, over the actvity Qf the Special Pro.

cedures Group under Cassady than desire to defeat the Armed Services.

Cassady was expanding operations in the manne' of Donovan.-

(

mom trft~(
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Members of the State Departent may well have concluded under these

-circumstances that the Department should nomLnate and control the head

of the new Office of Special Projects, or Policy Coordination, in the,

Agency. After all, paychological operations and political activity

were much tahe same; they could be damaging to "national policy.' -Per-

haps they were, as Kennan had feared in his talk with Dulles on April

30. Cassady was conducting hia political warfare independently.

In any event, Ad-4ral Hillenkoetter knew by June 10, as the

revison of his plan went to the Consultants of the Council, that he

was not to write the directives for the new Office of Special Projects,
nor to have the kind of Operations Advisory Board he desired nor even
to choose his ow chief of operations. He advised Cassady on that day C
to finish with the comLtments which were irrevocable and to undertake

nothig new
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ty waiting orders, and losing the advantage More

than a month passed before Cassady.was able to learn how "NSC 10-2"

of June 18 was to be administered. 1

-eanwhile Drew Pearson heard that there was a plan to reach the

people of Russia with literature dropped and appropriated

the idea, and of course exposed the project to the public and to the

Russian police-if they had not already discovered it. This may have

added cause for the State Department to withdraw support and then to

reject the plan altogether. It was liquidated during the first days

of August as Cassady prepared to leave the Special Procedures Group

after another trip to Europe, and Frank G. Wisner got ready to come

over from the $epartment of State and- take charge under the mandates

of "NSC 1(-."2

The research and experimnntation for the project, however, were

not lost to the Agency. They were put to use later, when the State

Departent no longer opposed the idea of

The radio equipmen too, after months of idleness, came
into use by Radio Free Europe.3

The Department of State and the National Military Establishment
were slow to reach agreement upon the man who should head the new Office

in the Agency under Hillenkoetter. It was not until August 6 that

Wisner sat in a meeting at Souers' office to discuss the "method of
operation and general !modus vivendi. " Those present besides Souers,
Hillenkoetter, and Wisner were Eennan who was certain to be the first
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representative of the State Department under "NSC 10-2"; Colonel J. D.

Teaton, selected by Forrestal to represent both the Military Establish-

ment and the Joint Chiefs of Staff; and Robert Blium, from Forrestalts

staff. Let us again note that Blum was busy at this -time with the

survey of the Agency which produced the "Dulles Report." 1

'he meeting was so important to Wisner that he prepared a "memo-

randum of conversation and understanding" from the notes taken by him-

self, Yeaton, and Blum. As initialled by those present for deposit in

the file of the National Security Council, the memorandum stated that

it comprised "an accurate record of the conversation" and their views

of "the manner in which the activity shall operate." Wisner was set

for eventualities. As Hillmnkoetter recalled in 1952, he was too, but

not for all of the events which came out of the suzmer of 19118. 2

The "memorandum of conversation and understanding" reveals that

Kennan took charge of the meeting. He opened with the declaration that

political warfare was an instrument of foreign policy. It was therefore

the particular concern of the Department of State and the National

Military Establishment., Certain attributes placed it in the Central

Intelligence Agency; but its "policy direction and guidance" properly

belonged to the Department and the Establishment, and so the chief of

the Office of Special Projects must have "fullest and freest access"

to their representatives. He himself would want "specific knowledge

of the objectives of every operation and also the procedures and methods

employed in all cases" where political decisions were involved.
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Souers "indicated his agreement" with Kennan' a thesis and "stated

specifically" that it was the intention of the Council to have the

Department and the Establishment "responsible" for the "conduct of the

actvities" of the Office of Special Projects. 1le State Departent

should have "pre..dnence," he said, in time of peace; the Establish-

ment would succeed to the "pre-eminent position in wartme."

Hillenkoetter muat have recalled, as he listened to this exchange

of views and expression of purposes, that he had been assured of command

and the right to determine how he should condnct operations once he had

been told what his superiors wished to have done. It was now his turn

to comment. He remarked that the new Office would be given "scope and

flexibility" within the Agency, just as the old Office of Special Opera..

tions was afforded a large measure of "freedom and autonow." He

accepted Kennan'a statement regarding political warfare and the neces.-

sity of its "guidance" by the State Department. But he -"insisted that

it was essential for the State Department to accept the political respomn

sibility" of providing that guidance in specific cases. This, he said,

the Departent had not always done in times past, Kennan agreed that

it should do so and stated that he himself would be "accountable." 1

i.sner enlarged upon Kennan's first declaration. It would be

necessary for the head of the Office of Special Projects, he said, to

have "contining and direct access" to the Departent and the Military

Establishment, "without having to proceed through the CIA administra-

tive hierarchy in each case." Hilenoetter "agreed to this point."

(
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-But he also said that "it would be necessary that he be kept informed

in regard to all important projects and decisions." According to the

memorand, "Mr. Wisner concurred."

It is well that we should pause here, not to speculate upon

inflectons in the voice of an incoming subordinate, but to ecmxine

the statement of his superior. By "NC 10-2" the Director of Central

Intelligence, not the head of the new Office in the Agency, was respon-

sible for "ensuring" that covert operations were planned and conducted

in a manner consistent with foreign and military policy, and with overt

activities. 'he head of the Office was to "report directly" to him.

Representattves of the State Department and the Military Establishment

were to participate with the Director. heir differences would be

referred to the. Conil. Ihe Council might overrule the Director.

But it does not appear that the Council intended to give the head of

the new Office any discretion in reporting. In the light of subsequent

events, it would have been more advantageous for the Director of Central

Intelligence, if Hillenkoetter had not allowed the word "important" to

rain in the "meorandum of conversation and understanding" with regard

to "projects and decisions."1

Blum asked what would become of Mr. Raymond nurphy, whose work

for the State Department had attracted the attention of Cassady. Kenman

said that he thought Hnrphy might come under the chief of the new office.

Hillenkoetter doubted that it would be "desirable," but was willing to

leave the matter to the head of the Office. Blum then raised the ques-

tLion of foreign nationality groups in the United States, and the

c
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difficultes of dealing with them for operations overseas. He thought

that the difficulties had been due to restrictions by the "lBI."

Hillenkoetter did not think they had been too difficult. Kennan pro-

posed a public "American Freedom Comdttee" to work with foreign

nationality groups. Suggestions of that nature had already been made.

When the opportunity came again for Wisner to speak, he said that

the new head would require "broad latitude" in selecting his "methods

of operations." He might use large numbers of Americans overseas; he

might prefer to work through foreign groups. He should not be com-

mitted to "any existng methods." Hillenkoetter assented. Wisner

further suggested that he would need assistance from other Departments

and Agencies. Hillenkoetter replied that there was a "general spirit

of cooperation." All seem to have agreed that Kannan acid Teaton should

be responsible for soliciting such help, and that major troubles regard-

ing it should be referred to the (buncil. Then, "Mr. Wisner stated to

Admiral Hill enkoetter that there were a number of internal organiza-

tional matters concerning which he felt there should be some discussion

and clarification...." But those, he said, could be umre appropriatelyf'

discussed between themselves. Me conference closed upon agreement

that there should be a memorandch circulated for "concurrence."

When Robert Blum was asked in 1953 if there were need to have this

conference and signed "memorandm of conversation and understanding"

because there were ambiguities in the directive of ihe National Security

Council, his answer was yes. Me ambiguities, he said, had been delib-

erately placed in "NSC 10-2" to cover the determination of the Department
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of State to guide and control the new Office of Special Projects in the

Central Intelligence Agency. It was natural that the Assistant Director,

who was coming from the State Departent and who knew that he was

"answerable" to the Department, should wish to have the arrangement

clear before he took charge. There should be an understanding, and

in writing preferably, if he were to receive his orders from one supe-

rior and report to another. Blum saw a difference between the regula-

tions in the Act of Congress concerning the intelligence functions of

the Agency and the provision with regard to "other'functions and duties"

which the Council should assign to the Agency. He did not make the

distinction, he said, as a point of law. There ought to be, therefore

there was a difference. The Council should have powers to put the

Director of Central Intelligence under restrictions with regard to

psychological warfare and related subversive practices.1

The Office of Policy Coordination came into operation by general

order on September'l, 19L8. Wianer held his first meeing with his

staff of assistants on September 8. Among then was J. E. Baker who

had been left in charge of the Special Projects Group after the depar-

ture of Cassady. Cassady's deputy, R. E. Dulin, who had gone to

Europe at "the beginning of August, was not included with Wiesner's

assistants. M. K. Ruddock, recently in the Officq of Reports and

Estimates,' became Acting Deputy Assistant'Director. As Vasner was

free, according to the'"understanding" of August 6, to depart from

existing "methods of operations," no further stress was put upon
developing the assets and activities of the Special Projects Group

* abroad 2
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the new Office launched instead upon planning for expansion into

the future. The first organizatLonal chart, dated September 17, 1918,

divided the functional activitLes of the Office into major groupings

to conform with the terms of "NSC 10-2": paychological warfare by

press, radio, and. other devices; political warfare

economic

warfare including monetary and fiscal operations; preventive direct

action such as the support of guerrillas, sabotage, and related sub-

versive practices; front organizations and war plans. ere were elab-

orations in more detail by the time of the third staff meeting on

October 19, but as yet the problem of geographical division and opera-

.ton had not been attacked. The determination of budgets for ensuing

years was accordingly hard.1

By another general order, dated September 14, 191 8, 'illenkoetter

drew wt budgeting and accountLng of the new Office of Jolicy Coordi.

nation closely under his central a'ministration. He also removed the

Special nunds Division which had been placed in the Office of Special

Operations during July, 1917. The Eberstadt Committee, whose findings

are to be e-amned in the next chapter, recommiended the reduction of

"overhead." The Bureau of the Budget required the elimination of admin.-

istrative duplication. But apart from these justifications, Hillenkoetter

was within his right according to the instructions of the Council in <

"NSC 10-2." The Office of Policy Coordination was to operate "independ.

ently of other components" of the Agency, for securitir and "flexibility

iL
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of operations." "OPC" was to do so to the "marinmn degree consistent

with efficiency." But it was the Director of Central Intelligence who

was to make that decision. Hillenkoetter's judgment was that his respon-

sibility to Congress for the use of vouchered and unvouchered funds
4made it incumbent upon him to maintain central control over the financing

of those operations.

'he general order established a Budget Office under the Executive

for Adristration. Within that Office were set two Branches, one for

overt, the other for covert budgeting and expenditure. Where practical

the administrative elements for support of the covert activities of

both "CSO" and "OPC" would be physically near the operating offices.

From Wisner'a point of view, the general order deprived the Offices

of their control over the resources necessary for their operations.
CHe made it a matter of formal representation to Hillenkoetter. 2

The centralized control which Hillenkoetter thus had placed over

all clandestine activities of the Agency, both secret intelligence and

covert operations, black propaganda, and related subversive practices,
caused discussion in the Eberstadt Committee for the Hoover Commission

and in the Dulles Survey Group for the National Security Council. Both

of theca were now coming to the end-of their surveys and were preparing

their reports.3

With this centralization of control over budgeting and finance,
there was a movement to join the Offices of Special Operations and the

new Office of Special Projects, or Policy Coordination. It may prove

interesting in the course of the investigations to discover why it was
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that many who opposed the centralization of financial control should

advocate the "integration," perhaps better called the "reunion," of

secret intelligence and covert operations under a single aci nistra-

tion. One point will be clear from the start. The advocates of

"integration" will not be found favoring revision of "NSC 10-2" to

the extent of restoring "NSC 4-A" and the directive of December 17,

1947 to Admiral Hillenkoetter.
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Investigation - 1948-1949

Criticisms which might have been aimed at the ccmponent parts of

the national system of intelligence converged upon the Central Intel-

-ligence Agency. The departmental intelligence services were relatively

unscathed. It was natural that the youngest organization in the

system should suffer most under direct fire. The Agency did not have

the entrenchments of the departmental services, and it was not yet

able to lay an effective counterbarrage. Moreover it was exposed to

cross-fire at the center of the system. No one of the older intelli-

gence services wished to have it there; it might grow strong enough

to dominate all of them. The Central Intelligence Group had been

established as a "cooperative interdepartmental activity" largely because

the Ary and the Navy had joined forces to keep the Department of

State from absorbing the permanent intelligence organization.)

The United States would have a truly national rather than a

federal system of intelligence, if the duty of the Agency to make recom-

mendations for coordinating the intelligence activities of the Depart-

ments were to become the power to coordinate those activities, the

power to use coercion rather than wheedling. But as one observer of

the present scheme of individual joined with collective responsibility

has put it, any attempt to give such power to the Director of Central

Intelligence would cause a "civil war." The irmed Services would not
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concede the right of the Director to inspect their activities and to

require full information about their "operational intelligence" or

the "capabilities and intentions" of this country. Though the observer

did not say, one may suspect that military men would stop calling one

another "Fancy Dana" and slug it out with the "civilians" in the Central

Intelligence Agency. 1

The Hoover Comission on Organization of the Executive Branch

of the Government planned at first to utilize the information about the

Central Intelligence Agency which the Intelligence Survey Group of

the National Security Council should gather. To this end, John F. Meck,

Executive Secretary for Hoover, wrote to Adeiral Hillenkoetter on

April 16, 1948, asking that the pertinent materials be sent to Harvey

Bundy and James G. Rogers, members of Hoover's committee on foreign

affairs. Bundy had been personal counsel of Secretary Stimson in the

War Department. Rogers had been in "OSS" during the war. The informa-

tion would be known only to Hoover, Bundy, Rogers, and Meck. Thus,

security would be maintained at the same time that the information

aided the Hoover Conission in its investigation and report to Congress. 2

By June, however, the plan of the Hoover Commission placed the

affairs of the Central Intelligence igency within the jurisdiction of

the "task force" under Ferdinand Eberstadt who was examining the whole

National Security Organization. Thus a broader view of the problems

of intelligence Iight be obtained. Eberstadt had included central

intelligence in his atudy of national security during 1945 when he
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recomnended three "coordinate services," Army, Navy, and Air Force,

under the Secretary of Defense. As he continued relationships with

the Survey Group of the National Security Council and used some of

its materials, Eberstadt would conduct separate hearings and accumulate

other evidence on his own responsibility to the Hoover Commission

established by Congress.1

The purpose of the Intelligence Survey Group was narrower from

the start than that of the Eerstadt Committee. The National Security

Council set up the Survey Group primarily to take stock within the

central intelligence organization as its directives were revised and

it was transformed into an independent agency .by Act of Congress. The

authorization of the Survey Group, however, was soon enlarged by the

Departments concerned in the action of the National Security Council;

the Group might inquire into the work of the departmental intelligence

services. There were reservations concerning operations abroad and

conmmunications; there was the usual statement about the security regu-

lations peculiar to each service. But the intent was clear. The Sur-

vey Group, 1;ike the Eberstadt Committee, was supposed to have access

to the departmental intelligence services as well as to the Central

Intelligence Agency. Their shortcomings quite as much as its errors

and weakeneses were pertinent to a study of the national system of

intelligence. 2

(
The foca, nevertheless, was upon the Central Intelligence Agency.

Neither committee of investigation gave as much time and effort to

C.
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scrutinising the intelligence services of the Departments. For varied C

reasons, one of which would appear to have been reluctance if not

resistance on the part of the departmental anthorities, the structure

and the performance of their intelligence services received neither

the inspection nor the criticism comparable to those given the Central

Intelligence Agency. The result was a concentration upon its failures

disproportionate to its deserts.

Both committees reached significant conelusions about central

intelligence in the federal system. The Werstadt Report must have

had weight with some who read it, particularly those concerned with

making the Agency effective. Ideas were applied from it whether or

not those who used the ideas knew that they oas from the Eerstadt

Report. It seems not to have been read by many. It ws almost

immediately eclipsed by the report of the Intelligenee Survey Group.

Better knovan as the Dulles Report, this was honored with its companion,

the Nearney Report or RSC 50", by many in the Agency as no less than (

messianic. Others persist in taking a different view.!

One explanation of the seeming futility of the Eberstadt Report

is that it was a report te Congress upon which Congress took no action.

It weeld be interesting to think about the changes which Congress

might have made in the structure and the functions of the Central

Intelligense Agency, if the leaders in the House and Senate had taken

up with the polite, but explicit statements in the Zberstadt Report

concerning the need for improrements in the departmental intelligence

C.



agencies, together with Representative Brawn's assertion that Congress

had not intended to give any Department the right of censorship over

the Central Intelligence Agency. But speculation upon what might have

been is idle. Congress did not act on these suggestions. The so-called

.CIA Act of 1949" had little connection with the investigations of the

Agency in 1948 or with the clamor over "Bogota."'

Without discarding altogether the explanation that the Eberstadt

Report suffered eclipse because Congress ignored it, one may say that

the Dulles Report attracted and held more attention because of its

origin and the determination of the investigators to look into the

fitness of the "principal personnel" in the Agency. Such a purpose is

implicit in any investigation of an institution of government. But

in the case of the Survey Group and the Agency, if the intention wa-

secondary at the beginning, it quickly became prime. Moreover, the

survey by Dulles and his associates was closely related to the plan

before the National Security Council to place the covert operations of

the Agency under the guidance of the State Department with the aid of

the National Military Establishment. 2

The Eberstadt Report went to Congress where influential men

thought well of the Central Intelligence Agency; some of them far bet-

ter of it in fact, when they came to appropriations, than of the Depart-

ment of State. In such a comparison, it has been said, Admiral

Hillenkoetter enjoyed downright popularity. The Dulles Survey Group

reported to the National Security Council where sat representatives of
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the State Department, the Army and the Navy, long since provoked by

the efforts of both Vandenberg and Hillenkoetter to act as Directors of

Central Intelligence with only the advice, and not the consent, of the

departmental chiefs of intelligence in the Intelligence Advisory Council.

The Dulles Report afforded men who were vexed with Hillenkoetter, for

one reason or another, an opportunity, and incentive, to put their

annoyance into action.l

i

Eberstadtts Findings

The hearings of the Eberstadt Comittee opened with descriptions

of the National Security Council and the Central Intelligence Agency

by Souers and Hillenkoetter on June 8, 1948 and continued from time to

time through the summer months into September when the Committee lis-

tened to statements from the Administration and several Offices in the

Agency. Hillenkoetter himself appeared again to answer questions.
(

These were for the most part the inquiries common to all discussions

of central intelligence since the debates of 1945 and 1946 over the

rival plans for a permanent organization.

The Eberstadt Committee wanted to know whether the Director should

be a civilian and should remain long in office; how scientific intelli-

gence might be more adequately obtained; if there were unnecessary

duplications by the departmental intelligence services and the Agency,

especially by the State Department and the Agency in respect to political



intelligence; what should be done in time of war about secret intelli-

gence, counterespionage, and other covert operations of the Agency;

what should be its relation generally with the Joint Chiefs of Staff;

whether the Intelligence Advisory Committee were fulfilling its pur-

pose, and if associations were happy between the agency and the "FBI".

Matters of major interest in the Eberstadt Report built upon

these inquiries. It placed the Central Intelligence Agency at the

"apex of a pyramidal intelligence structure." This was certainly not

where many in the departmental intelligence services were placing it.

But, although the Report called them "important", it declared that

neither they nor *CIA" could operate independently "with success"; they

were all "interdependent." The Agency must necessarily be at the

center both as a "coordinator" and as an "evaluator" to work with the

service agencies and others outside the National Military Establish-

ment. It could not be dominated by any one Department; it must accom-

plish the allocation of responsibility for collection and research

among the Government's agencies and meet its own responsibility for

central evaluation "free from departmental prejudice, control or bias,

whether real or imagined." The Agency then should properly be centered,

as it was, under the direction of the National Security Council repre-

senting all of the Departments. 2

The administration of the Agency should remain the personal responsi-

bility of the Director of Central Intelligence. He could be held -
accountable by the Security Council. The Eberstadt Committee disagreed

" c;
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with General Donovan; there was no practical gain in having the (

Director pass by the Secretaries in the Council and report directly to

the President. Apart from burdening the President himself with one

more obligation, it did not seem likely to the Committee that the (

Director's effectiveness as a "coordinator" or "evaluator" would be

increased by putting him "on a White House level." His estimates

would receive no more attention from the Departments. His attempts to

coordinate and allocate responsibilities would fare no better.

The Eberstadt Comittee recognized the cri of the whole matter.

"Efforts to impose directives concerning the internal workings of a

department upon officials of the level of the Secretary of State or

Secretary of Defense," it said, *are not likely to meet with success."

The Director of Central Intelligence would have "initially at least"

to exercise the coordinating function of the Agency upon "a more or

less negotiated basis." In short, he might do the negotiating; he could

not do the coordination. That had to be accomplished by the Secretaries

in the Council. Ultimate responsibility lay with them, subject to the

will of the President. Congress had made the Council a body of col-

lective authority over the Agency, such as the National Intelligence

Authority had been over the Director and the Group by order of the

President.1

The Secretaries should accept that collective authority as binding
(

upon their respective Departments. They should cooperate in carrying

out any recommendation of the Director of Central Intelligence which
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they themselves as the Council approved, even though their Departments

individually might not like it. Until the Secretaries did so, there

was no honesty in asserting that the Central Agency ought to coordinate

the intelligence activities of the departmental agencies. In the

absence of authorization by the Council, the Agency could not coordinate

those activities, nor determine "priorities." It was not proper to

indict the Director of Central Intelligence because he failed to submit

ideas which the departmental chiefs of intelligence would accept; they

had nothing on their consciences more compelling than academic interest.

There were negative forces at work in abundance to safeguard particular

and proprietary interests. The departmental chiefs had a right to expect

that their superiors in the Council would make the decisions in the

"chain of command." It is, though a fair query whether they understood

at that time such collective responsibility.1

Coordination without recourse to command is hard to obtain at any

level. The recent maneuver of the Joint Chiefs of Staff to pass their

differences on to the Secretary of Defense or, if necessary, to the

President for settlement has given as clear a demonstration as could

be asked to show the failure of concerted action where one might expect

it most easy to obtain. The Chiefs of Staff at the top of the military

structure, it would seem, should be most sensitive to the national need,

in time of war or peace, as well as informed concerning the requirements

of their respective branches of the Military Establishment. If they

cannot settle their differences in the national interest, one is led to

wonder who can. It is an argument for individual responsibility and

"chain of command."2
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The Eberstadt Report did not indict Hillenkoetter or the Agency.

The Comittee comented instead upon the institutions and ,methods by

which the igency was articulated with the several departmental intelli-

gence services. There was first and most important the Intelligence

Advisory Ccmmittee which, the Report said, had been established origi-

nally as a sort of "forum" to deal with problems arising as the Agency

discharged its duties in coordinating the intelligence activities of

the Departments. This interpretation did not tally with the concept

of Admiral Inglis and others in regard to the original Intelligence

Advisory Board. It was to them a body with the right to know in advance

the agenda of the National Intelligence Authority and to pass upon

all recommendations from the Director to the Authority. Nor did the

Eberstadt Committee support Inglis and his allies in the argument that

the new Intelligence Advisory Caumittee should function as a governing

board in the Agency when interdepartmental concerns were involved.

It was only with respect to participation in considering "substantive

intelligence" that the Eberstadt Committee recomnended that the

Intelligence Advisory Committee should meet more frequently. 1

The Director's Interdepartmental Coordinating and Planning Staff,

"ICLPS,' and the "Standing Committee" of the Intelligence Advisory Com-

mittee received attention for their work upon procedural matters and

their effort to maintain connections between the Agency and the Depart-

ments. But the Eberstadt Report did not go into their origins nor

examine causes of their failure to develop as interlocking committees
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in which issues might be explored and measures drafted, conflicting

views reconciled or abandoned, coordination practiced at the so-called

"working level." One senses that the Eberstadt Comittee appreciated

the relative futility of the effort at this level if the men in

authority above it were not prepared to take concerted action.1

It is true tnat there have been accomplishments in government

thanks to the dynamism of obstruction and delay. Ingenious suggestions

have broken from deadlock to pass the lethargic, the unwary, and the

uncomprehending along the best diagonal that could be found between

vested interests and contending forces. But the process, however

irresistable in time, is a slow one. The thought of "Pearl Harbor"

ought to condemn it, when the national need is great. 2

The Eberstadt Report took note of the many ad hoc committees, the

liaison sections in the Office of Collection and Dissemination of the

Agency, the associations developing between regional branches of the

Office of Reports and Estimates and their Nopposite numbers" in the

State Department, the Army, the Navy, and Air Force; the arrangements

between the Agency and the "FBI" for sharing foreign intelligence useful

to each; the individuals such as the Chief of the Map Section who held

office in the State Department also, and the economists and scientists

under consideration for similar posts. But all of these devices for

interrelation were too isolated or sporadic or otherwise limited to

provide anything but hope for the future. They might grow in use until

the habit of cooperation reduced the task of coordinating departmental

and central activities in one system of national intelligence.3

(
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Hillenkoetter had assured Eberstadt that relations between

the Agency and the "FBI" now were "close" and were not "strained"

as they had been. But Eberstadt and his associates did not think

that the arrangements were adequate between the two institutions, both

5o much concerned with the nation's security. Eberstadt bad invited

J. Edgar Hoover to discuss matters with the Committee. Hoover declined

on the ground that he knew too little of the Agency's activities. 1

The modesty of the statement could not have been deceiving. The

public row over the replacement of the "FBI" in Latin America by "CIA"

had not subsided. Dewey had been making the affair an issue in his

campaign for the Presidency. The head of the Federal Bureau of Investi-

- gation, or his representative, had sat in the Intelligence Advisory

Board during the formative days of the Central Intelligence Group

under Souers. There was a movement to restore the representation in

the Intelligence Advisory Committee. Moreover, Hoover had been con-

sulted and informed during the summer and fall of 1946 when Vandenberg

established the Office of Operations to collect overt intelligence in

this country from businesses, travelers, and others with connections

abroad. Mr. Hoover may have been unfamiliar with the Agency's cor-

relation and evaluation of intelligence to produce national estimates.

He was not so ill informed about its endeavors in collecting intelligence

and coordinating departmental activities that he could make no contri-

bution in the Eberstadt Report to Congress. If Eberstadt obtained

insufficient evidence on the difficulties between the "FBI" and "CIA,"

the Director of Central Intelligence was not solely to blame. 2

* orRDCT
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Following the theme of counterespionage for security at home and

intelligence abroad, the Eberstadt Committee considered the possibility

of placing the whole operation in the hands of the Director of Central

Intelligence. But the Committee did so only to reject the idea in

the Report. It would really give basis for the charge that an American

Gestapo was taking shape. It would eliminate the "FBI", an established

organization and tradition. It would burden another organization,

"CIA", which was not equipped for the assignment. Admiral Hillenkoetter,

already saddled with covert operations under "guidance," must have been

pleased, and possibly amused, when he read the pronouncement in the

Eberstadt Report that such a "transfer of responsibility" would create

more "problems" than it would solve. 1

Hillenkoetter could not have been too displeased, either, with the

plan of the Eberstadt Committee for clandestine operations, although

he himself preferred to have sabotage, physical subversion, and similar

paramilitary operations conducted elsewhere; and he would not like to

see the collection of intelligence removed with them from the Agency.

The Eberstadt Report declared that all clandestina operations should be

"treated together as a single unit." It rejected the British precedent

for placing those activities under the Secretary of State. Willian H.

Jackson's ideas of 1945 regarding secret intelligence, redistributed

during the past ster, did not appeal to the Eberstadt Committee.

Nor did it wish those activities placed under the Secretary of Defense

as Donovan preferred. The arguments for using the Secretaries were
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"mutually exclusive." Their Departments in the Eecutive Branch of

the Government were too much at odds with one another. The operations

should remain in the Central Intelligence Agency under the direction

of the National Security Council where both the State Department and

the Military Establishment were represented. There the Secretaries

might be brought to agreement in the presence and under the pressure

of other officers. 1

If war came the "operational services" including both open and

covert collection of information might be transferred to the Joint

Chiefs of Staff in the "wartime chain of comnand." For that event, all
(

of the operations should be grouped under a Deputy Director who should

have "considerable, though not unlimited independence." In time of

peace, the Deputy would be responsible to the Director of Central

Intelligence. In time of war, the Deputy might report if necessary

directly to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 2

There was notable similarity between this plan and Hillenkoetter's

suggestion to Secretaries Lovett and Forrestal on May 29 in the presence

of General Gruenther. Eberstadt's anticipation of recent mergers in

the covert offices of the Agency under a Deputy Director (Plans) is

striking.3

The Eberstadt Committee appreciated that the Agency and the Joint

Chiefs of Staff should work together quite as closely in evaluating

as in collecting intelligence or in clandestine operations. The

Agency, said the Report, was intended to be "the major source of



coordinated and evaluated intelligence" for the construction of

national policy. It was "the logical arbiter of differences" between

the services on the evaluation of intelligence. Assumptions by the

Chiefs of Staff "both for planning and operational purposes" should be

formulated with the participation of the Agency; at least, those

assumptions should be reviewed by it. But so far, the agency had fallen

short of this objective. It did not "enjoy the full confidence" of

the National Security Organization, nor of other agencies which it

served. With certain "encouraging exceptions," the Agency had not yet

played "an important role in the determinations of the National Security

Council." 1

Eberstadt and his associates may not have heard of the efforts

which both General Vandenberg and Admiral Hillenkoetter had been making

in the past two years to keep the place. of the Office of Strategic

Services for the Central Intelligence Group in the Joint Intelligence

Committee of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. If the Eberstadt Committee

knew of the efforts, it did not choose to blame anyone for their failure.

The report merely took the side of the Agency on the issue and declared

that "consideration" should be given to including the Director of

Central Intelligence in the membership of the Joint Intelligence Com-

mittee. The Intelligence Advisory Committee should meet more frequently

to discuss questions of "substantive intelligence." Eberstadt and

his associates understood that the membership of the two bodies was

nearly identical. There ought thus to be "an interchange of intelligence

r rK
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opinion between the principal intelligence officers of the Government."

This in itself would "insure a closer relationship" between the :agency

and the Joint Intelligence Committee of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 1

To accomplish its purpose, the Agency must solve its major prob-

lem which, like that of most agencies, was one of personnel. There

had been too rapid expansion under Vandenberg with consequent mistak es

in procurement. Time, experience, and training were necessary. But

these were matters of internal administration, not of external direction.

Good intelligence, said the Eberstadt Report emphasizing a "truism,"

depends upon good personnel; the supervision must be "imaginative and

vigorous." The Committee was convinced that the Director must have

- continuity in office; he must be selected primarily for competence.

"Other things being equal," a civilian was to be preferred.2

The Eberstadt Report declared that the Director of Central

Intelligence should be a civilian because the position required "a

broader background and greater versatility and diplomatic experience

Cthan is usually found in service personnel." The point was reinforced

with the statement that the "best qualified and most competent officers"

would not accept the position, if to do so meant permanent retirement

and the "end of the road to important command or operational responsi-

bility." The Eberstadt Committee discounted perhaps too much the

practical argument that a military man would co=and more confidence

from the armed services, against whose resistance the Agency could

hardly expect to succeed regardless of the brilliance of its leadership
or the skill of its personnel. 3
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The argument is to be discounted as readily that relations with

the State Department would benefit if the Director were a civilian

"known and' respected by the Secretary of State and his assistants."

By the same line of reasoning, so would the relations profit if a

military man had that respect. Although the tradition of the State

Department is civilian, it requires too much credulity to suppose

that Secretaries -of State react without thought against military men.

There were warriors before General Marshall among ranking officers

in the Department. The Eberstadt Report gave only passing attention

to the point. 1

The principal argument against the choice of a civilian as

Director of Central Intelligence, said the Report, was the difficulty

of getting a good one, with the requisite force of character, knowledge

of history and politics, acquaintance with military matters and the

machinery of the Government. The pay was low in camparison with the

remumeration of industry and the professions. The reward was anonymity.

The Committee rejected the suggestion that the Director might succeed

without experience if he were competent in administration. He must

be familiar with the technique of intelligence. The result would be

ideal if intelligence were treated as a profession in itself and

the man at its head were its master.2

The departmental intelligence services too had their problems

of mediocre personnel to solve. They had lost many of their skilled

and experienced persons after the war. Selection and replacement had

m Kr-.rir-T
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been haphazard, the product "often of inadequate caliber." 1he Report

did not recommend the ArI's method for improving the Counter Intelli-

gence Corps in Germany. Apparently the remedy had been to order "all

CIC personnel to wear uniforms, live in barracks, and report- for regular

Army meals." Shus they were "to keep in contact with the local popu-

laton and to catch spies.'"

More damaging to the system of national intelligence, though, was

the practice of dropping into the intelligence services,officers who

were "not particularly wanted" elsewhere. Mns "capable, experienced

and thoroughly devoted personnel," specialists in intelligence, had

seen their organizations and system too often "ruined by superior

officers with no experience, little capacity, and no imagination."

Military mi.sfits were to be found not solely in the Central Intelligence

Agency, where meny of its critica believed such persons were prevalent.

The Eberstadt Report recomnded that selection and training systens

should be inaugurated. The services should provide "an intelligence

corps--or at least an intelligence career."l

Izrning to the cardinal matter of producing intelligence for the

makers of national policy, the Eberstadt CommiLttee declared that the

intelligence services under the Joint biiefs, the State Department,

even the Federal Burean of InvestLgation, "umast do their proper share."

she military services must "rid their intelligence estimates of sub-

jective bias." Partly because of natural interest in their own affairs,

partly because of competttion for appropriations, the estimates of
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hostLle potentialities varied with the services manIdn them. In one

case there were so many inconsistencies in a single paper of the Joint

Intelligence Committee that its estimate was worthless for the planners.

"Out of this mass of jumbled material," said the Eberstadt Report, "and

harassed often by the open and covert opposition of the older agencies,

CIA has tried to make sense. hat it has not always succeeded has not

been entirely the fault of CEA." We shall not find the opinion of the

Dulles Survey Group coinciding wholly with this judgment. 1

The estimates of the Agency were criticised in the Eberstadt Report

on two principal grounds. They were not responsive to the requirennts

of the policy-makers and received insufficient consideration by them.

Related to this weakness, and in large measure 'accountable for it, was

the fact that the estimates of the Agency were made without access

to all relevant information. This was particularly true of plans,

activities, and decisions in the military services, withheld for reasons

of security because they were "operational in nature." The State Depart-

ment also tended to rely upon its own "judgmnt and information" without

consulting the Agency.

Criticisn of the Agency's estimates, then, lost perforce some of

its per+Anence. If the Agency was to perform its function of evaluating

and correlating intelligence "relating to the national security," the

function of producing the national intelligence estimates, "it must be

aware of, and participate in, the thinking" of the departmental intelli-

gence services, the workLng committees of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,

the State-Army-Navy-Air Force Coordinating Committee, the National

(
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Security Council. Effective intelligence, said the Eberstadt Report,
r

was possible only when it was "closely linked with planning and policy-

maln~ng." In short, the Agency must be the central organization of the

national intelligence system. 1

Duplication to some degree was to be justified, particularly in

political reporting. The Agency and the intelligence division in the

State Department worked with different objectives and different prior-

ities. But the Eberstadt Comdttee now recognized, as Donovan had

insisted to Rosenman on September 4, 1945, that it was a mistake to

split "OSS" after the war, assigning part of its functions to one

Department, the remainder to another. Creation of the Central Agency

had largely remedied the mistake, but it lingered ini the duplication

of research and analysis by the State Department and the Agency in the

economic and political field.2

The Report supported the Agency's need to engage in research and

analysis. The feasibility of shifting a large part of the State Depart.

ment's intelligence division to the Agency should be studied. If this

move were found impractical or undesirable, unnecessary duplication

might then be eliminated by "progressive coordination, interchange of
personnel, and the allocation of specific responsibilities" to the

several agencies under directives from the National Security Council.

The Eerstadt Committee suggested that analysts from the Agency might
be placed in the "message centers and secretariats" of the Departments.

hey would sift out the "really important material" for routing to the

' C.



Agency. This procedure would require fewer persons. Moreover it

iould save time, a most important consideration in the production of

coordinated national estimates. 1

The Eberstadt Committee declared that the greatest need of the

Agency was an Intelligence Evaluation Board. There should be a "small

group of highly capable people, freed from administrative detail, to

concentrate upon intelligence evaluation." As Hillenkoetter himself

had testified on September 10, the Director and his assistants were

obliged to give so inch of their time to administration that they had

little for analysis and evaluation. A small group of "mature men of

the highest talents," with access to all information, "might well be

released completely from routine and set to tinking about intelligence

only." Colonel Truman Sith had proposed to both Eberstadt and Dulles

such a board of three to five experts, and had mildly criticised

Admiral Hillenkoetter for not having one. It should be immediately

under the Director, said Smith, with only advisory status.2

We have here again essentially the plan for the Estimates Branch

of the Central Reports Staff in the Central Intelligence Group. It

is the concept too of the Intelligence Staff in the Office of Reports

and Estimates, before reorganisation in 1947 put the most experienced

estimaters to one side in the Global Survey Group and left the esti-

mating to the several geographical branches in the Office. There is

missing from the proposal of the Eberstadt Committee, however, any

reference to selection of those experts from the Departments which

should both supply the materials for evaluation and use the resulting

coordinated national estimates.3
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Sherman Kent was writing in his "Strategic Intelligence" at this

time that "the single most important principle of successful intelli-

gence" was the "closeness" of its producers to its consumers. lere

should be a "partnership of the departents." One may comment further

that it would be good if the Departents behaved like partners, if

they shared their assets as well as their liabilites. 1

Mhy this idea in the original plan of the Central Reports Staff

of the Group should have been omitted from the Eberstadt Report is not

clear. The Committee made no argument against representatLon of the

Departments on the Evaluation Board; it did not assert, on the other

hand, that the institution should be exclusively staffed and maintained

within the Agency. And yet, the silence on this important matter does

not seem inadvertent.

Conditions had changed sLnce the days of the Group when the per-

sonnel in its branches had to be apportioned among the Departments

contributing to the "cooperative interdepartental activity." But

those conditions had not changed so much that the interest of the

Departments in correlating and evaluating intelligence to produce

estimates could be overlooked. The Agency may have become the "logical

arbiter" of departental differences on evaluation, as the Eberstadt

Report said, and thus may have attained a superior position. But

another suggestion in the Report seems as revealing; the Intelligence

Advisory Committee, representing the Departmets, should meet more

frequently to discuss "substantive intelligence." This, perhaps,

was a hint of things to come.2
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4

Whatever the inner thoughts of the Eberstadt Comittee, it did

not state to Congress that the Evaluation Board of the Agency should

correlate the intelligence of the departmental services with other

infonnation and produce the intelligence for "national policy and

strategy" which had been the aim of Central Intelligence since Donovan

formulated its first principles. 'here was no statement that the
Agency should send its national intelligence to the policy-makers
through the Intelligence Advisory Committee as a sort of clearing
house for the Departents. It remained for the Dulles Surrey Group
to make these suggestions to the National Security Council, preparing
the way for the present Office of National EstLmates and its National
Estimates orl

Te Eberstadt Committee recognized the difficulties of the State
Department in providing commnications, and other facilities
for the personnel of the Agency abroad. 'he Department could be easily
compromised by discovery, and yet the Agency had to rely upon the
Departents for the greater part of those indisp"enshle services.
It was the Dulles Gro, however, which made the investigaton and
the interim report leading to better arrangements between the Depart.
ment and the Agenc

there were some changes needed in the internal structure of the
Agency, aid the erstadt Comittee. For one, the Office of Collection
and Dissemination which was receiving a good deal of critician for
oversize, confusion of functions and Dsdirection of efforts, "probably

-I
- - .f~ fl,-.
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should become purely a reference service" including the map services

which were then in the Office of Research and Estimates. The liaison

functions of "0CD" might be split off to form a separate section for

its business with other agencies. There could be some reduction of

"admridnistrative overhead" in general. There was evidence of adminis-

trative interference in matters of primarily operational concern, such

for example as "budgetary controls." But the Eberstadt Committee

recognized all of these affairs as internal problems which were the

responsibility of the Director and his assistants.1

When it came to Scientific Intelligence, the Eberstadt Committee

stressed what everyone was thinking from his own point of view. Exist.

ing arrangements for collecting and distributing information on both

nuclear energy and general scientific matters were ineffective. Some-

thing had to be done.

'he. agreement which Vandenberg for the Central Intelligence Group

had made in January, 1947 withBush of the Joint Research and Development

Board, and Haenkeootter had endeavored to fulfil, was not satisfactory.

'he failure was due in large part perhaps as Bush said, to the fact that

the clients of the Group lacked confidence in it. The Atomic Energy

Comnission had installed its own intelligence stem after a study and

report in July, 1947 by Souers and had arranged in the spring of 1948
for an exert to appraise the "sources" of the Agency's information. But
the relationship thus established with the Central Intelligence Agency

had yet to please both parties. The Commission did not want to have

C
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the source of any information withheld from it; the Agency was obliged

in some cases to protect foreign agencies

-1.

The State Department's insi.stence upon controlling the collection

of scientific and technical data from foreign experts delayed the

adoption of "NSCI 10" and added to the confusion. The Armed Services

were stubborn against releasing scientific intelligence which had any

connection with bombs or other weapons. It was most "operational in

nature." 'he issue was still unsettled in May, 1953.2

Within the Agency, the chief problem was to obtain scientists of

the first order who could forego the rewards of their professions in

pay and recognition to accept the moderate salary and the namelessness

which employment in the Agency required. 'he political opinions of

some had been considered too radical for clearance. And then, there

vas the perplexing difficulty of including nuclear energy with general

science in the same aministrative unit, where they seemed properly to
belong, without entangling matters of great secrecy which must be kept

separate.3

'The Eberstadt Report declared that failure to appraise scientific

advances in hostile countries might have "more iMcmeate and cata..

strophic consequences" than failure in any other field of intelligence.
The Committee might have included friendly countries as well. Failure
to keep in close touch with scientific discoveries everywhere could
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bring disaster. After "Hiroshima" those seeking aggrandizement, or

security, were likely to strike first and explain later, if at all.

what was needed, said the Eberstadt Report, was a "central authority

responsible for assimilating all information concerning developments

in the field of science abroad and competent to estimate the signifi-

cance of these developments." This agency must have access to "all

available information" bearing on the problem. It must be able to

provide "intelligent direction" in collecting such information.

Responsibility for evaluating scientific intelligence included

information about biological and chemical warfare, electronics, aero-

dynamics, guided missiles, and others. Medical intelligence was still

non-existent. At the moment, the responsibility was spread among

several agencies. They should be brought more closely in touch with

each other. The.Scientific Branch in the Agency was not in position,

as constituted, either to evaluate intelligence or to stimulate its

collection. There was too much 'red tape," and subordination to admin-

istrative officials. The Branch should be raised.to the level of an

Office and placed under an Assistant DLrector. The Eberstadt Commaittee

understood that Hillenkoetter was awaiting the recommendation of such a

. qualified person by Karl T. Compton who had succeeded Vannevar Bush at

the head of the Reaearch and Development Board.

At the close of its report on intelligence in the National Security

Organization, the Eberstadt Commdttee commented upon two legislative

proposals before Congress directly concerning the Central Intelligence
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Agency. One had to do with its funds and experitures. The other was

concerned with its security and prosecution of its violators.

Me Committee took note that the budget of the Agency was a guarded

secret. Amounts requested through the Departments were reviewed by

representatives of the Bureau of the Budget and controlled by appro..

priate committees of Congress in closed session. The Eberstadt Report

might also have recorded that the funds, both vouchered and unvouchered,

were administered under supervision by the Comptroller General and

the General Accounting Office that was gratifying both for its appre-

ciation of the Agency's extraordinary needs and for its care of the

public's money. The bill before Congress would establish the procedures

and authorities in law. Th Eberstadt Report supported the measure as

providing the "admiznistrative fle-ibility and anonymity that are essen-

tial to satisfactory intelligence"; it warned merely that some of the

provisions seemed to "involve undesirably broad grants of power" to

the Agency. Congress should ewmine carefully and modify if necessary,

but should act upon the measure as soon as possible. It had been under

consLderation by Congressional committees since 1947. It became law

in the next session of Congress on June 20, 1910.1

The Agency, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and other services C

had periodically suggested stronger legislation to protect them from

espionage. The necessity of proving intent to injure the Government

prevented the conviction of a person who otherwise might have been (

proved guilty of injuring it. Besides, there was need to safeguard the

(.

" 1,~
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agencies against dangerous disclosures by indiscreet and irresponsible

persons. How to accomplish these purposes without infringing upon

civil liberties and traditional freedoms was part of the problem. The

Eberstadt Committee recognized the desirabilitly of better protection

but did not think that it was to be obtained by legislaton alone.

The Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Counter Intelligence Corps of

the Arm, the Agency, all should strengthen their own counterespionage.

It was a "difficult art"; it had "not always been well practiced in this

Country." But, the inference was clear, it could be. 1

When this was written on April 15, 1953, Senator McCarthy had

just sent a questionnaire to the Central Intelligence Agency, among C

others, for information regarding expenditures upon the press and

radio. The press was reverberating, and so were halls in the Agency;

McCarthy was about to "move in on the Agency. The conjecture of the

Eberstadt Committee still seemed good. The art of counterespionage

was difficult, and not "well practiced in this Country." Nor had

Congress passed remedial legislation, 2  C

As it came to the end of its labor, the Eberstadt Conm.ttee was

firm in the opinion that 'there mist be major improvement in all of

our intelligence services.v It could not be achieved overnight. C
There should be proper selection of personnel and a program for their

training and assm"t, particularly in the A=my. The general frame-

work of the national organization was good; pertinent agencies were

aware of its assets and liabilities, its virtues and shortcomings, The

fational Security Council, which had properly concerned itself with the

C



Central Intelligence Agency, should now give "more thought and atten-

tLons to its relations wi.th other intelligence agencies. Working

through the Secretaries of State and Defense, the Council should

encourage the improvement of those services.2

'he suggestions of the Committee which were. accepted, and those

df the Dulles Group too, should be put into effect promptly. When

such action had been taken, the Central Intelligence Agency and other

intelligence services in the Government ought then to be given a "period

of internal development free from the disruption of continual eamina-

tion and as free as possible from publicity." Congress might have

another exaination in two or three years by a "watchdog committee," or

preferably a committee "akin to the Dulles group" to prevent stagnation.

But what the Agency needed for a while was quiet. "Intelligence can

best flourish," said the Eberstadt Reports "in the shade of silence." 2

'his is not what the Agency enjoyed in the next two years. The

National Security Council did not concentrate upon encouraging improve-

ment in the departnental intelligence services through the good offices

of the Secretaries of State and Defense; nor did the Secretaries bend

their particular efforts in that direction. They turned to the findings

of the Dulles Survey and of its companion, the McNarney Report, against

the Agencye The Director of Central Intelligence was not left to make

changes according to the suggestions of the surveys in the light of his

own experience and "the shade of silence."
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The Intelligence Survey

The atmosphere surrounding the Dulles Group differed from that of

the Eberstadt Committee. The Dulles Report was made, issued, debated,

and some of it adopted in the midat of prolonged tension between the

Department of State and the Central Intelligence Agency. They quarreled

over the operation and control of psychological warfare and other sub-

versive activities, the failure of coordination in the field at Bogota,

the collection of scientific and technical intelligence,

even the internal organizatLon and pro-

cedures of the Agency. 1

Members of the Military Establishment were not averse to partici-

pating: from time to time in the contest. hough they cared little for

the State Department they were seldom on the side of the Agency. It was

an opportunity for every one in the Government who disliked the idea of

a central intelligence organization. Its critics could revive their

arguments, renew their alliances, and move to the attack. The question

was far from settled in departmental minds whether the Intelligence

dvisory Committee could merely advise the Director of Central Intelli-

gence at his pleasure, or had the right to supervise his work and with-

hold consent.' There was the fact that the Agency was duplicating some of
the efforts of the departmental services. They could always charge that

its Office of Reports and Estimates was'failing to produce the kind of

.-.---



"strategic and national policy intelligence" which was supposed to be

the major purpose of the Central Intelligence Agency. 1

Admiral Hillenkoetter shared in the origin of the Intelligence

Survey. Others may have had the same thought. But the Director of

Central Intelligence was among the first to suggest in the fall of 1947

to the new officer of the Government, the Secretary of Defense, by Act

of Congress "principal assistant to the President in all matters relating

to the national security," that they should take stock of the central

intelligence system as it entered a new phase. Hillenkoetter had come

to the organization when it was still a"cooperative interdepartmental

activity" under the President's Directive. He was engaged in revising

its orders and instructions, the "NSCIDs," as it became an "independent

agency" set by Congress under the authority of t National Security

Council. In the transition from executive to statutory foundation, it

was proper that there should be a thorough exanination of the effort and

experience during the past two years. There should be a searching for

flaws, inadequate performances, misplacement of emphasis and energy. We

should remember too that the Agency was about to undertake covert opera-

tions that would complicate its adninistration. 2

Mebes of the National Security Council and its Staff had more than

a legal interest in the reappraisal of the intelligence system. Some

observers expected dmiral Souers, Executive Secretary, to become virtually

the director of the Council, because he was personal friend and adviser (
to the President on matters of intelligence and security. If Souers were

C
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to do so, he would assume direction of the Agency as well, on behalf of

the Council. Hillenkoetter, to Souers' distress, appeared to think that

this might happen. Souers made it plain at once that he had .no intention

of letting it happen. Hillenkoetter was the Director of Central Intelli-

gence. He himself was an executive secretary, and no more, to the

highest officers of the Goverznment as they engaged in a new enterprise.1

'he National Security Council was to be an extraordinary Cabinet

in which the President's chief assistants discussed in common all phases

of the national safety and sought to give him the best possible advice.

For this purpose, it was requisite that the intelligence stem of the

country should be closely placed under the direction of the Council. As

he had been the first Director of Central Intelligence, Souers was par-

ticularly eager to have the Agency succeed in the new order. He brought

to his assistance James S. Lay, from a unique experience in central

intelligence. Lay had been a member of the Joint Intelligence Staff

under the Joint Chiefs during the war, then Secretary of the National

Intelligence Authority and more recently, head of the projects division

in the Office of Reports and Estimates of the Central Intelligence Group. 2

The Secretary of Defense, too, entering upon an untried course as

arbiter and coordinator among the Azmy, Navy, and Air Force, gathered
but not unified in the National Military Establishment, was amous to
have the Central Intelligence Agency work effectively in the National
Security Organization. Forrestal had shared with Patterson, Leahy,
Souers and others in the negotiations which brought the Central Intelli.-.
gence Group out of the welter of conflicting purposes and rival plans.
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One of Forrestal's first actions as Secretary of Defense was to accept

on October 10, 1947 Hillenkoetter's proposal for an advisory committee

under the National Security Act. Forrestal admonished General Chamberlin

and Admiral Inglis later in December that Hillenkoetter and not they,

the Director of Central Intelligence and not the Intelligence Advisory

Committee, was to run the Central Intelligence Agency. 1

First ideas leading to the Intelligence Survey for the Council

are best examined in the interchange of communications which occurred

about the same time among Lay and two aides of Secretary Forrestal,

John H. Ohly and Robert Blum. The "NSCIDs" were just coming from the

Agency and the ad hoc committee of the departmental chiefs of intelli-

gence. 'he plan was nearing completion in the Council to make the Director

of Central Intelligence responsible for black propaganda and subversive

action in the "cold war" against the Soviet Union. 2

Blumts assignment now for the Secretary of Defense was the

Central Intelligence Agency in relation to the National Security Council

and certain aspects of clandestine intelligence overseas. He had been

roused by Hanson Baldwin's article of October 18, 1947, "Where the

United States-is Weak," to suggest to Forrestal that there should be

an investigation. Forrestal asked Blum to submit to Souers and Hillen-

koetter the digest of Baldwin's article which Blum had made. This he
had done on November 25.
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Lay sent a memorandum to Ohly, Special Assistant to Forrestal,

December 1, indicating that Hillenkoetter might prepare a report to

the Council. The attached list of possible subjects for treatment

included the usual matters of organization and personnel, the many

categories of intelligence--political, economic, scientific, military,

and the like; plans for coordination with the departmental agencies,

and coverage of the Soviet Union. Ohly referred the memorandum to Blum.

He replied on the net-day, adding .to the list specific problems of col-

laboration with friendly governments, counterintelligence, duplication,

conflicts within the Agency, and similar questions. But Blum felt

that such a report would be more encyclopedic than critical. If the

Agency were to report, he said, then the other intelligence services

too should give an accounting. It would be better to obtain a "quali-

fied independent group" to draft the questionnaire, appraise the several

reports, and make the recommendations to the National Security Council.

Ohly made his contribution to the discussion on the eighth of

( December. Me interrogations, he wrote, would have two separate pur-

poses. Mey would inform the President and Council. They would show

the weaknesses in the Agency and the whole sstem. Ohly observed that

the flow of information was insufficient back and forth between the

Federal Bureau of Investigation and the Central Intelligence Agency.

Within the Agency, he saw three princip Usources of difficulty."

2ere was no proper concept regarding the nature of intelligence to
guide the collecting agencies; too much effort was "scattered over a
large nmber of heterogeneous projects of minor significance." For



another, organizational and personal jealousies were rife. For the

,rd, Ohly pointed to the military personnel in "nearly all the key

jobs in CIA. This personnel had no "special aptitude for or learning

in intelligence matters." It lacked imagination, energy, and broad

perspective. There were in it "persons about to go into retirement"

for whom the ArM could find "no post commensurate with their ranks."

He believed that sich military domination was at variance with the con-

cept of Congress that the Agency should be largely civilian. He declared

that the effect of sich domination upon able civilians in the lesser

positons was most unfortunate. Variations of this point with regard

to the military blight upon civilian endeavor appear again and again

in the history of intelligence. 1

There is little on paper in the files of the Agency and of the

Council between the interchange of these memoranda and the action of

the National Security Council on January 13, 1948 establishing the Intel-

ligence Survey Group. But there should be no doubt that there was talk

in both places as well as in the Office of the Secretary of Defense.

Hillenkoetter had gone ahead with his own plan of investigation; he had

invited Shernan Kent from Tale Universlty on December 23, 1917 to look
into the working of the Office of Reports and Estmates. Kent had been
in the Research and AnalysLs Branch of "OSS" and then in the State Depart-

ment after the war. He was at this time writing his book on "Strategic
Intelligence. u2

After three intensive days in the Agency, Kent made a quick report,
dated February 9, that went to the heart of the matter. The Agency was

(
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supposed to coordinate the intelligence activities of the several Depart-

menta and other agencies, in the interest of national security. 1le

most important, that is the substantive, share of this work would fall

naturally to the Office of Reports and Estimates. The Council's intel-

ligence directLves, said Kent, were inadequate for the purpose; "NSC l (

appeared in fact to afford the departmental intelligence services "the

weapons and strategic position" for resisting "any intrusive coordinative

activities by ORE." Ihe Office too was short. Its oversize, loose (

addni nistrative organization, and personnel, would keep it from doing the

"large coordinating job" even if it were given a clear mandate from the

National Security Council. 1  C

Ket's name appeared on a pencilled list in the Agency with those

of Dulles, Correa and Jackson who were chosen to make the survey for the

Council. It would have more than passing interest to know why he was (

not selected. 2

Political considerations entered into the choices for the Intelli.

gence Survey Group. Though Allen W. Dulles had "rather fixed and pre- C.

conceived ideas" regarding the organization for peacetime, he was an

obvious appointment to the chairmanship by reason of his experience in

"OSSR his personal enthusiasm for central intelligence, and his party

affiliations. the central intelligence organization was a favorite

creation of the Democratic President, one in which Truman seemed to

take more pride than in the National Security Council. Dulles was an (

outspoken Republican, eager to go son Dewey's train. 3
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Souers considered Dulles an admirable choice, for his politics if

no other reasn. He would help to keep the Central Intelligence Agency

out of the public eye, where Dewey soon tried to put it for political

advantage against the President. It was the election year. Souers, for

one, fully anticipated it. The Agency was an institution serving the

public which ought not to receive public attention.1

Matthias F. Correa was nomi.nated to the Survey Group as a Democrat.

He had served the Democratic Administration as Assaistant to the Attorney

General and then District Attorney in New York. He had experience in

counterintelligence during the war against black marketing in Italy. He

had been in the Navy Department under Secretary Forrestal. Correa, with

Souers, represented the Navy on the Brownell Committee of the three

Secretaries when it worked over the several plans for a central intelli-

gence organization, and the McCormack plan of the State Department gave

way to the plan of the Joint Chiefs in the President's Directive. 2

Of William H. Jackson's politics, according to the report on January

16 in the file of the Council, "close friends" said that they did not

know whether he was "a'Republican or a Democrat." Record of a telephone

call on January 22 indicated that he was a personal friend of Forrestal,

sought by Forrestal, and ready to undertake the assignment for the Sec-
retary of Defense. It was "not clear" to Jackson whether the Group was
appointed by the Council or by Forrestal, unt1 Blum told him on February
2 that the Group would report to the Council through Souers.
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Robert Blum. sent another memorandiu on February 12, 1948 to Ohly,

Special Assistant to Forrestal. Secretary Royall of the Army had com-

mented upon the duplication in the intelligence of the Army and the Navy

and suggested that the Central Intelligence Agency might look into the

problem. 'he authority of the Director of Central Intelligence, said

Blum, !was not "firmly recognized" enough at the time for him to do so.

Such a survey should be made, though, and it should include the Air

Force; the Secretary of Defense might ask the three chiefs of intelli-

gence to make the snd as an internal affair of the National Military

Establishment. But it would be better to request that the investigating

group of the Council should make suggestions from its forthcoming survey.

"This need not be decided now," wrote Elum. Perhaps not, but those might

not fully agree who hd been following Vandenberg's efforts, and then

( Hillenkoetter' s, to obtain directives for the effective "coordinaton"

of departental intelligence. It would have to be decided sooner or

later, and it would require something more compelling than the recomenda,-

tion of the Intelligence Survey Group. 2

It still did in 1953. Duplication was still troubling the Army

and Navy, the Air Force, the Agency, and the Department of State.

General Collins, Chief of Staff in the Armr, proposed merging the intel-

ligence services of the Army, Navy, and Air Force in one military
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intelligence organization. But he was not prepared to go the whole

distance. Each service, he said, should retain its own force for field

and "close" intelligence. How General Collins would interlock this

military organization with the State Department and with the Central

Intelligence Agency was not elaborated in the press.

On the day following Blum's memorandiu to Ohly, February 13,

19148, Souers wrote formally to Dulles, Correa, and Jackson, confirm-

ing that they were to make a survey of the Central Intelligence Agency

for the National Security Council and authorizing them to proceed.

The mmorandum would serve as an order to the Director of Central Intel-

ligence and to the intelligence chiefs of the Departments represented

on the Council to furnish the necessary information and facilities.

The enclosed resolution of the Council on January 13, would constitute

the limitations upon the Group as well as its guide. It should report

to the Council its findings and recounndations with regard to the

adequacy and effectiveness of the Agency, the value and efficiency of

its activities, their relationship to those of the Departments and other

agencies. But the Group was not to have access to "details concerning

intelligence sources and methods." This reservation should not be

overlooked, as it was on one occasion during the sury.2

A week later, on February 20, 1948, Blum recorded a conversation

with Souers, 2e investigation was to be a "survey" and not a "detailed
audit." A large staff to ez"aine operations was neither necessary nor (
advisable. The costs were to be handled by the Agency like the a.pendi-
tures of the National Security Council which had not funds of its own.

M W - {--7
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AMd, "unless something very unfavorable' was discovered, said Sonora, it

could be asmd that milenkoetter was to be retained as Director; %there-

fore, he should be brought fully into the picture.'l

Mu conferred with Nillenioetter and his Deputy, General Wright, on

the same day. They urged that the Dales Group should come for a week to

interview persons in the Agen, rather than endeavor to talk wLth thie

on weekends. The Group might see last the Agency was obtaining, bat the

general problem of ornanmLcations should be outside the investigation.

Ulenkoetter urged that secret operations, other than collection, should

not be emphasised; they were kmn to only a few persons, and it was

quesationahle iether the Agenq were authorised to engage in them.

Nillenkoetter was alluding to the work of Cmasst and the Special Pro-

ceduree Group in the Office of Special Operations under NWC 4-A." Blum

asked about lent's "brief investigation." illenkoetter replied that the

report would be made available to the amrmey Group. But Kent, he said,

had not turned up very much, and he did not think it mould be necessary

for Blius to see ent. 2

Boers wrote again to Dulles, Corre, and Jackson on February 26,

putting on record imhat had been evident for sms time. At the 'request"

of the Surve Group, Robert Mmu as to be its ecutive secretary on
loan to the Council from the Office at the Secretary of Defense. Addi-

tional staff members sight be cleared for the work. Compensation and

expenses would be paid out of finds available to the Council from the (

Central Intelligence Agency. The Group wa to submit from time to time



recoaendations on individual problems; those concerning the Agency

would have priority over those involving other agencies. The survey

should be completed and final report submitted by January 1, 1919.

Soners would undertake to seek the cooperation of those departments and

agencies *ich were not represented on the Council. Bat most important

in this coun"ication of February 26, 1948 was the statement that the

survey would include an cminat+on of departmental intelligence activi-

ties in order to make recamoedation for their "effective operation and

overall ocordination.'

This vas the hope. It was March 17, however, before Sours could

tell the members of the Survey Group that they might look into depart.

mental actiities, under certain conditions. As u had remarked in

Decer to ohly, if the Agency were to be investigsbed, the departmental

intelligence services too sh ld be ezuifned. Saera agreed, but he did

not believe that the Council had collectively the right to anthorize such

a ="""nation v thin the Departments; it was the responsibility of the

individual Secretaries. Only they could direct the departmental agencies

to comply kith the request of the Intelligence Survey Group. Soners

undertook to comfer vith Lovtt in the State Department. Jackson dis-

cussed the matter With Forrestal, and he premised to place it before the

War Council of the National M3itary Establishment, consisting of the

Secretaries and the Chiefs of Staff in the Departments under his chair-

mn-ahip.2
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Forrestal brought from the War Council, apparently, the formula

which he reported to Souers on March 3. The Group might not engage in

"actual physical examination" of departmental intelligence operations

outside of Washington. Nor could it look into the "collection of commun±-

catLons intelligence." 1he Group and its staff would be subject also to

"security clearance" by the Departents. The familiar ring of the last

statement should have forewarned the Dulles Survey Group. Perhaps it

did.1

So the matter went to the Secretaries of the Departments. Sullivan

replied for the Navy on March 10 that its departental intelligence might

be eaned by the Survey Group, according to the Navy's rules of "security

clearance." Marshall responded on the twelfth that the appropriate offi-

cers in the State Department would be instructed to "cooperate fully." It

was there that the Dulles Survey Group got most of the information which

it acquired outside the Central Intelligence Agency. 2

Souers reported to the Council on April 7 that the Group was rea

to begin its survey in the departental intelligence services, and he

requested that the Secretaries advise the respective intelligence chiefs

so that they might be prepared to cooperate. On April 26, Admiral

Denfeld, Chief of Naval Operations, informed Souers that the Office of
Naval Intelligence had been notified "to cooperate fully." Search in

the files of the Council and the Agency has not brought to light similar
papers from the Army- and the Air Force. 3

Though the evidernce is incomplete, it supports the conjecture that
the Dulles Survey Group encountered much reservation on the part of the



intelligence agencies of the Armed Services when it came to specific

questions. In any case, the Dulles Report stated that the Survey

Group had placed its emphasis upon the contribution of those agencies

to national intelligence in their relation to the Central Intelligence

Agency. "On the basis of this study," the Survey Group did not con- q

sider itself qualified to submit recommendations regarding "either

the details of the internal adiinistration of the Services or of

their methods of collecting information and producing intelligence." 1

Neither the Dulles Group nor the Eberstadt Committee were successful

in bringing the departmental agencies fully into the accounting. This

was unfortunate if the surveys were to be considered comprehensive 1

studies of the intelligence system in the National Security Organization.'

The Intelligence Survey Group organised in successive meetings in

New York and Washington. On February 21, Dulles and Jackson met with

Blum at Jackson's apartment in New York. Correa was not present. Dulles

and Jackson discussed the general scope of their undertaking, agreed

that they should keep out of politics, concluded that they should extend E

their investigation throughout the year, and decided to make individual

recommendations from time to time. There were two of such "interim

reports." Dulles declined to make a third.

Two days later in Washington, February 23, Jackson and Blum met
with Porrestal and Souers in Forrestal's office. Dulles was absent,
and Correa still not in attendance. But in this meeting the understand-

ing was established that the survey should include the departmental
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services, with the consequences we have just observed. And then in

New York again at Dulles' home on February 26, with Correa present

and the Group fully constituted, came the allotment of particular

tasks. Dulles was to be concerned with the matter in which he was

most experienced and' interested, the collection of intelligence, both

overt and clandestine. Jackson was to follow his own special interest

in problems of evaluation and correlation which should take him into

the Office of Reports and Estimates, "ICAPS," and the departmental

services. Correa drew the assignment of the Office of Collection and

Dissemination and the Office of Administration and Management in the

Agency. They agreed that the Director and his Advisory Council should

be left to later consideration. 1

It was not long, however, before the "overall management" of the

Agency took precedence. A memorandum on it prepared by Blum, March 12, <

appears to have been in Jackson's mind during the next meeting at Dullest

home in New York on April 3. There was also comnent by Blum on March

18. The head of "ICAPS," Prescott Childs, "regarding whose ability

there seems to be some question," wrote Blum, was a member of the "inner

circle" of persons who were running the Agency. This small group, he
said, oonsisted of the Deputy Director, Wright, the Executive, Ford; E

Olsen, head of "0®," and Shane n, then head of the Office of Adminis-

tration and Management, as well as Mr. Childs. Why Blum did not include

Colonel Galloway, Assistant Director in the Office of Special Operations,
is something of a mystery. But then, March 18 was early both in the



investigations by the Survey Group and in the effort of the State

Department to replace "NSC j-A." It was not until May 28 that the

decision was reached in Forrestal's office to remove Galloway from

"OSO" and offer the enlarged place to Dulles.1

Jackson spent some time in Washington before the end of March,

talking with men of experience in advantageous positions. Among them

were General Sibert, head of the Office of Operations in the Agency,
whom Kingman Douglass and Jackson had been instrumental in bringing -

to the Central Intelligence Group in the fall of 1946; General Todd

who attended so many meetings of the Intelligence Advisory Board as
deputy to General Chamberlin and then to General Gruenther; George R.
Fearing, who had worked on the "NSCIDs" for the State Department, and

Ludwell L. Montague, at this time chief of the Global Survey Group in
the Office of Reports and Estimates. No memoranda of these conversa-

tions have been retained among the papers of the Survey Group in the
file of the National Security Council. Their influence upon Jackson
together with his own predLlections may be surmised in part, however,
from the manner in which he stated his views and the location of his
emphasis in the discussion at Dullest home on April 3.2

As Blum reported it for the record, Jackson "seemed to have the
feeling" that the Survey Group should arrive at "decisions on fundamental
issues and on qualifications of principal personnel" before looking into
"operational details or individual problems." There is little doubt
that Blum, executive secretary, set down the statement with pleasure;
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he believed that changes in the "principal personnel" of the Kgency

were of first importance. Dulles and Correa, on the other hand, appear

to have been less certain at that time. They declared that they would

be "delinquent" if they did not try as soon as possible to correct

"certain critical deficiencies." It was a "matter of highest priority"

to Dulles to look into the subversive activities of the Agency, its

contacts with resistance groups abroad and foreign nationalities at

home. In short, Allen Dulles wanted to discover what was happening under

"NSC 4-A," though he may not then have known the directive of December

17, 1947 to Hillenkoetter by that name.1

Correa raised one fundamental issue on April 3. He questioned

whether a single intelligence organization should engage in both col-

lecting and coordinating intelligence. Jackson had written in Novem-

ber, 1945 that the central agency should not itself "handle collection";

he had proposed that both secret intelligence and counterespionage should

be placed under the control of the State Department. Allen Dulles con-
(

sidered this idea with George Kennan, April 30, when preparing the

interim report on secret intelligence and covert operations. But Kennan

did not favor bringing secret intelligence as well as political warfare

into the "project" to be dominated by the Department. 2

Members of "0-2" would have been pleased to think that the Agency

might have to go out of the business of collecting secret intelligence,

whether or not the State Department took it over. General Magruder would

have been dismayed. There is no predicting General Donovan's choice of
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words, but he iould have left no one in doubt that coordination without

command of independent resources meant nothing. The Central Intelli.,

gence Agency should be much more than a coordinating body for the

several departmental agencies. Although the Survey Group suspended

judgment for a while, it came to the same conclusion.1

(

' ( I

('
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i A
Personalities and Interim Reports

Blum followed up Jackson's statement of purpose on April 3 with

a letter to him, April 12, enclosing interviews which Blum had obtained

"on the general subject you are interested in." He had talked with

McCollum, Van Slyuk, and Ruddock in the Office of Reports and Estimates,

and with Ennis in the Intelligence Division of the Army who had worked

on the ad hoc comnittees of the Intelligence Advisory Board. The

"degree of nanimity" on the subject, both inside and out of the Agency,

said Blum, was "striing." On the same day, he recomuended to Dulles,

Correa, and Jackson that the Survey Group should make a preliminary

report by June 1. At the head of the list of topics Bum placed the

competence of the Agency's "top staff." For his own assignments, he

suggested the Agency's function of coordinating intelligence activities,

its "managerial set up," and investigation in the Office of Special

Operations.

Both General Wright and Admiral Hillenkoetter remembered later

that they personally became provoked with Bum. It could have been about

this time. When he came to the Office of Special Operations in May,
Che was asked what he wanted to know. Wright had taken exception to

his inugiing why certain former employees had left the Office.

Galloway now insisted that Blum state his question and name his person

"each time." Blum's reply was that he had been assured "free access";

Hillenkoetter had said that be could "see everything." The upshot of



it was that Galloway telephoned to Hillenkoetter and got Wright.

Wright saw Hillenkoetter and called back that Blum might discuss

"operations" with anyone, but he was not to discuss "sources" or the

methods in which the material was obtained.

The reply was quite in line with the action of the Council in

January establishing the Survey Group. Blum apparently did not think

so at this time. He informed Wright of his "understanding that the

Survey Group did not intend that any limitations should be put upon

any freedom of access to (SO." Hillenkoetter had assured Dulles and

him on "at least three occasions, the latest of them yesterday." Blum

felt accordingly that it was "inappropriate" for him to argue the

matter, as in fact he was doing; he would refer it to the Survey Group.

So the issue was closed. It was at the end of the month that Forrestal
and Lovett discussed the removal of Galloway in the presence of Sauer.,

Dulles, and Blum. 1

Meanwhile Correa and Dulles, less interested for the time being

in the "qualifications of principal personnel," had been at work upon

"certain critical deficiencies." Correa had been looking into the

arrangements concerning atomic energy. He had available for his use

materials which Blum gathered to show the relations of the Agency and

the Ataic Energy Commission, security in the Commission, and its

dissatisfaction with the intelligence obtained from the Agency. It was

at this moment that Strauss met with Hillenkoetter to agree upon an

officer who should appraise the sources of the Agency's scientific
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intelligence. The eventual conclusions of the Dulles Group differed

little from those of the Eberstadt Committee, or those of Hillenkoetter

for that matter, with regard to the great need for improvement in the

collection and coordination of scientific intelligence. Allocation

of blame for failure was something else.

-. '

We should observe Blum's statement with care. It gives to "Bogota"

a stress which is different from Hillenkoeter's own recollection of

nis "mistake"' in endeavoring to develop good Will with the representa-

. tives of the State Department in Bogota by withholding the famous

*h,~ '~
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despatch from Lovett in Washington. The facts are not in dispute that

it was Representative Brown who demanded an investigation of the affair

and who released the documents to the press. It was Brown who spoke

of "dumb clucks" in the State Department.

Mhen Dulles talked with Hillenkoetter about matters in the Agency

presumably

on April 16, Hillenkoetter agreed with him that public controversy with

the State Department over "Bogota" was regrettable;

The next day Dulles found Secretary.

Lovett in the Department disturbed that the Agency seemed to be trying

to build an "empire" abroad. Lovett thought that the Agency had been

"seriously at fault" in failing to notify the Department at Washington

regarding the information from Bogota. But Lovett too bad no inclina-

tion to let that mistake interfere with settling

-*

(
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For the Department, Under Secretary Lovett signed a memorandum

to the Executive Secretary of the National Security Council on May 20,

declaring the willingness of the Department to accept the "general

validity" of the observations and the specific recommendations in

the interim report. It remained for Souers, Executive Secretary of

the Council, to bring the separate acceptances of the Department and

the Agency into mutual agreement without making further action by the

Council necessary. This was accomplished by August 9, 1948. The

principles were established, and the issue settled as much as any issue

of the sort can ever be settled between rivals who have to work

together. 1

Blum was disturbed by the hearings on "Bogota." He wrote to Dulles,

April 20, that he was going to look into Admiral Hil enkoetter's files.

What there was to learn beyond what he already knew from the hearings,
Blum did not suggest. Instead of alluding to "NSCID 2" as perhaps

he might have, from Brown's outburst against "censorship," Blum gave

Dulles an account of Robert S. Allen's recent gossip on the air.'

Secretary Marshall had complained "two months ago" to President Truman
about Admiral Hillenkoetter; but the Admiral was "from Misuri," and

so nothing had been done. Allen linked the forthcoming report of the

Surey Group with this dissatisfaction. As Blum recalled the episode
on March 10, 1953, he was still certain that "Bogota" had contributed

to the recommendation that Hillenkoetter should be removed as Director
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of Central Intelligence. Hillenkoetter did come off rather well after

Brown had finished with his investigation, but the State Department,

said Blum, was not happy.-

In this letter of April 20, 1948 to Dulles, Blum reported also

that he had borrowed the manuscript of Kent's book on "Strategic

Intelligence," and had the chapter about central intelligence copied for

the Survey Group. When Dulles had looked at it, he might pass it along

to Jackson and Correa. To collate the chapter of the book with the

Dulles Report for contradiction and agreement would make an interesting

bit of historical research. There is no specific citation of the book

in the Dulles Report. 2

To Jackson on April 23, Blum wrote again urging that there was -

"need for pressing on to recommendations on certain fundamental questions."

Meanwhile Larocque and Sprague, of the staff, were to examine the Office

of Operations and the Office of Reports and Estimates. And then came

that revealing conference in the State Department, April 30, of Dulles

and Blum with Kennan, Davies, and illard on the progress of the

Intelligence Survey and the ways it touched upon political warfare. 3

The importance of this conference, with the Survey's Interim

Report #2 on secret intelligence and covert operations, have been con-

sidered in discussing the movement to place the igency under the guidance

of the State Department and the National Military Establishment by

"NSC 10-2." The State Department, said Kennan, was "very much opposed

to giving CIA responsibility for political warfare"; it might be conducted
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(

independently from "national policy considerations." The relation of

the conference in the State Department on April 30 to the investigation

of "principal personnel" in the Agency was as real. lum went from

the conference to his inquiries in the Office of Special Operations

and his contretemps with Wright and Galloway.1

The trend was complete by the first of June. Secretaries Forrestal
(

and Lovett had decided in the presence of Sours, Dulles, and Blum tnat

Galloway should go; and had offered to Dulles the post of director over

both secret intelligence and covert operations, including subversive
(

activities. By June 4, Blum was writing to Dulles, Correa, and Jackson -

that they were ready for their first comprehensive report on the agency.

In deciding upon the type of the report, he said, they should know

more clearly "the premises" underlying their work. Blum offered these:

"For example, it now appears that even though it is generally
recognized that Admiral Hillenkoetter is not entirely satis-
factory as Director of Central Intelligence there is no
readiness to replace him at present. On the other hand, there
is a willingness approaching enthusiasm to dispense with the
services of Wright (and presumably certain others with him)
and Galloway. If this is the case, then we may want to work
directl' with Hillenkoetter in bringing about necessary
reforms within CIA and in the relations between CIA and other
agencies."

This was the case, at least in regard to Hillenkoetter, as Souers had

informed Blum in February. 2

Blum pressed on, as he had urged Jackson. In a memorandum, dated

June 9, for Jackson's forthcoming visit, Blum wrote: "You and Allen

Dulles will want to meet with Forrestal and Lovett in order to discuss

the general problem of CIA, particularly the apparent need for changes
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in principal personnel." The National Security Council was to con-

sider the latest proposal regarding special operations on the seventeenta.

It might be desirable, suggested Blum, to meet with Forrestal and

Lovett before that session of the Council. In any case, he himself

would be "briefing Forrestal on this matter," even if the Survey Group

took no further action. Blum then laid before Jackson things to do and

the names of persons whom he should interview. These included Generals

Bolling, Gruenther, Cabell and Mr. Armstrong in the State Department.

Then there were "people" in the Office of Reports and Estimates to see.

There were also "courtesy calls" to be made upon Hillenkoetter and

Souers. 1

- Preparing the way for the essential charge in the Dulles Report

against the administration of the Central Intelligence Agency, Blum

wrote at this time in his paper on the Intelligence Advisory Committee:

"The basic weakness reaches back to the unwillingnoss
of the IAC members to give their full cooperation if
they are to be purely advisory and the absence of
strong CIA leadership which would be necessary to
overcome this unwillingness and make IAC effective."

Those who have studied Vandenberg's efforts and Hillenkoetter's

difficulties with the Advisory Board will agree that there was lack

of full cooperation. They may also remark that it required something

more than leadership and "mutual agreement," as stated in the Dulles

Report; it took authority, which the Director did not fully possess,

to overcome unwillingness on the part of the departmental cniefs of

intelligence who constituted the Intelligence Advisory Board and its

successor, the Intelligence Advisory Comittee. 2



In defense of the departmental chiefs, it is to be said that

the chain of command for them ran upward through the Chiefs of Staff,

not through the Director of Central Intelligence, to the Secretaries

of the Departments who sat in the National Security Council. On one

historic occasion in December, 1947, Secretary Forrestal settled the

issue and left no doubts in the minds of Admiral Inglis and General

Chamberlin that Hillenkoetter was running the Agency. The moment was

impressive, for those present. Its influence seems not to have endured.

Certainly it did not reach the Secretaries in the National Security

Council. 1

Jackson's interviews in June, 1946 had particular significance

in the light of the letter which he had written to Forrestal on

November 14, 1945 and which Jackson produced for redistribution at this

time. In this letter he had summarized his views on the necessity for

"an American .system of intelligence." He approached the problem then

with the objective on the one hand of "imposing intelligence responsi-

bility" upon the military services within their respective fields and

on the other hand. of "compelling the coordination of intelligence

functions" under one national system. 2

The force behind this coordination was to come from the Department

of Defense or the National Security Council, if either were created;

or from the Secretaries of State, War, Navy, and the Assistant Secretary

of War for Air, if the existing military organization were left unchanged.

The point was that there would be authority, wherever it might reside
and whether or not it were single or collective.
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Under this authority, Jackson had proposed in the fall of 1945

that active direction of the central intelligence organization should

be in a "Directorate of Intelligence" consisting of the departmental

chiefs of intelligence. They would have "general supervision" over

the director of the Central Intelligence Agency. It would be his

business to run various facilities and services of common usefulness

to the Departments; and "through the Directorate of Intelligence,"

subject to the superior authority just indicated, he would maintain the

coordination of the national system in its four aspects. These were

to Jackson collection, evaluation and coll4tion, centralization of

common services, and the production of general estimates. There is no

mistaking that in 1945, Jackson subordinated the proposed Director of

Central Intelligence to the several chiefs of departmental intelligence.

They were to be his governing board.

It was upon the last of the four functions, the production of

coordinated national estimates, that Jackson concentrated his interest

during his investigations as a member of the Intelligence Survey Group

in 1948 . It is likely that his views of 1945 on assigning secret

collection and counterespionage abroad to the State Department had some

part with Correa's inquiry in reopening for a while the issue whether

the Central Intelligence Agency should engage in collection, and possibly

some influence on the conference between Dulles and Kennan on April 30.

The whole letter of November 14, 1945, however, was useful in reaching

the attention of leading officers in the intelligence services of the



Departments and putting the central intelligence organization from

their standpoint in its proper place for discussion. 1

Jackson interviewed General Bolling, Deputy "G-2", as General

Chamberlin was in Europe. Colonel Carter Clarke, among the ablest

in the Army's intelligence service, was also present. Both thought

that 'G-2' was doing too much intelligence work, because no one else

was willing. It should be done by the Central Intelligence Agency.

They cited for example the study of petroleum. Both thought that the

Joint Intelligence Comittee of the Joint Chiefs of Staff would welcome

the Director of Central Intelligence as its chairman. 2

Colonel Clarke had declared in September, 1946 during Vandenberg's

negotiations that the Director should be a member of tne Joint Chiefs

of Staff. Most assuredly Clarke had not been speaking at that time

for other members of "G-2." It is as doubtful that Bolling and Clarke

were expressing now any but their own views. We have seen how the

Joint Chiefs removed civilian representation from their committees,

refused Hilankoetter's offer in 1947, and reduced the representation

of the Central Intelligence Agency to military liaison.3

General Bolling "minimized" personalities and the friction between

the chiefs of intelligence and the Director of Central Intelligence.

'As a matter of fact," wrote Jackson, "the interview was not, in effect

profitable" except as it revealed the sincerity of Bolling and Clarke

in wishing to help the Survey Group. When they came before the Group

during its formal hearings on November 22 and 23, 1948 , Bolling and

1.
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Clarke offered criticism of the Office of Special Operations, but with

no cases to prove their points. Their commendation of the Office of

Operations was opinion equally unsupported by evidence. 1

Jackson's conversation with General Gruenther, to which Robert

Blum listened, turned about the "synthesis of intelligence opinion."

The Joint Chiefs relied, of course, on their Joint Intelligence

Committee for estimates bearing upon military plans. But Gruenther

thought that the Joint Intelligence Committee should go to the Central

Intelligence Agency rather than to the Department of State for "political"

intelligence. Why Gruenther thought so, Jackson did not record. 2

They talked of putting lhe Joint Intelligence Group of the National

Military Establishment in the Central Intelligence Agency at the

"working level" of the Office of Reports and Estimates. But at this

point, Gruenther was not enthusiastic. He thought of "chain of command,"

with the customary military reactions. He agreed, however, that it was

advisable to have the Director of Central Intelligence become a member

of the Joint Intelligence Committee, even its chairman; the State

Department also could have representation in the Committee. Then it

might well prepare the "national intelligence estimates," as it had

done during the war. 3

Jackson and Gruenther discussed what would become of the function

of the Central-Intelligence Agency to correlate and evaluate such C
national intelligence. But there was no apparent hesitance on their
part over the fact that it was a function designated by Congress in
the National Security Act of 1947. The National Security Council had C
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been authorized to direct the Agency in performing the duty, but

hardly to abolish the function or to transfer it to another instrument

of the Government without further authorization by Congress. After-

ward, when Jackson and Blum talked the question over, they concluded

that the "real McCoy in the national estimates field" would emerge

where the personnel had the qualifications. It might be either the

Joint Intelligence Committee or the Central Intelligence Agency. There

was still no deference to the authority of Congress on the matter.1

Jackson's next interview seems to have been with Babbitt, head

of the Office of Reports and Estimates in the Agency. His deputy,

Captain Winecoff, was present. Jackson gained little information, he

said, that be had not already obtained from the report by Sprague.

There was a brief discussion of communications intelligence; but Babbitt's

statement on this delicate subject differed somewhat from Colonel

Clarke's, and so Jackson would see Clarke again. Then Jackson had a

few minutes alone with Babbitt and asked him what influence he had in

the choice of his new deputy. Babbitt's recommendation had been dis-

regarded. Captain Winecoff had been assigned according to the custom

of selecting a naval officer as deputy to the head of "ORE" who in

turn was chosen by the State Department. Jackson took note that Winecoff

had "no intelligence experience whatever"; and he "did not appear to

have any aptitude at the work." He would return to the Navy after an

"indefinite tour of duty with CIA." It was Babbitt's recolledion in

March, 1953 that Jackson had come into the investigation of the Agency

with his mind made up in regard to what should be done. 2
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Then Jackson had a talk with Armstrong who had succeeded Eddy as

representative of the State Department on the Intelligence Advisory

Board and knew its business from beginning to end. Jackson found

Armstrong possessed of the usual criticism that the Agency was dupli-

eating work which belonged elsewhere, in particular political intelligence

by tradition the primary interest of the Department of State. Armstrong

did agree that there were "tag ends" which needed to be caught up; he

was surprising in his opinion that the bulk of economic intelligence

should be done in the Central Intelligence Agency. "Incidentally,"

wrote Jackson, "his views and that of Babbitt were all in precise

accord on these points." Jackson felt that another interview with

Armstrong was desirable. "In the meantime he welcomes (or so be said)
a study of State Department intelligence by Mr. Sprague or any other

representative of the Survey Group." Sprague later made a report for

Blum on the Office of Intelligence Research in the Department of State. 1

In the morning of June 16, Jackson went with Dulles for the meeting
with Secretaries Forrestal and Lovett which Blum had proposed and

arranged. Blum's memorandum to Forrestal on the fifteenth stated that
he had asked "no one else to be present." This presumably left out
Souers who had been in the meeting of May 29 when the plan for removing

Galloway and enlarging the Office of Special Operations had been dis-
cussed. Correa was not in Washington. Blum himself would be "available
and on call." Apparently he was called, for there was a memorandum of
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the discussion which Blum showed to Correa on June 21, and with which

Correa was in "entire agreement," according to the letter which Blum

wrote to Dulles on June 22.

The memorandum may be in the Forrestal papers. It is not in

the papers of the Survey Group which Blum sent to the files of the -

National Security Council at the end of his work on the Dulles Report.

One may state with certainty, however, that the "need for changes in

principal personnel" in the Agency was among the subjects of dis-

cussion. This is apparent from the "premises" which Blum offered to

Dulles, Correa, and Jackson on June 4, and from the agenda which Blum

gave to Jackson on June 9. There is indication also of what happened

in the meeting on June 16; for Blum wrote, July 24, to Jackson on

Nantucket Island, that they should "reconsider the question of per-

sonalities which has been in abeyance since the meeting in Forrestal's

office." 2

As we turn from this phase of the investigation and report by

the Intelligence Survey Group, we should note that Thomas G. Cassady

was about to be removed from the Special Procedures Group which he

had established in the Office of Special Operations under "NBC 4-A."

General Wright remembered in 1953 that it was distressing to ask a

man to leave who had dropped his own business at some sacrifice to

undertake the work and had done it well. Colonel Galloway left the

Office of Special Operations and the Agency in December, 1948. General
Wright withdrew in May, 1949 for service in the Far East. He was not

IN.
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replaced as Deputy Director so long as Admiral Hillenkoetter remained

Director of Central Intelligence.1

The Intelligence Survey Group might have produced a third interim

report to the National Security Council on biological warfare. It was

considered second only to atomic warfare among the evils of the future.

It was as related to the conflict of interests among the Departments

and the Central' Intelligence Agency as the

dispute about subversive operations under "NSC 4-A.", Dulles

declined on the ground that the subject lay in "highly technical fields"
where the Group was not competent. There, however, were reasons wty

the Survey Group might have investigated biological warfare in the

summer of 1948 and reported upon the failure of intelligence concerning

Soviet developments in this art of war. 2

Secretary Forrestal, intense upon all things that touched the

safety of the nation, followed a report from his Research and Develop..

ment Board with a request to Souers on May 22, 1948 that biological

warfare should be given "high priority" and brought to the attention
of the Dulles Group. Forrestal sent, a memorandum to Hillenkoetter

asking him to "take every step possible to provide the maximum reliable
intelligence" in the field and to report upon "our present state of
knowledge" regarding the activities and intentions of potential enemies. 3

Admiral Hillenkoetter replied on May 28 with a statement from
the Scientific Branch of the Office of Reports and Estimates. It was
fair to assume that the Soviet scientists were developing biological

c+17 n



weapons. Unclassified publications showed that scientists were

investigating biological warfare in Britain and the United States;

Soviet experts could be expected to follow these efforts closely. Cap-

tured German and Japanese documents indicated Soviet activity during

the war; there was no reason to suppose that it had ceased. The publica-

tions of many scientists in the Soviet Union proved that they were

capable of research in biological warfare. And there were scraps of

information such as the desire of the Soviet authorities to purchase

in the United States equipment for the manufacture of penicillin. It

could be turned easily to the production of biological agents for war.1

These facts, and others, indicated capability and pointed to the

.likelihood that the potential eney was getting ready for biological

warfare. But the nature and extent of that preparation and the inten-

tion of the Soviet authorities with regard to its use were altogether

different matters. The Agency had no specific information. Medical

research and developments for biological warfare were so intimate that

one could hardly be distinguished from the other; installations to

produce vaccines were 5o like those for making biological weapons.

Espionage agents would have difficulty in detecting, even if they were

Sable to penetrate.
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The implied criticism of the

Agency was candid. The commendation of the military men, however, could

have turned no heads. The truth had been stated at the beginning.

"Only meager information" had been obtained regarding the activities

and intentions of the potential enemy.1

The Agency could not produce effective intelligence when so little

information on the subject was to be had. The control of its sources,

except in those fields of clandestine intelligence where the Office

of Special Operations was at work, lay outside the authority of the

Director of Central Intelligence. Again let it be said that nis power

of coordination did not extend beyond the power to recommend to the

National Security Council. The power of coordination in each foreign

area resided in the "senior U. S. Representative" there according to

the directive of the Council known as "NSCID 2." In relations with

foreign intelligence services

there was mutual appreciation.
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Facts appeared a year later that might have served in an interim

report from the Survey Group to sharpen the attention of the National

Security Council during the summer of 19118: The Office of Scientific

Intelligence reconended by the Eberstadt Committee and established

in December, 1948, came under aggressive management. This offended

many and helpedto create its own opposition; but it produced a report

on the "inability of OSI to accomplish its mission," that provides

useful information here.l

Intelligence on biological warfare was particularly difficult to

obtain because the size of research laboratories and producing centers,

in contrast with the installations for atomic warfare, were so small

that detection could be had by only the most direct penetration.

(

- 2

The points in the story for this discussion are two.
The American specialists in biological warfare were not sure that they
had obtained all bf the testimony T

I
_______________T__
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proceeding was impeded by fractional interests and cross-purposes,

even within the agency. It was a telling example of the weakness in

a system of intelligence which had to be concerned with the diffi-

culties of coordinating information before there was a sufficient sup-

ply of it to coordinate. 1

Even more worth the criticism and actions of the National Security

Council in 1948 was the delay over fixing the guide for the collecting

agencies. It is not to be assumed that the Director of Central Intelli-

gence could set the requirements in this instance, as he had not been

able to do with respect to the directives of the Central Intelligence

Group prior to the Act of Congress, nor the "NSCIDs" and "DCIs" since;

the process was one of slow and often ponderous discussion among

representatives of the several departmental intelligence services and

those of the Central Intelligence Agency.2

An interdepartmental committee got to work in the middle

of 1948 near the time of Forrestal's request and Hillenkoetter's report;

but after two sessions a draft, appr6ved by all except the Chemical

Corps, was blocked. The representatives of the Corps argued that the C

form of the "requirements" should be that of the War Department's own

"basic intelligence directive." And for this directive they all would

have to wait, because the Intelligence Section of the Chemical Corps

was "currently revising" it with respect to biological warfare, at the

request of the Intelligence Division of the War Department's General
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Staff. When the Chemical Corps proauced the draft some time later,

it satisfied neither the interdepartmental committee nor tne Ir.telli-

gence Division of the General Staff.

The investigations of 1948 were enlivened by public discussion

in spite of the efforts to keep the affairs of the Central Intelligence

Agency out of the political campaign. Besides Dewey's accusations that

Truman ruined the best system of intelligence in the world when he

removed the "FBI" from Latin America, there appeared five articles

remarkably informed on the frictions, the weaknesses, and mismanagement

in the national system. Hanson Baldwin, writing in the New York Times

from July 20 to July 25, continued and enlarged upon the theme of tne

piece in October which had roused Blum to activity in Forrestal 's

office. 2

Baldwin's articles showed familiarity with much of the work by

the Dulles Survey Group to date. He repeated the refrain of "Bogota"

perpetuating some of the discord of inadequate reporting and willful

opinion on that affair. To make the articles more annoying to

Hillenkoetter as well as to Blum, and arybody else concerned with the

system of intelligence, whether in the departmental services or in the

central agency, Baldwin was a member of the Eberstadt Committee inves-

tigating the National Security Organization for the Hoover Commission

on the Executive Branch of the overnment.3
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Blum wrote to Jackson on July 24 that Baldwin had demonstrated

either his "complete irresponsibility" in obtaining "information and

misinformation" on confidential matters or his "lack of even an

elementary understanding of security." Blum feared that the "whole

business" would be laid at the "doorstep" of the Survey Group, as

indeed it was. Childs, representative of the Agency on the Staff of

the National Security Council, told Lay, Assistant to Souers, that the

Eberstadt Comittee had not yet inspected the Agency whereas the Dulles

Group had "extensively" covered it. Hillenkoetter, according to Blum,

was "very angry" with Baldwin. "Perhaps by this time," Blum reported

to Jackson, "he has been induced to transfer some of his annoyance to

us." Eberstadt was disturbed. He told Blum that he was undecided

whether to drop Baldwin from his committee. Baldwin remained, and made

his contribution to the findings of the Eberstadt Committee. Among

these were the conclusions that the departmental intelligence services

should take their share of the blame and that Congress should have a

"watch dog" committee of its best members closely in touch with the

national system of intelligence. 1

Staff work in the Dulles Survey Group continued through August

and September. But as the Eberstadt Committee held its significant

hearings on the Central Intelligence Agency, the principals of the

Dulles Group had practically finished their labors. Blum wrote Jackson

on October 16 that drafts were in process on the comprehensive report

scheduled for January 1, 1949. There were still some gaps such as
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OSO," Comunications, and "FBI." There were persons still to be seen,

among them Secretaries Royall and Symington of the Army and the Air

Force, Wisner in "OPC" and Colonel Carter Clarke again. 1

lThe formal hearings of the Survey Group on November 22 and 23

produced much the same criticisms of the Agency and coment on central

intelligence that had already been received. Among those who appeared

were Admiral Tnglia of the Navy, Armstrong for the State Department,

General Cabell representing the Air Force, Bolling and Clarke from

the Army, Colby of the Atomic Energy Commission, Compton and Hafstad

for the Research and Development Board. Hillenkoetter respectfully

declined Dulles' invitation of November 12 to attend and make suggestions,

though Hillenkoetter would gladly appear 'or send others to answer

questions and give "further clarification on any points." The time

left was short. But then, tae Agency would have more effective comments

to make after it had seen the Dulles Report. 2

C

c
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iv

Answers from the Agency

Admiral Hillenkoetter sent the Dulles Report to the heads of the

Offices for their comment and set himself to study its findings as

he had read and profited from the Eberstadt Report. Upon receiving

the replies of the Assistant Directors and their advisers, Hillenkoetter

took responsibility for the views of the Agency, rejected some of the

opinions from his assistants and incorporated the rest in the "Comments"

for the National Security Council. As he looked back in the fall of

1952, the Dulles Report would have been better, he said, if Dulles,

Jackson, and Correa had done more of the investigating within the

Agency for themselves.

On his part, Hillenkoetter studied the comprehensive rather than

particular conclusions and recommendations in the Dulles Report. He

was concerned with the relations of the Agency and Congress, the Civil f

Service Cosdision, the Bureau of the Budget, and the General Account-

ing Office under the Comptroller General. It was in Hillenkoetter's

province to discuss the obligations of the Director of Central Intelli- 

gence to his superior. in the National Security Council. The accusation

that the Director and his associates in the administration of the Agency

did not understand its amandate" was for Hillenkoetter himself to meet,

if it were to be answered at all. In view of the concentration of the
Survey Group upon the need for change in "principal personnels we

should expect a rebuttal in the "Comments" of the Agency. Some echo
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of Blum's "premise" must have penetrated the Agency during the spring

or summer of 1918.1

The approach of the Dulles Report to the relations of the Agency

with Congress, the Civil Service Conission, the Bureau of the Budget,

and the General Accounting Office was to assert that the Agency could

not be expected to conform to normal administrative practice. The sit-

uation "must be understood" by Congress and the Bureau of the Budget;

administrative arrangements which might not be so efficient or econom-

ical were necessary in the Agency. For one, secret operations should

not be administered from a central office; they required "their own

separate administration." The Central Intelligence Agency was "over-

administered" in the sense that administrative considerations had been

allowed to guide and, on occasion, "even control intelligence policy

to the detriment of the latter." The Report was voicing convictions

in the Agency, the Department of State, and doubtless the Military

Establishment, that covert operations though conducted under the cover

of the Agency, should none the less be subject to guidance and control

elsewhere. The issue was whether the Director's command over the

Assistant Director in the Office of Policy Coordination was nominal or

real under "NSC 10-2."Z

Hillenkoetter answered that the administration of the Agency had

developed along two determining lines-. The first was that matters of

personnel, services of support, and budgets should be centralized to

serve all components of the Agency. Second, controls were established
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to maintain those budgets, insure against illegal transactions, avoid

waste and duplication in expenditure, and adhere to standards required

by security, the Civil Service Comission, the Bureau of the Budget,

and the General Accounting Office. No agency, he said, regardless of

its nature, and "most emphatically" none that handled confidential

l funds of the Government, could possibly avoid such controls. Congress

and the Bureau of the Budget of course should understand the peculiari-

ties of the Agency. Actions in 1946 and subsequent events, which we

have observed, indicated that responsible persons in both places had

understood and proceeded accordingly. In practice, said Hillenkoetter,

the Agency had to justify its demands and give reassurance that it was

careful with public funds. It had no right to expect "a blank check and

a free hand."1

In seeming inconsistency, Hillenkoetter stated later on that either

a centralized or separate administration would work. There had been a

separate administration for covert operations until the Eberstadt Com-

mittee recommended the reduction of "overhead" and the Bureau of the

Budget required the elimination of administrative duplication. For those

reasons, centralized administration had been instituted. It had saved

over sixty positions and so far had produced few complaints. The last

remark did not take much into account the protests from the Offices of

Special Operations and Policy Coordination. 2

Hillenkoetter did not yield to the complaints of his Assistant

Directors, Wisner and McCracken, that the covert offices should have



independent financing and separate administrative services of support.

Hillenkoetter stood by his general order of Septmber 14, 1948, creating

a central Budget Office under the Executive for Administration with

a Covert Branch to handle both budgeting and accounting. A year later,
by another general order on September 20, 1949, internal reorganisation

separated budgeting from accounting. Covert operations were more

distinct from overt affairs. But there was no appreciable departure

from the principle of centralisation under a single administrative

officer responsible to the Director.1

To remove ambiguity, three factors should be kept clear. First,
when Hillenkoetter said that separate administrations would work, he
was not conceding that there should be "a lump sum" for operations and

"complete latitude" with regard to employees, travel, and new projects.

Such action without controls, he said, could not be permitted when

government funds were involved. Hillenkoetter's statement that separate

administrations would work did not imply that there should be no audit-

ing. No one responsible for operations, he declared, should be "his
own final authority and judge in the utilisation of funds and personnel."

Hillenkoetterls concession was not to be construed as abdication

of powers which he could not yield without giving up his office too.
He was not surrendering his responsibility for the affairs of the Agency,
overt or secret, admnistrative or operational, as Director of Central

Intelligence. It is not irrelevant to remind ourselves that although
he was subject to direction from the National Security Council,

C
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consisting of advisers to the President, the Director of Central Intel-

ligence was appointed by the President with the consent of the Senate,

and removable only by the President.

The second factor to be kept clear in this major issue between

Hillenkoetter and his critics is closely related to the first. Both

the statement in the Dulles Report with regard to supervision of the

Agency's budget and expenditures and Hillenkoetter's comment in reply

were incomplete.

The Report recognised that Congress and the Bureau of the Budget

had given satisfactory support to the Agency; the Bureau had assigned

the Agency's proposals to a single official who was fully cleared for

security. Both Congress and the Bureau had refrained from examining

internal affairs of the Agency. The Survey Group thought this behavior

good; it urged that the National Security Council should "continuously

assure itself as to the proper management and operations" of the Agency,
Rserving as the informed sponsor of the Agency and the protector of its

security."

No one could take exception to that exhortation. The Council

should support as well as direct the Agency for which it was responsible

to the President by Act of Congress. But the Report did not reach

the heart of the matter. This was the accounting for the funds provided
C

by Congress as approved by the Bureau of the Budget, particularly

unvouchered funds. Hillenkoetter also stressed merely the fact that
the official in the Bureau of the Budget had gone over the details and
approved the Agency's budget. There was another significant point to be
established at this time. 2
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Officials from the Bureau of the Budget, members of the House and

Senate, the legal officers of the Agency, and representatives of the

Comptroller General, administrative watchdog for Congress, all were

discussing the problems of budgeting, appropriating, and accounting in

preparation for the "CIA Act of 1949." Vouchered funds of the Agency

were to be accounted for under the cover of appropriations to the

Departments. It was unvouchered spending for secret purposes, lying

beyond the normal jurisdiction of the General Accounting Office, that

caused deliberation. These expenditures were not to be itemized in

accounting. And yet, there had to be some arrangement for their external.

control.1

The lawyers of the Agency had proposed in the spring of 1948, and

the Comptroller General had accepted, a measure limiting unvouchered

funds to such amounts- as the National Security Council might approve.

This suggestion gave way to another that the Director of the Budget

should exercise the controi. The Senate's committee did not favor the

second proposal and in its place, put the stipulation that confidential

expenditures should be made by the Agency with the certificate of the
.

Director of Central Intelligence as sufficient voucher. 2

The Comptroller General could not approve so great a delegation

of responsibility to the Director of Central Intelligence. But in

view of past relations with the Agency and its special needs, the

Comptroller General withheld active opposition to the Senate's measure

as it went from the Bureau of the Budget back to Congress in February,
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1949. when passed by Congress and approved by President Truman on

June 20, the "CIA Act of 1949" provided that sums made available to

the Agency "for objects of a confidential, extraordinary or emergency

nature" were to be expended and accounted for "solely on the certificate

of the Director" as sufficient voucher. This was the power in the

process of clarification when Hillenkoetter commented upon the Dulles

Report in February, 1949. It could not be diffused among his sub-

ordinates even under the terms of NSC 10-2.1

The third factor to be made clear was involved in the "never-

ending argument" between administrative officers and those in charge

of operations. Hillenkoetter agreed that there should be physical

segregation of covert operations. He went so far in fact as to -

declare that "administration has no voice in determining the substance

of operational direction, guidance, and production, nor should it

have." No doubt he was right, if he was referring merely to adminis-

trative support, provisions for equipment, personnel, and similar

matters.

Hillenkoetter was wrong if he excluded himself, as apparently

some hoped that he would. Policies, management, and performance were
not to be isolated in practice, however well they might look in
separate boxes on charts. Management in government as in business
is concerned with both policy and performance. The Director of Central
Intelligence and his executive assistants were concerned with the
operations of the Agency. The pronouncement, then, in the Dulles
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Report, that adrinistrative considerations had been allowed to guide

and even control "intelligence policy," was a statement of fact. The

conclusion that this had been done to the "detriment" of the policy

was opinion requiring evidence for its support. This proof wan not

given in the Report. 1

Hillenkoetter's coment upon his superiors in the National Secu-

rity Council was respectful, but it was specific. It turned on the
essential of the central intelligence organisation, the authority or
rather the lack of it in an agency which had heavy and diverse respon-

sibilities. The Central Intelligence Agency was obligated not only
to the Council from which it received its direction but also to the
several Departments and Agencies in the Government which it was expected
to servee He put his finger exactly on the point and in doing so fixed
attention too upon the greatest weakness in the Dulles Report. 2

The Survey Group stated that the Agency did not have independent
authority to coordinate intelligence activities; Congress had vested
in the National Security Council "final responsibility to establish
policies." And yet, the Survey Group's conclusions and recommendations
rested upon the assumption that the Agency had some power other than
appeal and persuasion with which to put its suggestions into effect.
The way out of the dilemma for the Survey Group was to declare that the
Agency lacked "the right measure of leadership." There have been
successful leaders without authority. They have usually led revolu-
tions, with the sanction of force.3
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Hillenkoetter remarked that the larger part of the Dulles Report

was concerned with the Agency's function of coordination and its failure

to attain the "optimm." He asserted that much had been-accomplished.

He thought that no gaps remained although there was duplication still

among the departmental agencies and the central organization. On this

subject, he said, he was sure that members of the National Security

Council having to do with the "unification of the Armed Services" would

realize the difficulties which the Agency had encountered. It had a

fourth obstacle, the Department of State.

Having made the point that he lacked authorization by his superiors

in the National Security Council, Hillenkoetter did not belabor it. He

developed the theme of the Dulles Report that coordination was to be

achieved most effectively "by mutual agreement among the various agencies."

He accepted the statement. It was valid. But it required compromise,

and that required time. It was remarkable under the circumstances that
so much had been accomplished since the operation began. He recalled

the three months spent in the fall of 1947 upon the "PSCIDs." He

reminded his readers that differences between the Air Force and the

Navy had delayed one directive for a year. He reminded them too how often
he had heard in thosediscussions with the departmental chiefs of intel-
ligence that "such procedure would violate the chain of comimand." 1

Hillenkoetter might have added that the "NSCIDs" were but the con-
tinuation of the directives of the National Intelligence Authority and
the Central Intelligence Group over which members of the Intelligence

(
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Advisory Board and their ad hoc committees had talked and talked through-

out the preceding year and a half. He might have declared with Secretary

Patterson that command is better than cooperation in time of war. The

"cold war" with the Soviet Union and its satellites was certainly not

peace.

Hillenkoetter did not indulge himself as well he might. Instead

he accepted the responsibility of the Agency under the National Security

Act with respect to coordinating intelligence activities. Such coordi-

nation, he said, must be achieved by mutual agreement with the Depart-

ments. Lacking explicit authority, he could not impose coordination

upon them. Even if he had the authority, its exercise would not be

desirable because of the tensions and resentments it would create. He

did not need to recall the rancor which he had inherited from Vanden-

berg's demand that he be made "executive agent" of the Departments.

Hillenkoetter had experiences of his own to govern his thinking on this

problem. It had changed little in two years.2

He discussed it again as he examined the statement of the Survey

Group that he and his executive assistants did not understand their

"mandate" at the head of the Central Intelligence Agency in the national

intelligence system, nor have the ability to discharge that mandate.

The Agency, he said, had not been created in a vacuum. It had to live

with other intelligence services and the administrative agencies of the
Government - the Bureau of the Budget, Civil Service Comnission, General
Accounting Office. One might like to enjoy theoretical conditions; one
had to live with the realistic. It was gratifying that much progress had
been made and more was in view.3
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Hillenkoetter would not concede that his centralized organization

and its policies had impeded "the essential intelligence functions" of

the Agency, or even had the tendency to do so. Rather, he said, it

avoided confusion, duplication of effort, inefficiency, and frictions

which always attended when every component of an organization tried to

be self-sufficient and to compete in the same things at the same time

in the same sphere. In view of the fact that the Survey Group was urging

him to "integrate," or reunite, offices which the Council in "NSC 10-2"

had required him to separate, Hillenkoetter'a defense of his centralized

adeinistration was fair argument, even though he did not muster evidence

at the moment to prove that the adinistration itself was not obstruct-

ing .the flow of "coordinated national intelligence estimates" 'to the

policy-makers of the Government. 1

There was no reply to the statement in the Dulles Report that

Hillenkoetter and his associates lacked the ability to discharge their

mandate. The taste in making such a declaration in the Report was

questionable. To notice it would have been as bad. Superior officers

are supposed to decide such matters, upon close observation of their

subordinates in their work.

Hillenkoetter agreed with Dulles, Jackson, and Correa that con-

tinuity of tenure was essential in the office of the Director of Central

Intelligence. The post could not be properly filled as a mere tour of

duty between military assignments; nor, for that matter, as a civilian

berth between other political appointments. Changes of Directors, said
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Hillenkoetter, with the consequent shifts in the Agency made its

employees uncertain of their jobs and therefore less effective. This

result, he remarked with a bit of humor, had been noticeable in the

fall just before the election; "literally dosens of rumors were extant

in Washington" that one of the committee's members was to become Director

of Central Intelligence as soon as the election was over. This was not

the first suggestion of Allen W. Dilles for high office in the national

system of intelligence. 1

To the conclusion of the Survey Group that the best. hope for the

Agency lay in having a civilian as Director of Central Intelligence,

Hillenkoetter replied by quoting at length from the Eberstadt Report.

After all had been said, it came to a question of choosing the best

available man. Whether he wore a cap or a hat should have little to do

with fitness for the office. It was wise, as the Act of Congress pro-

vided, that the President should be free to pick and to keep the right

man for the office without forcing him to suffer either the loss of the

perquisites of his service if he were a military man or the jeopardy of

dismissal for political reasons if he were a civilian. Hillenkoetter's

personal opinion was that the Director should have military training

fand long tenure.2

To date in May, 1953, there has been no tenure long enough to

deserve credit for continuity. The first civilian has just taken over
the office. It may amase him to prove that he was correct when he

declared with Jackson, Correa, and Blum that tie best hope of the Agency

for "continuity of service" and the greatest assurance of "independence

of action" lay in having a civilian as Director of Central Intelligence.3 C
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The Dulles Report asserted categorically that many able persons

had left the Agency and few qualified persons had been attracted to

it. Quality was uneven in the higher offices and few in them were

"outstanding in intelligence work." To meet this subjective criticism,

Hillenkoetter presented statistical tables, though he may have agreed

with Mark Twain that there were lies and blasted lies, and then there

statement of cases without giving names. For the whole personnel of

'the Agency and for all causes during 19118, the "turnover" averaged (

1.6% per month, a lower rate than for most of the government agencies.
As for quality and distinction in intelligence, if scholarship and

axperience were criteria, then the Agency was "not totally devoid of
capable people." The percentages of college degrees, training in foreign
languages, military service, experience in intelligence, foreign travel
ran always better than fifty percent and sometimes over ninety. Perhaps
the most significant fact was that 61% of the Agency's professional per-
sonnel had been in intelligence workthree years, 76% for at least two.

Another error, said the Dulles Report, was the placement of military
men on a relatively short "tour of duty" in so many of the key positions
to the discouragement of competent civilians. To this, Hillenkoetter's
reply was that only one out of six Assistant Directors was a military (
man. Four of the six Deputy Assistant Directors were from the services,
but he justified that fact on the ground that the military services

C
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were both the greatest suppliers of information to the Agency and the

greatest consumers of its product. The total number of military per-

sonnel in the Agency was, less than 2% of the whole number of

employees. He further weakened the argument of the Dulles Report by

showing that it called for more military personnel in the Information

Control Sectio9 of the Office of Special Operations. The point remained

unanswered that the "three top positions" in the Agency were occupied by

military men. 1

The Dulles Report virtually took Hillenkoetter himself to task

for the fact that the Agency had been "publicized as.a secret intel-

ligence organization." Though stating that "public dramatization" of

espionage and other secret operations was an aftermath of war, that

intelligence had become "a subject of general discussion" to which the

exposure of interagency rivalries had contributed, and that articles

had appeared in magazines and newspapers during the past year, the

Report focused upon "Bogota."

There had been "a public airing" of secret intelligence before

a Congressional committee. Damaging disclosures had been made regard-

ing the "operating details" of secret activities conducted by the Agency.

.The Director of Central Intelligence was responsible under the National

Security Act "for protecting intelligence sources and methods from

unauthorized disclosure." This mandate appeared to give him "authority

to resist pressure for disclosure of secret information." If, however,

in his relations with Congress or with other branches of the Government,
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such disclosure were sought from him, and he had any doubt whether he

should comply, he should consult the National Security Council. 1

Hillenkoetter agreed that the Agency had been unfortunately pub-

licised. The notoriety for the Agency had not been sought nor encour-

aged. In fact it had been actively discouraged. By his special plea,

various periodicals and newspapers, among them Lif Time, Newsweek,

the United States News, and the New York Herald Tribune, had refrained

from publishing articles. But under existing conditions of press and

radio, it was impossible to conceal the activities of the Agency alto-

gether. It was more practicable, he said, to allow its overt activities

to draw off attention from its clandestine operations. He was quite

willing to consult with the National Security Council when he had any

doubts whether he should comply with requests that he disclose secret

information.2

Before we pass from this question of the Director's responsibility

to protect sources and methods of intelligence from unauthorised dis-

closure, we should note again certain facts in the episode of "Bogota."

Ther' was no "public airing" before the committee of Congress.. It

heard Hillenkoetterrs account of the affair in closed session on Thurs-

day, April 15, 1948. Representative Brown as chairman released the

documents to the press, but not until they had been edited in the Agency

for publication. If the public learned of the weakness in the directive

of the Council with regard to "coordination" in foreign areas, "NSCID-2,"

the public did so through the remarks of Brown about censorship and the

State Department. 3

U4,1L[
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Whether Hillenkoetter as Director of Central Intelligence, under

the authorisation of Congress itself, should have refused to give

testimony before the committee of Congress in closed session, on the

ground that he had to protect "intelligence sources and methods from

unauthorized disclosure," is a moot question. In the past, officials

in the Executive Branch of the Government have refused to testify

unless so directed by the President. More recently, it has seemed

as though there were no immunity for such officials from the subpoena

of Congress in the event that its committees saw fit to investigate.

The head of the Office of Collection and Dissemination, Mr. James

M. Andrews, was the first of the Assistant Directors to submit his

views on the Dulles Report. Since the Office had a variety of duties

which were differently related to the general purpose of the Agency,

the Survey Group proposed that they be reallocated according to their

natures, whether static services of common concern or coordinating

functions or administrative activities. Thus considered, the function

of coordinating collection and dissemination with the departmental

intelligence agencies might be joined to the coordinating activities
of "ICAPS" in a new Coordination Division of the Agency. The services

of the library, the index of materials, and the geographic register
should then be placed in the new Research and Reports Division.

The Assistant Director of "OCD" reported to Hillenkoetter that the
proposal of the Survey Group, in essence, was to divorce the reference

services of the Office from its liaison work with the Departments. The
C
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beat reply to this seemingly logical proposal, said Mr. Andrews, was

that the Agency had already tried it in practice and found it unsatis-

factory. The "administrative void" thus created between the two func-

tions worked to the injury of both. If an analyst in "ORE" called for

a document from the State Department, it was clearly an interlibrary

loan to be arranged by -the Library in "OCD." But if the document proved

to be subject to stringent classification, it was then the task of a

liaison officer to make the arrangements. The two jobs were one and

the same, but they required a different approach and treatment. Expe-

rience had proved that they were better handled under a single adminis-

tration.1

Andrews observed that the Dulles Report would give the Contact
(Branch of "00" and the Information Control Section of "OSO" a greater

degree of autonomy in disseminating their reports. He did not think

that their personnel had better knowledge of the "consumers" and their

needs. He pointed to the danger in the practice of sending outside

the Agency reports that might be withheld from "ORE" and "OCD" in the

Agency. In regard to assigning the reference services, to the new

Research and Reports Division, Andrews called attention to the unsatis-

factory situation which had preceded the removal of the Reference Center

from "ORE." Its services were useful both to Offices in the Agency and'

to the Departments, but in that work the old Reference Center had been

"without adequate adinistrative understanding or support." The situa-

tion would be worse in the new Research and Reports Division. There
C
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would be an additional demand from the new Office of Scientific Intel-

ligence. The reference services should be separate and common to all.

Hillenkoetter incorporated in his "Comments" the statement regard.

ing the Office of Collection and Dissemination practically as Andrews

had written it. "OCD" had many and various techniques using unique

machines; it was only on paper that the functions appeared unrelated.

In fact they seemed the "single and common end" of getting and storing

information for those who needed it. The Office of Collection and

Dissemination should not be broken as suggested in the Dulles Report. 1

Acting as Assistant Director, Colonel John M. Sterling, replied

for the Office of Operations on February 1s. Rillenkoetter accepted

the report of "00" and incorporated it in the "Comments" as he had the

statement from "OCD." The Dulles Report concluded that the Office of

Operations had three distinet activities with "no particular relation

to each other." Sterling and Hillenkoetter showed at once that this

initial conclusion was wrong. The Contact Branch, the Foreign Documents

Branch, the Foreign Broadcast Information Branch had the common function

of collecting information by overt means. Their activities were closely

associated by "collection teams" and "field installations" which, though

operating independently, required common direction and administrative

support from the Office of Operations in Washington. Intelligence

obtained by overt means constituted, as the Dulles Report itself agreed,
the great bulk of the information upon which the Government relied for

determining its foreign policies.2
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The Dulles Report recommended that the Contact Branch should be

taken from "00" and joined with the Office of Special Operations and

the Office of Policy Coordination in a new Operations Division within

the Central Intelligence Agency. The Foreign Documents Branch should

go into the proposed Research and Reports Division. The Foreign Broad-

cast Information Branch, if retained in the Agency, should be administered

by the Operations Division, with the product "currently available for

analysis" in the new Research and Reports Division. There was much here

to consider, and a good part of it did not appear on the surface.

Such a realignment of these services would destroy what coordina-

tion there was in the Agency for overt collection. Moreover, just as

the Dulles Report stated, organizations, institutions, and-individuals

in the United States who were willing to deal openly with representatives

of the Contact Branch would not "wish to be embroiled in anything that

resembles espionage."

There was no other good argument for con-

solidating the branch with the covert offices in the proposed Operations
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The Foreign Documents Branch should not be placed in the Research

and Reporta Division. It was a "central exploitation service" for

documents, current publications, and translations used extensively by

the departmental intelligence agencies, the Research and Development

Board, and technical services of the Government. It should remain

available to them all and not be restricted as an adjunct to the Agency's

own projects in research. The Foreign Broadcast Information Branch too

should remain a "service of conon concern" primarily for the intelli-

gence agencies but for other parts of the Government as well. It was so

closely related to open functions and offices that it should not come

under the administration of the Operations Division designed to supervise

and control secret activities. The "Comments" of the Agency took excep-

tion to the inference in the Dulles Report that the "FBIB" should engage

in analysis and evaluation of its materials before distributing them.

Such interpretation would require research facilities which existed in

all of the departmental intelligence agencies. The duplication would

delay transmission to the "consumer agencies." The value of the "FBIB"

lay chiefly in the rapidity of its service. 1

The real matter at issue was the proposed Operations Division. It

went beyond the plan which Secretaries.Forrestal and Lovett had dis-

cussed with Dulles in the presence of Souers and Blum on May 28, 1948.

The new Division would control practically all collection by the Agency,

both overt and clandestine, whether direct or incidental to other opera-

.tions, except the production of the Foreign Documents Branch. 2

(

-Via.
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Colonel Sterling, speaking for "00," reconmiended that until the

Office of Policy Coordination were completely under the "operational

control" of the Director of Central Intelligence, it should be held

apart from any consolidation within the Agency. It should be treated

"more as a probable source than a partner. 1

On the same day, February 14, 1949, Mr. Frank G. Wisner, Assistant

Director of Policy Coordination, advised Admiral Hillenkoetter that he

agreed with the recommendation in the Dulles Report. The new Operations

Division, furthermore, should operate as "a distinctly separate entity,

having a considerable degree of autonomy within the Agency." It had

been his "original conviction," said Wisner, that a very close degree

of coordination between the three activities, was "essential and

inevitable." The new Operations Division then would be an enlarged
and strengthened "OPC." 2

Acting Assistant Director of "050" since Colonel Galloway had left,
CMr. Alan R. McCracken, sent his report to Hillenkoetter on February 21.

He did not know enough about the activities of the Contact Branch, he

said, to state whether they could be brought to advantage under a clan-
destine office. But McCracken was sure that eventually "OSO" and "OPC"

must combine. The overlap of their functions, he declared, would make
independent operation and administration "completely impossible."3

Thus Admiral Hillenkoetter had before him three varying opinions
from the Offices involved in the proposed reformation. It was not hard
for him to decide what should happen if the Council were to let him have

C
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his way. The Contact Branch of "00" did its work openly and therefore

should not be assimilated into a covert organization. The Office of

Special Operations and the Office of Policy Coordination should be

integrated. They should never have been separated. Their functions

had been in one office under "NSC h-A." It was "NSC 10-2," he said,

which stated explicitly that "OPC" should be autonomous in the Agency.

He might have added that "NSC 10-2" required the Assistant Director

of "OPC" to report directly to the Director of Central Intelligence.

The Director, not his subordinate, was to decide the "maximum degree

consistent with efficiency" to which "OPC" should operate independently

within the Agency. The authority would remain so, unless the National
1

Security Council changed its directive.

Hillenkoetter concurred with all of the remaining recommendations

of the Dulles Report on covert activities, except one. He rejected the

suggestion that "OSO" should exercise greater control'over the dissemina-

tion of its material. This, he said, would produce duplication which

had already been sharply criticized. But he agreed that covert intelli-

gence activities conducted by the Agency and other agencies in occupied

areas should be reviewed to effect closer coordination.

"OSO" must give primary attention to training personnel; he commented

at lngthupon the service as a- Drofession.
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The counterespionage activities of "OSO" should be increased and

there should be closer liaison with the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

This, said Hillenkoetter, was developing; but he gave no details of

past experiences or future hopes with the "FBI." Relations with the

departmental intelligence agencies should be closer; "guidance" from

the "consumers" should be strengthened by including representatives

from the State Department and the Armed Services in the Information

Control Section of "OSO." But he pointed out again that this would

increase the number of military personnel in the Agency already crit-

icised for being too much under military influence.

The Director should assure himself that "OSO" was getting adequate
information on the needs of the Government for current and strategic

intelligence. This might be achieved through closer relations with

the Secretaries of State and Defense. The Nuclear Energy Group had

already been moved to the new Office of Scientific Intelligence. There
should be better access to communications intelligence for "OSO";
it was being done. In this connection, he said, the comment of the

Survey Group was "a trifle gratuitous." It admitted that it had not
gone into the matter.2



V

National Intelligence

4
The Agency's "principal defect," said the Dulles Report, was that

"its direction, administrative organization and performance" did not

show sufficient appreciation of assigned functions in the "fields of
(

intelligence coordination and the production of intelligence estimates."

Since it was the Director's task to carry out the assignments of the

Agency, the failure to do so was "necessarily a reflection of inade-

quacies of direction." In other words, Hillenkoetter was to blame. 1

The question whether the Director of Central Intelligence could be

held responsible for the failure of "intelligence coordination," from

the Presidential Directive- of January 22, 1946 to the Dulles Report on

January 1, 1949, has been a major consideration in this study. We should

set the general problem of coordination aside here as we examine more

particularly the production of "national estimates."

The Dulles Report declared that the Office of Reports and Estimates

in the Agency had been concerned with miscellaneous reports and sum-

maries which "by no stretch of the imagination could be considered

national estimates." One of the most experienced persons in the Agency

held that the statement was correct. And yet he himself had made one

estimate almost single-handed and taken a leading part in the production

of others which deserve credit for their scope, accuracy, and usefulness

to the makers of national policy. If they were not "national estimates,"

C,
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there was need then for closer scrutiny of the term. It had developed

from Donovan's concept of intelligence for "national policy and

strategy."1

Some fifteen pages in the Dulles Report were given to a recapitula-

tion of the provisions in the National Security Act regarding the

correlation and evaluation of intelligence "relating to the national

security"; the directives of the Council, "NSCID 1" and "NSCID 3," for'

the coordination of departmental intelligence and the concurrence or

dissent of the departmental chiefs in the Intelligence Advisory Com-

mittee; "dominant -interests"' of the Departments in the various fields

of intelligence; the organization of the Office of Reports and Estimates

in the Agency, and running commentary throughout to show that the

responsibility of the Agency had not been adequately discharged.2

The concept of "national intelligence estimates" which underlay

the Act of Congress and the directives of the Council, said the Dulles

Report, was that of "an authoritative interpretation and appraisal"

to serve the policy-makers of the Government. A national estimate should

"reflect the coordination of the best intelligence opinion." It should

be compiled centrally by an agency both objective and disinterested.

Its ultimate approval should rest upon the "collective responsibility"

of the highest officials in the various intelligence agencies; pre-

sumably these were the chiefs of intelligence in the Intelligence

Advisory Committee. It should command recognition throughout the

Government as the best available and the most authoritative intelligence

estimate.-
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For this achievement, the estimate must have been based upon

"all available information", as the Report declared; it must have been

prepared with "full knowledge of our own plans" and in the light of

"our own policy requirements." If so, then there was no completely

"national" intelligence estimate to June, 1953 when this was written.

The Armed Services continued to withhold from the estimators in the

Central Intelligence Agency "operational intelligence" and information

on "our own" capabilities and intentions. The Services themselves

did not possess "all available information." The estimates of the Joint

Intelligence Committee of the Joint Chiefs of Staff did not rest upon

the "collective responsibility of the highest officials" in the various

intelligence agencies. The Department of State was not represented

in the Joint Intelligence Committee. 1

The Intelligence Survey Group of the Council conceded in the Dulles

Report that the Central Intelligence Agency had fallen short of such

a concept of national estimates, in part for reasons which the agency

did not control. The principle did not yet have "established acceptance"

in the Government. The Departments depended upon their own estimates.

The Military Establishment looked to the Joint Chiefs of Staff for

coordination; they relied upon their Joint Intelligence Committee.

Neither the State Department nor the Central Intelligence Agency partic-

ipated in it as had the State Department, the Foreign Economic

Administration, and "OSS" during the war.
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The Dulles Report did not enlarge upon these facts. In all candor

perhaps it should have done so at this point in its argument about

national estimates against the administration of the Central Intelli-

gence Agency. Instead, the Report declared that, although the task

was more difficult because there was no general acceptance of the con-

cept of national estimates, it was the "clear duty" of the Agency under

the Act of Congress and the directives of the Council "to assemble

and produce such coordinated and authoritative estimates."1

May it be stated once more that the Act and the "NSCIDs" gave the

Director of Central Intelligence and the Agency duties and responsi-

bilities for planning coordination, for correlating and evaluating

intelligence, for performing services of "common concern" and other

functions and duties "related to intelligence affecting the national

security" as the National Security Council might from time to time

direct. But neither Congress nor the Council as yet had given the

Director and the Agency any power beyond appeal and persuasion. It may

have been illenkoetter's duty to try to produce "coordinated national

intelligence estimates." He had not yet been authorized to require

submission of the departmental intelligence which was essential for

correlation by the Agency; he could not even set priorities for such

collection and delivery in the national interest. The Act of Congress

merely stated that departmental intelligence should be "made available."

In the case of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, such intelligence

was to be "available" to the Director of Central Intelligence upon his

"written request" of the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 2
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The task of producing "coordinated and authoritative estimates"

was not simply difficult under the existing statute and directives.

It was impossible unless the Departments and Agencies came under the

spell of the Director's appeal and persuasion or cooperated with the

rgency of their own volition. The National Security Council, made of

ranking advisers to the President, had the legal right to strengthen

the directives to the Agency and through the Secretaries of the

Departments, to put pressure on their intelligence services. Congress

could revise the Act and empower the Director of Central Intelligence

not only to inspect "the intelligence of the departments and agencies

of the Government" but to requisition that intelligence for use in

preparing "national intelligence estimates." If this were done, there

would be "unification" beyond the conception of most who advocated

it for the Armed Services. There might also be "civil war."1

The Dulles Group proposed that the Federal Bureau of Investigation-

should take part in producing these "coordinated and authoritative"

national estimates. The Bureau should provide its domestic intelli-

gence and should have a permanent seat in the reconstituted Intelligence

Advisory Committee to collaborate with the Agency. The Dulles Group

was more critical than the Eberstadt Committee because the relations

between the "FBI" and the Agency were poor. The implication was that

the Agency had been at fault.

The Agency should concern itself with coordinating domestic

intelligence and counterintelligence. It should make recommendations
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to the National Security Council, even though the Act of Congress,

as Donovan had originally counselled, forbade the Agency to have

"internal-security functions." The Dulles Report found this no barrier

to investigation by the Agency and advice to the Council. There was

"no systematic way" of tapping the domestic intelligence of the "FBI."

Apparently it was the business of the Agency to find one which the

Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation would accept.1

Regardless of the merits in having a representative of the "FBI"

participate in estimating, which J. Edgar Hoover himself seems to have

questioned and eventually to have rejected for himself, preceding events

had not proved that the Agency was any more at fault than the Bureau. Mr.

Hoover, or his representative, had taken part in the original Intelli-

gence Advisory Board and had withdrawn of his own accord. Hoover had

promised on August 23, 1946 that the "FBI" would transmit foreign

intelligence which it acquired in its domestic operations. It could

transmit as well domestic intelligence which would help to produce

national estimates. The provisions in the National Security Act pro-

tected the Bureau against the intrusion of the Agency into the Bureau's

(field of operations and guarded its intelligence against inspection

without the consent of its own Director. But those provisions also

left it up to the Director and his superior, the Attorney General,

rather than to the Director of Central Intelligence, to see to it

that such intelligence in the possession of the Federal Bureau of

Investigation reached the producers of "coordinated and authoritative"
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national estimates. Hillenkoetter might request in writing, but

discretion remained with Hoover by Act of Congress.

In the minds of the Dulles Group reorganization of the Agency's

research and estimating was second only to the need for change in

"principal personnel." There should be no more reports at random,

without particular attention to the requirements of the policy-making

persons who looked to the Agency for "coordinated and authoritative"

intelligence. On this question the Dulles Group and the Eberstadt

Committee were in close agreement, even to the use of parallel

phraseology. There had been cooperation of staff members and exchange

of ideas, though the two surveys did not coincide.

The Dulles Report accepted the "NSCI1s." They had been incor-

rectly interpreted and improperly applied. The Office of Reports

and Estimates was performing a number of functions which were not

truly related to the "coordination of national intelligence estimates."

The Office was competing with the departmental agencies in production,

rather than correlating their products. The research of "ORE" in

fields where no Department had a dominant interest, such as economic,

technological, scientific, and related subjects, should be placed

in a separate Research and Reports Division. It was a-service of

coon concern. The Coordination Division, or reformed "ICaPS,"

should study the scope of the new Research and Reports Division and

determine the services which it should perform centrally in the

national system of intelligence. 3
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The primary function of estimating, said the Dulles Report,

should be allotted to a small Estimates Division. This group of

highly selected individuals would rely upon the intelligence of the

several agencies; but they should have direct access to sources if

necessary to review the departmental contributions. The Estimates

Division would prepare the "consolidated estimates" which should go

for final action to the Intelligence Advisory Committee, with the

Director of Central Intelligence as chairman. Tnus, the Dulles Group

would have prepared those "coordinated and authoritative" national

intelligence estimates for which the Intelligence Advisory Committee

should assume "collective responsibility." Special arrangements should

be made for speeding the process in emergencies when the makers of -

policy required the estimates without delay.1

The Dulles Survey Group proposed that the Intelligence Advisory

Committee should be "reconstituted" for this work of collaboration

and collective responsibility with the Director of Central Intelli-

gence in estimating. Hillenkoetter had not been meeting regularly

in recent months with the Committee as a body, though he often con-

ferred with its members. Before we go on to the stir in "ORE* over

the criticism of its estimating in the Dulles Report, we should con-

sider the Intelligence Advisory Committee which the Survey Group wished

to have take more active part. 2

It was not the Intelligence Advisory Board of the President's

Directive and the first directive of the National Intelligence Authority.
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It was not the body which had endeavored to make "all" recommendations

of the Director to the Authority pass through its own councils for

advice and consent, in the days when the Central Intelligence Group

was a "cooperative interdepartmental activity." Nor was the Intelli-

gence Advisory Committee of the Dulles Report to be the same as that

conceived by the framers of Section 303 in the National Security Act,

proposed to the National Security Council by Hillenkoetter on September 19,

and approved by Forrestal on October 10, 1947. That body as it was

interpreted to Admiral Inglis and General Chamberlin by Forrestal on

that notable occasion in December, 1947 and constituted in "NSCID 1,"

was a group of departmental intelligence chiefs who were advisors to

the Director of Central Intelligence. They were not a governing board

for their respective Departments. The Agency was no longer a

"cooperative interdepartmental activity" by direction of the President.

It was an "independent agency" established by Act of Congress.

Since then, Hillenkoetter had come under fire from several quarters.

The National Security Council had subjected him to guidance from the

Department of State and the National Military Establishment with regard

to clandestine operations other than secret intelligence. He would be

further subjected to supervision and restraint by representatives of

the Secretaries of State and Defense if the recommendation of the Dulles

Group prevailed with the Council; the plan was to merge overt and

secret collection with those clandestine operations, and segregate them

all to the point of creating an agency within the Agency. Nevertheless,
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the Director of Central Intelligence had survived every effort to

put a governing board of departmental intelligence officers between

him and the President and his advisors in the National Security Council. 1

The powers granted to the Director in the President's Directive

had been maintained in the Act of Congress. The Director was appointed

by the President with the consent of the Senate and he was responsible

to the President directly through the Council. The President had a

personal interest in the work of the Director. There was little or

no chance that a committee of the departmental chiefs of intelligence

could advise the Director on the internal management of the Agency,

its financing, or its secret operations. 2

The Dulles Report seems to have taken into account tnat collective

responsibility for such matters was a thing of the past. All that

remained for the departmental chiefs were the powers of advising the

Director in regard to the intelligence activities of their Departments

and of collaborating with him in the production of "national intelli-

gence estimates." This was the nature of the Intelligence Advisory

Committee which the Dulles Group proposed to reconstitute, and the

extent of its collective responsibility.

The Dulles Report praised the work of an ad hoc committee follow-

ing the "war scare" of March, 1946. It was an example of good pro-

cedure in an emergency which the 'reconstituted Intelligence advisory

Committee would be expected to employ. The affair, precipitated by

General Clay, was not so celebrated publicly as "Bogota" which came
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about the same time; but it deserves attention for what it revealed

in regard to the investigations of the Survey Group and the effective-

ness of interdepartmental estimating. The Dulles Report declared that

it was an "exception to a rather general failure" in the Agency to

coordinate departmental intelligence and to produce authoritative

national estimates. 1

Clay's message came from Germany on March 4. He had no specific

evidence, he said, but he had a distinct "feeling" that the Soviet

Union might resort to military action in the near future. This

message was discussed in the War Department. By March 13, General

Chamberlin, "0-2," called a meeting of the chiefs of intelligence

who were members of the Intelligence Advisory Committee. They decided

to appoint a working committee to make a quick estimate of Soviet

intentions for the next sixty days and report back to them. For

practical purposes, this was a meeting of the Intelligence Advisory

Committee in an emergency, presumably with the consent of the Director

though not at his instigation. The procedure of consultation was,

as the Dulles Report said, "largely fortuitous.n2

In any case, the ad hoc committee was appointed under the chair-

manship of DeForest Van Slyck, a member of the Global Survey Group in

the Agency. The committee submitted its paper in a few days. The

departmental chiefs did not accept the full report but sent a short

statement instead to the President on March 16. It carried the

essential conclusion of the report, however; no reliable evidence
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indicated that the Soviet Union intended to resort to war within

the next sixty days. Then the chiefs directed the ad hoc committee

to continue its studies on the possibilities of Soviet conquest in

Western Europe and the Near East. This the committee did through

the summer into the fall, amplifying the judgments of "ORE 1, as

the Air Lift matched the Berlin Blockade. 1

Van Slyck and others who observed the work of the ad hoc committee

were not so impressed as the Dulles Group with the effectiveness of

this kind of coordinated estimating. In the operation which produced

the estimate of April 2, the day after the Berlin Blockade began,

each departmental representative submitted a draft and Van Slyck then

made the synthesis in a new draft. This was discussed, amended, and

accepted as the final paper. But some days after it had been published

as such, the chief of intelligence in the Air Force insisted upon

issuing a dissent. No evidence was marshalled in it to contradict

the finding of the committee that the Soviet Union was not likely to

resort to military action in 1948. Instead, the dissent of the Air

Force remarked that "our Occidental approach to logic might well be

y diametrically opposed to that of the Oriental mind." There was also

this statement: "The fluidity and momentum inherent- in the immediate

situation render an abrupt change in the present balance readily

possible."2

According to Van Slyck's report to Hillenkoetter on December 23, 1948,

the Office of Reports and Estimates never saw any estimate from the
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Air Force with regard to Soviet intentions after the preluminary

draft, along with those of the other agencies, for the coordinated

estimate of April 2. There was none from the Air Force that could

be said to substantiate the possibility that the United States vas

likely to be involved in war. It was true, however, that representa-

tives of the Air Force were "far more alarmists than any of the others.

It was also true that many observed a marked change of attitude after

the Air Force had obtained its seventy groups. The suggestion from

General Chamberlin that the estimate of April 2 should include a

recommendation for universal military training was rejected by Van

Slyck. It was irrelevant to the question idether or not the Soviet

Union would resort to military action in 19118.

As he recorded his experiences with the ad hoc committee, Van
Slyck stated that it was "virtually impossible" under existing air-
cumstances to get a "completely objective" estimate from the "Service
departments*; they were "unable to free themselves from the influences
of departmental policy and budgetary interests." It wa their tendency
"too readily to translate capabilities into intentions" without giving
due weight to political, economic, and psychological considerations <
of wide range. He had made these comments, he said, to representatives
of the Eberstadt and the Dulles-Jackson committees in a number of
interviews with regard to the necessity for an "independent, top level
agency such as CIA to make intelligence appreciations and estimates
for the policY-makers of the Government." The points were as "applicable

(

(
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to the State Department." His convictions were so strong that he

"would be prepared to restate these views under any circumstances."l

The responses to the Dulles Report within the Office of Reports

and Estimates ranged from the frank to'the specious to the bewildered

and subservient, as might be expected in any group whose interests,

fears, and antipathies were aroused. One gained the impression from

reading their papers that some were angry and possibly dismayed, others

pleased, none amused at the time; all were uncertain of what was going

to happen next. The Assistant Director, Theodore Babbitt, had lawis

E. Stevens of his Policy and Planning Staff prepare the draft of an
answer for "ORE" and called upon the chiefs of the geographical branches
and the Global Survey Group for their opinions. 2

The major line of cleavage among the opinions was that which we
observed in Vandenberg's administration between the geographical branches
and the Intelligence Staff. Led by the chief of the Western Europe

Branch, S. A. Dulany Hunter, the heads of the geographical branches for
the most part considered estimating to be the function of each one of
them while working with the facts in his own area. Ludwell L. Montague,
now head of the Global Survey Group, believed as he always had since
the days of the Central Reports Staff, that estimating was the function
of a separate body. It should receive the knowledge of the geographical

specialists. It might be composed of such persons. It should be
representative of the several departmental interests. But the process
was one of reflection; it must be separate from the process of
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accumulating the information. It must be consequent to and not

simultaneous with the fact-finding. It was a quasi-judicial, an

argumentative process.1

The draft by Stevens stated that the principle involved in the

Estimates Division could be applied within the existing structure of

'ORE.' They should add a "Central Research Group" organized upon a

functional basis. Its product would be sent to the regional branches

for "substantive review." Stevens was standing the idea of the Dulles

Report on its head. He would reverse the usual process. He would

centralize the research for information and decentralize the synthesis

of it. In fact, he could have as many syntneses as there were regional

branches in the Office.

Hunter endorsed the draft by Stevens, but thought it best to

check such a departure in the synthesis of materials. The proposed

Estimates Division would be commendable, said Hunter, if it were in

constant touch with the units which served it; more certainly, if it

allowed the branches and groups to do the coordinating with the intelli-

gence agencies of the Departments. But Hunter would prefer an estimating

division which was composed of men "continually in touch with groups

specializing in their respective fields," in short, the chiefs of the

geographical branches. It seems fair to assume that the chief of the

leading Western Europe Branch might be the chairman of such an estimates

Division, unless the Assistant Director himself took the responsibility. 2
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Neither Stevens' Central Research Group nor Hunter's Estimates

Division appeared in the final draft of the coments on the Dulles

Report by "ORE." There had been a sharp meeting of the minds in a
C

conference within the Office. Montague had stated again his convic-

tions and his plan for the production of coordinated national intel-

ligence estimates by a board of experts. Apparently he gained more

support. Babbitt was not wholly opposed to Montague's ideas, though

he himself preferred to develop the estimating board of the Agency

within "ORE" around its Global Survey Group. It should be the nucleus,

with panels of geographical specialists and economists and others taking

part from time to time as the problem before the board required their

assistance.

The final draft of the comments by "ORE," February 16, 19!9,

stated that opinion in the Office was divided on the necessity or

desirability of reorganising it at that time. But if the proposed

( Estimates Division were made large enough to provide for its own

research on a "relatively high level," the recommendation in the Dulles

Report was workable; it might simplify the production of estimates.

The proposed Research and Reports Division also could operate profitably

if it had a unit for economic research as well as the existing Map

Branch and other facilities. But "ORE" was opposed to considering

these recommendations without making other changes. There should be

corresponding rearrangements in the departmental intelligence agencies.

The proposals of the Dulles Survey Group were premature, until "NSCID 1"
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and "NSCID 3" had been revised. These directives were 'not so sound as

the Dulles Report maintained. The relations of the Agency with the

reconstituted Intelligence Advisory Board needed to be clarified. The

responsibilities, categories, and priorities of production should be

redetermined.1

The Dulles Report reomended that the final papers from the

Estimates Division of the Agency should be submitted for discussion and

approval by the reconstituted Intelligence Advisory Committee. Its

members would then assume collective responsibility for these "coordi-

nated national intelligence estimates" and submit them to the policy-

makers as the most authoritative estimates available. But the Dulles

Report gave no provision in detail for the procedure in case there were

substantial dissent from the conclusions of the majority in the Estimat-

ing Division; nor did the Report discuss the division of responsibility

between the Agency and the dissenting departmental representative in

such cases. A dissenter could hardly be held responsible for the estimate

to which he objected. The Report warned against "prejudice in the form

of stubborn adherence to preconceived ideas" on the part of those who

prepared the estimates and expressed the hope that the Intelligence

Advisory Committee would catch and correct such "distortions" and

"prejudices." The Dulles Group hoped too that "prejudice on the part

of the policy-makers" would not blind them to the achievements of the

intelligence services. If these shortcomings were avoided, then "sound

intelligence estimates" could become "a pillar of strength for our

national security. 2
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ll of this was intelligent hoping, but it did not solve the

problem of individual versus collectiveresponsibility in the major

operation of the Central Intelligence Agency, the production of intel-

ligence for "national policy and strategy as Donovan had urged from

the start. The Director of Central Intelligence and the Agency would

still be left without a sanction if the Departments represented in the

Intelligence Advisory Committee failed to share the task of correlating

divergent opinions of the same facts. By this time, there had been

experience during andenberg's and Hillenkoetter's adaduistrations to

prove that such failures could happen. Joint estimates to idaich all

parties of interest could give their assent without hesitance were
certain to be reduced to innocuous commentaries of little use to the

policy-makers. The Eberstadt Comittee had appropriately characterised
such a failure in the Joint Intelligence Comittee and dow the dis-
tressing oonsequences for the Central Intelligence Agency.

Writing to Babbitt on January 31 and again on February u, 1969,
Montgue approved the position taken in the Dulles Report with regard
to national estimates. The position was sound in principle, but it
was "technically naive." The recoeendations of the Report conformed
with the original concept of the Central Intelligence Group during the
first six months of 1966. Correction of subsequent mistakes could not
be accomplished, however, by isolated reform in the Office of Reports
and Estimates of the Agency. The entire sytea of intelligence in
Washington should be reconstructed. The departmental agencies were as
much to blame as the Agency for the failure of "coordination.



It required, to be effective, that ideas of the departmental

agencies should be synthesized with other views on the subject and

that the members of the Intelligence Advisory Committee should accept

the "resultant estimate." They might alter it but they should identify

themselves with it and take responsibility for it. Merely "joint esti-

mates" could not be effective. Dissents on substantial grounds were,

of course, valuable to the policy-makers. For truly national estimating,

Montague advocated as he had in March and October, 1946 a permanent full-

time committee in the Agency to make the synthesis. It should represent

the Departments and work with "suitable procedural safeguards" under

"authoritative leadership." He did not favor the idea of joint ad hoc

committees which the Dulles Report commended for emergencies. Such

committees were slow and uncertain. They would not be necessary with

a permanent representative committee working full time in the Agency. 1

Although Babbitt did not agree that members of the Intelligence

Advisory Committee should be collectively responsible for the estimates

of the Agency, he accepted the essentials in Montague's concept of

coordinated national estimating and incorporated them in the comments

of "ORP upon the Dulles Report. Babbitt emphasized the responsibility

of the Director of Central Intelligence and the Agency. The comments

of "ORE" on February 14 placed that responsibility in realistic con-

junction with MontagueIs plan for submitting a "resultant estimate"

from the representative working committee in the Agency to the Intelli-

gence Advisory Conmittee. The finished estimate was to be the sole
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responsibility of the Central Intelligence Agency even though the

Intelligence Advisory Comdttee was unanimous in its concurrence.

The production of Donovan's intelligence for "national policy and

strategy" or Souers' "strategic and national policy" intelligence

transcended the competence of the departmental intelligence services.

It was the ultimate responsibility of the Director and the Central

Intelligence Agency. 1

There should be equally realistic treatment of dissents. They

had of course to be bona fide dissents on substantial grounds relevant

to the subject of discussion. But more than that, the Agency should

not be required to publish a dissent, for example, from the Navy on

political grounds when the State Department, primarily concerned with

political matters concurred in the view which the Agency had taken in

regard to the political aspects of the problem. This did not mean

that such a dissent could not go to the policy-makers in the National

Security Council; it could do so through the Secretary of the Depart-

ment concerned. It could not obstruct the course of the Agency's

national intelligence estimate through the Intelligence Advisory Com-

mittee to the Council.

Hillenkoetter adopted for the most part the comments of "ORE"

on the Dulles Report. There was no "confusion" in the Agency between

the functions of producing coordinated intelligence and of miscel-

laneous research and reporting. There had been unnecessary work done.

Hillenkoetter accepted that criticism. But the Dulles Group itself



seemed not to recognize that the Agency had a threefold responsibility.

It was not only the agency to perform services of "common concern" to

the Departments and to produce the national intelligence estimates.

It was also the intelligence facility of the National Security Council,

the President, and such agencies as might be designated by them. Many

of its "intelligence memoranda" were prepared in response to requests

which did not want coordination. Often there was no time for it. 1

The provisions in the National Security Act for the responsibility

of the Agency to the Council and of the Council to the President should

have made that fact evident. But there were still in 1949 members of

the departmental intelligence services who believed that the Central

Intelligence Agency was a "cooperative interdepartmental activity"

subject to direction and control by the Departments at the level of

their chiefs of intelligence. 2

Hillenkoetter noted that the Dulles Report did not comment upon
the Agency's monthly "Review of the World Situation" for the Council
as the Report criticised the Agencyts Daily and Weekly Summaries for
being "essentially political summaries" which duplicated the work of
the State Department. He replied that these current intelligence

reports were designed for.the President and the Council. He might
have said with equal force that the monthly review had been expressly
requested of the Director of Central Intelligence for. the first meeting C
of the National Security Council on September 26, 1947 when he was
also instructed to attend its meetings as "observer and adviser.*

C
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Under these circumstances it was hardly to be assumed that he was

obliged to "coordinate" his views witl those in the departmental intel-

ligence services, even if he might have the time to do so, or that he

should be much concerned if he duplicated the work of some other agency

or Department. 1

Hillenkoetter recommended for the Agency that the directive of

the Council concerning the production of intelligence, "NSCID 3,"

should be revised. It was possible to suggest that the Council do so

in order to reduce the independent reporting of the Director and to
(require that he "coordinate" with the departmental agencies even before

making his oral statements at the request of the Council and the Presi-

dent. Hillenkoetter proposed, however, that "NSCID 3" be strengthened

fto provide for "adequate treatment of the matter of priority" within

the departmental agencies; they should give better support to the

Central Intelligence Agency. There should be better allocation of

responsibilities for production and clearer definition of the fields of

common concern. It was, then, primarily for the Council to take action

and improve the central intelligence system which Congress had authorized

it to direct.2

As for the proposed Estimates Division, Hillenkoetter saw no need

to create a new office apart from "ORE." An "Estimates Group," as

recommended by both the Dulles and the Eberstadt Reports, could be

formed within "ORE" at the highest level. This would avoid the duplica-

tion of a special staff and researchers for the new office. The

4MML -



Estimates Group would obtain the "ultimate control and coordination'

of estimates" desired by the Dulles Group. 1

The "Comments" of the Agency on the "Conclusions and Recommenda-

tions" of the Dulles Survey Group went to the National Security Council

on February 28, 1949 with those of the Army and the Atomic Energy

Commission. Others soon followed which will be examined in the next

chapter with the McNarney Report and subsequent actions of the National

Security Council. There remained buried in the files of the Office of

Reports and Estimates within the Central Intelligence Agency an

appraisal of the situation by the Chief of the Far East/Pacific Branch.

It might have gone along too for the Council to ponder when examining

the findings of its Intelligence Survey Group and the answers of the

Agency.

Captain E. Watts of the Navy, on a tour of duty in the Agency,

expressed his views with engaging candor. The "principal shortcomings

of CIA," he said, were due primarily to "a lack of direction from NSC

itself." In the three years of the Agency's existence it had been made

"abundantly clear that individual departmental interests are not wholly

subject to the erosive disintegration of time." The Director of Central

Intelligence was "powerless himself to overcome this situation." The

Council, on the other hand, was in a position "to correct by direction."

The Dulles Report apparently failed to recognize "this basic evil."

It placed "the responsibility for failures in the lap of the Director's

office." Reorganizations such as proposed for the Office of Reports
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and Estimates would "actually hamper a progress" which had made "good

strides even though at the pace of a turtle.*'
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Change - 1949-1950

Secretary Forrestal received the report of the Intelligence

Survey Group as a "guide book" for a 'long time to come." He wrote to

Dulles on February 24, 1949 that it was an example of how a report

should be prepared. Bnt Forrestal was not to live to see it applied.

When the National Security Council determined what it should do about

the recaemendations of the Dulles Report as they had been shaped for

action, Louis Johnson was Secretary of Defense in place of James

Forrestal. The change was not fortunate for the Agency. Forrestal had

done much of the pioneering in the union of the armed forces and the

development of the central intelligence organization. He had acquired

coprehension of those problems and their interrelationships through

experience. Such knowledge was not to be expected of Johnson who came

relatively uninformed to the post as the "principal adviser" of the

President with regard to matters pertaining to the national security. 1

Johnson was not to be blamed for the lack of information. It

uas though, a matter of more than interesting speculation what

Forrestal would have done with the Dulles Report and the Comments of

the Agency had he remained in the office of the Secretary of Defense.

There could not have been the feud with Secretary Acheson which marred

the effectiveness of Secretary Johnson in the office. At times the

quarrel made it practically impossible for Admiral Hillenkoetter as

Director of Central Intelligence to get the business of the Central
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Intelligence Agency through the National Security Council. The

Secretaries of State and Defense were hardly on speaking terms.

Animosity between Acheson and Johnson, however, did not keep the Depart-

ment of State and the National Military Establishment from working

together against Hillenkoetter's administration of the Agency. 1

Secretary Johnson was too busy to read the Dulles Report or

Hillenkoetter's Comments. Instead he asked General Joseph T. McNarney

to study them for him and report. The result was the appointment of

Carlisle H. Humelsine for the State Department and McNarney for the

National Military Establishment to prepare recommendations to the

Council. According to Admiral Hillenkoetter, Hnmelsine hardly said yes

and he never said no. . It was McNarney who did the work for what is

known in the Agency as "NSC 50," submitted by the Secretaries of State

and Defense to the National Security Council on July 1, 1949. Souers

for the Council, Armstrong from the State Department, and others
2

attended some meetings.

Admiral Souers recalled that the State Department was so eager

to get rid of Hillenkoetter that it made concessions which it should

not have given to the Military Establishment. When Somers took excep-

tion, he was told that he was defending "his man" Hillenkoetter.

This was not true, he said, because he had not picked Hillenkoetter

for the President. Souers was curious to know who had. He learned

subsequently that it was Admiral Leahy.3
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In fairness to General McNarney, he should not be called the

"hatchet man" of Secretary Johnson. McNarney had been interested in

intelligence during the days of "OSS" and had made a study of it

together with Admiral Horne for Donovan. Nor is it fair to say that

"NSC 504 was just another report by Robert Blum because he .served

McNarney as he had Dulles. There was humor in the fact that Blum wrote

comments upon his own observations. But the amusement was chiefly

Blum's. McNarney was responsible for a report differing from and taking

issue with the Dulles Report in specific instances. Humelsine may

have been mute; not so, other members of the State Department. The

activities of Webb and Armstrong will appear shortly.

i

Familiar earings

It was to be expected that the departmental services would be

heard on the Dulles Report because of their "common concern" in the

central intelligence system. It was as fully to be expected that their

representatives would take accustomed exceptions to the organization

and performance of the Agency. By this time these opinions had become

habitual, though the chiefs of intelligence in same instances had been

changed. General Chamberlin had been replaced by General S. Leroy

Irwin. General McDonald had given way to General Charles P. Cabell

as Director of Intelligence for the Air Force. Admiral Inglis was still

present to state his honest and stubborn case for a collective

interdepartmental enterprise.2
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The Atomic Energy Cnmision was the first to reply to

H.illenkoetter's request that the members of the Intelligence Advisory

Committee should comment for the National Security Council. Dr.

Walter F. Colby wrote on February 24, 1949 opposing the suggestion

that the Commission should be dropped from membership in the Intelli-

gence Advisory Committee. Colby objected also to the statement in

the Dulles Report that the role of "AEC" in intelligence was "a

limited one and confined to a highly specialized field."l

The interest of the Commission in raw materials, export control

and military applications, said Colby, could not be called "highly

limited." The importance of nuclear energy in the national defense

could not be overemphasized. The Atomic Energy Comission should

retain permanent membership in the Intelligence Advisory Committee

especially since the Committee was to include with its advisory func-

tions the "evaluation of final reports and estimates." Colby favored

the reorganization within the Agency which brought the Nuclear Energy

Group from the Office of Special Operations into the new Office of

Scientific Intelligence. He was concerned only that there should be

insulation for certain information which required clearance by "AEC,"

and that it should have direct access to the work of the Nuclear C
Energy Group through special representation in the new Office. The

Office of Special Operations, he said, needed as close liaison with

"AEC" as with the Armed Services and the 'Department of State. 2

General Irwin replied for the AzWws Military Intelligence Division
and General Staff on February 25.. It was inappropriate for him to

C



conment upon "the internal organization or administration of the

Agency." He carefully avoided doing so and confined his remarks to

these matters in which he believed the Army had an interest. It was

notable but not surprising, therefore, to find General Irwin virtually

agreeing with Admiral Hillenkoetter that the Dulles Report erred when

it stated categorically that the Agency had not fully discharged ts

responsibility for coordinating the intelligence activities of the

departmental agencies. 1

Irwin' a viewpoint, however, was not the same as Hillenkoetter' s.

To General Irwin the business of coordinating those activities belonged

to the Intelligence Advisory Committee as a body. The Director of

Central Intelligence had no individual responsibility in the matter.

The idea that he had such a mandate to control activities, said Irwin,

was not sound; it was based on an interpretation of the Act of Congress

not shared by the National. Security Council. The various directives

of the Council indeed proved the point, as General Irwin maintained.

Whether the Council should have exercised its undoubted authority

under the Act of Congress and should have given such a mandate to the

Director of Central Intelligence is another question.

General Irwin did not discuss it. Instead, he declared that the

Director of Central Intelligence had no part in the National Military

Establishment and accordingly no mandate to supervise, direct, or

control the intelligence agencies of the Services. Their staffs were

responsible to their own Chiefs.of Staff and to the Secretaries. There
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Irwin left the argument. It could have been completed for him by

those who held that the Secretaries themselves were collectively respon-

sible in the National Security Council for issuing a mandate to the

Director of Intelligence, just as they were individually responsible

for directing their respective Departments. They might have issued

such an order from the Council if they wished the Director of Central

Intelligence to do more than advise the several departmental chiefs of

intelligence that they ought to coordinate their activities because

they should avoid competition, repetition, and lack of enterprise.

General Irwin accepted the statement of the Dulles Report that

more active efforts and better coordination were needed in scientific

intelligence. The "FBI" should participate in the Intelligence Advisory

Committee if the Attorney General and the Director of Central Intelli-

gence so desired. But the Director of Central Intelligence should not

be permanent chairman of the United States Communications Intelligence-

Board. In this Irwin agreed with Hillenkoetter. Membership seemed

sufficient where decisions had to be unanimous. It was not until the

fall of 1952 under the administration of General Smith that the

Director of Central Intelligence became permanent chairman of "USCIB." 1

The idea of the Dulles Group that the Atomic Energy Commission

and the Joint Intelligence Group under the Joint Chiefs of Staff should

be dropped from permanent membership in the Intelligence Advisory

Committee did not appeal to General Irwin. They should participate

in the Advisory Committee; it should engage in the discussion and approval

-mmaner



of national estimates. This opinion may appear surprising after one

has read Irwin's statement that too much dependence for preparing

estimates had been placed within the Agency upon personnel from the

Services. It seems odd to complain of using persons in one place and

then to advocate the use of them in another for much the same purpose.

But then, General Irwin was joining in the chorus; there had been

confusion in *CIA" with regard to national intelligence estimates and

miscellaneous activities in research and reporting.

Irwin was also criticising the Agency for preparing estimates

without consultation in fields of "primary concezn" to other agencies.

He made this remark without considering whether some of those estimates

such as the review of the world situation for the National Security

Council and certain intelligence memoranda had been supplied on

request frnm other agencies which did not expect the estimates to be

held until coordinated among the several departmental intelligence ser-

vices.1

It was significant that the Council in its meeting on January 6,

1949 instructed the Director of Central Intelligence to supplement

the Agency's written reports on the world situation with monthly oral

presentations of intelligence to the Council. There was no stipulation C

that the statements had'to be coordinated among the Departments before

presentation. It was relevant to the criticism of the Agency that

President Truman himself, in the meeting of the Council on April 21,

1949, commented upon the reports of the Council and the Agency as "one

of the best means available to the President for obtaining coordinated

advice as a basis for reaching decisions." 2

C
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On behalf of the Army, and military men generally, Major General '

Irwin, GSC, Director of Intelligence, did not concur in the statement

of the Dulles Report that the intelligence agencies of the Services

should be staffed with specialists who concentrated upon intelligence

over the major portion of their careers. His views were typical of

professional soldiers who see in the cnnnand of troops the way.to rank,

preferment, and recognition. The most that Irwin would concede fcr

the Military Intelligence Division was "semi-permanent specialization"

by a "small percentage of senior officers." This concession was short

too of the recommendations in the Eberstadt Report.1

Major General W. E. Todd, writing on March 3 for the Joint Chiefs

of Staff as Deputy Director for Intelligence of the Joint Staff, took

exception to the statement in the Dulles Report that representaticn of

fthe Joint Staff on the Intelligence. Advisory Committee was "largely

duplicative" because there were so many other members of the Armed Ser-

vices there. General Todd had attended the meetings of the Committee

and knew its relationships with Vandenberg and Hillenkoetter as

Directors of Central Intelligence; Todd maintained that he represented

the Joint Chiefs of Staff rather than any Service. He believed that

such representation for the Joint Chiefs should not be reduced to

"an ad hoc basis"; for the representative would be excluded from the

Committee unless invited to attend. This, he said, would deprive the

Joint Staff and the Joint Intelligence Committee under the Joint Chiefs

of most of the benefits which they then derived from association with

the Intelligence Advisory Committee. 2
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Participation in its meetings during the past year, Todd said,

had enabled him to keep informed on matters of comnon interest and

concern. It had insured too that the estimates, plans, and policies

of the Joint Intelligence Comittee were "in harmony" with those which

were "national in scope." Todd's reluctance to take part in the

affairs of the Agency at the working level, did not interfere now; he

accepted the proposal in the Dulles Report that the Joint Intelli-

gence Group of the Joint Staff should work in "close liaison" with the

new Estimates Division in the Agency. He favored the idea that the

representative of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in the Intelligence

Advisory Committee should share in producing the "coordinated national

intelligence estimates" for which the Dulles Group would have the

members of the Committee take collective responsibility with the

Director of Central Intelligence. 1

Those. who had followed Admiral Inglis' persistent efforts from

the beginning of the Central Intelligence Group would expect him to

read the Dulles Report for every justification of his "philosophy"

that Central Intelligence should be a collective interdepartmental

enterprise. They could not have been surprised when they saw his com-

ments on March 4 for the National Security Council by way of the

"Director, Central Intelligence Agency." It was significant that

Inglis did not entitle Hillenkoetter Director of Central Intelligence;

he was to Inglis only the head of .the Agency. Hillenkoetter had no

authority in the intelligence agencies of the Departments; that, said

Inglis, would be inconsistent with "normal command relations.. 2
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Inglis did not propose that the Council should give such

authority over the departmental chiefs of intelligence to the Director

of Central Intelligence, even though he was by Act of Congress and

by action of the Council itself adviser to the Council on matters of

intelligence relating to the national security. Inglis stated, as

he had before, that the Intelligence Advisory Ccmmittee which the

departmental chiefs composed should participate in coordinating the

intelligence activities of the various agencies. But now he made his

position clearer than ever by declaring that the Intelligence Advisory

Committee, having the responsibility collectively, should be given

the collective authority to maintain that responsibility.

The Secretaries in the National Security Council, in other words,

should not exercise the authority. Nor should they delegate it to

their own chief intelligence officer. They should assign it to their

subordinate departmental chiefs of intelligence in the Advisory Com-

mittee. For this purpose, Inglis would have the Council revise

"NSCID 1." The name of the Committee should be changed to Intelligence

Coordinating Committee. It should have power to forward its recom-

mendations to the Council whether or not the Director of the Agency

agreed. Though Inglis did not say, this meant that if he had his way,

the judgment of James Forrestal, first Secretary of Defense, would be

forgotten. The Intelligence Advisory Committee, by whatever name,

would be the governing board of the Central Intelligence Agency. 2
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Admiral Inglis, Director of Naval Intelligence, must have known

from his long familiarity with "normal command relations" that the

power of decision had to be exercised somewhere. Sovereignty must

reside either in the will of the despot or in the tyranny of the

majority. It is futile to expect decisions of any moment from the con-

certed action of interested parties unless they are like-minded and

their interests virtually coincide, as they seldom do. Inglis must

have known too from his years of experience in the Intelligence Advisory

Board, and its successor, the Advisory Committee, that at best the

system which he advocated was vulnerable to ceaseless conferring,

stalling, reconsidering, and recourse to ad hoc studies for the sake

not of information but of delay. These experiences he did not put

before the National Security Council in his comments. upon the Dulles -

1
Report.

The conception of. "ICAPS" which Inglis held was historically

inaccurate. It had not originated as a staff of the Intelligence

Advisory Board. Vandenberg had created it to replace the Central

Planning Staff in the Group; "ICAPS" was to serve as his personal staff

to work with the Intelligence Advisory Board so that the Board might
rC

be kept informed of his purposes and plans as Director of Central

Intelligence. The members of "ICAPS" had been chosen from the Armed

Services and the State Department to represent their interests and views.
r

But the members of "ICAPS" had been responsible to the Director and

not to the chiefs of intelligence in their respective services. It

was the Intelligence Advisory Board which had vitiated "ICAPS" as an
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instrument of coordination by sending ad hoc committees to deal with

it on every issue. This became such a habit that Hillenkoetter had

suggested the Standing Comittee. It saved at least the effort con-

sumed in designating the same group of junior officers to serve as

another ad hoc committee. 1

Admiral Inglis would break up this dilatory practice. He would

reform "ICAPS" as the "Coordinating Staff" of the Intelligence

Coordinating Committee. A representative of the Director should be

chairman of the Staff, but it should receive its instructions from the

Committee. Inglis would frankly take the Staff away from the Director

of the Agency and make it responsible to .the departmental chiefs of

intelligence in the Committee. 2

Inglis favored placing all covert functions of the Agency under

a single administrative division. It would improve security, he said;

it might also be assumed that by inference he endorsed the plan of

"policy guidance" in "NSC 10-29 which was explicit in the proposed mer-

ger of OPC," "OSO," and the Contact Branch of *the Office of Operations.

But as Inglis made no comment on that possibility, it can be no more

than a logical assumption. In view of his devotion to the concept of

the Advisory Committee as a governing board for all matters of coordina-

tion, it would seem likely that he preferred to have the Advisory

Committee supply also that "guidance" in covert operations, rather

than to have special representatives of the State Department and the

National Military Establishment serve as a Consultants Group for the
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purpose. Such an extension of authority to his Intelligence Coordinating

Committee would have been consistent with his concept of the Central

Intelligence Agency as a "cooperative interdepartmental activity.*

Inglis opposed the recomnendation of the Dullas Group that there

should be an Estimates Division. He did not think it necessary in

order to review the specialized product of the departmental agencies

and to prepare coordinated national intelligence estimates. Such a

board of "review of review," he said, would be hard to staff and it

would duplicate the functions which the Dallas Group expected the recon-

stituted Intelligence Advisory Committee to perform. His statement

should remind us that he had objected to Montague's plan in 1946 for a

Chief and four Assistants whe should represent the Departments in the

Estimates Branch of the Central Reports Staff enlarged to became the

Office of Reports and Estimates. Admiral Inglis was not one to waver.

from any position which' he had taken originally with conviction. 2

Inglis worked over again the question whether or not the Director

of Central Intelligence should be a civilian, and came out with the

familiar conclusion. The best man of course should be chosen, but the

woods were not full of qualified civilians. In wartime Inglis would

prefer, though he did not actually say, that the Agency should be under

the orders of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The Joint Intelligence Caa-

mitte was studying the problem; as a member of the Comnittee he therefore

would refrain from comment until the Joint Chiefs had acted upon the

Committee'. reconnendations. It was a typically military reaction.
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Other committees were considering the matter, .not the least of which

was the civilian committee under Eberstadt's chairmanship for the

Hoover Crmmission. 1

One more commentator on the Dulles Report objected to the proposal

that the Director of Central Intelligence should be made chairman

of the United States Couminications Intelligence Board. Inglis saw

no reason for change from the practice of assigning the office annually

in rotation. 2

To insure timely action in "crisis situations," said Inglis, the

"echelons above the IAC" mst be made fully aware that the Committee

was prepared to handle the intelligence rapidly. Information received

through "Eyes Only" messages and similar sources mst be relayed expe-

ditiously' to the member of the Committee under the particular echelon.

He wished an ONSCID" to that effect. One may doubt, however, that

Admiral Inglis would have been willing to transmit as quickly and com-

pletely the "operational intelligence" which he had been so determined

to keep from civilian estimators. Matters of "sole concern" to the

National Military Establishment, he said, should be coordinated through

the Joint Intelligence Committee of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. It

still is difficult to persuade military men that civilians should know

the "capabilities and intentions" of their own defensive forces.

Such knowledge is nevertheless vital to the construction of effective

national intelligence estimates. 3

mo't...m=
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There was no paper on the Dulles Report from the Air Force. The

comments which its Directorate of Intelligence had approved in detail

went on March 1, 1949 to the office of Secretary Symington, and appar-

ently no farther. No- copy could be found for this study in the files

of the Agency, nor with the coments of other Departments in the min.z..

utes of the National Security Council. General Charles P. Cabell,

Deputy Director of Central Intelligence, could not at first recall in

August, 1953 what had happened to his recomendations on the Dulles

Report when he was Director of Intelligence in the Air Force. But he

thought that he had taken a position more favorable to it than most,
1

and he remembered that Admiral Hillenkoetter was not pleased.

General Cabell was provoked by Hillenkoetter's neglect of the

Intelligence Advisory Committee. Cabell therefore proposed that the

Comttee should be the advisory body of the National Security Council

on "governmental intelligence problems." The Committee should have

its "own procedures" including those for national intelligence esti-

mates "in both routine and crisis situations." The Director of

Central Intelligence might use this new Committee of the Council "to

provide advice to him in the performance of his statutory duties."

Cabell did not think that Congress would have to rewrite the National

Security Act of 1947 in order to provide such an advisory board under

Section 303 of the Act. The duty of the Agency under Section 102(d)

to advise the Council on the ±intelligence activities" of the

Departments and to make recommendations to the Council for the
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coordination of those activities, Cabell insisted, .was not an exclu-

sive function. The National Security Council could have other sources
1

of advice and counsel.

aTht the Secretary of the Air Force said in the meeting of the

Co:ncil on ,pril 7, 1949 when the Dulles Report was considered with

Hillenkoetter's Coments for the Agency and those of other Departments,

is not an available record. The minutes of the Council are statements

of action and not of opinions and arguments. The remarks of its mem-

bers are memoranda to the President and if kept, are among his own

papers. There were pencilled remarks upon the recomendations from

the Directorate of Intelligence when they were returned without the

Secretary's signature. Cabell's idea of a "National Security Council

Intelligence Advisory Committee" was rejected. Among the marginal

notes on the recommendations of the Diroctorate of Intelligence, Air (

Force, were: "The DCI should be the DCI"...."Either the DCI should be
2

something, or it all should be chucked."

T(

Vi+_(
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The conment on the Dulles Report from the State Department was

not relayed through Hillenkoetter, Director of Central Intelligence.

Notice was given that Armstrong would submit his views directly to the

Secretary of State. Complying with the action of the Council on

March 22, Under Secretary James 3. Webb on April 4 stated the "basio

issues" which according to the Department the Dulles Group had raised

for consideration by the Council at its next meeting on April 7, 1949.1

These issues did not take Webb long to state. Nor did he leave

ambiguity regarding the attitude of the Department. The Central

Intelligence Agency was properly placed under the National Security

Council in the structure of the Government. The Intelligence Advisory

Committee was soundly conceived. Its advisory relationship with the

Director of Central Intelligence was correct; it should participate

more actively with the Director in coordinating intelligence activities

and producing finished estimates. The allocation of responsibilities

among the agencies with respect to coordination should be carried out

under "the forthright leadership of CIL." In producing estimates for

the President and the Council, the Agency should utilize the facilities

of the members of the Intelligence Advisory Committee. They should

assume collective responsibility for those estimates.

Webb did not say what the Director of Central Intelligence should

do if there were no response from the several agencies to the "forthright

leadership" of the Agency in the allocation of responsibilities. Nor

did he indicate what should be done about the collective responsibility

of members of the Intelligence Advisory Committee for a national estimate
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if a majority of them disagreed with the Director of Central Intelli-

gence and they did not have the authority to override his opinion

as Admiral Inglis wished.

Webb declared that the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investi-

gation should be a member of the Intelligence Advisory Committee in

order to imorove the coordination of intelligence and security. Secret

operations should be integrated with secret intelligence and the

domestic exoloitation of foreign intelligence in a "single self-

administered office" within the Central Intelligence Agency. And finally,

the Director of Central Intelligence should be a civilian. The

President should be "inviied to give his early consideration to a per-

son of considerable stature and prominence, possessing the requisite

qualifications of experience and willingness to serve." Perhaps

Mr. Webb already had the person in mind. It was certain that as soon

as the President discovered him, Mr. Webb would have Admiral Hillen-

koetter depart.1
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McNarney at Work

The Secretaries of State and Defense by order of the National

Security Council were to have the benefit of consultation with the

Departments of the Treasury and Justice in digesting the Dulles Report

and mankng recommendations to the Council for action. Both Departments

had services concerned with foreigners entering the country and with .

matters of internal security. No evidence has been preserved in the

file of the Agency on "NSC 50" to show whether the Treasury gave any

Chelp to Humelsine, McNarney, and their staff; there was no great reason

why the Treasury should do so, beyond its interest in apprehending

smugglers. The Bureau of the Budget and the Comptroller General's

Office were likely to be more useful in appraising the Dulles Report.

But there was activity in the Department of Justice to. make sure that

no invasion occurred into the realm of J. Edgar Hoover. Admiral Souers

recalled that Attorney General Tom Clark was vehement on the telephone

against the Dulles Report as he read it. Souers was amused, in recol-

lection, because Correa had been supposed to be the particular friend

of the "FBI" by reason of his own service in the Department of Justice. 1

Lark sent an elaborate statement to General McNarney in the Office

of the Secretary of Defense as the General's report came under final

discussion during May before going to the Council for action. If the

Federal Bureau of Investigation, said Clark, became a member of the
Intelligence Advisory Committee, "NSCID 1" should be amended. It

.(1>
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should not effect or change the duties and responsibilities of the

Interdepartmental Intelligence Conference recently established; nor

should it impair the jurisdiction of the "FBI" over domestic espionage,

counterespionage, sabotage, subversion and related matters affecting

internal security. 1

Lark and Hoover were not satisfied that the Act of Congress kept

the Central Intelligence Agency from the field of internal security.

Apparently they did not believe there was sufficient protection in

requiring Hillenkoetter to ask in writing for Hoover's permission before

anyone from the Agency could see the materials of intelligence which

the Bureau collected in its pursuit of subversives. 2

The Attorney General and the Director of the "FBI" really wanted

more than protection. Clark proposed that the Interdepartmental Intel-

ligence Conference, operating under "NSC 17/4" as approved by the Presi-

dent on March 23, 1946 should have powers of coordination.

" (.

As set up by the Council, the Interdepartmental Intelligence Con-

ference, "IIC," and its companion, the Interdepartmental Committee on
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Internal Security or "ICIS," were designed to exclude the Central Intel-

ligence Agency. It was to have representation only upon invitation

as an "ad hoc" member. The "IIC," responsible for the "coordination

of the investigation" of all domestic espionage, counterespionage,

subversion, and "other related intelligence matters affecting internal

security," was to consist of the Director of the "FBI," the Chief of

Naval Intelligence, the Director of the Ares s Intelligence Division,

and the Director of Intelligence for the Air Force. The "ICIS," to

handle other matters of internal security, would be composed of repre-

sentatives from the Departments of State, the Treasury, Justice and

the National Military Establishment. Again there was no permanent

membership for the Central Intelligence Agency. A representative

of the National Security Council served both comittees as an advisor,

assistant, and observer and reporter for the Council. He was not to

have azr powers of instruction, direction or supervision. Mr. J. Patrick

Coyne, formerly with the "FBI," was appointed to the office. 1

Intelligence is inseparable from internal security. The directive

of the Council itself specifically. acknowledged the fact by referring

to "other related intelligence matters affecting internal security."

Moreover, security is not confined to the domestic scene; many affairs

jeopardising the internal security of the country have their origins

far beyond the waterfront. Clandestine intelligence abroad, primarily

the concern of the Central Intelligence Agency, has inescapable rela-

tionships with the detection of sabotage and subversion within this -
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country. For this very reason, if no other, the Central Intelligence

Agency should have constant representation in the interdepartmental

body supposed to confer upon problems of internal security. But J.

Edgar Hoover, though not displeased that security reached beyond the

domestic scene, in fact quite willing to maintain outposts for the "FBI"

in foreign countries, was not so willing to have "CIA" participate as

a regular member of the Interdepartmental Intelligence Conference or
the Interdepartmental Committee on Internal Security.

Further evidence that Clark and Hoover had no such desire or

intention lay in Clarkts statement to McNarney that the Dulles Group
were wrong in thining that the "BI" did not gather intelligence and

disseminate it as well as coordinate it through the "IIC."

were interrelated. It was an admission that Clark and Hoover thought

of the "FBI" itself as a central intelligence organization. 2

Careful study of Clark's.memorandum to KcNarney with *NSC 17/4"

could yield no other conclusion than that Clark and Hoover had overshot
their mark in defending the "FBI" against possible encroachment by the
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Central Intelligence Agency. It is hard to believe that the Inter-

departmental Intelligence Conference was authorized to extend its

jurisdiction to functions which bad been assigned primarily to the

Agency by the Act of Congress. The "IIC" was intended to reconcile

conflicting interpretations and activities, to prevent obstruction and

interference through ignorance; it was to keep the "FBI' and the Armed

Services reciprocally informed and interacting. The Conference and

its companion, the "ICIS," were not to usurp the established coordi.

nating functions either of the Central Intelligence Agency or of the

Intelligence Advisory Committee, any more than they were to invade

the sacred precincts of Hoover's Bureau of Investigation.1

After a meeting of representatives from the Council and the Mili-

tary Establishment with Hillenkoetter, MoNarney's report was phrased

in such a way that Clark and Hoover should have no fear. The "1BI'

would not become too hampered and involved if Hoover accepted a per-

manent place in the Intelligence Advisory Committee. He might even

take part in constructing the "crisis' estia.tes which the Dulles Group

urged. This affair should recall Hoover's concern in 19a6 , and the

progress of his thinking, when Vandenberg established the Contact Branch

in the Office of Operations to obtain foreign intelligence within this

country. It was Admiral Leaky, personal representative of the President,

who seemed then to be successful in removing the tension. 2

Hoover was reluctant to join the Intelligence Advisory Committee,

even more so to engage in its national estimating. As Souers remarked
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to him, he was not equipped for that sort of work; he should take part

in it only as an observer. He should participate in the coordination

of intelligence activities. The Federal Bureau of Investigation,

though hesitant and on occasion anxious to withdraw, had maintained

until the fall of 1953 when this was written, its representation in

the "IC" and the subcommittees on the working level at the insistence

of the Office of National Estimates. There was advantage in having

a member of the "FBI present to make its contribution should a matter

in which it was interested suddenly appear during the discussion of a

forthcoming estimate. 1

With Clark and Hoover satisfied that the "FBI" was secure, that

nothing in "NSCID 1" as revised would alter "NSC 17/4,U there were no

further departmental objections to having the National Security Council

act upon the conclusions which McNarney drew from his stud of the

Dulles Report. As they differed in several instances from the recom-

"snditions of the Dulles Group, Nolarney's proposals merit consideration

it some length.

The Act of Congress was sound as approved by the President in

1947. There was no need for amendment, The location of the Central

Intelligence Agency under the National Security Council was proper.

In time of war certain functions and responsibilities of the Agency

should be under military control. It only remained for the Director

of Central Intelligence himself to establish "close liaison" with the

two members of the Council upon whom the Agency chiefly depended, the
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Secretaries of State and Defense. It was a relationship which

Hillenkoetter had recommuended from the start and which Secretaries

Lovett and Forrestal had favored. But it was one which the feud

between Secretaries Acheson and Johnson was not making easy for

Hillenkoetter to obtain.

The McNarney Report endorsed as a "statement of principles" the

conclusions of the Dulles Group that "CIA" had not fully discharged

its responsibility for coordinating intelligence activities. The

Intelligence Advisory Committee should engage more actively both in

such "continuing coordination" and in the "discussion and approval"

of intelligence estimates. General McNarney did not accept General

Irwin's view that the Director had no individual responsibility for

coordination. McNarney agreed with the Dulles Group that Hillenkoetter

should take "forthright initiative and leadership" in the Intelligence

Advisory Committee. The NoNarney Report recommended that "NSCID 1"

should be amended to further that accomplishment.

The directive should be revamped to make the Director of Central

Intelligence a member of the Intelligence Advisory Committee and its

chairman. Other members should be the Director of the Federal Bureau

of Investigation, the chiefs of intelligence from the Departments of

State, Army, Navy, and Air Pbrce, the Joint Staff of the Joint Chiefs

of Staff, and the Atomic Energy Commission. All might have representa-

tives attend in their places. Any other agency concerned with the
national security would be invited by the Director of Central Intelli-

gence to send a representative whenever matters within its jurisdiction

were to be discussed.
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Admiral Hillenkoetter himself had suggested at the time of the

adoption of "NSCID 1" in December, 1947 that the Director should be a

member of the Intelligence Advisory Committee and its chairman. -It

would seem that a person in command should not be a member of the board

which advised him. But the concept of the Advisory Committee was

changing. The original idea had been that it should cooperate with

the Director in making national estimates. The idea had fallen into

disuse largely through reluctance or indifference on the part of

responsible officers in the Departments. If the Intelligence Advisory

Committee were actually to develop now into such a cooperative esti-

mating Board, working with and sharing responsibility with the Director,

there would be reason for him to be a member of that body. He would

function then in much the same manner as the King in Council of British

constitutional history. It is not apparent, however, that the original

concept of the Intelligence Advisory Board had been recaptured in 19149

and placed uppermost in the minds of Hillenkoetter's critics. It is

not easy to think of them as wishing to see him sit like a King in

Council. 1

General McNarney did not approve the recommendation in the Dulles

Report that membership of the Atomic Energy Commission and the Joint

Chiefs of Staff in the "IAC" should be abandoned. On the contrary,

he tacitly accepted the arguments of Hillenkoetter, Colby, and Todd

that the Commission and the Joint Chiefs should continue to have

representation in the Advisory Committee. We should take note also

C< ~,
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that McNarneyts revision of "NSCID 1" retained the stipulation that

the Committee should "advise the Director of Central Intelligence."

There was no connotation of guidance or supervision; he was not to

wait upon the consent of the Committee. General McNarney did not agree.

with Admiral Inglis that the "IAC" should become the Intelligence Coor-

dinating Committee and take over the business of the Central Intelligence

Agency as a "cooperative interdepartmental activity." Though McNarney

did not say it in so marny words, he was treating "CIA" as an "independent

agency" and the Director of Central Intelligence indisputably as its

head.1

McNarney made this clearer still when he came to the recommenda-

tions of the Dulles Group concerning national intelligence estimates

and dissents. He agreed with the Group that there had been 'onfusion"

in the Agency, between its responsibility for "coordinated national

intelligence estimates" and its responsibility for miscellaneous research

and reporting. The Agency should interpret and follow the directives

of the Council "so as to refrain as far as possible" from competition

in producing "research intelligence estimates." But McNarney concurred

in the conclusion of the Dulles Report with an exception; and it was a

significant demurrer. He did not believe that the Director and the

Intelligence Advisory Committee should be bound by "the concept of

collective responsibility."

Coordinated national intelligence under such restriction, he said,

would be inevitably reduced to "the lowest common denominator among the
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agencies concerned." The procedure to be adopted should permit the

Director and the Committee to fulfil their "respective responsibilities"

to the President and to the National Security Council. And this should

be "regardless of unanimous consent." McNarney proposed "concurrent

subissions." He recommended the revision of "NSCID 1" to allow asub-

stantially differing opinions" in place of "an agreed statement of

substantial dissent."1

It would appear that McNarney stood upon the ground which Vandenberg
and Hillenkoetter had taken for their individual responsibility as
Directors of Central Intelligence. The Director rather than the depart-

(mental chiefs in the Advisory Committee was responsible. But it is
hard to find in the text of 'the McNarney Report anW advance over previous
arrangements regarding that responsibility. The idea had been through-
out the life of the Central Intelligence iroup and of the Agency from
the President's Directive of January 22, 1946 up to this time that the

Director could submit his considered opinion as the estimate of the

central intelligence organisation. The only qualification was that he
should also submit any substantial dissent from that opinion by the
representatives of the Departments. The makers of policy in the National
Security Council or elsewhere were free to take either estimate, or to
rely on their own if they wished. McNarneyls proposal to allow several
rather than one substantial dissent loosened the requirements for

coordinated intelligence estimates. He had not found a new formula.
The problem was still one of performance according to old principles. 2
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The Joint Intelligence Coamittee of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,

including civilian as well as military representation, had produced

under the stress of war national intelligence estimates worthy of the

name. There were man who felt the same urgency during the spring of

194, but they were not in ooand. Before another year had passed

conditions appreaimating the stress of war had returned. One contention

is that, even so, there were no national estimates properly coordinated

and compounded from departmental intelligence and other information

until the advent of General Smith and the Office of National Estimates

in the fall of 1950. The opposing view, quite as effectively presented,

is that if the estimates on "Korea' which ame from the Agency prior

to the Comeunist invasion below the 38th parallel were not constructed

according to the Dulles or the Mclarney formulas, they were nevertheless

national in scope. They were in fact surprisingly accurate forecasts

of events to come.

The McNarney Report gathered from the conclusions and recommenda-

tions throughout the Dlles Report a list of particular questions which

the National Security Council should call to the attention of the

Direator of Central Intelligence and the Intelligence Advisory Committee

for 'early and sustained action." The Director should submit a progress

report within six mnths. The questions were scientific intelligence,

domestic intelligence and counterintelligence related to national security,
coordinated estimates in crises, the allocation of responsibility for

political sumaries; the exploitation of foreign nationals within the
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United States, covert intelligence activities in occupied areas, the

hadnling of "defectors,' counterespionage abroad and at home. These

topics, eight in all, mere the subject of -controversy among the Agency,

the 'FBI,' the Department of State, and the Armed Services throughout

the remainder of Hillenkotterts stay in office as Director of Central

Intelligence. Nany of them perpleed the administration of his sc-

cessor, General Smith, and remained for Mr. Dulles to handie.

General NoNainey followed the lead of the Dulles Group to recommend

specified changes in the internal organisation of the Agency. The

National Security Council, he said, should order the Director of Central

Intelligence to report in ninety days how far he had gone with the

changes. This was much more drastic than the =nmer of the Eberstadt

Cammittee of the Hoover Commission in its report to Congress. One

ay question the interpretation of the National Security Act which

both MoNarney and the Dulles Group assumed in their specific proposals

and peremptory suggestion of a limitation in time. 2

Congress established the Central Intelligence Agency upon statu-

tery foundations. Congress could have speciied, but did not specity,

the details of its internal construction. Instead, Congress stipulated

that the Agency had the duty to perform particular functions under the

direction of the National Security Council. Congress gave the Council

implicit authority to create branches or divisions, committees, staffs

or offices within the Agency to exercise those functions. In the

absence of express assignment by the Council of a function to this
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staff or to that office, or denial of the right to the Director, he

had the right as head of the Agency to organize and reorganize its

internal structure as he desired. The presmaption was of course that

he would keep the Council informed. Vandenberg had been assured that

the Director would not have to go to the Council for instructions in

detail. Though he wezw subject to supervision and direction by his

superiors in the Council, how he organised and administered institu-

tions within the Agency would be his own concern. Any one who

observed the arrangements and rearrangements more recently under

General Smith could hardly deny the fact. Such matters of institu-

tion and procedure were his privilege. 1

Even Secretary Royall for all practical purposes had admitted

this right of the Director of Central Intelligence when he said that

the Director should look to the Council for 'broad directives." 

Royall had objected to the idea'that the Council should delegate its

authority to a subcommittee of itself; he had not opposed the thought

that the Director of Central Intelligence should administer the inter-

nal organization of the Agency. Royall had advocated that the Intelli-

gence Advisory Cmmittee should have autonomy because it represented

the interests of the Departments in the central intelligence system. 2  C

Secretary oyall had not argued, as the Dulles Group proposed and

McNarney agreed, that the Director of Central Intelligence should be

ordered to reconstruct his own Interdepartmental Coordinating and

Planning Staff to suit the deparbiental chiefs of intelligence; or to
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rearrange the Office of Collection and Dissemination within the Agency .

because some outsiders did not like the way in which it was functioning;

or to split the Office of Reports and Estimates into new formations

because others thought them desirable; or to move the Foreign Docu-

ments Branch from the Office of Operations to the proposed Research

and Reports Division; or to gather the Office of Special Operations,

the Office of Policy Control, and the Contact- Branch of the Office of A !c

Operations into one large division of operations. Mclarney did not

agree with the Dulles -Group on placing the Foreign Broadcast Informa-

tion Branch in that large semi-autonomous division. McNarney also

remarked that there might be other methods of organisation which would

accomplish the same objectives. 1

All of these proposals were matters of suggestion to the Council

and, in the absence of directives from the Council, of voluntary

acceptance by the Director of Central Intelligence. Hillenkoetter had
no doubt of the mandate to the Intelligence Survey Group to make sug-

gestions. In fact he had been among the first to propose that there

should be such an investigation and report to the National Security

Council. He had cooperated with the Dulles Group. It was supposed to
take him into its full confidence, as it did not. There was no question

of the right to suggest changes, including the removal of the Director.

Nor was there any question of the right of the National Security

Council under stipulations in Sections 102 and 303 of the National
Security Act of 1947 to issue directives to the Central Intelligence

~ 1 j c
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Agency and its head, the Director of Central Intelligence. The right

to direct him perhaps could be extended so far as to give the Council

power to dictate whether the Director should employ women rather

than men as secretaries in his outer office, if one may use a trivial

example to fix the point. The expectation was obvious. The Council

would seldom if ever have recourse to directives in small detail.

Even though it had such power, it would not exercise the power. It

would confine itself, as Royall proposed, to "broad directives" regarding

major institutions and policies.

On the other hand, it was certain that the National Security

Council could not grant functions to the Agency nor direct actions by

the Agency beyond the intentions of Congress. Any usurpation by the

Council could be stopped short the moment the Committees of Congress

came to the business of appropriating the funds, vouchered or unvouch-

ered, which were involved in those activities. There were bounds to

the Council's right of direction over the Central Intelligence Agency.

The Director of Central Intelligence, moreover, was appointed

by the President with the consent of the Senate. The National Security

Council had the power to direct the Director of Central Intelligence

but not to remove him from office. Only the President could do that.

If the President should favor action by the Director of Central

Intelligence- which the Council did not approve, the situation would

obviously be unpleasant but the Secretaries in the Council would be

able to do little about it.
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The Director of Central Intelligence was close to them in rank

and distinction within the hierarchy of the Government. Scuers was

fully aware of this when he urged Hillenkoetter to drop the practice

of signing his papers as Rear Admiral and to use his title as Director

of Central Intelligence. He was at least equal to the Under Secretaries

of the Departments. He was by Act of Congress the equal of the Joint

Chiefs of Staff among the advisers of the President and the National

Security Council. 1

There was no question at all that the Director of Central Intelli-

gence was superior in position and prestige to the departmental chiefs

of intelligence who were his advisers in the Intelligence Advisory

Committee and were supposed to cooperate with him in producing

national intelligence estimates. This could have been one reason why '

they sought to bring his down to their level in the Intelligence Advi-

sory Committee, if not below it as the executive officer of an agency

which they would direct from the Intelligence Advisory Committee as a

governing board.

In language that was diplomatic but without equivocation, General

McNarney disagreed with the Dules Group regarding the "nderstanding"

and "the ability" of the directing staff in the Agency. There were

"important defects," he said, in the organization and the operations

of "CIA" but the conclusions of the Dulles Report were "too sweeping."

There had been too little time for the Hillenkoetter administration to

develop an effective organization. There was "a lack of common

u r



understanding" in regard to the "respective missions of CIA and the

departmental intelligence agencies." If this was an indictment, it

was to be shared by the departmental authorities with the -responsible

officers of the Agency. MoNarney recommended that the National

Security Council view the conclusions and recommendations of the Dulles

Report with these comments in mind. 1

He did not think that there were too many military men in the

Agency, nor that they discouraged its civilians unnecessarily. Con-

tinuity of service was essential, but the Director did not have to

be a civilian to insure it. Independence of action could be obtained

with "a service man or a foreign service officer" if he were either

retired from his service or given the directorship of the Agency as

his "final tour of active duty." McNarney proposed only that the

Council should call these considerations with regard to the Director of

Central Intelligence to the attention of the President. Others in the

Agency should be left to the Director.

The Dulles Report following up the publicity which Hillenkoetter

and the Agency had received from Representative Brown and others at

the time of "Bogota," proposed that the Director when in doubt should

consult the Council regarding the disclosure of secret information and
C

should divert public attention to the coordinating activities of the

Agency. McNarney concurred but declared that all publicity was

undesireble; he opposed the procedure recommended by the Dulles Report

unless it was unavoidable. He urged that the Director should prepare
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new directives for the Council covering these matters and should sub-

mit the directives in thirty days. McNarney's view could be taken to

support Hillenkoetter's position quite as much as that of the Dulles

Survey Group, Walter Lippmann, Thaa E. Dewey, or any other critic

of Hillenkoetter's handling of the Bogota Affair.1

General McNarney joined Admiral Hillenkoetter, General Irwin, and

Admiral Inglis in opposing the reommendation of the Dulles Group that

the Director of Central Intelligence should be made permanent chairman

of the United States Communications Intelligence Board. The rotating.

chairmanship was working satisfactorily. It seemed undesirable to

make a change. 2

Regarding the comments in the Dulles Report on the intelligence

agencies of the Armed Services and the Department of State, the

McNarney Report had only to repeat the decisions in the Military E

Estaisheaent and the Department. They were not answerable to the

Council. The State Department concurred with the Dulles Group in

respect to reorganizing its intelligence staff and designating a high

officer to maintain close relations with the Central Intelligence

Agency. Those recomoendations were to be put into effect. The

National Military Establishment also agreed in the general conclusions (

of the Dulles Report on its intelligence services, but with one

decided reservation. The Establishment would continue assigning

qualified personnel to intelligence duties, though they had no previous

experience. Rotation should remain the rule, with efforts "to attract



the highest type of personnel." Military men were not yet willing to

concentrate upon intelligence "over the major portion of their

careers. It seemed evident that they would remain unwilling, until

forces available in military life, other than attraction, were applied.1

Several recammendations of the Dulles Report on "operating pro-

blems related to clandestine activities" received McNarney's approval,

as they had H41,1animetter's acceptance.

The Depart-

mental agencies should be brought closer to "OSO." It should receive

better guidance from its "constuers";'for the purpose, representatives

of those agencies might be included in appropriate sections of the

Office. To this particular point, Hillenkoetter had mildly objected

on the ground that military personnel would be increased when the

Dulles Group was charging that the Agency already had too much.

McNarney, and Hillenkoetter, agreed with the Dulles Group that the

Director of Central Intelligence should assure himself that the

operating services of "CIA" received adequate guidance on the "current

and strategic and policy needs of the Government." And those services

should have access to comunications intelligence to the fullest

extent required for guidance in their operations and more effective

counterespionage.2

McNarney recommended that the Council approve these proposals

concerning the clandestine activities of the Agency. The Director of

Central Intelligence should carry them out "with the assistance of the
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other departments and agencies concerned." The Director should report

to the Council upon "any difficulties encomnte.red." This last recom-

mendation offered an interesting prospect. 1

It was possible that the departmental intelligence services might

be subject to closer inspection by the Director of Central Intelligence

than they had yet experienced. It was possible, but no more likely,

that the Council would take action against the departmental intelli-

gence services if the Director of Central Intelligence reported his

difficulties with then.2

The Council in fact was not used to pressing the Services for

action in favor of the Agency against their wishes. The Secretary of

Defense, though given "general direction, authority, and control"

over the National Military Establishment in the National Security Act

of 1947, did not have the prestige and respect as yet really to do

more than admonish the Departments and advise the President that they

should be ordered to conform. The Secretaries of the Departments

were not inclined to issue unpopular directives, much less to enforce

them. It was easier to turn to the Director of Central Intelligence

and instruct him to exert "forthright initiative and leadership" in

coordinating the activities of the Departments. If he did not have

the authority, he did have the responsibility; he could take the

initiative and hope for response to his leadership. If he did not suc-

ceed, he would be a good whipping boy.3

Assured that the development of Central Intelligence was the

underlying purpose of the President's Directive of 1946 and the Act of
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Congress ihich replaced it in 1947, one must conclude from the minutes

of meetings, memoranda, letters, and reports which constitute a

voluminous record that the chiefs of intelligence were always deliberate,

often obstinate, and usually disposed to block the efforts of the

Director of Central Intelligence for the accumplishment of the purpose.

How willful the misunderstanding was on the part of the departmental

agencies is to be decided by each reader of the record for himself

according to his own temper. It took, anyway, more time than Admiral

Hillenkoetter was allowed in office to establish "common understanding"

on matters of comon concern. 1

There still are differences of opinion and performance. Such

matters as "agreed activities" in clandestine operations abroad, the

"capabilities and intentions" of our own country, "operational intel-

ligence" of the Armed Services, "domestic intelligence and counterin-

telligence" under the jurisdiction of the Federal Bureau of Investigation,

and others delay the illenium. hen it caes, the central intelli-

gence service and the departmental intelligence services will cooperate

in "cinon understanding." Then perhaps, "coordination" will nu

longer mean coercion to some and frustration to others. The American

people will have a national system of intelligence. .
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Action by the Council

With Dean Acheson, Secretary of State, presiding and Under Secre.

tary Stephen Early attending in place of Louis Johnson, Secretary of

Defense, the National Security Council adopted the recommendtions of

the Dulles Survey Group on July 7, 1949 as those recamendations had

been reconsidered and modified in the McNarmey Report. There m one

exception to be explained presently. The Treasury was represented at

this meeting of the Council by Under Secretary Edard H. Foley. There

was no one present for the Department of Justice and its "FBI.

Clark and Hoover had gained many of their points elsewhere. The

revised "NSC l' was ready for issue by the Council on this date.

There remained only an exchange of notes between Clark and Souers, for (

the Attorney General to accept the membership in the reconstituted

Intelligence Advisory Committe on behalf of the Federal Bureau of

Investigation and to make sure that its !tunctions under Section 102

of the National Security Act of 1947 and "MSC 17/4" were not impaired.

- The %IIC' and the eICISM would continue their operations in the fields

of internal security. But it was agreed that the Intelligence Advisory

CoMittie, with the "FBI" in its membership, should do the coordinating

whenever the problems of daaestic and of foreign intelligence were

mingled. Hoover conceded again as he had in the fall of 1946 that

foreign intelligence was concerned with intelligence activities in this
country such as the exploitation of foreign nationality groups, refugees,
and "defectors." 2
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Details in regard to "defectors," however, were not settled until
well into the following year

The Agency was to seek guidance from and -keep in close
touch with the appropriate Departments. Further specification cannot
detain us here. The Intelligence Advisory Committee and the Federal
Bureau of Investigation were obviously expected to work with the Agency
as smoothly and as quietly as possible in so delicate a matter.

The agency with prizary responsibility, therefore,
was the Federal Bureau of Investigation for purposes of "internal
security." The Central Intelligence Agency came into the action when
acquiring "foreign intelligence." Such allocation was not, however, to
"preclude joint exploitation"; it was to be encouraged wherever feasible.

It looked good on paper. 'Members of both establish..
ments will admit nevertheless that statements of procedure are easier

t
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to obtain than performances according to them, especially when the

participants think of themselves as competitors rather than as partners

in .the endeavor.l

The' decision of the Council on July 7, 1949 with respect to the

McNarney Report was elaborated in.separate memoranda from the office

of the Executive Secretary to the Director of Central Intelligence

and to the Intelligence Advisory Committee. Souers wrote to Hillen-

koetter on the seventh that he was directed to carry out the recom-

mendations of the Sivey Group in regard to "operating problems relating

to clandestine activities' as listed in "NSC 50." He was to report

any difficulties encountered. 2

Hillenkoetter was already trying to solve those problems by the-

stead method of working with the parties of interest as best he

could. It had not been his policy in 1947 to press for his right of

inspection in departmental activities as the chief intelligence officer

or executive agent of the Secretaries in the Council. It was not his

policy now. Hillenkoetter knew as well as any one else that even a

President's purposes could suffer from attrition and sabotage ilthin

the departmental services and agencies of the Government. This was

the last that he heard from the Council on the subject. He had no

order to report in so many days. A search of the record has not dis-

covered that he ever reported on these matters.3

Other directives from the Council, sent by Lay on July 8, set

time limits upon Hillenkoetter's execution and report. He was to take



up with the Intelligence Advisory Comittee the "particular intelli-

gence questions" in the McNraney Report and answer within air months.

He was to attend to the ,organisation of the Central Intelligence Agency,"

excepting the separate adamnistration for the proposed operations divi.

sion, and report in ninety days. To frame new directives regarding ,the

security of information and avoidance of publicity,, he was given a

month. 1

In order that we my not lose sight of the last instruction in

discussing the more controversial matters upon which Hillenkoetter was
to act, let us follow it here to its conclusion. He laid drafts of

the new directives before the Intelligence Advisory Comittee. But

he was unable to get unanimous approval within the month, and so he
informed Souers in advance of the next meeting of the Council on
August k. At that time the Council authorised the Director to defer
submission of the new directives until its neat meeting. It was not,
however, until after the meeting on January 5, 1950 that 'NSCID 11'
and "NSCID 12' were approved by the National Security Coun

The first of these directives, pertaining to the security of sources
and methods of intelligence, authorised the Departments and Agencies
of the Government to determine their own channls of *authorization to -
release any such information.a The Director of Central Intelligence no
longer, if he ever had been, was responsible for protecting *sources
and methods" other than those of the Central Intelligence Agency itself.
His duty was to coordinate the policies concerning such protection, within
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the limits set by Section 102 of the National Security Act of 1947,-

except when the Council had made provision as in the case of the

Federal Bureau of Investigation.1

Overt information from a clandestine source was not to be purveyed

if doing so revealed its source. The Director of Central Intelligence

and other intelligence chiefs should be guided by the principle that

covert information should go only to officials who iequired the k.ol-

edge. The last paragraph of the directive was dutiful, but it was also

futile. Azy reference to the Central Intelligence Agency, it said,

should emphasise that the Agency coordinated intelligence rather than

engaged in secret activities. The restriction was useless so long as
agents of other countries picked up information about those activities

and put that information into the newspapers and radio broadcasts of

the world.

The second directive, wISCD 12,' required all Departments and
Agencies represented in the Intelligence Advisory Condtte to prevent

the unauthorised disclosure for publication of any information con-

cerning intelligence and intelligence activities. The head of each

establisment us to determine his 'chaanel for granting such authoriza.

tion as may be necessary.* All other executive establishment should

be advised that the above statements were an expression of policy on
the part of the National Security Council.

If the Director of Central Intelligence had doubt whether he should
comply with a request for the disclosure of classified information, he



should refer the question to the National Security Council. The

directive contained no further reference to such cases as the one

which had given rise to the criticism of Hillenkoetter in the Dulles

Report for the exposure of "Bogotaa" Disclosures before committees

of Congress presumably were anthorised disclosures about which the

Director of Central Intelligence would have no doubt unless they were

forbidden by the President.1

As for the "organisation of the Central Intelligence Agency,"

the Council had agreed on July 7, 1949 with McNarney and Hillenkoetter

that the Foreign Broadcast Information Branch should not be included

in the merger of "OSO,a "OPCu and the Contact Branch of RO. But

the Council, possibly ia deference to Hillenkoetter's Comments, did

not immediately accept the proposal of the Dulles Group, endorsed by

McNarney, that the new Operations Division should have a *separate

adinistrationa within the Agency. This exception was referred to the

Secretaries of State and Defense fbr further study. Humelsine and

McNarney were named again. McNarney reported on July 22. Souars

forwarded his paper to the members of the Council three days later,

and invited the Attorney General to take part when the report should

come up for consideration. Clark neither attended nor sent a repre-

- sentative to the meeting of the Council on August 4.2
McNarney'a paper of Ju2y 22 on separate administrative services

of support in the Agency shows that he conferred with Hillenkoetter and

two of his Assistant Directors who would be responsible for carrying
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out the recommendations; presumably they were Colonel Robert i. Schow

of "OS0" and Mr. Frank G. Wisner of "OPC." From previous exchanges

of opinion between Nillenkoetter and Wisner, the assumption is fair

that their ideas still were at variance. Having given full weight to

the views of the Director and his Assistants, said McNarney, the

representatives of the Secretaries of State and Defense reaffirmed the

recom=endation of the Dulles-Jackson-Correa Committee that the proposed

Operations Division should have a *separate administration."1

The endorsement was not, however, so complete an acceptance of

the State Department's interpretation of the power of guidance in

'NSC 10-26 as one might think- Mclarney went into the problem of

administrative support with care. There was marked silence upon

Hillenkoetter's objection that decentralisation of supporting services

ran counter to his responsibility for certifying unvouchered expendi-

tures.2

McNarney found separate administrative organisations for overt

and covert offices particularly desirable in handling these matters:

the management of personnel (except clerical help in headquarters)

including recruitment and security; travel abroad, reproducing and

photo.copying, storage and warehousing for clandestine materials;

fiscal, accounting, and budgetary functions including the management

and control of confidential funds; the arbinistration of contracts

where they involved clandestine matters; and related administrative

business requiring close relationship and knowledge on the part of the
smallest number of officials to insure flexibility and security for
the operations.
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But McNarney recommended that certain other functions should be

kept in the central administrative office of the Agency. These were

the obvious matters of housing, ordinary supplies, transportation in

this country. With them were legal services even for clandestine

operations. This reservation alone indicated that McNarney did not

believe in complete autonomy for the Operations Division within the

Agency, subject to "guidance" from the Departments of State and Defense

and receiving merely cover and services of support in the Agency. The (

law officers of the Director would have a considerable amount of super-

vision and control over the operations of the new Division. 1

McNarney said nothing about the power of the Director himself to

require an acdounting of the smallest project by his subordinate in

charge of covert operations. The Director of Central Intelligence might

not be able to overrule the wishes of the Departments of State and

Defense upon appeal to the Council from their "guidance." So long as

the President kept the Director in office, however, he could hold the

Assistant Director of Covert Operations in check. Congress allotted

unvouchered funds to the Agency for accounting "solely on the certifi-

cate of the Director."2

The Council accepted McNarney's view of the "separate administra-

tion" for the proposed Operations Division in the Agency on August 4

and ordered Hillenkoetter to expedite and complete the merger of "OSO,"

"OPC," and the Contact Branch within ninety days. He was ready on

August 31 with a plan of consolidation which had been accepted among
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the interested parties in the Agency. A preliminary suggestion had

gone, August 16, to Mr. George F. Kennan in the State Department,

Major General James H. Burns in the Office of the Secretary of Defense,

apparently acting in place of General McNarney, and to Colonel Ivan

D. Yeaton, representative of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. It mould seem

that they were functioning as the Consultants to 'OPC on behalf of

the Secretari'es of State and Defense under "NSC 10-2.0

Admiral Hillenkoetter issued a general order on September 20, 19169

to reorganize his system of budgeting, disbursing, and accounting in

conformity with the directive of the National Security Council that

there should be separate adinistrative services for the overt and

covert Offices in the Agency. Budgeting for the whole Agency remained

a centralized staff function under the Ezecutive Director. Overt and

Covert Support Staffs were now created to separate their respective (
2

fiscal and financial affairs, their personnel and supporting services.

Under this arrangement, once the Assistant Director of Special

Operations or of Policy Coordination received his portion of the -

unvouchered funds, he was in charge of their specific budgeting and

disbursement within his Office; their accounting and internal auditing

were to be done apart from those of any other office. Certification C

of the unvouchered funds, however, and the external audit conducted

in the Agency by representatives from the General Accounting Office

and the Comptroller General remained the concern of the Director of

Central Intelligence. This arrangement continued until it was changed



on December 1, 1950 in the administration of General Smith. The change

supported Hillenkoetter's opinion that budgetary, fiscal, and financial

matters should be under central control.

There is no point at thLs Juncture in expJaiaing the details of

the plan for the Operations Division. It did not go into effect. As

Hillenkoetter remembered the episode, neither the State Department nor

the Department of Defense wished to approve the other party's candidate

for the office of Assistant Director of the Operations Division. The

State Department did not want Colonel Schow who held the senior position

as head of 3080," the older Office in the Agency. The Armed Services

would not accept Mr. Wisner, head of "OPC." And so there was no merger

and no creation of an enlarged "OPC" under the guidance of representa-

C' tives of the Secretaries of State and Defense. Hillenkoetter continued

to direct the collection of secret intelligence as he had before the

departure of Colonel Galloway. The Contact Branch, much to the satis-

faction of many who worked in it, remained a part of the overt Office

of Operations. It was there as this account was written in August,

1953 after the Offices of Special Operations and of Polior Coordination

had gone into the process of *integration.'2

Souers advised the Director of Central Intelligence and the*Intel-

ligence Advisory Committee on July 7, 1949 that the Council wished them

to follow Mcarney's commentary upon the recommendations of the Dulles

Group concerning the coordination of intelligence activities and the

production of national estimates as a "statement of principles." Soners
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spoke in the same memorandum of the vote by the Council that the

Director should report within sim months upon "particular intelligence

questions," among them the matter of emergency estimating. Lay

repeated this directive in his memorandum on the following day.

Together these instructions provided an opportunity for Hillenkoetter's

opponents and gave him a task that was to endure for more than six

months.

As we enter this contest over principles steeped in bitterness,

we should keep always in mind that General McNarney did not accept

the argument of the Dulles Report for "collective responsibility."

On the contrary, icNarney favored the individual responsibility of the

Director of Central Intelligence provided there were statements of

"substantially differing opinions." He gave his support to Vandenberg

and Hillenkoetter rather than to William H. Jackson. This fact is to

be kept clear in the heat of the ensuing discussion or there will be

distortion. 2



iv

"State's Four Papers"

The State Department seized the opportunity. At the meeting of

the Intelligence Advisory Committee on July 22, 1949 W. Park Azmstrong

announced that the Department was endeavoring to isolate four or five

problems which involved the Advisory Committee; they were to be

distinguished from the internal affairs of the Agency. icept for the

facts that the personalities were different and specific issues had

changed, one could have been in the fall of 1945, when the Bureau of

the Budget called for coordinating committees and laid the groundwork

for McCormack's plan in the Department of State. There was little

doubt who would endeavor to take the lead in the Intelligence Advisory

Canmittee as Armstrong unfolded the four problems. A fifth regarding

guidance to the Agency from the Departments was not necessary.

Armstrong abandoned it. The four would suffice.

They were presented to Admiral Hillenkoetter on August 2, 1919

for distribution among the representatives of the Departments and the

Agency. The. State Department believed, said Armstrong, that the "aspects

of. NSC-50" which were portrayed in these papers "should be implemented
C

at the earliest feasible time." If Hillenkoetter agreed, they could

be placed on the "IAC agenda." The titles of the four papers weres

Coordination of Intelligence Activities, Production of National Intelli-

gence, Research and Reports, Political Summaries. It is hardly

necessary to examine them in every detail. Certain leads and arguments

will reveal their direction and their purpose. 2
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The first paper threshed the old arguments whether 'ICLPS' was

or was not representative of the Departments from which its members

came to the Agency. Could it serve as a 'joint staff" for the Director

and the Advisory Committee? Or should the Standing Committee instead

of "ICaPS" do the work for the Advisory Committee? The real issue

was whether the Director of Central Intelligence or the Intelligence

Advisory Committee should dominate in coordinating "intelligence activi-

ties."

In favoring the opinion that the Advisory Committee should refer

the problems of coordination to the Standing Committee, Armstrong's

writer in the State Department made an insinuation on the shortcomings

of the Agency that might have seemed novel to General McNarney. 'CUA"

should recognize that "coordination also implies assistance to the

agencies;" they ought to be helped in meeting their responsibilities iet

by "temporary assignments of personnel." It was reminiscent of Lovell's

desire in 1946 for editorial assistance from "CIG" with his huge

Defense Project. But one could hardly imagine that any departmental

intelligence agency under normal conditions would be eager for assign-

ments of personnel from "CIA," however temporary. Departmental ,

antipathy toward inspection was great.1

In his second paper, Armstrong got to the business of producing

national intelligence. He paid little attention to EcNarney's principle

that the Director and the Advisory Committee were not to be bound by

"collective responsibility." Armstrong proposed that the 'IAC" should

!E ltr , .:c't.' :".. : ,sue



"discuss and approve" all national intelligence estimates on which there

was substantial disagreement among the agencies. There could be no

objection to his idea that the Advisory Comnittee should discuss the

estimates. This was the major purpose of having representatives of the

Departments share in making authoritative "coordinated national intelli-

gence estimates.' But to have them "approve" all estimates on which

there was "substantial disagreement among the agencies" was either

needless or it was absurd.

If the formula meant that the dissenting members of the Committee

should approve an estimate from which they had dissented, it was non-

sense. If the formula simply meant that the remaining members should

approve, it was unnecessary. They would approve what they had accepted

in the course of the discussion.

There was a third possibility. If the formula meant that no

estimate could pass without unanimous consent on the part of the depart-

mental members in the Intelligence Advisory Canmittee, then the

Director of Central Intelligence would stand alone in dissent. Neverthe-

less, his opinion would be that of the Central Intelligence Agency of

which he was head by Act of Congress. The makers of policy, it may

be said again, could take his opinion, adopt the estimate of the

advisory Committee, or use their own judgment.

In the third paper, Armstrong returned to ideas which he had

expressed in the fall of 1947. He advocated then that the Agency should

vigorously inspect the work of other intelligence services and engage '
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in little research and evaluation of its own; it should rely upon

"finished departmental intelligence" and confine itself to the produc-.

tion of national estimates. He endorsed now the Estimates Division

proposed by the Dulles Group for that purpose. Aside from national

intelligence, he said, the Agency should produce reports "only in

fields of common concern." The telltale was that it should do so as

prescribed by the Director "on the advice of the AC." If he received

no advice upon a matter, the presumption was that the Agency's new

Research and Reports Division would produce no report.1

To go back to the beginning and start over, Amstrong suggested

that "ICAPS" should prepare for "consideration in IAC" recommendations

on the "delineations of fields of common concern." This should be

done "on a priority basis." Surely Armstrong knew from hearsay regard-

ing the trials of his predecessors, Langer and Eddy, if not from his

own experiences with the NSCIDs," that the "fields of common concern"

had been bounded and much trampled since 1946. But the idea made a

good point for talk. Perhaps that was its purpose. 2

The fourth paper raised again the question which Secretary Byrnes

had taken straight to President Trunman. Should the Agency produce

daily and weekly summaries of events when the State Department was

already issuing political reviews, and other agencies engaged in

similar enterprises? President Truman had welcoined the reports from

the Agency and praised the service from time to time.- He had gained

a reputation, within and without the Agency, for being one of the few
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who did read the summaries. But Armstrong saw more than gratification

of the President in this matter of "political suaries." There

should be another study, this time by "ICaPS," and recommendations for

"consideration by the IAC" on the allocation of responsibility. It

was a "difficult problem," he said, involving information which was

"in part intelligence and in part operational." Again, it is fair

to point out that the departmental intelligence services so far had

been conveying to the Central Intelligence Agency little that they

considered "staff intelligence" or *operational intelligence" belonging

to themselves only. 1

Coincident with Armstrong's "four papers" to take advantage of

the actions by the National Security Council on the McNarney Report,

there appeared a significant study of the Office of Reports and Estimates,

known in the Agency as the Reitsel Report. Its origins were distinct.

Captain Winecoff, formerly deputy to Babbitt in 'ORE' and now

Executive for illenkoetter, urged that they should discover what was

the "mission" of the Office. They should go to the odinal documents

to learn what kinds of estimates they were supposed to make and what

reports they should file. They needed a "blue print.' 2

The committee appointed for the task was familiar with the Dulles

Report and possibly with the Eberstadt Report. But eitsel and his

associates had been working since May without knowledge of MoNarney's

efforts and report. Although aware of the State Department's activities

and interests, they were not conversant with Armstrong's immediate
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aims. The Reitzel Report was relatively free fran interdepartmental

influence. It was rather the product of the divergence and conflict

which had beset the Office since its creation in the summer of 1946

and harassed the preparation of the coiments from the Office to

Hllenkoetter on the Dulles Report. For simplicity's sake, this

cleavage may be ascribed to the antipathy which seems inherent in every

situation where specialists are obliged to accept judgments from others

who are not necessarily expert but are unusually experienced.l .

The Reitsel Report went to Theodore Babbitt, Assistant Director

for Reports and Estimates, on July 19, 1949. It was entitled "Analysis

of ORE Production, with Conclusions, First Report." There never was

another, opinion in the Agency has it, for good reasons. One of them

appears to have been that Babbitt preferred an organization of the

estimating system different from either the Estimates Division which

the Dallas Group proposed and Armstrong endorsed or a modification of

the Global Survey Group in the Agency which Reitsel himself had in

mind. 2

Babbitt had directed the committee on May 4, 1949 to review the

production of "ORE" to see if its effort corresponded with its "mission."

This was clearly in response to the charge in the Dulles Report that

there had been "confusion." Reitsel and his associates went to the

directives of the Council and the Agency. They did not return to

the original administrative order by Montague on August 7, 1946 setting

up the Office of Research and Evaluation for General Vandenberg under
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the authorization of the Fifth Directive of the National Intelligence

Authority. As Reitzel recalled in 1953, his failure to do so was

deliberate. Montague was in the center of the quarrel. His plan for

a national estimating board was at issue. And so, the committee

endeavored to get beneath the structure of the controversy to its bedrock.l

For that very reason, the omission was in error. 'me administra-

tive order of August 7, 1946 showed exactly what were the foundations

of the Office of Reports and Estimates. Moreover, the order made

clear that the work of the geographical specialists in "strategic and

national policy intelligence" was originally to be subject to direction

and coordination by the Central Reports Staff, composed of experienced

men. It was not a question whether one group was abler than the other.

It was essential to the whole process of estimating that there should

be reflection upon the findings of the specialists, and that such

reconsideration should be concentrated in one board of estimators.

Specialists of course could be members of such a board of review. Final

estimating should not be dispersed among several boards working by

chance in concert, as often at cross-purposes and incompletely informed. 2

For reasons of policy in the suer of 1949, Reitzel saw fit to

leave out of his report any reference to plans or actions prior to the

Act of Congress establishing the National Security Council and placing

the Central Intelligence Agency under its jurisdiction. Technically

he was correct in reporting that no adequate definition of an "ORE

mission" existed under the directives of the Council and the Agency.
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He was justified in saying that GNSCID 3" did not make explicit state-

ment of the "relevant parts in the form of a mission for ORE." But

it would seem that he went too far in stating that the Office was

"without an authoritative frame of reference" to plan, guide, and

appraise its production. "NSCID 3" was legally "authoritative.' It

did not "spell out" details, to be sure; it left those to reasoned

interpretation by the responsible officers in the Agency. The function

of the Council, if Royall's view is accepted, was not to give specific

order on small matters but to issue "broad directives" on affairs of

major import.1

The proper criticism in the Beitsel Report was not so much criticism

of authority, or lack of it, as of internal policy and administration.

The Agency had authority to produce national intelligence. It did not

have power to compel the coordination of departmental intelligence

activities. It had only the power to advise the Council and to recommend

action in regard to matters of coordination. 2

The Reitsel Report elaborated upon "patterns of production" which

had been turned from the original design of "current intelligence"

and "strategic and national policy intelligence" for a restricted

audience of policy-makers to a wide range of general intelligence for

lesser uses. The pressures had come from external demands upon the

Office of Reports and Estimates and from competition within it among

the Branches and Groups. The inference was apparent that a stronger

will should have been exerted in the Office to prevent haphazard, unre-

lated, and inconsequential reporting. Babbitt looked back upon the



situation ruefully. He knew, he said, that he should have been

"touger than he was. 1

At the time, Babbitt was not affected by the Reitzel Report so

much as by the open criticism of "ORE" in Armstrong's "four papers"

for the State Department. As one who had spent some time in its Office

of Intelligence Research before coming to the Agency to head the Office

of Reports and Estimates on the nomination of the State Department,

Babbitt was familiar with situations and personalities in both places.

Be was aware, too, from a report which he had signed shortly after

arriving in the Agency during the summer of 1947, that the Department

of State was remiss in its "coordinating" with the Office of Reports

and Estimates. The record showed that the Department delayed more

than any of the Armed Services. It was rather more galling, then, to

be charged with confusion and ineptitude by the State Department than

by the Department of Defense. 2

Babbitt wrote to Hillenkoetter on August 15, 1949 that he was in

"fundantal disagreement with the general principles" underlying

Armstrong's proposals. Arnstrong assumed that the National Security

Council had approved specifically the realignments in the Agency recom-

mended by the Dulles Report. The fact was that the Council had accepted '

McNarney's Report as "NSC 50," and McNarney had recognized that there

were other ways than those of the Dulles Report for reaching the same

objectives. Armstrong had stated that the "NSCIDs" were adequate.

Babbitt subaitted that "NSCID 1" and "NSCID 3" both should be strengthened.3
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He was ready with another. "NSCID 1" on policies, duties and

responsibilities. It should identify all categories of intelligence

requirements and allocate responsibilities for collection and produc-

tion throughout the intelligence system of the Goverment. "ORE" would

have the "continuing interchange" of intelligence and unevaluated

information between the departmential services and toe Agency include

"operational" information and any which was to be given "special security

handling." In the latter case, each service would arrange promptly .

with the Director of Central Intelligence for the proper safeguards.

And the "OE'" proposal would have each service upon specific request from

the Director give "first priority" to the requirements of the Agency.

The cmbersome method of "NSCID 4" for determining priority of "national

intelligence objectives" in the Staff of the National Security Council

would be superseded. From the marginal notes on his copy, Prescott

Childs, chief of "ICAPS," appears to have thought the proposed revision

of "NSCID l too strong. It was withdrawn on October 3 before

Hillenkoetter's report to the Council. Even so, it was good to have

stress put directly upon real weaknesses in the existing procedure. 1

Babbitt declared that "NSCID l and "NSCID 3" not only did not

provide adequate priority in departmental support for the Agency. The

directives, he .said, made no mention of the Agency's role as the

intelligence service of the National Security Council, which in fact it

was according to law whether or not the members of the departmental

intelligence services ever thought so. Babbitt objected to definition
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of national intelligence as solely "integrated departmental intelligence.

The Agency itself, he might have added, made significant contributions

to that integration from its secret collection of intelligence abroad.

armstrong's misinterpretations, said Babbitt, led him to believe

that the Agency should not enter into the negotiations with the Intelli-

gence Advisory Committee which Armstrong desired. Armstrong's ideas

about changes in the organization of the Agency might not materialize.

"NSC 50" did not require that they should. The Agency did not have to .

establish an Estimates Division. The Office of Reports and Estimates

was preparing reconmendations for Hillenkoetter to consider in regard

to the responsibilities of the Office and the production of intelligence..

The Director might prefer those recomnendations. In the meantime, the

Standing Committee of the Intelligence Advisory Committee should take

up the proposed revisions of "NSCID 1" and "NSCID 3" for report to the

Advisory Conmittee. RORE" would have a revision of "NSCID 3" on

production to submit shortly.

At the next meeting of the Intelligence Advisory Conmittee on

August 19, Babbitt's recommendations were disregarded and Armstrong's

"four papers" were referred in their entirety to the Standing Committee.

The crux of the matter, as Prescott Childs, chief of "ICAPS", reported

it to Hillenkoetter, was that the State Department wanted "ORE" to

leave the field of major research to its own Office of Intelligence

Research. The Agency should have only "a very small research staff"

to support its small Estimates Division. Until the National Security

Council settled the issue there would always be friction and duplication.
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The State Department also felt that it alone was the authority on

political intelligence; no matter who asked for political information

from the Agency, he should be advised to go to the State Department.

Childs thought one man could correct that impression if he wished.

President Truman had informed Secretary Byrnes that the daily summary

of the Central Intelligence Group was information which the President

needed, and so it was intelligence to him.

Out of the reference of the "four papers" to the Standing Committee

came a development that was not happy for Armstrong and the State

Department. The members of the Standing Committee from the Department

of Defense separated from the representatives of the State Department,

Atomic Energy Commission, and Federal Bureau of Investigation to prepare

a memorandum of their views in common. This they presented to the

Standing Committee on September 8. As soon as Colonel Booth, representing

the State Department, understood that they were in agreement, he

remarked that the meeting was finished. They were "all set." 'We still

like ours best," he said, "so we have a definite split to put before

the IAC., 2

The members of the Standing Committee from the Department of

Defense considered the internal organization of the Agency to be "the

sole responsibility" of the Director of Central Intelligence. The

matter of an Estimates Division, therefore, was not appropriate for

action by the Standing Committee or by the Intelligence Advisory Com-

mittee itself unless the Director asked for its advice. The original
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proposals of the State Department should be referred with all pertinent

data to "ICAPS" for a comprehensive report. "ICLPS" should consist

of full-time members supplied by the members of the "IAC," but it should

be under the direction of and responsible to the Director of Central

Intelligence. It should do the staff work for the "IAC" and its

Standing Committee and perform such other functions as the Director of

Central Intelligence should direct. After this defeat Colonel Booth

might continue to argue that "ICLPS"could not serve two masters. There

was little for Armstrong to do except await the comprehensive study by

3 ICAPS3 and Hillnkoetter's report to the Council on his progress with

the instructions in "NSC 50".1

Before Hillenkoetter made this report to the Council, he called

upon the Office of Reports and Estimates for another recording of the

evidence that cooperation between the Intelligence Advisory Committee

and the Central Intelligence Agency had failed. The compilation which

he received, September 30, 1949, was arranged in three parts: those

(obstacles which resulted from departmental policy, failures of action- by

the departmental services, failures on their part in coordinating reports

and estimates from the Agency. Statements of particular cases were
2given in each category.

The "NSCID's" themselves were examples of the restrictions and

reservations placed upon the Agency by the Departments. In addition

they failed' to meet their obligations in amount of material or of time

for the Agency to develop the resulting intelligence. They withheld
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information of value for estimates upon one Justification or another

according to their own interpretations of the directives. They did not

advise the Agency as soon as they had completed their research and pro-

duction, and were ready to proceed with cooperative estimating. They

delayed over their concurrences and dissents. They introduced matters

of departmental policy having little or nothing to do with cases in

question. The outstanding eample which followed General Clay's promo-
. (.

nition of war in March, 1948 has been given in the preceding chapter to
1

show the effect upon the Dulles Survey Group.

Hillenkoetter had now in October, 1949 to report to the National

Security Council progress in establishing better relationships with the

departmental intelligence services. Their chiefs sat in the Intelli-

gence Advisory Committee. The Committee was expected in some quarters

to take the lead and became the body of consent as well as of advice to

the Director, of Central Intelligence.

C

onC.
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Decisions - 1950

Admiral Hillenkoetter was well informed before he made his first

report of progress in compliance with the Council's actions of July 7,

1949 on the McNarney Report. In addition to the record from "ORE

of its difficulties with the departmental intelligence services, he had

a special report from his Assistant Director of Scientific Intelligence

and advices from his legal officers.

Maohle aggressively assigned elsewhere, with supporting evidence,

the inability of the Office of Scientific Intelligence to accomplish

its "mission." It was due to the indifference and obstruction of the

departmental services. He urged that a new directive from the Council

should force the Departments to recognize the intent of the National

Security Act and give proper authorisation to the Central Intelligence

Agency. The power which had been granted to Vandenberg by the National

Intelligence Authority on February 12, 1947, said Machle, should be

restored; Hillenkoetter should be the "agent" of the Secretaries in the

Council; the idea must be elminated that the Intelligence Advisory

Committee was the "Board of Directors" of the Central Intelligence Agency.

iMachle distracted his audience somewhat from his primary grievance,

the recalcitrance of the Departments, by including the Office of Special

Operations in his criticism at this time.1

Houston and Pforzheimer in the General Counsel's Office prepared

two memoranda for Hillenkoetter to consider with the proposed revisions
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of "NSCID 1" on the duties and responsibilities of the Agency and of

3 NSCID 3" regarding the production of intelligence. The first of these

papers, dated September 27, 1949 explained the legal responsibilities

of the Agency under the National Security Act of 1947 and stated the

intentions of Congress as they were understood by Houston and Pforsheimer.

Both had been actively engaged as officers of the Agency with repre-

sentatives of the Army, Navy, the President, and with Members of Congress

in drafting the statute.1

Whatever subsequent interpretations and uncertainties from

inadequate wording there might be, the intent of Congress, they said,

was clear and unchanged. Congress intended to create an independent

intelligence agency to perform the functions set forth in the Act.

Proof of this intent could be found in the fact that whenever anything

went wrong with the Agency or questions arose, as in the Bogota Affair,

Congress held the Director personally responsible and looked no further.

Congress intended to have the National Security Council exercise only

the "broadest type of guidance.' The day-to-day operations of the

Agency were in the hands of the Director. Congress had placed him and

the Agency under the direction of the National Security Council for two

important reasons. One was that the President was too busy to give

adequate personal attention to the needs of the .Agency and should not

be burdened. The Agency, however, could not be left in a "vacuum."

It was in fact a part of the executive system. For the second reason,

therefore, the Agency should be placed where it could answer to the
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President and his Secretaries, especially to the Secretaries of State

-and Defense whose Departments were the "primary users" of the material

which the Agency produced. Congress did not intend that they should

govern every move of the Agency. They should "set certain broad pat-

terns and directives for the Agency to follow."

Congress had clearly established duties and functions for the

Agency. It was certain that the duty of advising the Council concerning

the intelligence activities of the Departments meant that the Director

as head of the Agency could give positive advice on the "inadequacies,

gaps, and overlaps" in the entire field of foreign intelligence. The

fact that other intelligence agencies were "loath to accept such a

concept," did not alter the fact that such supervisory power lay within

the function of the Central Intelligence Agency.

For the same ultimate purpose, Congress had given the Director

and the Agency the duty of making recommendations for the coordination

of departmental intelligence activities. Again, the fact that such

recommendations had been reduced in "joint papers" to compromises with

the departmental services, compromises which lacked effectiveness, did

not alter the fact that Congress had given the Agency the power to make

"positive and aggressive recommendations for improvement of all intelli-

ligence activities relative to the national security." The remark was

double-edged. It cut the pretensions of the departmental chiefs of

intelligence. It told Hillenkoetter that he had the permission of Con-

gress and of the President to speak his mind to the Council as he
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pleased in regard to the national system of intelligence. If he

refrained, it was not from lack of authorization by Congress, but from

choice.

Houston and Pforaheimer turned than to the duty of the Agency

to correlate, evaluate, and disseminate intelligence relating to the

national security. There was no question, they declared, as to what

Congress intended in this matter. In placing the burden of correlating

and evaluating such intelligence upon the Agency, Congress meant the

Agency to have the raw material necessary to perform the function.

Representative Judd had stated in the course of the debate on July 19,

1947 that all intelligence relating to the national security developed

by the agencies of the Government must be made available to the

Director of Central Intelligence.

The scope of the word "national" was indisputable. The special

provision for the consent of the Director of the "FBI" did not mean

that he should withhold any of the information which the "FBI" possessed,

but that its operations in the field of internal security should be

safe from inspection. The right of the Agency to inspect all other

intelligence materials to the extent recommended by the Council and

approved by the President showed most clearly that the purpose of

Congress was to have the Agency receive all of the information which it

needed to perform its functions. Here the Council had vitiated the

intent of Congress. The Council had stipulated in ONSCID 1" that the

Director could inspect such materials of intelligence only by arrangement

C
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with the head of the departmental intelligence service concerned. The

Directive of the Council should be revised to give the Director and

the Agency proper working control where Congress meant them to have it.

The second paper from the General Counsel's Office, which reached

its third draft on October 13, after Hillenkodtter had made his first

report on progress to the Council, went more into detail with regard

to the devices and rationalizations which the Departments employed

to withhold information from the Central Intelligence Agency. The

memorandum was designed to accompany the revisions of "NSCID 1 and

"NSCID 3" to be submitted by the Agency to the National Security

Council.

Not only were the departmental intelligence services holding out

"operational" information and "eyes only" reports and denying. the Agency

materials which required "special security handling." They resorted to

intelligence memoranda plausibly serving their purposes only,. which

carried nevertheless overtones of value to estimating in the Agency.

They invoked the "third agency rule." It was reasonable to say that

they were willing to release information to the Agency but they could

not allow it to pass the information along to another intelligence ser-

vice, particularly to a foreign service; and so, they should not let

the Agency have the information in the first place. It was reasonable

but it was also to the great disadvantage of national estimating in

the Central Intelligence Agency. And then there were the practices of

questioning whether the Agency would find a piece of information useful
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and of delaying over deliveries to the Agency. It had no power to

commandeer intelligence. It could only request. There was not even an

effective system of priorities for delivery though the departmental

services might be willing to deliver, when tney got around to it. The

result was that materials arrived eventually, but often after they had

lost their greatest usefulness to the Agency in preparing its estimates

for the National Security Council and the President.

The two memoranda from Houston and Pforsheimer gave to Hillenkoetter

the arguments and the conclusions with which to send the proposed

revisions of "NSCID 1" and "NSCID 3" to the National Security Council.

ge might take the offensive against critics in the Departments of State

and Defense. He might follow up the actions of the Council on McNarney's

Report with further recommendations that were his right under the Act

of Congress whether or not members of the Intelligence Advisory Com-

mittee enjoyed the prospect. They would have more influence perhaps

than he upon the Secretaries of the Departments who sat in the Council.

It did not follow that they would have greater persuasion with the

President. Mr. Trunan had told Hillenkoetter frequently that the

Agency was his own intelligence service, and again and again that he was

looking to Hillenkoetter to get information for hini. Hillenkoetter was

not to care what the members of the "IAC" thought. 1

Admiral Hillenkoetter did not choose to take the offensive at

this time. He preferred, as he had in the summer of 1946, to do without

the practices of an executive agent and to await better conditions for
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Central Intelligence. He and his associates were endeavoring to profit

from their experiences and from constructive criticism. It was his

nature and his training to carry out orders though he did not agree

with them. It was not in his character to jump to conclusions that

others were staling him. It seemed necessary on occasion to tell him

that they were. It was, after all has been thought and said of him,

a matter of timing for Hillenkoetter with regard to the welfare of the

Agency. His own appears not to have been absorbing to him. It was his

reward when he left the Agency to find in the usual letter of thanks

from the President, a remark that was not so common. He had performed

his duties, said Truman, "in a manner designed to serve the national

interest rather than that of any particular group."

i

Replies to the State Department

Hillenkoetter had made the preparations necessary for consolidating

the Office of Special Operations, the Office of Policy Coordination,

and the Contact Branch of the Office of Operations in a new Operations

Division. He had submitted his plan to the Departments of State and -

Defense. It remained for them to consider the changes in "NSC 10-2"

which were involved and to agree upon the man whom they would like to

see at the head of the Division. Hillenkoetter had reorganized the

financial and fiscal work of the Agency in accordance with McNarney's

second report on July 22, so that there should be separate Covert and

Overt Support Staffs. "ICAPS" had been renamed the Coordination,
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Operations and Policy Staff and given more duties within tae Agency;

for one, it was to work with the Management Staff on improvement progras

in the annual budgeting of the Agency. But, Hillenkoetter reported to

the Council, he still considered "ICAPS" responsible only to the

Director of Central Intelligence, though it was a joint staff and devoted

to "interdepartmental coordination.

Hillenkoetter did not approve the establishment of a Coordination

Division comparable to the Operations Division. He preferred to leave

the Office of Collection and Dissemination as it was, an independent

"housekeeping" office performing centralised services. It was neither

necessary nor desirable to involve those functions with "policy plannmg"

as the Dulles Group had advised. Some appropriate place would be found

in the Agency for the Foreign Documents Branch which would be left

out of the new Operations Division. The Foreign Broadcast Information

Branch, as McNarney had agreed, would not be included in it. Hillen-

koetter did not say what he would do with the Office of Operations

when the proposed consolidation of overt collection and secret collection

with covert operations had been accepted by the State and Defense

Departments. In fact he did not have to break up the .Office of Operations.

The plan for the Operations Division did not succeed.

This first report of progress went to the Council on October 10.

Hillenkoetter made no request for action. He was informing the Council

of what had been done in response to its instructions of July 7 and

within the discretion which it had given to him. But Under Secretary

Webb did not allow the event to pass without conent on December 13 to



Souers, Executive Secretary of the Council. It would be helpful, wrote

Webb, if the Director were to explain further tne organization waich

he planned in accordance with the recommendations of the Dulles Survey

Group as approved in the McNarney Report with respect to estimating and

research. Hillenkoetter had not accepted the proposal of an Estimates

Division separate from a Research and Reports Division. He believed

that other methods would accomplish the same objectives. Good estimates,

he said, should be closely tied with research. He reported that "GRE"

was reorganizing. 1

Webb wished particularly to know how the Agency would meet the

requirements of "NSC 50' concerning national estimates. It seems appeent

that he already knew. The plan which Hillenkoetter submitted in his

report of progress on December 27 was well within his rights under

elsC 50. But it was not the organization for reports and estimates

which the Dullea Group had urged, and which some members of the Agency

with the most experience in central intelligence had endorsed. Nor

was it the plan which Hillenkoetter had advanced in his Comments on the

Dulles Report to the Council in the preceding February. The plan which

Hillenkoetter had accepted from "ORE" since the argument had begun

over Armstrong's *Four Papers," and Reitsel had made his report to

Babbitt, laid the Agency open to renewed attack from the Departments of

State and Defense. 2

Close upon Secretary Webb's inquiry of December 13, "ICLPS,"

known now as *COLPS," submitted the comprehensive report on "State's
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Four Problems" which the members of the Standing Committee from the

Department of Defense had proposed in September. The Intelligence

Advisory Committee had finally agreed in November, although it weakened

the prestige of the "IAC" to concede that a staff responsible to the

Director of Central Intelligence, rather than to the Advisory Committee

itself, should make such a report.1

Every bid in Armstrong's "Four Papers" for supervision and control

over the Agency was rebuffed by "COAPS." It should do the staff work

on all problems brought to the attention of the Intelligence Advisory

Committee. With adequate staff study there would be no need to subit

items for the agenda to the Standing Cammittee before their consideratfon

by the "IAC"; matters should be referred to the Standing Committee

by the "IAC" in order to speed up "the attainment of interdepartmental

views on interdepartmental issues." This would preclude those minor

disputes between the Agency and individual members of the OIAC" which

had contributed to the debate and the delay in the councils of the

Advisory Board and its ad hoc committees. 2

The advice that the Agency ought to fulfil its coordinating

responsibility for programs of research through the proposed Estimates

Division was gratuitous. Other Departments and agencies of the

Goverment were not to tell the Agency what its internal organization

should be. That was the concern of the Director of Central Intelligence

until the Council should instruct him to do otherwise. Similar sug-

gestions in "State's Four Papers" had the same reception. When "CGPS"
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came to the familiar statement that the Agency should have free access

to the plans and programs of tne other intelligence agencies subject

to "overall departmental regulation," the answer for the Central

Intelligence Agency dispensed with all sham. The "IiC". members should

(instruct their respective organizations that such regulation should

mean *only the security regulations' in each case.

The Agency would be glad to take the responsibility for "active

liaison," but it would have to be on the understanding that there would

be "free access" to the plans and programs of the departmental agencies

and "free flow" of their materials. This interrelationship was in fact

essential to a national system of intelligence. By the same token, tia

Agency would endeavor to effect coordination with "positive action,"

after receiving guarantees of "full cooperation"from the departmental

agencies. Here once more was the issue in its simplest terms. The

concepts of *forthright initiative and leadership" and of "full

cooperation" were magnificent to contemplate. Their accomplishment was

hopeless without a sanction.

To Armstrong's suggestion that the Agency should refer to the

departmeatal services all requests for intelligence other than

national intelligence, "COAPS' replied that departmental estimates

were usually limited to the viewpoints of the Departments concerned.

Such estimates would not necessarily meet the requirements of the

original requestor. The Central Intelligence Agency had a responsibility

to him which would not be discharged by merely calling upon another

intelligence service for the production of an estimate. The "IAC"

C'
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agencies should realize that "CIA" had been placed in the "Executive

Structure" to enable it to prepare national intelligence estimates .

objectively, without the necessity of referring or deferring to

established policy. For this reason, the Agency had responsibility for

producing estimates even in the "fields of dominant interest" which had

been allocated to the Departments.

It was a contention with intrinsic merit. But it was not one to

gratify the State Department which was striving to retain political

intelligence for itself. Nor would it please the Department of Defense

whose Armed Services were jealous of their "operational" intelligence

and determined to keep military estimating within the Joint Intelligence

Camittee of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.1

As for the proposal that the Central Intelligence Agency should

assist the departmental services in meeting their responsibilities, in

some cases including temporary assignments of personnel, "COAPS' declared

that such "coordination" was unsound in general application. Lovell's

Defense Project which had grown into the program of National Intelligence

Surveys was not to be considered a precedent. It was an exception to

the "normal operating practices of CIA." The Agency was the recipient

of financial allotments from the Departments rather than the dispenser

of funds. It should be understood that whenever the Agency did give

financial assistance to an "IAC agency," the aid was for a "particular

purpose"; the Agency did not prepare, could not properly prepare, a

budget to take care of anything but "contingency" cases of this nature.

A-V -~...- I* S . -A 1v~ ... L Co Ai: d
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On reading this protest, one could not- but recall why covert

psychological warfare, though subject to remote control by the Secretary

of State, had been assigned to the Agency under "NSC 4-A." It was in

large part because the Agency not only afforded cover but had unvouchered

funds fran Congress to be accounted for solely on the certificate of

the Director of Central Intelligence. 1

The Agency could not accept the statement in Armstrong's second

paper that national intelligence applied only to intelligence which

was interdepartmental in substance. If "COAPS" agreed, it would weaken

the principle that the Agency was an independent instrument of government

created by Act of Congress. The Central Intelligence Group may have -

been a "cooperative interdepartmental activity." The Central Intelli-

gence Agency was an institution created by Congress and endowed by

Congress with definite functions. These had not been detailed and

refined in the National Security Act; they were particular and definite

nonetheless. Departmental intelligence was designated and set apart

in the Act of Congress. 2

The Agency was given the right to have -access to that departmental

intelligence in order to correlate and evaluate intelligence relating

to the national security. There was no statement in the Act that the

Agency could have access to no other information than departmental

intelligence. The correct interpretation, on the contrary, was that the

Agency should have other sources of intelligence; it did so when it

performed "additional services of common concern" and engaged in "other
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functions and duties" as the Council from time to time might direct.

The production of national intelligence was the business of the Director

of Central Intelligence. in accordance with "NSCID 1." He was not obliged

to conduct it as the Intelligence Advisory Committee might see fit

to advise him. "COAPS" summarily rejected the recomnendation from the

State Department because it failed to recognize "the responsibilities

imposed by law."l

The 'IAC agencies* should recognize that national intelligence was

not simply editing and joining departmental products. It was the

result of evaluation and analysis transcending the "competency, capacity,
and policies3 of any Department. Duplication, within reasonable boundi,

was more a "blessing than a curse.' Duplication among the departmental

intelligence services themselves was as much to be apprehended and

deplored. "COAPS" urged again that the "IAC agencies" themselves should

expedite the *free flow" of departmental information to the Central

Intelligence Agency.

They should give up the idea that, except in 'crisis situations,*

no step should be taken by the Agency in preparing national estimates

before consultation with the departmental agencies. In short, they

should abandon their notion that the Intelligence Advisory Committee

was a "Board of Directors* responsible for the "content of CIA's prod-

ucts" - the National Intelligence Estimates. They did not have the

right to stop an estimate on which there was "substantial disagreement."
They might dissent. They did not have collective responsibility.



Armstrong's provision in his third paper that, aside from national

intelligence, the Agency should produce intelligence reports only in

fields of common concern "on the advice of the IAC" was too restrictive

upon the Agency and the Director of Central Intelligence. Worse than

that, the provision was contrary to the Act of Congress. Neither the

Director nor the Intelligence Advisory Cemei t-could set aside the

obligation of the Director to comply with requests from the President

and the National Security Council, whether or not those requests pertained

to matters of *cammon concern." It was. the function of the President

and the Council to decide what related to "national security.* Doubt-

less Armstrong did not suppose that the Council could issue a directifI

authorizing the Director and the Advisory Committee to set aside the

Council's own obligations under the Act of Congress. His suggestion,

however, gave room for that supposition and subjected itself to question.

"C0APS" rejected the recommendation.

Then came the definition of "common concern." It was easy to

say that such fields of activity were those which did not fall wholly

within the responsibility of any one Department or Agency. It was quite

another problem to draw the lines around those areas. The best
coordination, said "COAPS,m was not achieved by *delineation" of the

fields. The precedent of the Scientific Intelligence Camoittee just

created for interdepartmental planning and coordination seemed applicable

to economic matters. "CQAPS. proposed that the Director of Central C

Intelligence should establish a similar Economic Intelligence Committee. 1

C
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The recommendation in Armstrong's fourth paper that there should

be study and recomendation to the Intelligence Advisory Cammittee

on "political sumamaries". did not detain "COAPS". The Daily and Weekly

Stunaries of the Agency were based upon the Department of State's

materials, but they were issued as current intelligence, the only-

reports of that nature designed primarily for the President and the

National Security Council. The inference was clear. The Summaries

were not usurping functions of another agency. If those for whom they
were designed no longer had use for them, they could readily be abandoned
without further study by an ad hoc committee and pondering in the
Intelligence Advisory Connaittee.

Hillenkoetter's second report of progress to the National Security
Council on December 27 followed the barrage which "(DAPS' had laid

upon "State's Four Papers." Hillenkoetter took up as they were listed

in McNarney's Report the "particular intelligence questioni' requiring

an answer from the Director of Central Intelligence within six months.

On scientific intelligence, Hillenkoetter could say that the
Office of Scientific Intelligence had been established in January, 1949
as the Dulles and Eberstadt Reports were completed. And, with the con-
currence of the Intelligence Advisory Committee, the interdepartmental C
Scientific Intelligence Conittee had been created on October 28, 1949
to "plan, support, and coordinate" the production of scientific intelli-
gence as it affected national security. He made no prophecy as to the
successful outcome of its enterprise. 1
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This permanent connittee to expedite the acquisition of scientific

intelligence of every sort had been delayed five months. Much time

had gone into expatiation upon the special safeguards and unique

requirements of the departmental intelligence services. The chief cause

of hesitation and delay appears however to have been unwillingness to

have the Scientific Intelligence Committee and its ad hoc working groups

bound by regulations of the Director of Central Intelligence. The

Comittee should be free to set its own problems; it should report to

the Intelligence Advisory Committee; that is, to the departmental chiefs

of intelligence among whom the "DCI" was only chairman. The formla

which finally passed all obstructions was that -problems which could nor

be solved in the Scientific Intelligence Committee would be referred,

"with appropriate recommendations, to the DCI for consideration by the
Intelligence Advisory Committee."l

The Federal Bureau of Investigation, said Hillenkoetter, had

accepted membership in the Intelligence Advisory Committee to coordinate

domestic intelligence and related matters with foreign intelligence.

The Office of Special Operations in the Agency was working closely

with the "FBI." As for "crisis situations" and the estimating with

regard to them in which the "FBI" was expected to participate, Hillen-

koetter reported that a written understanding of February 2, 1949 with
members of the "AG" had yet to be incorporated in a directive. The

matter had recently been referred to the National Security Council after
a meeting of the Intelligence Advisory Committee in which no agreement
on the method of issuing the directive had been reached.
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A "DCI" on the subject had been sent to the departmental agencies.

But, as in previous cases, they would not accept a directive from the

Director of Central Intelligence; and so the Army's proposal had been

referred on December 19 to the Council. Souers submitted a memorandum

on "crisis situations," December 22; the National Security Council

amended "NSCID 1" on January 19, 1950. A new paragraph stipulated that

whenever any member of the Intelligence Advisory Committee obtained

information which indicated an impending crisis, he should imediately

furnish the other members of the Committee with the information and the

Director of Central Intelligence should convene the Committee. As

soon as the Director received the views of the members, he should

promptly prepare and disseminate the national intelligence estimate, with

the substantially differing opinions. Thus the National Security

Council completed for the time being the reaction which had begun with

Clay's "war scare" in March, 1948. It was the only revision of "NSCID 1"

in January, 1950 although the knowledge was general that the Directive

was satisfactory neither to officers in the Agency nor to its critics

in the Departments of State and Defense. 1

Hillenkoetter also had something to say about "political sum-

maries." The Agency must continually and systematically report on

current developments, as the intelligence facility of the Council and

the President. Each departmental agency was authorized to produce cur-

rent publications required for its own needs. On the exploitation of

foreign nations, groups and individuals, he went into more detail to

show the monitoring by the Foreign Broadcast Information Division of

WLVIL
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foreign radio broadcasts within the United States, the continuing

survey of foreign language publications and their foreign correspondents,

and groups which were being handled by the gional offices

of the Agency in the large cities of the country.

Individual aliens were coming under the Agency's observation in

collaboration with the "FBI." Action was being taken with the Intelli-

gence Division of the Army to obtain closer coordination of secret

intelligence in occupied areas of the Far East and Europe. Defectors

had been a matter of importance for more than a year. Hillenkoetter

looked to the time when the proposed "NSCIDs" on this delicate problem

should be in operation. Meanwhile a "pro tem interdepartmental working

committee" was in charge. The Office of Special Operations was striving

for better counterespionage and closer liaison with the *FBI." From

these matters on which he could report little more than persistent

efforts to improve the performance of the Agency, Hillenkoetter turned

to the plans for which the State Department seemed most impatient.

Webb's inquiry of December 13 drew from Hillenkoetter on December 27

an explicit statement of his purposes and arrangements to meet the

requirement of the Council that he should change the system of estimating

in the Agency. Be did not adopt the suggestions in the Dulles Report C
of a small Estimates Division and a separate Research and Reports

Division engaging primarily in economic investigation. illenkoetter

chose other means, as "lSC 50" allowed, to reach the same objectives.
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Hillenkoetter preferred to reorganize the Office of Reports and

Estimates and to retain both functions of research and estimating

under the control of a single officer responsible to him. The Assistant

Director would be chairman of an Estimates Production Board composed

of the chiefs of the geographical and functional divisions within "ORE."

The Board was to advise the Assistant Director on programs for producing

intelligence and on the essential priorities; it was to reconnend the

scope and the "terms of reference" for national intelligence estimates;

it was to participate in the production and the "final substantive

review" of such estimates before they went to the Intelligence Advisory

Committee for coordination. -

At first glance it may appear that the Estimates Production Board

would be a real board of correlation and synthesis from whose thinking

upon evidence from every possible source would emerge national estimates.

But other features in the plan for "ORE" indicated that the Estimates

Production Board was not likely to become such a body of final review.

Each regional division in "ORE" was to have its own Estimates Staff

supported by regional, analytical, and research branches. They were

to afford "separate facilities for high level estimates." Each Staff would

produce "national intelligence estimates" within its own area.

These estimates would not go directly to the Intelligence Advisory

Committee. They would pass through the Estimates Production Board

on the way. But they were not likely to receive more than a cursory

exaination as they passed. They certainly wculd not undergo the
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scrutiny, appraisal, and detached judgment that a board of "final

substantive review". should be expected to give them. The Estimates

Production Board was to be composed of the chiefs of the geographical

and functional divisions whose estimates staffs had just produced the

so-called "national intelligence estimates." One should not try one's

own case.

The realignment of "ORE" furthermore contained the Central Research

Group which had appeared for a time in the "Comments of ORE" on the

Dulles Report only to disappear before the paper was submitted to

Hillenkoetter on February 1k, 1949. This Group now consisted of the

Map Division, the old Basic Intelligence Group renamed the National

Intelligence Survey Division, and the Plans and Policy Staff. It looked

very much like realignments on paper to give pleasure to interested

persons. That it would become the research center of the Office and of

the Agency, or rival the Office of Intelligence Research in the Depart-

ment of State, was problematical. Hillenkoetter did not say.1
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Webb and Magruder

Using the major theme of "cooperation" in national estimating,

the Departments of State and Defense moved to the offensive in the

spring of 1950 on higher ground. Sponsored by Under Secretary of State

Webb, a staff study largely written by General Magruder on assignment

for the Secretary of Defense was to go directly to the National

Security Council, of course after Admiral Hillenkoetter had seen it

and had an opportunity to express his views. He was wide open to such

an attack. The arrangement in the Agency for an Estimates Production

Board had fallen short of the Estimates Group which Hillenkoetter

announced in his "Camments on the Dulles Report" in February, 19h9.

Babbitt, Assistant Director of Reports and Estimates, had not yet made

the Global Survey Group the nucleus of a single national estimates

board with geographical and functional specialists taking part as their

knowledge became essential. _He-had not reached for .the ideal which he -

had in mind. To do so might have required resignations in the Office

which he was not prepared to ask. 1

Instead there had been what amounted to surrender within the

Agency to the principle of dispersion. There were many estimating

boards, each working in a limited geographical or functional province.

Nor was the Central Research Group equipped for the task, except per-

haps in the production of the encyclopedic "National Intelligence

Surveys" of conditions reaching from yesterday into the historic past.
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There was no adequate provision in such a group for sweeping research

into the conditions of the present indispensable in the production of

national estimates. Possibly the research staffs of the geographical

divisions might have supplied that dynamic investigation, but the

presumption was that they were occupied with the needs of the respective

Estimates Staffs.

The Estimates Production Board and the Central Research Group

did not promise correlation and syntheses of widely gathered materials,

the concerted thinking which the advocates of central intelligence had

right to expect. Moreover, there was immediate proof of weakness within

the Office of Reports and Estimates. The Estimates Production Board -(

did not handle the "program of production" effectively. A committee,

known from its chairman as the Stout Committee, made a report to show

that such a program was essentially the task of a single authority.

Though the idea of a single officer was impliit, the St'ate Report

recommended a representative committee. Presumably it would reach

decisions by a majority vote. But four members of the Stout Committee -

held in dissent that the several heads of the geographical and functional

divisions in the Office, individually, were the ones to decide what

estimates should be produced. Unless there were superhunan coincidence

of opinion there would be about as many estimates undertaken simul-

taneously as. there were heads of divisions. The chances of coordination

would be as slim within the Agency as without. The resulting estimates

might be of national importance. They were not so likely to be national
in scope. 1
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Talk persisted in the Agency that the Estimates Production

Board was subterfuge, that there was no real intention to have a single

board of coordination and final review. This opinion assumes that

Hillenkoetter, Babbitt and others in "ORE" did not take the inquiries

and recommendations of the Dulles Survey Group seriously nor think

that the National Security Council would follow up the McNarney Report

with decisive action. Some warned at the time that heads would roll

from the guillotine unless something were done to end the "confusion"

of which the Office was accused and there were efforts to produce

coordinated national estimates. 1

Whatever may be said, the record of behavior then and candid

recollections since, show that both Hillenkoetter and Babbitt took the

investigators seriously, endeavored to aid them, and sought improvement

from their findings. The record has shown too that both men knew the

reluctance, the resistance, and obstruction which they often met in

dealing with the departmental intelligence services. They were not

inclined to yield to that opposition. It was on behalf of these agencies

that the Departments of~State and Defense now launched as sharp an

attack as had been made upon the central intelligence organization since

the days when Magruder took the beating for Donovan in the Joint Intelli-

gence Camdttee of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 2

It was ironic that the man who had done so much to advance Central

Intelligence both with constructive ideas and in active participation

should become the architect of a plan running so far from his original

Um1L



thinking. John Magruder would of course not concede that. it did. No

one who knew him could doubt the sincerity of his purpose. He himself

said, and his smile vanished as he said it, that he undertook the

staff study and made so determined an effort to get it adopted by the

National Security Council because he was convinced that the Agency

under Hillenkoetter's direction was not going to produce national

-estimates. It should be compelled to do so, even if it had to be turned

into merely another intelligence service in the conglomerate structure

of the Government. If Magruder saw, he did not admit that after the

Acts of Congress in 1947 and 1949, the change could not be made without

returning to Congress for organic legislation. One thing is to be

said before proceeding further. Hillenkoetter appreciated the rare

quality of the man and held no grudge, though equally determined to tell
1"Magruder that in this endeavor he was wrong.

The "Webb Plan," revealing at many points the military thoughts

and expressions to which Magruder was accustomed, would take National

Estimating away from "ORE and deposit it in the custody of the

Intelligence Advisory Committee. With this-seizure, Magruder planned

also to have the Advisory Committee take charge of Current Intelligence.

The new devices by which he would strip existing divisions and branches

in the Agency were designed to defer to the ultimate responsibility

of the Director of Central Intelligence to the President and his

National Security Council under the Act of Congress. That the devices

would have so operated in practice is doubtful. 2

UloT
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The location of the National Intelligence Croup proposed by

Magrader reflected the system in which the Joint Intelligence Group of

the Joint Staff came under the Joint Intelligence Committee of the Joint

Chiefs of Staff, as provided in the National Security Act of 1947

amended in 1949. The National Intelligence Group or "NIG" was to be an

organic part of the Agency. It should consist of a hundred persons not

more than twenty of whom could be detailed from any departmental agency.

The Director of Central Intelligence should provide the necessary

authorizations and reimbursement for the civilian personnel. He should

also provide space for additional military personnel which might be

assigned. The "NIG" would be divided into a National Estimates Staff.--

(NI) and a Current Intelligence Staff (CIS). 1

These Staffs were to do the work on detail for the Intelligence

Advisory Committee; cooperating with each other whenever their problems

were related. It was the Intelligence Advisory Comittee to which

Magruder gave attention. The specification of its functions told the

story. They ranged the field of intelligence. The military membership,
as it always had, coincided with that of the Joint Intelligence

Committee of the Joint Chiefs of Staff; the civilian members were the

representatives of the State Department, the Atomic Energy Commission,
the Federal Brean of Investigation again since July 7, 1969, and any

other agencies invited because their interests were involved in the

pending discussion. The Director of Central Intelligence was a member of

the Advisory Committee and its chairman. But, if the ideas in Magruder's
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"staff study" prevailed, the "IAC" would take over most of the

Director's functions under the Act of 1947. He would be only the

general manager for a board of directors, though he was always burdened

with responsibility to the higher authority in the National Security

Council.l -

Magruder would have the Intelligence Advisory Committee engage

in the following activities, presumably by a majority vote. It could

hardly function otherwise. It should initiate national intelligence

requirements, advise the "DCI" on the desirability and feasibility

of national estimates and studies which he might initiate, and review

the drafts of those estimates and studies by the National Estimates

Staff.

The "IAC" should maintain contact through its chairman, the "DCI,"

with the Staff of the National Security Council and the planning E

agencies of the Government. It should do so in order to be "cognizant

at all times of contemplated high level negotiations, plans or projects

which should be soundly based on national intelligence estimates."

Here Magruder was nodding dangerously, if he wrote it. Estimators are

supposed to supply policy-makers with the substance for their decision
before the event of it rather than afterwards. The sequence has to be
guarded closely or the "most authoritative" coordinated national

intelligence estimate may become not the evidence from which a policy
is constructed but the stuffing which rounds it out. 2

.~l:.
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Magruder, or his writer, stipulated also that the Intelligence

Advisory Committee should maintain "close liaison" with the Joint

Intelligence Committee in order that projects for estimates in the
two bodies might be coordinated and "appropriate parts" of national
estimates might be integrated with joint estimates. This liaison
would not be hard to obtain in view of the fact that military membership
in both committees was identical. It was significant that Magruder
did not provide for the reverse process of integrating the estimates
of "JIC" with the national estimates of the Intelligence Advisory Com-
mittee. Until that was done, no product of the "IAC" could be truly
national.

It was reported in June, 1953 that with "NSC 140/A," an appraisal
of the vulnerability of the United States to Soviet attack from the air
in which our own "capabilities and intentions" were taken into account,

the first "net estimate" had been obtained. It apparently was one of
the first, if not the first, to approximate the wishes of the Dulles
Group for an authoritative coordinated national intelligence estimate. 1  

7 "i (

The "WebbPlan" stated further that the Intelligence Advisory

Committee should keep under "continuing revie" all critical crn

intelligence in order to be prepared "to draw national significant (
conclusions" from that intelligence. Such conclusions should be
recomend without delay to the "CI" for transmission to "key executive
officials." Nothing was said about his having ar discretion in the
matter, though clearly by the Act of Congress as head of the Central

'x ri3 "A/ ,y-A- P
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Intelligence Agency, he had the duty and the responsibility of dis-

seminating national intelligence to the proper officials of the

Government.

The Plan gave to the "IAC" the power to recomend to the "DCI"

the nature and specifications of current summaries and reports. The.

"IAC" was to tell him what "special intelligence products" he should

have prepared in "recognized fields of common interest." The Advisory

Committee henceforth should be responsible for conducting all dis-

cussions with foreign intelligence agencies regarding combined estimates.

To make the new order complete, the Intelligence Advisory Com-

mittee should move into "permanent headquarters" provided by the Central

Intelligence Agency, so that the full-time representatives of the

departmental chiefs of.intelligence who constituted the "IAC" might be
"conveniently located" near the National Intelligence Group and its

facilities. All offices of "CIA" having "intelligence resources" were

to contribute to the requirements of the National Estimates Staff

and the Current Intelligence Staff according to the principles

governing federal agencies outside of "CIA." Except the National

Intelligence Group, no offices of the Agency would produce intelligence
in fields of "conon concern" unless directed by the National Security
Council.

Other members of the Intelligence Advisory Committee, declared

the "Webb Plan," were responsible in no less degree than the Director
of Central Intelligence to support "with their full resources" the

.. al
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mechanism for accomplishing national intelligence objectives. But the

Plan called for no action on the part of anybody if they did not give

that support.

"Until the emergence of a national estimate or study from the

IAC," it said, "collective responsibility is inescapable under the Act

of 1947." As a statement of moral principle, perhaps this was correct.

But nowhere in the National Security Act of 1947 or its amendment in

1949 may be found, outside of the implicit authority of the National

Security Council under the President, authorization for any other

officer or body to force compliance on the part of the Departments and

other agencies of the Government sharing in the privileges and obligor

tions of the national intelligence system. The Director of Central

Intelligence certainly did not have that power of compulsion.

The statutory responsibility of the Director of Central Intelli-

gence, according to the "Webb Plan," would become operative only when

the heads of the federal intelligence agencies had discharged their

obligations. Until then, he was one of their number, chairman of their

meetings as the Intelligence Advisory Committee, but subject to the

will of the majority if there emerged a majority. The idea that such

a body of competitors could reach decisions of strength and moment

unanimously was still in the realm of fantasy. When, however, these

heads of the several agencies had final drafts of national estimates

or studies and recommended them to the Director of Central Intelligence,

then the Director became responsible. It was, from that instant, for
him alone to give the "final approval and dissemination" to those

estimates and studies.



Thus Magruder would allow the Director of Central Intelligence
to exercise a veto over the Intelligence Advisory Committee. It is
inconceivable that the Director would be obliged to take sole responsi-
bility for an estimate or study in which he himself did not believe.
He might suspect or know for a fact through his own sources of secret
information that the departmental chiefs of intelligence had not
completely fulfilled their obligations; that they had not delivered all
of the intelligence available to them, whether "operational" or for
"eyes only" or requiring "special secret handling." They could not be
forced to deliver. They could only be criticized for failing to do so.
Under such conditions, it was practical to talk of decision and dissent.
It was not proper to say that the Director of Central Intelligence,
regardless of personal convictions, had ultimate responsibility to the
National Security Council and the President.

Webb sent Magruder's study to Hillenkoetter on July 7, 1950.
The Departments of State and Defense proposed to submit it to the
National Security Council at an early date. "Naturally," said Webb,
"they would want very much to have" Hillenkoetter's comments upon the
study before they did. It arrived in the Agency after the North Koreans
had crossed the 38th parallel and were driving before them the South C
Koreans and such American forces as could be rushed into the peninsula
from Japan. It was not certain that reinforcements for the United
Nations would arrive from the United States and elsewhere soon enough
or with strength enough to hold Pusan. "ORE" was gasping with everyone
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130 but was expected to produce estimates as fast as they were

demanded whether or not they could be fully coordinated. 1

The Estimates Production Board and its related geographical

divisions whatever their merits in other respects, lacked the com-
pactness and flexibility to work swiftly and with decisiveness under
such trying conditions. Babbitt sumoned representatives from the
geographical and functional divisions and from the Global Survey
Group to form under .his chairmanship a Special Staff. In most cases
the men were those who stood second in the organization of their
respective offices. This choice left the heads of the offices to their
administrative duties. It saved Babbitt as well from the hard feelig
which would have risen if he had put some heads of offices on and
kept others off the Special Staff. Moreover, it gave him a staff which
he could devote exclusively to estimating. Its members were released
from other duties during the emergency.2

How well the Special Staff in "ORE" would have succeeded in
making coordinated national estimates is good speculation. Though
brought together in an emergency its experienced estimators might have
made the transition from the feverish uncertainty of the summer of 1950
to more stable conditions. They might have won the cooperation of
the chiefs of departmental intelligence on the Intelligence Advisory

Committee* The Special Staff might have proved its worth. It was
given neither time nr situation for the development. Not only were the
Departments of State and Defense pressing their own "Webb Plan" in

(
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the midst of the Korean War. The Administration came into the con-

troversy over the Central Intelligence Agency. In the end it set aside

the "Webb Plan," but did so in a way to make the retention of "ORE"

difficult, let alone the development of any of its promising institutions.

Admiral Hillenkoetter had served more than three years as Director.

He had requested return to active duty in the Navy. He had been under

investigation and criticism most of his term in the Agency. Regardless

of the- merits in his case, it was considered time for a "strong man,"

and the man was at hand. President Truman selected him without counselling

from others. He had been ambassador in Moscow. He "knew the Russians."

He had served in Europe as General Eisenhower's Chief of Staff. Before

that he had been Secretary to the Combined Chiefs of Staff in close

touch with the Office of Strategic Services and General Donovan. He

did not want to be Director of Central Intelligence. 1 .

General Walter B. Smith would appeal to the public as the man in

the emergency. Admiral Hillenkoetter would stay until General Smith

could take charge. In the meantime, Admiral Hillenkoetter for himself

would match every thrust in the "Webb Plan" for departmental intelli-

gence agencies with a-sharper jab on behalf of the Central Intelligence

Agency. He would not profit from the effort. General Smith might.

As Hillenkoetter talked in December, 1952 about those last weeks in the

Agency during the summer and fall of 1950, there was evident amusement

and some pleasure in the recollection. 2
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Houston, General Counsel for Hillenkoetter, gave the "Webb Plan"

a critical reading. His marginal notes narrowed Magruder's specifica-

tions for the Intelligence Advisory Committee to functions of advice.

It was not supposed to be a body of consent. Houston confined the

issue to one of conflict between the Intelligence Advisory Committee

and the Director of Central Intelligence, as it always had been. He

had aided in drafting the statute during 1946 and 1947. He had heard

Forrestal's interpretation and admonition to General Chamberlin and

Admiral Inglis in December, 1947.1

Adhering to this restriction of the issue, Houston therefore

objected to all features of the plan involving internal changes. They-
might of course be made if the Director saw fit to adopt the suggestions.

It was not the intention of Congress that the Council should spend

time on such matters. If for example the Director wanted to establish
so cumbersome a device as the National Intelligence Group, he might;.

but the inference was that he should not do so. Certainly it would be .L} 1"

good if the Government could obtain "integration" of the best intelli-
gence. But it should be done by a single responsible agency such as
Congress expected the Central Intelligence Agency to be, and the
sponsors of the "Webb Plan" did not intend.

The scrutiny of the plan was convincing. Magruder should not be
given personal offense if it could be avoided. But it was provoking
that at a time when the Agency was endeavoring to improve, the critics
of the Hillenkoetter administration should have chosen to make demands
beyond legal rights. The Council might add to the 'duties and functions"



of the Central Intelligence Agency under the Acts of 1947 and 1949

as the Council itself from time to time should direct. But the

Council could not take away functions which Congress had assigned to

the Agency and its responsible head, the Director of Central Intelli-

gence. Congress had no intention that the Intelligence Advisory

Committee should have administrative powers over the Agency. On the

contrary, Congress had deliberately included Section 303 of the Act

of 1947 to give the Director of Central Intelligence the option of

choosing advisers as he wished. He was not required by the Act of Con-

gress to have any advisers. As a matter of tactics therefore in the

Ccontest with the Departments of State and Defense, the officers of the-

Agency decided to match extreme with extreme. 1

Hillenkoetter directed Babbitt, head of "ORE," to prepare com-

ments with "COAPS" and the Executive. In a series of meetings almost

daily, Babbitt, Assistant Director for Reports and Estimates, Shannon,
Acting Executive, Childs, Chief of "COAPS," Machle, Assistant Director

for Scientific Intelligence, and Houston, General Counsel, prepared a
reply to Webb's letter of July 7, with an accompanying proposal of a
new "NSCID 1" on the duties and responsibilities of the Agency. When
the reply and directive were sent to Webb on July 26, they gave him

a positive program for the improvement of national estimating which he
so much desired. It was, though, a program to extend the jurisdiction

of the Agency and to strengthen the powers of direction, management,

and inspection which had been inherent in the responsibilities of the

w~i +
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Director of Central Intelligence since the President's Directive of

January 22, 19146. Even the critics of Hillenkoetter could not dispute

that the Council might issue orders to the departmental intelligence

agencies upon the recomendation of the "DCI," if the Secretaries who

were the Council wished to give those orders. The fun would begin

when they undertook to see to it that the orders were obeyed in their

own Deoartments.l

Rather unexpected assistance had come to the Agency from Louis

Johnson, Secretary of Defense. Hillenkoetter's advisers were not

hesitant in quoting him to Webb, Under Secretary of State. Atomic

energy intelligence had been under discussion between the Director of

Central Intelligence and the Intelligence Advisory Comittee in June.

The Secretary of State had accepted the recomendations from the

Director and the Advisory Comittee to the National Security Council.

The Secretary of Defense lingered over them to coment upon the

responsibilities of the Director and his relationships with the depart-

mental intelligence agencies.

Johnson reiterated that the Act of 19147 placed the responsibility

upon the Director of Central Intelligence for coordinating intelli-

gence activities in atomic energy, general science, economic conditions,

and others. The Director could not effect that coordination, however,

without "aggressive leadership on his part and whole-hearted support

by the heads of departmental agencies and their principal intelligence

units overseas." Hillenkoetter was to take some blame regarding
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leadership, but the chiefs of departmental intelligence should have

as much. Johnson did not concede that an "elaborate committee

structure" was desirable. He believed that it was the result of

"inter-bureau rivalries" rather than of objective study. Final respon-

sibility for coordinating the collection of materials as well as its

processing, he said, "should rest squarely" in the Central Intelli-

gence Agency. With the responsibility should go corresponding authority.

It was "ambiguous and obscured in the present interlocking committee

structure."

Thus supported by the Secretary of Defense, Hillenkoetter and

his advisers in the Agency asked Secretary Webb to remember that the

principle of collective responsibility had no basis in the Acts of

Congress. Moreover, it had-been expressly disavowed by the National

Security Council when adopting McNarney's Report as "NSC 50." The

Director of Central Intelligence was solely responsible by law. Duties

were not to be imposed upon the departmental agencies -exceeding "their

legal responsibilities and actual competence." A new "NSCID 1" was

attached for Webb's information. In it he would find "the minimum

authorities necessary to enable this Agency to fulfill its statutory

responsibilities." The directive would establish also "the responsi-

bilities of the departmental agencies in support of national intelli-

gence."2

The authorities of the Agency and the responsibilities of the

Departments, which Webb should think over, went to the other extreme
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from the proposals in his "staff study." The decisions, orders, and

directives concerning the intelligence activities of the Government

which came from the Director of Central Intelligence should be con-

sidered as emanating from the members of the National Security Council.

He would be their executive agent as General- andenberg had insisted.

The Director or his representatives should make "surveys and inspections"

of departmental intelligence "activities and facilities" as he deemed

necessary in connection with his duty to advise the Council. The

Director would have the authority which he had once possessed under

the President's Directive of January 22, 1946 to inspect departmental

operations as well as their materials of intelligence. The Central

Intelligence Agency should function under the Director of Central

Intelligence as the "intelligence facility" of the National Security

Council and the President of the United States.

In accordance with Section 303 of the Act of 1947 as amended,

the Director of Central Intelligence might appoint such advisory com-

mittees as he deemed necessary in carrying out the functions of the

Agency. If the Council listened now to Hillenkoetter rather than to

Magruder and Webb, there would be no Intelligence Advisory Committee

taking on administrative as well as advisory functions for the Agency.

Other provisions in the nev "basic directive" followed this

principle consistently through the details of coordination, collection,

production, and-dissemination of intelligence. The Departments and

agencies of the Government would have responsibilities to the Central
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Intelligence Agency. They should make available "all intelligence,

intelligence information and other information" in their possession

useful for "intelligence purposes." This formula covered every kind

of information. But in addition the new directive would require

(specifically that the "third agency rule" should be abrogated so far

as the Central Intelligence Agency was concerned. Finally, its

"commitments and deadlines" should be imperative. When the Director

made a specific request, each Department or agency should give his

requirements for collection,- for production, and for comments on reports

and estimates of the Central Intelligence Agency "first priority."

Such was the nature of the letter and the proposed directive which

Admiral Hillenkoetter approved and sent to Under Secretary Webb on

July 26. The instructions within the Agency the next day were that

there should be no discussion outside unless it had "the personal C

approval of the Director." On August 3 Webb acknowledged Hillenkoetter's

letter with its enclosures. The Department of State had not had an

opportunity to study the docments, said Webb, or to discuss Hillen-

koetter's comments with the Department of Defense. It did appear, how-

ever, on preliminary reading that the "joint proposals" which they had

submitted to him had been misconstrued.1(

Wisner, Assistant Director for Policy Coordination, had written

on July 27 to Babbitt, Assistant Director of Reports and Estimates,

that his office concurred in the staff study "as presented". The Office

of Policy Coordination would continue, said Wisner, to provide the
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Office of Special Operations or the Office of Operations for pro-

cessing and disseminating any "intelligence information" which was

collected as a "by product of its normal operations." The original

of Mr. Wisner's letter, signed by him, was given to Admiral Hillen-
(

koetter on August 2. The plan for consolidating "050", "OPC", and the

Contact Branch of "00" had been in suspense by this time for nearly

a year.1

A revised "staff study" with minor changes came to the Agency

on August I4. Hillenkoetter directed Houston to examine the proposal

from the Departments and elimnate the features objectionable to "our

theory" of the Director's responsibilities. Houston did so and sent

his draft to General Magruder. Magruder asked for a conference.

Thereupon, Hillenkoetter and Houston met with Magruder on Monday,

August 21 to discuss the whole matter. Magruder accepted Houston's

changes concerning advice by the Intelligence Advisory Committee. And

finally Magruder agreed to the statement in the revised draft that

national intelligence should be produced only by the Central Intelligence

Agency; the Director had "the direct and sole responsibility for such

production." He would not be bound by any concept of collective

responsibility.

When Magruder accepted this statement, he abandoned for all

practical purposes the position which he had taken in the "Webb Plan"

on behalf of the Intelligence Advisory Committee. It mattered little

that Hillenkoetter might keep the suggestion of a National Intelligence



Group, subdivided into a National Estimating Staff and a Current

Intelligence Staff, for presentation to the National Security Council

"at the earliestcpportunity" as Magruder apparently desired. The

Staffs would be ultimately responsible to the Director of Central

Intelligence within the Central Intelligence Agency. But the whole

matter had become academic by the first of September. 1

General Smith on August 23 had called upon Houston, General

Counsel of the Agency, to give him in writing a statement of the major

problems which he should have to meet. Admiral Soners, as special

adviser to the President, had informed Hillenkoetter that no commit-

ments or agreements affecting the Agency should be completed prior to

the arrival of the new Director. This information Houston passed on

to Magruder as he forwarded, September 13, twenty copies of the draft

to which they had agreed. The draft made an interesting study of

the fundamental conflict in the national system of intelligence. It

was not, however, the plan which Houston preferred to recommend to

General Smith nor was it the one which the General would adopt. 2 -
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Advices to Smith

Smith's General Counsel told him with candor and a mininum. of

words that his problems were the same as 7andenberg's and

Hillenkoetter's. In coordinating the intelligence activities of the

Departments as provided by the Acts of Congress, Smith would find that

the Intelligence Advisory Committee acted as if it were a board of

directors. This result, Houston attributed to the nature of the

directives frcm the National Security Council rather than, as he might

have, to the persistance of the departrntal chiefs of intelligence in

the Advisory Committee. The fact that the Director was re.uired by

the Council to 2ubmit dissenting opinions with his recommendations,

however, did not transform the dissenters into a governing board over

the Director of Central Intelligence. The Council itself had that
1

function.

The individual chiefs of intelligence had always been able to

submit their opinions to the Council through their respective

Secretaries; that is, if the Secretaries chose to relay those opir.-

ions. On occasion, the Secretary of a Department might not favor the

ideas of his director of intelligence. Then of course the ideas might

not reach the National Security Council. As a practical matter it was

not likely that a departmental chief of intelligence would make it the

business of his office to force such opinions through to the Council

by way of his right of dissent in the Intelligence Advisory Committee.



That he disagreed with his Secretary though, and held his views off

the record, would doubtless be well enough knojn, and repeated; they

were likely to reach the Council re ardless of his reluctance to

advance or the Secretary's intention to thwart them. Only the histo-

rian of the event would be pressed at a later date to discover just
1

what had happened.

Houston told Smith that the recommendations which went to the

Council were not recomnendations from the Agency as contemrplated by

the law. They were "watered-down compromises" in an attempt to gain

the complete support of the Advisory Committee. In other words, for the

sake of harmony in the effort to develop comtion responsibility among tihe

departmental intelligence services and the Central Intelligence Agency

in the national system of intelligence, Hillenkoetter had refrained from

exercising the power which Congress had given to him. He could have

made recomr.endations to the Council as he saw fit whether or not members

of the Intelligence Advisory Comittee severally or as a body disagreed

with him.

It was the Director's legal right. That he should have exercised

it in the face of the resistance which both Vandenberg and Hillenkoetter

had to endure, was a separate question for General Smith to examine.

Che possible cdnclusion fron the criticisms in the Dulles Report

available to Smith was that Hillenkoetter should have assumed the "forth-

right initiative and leadership" which McNarney advocated. Hillenkoetter, 
(.

then, would have told the departmental chiefs of intelligence that he

IC
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was advising the National Security Council and the President according

to his own judgment; he was sending along their "substantially differing

opinions" simply because he had to do so. The Council could decide.

The procedure would have heightened antagonisms as comparable action

by Vandenberg had angered his Intelligence Advisory Board. The pro-

cedure might have dried up sources of intelligence that were already

sluggish from departmental antipathies for Central Intelligence.

General Smith had the choice.

Smith would find the Agency encountering difficulties in its pro-

duction of estimates, said Houston, because the departmental services

customarily withheld "operational" information, "eyes only" materials;(

and others restricted by special provisions for security. The Agency

could not enforce its requests for collection nor establish priorities.

The "third,agency rule" continued to work against the Agency. There

was, said Houston putting it mildly, "a failure of spontaneous dis-

semination" of certain information to the Central Intelligence Agency.

When he came to estimating, Smith would discover that he was 

handicapped not only by these obstructions in the flow of information

to the Agency but also by departmental procedures in concurrence and

dissent. The process of coordination might take months and result in a

campromise of questionable usefulness. Departmental bias and budgetary

interests often affected deliberation upon the facts in a case.

Dissents were frequently "unsubstantial, quibbling or reflective of

departmental policy."



The "IAC agencies," said Houston, resisted the grant of authority

to the Agency to issue directives in the general field of intelligence

and in their own areas particularly, on the ground that such action

violated "the concept of command channels." One might add that the

National Security Council itself had yet to support the Agency fully

with the power which Congress had given to the Council. It could issue

directives or commands which were to be obeyed in the several Depart-

ments represented upon the Council. It had a collective responsibility

with potential sanction. The actions of the Council were advices to

the President. He had but to issue an executive order to bring into

full force a directive of the Council which had been authorised by

Congress.

In Houston's opinion, the status of the Agency in relation to the

President and the Council must be redefined and clarified. Relations

with the Department of Justice and the "FBI" especially concerning

"defectors" must be improved. The difficulties which "NSC 10-2" had

created in the field of "unconventional warfare" must be eliminated;

particularly, the Departments of State and Defense should not have

"policy control" over the Agency. The clandestine operations of the

Agency should not be separated in two offices within the Agency; this

division created "serious problems of efficiency, efficacy, and above

all, security."

The failure to coordinate the collection of overt intelligence

in the field was due in part to competition among the Departments, but
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there was a lack of planning and action by the Agency. Nuclear energy

and other special subjects had their own problems. General Smith would

have also to give urgent thought at any moment to the relations of the

Agency with the Joint Chiefs of Staff in the event of war. The

desperate situation in Korea would seem to have proved that the moment

had arrived.

The solution for all of these problems, said Houston in conclusion,

lay in a grant of adequate authority to the Director of Central Intelli-

gence and the Agency by the National Security Council and the President.

The time had come to "achieve the necessary coordination by direction."

It was time for comand. There no longer was any point to reliance

upon a "spirit of cooperation and good will."

Other advices to Smith came from Babbitt, Montague, and Van Slyck

in the Office of Reports and Estimates, by way of a response to the

oral request of the new Deputy Director of Central Intelligence.

Hillenkoetter left the place vacant after the departure of General

Wright and managed the affairs of the Director's office with the aid

only of his Executive, Winecoff and then Shannon. The new Deputy

Director, William H. Jackson, was uniquely chosen and placed. He was

in position to put into effect, as General Smith agreed, the recommen-

dations of the Dulles Report for which Jackson himself was in large

part responsible and which General McNarney had not wholly accepted.

In "SC 50" the Council had left discretion with Hillenkoetter con-

cerning internal changes. He had not seen fit to carry out the wishes
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of the Dalles Group for an Estimates Division. Smith and Jackson now

might have the institution they desired.

It certainly was not to be the arrangement for estimating which

"ORE" was promoting before the Korean War forced Babbitt to create the

Special Staff. Nor was it to be the device which Magruder had labored

to establish in the "Webb Plan." The system which Smith and Jackson

were eventually to adopt was a modification of the Estimates Branch

that Montague had proposed to Souers in the spring of 1946 for the

Central Reports Staff and had tried unsuccessfully to establish for

Vandenberg in the Office of Reports and Estimates. The departmental

intelligence services had defeated Montague's purposes then. If

Houston's judgment of their procedures were correct, Smith and Jackson

would have trouble with such coordination and control of estimaating
1 (now.

The response of Babbitt, Montague, and Van Slyck to the request

of Jackson on October 7, 1950 was in the name of all three. But

internal evidence shows that it was drawn for the most part from the

thinking and the experience of Montague. They warned Jackson in

clearest fashion at the start that the 'end in view" could not be

aecomplished by reorganisation within the Agency alone. There would

have to be "camplementary action" by the departmental intelligence ser-

vices, supplying adequate "research support" and a "cooperative

attitude."2
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From past experiences, it was fair to say that both would be

hard to get. There would have to be more insistence on the part of

the Secretaries in the Council and the President than had been used

heretofore. The departmental chiefs of intelligence would have to
(

give Smith support which neither Vandenberg nor Hillenkoetter had

enjoyed. We should recall that Admiral Somers made arrangements for

General Smith to meet regularly with President Traman. Hillenkoetter
(had gone frequently to the White House. But now the Secretaries of

the Departments and their chiefs of intelligence were to observe a

steady proceeding in which they might not share. Its subjects of con-

versation they might never know.

Babbitt, Montague, and Van Slyck told Jackson that their pro-

posal for an Office of Estimates and an Office of Research to work with

it should not be put into effect until the departmental services had

reasonably met the requirements for research and cooperation. It was

especially important to be certain that the Office of Intelligence

Research in the Department of State was prepared to support the effort

of the Agency. One final point had to be "absolutely clear" before

there was any use in adopting the proposal.- The "patent defect of a

joint committee system" must be avoided. C

All those who were concerned must understand that the Director

of Central Intelligence mat his level" and the Assistant Director,

Office of Estimates, within his jurisdiction, had the power of decision. <

Once they had heard all of the pertinent evidence" and argument, the.



decision was theirs with respect to both form and content of an
estimate. Other parties of interest, representatives of the Departments,
retained the right of "divergent views" when those views related to
"substantial issues" and served to "increase the reader's comprehension
of the problem." But it was then only. Such an interpretation of col-
lective responsibility for national estimates was not Jackson's
concept of the right procedure in the fall of 19115, nor was it so stated
in the Dulles Report. It was doubtful that Jackson would agree in
October, 1950 without some qualification.1

In any event, Babbitt, Montague, and Van Slyck submitted their
proposal on October 1

Babbitt, Montague, and.
Van Sljyk wanted to recruit 'senior personnel" of superior ability
which the Agency did not then have in sufficient number. There should
be a tell-time Coordination and Liaison Staff composed of representa-
tives of the Departments of State, ar, Navy, and Air Force; a member
of the Agency's Office of Research or part-time representation of its
components; a Staff Assistant for the Agency on the Staff of the
National Security Council, and similar representatives of the Agency
with the Office of the Secretary of Defense and the Joint Intelligence
Group under the Joint Chiefs of Staff. With these officers there
should be an Executive Secretariat.

-i1 -fly~. .:".a' ,'.i 
t ' c . , L . L p ~ h - .
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The functions of this Coordination and Liaison Staff would be

to represent the interests of the Departments in the Estimates Office

of the Agency on the one hand and, on the other, the interests of that

Office in the departmental intelligence agencies. The Staff should aid

the Assistant Director with the program for producing estimates, with

formulating the "terms of reference" for particular estimates and the

( requests for research, in obtaining timely and effective compliance,

and in reviewing the estimates prior to their submission to the

Director and the Intelligence Advisory Committee. It would be the final

duty of this Staff to secure the concurrence of the Advisory Committee,

or at least "dissent in the light of joint consideration." The hope

was that "direct and informal consultation" in the British manner would

succeed where formal exchange of views had failed to bring separate(
and often competitive interests together. A fairly concerted effort

might produce truly national estimates with a minimm of dissent.

It is to be especially noted that the proposed Staff would con-(
tain a member of the Agency who served also on the Staff of the

National Security Council. Babbit, Montague, and Van Slyck were dis-

satisfied with representation of the Agency on the Council's Staff by
the chief of "ICAPS." To them, he had insulated "ORE" from the Council.
At best, his usefulness was secondhand. He had not kept the two
institutions in close touch. At times he had taken sides against the
Office rather than helped to accomplish its purposes. Sherman Kent

had commnted in his report to Hillenkoetter on "ORE" during February, 1948

34i4



that the Office as an estimating body was too removed from its

sources of foreign intelligence and from the users of its material.

The situation had not been much improved since then, so far as it con-

cerned relations with the working staff of the Council. The remedy

for Babbitt, Montague, and Van Slyck was to replace the chief of

"ICAPS" with a representative from "ORE,' or its successor in esti-

mating. He should participate in the discussions of the Council's

Staff, not as an occasional alternate as Montague himself had been, but

as a regular attendant.1

Babbitt, Montague, and Van Slyck would have a Current Intelligence

Division within the new Office of Estimates. It should produce the

Daily Sumuary, edit and publish other reviews, have custody of 'sensi-

tive material," maintain the "situation room" and the 'off-hours watch."

There should be five Regional Divisions in the Office - American,

North Atlantic, East European, Southern, and Far Eastern. These

divisions would contain senior analysts qualified to appraise current

information and the products of research. They should discern trends

and anticipate developments. With such 'surveillance" of current

affairs, they would produce the estimates falling within their

Odivisional eompetence." They should also provide the expert partici- C

pation necessary in "task groups" formed to make estimates of broader

scope..

There should be a Functional Division of scientists, economists, <

and geographers not confined to a region. And there should be a
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General Division in the Office of Estimates where could be found a

small number of analysts with "broad competence rather than particular

specialisation." Babbitt, Montague, and Van Slyck would have Smith

and Jackson rely upon these exceptional persons for the ability to
(

ascertain the interrelationships between two or more divisions of the

Office and the leadership in the task groups which should dal with

those problems.

Another request from Jackson, Deputy Director, brought advice on

the revision of "ESC 10-2" for the advantage of General Smith. Houston

had told him that control of covert operations by the Departments of

State and Defense should be eliminated. A drafting committee of

Houston and Pforsheimer fros the General Counsel's Office and Wisner,

Assistant Director in charge of "OPC," prepared a list of changes. The

phrase "in time of peace" should be deleted; the authority of the -

Director of Central Intelligence over covert operations should be

unquestioned in war as well as peace. Then it should be expressly

stated that the Central Intelligence Agency was to plan and conduct

those operations. The activity existed in the Agency; there should be

no implication that a new office had to be created for the purpose. ,

The paragraphs stipulating that the Secretary of State should

""d,-te the Assistant Director but that he should report directly to

the Director of Central Intelligence ought to be removed from "ISC 10-2."

The first was in derogation of the Director's authority over the (

Agency. The second was unnecessary. Moreover, it impaired the authority

(.



of the Director, for it implied autonomy and separation in the conduct

of those clandestine operations.

Houston, Pforsheimer, and Wisner proposed that the Director of

Central Intelligence alone should be responsible for seeing that covert

operations were consistent with foreign and military policies and

with overt activities. The requirements that he should work "through

designated representatives" of the Secretaries of State and Defense-

and that he should take his disagreements with them to the National

Security Council were "unduly restrictive' upon the Director. And he

should be free without consulting an intermediary to deal directly with

the Joint Chiefs of Staff when making plans for covert operations in

time of war.

The paragraph in "NBC 10-2" on wartime planning and covert operations

in military theaters presented "the greatest difficulties." Any

change of language would raise "a host of questions" concerning the

inter-relationships of the Agency, the Joint Chiefs, and the Theater

Commanders, not to mention the Department of State. Houston, Pforsheimer,

and Wisner recommended therefore that they should not attempt a draft

of this section; the Director of Central Intelligence should endeavor

"forthwith to formulate the appropriate concepts" with the Joint Chiefs

of Staff and the Departments of State and Defense. Regarding the sec-

tion on economic warfare, however, they did have specific and definitive

recommendations. It should not state that such covert operations were

to be under the guidance of the Departments and agencies responsible
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for planning economic warfare. They were "not competent to guide the

actual conduct' of covert operations. They should plan in coordination

with the Agency. But the Agency should conduct "all such covert

operations." This was the responsibility of the Director of Central

Intelligence.

iv

The General's Reforms

The incoming Director of Central Intelligence did not take the

advice of Houston, Pforsheimer, and Wisner regarding "!SC 10-2."

General Smith came to other conclusions on covert operations. He

is said to have remarked in his first meeting with the Intelligence

Advisory Committee that there were "too many lawyers." Instead of

accepting their advice, Smith reached agreement with the Departments

of State and Defense. General Marshall was now Secretary of Defense in

place of Louis Johnson. The understanding was that no further con-

sideration would be given to the proposed changes in the directives of

the Council, either those recomended in the Agency or the scheme upon

which General Magruder had labored for Webb, Under Secretary of State.

It is to be noted again that Admiral Saners, personal adviser to

President Truman on matters pertaining to the national security, had

arranged that the President's own choice to succeed Admiral Hillenkoetter

as Director of Central Intelligence should have direct and regular

access to the President himself.

General Smith gave oral instructions to Wisner, Assistant Director

in charge of "OPC." He was to notify the representatives of the
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Departments of State and Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff with

whom he did business that the "Memorandum of Interpretation" dated

August 12, 1948 and entitled "Implementation of NSC 10-2" was no longer

applicable or effective "in the light of altered circumstances.". What

those circumstances were, did not appear in Wisner's written report

on October 12. One of them certainly was that General Smith, and no

longer Admiral Hillenkoetter, was Director of Central Intelligence.

Hillenkoetter had signed the "Memorandum of Interpretation" on (
August 6, 1948. His view of it has been discussed in chapter seven of

this study. Admiral Soners' interpretation of the purposes and pro-

cedures under "NSC 10-2," rather than Admiral Hillenkoetter's, was

about to come into effect. 1

General Smith told Mr. Wisner to say that there was no immediate

necessity for revising "NBC 10-2" in order to make the Office of
Policy Coordination fully responsive to Smith's authority and command.

Smith acknowledged the propriety and desirability of having "OPC" con-
tinue to receive "advice and policy guidance" (Wisner's words) from
the Departments of State and Defense. But there should be no mistaking
that the advice and guidance would come not only "in theory" but "in
faot" to the Agency; it would not pass directly from the Departments
to the Office. Both Kennan and Hillenkoetter would have been interested
to know that the autonomy which had been planned for the Office of
Special Projects was to be so curtailed.2
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Winner's report to Smith on October 12 stated that it would be

Wisner's responsibility to keep the General fully informed upon all

matters "vorthy" of his attention. The difference between determining

what was "important" enough to tell Admiral Hillenkoetter and deciding

what was less than "worthy" of Smith's attention remained Wisner's

peculiarly personal anxiety. The chances seemed good that the new regime

would allow him a narrower margin of error.

Eight days later General Smith gave much the same information to

the departmental chiefs of intelligence in his first meeting with the

Intelligence Advisory Committee. The fact that he did vas significant.

There was no need to tell the chiefs of intelligence in order to info%(

their Departments. Mr. Wisner had done so. Such covert operations as

those in which "OPC" engaged were not the concern of departmental

Cintelligence officers. Black propaganda, economic manipulation,
sabotage, and other subversive practices abroad were instruments of

"unorthodox warfare" as General Donovan aptly said; but they were not

conducted by the intelligence services of the Armed Forces and the

Department of State, or the Atomic Energy Commission, or the Federal

Bureau of Investigation in the Department of Justice. Advice and

guidance regarding such practices had come to the Agency from the

interested Departments through representatives specially chosen and

assigned to the task, and not through the Intelligence Advisory Committee.

Hillenkoetter and Wright had considered those operations, with the

financial affairs of the Agency, to be matters which they should not dis-

cuss with the departmental chiefs of intelligence. 2



In speaking of "OPC" at his first meeting with the Intelligence

Advisory Committee,. General Smith gave the impression that he would

take its members into his counsel with regard to problems of the Agency

generally, that he would talk with the departmental chiefs on matters

other than those of their immediate concern. He told them further that

he did not intend to consolidate the Office of Special Operations which

engaged in secret collection and counterespionage, with the Office of

Policy Coordination conducting other clandestine operations, and with

the Contact Branch of the Office of Operations which obtained overt

intelligence. The merger, he said, was neither practical nor advisable

at this time. He believed that the coordination of these offices, as'

recommended by the Dlles Report and directed in "NSC 50," could be

achieved by more effective cooperation without actual merger.

He had stated his opinion orally to the Council on October 12 and

had received its approval. In other words, the National Security

Council had virtually rescinded its action of August b, 19119. Following

General McNarney's second report on July 22, 1949 urging separate

administrative support for the covert activities of the Agency, the

Council had directed Hillenkoetter against his expressed wishes, to

proceed with the consolidation of the offices including the Contact

Branch. He-tind-done so. The minutes of Smith's first meeting with the

Intelligence Advisory Committee, written from the notes of Jackson,

did not record that Smith relayed these facts to the departmental chiefs,
or his conversations with Jackson about the plan of the Dulles Survey
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Group, or the fact that the Departments themselves had stalled the

merger of the Offices more than a year. But then, it must have been

common knowledge by this time.l

General Cabell, Director of Intelligence for the Air Force, was

pleased with the new attitude toward the Intelligence Advisory Con-

mittee. He had been so dissatisfied with Hillenkoetter's treatment of

it that he had proposed a new "NSCID 1" to provide for an Intelligence

Advisory Committee of the National Security Council on "governmental

intelligence problems." But Cabell might also have remarked that

Smith did not ask the Committee for advice before proceeding. Smith

told the Committee what he had done. 2

In regard to financial problems of the Agency, General Smith felt

as free as General Vandenberg was, and Admiral Hillenkoetter as well,

to make changes without consulting the Intelligence Advisory Comittee.

It could not be said that the problems were unrelated to "governmental

intelligence problems" and therefore of no conceivable interest or

concern to the departmental chiefs of intelligence. It could be said

that the chiefs had never been influential enough in their own Depart-

ments to make a protest stick on the record because the Director of

the Central Intelligence Agency had not taken them into his counsel

about the management of the Agency's funds. 3

It is evident that the chiefs of intelligence were practical men

when they had no footing. They knew that although the funds came to

the Agency through appropriations for their Departments, Congress marked
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the money from the beginning for the use of the Agency on the Drector's

responsibility. They understood that Congress had its own ways of

holding him accountable through the Comptroller General and the General

Accounting Office. General Smith continued Hillenkoetter's policy of

centralized administration over fiscal and financial matters, gathering

them all into one Finance Office under a Comptroller who in turn was

responsible to a Deputy Director for Administration.l

The Operations Division which the Dulles Group proposed, the

Council directed Hillenkoetter to establish, and Smith postponed, was

not so easily obtained as the Finance Office. The Dalles Report

recommended that the covert offices and the Contact Branch should be -- (

"integrated"; they should be under the "common control of a single

directing head" who should be one of the principal assistants to the

Director of Central Intelligence. But more than a year was to lapse

after another inquiry and survey in the spring of 1951 by Jackson him- K q

self as Deputy Director, before that "integration" or "merger" of the

Office of Special Operations and the Office of Policy Coordination (

approached accomplishment. 2

The account of the process belongs more properly in the next

historical chapter on Central Intelligence. The reports of it curre:at

when this was mritten in September, 1953 were that it seemed more lice

a collision than a merger. The philosophical concept which goes by

the name of "integration" was remote from the facts. Mr. Wisner,

however, was Deputy Director (Plans), the "single directing head" under

the Director of Central Intelligence. --- 'f ; +d. s3
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The transformation of "COAPS" into an office under an Assistant

Director undeniably responsible to the Director of Central Intelligence

was swift and easy. Vandenberg's "ICAPS", designed to be his working

staff of representatives from the Departments who could explain the

views of the Director of Central Intelligence to the chiefs of intelli-

gence in the Intelligence Advisory Board, had been thwarted by the chiefs

themselves. They had insisted upon setting up ad hoc committees to

explore and debate with "ICAPS" in every instance and report back to

the Board as if there were no familiarity with the subject, even

though it might be threadbare.1

Hillenkoetter had received the same treatment notwithstanding -

the fact that in pursuit of harmony he abandoned the position which

Vandenberg had gained as "executive agent" for the Secretaries in the

National Intelligence Authority. Hillenkoetter tried to improve the

situation by suggesting that the usual appointees to the ad hoc committees

should become a Standing Committee available for any discussion with
(."ICAPS" at the moment of alarm without wondering whether they were on

their way to the right blaze. 2

The Standing Committee had not served, however, to expedite

deliberations. Rather, it had increased difficulties perceptibly by

raising question whether a matter should be referred from the Intelli-
gence Advisory Committee by way of the Director to his "ICAPS" become

"COAPS" or from the Director by way of the Advisory Committee to its

Standing Committee, or some other interchange. In short, the whole
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procedure had become ridiculous, and almost everybody knew it. The

principle of representation was vestigial except as an annoyance to

those who had come to "COAPS" from Departments particularly exasperated

with the Director of Central Intelligence.

James Q. Reber, nominated by Armstrong in the State Department

to replace Prescott Childs when he finished his term of office at the

head of "COAPS", saw at once the fallacy in its organisation by repre-

sentation and the uselessness in having so many military men on the

Staff. It did not take three to express the military mind as distin-

guished from the civilian way of thinking. The intricate details of

the Navy's case to be separated from that of the Army or the Air Force,

for example, should be presented anyway -by specialists and technical

experts brought into the discussion of specific matters or issues.

Reber came to the chairmanship of "COAPS", as was traditional, from

the Department of State. But there was no good reason why he should

remain on that Kpayroll" during his stay in the Agency. While here,

he was obviously supposed to be the loyal servant of the Director of

Central Intelligence and to carry out the Director's instructions even

though his own ideas might be different.

Reber expressed his opinions of the fallacy and weakness in "COAPS"

to Jackson, Deputy Director, and found that both Jackson and Smith

agreed with blm. By a general order on December 13, 1950 Reber became

Acting Assistant Director for Intelligence Coordination and in con-

sequence of his office, Secretary to the Intelligence Advisory Committee.
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A single officer with a supporting staff of assistants chosen as he

recomended, and not because they were representatives of Departments,

had taken the place of "ICAPS" and its successor, "COAPS," as the

coordinating.facility of the Central Intelligence Agency in its intelli-

gence activities with the Departments and other agencies of the

Government. No one seems to have mourned the departure of "COAPS"

nor to have regretted much that General Smith did not install the

Coordinating Division which the Dulles Group had proposed. 1

Once General Smith had decided to create the division or office

for estimating recomended in the Dilles Report, it was a relatively

simple matter to segregate the research elements in the old Office

of Reports and Estimates as a nucleus for the new Office of Research

and Reports. It would support the Office of National Estimates and

take care of other services of "common concern" to the Departments and

agencies of the Government such as the National Intelligence Surveys

which had begun with the Defense Project of 1946. Colonel Lovell's

idea that the United States Government should know everything to be

known about the Soviet Union and its satellites thus had grown until

the Central Intelligence Agency was on the point of establishing a

separate office to engage primarily in economic research and to con-

centrate that effort almost exclusively upon the Union of Soviet

Socialist Republios and their dependent states.2

The Office of Research and Reports came into existence on

December 1, 1950 by "Regulation No. 70." Theodore Babbitt was left in

'3 r!'- J



charge for a while. The new head, Max Millikan, took office as Assistant

Director on January 16, 1951. Millikan found that twenty-four different

agencies of the Government were studying "foreign economies." The

problem of their correlation had been understood by the previous adminis-

tration of the Agency. The memorandum from "COAPS" of December 30, 1949

on the State Department's "Four Papers re ASC 50" had suggested an

interdepartmental Economic Intelligence Committee similar to the

Scientific Intelligence Committee recently established. The National

Security Council adopted the recommendation on March 3, 1950 and

instructed the Agency to make a study and report in collaboration with

other agencies concerned.

It had not been accomplished during the summer of 1950. The delay

was caused in large part by the Korean War which burst upon the Agency

as upon every other instrument of the Government. It could be that

absorption with the campaign of the Departments of State and Defense to

force the "Webb Plan" through to the Council at that time had as much to

do with delaying the report from "ORE" on interdepartmental coordination

of economic research. It is certain that other ageocies did not give

to their collaboration more than their habitual interest and effort in

such enterprises. In any case, it was not until May 31, 1951 that

Jackson submitted the report to the Council for the Agency. The Council

established the Economic Intelligence Committee on June 22, 1951 by

"NsCID 15." The Assistant Director, Office of Research and Reports in
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the Agency, was to be its chairman. Millikan sent a progress report

on July 11, 1951 as requested to Jackson, Deputy Director of Central

Intelligence. 1

Before leaving the Agency, Babbitt had another conference with

Jackson on the ills and needs of the Central Intelligence Agency. As

Babbitt remembered later, General Smith found that in the reorganization

the necessary provision for current intelligence had failed to appear.

Babbitt, Montague, and Van Slyck had proposed a Current Intelligence

Division in their Office of Estimates to take care of the Daily Summary,

the situation room, and the twenty-four hour watch in the Agency, as it

participated in the Interdepartmental Watch Committee at the Pentagon.-

General Smith wanted such institutions in the Agency, but not in the new

Office of National Estimates. 2

Jackson called a meeting to consider having an office under another

Assistant Director. Babbitt, asked to give his opinion, stated that

such an Office of Current Intelligence would have to employ a staff

at least of seventy persons. Jackson protested that Babbitt wanted to

"bring ORE in the back door." Babbitt replied that he did. The Office

of Current Intelligence was established on January 11, 1951.

Kingman Douglass,

who had been largely responsible for

developing the Office of Operations, returned to the Agency on January 19,
1951 to become Assistant Director for current Intelligence.3

C
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General Smith's central purpose second only, if that, to his

determination that "OPC" should be under his command, was to bring the

departmental chiefs of intelligence into active cooperation with the

Central Intelligence Agency, under his direction. The last statement

is not to be set aside. It seems quite evident that Smith and Jackson

gave the matter thought. The Agency and the Intelligence Advisory

Coaittee must have "forthright initiative and leadership" as McNarney

declared. Admiral Hillenkoetter had been so often charged with lacking

those attributes that anyone succeeding him as Director of Central

Intelligence had no recourse but to sound the tocsin. 1

Smith's associates in the "cooperative interdepartmental activitya-

which.Souers had begun for President Truman in 1946, and Congress had

made into an "independent agency" in 1947, could have been reminded of

the fact that their predecessors on the Advisory Board and the Committee

had been persistently remiss. It was true that they had tried often

to check the development of Central Intelligence. But their successors

evidently were not to be told so at this time. They should be summoned

to positive effort. Smith told them in the meeting on October 20, 1950

that the Intelligence Advisory Committee "must be geared for rapid

cooperative work"j it therefore must include "the best intelligence

brains in the nation." The warning and the complimentary exhortation

did not ricochet unnoticed. They were included in the minutes of the

meeting written from Jackson's notes. They were' in those taken by

Colonel Howse who attended for the Department of the Army that day.
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Jackson prepared for the first meeting of General Smith with

the Intelligence Advisory Committee. Assuming that as chief of "COAPS"

he would supply the brief for Smith, Reber drew up a statement and took

it to Jackson. In it, Reber proposed that the Director should "use

the mechanism" of the Advisory Committee. Reber meant that it should

actually be put to work and hard work, if possible; he outlined a

course of action for the production of estimates which, he remarked in

1953, was much like that eventually adopted. But apparently Jackson

was irked by Reber's venture. Jackson made it known that he himself

would take care of the General's meeting with the departmental chiefs.

Anyhow, Reber did not attend'. Jackson took the notes which he later ^

dictated. Reber then put them in order for multigraphigraphing and

circulation.

After explaining his action in regard to "OPC," General Smith came

to the real business of the meeting with the Intelligence Advisory Com-

mittee. He read at length, and Jackson quoted in the minutes, from a

paper which Jackson had written as a letter to Walter Lippman upon

"The Responsibility of the Central Intelligence Agency for National

Intelligence Estimates." This memorandum recapitulated the provisions

in the National Security Act of 1947 for correlating and evaluating

national intelligence and for departmental intelligence, and it repeated

in much the same form and phrasing the essential points on the subject

in the Dulles Report. 2
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There was missing that notable provision which appeared in the

draft of the first directive of the National Intelligence Authority

in February, 1946 and failed to survive. Jackson made no specific men-

tion of the necessity that the departmental intelligence services

should supply information on the "capabilities and intentions" of the

United States if the estimators were to give truly "national intelligence"

to the makers of national policy. But then no one could reasonably

expect Smith and Jackson in their first meeting with the departmental

chiefs to make a statement so critical of the Armed Forces. Smith had

to be content in 1950, as had Souers in 1946, with asserting that a

national intelligence estimate ought to "reflect the coordination"

of the best intelligence opinion based on "all available" information.

It was so in 1953, although there seemed to be indication that "net

estimates" had begun to appear in the National Security Council. 1

Jackson repeated in this paper his formula that "ultimate approval"

should rest upon the "collective responsibility" of the highest intelli-

gence officers in the various departmental agencies. The corrected

version of the minutes for October 20, 1950 had the word "responsibility"

lined out and replaced by the word "judgment." According to Reber, it
was General Smith who made the change. Collective judgment is a dif-
fereat concept from collective responsibility, nearer the views of

General Moarney in "ESC 50" and of Admiral Souers. Souers held that

the Director should have individual responsibility "based on coordinated

effort.

C
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As General Smith worked upon national estimates with the Intelli-

gence Advisory Committee, he realised more and more, he said, that they

were collectively responsible. It might have been clearer if he had

said that theirs was a common responsibility. There is no evidence that

he gave up the individual responsibility of the Director of Central

Intelligence. It was his duty by Act of Congress just as "substantially

differing opinions" were the right of the department chiefs of intelli-

gence under the directive of the National Security Council. 1

Following Smith's presentation of Jackson's paper on October 20,

there was "general assent" in the Intelligence Advisory Committee that,

as Jackson had written, the Central Intelligence Agency had by law the" (

"independent right" to produce national intelligence estimates. But

as a "practical matter," they could not be obtained without the "col-

laboration of experts in many fields" and the "cooperation" of the

Departments. General Smith then announced that he proposed to have an

Office of National Estimates; it would be the heart of the Agency and

of the national machinery for intelligence. The accompanying Office

of Research and Reports would confine its activities to specific assign-

ments by directives of the National Security Council as services of

"common concern.'

Mr. Jackson interposed the familiar point of the Dulles Survey

Group. In the past, "ORE" had produced national estimates and miscel-

laneous reports to the confusion of both function and product. The -

inference was that production now in separate offices would keep reports

distinct from estimates; there would be no confusion or blur. One should

C
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not suppress the counterpoint that research has to accompany estimating

closely. That two Assistant Directors could keep them together better

than one Assistant Director, would seem open to query.l

To obtain the "collaboration" of experts and the "cooperation" of

the Departments, General Smith intended that the Intelligence Advisory

Committee should work at estimating as it had not worked heretofore.

Babbitt, Montague, and Van Slyck had proposed a representative Coordination

and Liaison Staff in the Agency. General Smith called upon the Intelli-

gence Advisory Committee itself to take the responsibility for "an

intelligence plan, or more specifically, a list of required national

estimates in order of priority." Moreover, the departmental chiefs of-

intelligence in the Committee, though their junior officers might do

the digging, should be responsible in particular estimates for determining

"a frame of reference and the assumptions" upon which the estimate was

based. The Office of National Estimates should then produce the first

draft and look after its modification and development through dis-

cussion among the interested agencies until the estimate went to the

Intelligence Advisory Comittee for final discussion and approval or

statements of dissent.

For "crisis estimates," General Smith wished to summon special

meetings of the Intelligence Advisory Committee such as had prepared

a series of estimates for President Truman before his journey to confer

with deneral MacArthur on Wake Island. It was agreed that the Advisory

Committee should get down to business at once. The next meeting was
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scheduled for the following Wednesday, October 25. The subject of

discussion would be "the frame of reference and assumptions" for an

estimate on the situation in Indo-China.

Colonel Houe, reporting the session of October 20, 1950 for

the Army, took note that General Smith wanted a "panel of five or six

individuals" in the new estimating office to constitute the "top brains."

This was a reflection of the statement by Babbitt, Montague and Van

Slyck that "ORE" did not have adequate personnel for the work. General

Smith, said Howse, was "looking hard for a retired General or Admiral"

to head the organization. Smith tried to get Admiral Stevens who had

been Naval Attache in Moscow. Smith also remarked that he was anxious^

'to have General Huebner become a member of the panel, possibly head

of the Office. 1

It was natural that General Smith should turn to former associates

when seeking able men for important places in his administration.

Apparently he was persuaded by Mr. Jackson, or by his own reconsideration

of the problem, however, to invite a civilian to head the Office of

National Estimates which he was determined to make the heart of the

national system of intelligence. General Smith summoned William L.

Langer back to public service from retirement after years of active

participation first in the Office of Strategic Services with General

Donovan and then in the Department of State which he had represented

on the Intelligence Advisory Board.2
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The Office of National Estimates came formally into existence

on November 13, 1950 by a general order announcing the appointment

of Langer as Assistant Director for National Estimates. The Office

was organised in three major parts: the National Estimates Board,

the Estimates-Staff, and the Support Staff. Upon the Board under

Langer's chairmanship, General Smith placed, "personally and indi-

vidually" selected by himself, experts in the fields of "strategy,

political science, economics and other social sciences" and individuals

with the "broadest of experience in the field of intelligence at the

highest level."1

Among them were Lieutenant General Thebner and Vice Admiral Bieri,

Professors Sontag and Kent. Kent, in line to succeed Langer, was

qualified by his experience in the Research and Analysis Branch of

ROSS" during the war as well as by his study of "Strategic Intelligence."

Montague and Van Slyck came to the National Estimates Board from the

shambles of "ORE. They had stood from the beginning for coordinated

national estimating on the one hand against the departmental chiefs

of intelligence and on the other against the heads of the geographical

divisions within the Agency. 2

The Estimates Staff under Langer's direction was to be a group'

of officers chosen for their competence to support the National Estimates

Board. Although they were not selected as representatives of the

Departments, their functions were much like those which Babbitt, Montague,

and Van Slyck would have assigned to the Coordination and Liaison Staff

for the preparation of estimates with the departmental intelligence

L
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organizations. The "draft estimates" should be the responsibility of

a General Group of the Estimates Staff. xpert knowledge would come

from the Specialist Group of the Staff. Individuals would be given

particular tasks. There would be special assignments such as those

to the Staff of the National Security Council and to the Watch Com-

mitte in the Pentagon and to the Joint Staff of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff. In addition to this internal organisation, the Office should

have a Panel of Consultants, persons like George Kennan and Vannevar

Bush, who would confer with members of the National Estimating Board

on the most important estimates. 1

As Langer reviewed the situation after the first eight months,

the Office of National Estimates was discharging its responsibilities

primarily through the National Estimates Board. It directed the

production of national intelligence estimates. The action included

setting the priorities which General Smith had intended that the

Advisory Committee should determine. Once the Advisory Committee

had approved the scheduling, or the Estimates Board had decided upon

the urgency, the Office of National Estimates was "more appropriately

identified" as an integral part of the "interagency mechanism" in

producing a given estimate. Cooperation between the National Estimates

Board and the several intelligence organisations of the Departments

of State and Defense, said Langer, was now complete. Meetings occurred

at every stage in the progress of the estimate from the "statement

of the problem" to 'the final draft for submission to the Intelligence
Advisory Conued-ee.

IC
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Langer did not think that he had brought about the great change.

The procedure, he said, was "not wholly dissimilar" from that which

the Agency had employed before the Office of National Estimates had

been established. The "important advance" was that "active cooperation

has displaced reluctant and marginal participation." The underlining

was Langer's. The result, as he saw it, was that "top policy makers"

now attached "real importance" to the estimates which were produced.

This had not formerly been so. For an example, he said, "G-2" had

despatched to General Ridgway at once the contents of a special

estimate on "possible Communist objectives" in proposing a cease-fire

in Korea. The Secretary of State on the same day made an "urgent appeal"

for the same estimate. 1

The solution may have been found as Counsel for Smith had sug-

gested. The General saw the President often. Could word have gone

around that at last there was "a grant of adequate authority" for this

instrument of government? Uncertainty over Korea gave General Smith

decided advantage. Now the Director of Central Intelligence could use

"coordination by direction". He did not have to rely upon "a spirit

of cooperation and good will in preparing the national system of

intelligence for war.2

e
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Arthur Darling,
Yale Professor
Arthur Burr Darling, author

and retired history professor
at Yale University died in
Paris last Saturday following
a brief illness. He was 78 and
had -been .living In Paris for

iVie past two years.
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history department at Phillips
Academy. Andover. Mass.,
from 1933 to 1056 and histor-
ian of the Central Inielligence.
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Following his retirement in.
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the Italian educational system

He lived in Washington-
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War, he was a John Harvard r
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where he obtained his docto.
rate In American history.;

He is survived by. three
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EIPLANATCRT NOTE

This document is a condensation of A. B. Darling' a The

Central Intelligence Agency, an Instruwent of Government,.

19hO-1950, written by the Historical Staff at the direction

of Colonel Stanley J. Grogan, Assistant to the Director.

Although it represents a considerable abridgement of Mr.

Darling's study, it leaves no part of it untowched and should

reflect all points of any importance treated therein. A

complete understanding of the original, however, particularly

with references to its sources and substantiating material

would, of course, require a reading of the whole.
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Preface

The present historical study is concerned principally with two

themes. First is the development of the theory of central intelligence,

which is the evolution of the issue between individual versus collective

responsibility for the production of intelligence estimates sent to

the policy-makers. Second is the growth of a central intelligence agency

as an instrument of government from 1940 to 1950. This theme is expressed

by the ever-present question of whether the agency should be a cooperative

interdepartmental activity or independent.

4"



ORIGN IN WAR

I - Introduction

Precedents:

War, or warlike competition, has been for ages the normal relation-

ship between states. Consequently, states have always collected information

about each other. The United States, too, has from the beginning gathered

information about other nations. The Department of State has done this

since its establishment in 17891 the Army and Navy have also maintained

agents abroad. The unique feature of American activity has been that until

recently we have given bit little attention to counter-intelligence. On

the contrary, we have tended to publicise our resources and capabilities

and to invite inspection of them.

I-i

The Idea of Intelligence:

Before information can be called intelligence it must be evaluated,

interpreted, analysed, and synthesised. This serves to eliminate useless

information and to combine the remainder from various sources into an

integrated whole, which can provide the policy-maker with a basis for his

decisions. Once he has received pertinent intelligence, his is the respon-

sibility for action. The major problem in the formulation of intelligence

is the manner in which the above process is to take place. By 1939 repre-

sentatives from the Departments of Agriculture, Comerce, and the Interior

were assigned to the Foreign Service as attaches. Their reports were made

through the State Department. On the other hand, the military and naval

attaches made their reports directly to their respective de a ts.
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Here is one of the major themes of this study: should there be individual

or collective responsibility for the production of national estimates?

The Idea in Actions

The German successes of the spring and summer of 1 940 gave rise to

the two Donovan missions 'to E!rope of July-August, 1940, and December,

1940 - March, 1941. In addition to other important topics the General

reported upon the use of psychological and political warfare by the British
1

and Germans and upon the central intelligence committee which was taking

form in London. These he felt to be of paramount interest to the govern-

ment of the United States. The result of these observations and of Donovan's

own ideas was his memorandum of June 10, 19411, to the President, which

proposed the creation of a "service of strategic information." This

embodied two of Donovan's basic ideas: that strategy without information

is helpless; and that information collected for no strategic purpose was

futile.

This memorandum laid the basis for the instrument of government which
C

has become the Central Intelligence Agency. Donovan's principles were

expressed as follows: the Coordinator of Strategic Information should have

an advisory panel consisting of the Director of the Federal Bureau of
(

Investigation, the heads of the Army and Navy intelligence services, and

corresponding officials from other Departments concerned. The personnel

of the new agency would come from both service and civilian life. The
(



new agency could collect information independently, but could under no

circumstances encroach upon the Departments. Its duty would be to ana ze

and interpret information for Departmental use. The new agency would

control psychological warfare. Although he did not specifically mention

his concepts of physical subversion and guerrilla warfare, these were

implicit. The Coordinator of Strategic Information would be directly

responsible to the President.

These proposals aroused so much opposition from the armed services and

other quarters that the President's order of June 25, 1941, which appointed

Donovan Coordinator of Strategic Information, had to be withdrawn. The

order of July 11, 1941, created the office of Coordinator of Information

(the word "strategic" being omitted) and in so doing carefully guarded
the regular military and naval advisers to the President from encroachment
on the part of the new official.

This criticism is important, since it has from that day to this

complicated relationships between the armed services and the central intel-
ligence agency. The armed services felt that the new office would be too
powerful and thus in a -position to control their intelligence services
and thereby acquire an undue influence over national military and naval

strategy. Others felt that the new office put so broad an interpretation

upon the concept of "strategic" that there would be too much competition
with "many of the old-line agencies and most of the defense ageacies."

Nevertheless, Donovan was in fact pioneering and looking beyond the exigencies
of the moment. He felt that here was an unique opportunity for a puely



American contribution in the history of intelligence and that such a

broad concept of "strategic" was essential to the formulation of national.

policy. -

By the end of 1941 many elements of 'a central intelligence service

were already in existence. The Foreign Information Service had come into

existence before July, 1941. This Service included both broadcasting
1

and listening facilities. The Research and Analysis Branch was well

established in August, 1941. It collected and evaluated the basic materials

for intelligence reports. By October, 1941, the Visual Presentation
4

Branch was already working on the techniques of delivering such reports

and related data to the parties concerned. An Oral Intelligence Service

interviewed persons recently arrived from abroad and foreign nationals
4

residing in the United States in order to obtain information about the

countries of their origin. In October, 1941, the undercover collection

of information outside the Western Hemisphere was, by agreement with the
(

Army and Navy, consolidated under the Coordinator of Information.

On October 10, 1941, Donovan established the "Special Activities - K and

L uds", to take charge of espionage, subversive activities, sabotage,

and guerrilla units.

I - iii

The Office of Strategic Services:

On June 13, 1942, a military order .of the President created and placed



the Office of Strategic Services, the successor of the Coordinator of

Information, under -the direction of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Prior

to this the Foreign Information Service and its listening-posts had been

removed from the Coordinator of Information and placed under the control

of the new Office of War Information.

In March, ,1942, the Joint Chiefs of Staff created the Joint

Psychological Warfare Committee. They reorganized it on June 21, 1942,

with Donovan as Chairman. This committee was composed of Army and Nary

representatives and was supported by an advisory committee drawn from

the Department of State., the Board of Economic Warfare,. the Coordinator

of Inter-American Affairs, and the Office of War Information. The real

issue in the deliberations of this group was whether or not the Office
c.

of Strategic Services was to be directly responsible to the Joint Chiefs

of Staff for the conception and conduct of psychological warfare. If not,;

then the Army's and Navy's majority on the Committee would be in a position
to control projects of the Office of Strategic Services. The final result
was the Joint Chiefs of Staff directive of December 22, 1942, which
abolished the Joint Psychological Warfare Committee and designated the
Office of Strategic Services as the "agency" of the Joint Chiefs of Staff

charged with the military program of psychological warfare.

A Planning Group was established within the Office of Strategic

Services, composed of one member from the Department of State, two from

the Army, two from the Navy, and four (including the Chairman) from the
Office of Strategic Services. Its purpose was to supervise the military

program of psychological warfare and to integrate it with military and
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naval operations. To assist this group there was created an Advisory

Committee, composed of representatives of the Board of Economic Warfare,
Office of War Information, Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, the

Treasury, and other agencies whose interests Night be concerned. Plans
of the Planning Group would receive the approval of the Director of the

Office of Strategio Services and would then be submitted through the

Joint Staff Planners to the Joint Qiefs of Staff for final approval.

The head of the Office of War Information refused to participate in the

Advisory Committee, on the grounds that there was no point in giving advice

to another group upon matters which he was already under obligation to
the President to formlate and execute.

The directive of December 22, 1942, defined the intelligence functions
of the Office of Strategic Services. These were to comprise only those
"necessary for the planning and execution of the military program for
psychological warfare, and for the preparation of assigned portions of
intelligence digests and such other data and visual presentation as may
be requested.* The Office was to function in the collection of intelligence
only in the field of the special operations of sabotage, espionage and
counterespionage in enemy-occupied or controlled territory, guerrilla
warfare, underground groups, and contacts with foreign nationals in the
United States. These restrictions were removed by the final revision
of the directive on October 27, 1913, which fully restored the Office's
function of collecting information for the production of intelligence.

The next problem which faced the Office of Stratetic Services was
that of the right of access to information. Although in October, 1941,



the Army and Navy had agreed to the consolidation of undercover intelli-
gence operations under the Coordinator of Information, the agreement
had contained the specific reservation that in the event of war the
services should have full power to operate their own undercover intelligence
services. The most that the Joint Chiefs of Staff would concede to the
Office of Strategic Services was that the Office and the military and
naval intelligence services would "provide for the complete and free
interchange of information, evaluated as to creditability of source, re-
quired for the execution of their respective missions". In practice this
meant that the services felt no obligation to turn over to the Office of
Strategic Services any information about operations which they thought
should not be revealed. The services were apprehensive on the grounds
of security leaks. On the other hand, worthwhile intelligence reports
could not be made without access to the necessary strategic information.
The refusal of the Navy to release its radio "intercepts" to the Office
of Strategic Services illustrates this problem. Donovan protested on
October 22, 1942, that such action would impair his ability to discharge
his assigned mission, because the Offices'# undercover agents in foreign
countries were entitled to the protection and help which the interception
of enemy messages would give them and since the Besearch and Analysis
Branch needed the information for its strategic studies. Since the Joint
Intelligence Committee of the Joint Chiefs of Staff was unsympathetic
to Donovan's position, his deputy, General Magruder, did not press the
legal point that the Office was entitled to such informatio. On January
19, 1943, the Joint Chiefs of Staff ruled that the release of the information
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was within the province of the Army and Navy representatives in the

Office of Strategic Services Planning Group. The existence of this prob-

lem still hampers the operations of the Central Intelligence Agency.

Early in 19L3 the Joint Chiefs of Staff created the Joint Intelligence

Collection Agencies of the Army, Navy, and Air Forces, whose functions

were not to engage in initial procurement, but to assemble material in

the field offices and forward it to Washington. In theory this cooperation

should have helped the Secret Intelligence Branch of the Office of Strategic

Services, but in practice it laid Secret Intelligence's agents open to

exposure and delayed the transmission of their material to Washington.

In the spring of 191 3 the Army and Navy proposed the reorganization

of the Joint Intelligence Committee, in order to improve the production

of estimates. The new committee would have a civilian member besides

the representatives of the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Office of Strategic

Services. Each member would have access to all information possessed
Cby his service and presumably would make it available to the Committee.

The Research and Analysis Branch of the Office of Strategic Services would

be directly under the Joint Intelligence Committee and would be combined

with the Office of Ikval Intelligence and the Military Intelligence Service

insofar as their foreign intelligence functions were concerned. Research
and Analysis would thus become a central agency. Magruder favored the

(plan, but felt that Secret Intelligence and Counterespionage should also
be raised to the "strategic level.v Donovan did not approve the plan,

possibly feeling that it represented an attempt to deprive his Office
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of a major function and restrict further its intelligence activities.

The plan did not materialize. The attitude of the Departments remained

that they were willing to use the Office of Strategic Services as a

servant, but umilling to admit it to equal partnership in final judgments.

Their ability to withhold information from it strengthened their position.

Despite its difficulties the Office of Strategic Services was able

to lay the foundations for a system of national intelligence. It left to

its successors a wealth of experience, a number of skilled persons, a

host of intelligence methods and practices, and a number of <fices (which
survive today in modified form)s Foreign Nationalities Branch, Secret

Intelligence Branch, "I-2" (Counterespionage) Branch, Research and

Analysis Branch, Special Operations Branch, and administrative and support
branches. Its liaison with our wartime allies was particularly close
with the British in counterespionage matters, although in certain areas
of the world the British were most reluctant, for various reasons, to
allow the Office of Strategic Services to function.

I - iv

The Donovan Plans

Long before the end of World War II people were wishing to profit
in peace from wartime intelligence experience. Magruder, the Lend Lease
chief in China, observed there the need for joint intelligencamong the
services. When he returned to Washington in the summer of 1942 he conferred
with Donovan on the subject. Donovan appointed him Deputy Director for

Intelligence of the Office of Strategic Services, whereupon Magruder
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formulated, in August, 1942, his plan for coordination of the intelligence

services.

Magruder's plan emphasized that no single intelligence service was

then competent to furnish complete information and that connection between

intelligence and policy-makers was only intermittent; all the intelligence

services were oompartmented. .A "superior joint intelligence agency",

which could produce "complete and digested intelligence" was the only

remedy.

Magruder's point of departure was a reorganized Joint Intelligence

Committee of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. He proposed that in place of

the working staff of that Committee there should be created a Joint Intelli-

gence Bureau as an agency of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. It would have a
1

Director and Deputy Director; economic, political, military, and other

intelligence research divisions; and an initiating and review committee.

This committee would make assignments to the working groups, requisition

material from the departments concerned, and approve the Bureau's studies

and estimates. These would then go through the Director to the Joint

Chiefs of Staff. -

Representatives of the Departmental intelligence services would com-

pose the initiating and review comittee. These would not merely be

visitors from the Departments, but would also be members of the Bureau.
(.lthough they would represent their respective services they would also

work as members of a central intelligence agency with expressed delegated

functions. This is an application of the federal governmental principle,
C
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as illustrated by the Congress of the United States, which both represents

the States of the Union and makes national policy.

Magruder felt that this scheme would provide the coordination so

obviously lacking and put an end to the departments' practice of denying

information to the Research and Analysis Branch of the Office of Strategic

Services. He reiterated these ideas in a series of written observations

on July 30, 1943, to the Eecutive Secretary of the Joint Chiefs of Staff

and repeated his earlier proposals that the Secret Intelligence and

Counterespionage Branches be raised to the "strategic level" along with

the Research and Analysis Branch.

On September 17, 1913, at the request of General Walter B. Smith,

then Chief of Staff of the Allied Forces in North Africa, Ionovan gave

in detail his ideas on a strategic intelligence organization. He pro-

posed: an organization independent of other nations, for security,

verification of information, and control; maintenance of secret collection;

counterintelligence for the protection of sources; independent communica-

tions facilities and passport privileges; a separate budget and unvouchered

funds; a civilian director and largely civilian personnel; research and

analysis facilities manned by regional specialists and skilled technicians;

physical subversion and morale warfare activities. The head of the new

organization should be a member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Since the

organization would serve and support not only the armed services, but

also the diplomatic, economic, and (in wartime) propaganda services, no
single Department should control it.



Donovan again stated his views in October, 1944. He felt that:

there must be a continuous flow of intelligence both in peace and war

"on the policy or strategy level", to permit the formulation of an informed

national policy; there should be both overt and clandestine operations

abroad, but no clandestine operations within the United States; the

agency should have no- police power or identification with any law-enforcing

1body in the United States or abroad. He did not propose to interfere

with the operational departmental intelligence, but intended to make clear

the principle of individual responsiblity.

The Director would be appointed by the President and subject to

his orders. He would administer the agency and determine its policy with

the advice and assistance (not advice and consent) of a board of repre-

sentatives from the Department of State, the Army and the Navy. The

difference between these concepts still continues to furnish argument.

Donovan believed that the Office of Strategic Services met all these

(requirements and that a new Presidential executive order to replace that

of June 13, 19112, would suffice to perpetuate it as an instrument of

government.

Donovan submitted to the President on November 18, 1941, the final

draft of his plan for a "Permanent World-Wide Intelligence Service". He

stressed that control of the system should return from the Joint Chiefs

of Staff to the President and that there should be a central authority
reporting directly to the President with responsibility for setting

objectives and coordinating the material necessary in planning and executing
C
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"national policy and strategy." He enclosed a draft of a directive.

This provided that the board to "advise and assist" the irector should

consist of the Secretaries of State, War, Navy, and other members whom

the President might subsequently appoint. This board, therefore, would

be at the high level of Department Secretaries or their representatives.

The proposed executive order for the transfer of the Office of

Strategic Services and the directive to accompany it was finally drafted

near the end of November, 194&. It contained a provision for national

intelligence, which it carefully distinguished from operational intelli-

gence of the Departments. It laid plans for subversive operations abroad

and for liaison with foreign intelligence agencies. It forbade the use

of any police power at home or abroad. It provided for the dissolution

of all existing joint intelligence committees, whose duties, facilities,
and personnel would be given to the Office of Strategic Services. It
provided that in time of war or unlimited national emergency the Office

would coordinate its operations with military plans, subject to Joint

Chiefs of Staff approval. Theater cemanders were to have control in
their areas, but under other conditions there were to be no geographioal

restrictions on the agency's operations.

By November 27, 194, Donovan was ready for the hearing before the
Joint Chiefs of Staff. He sent copies of his memorandum and proposed

directive, with explanatory letters, to ranking service and State Departr-

ment officials.
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Constructive Controversy:

In December, 1944, Donovan went abroad on an inspection tour.

Members of the Joint Intelligence Staff, the working committee of the

Joint Intelligence Committee, dissatisfied with the existing intelligence

system, had been discussing ways to improve it. They disliked Donovan's

plan for a Director of Central Intelligence responsible only to the

President and subject only to advice from the Departments.

The meetings of the Joint Chiefs of Staff committees produced two

plans. The "services plan" rejected Donovan's concept of the Director

reporting directly to the President and modified his concept of individual

responsibility. The issue lay between "the principle of coordination

and the principle of chain of command." This plan placed authority jointly

with the Secretaries of State, War, and the Navy acting as a board. While

the plan did not elaborate on this point, the assumption was logical that

the Secretaries would function as a whole, with control vested in no
4

one individual. The federal principle appears in the concept of an

"intelligence directorate" to operate under the Secretaries, which was

to have a State Department civilian head, and deputies from the War and

Navy Departments. It was to have inspection, coordination, and planning

powers, but no administrative or operating functions. These were

apparently to remain with the Departments. A joint intelligence service

would conduct operations of "common concern". Stress upon this point

accentuated the Departments' desire to keep their other interests distinctly

their own concern. The supporters of this plan wished the Joint
' (



Intelligence Committee to continue to synthesize departmental intelli-

gence on a "strategic level". They felt that the presence of representa-

tives from State, -Foreign Economic Administration, and the Office of

Strategic Services, in addition to those from the armed services, on the

Joint Intelligence Committee would make it easy for that committee to

become a national estimating board.

The "civilian plan" accepted most of Donovan's principles, but
rejected his concept of the Director's responsibility to the President
alone and modified his concept of individual responsibility. This plan

had the following features: coordination and secret collection functions;

independent budget; departments to maintain their own operational intelli-
gence, but to make available to the central agency whatever materials

the Director might request; no police functions; in war the agency to
come directly under the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Important differences from
the Donovan plan were: the Director, although appointed by the President;
would be subject to the "direction and control" by the Secretaries of
State, War, and the Navy sitting as a board. In war a Joint Chiefs of
Staff representative would also be a member. Intelligence collection,
except by clandestine methods, should remain with the Departments. The
agency would not engage in subversive operations abroad. This plans
board would have no power of inspection.

Before his departure on December 26, 1914, Donovan commented to the
President on these plans. He rejected the uservices" plan, holding that
it approached the whole intelligence problem from a strictly departmental,
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rather than a truly national, point of view. He felt that the "civilian

plan" closely followed his own ideas and aimed at a system for producing

truly national estimates. He informed the President that he had appeared
1

by request before the Joint Strategic Survey Committee, the political

advisers of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. He had been willing to entertain

the idea of a board between the President and Director, but insisted that
1the Director be free to administer agency affairs. In short, he wished

real centralization and coordination under a Director ultmately responsible

to the President. The Joint Strategic Survey Committee's January, 1945,

4report gave the impression that Donovan had been more willing to concede

the "civilian" planes idea of "advice and control" by the Secretaries.

On December 22, 1.94, the Joint Intelligence Committee agreed to

perfect the plans. Within a week they produced a single plan. This
provided for a National Intelligence Authority, whose members were to be

the Secretaries of State, War, Navy, and the Chief of Staff to the

Commander-in-Chief (this member was later changed to a representative of

the Joint Chiefs of Staff). This Authority would function as a whole and
would have responsibility for all federal intelligence activities related

to the national security. Under it would be the Central Intelligence
Agency, with a Director whom the President would appoint on the Authority's
recommendation. A board subordinate to the Authority and consisting of
the Army, Navy, State, and other intelligence service heads concerned,
would advise (with no indication of dictation) the Director. The board's
members would be severally responsible to their Secretaries.

The Joint Strategic Survey Committee reported on January 18, 1945,



that this plan was superior to Donovan's project, which would "over-

centralize" the intelligence services by controlling the departmental

intelligence agencies, without making this control responsible either to

a single Department head or to the heads of the Departments as a body.

Their own plan would vest control in the National Intelligence Authority.

The Joint Strategic Survey Comnittee at this time accepted the central

agency's right of "inspection" of departmental intelligence operations

in connection with its planning functions. But in order to avoid jeopardiz-

ing military operations this plan made the Authority and agency responsible

for protecting "intelligence sources and methods" which had direct and
important bearing on "military operations." Thus, at this time military

men closely associated inspection and the duty to protect military

operations. Restrictions upon the right of inspection came later.

On February 9, 1915, the "Chicago Tribune" and the Washington "Times
Herald" produced Donovan's memorandum to the President and the proposal.
The source of this "leak" still is unanown. Then the Joint Intelligence
Committee plan got into the same papers. The resulting furore was
tremendous, but died down owing to the publicity concerning the Yalta
Conference and imminent victory in Ehrope.

On April 5, 1915, the President asked Donovan to obtain a

consensus concerning the proposed new agency. In general, the replies
showed little disposition to agree with Donovan's ideas. The Secretary
of War took the following significant position: security against aggression
was the primary concern of the Secretaries of State, War, and the Navy,
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who should therefore have all responsibility. Donovan's plan would

subject departmental intelligence to outside control. Coordination must

be increased, but the coordinating authority should not engage in operations,

because the tendency would be for these to expand at the expense of the

departments responsible for intelligence operations.

Donovan replied on May 16, 1945, to the Secretary of War. He agreed ,

with the latter's arguments about responsibility for security against

aggression. . He insisted, however, that such responsibility did not give

them the right to control the proposed central intelligence agency, because
4

the President, not the Secretaries, was Commander-in-Chief in both peace

and war. His was the "authority of decision." Policy decisions were

dependent on intelligence. The President was therefore entitled to intelli-
4

gence free from domination by one or more individual Departments. But

the Secretary of War's reply had been made on behalf of the administration.

Nothing further was to be done until plans had been carried out for the
I(defeat of Japan.

I-v

C
Liquidation for "OSS":

After Germany's surrender the House Appropriations Committee inquired

whether there were any plans to use the Office of Strategic Services in
(the Pacific War. On May 25 and 27, 1945, Admiral Leahy replied for the

Joint Chiefs of Staff. by quoting without personal comment from messages

from Admiral Nimita and Generals MacArthur, Sultan, and Wedemeyer in the
C



Far East and from Generals McNarney and Eisenhower in Europe.

Sultan and Nimitz wished the Office's present functions to be

accomplished within the War and Navy Departments. MacArthur had not used

it and had no plans to. Eisenhower placed a very high value on the

Office and, under control by theater commanders, wished to have intelli-

gence-gathering and counterespionage operations contime. Mc arney praised

the Office's work in Italy, wished to continue its secret intelligence

operations in. Italy, Austria, and the Balkans (as long as conditions

there remained unstable), wished a reduction of the Office's staff in

the Mediterranean area, and recommended that its trained personnel be a ent

to the Pacific. Wedemeyer declared that the Office's potential in china

was high and cited the present and future value of commando and intelli-

gence teams and other groups there.

Japan's surrender and the public mood caused the Bureau of the

Budget to shift its thinking from provisions for war to provisions for

peace. Consequently, on August 25, 19115, the Bureau advised Donovan that

there would be no expansion of peacetime activities unless they contributed

to the "reconversion process and the expansion of industry and trade".

The Office of Strategic Services was a wartime product with no precedents

in peace. The Bureau had been stucying the problem of an intelligence

system, however, and had a plan of its own to propose.

Donovan resisted dispersal of his organization. He insisted that to
allocate different parts to different departments was absurd, since that
would destroy the Office as an "entity" and since America's new responsi-

bilities required "an adequate intelligence system." His views, however,
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did not prevail, as the decision was made to close the Office of Strategic

Services.

Appraisal of the Office revealed that under its auspices and for

the first time in American history an organized espionage andoounter-

espionage network had operated in mary parts of the world. American

scholars had combined current information and comprehensive surveys into

intelligence reports for policy-makers. The Office had shown the usefulness

of a central body to process materials from every source. The advisability

of a single authority to collect secret information outside of the United

States had been demonstrated. The value.of cooperation with other govern-

ments had been shown. The Office had demonstrated that secret intelli-

gence and subversive practices of all sorts were complementary and seemed

to produce better results than when operated separately.

President Truman praised Donovan on September 20, 1945,.for exceptional

leadership in a wartime activity and emphasized that Donovan could return
to private life with the knowledge that wartime experience would immeasurably

help in the establishment of a peacetime intelligence service.

c

c



*~ CHAPTER II

PLANS IN PEACE TM

II - Introduction

Peaceful Methods of War:

In August, 19145, Donovan explained once more to the Budget Bureau

Director the principles which he felt should govern a centralized

"United States Foreign Intelligence System." He believed that those

principles were already at work in the Office of Strategic Services.

Since that Office was to be abandoned, another should immediately

replace it.

At this time Gregory Bateson reported from the Office of Strategic

Services Headquarters in the India-Burma theater on the effect of the atomic

bomb on "indirect methods of warfare.W He forecast changes in psycho-

logical warfare, clandestine operations, and strategic intelligence.

He argued that within ten years all ma.or powers were likely to possess

atomic weapons. The bomb would be powerless against subversive practices,
guerrilla warfare, social and economic manipulation, diplomatic forces,
and black and white propaganda. Consequently, the United States could

not in the future rely for defense solely on the Army and Navy, but must
also employ a third agency, acting under the State Department, for

clandestine operations, economis controls, and psychological pressures.

II - i

Donovant s Principles:

Donovan stated that the Office of Strategic Services had left two
assets: a secret intelligence service which collected information abroad
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and reported it directly to Washington; and a group of specialists who

analysed this information for the use of policy-makers.

He reiterated the familiar points in his plan. Each department

would have its operational intelligence service and make its materials

available to the central agency. This agency would serve all Depart.

:ents with additional information which it would obtain either from its

own collectors or from other services. It would supply its "strategic

interpretive studies" to authorized consumers. The agency would have

no clandestine activities within the United States and no police powers

at home or abroad. It should be independent of Departmental control, since

it was to serve all Departments. In war it would be subject to the Joint

Chiefs of Staff. It should have an independent budget and be a ministered
I

by a single officer appointed by and under the direction of the President,

who might designate a general manager to act as his intermediary. The

Director should, subject to the approval of the President or the general

manager, determine agency policy with the "advice and assistane" of a

board representing the Secretaries of State, War, the Navy, and the

Treasury. Donovan was unilling to compromise any of his three basis
C

principles: individual responsibility; the need for experts in research

and analysis; and the maintenance of covert services abroad. Donovan

sent copies of his letter to the Budget Bureau Director and to the heads

of the branch offices of the Office of Strategic Services. His dispatch

arrived in Cairo in time to be discussed at a dinner with members of

Congress traveling in the Middle East. Two views emerged from this
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discussions that the State Department should manage the new intelligence

system; and that the Federal Bureau of Investigation should take charge

of it.

II - 11

Pronosals from the Bureau of the Budget:

A September 20, 195 Budget Bureau report traced the history of

Ausrican intelligence, objected to continuance of the Office of Strategic

Services, and proposed a new organization. The report commended the

Office, but dismissed it as a wartime agency, which should not be

superimposed "on- the normal structure of government." It stated that

Office of Strategic Services advocates neglected to consider the followe

Ing facts. Intelligence operations must be conducted in the departments,

because they were responsible for decisions and actions, and should

therefore produce the intelligence upon which these were based. The

Donovan plan did not recognize the leading role of the State Department

as a "staff agency" of the President. The report conceded the necessity

for greater intelligence coordination and consequently proposed a small

"independent central staff," which should not engage in original research,

but should rely on Departmental research. This staffs function would be

that of coordination. Pending the establishment by the President of
such a staff the State Department could provide the facilities.

This report ignored the Donovan contention that there should be no
Departmental control of intelligence production ands by its insistence
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on a leading role for the State Department, displeased some service

officers, who felt that State Department officials wuuld not deal with

the Army and Navy as representatives of "coordinate" branches of the

Government. Consequently, some officers reverted to the idea of a

central intelligence branch independent of the Departments and directly

responsible to the President.

The Budget Bureau plan also proposed two interdepartmental committees.

One would be a positive Intelligence Coordinating Committee and would

include the Assistant Secretaries of State, War, and Navy, plus the

1Assistant Secretary of Commerce. The other would be a Security Coordi-

nating Committee, for counterespionage and counterintelligence and would

include the Secretaries of State, War, and Navy, plus the Assistant
I

Secretary of the Treasuz and the Assistant Attorney General.

On September 20, 19115, President Truman directed the Secretary of

State to take the lead in developing the program for a comprehensive and
coordinated foreign intelligence system. He was to form an interdepart-

mental group to make plans for Presidential approval. At the same time

the President signed the executive order which broke up the Office of
Strategic Services. The Research and Analysis and Presentation Branches
went intact to the State Department. The remaining activities were

assigned to the War Departments where the Strategic Services Unit was
Cestablished under Magruder.

By October 26, 1915, the wartime peak of 13,000 American nationals
in the Office of Strategic Services had been reduced to less than 8,000.

M C



Purooses of the Joint Chiefs of Staff:

The Joint Chiefs of Staff revived the plan for a National Intelli-

gence Authority. They now proposed that the central agency should

have no independent budget, but that the participating Departments

should allocate money as agreed among them. The Director night use

these funds.

The Independent Offices Appropriation Act for 1915 had made a

separate budget impossible vdthout further legislation. This Act pro-

vided that no agency, including those established by executive order,

after it had been in existence for more than one year, could spend any

part of any appropriation or fund made available by this or any other

Act unless Congress had specifically authorized the expenditure of

funds by that agency.

On September 19, 1945, the Joint Chiefs of Staff submitted this

plan to the Secretaries of War and the Navy and asked them to forward

it to the President. Ten days later they sent it to the Secretary of

State.

The Joint Chiefs took note of Donovan's principles, but once again

objected to what they termed his wish to Rovercentralize" the intelligence

system and control the departmental intelligence agencies. They insisted

that the central agency should be responsible to the Department heads.

However, they could feel that in view of the development of the atomLc
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bomb and friction with Russia an efficient intelligence service Vas

necessary. Army and Navy committees were trying to reconcile their

differences and find common ground for a single Defense Department

1and central intelligence service. Meanwhile a specially designated
State Department member was beginning to build upon ideas in the Depart-
ment and the Budget Burean suggestions.

II - iv

The Plan for the State Deuartent:

(During the fall of 19U the State Department bad considered the
establishment of its ov Office of Foreign Intelligence. The Department
had no place for coordination with other government agencies# nr did
its functional and geographical divisions provide a central place for
the accumulation of knowledge involving the work of several divisions.
The proposed Office of Foreign Intelligence was to fill these gaps.

In the fall of 1945 a contemplated reorganiation provided that
the Special Assistant to the Secretary of State for Research and Intelli.
gence would gather all collection, evaluation, and dissemination functions
from the Department's geographic offices nd would d(rect tw new offces:

intelligence and counterintelligence. The State Department would absorb
what it wanted of the Offce of Strategic Services' Research and Analysis
and Presentation Branches as they came over. ay remainder would be
abandoned. All State Departmnt and other government Departments and
agencies would then be expected to send their intelligence to the State

JL
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Department for correlation and synthesis. There is an obvious relation

between these ideas and those of the Budget Bureau.

Mr. Alfred McCormack, Special Assistant to the Secretary, who had

been Director of the Army Military Intelligence Service, brought into

the Department Ludwell L. Montague and James S. Lay, who had been

secretaries of the Joint Intelligence Comittee of the Joint Chiefs

of Staff and who had both contributed to its plan for central intelli-

gence.

On October 13 Forrestal wrote to Patterson that they should push

the Joint Chiefs' plans vigorously with the President. On October 16,

Forrestal and Patterson met with Byrnesa. All agreed that any central

intelligence agency should report to them rather than to the Presidente

This decision eliminated Donovants proposal. Patterson set up under

the chairmanship of Robert A. Lovett, Assistant Secretary for Air a
committee to study the problem. This represented part of the Army and
Navy effort to forestall the Budget Burean and State Department.

The three Secretaries met again on November ik, agreed for the
reord that they all favored a central agency and to set up an inter.
departmental working committee to deal with the problem. They agreed
in principle that the Budget Bureau's plan was not good. The members

of the interdepartmental comittee were: Donald S. Russell and Alfred

McCormack from the State Department; Robert A. Lovett and Brigadier

General George Branell from the Army; and Bear Admiral Sidney Sours

and . Matthias Correa from the Navy.
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The working committee met on November 19. McCormack insisted that

the President's letter of September 20 to Byrnes directed him to take

the lead both in developing the interdepartmental program for intelli-

gence and in puttirg that program into operation. The Army and Navy

representatives insisted that the letter meant only that the inter-

departmental group should formulate plans for Presidential approval and

decisions.

McCorack' s plan provided that the Executive Secretary of the

coordinating authority over the Departmental intelligence services

should -be appointed by the Secretary of State and an employee in the
State Department. Instead of having a central agency responsible for
producing "national estimates" McCormack would have the Estimates Staff

in the State Department perform this function. The Estimates Staff
was under the Special Assistant for Research and Intelligence, who was

McCormack himself.

The Arm.y and Navy uished for a Director of the Central Intelligence
Agency named by the President and responsible to the Secretaries of
State, War, Navy, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff representatives. This C
Agency would pro dace the fnational intelligence estimates." Neither

side would yield.

In Deceber McCormack agreed to the presence of Armed Services
representatives throughout the proposed central agency. Leadership and
commanding positions were, however, to be clearly reserved for the
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State Department. McCormack also reduced the Budget Bureau's ato

coordinating committees from a position of authority to an advisory

role. In their place he accepted the Joint Intelligence Conmitteers

1944 idea of a single National Intelligence Authority, with, however,
the Secretary of State as chairman and the Secretaries of War and the

Navy as members. Deputies of the rank of Under or Assistant Secretary

night serve with full powers for any member of the Authority. The

Secretary of State might invite heads of other Departments and agencies

to sit in the meetings. Treasury and Federal Bureau of Investigation

representatives would attend to discuss security matters. McCormack

omitted the provision for a Joint Chiefs of Staff representative. The

State Department would retain the "leadership and final responsibilityk

Under the Authority ould be an Executive Secretary appointed by the
Secretary of State with the approval of the other two Secretaries. If
he were not one at the time of his appointment, this individual should
become a State Department employee before assuming his duties. His
deputies and staff members might be obtained from the War and Navy De-
partments or from agencies other than those represented in the Authority.
The State Department would provide the administrative services, except

for provisions 'for pay and personnel. McCormack placed the Executive

Secretary in the position of a State Department employee removable at
the gill of the War and Navy Departments, since he finally agreed that

the Secretary might be dismissed by a tvo-thirds vote of the Authority.

Other proposed coordinating comnittees were: politics, economics,
geography, science and technology, hiographical records, military affairs
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and others. The State Department was to have the chairmanship of almost

all of these committees. Notable exceptions were: Military intelligence

(Armed Services); physical security (Federal Bureau of Investigation);

comnicaitions (rotated among State, War, and the Navy). Although this

plan was interdepartmental in many respects, it was to be primarily the

concern of the State Department. Although it could be argued that in
this plan the State Department was merely the first among equals, the

Army and Navy felt that it would dominate the proceedings.

On December 15 McCormack accepted a War Department provision that

recomendations for the intelligence program or arg consequent operating
plan should be submitted for concurrence or comment by the appropriate

advisory board before the recommendation went to the Authority. When

an advisory board member did not concur he was to have the right to

submit his view to the Authority with the recommendation from the

Executive Secretary. This was designed to give the other Departmental

representatives a voice and to keep the Executive Secretary from over.

riding their opinions if they disagreed with him. This problem of pro-

vidirg for concerted action %tile protecting minority rights within the
agency has been debated again and again since then.

The plants twowakest points were its assumption that the Special
Estimates Staff would receive a steady now of raw materials from the

Departments and that it made no adequate provision for suplying the

Special Estimates Staff with secret foreign intelligence. The Office

of Strategic Services' experience with the armed services did not bear

out McCormack's assumption about the fow of raw materials. C



McCormack finally conceded that there should be a director of

operations under the Executive Secretary. If the Authority should

decide on centralised rather than departmental operations, this official

would handle secret intelligence and security. The Departments would

provide personnel, funds, and facilities, in amounts and proportions

accepted by them and approved by the Authority. He did not explain how

such complicated decisions would be reached with dispatch under such

a system. At this time the Secretaries of State, War, and the Navy agreed

to ask the President to put into operation the Joint Chiefs of Staff plan,

practically as it had been revised in September.

McCormack stated that his system for the production of national

~ estimates would not preclude similar operations in the Authority. It

would have mechanisms which could lead to centralising such activities

in the many fields, either by vesting responsibility for a particular

field in a single agency or by bringing together the working units of

several agencies in a joint organisation under the direction of the

Authority. Meanwhile, the Special Estimates Staff of the State Depart.

ment could handle policy-makerst needs.

McCormack'a plan amounted to hindrance and delay in establishing the

"service of strategic information" which Donovan had proposed and which

many others had accepted as the ultimate objective of a central and

coordinated intelligence service.
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Anticinations in the Armed Services:

In June, 1945, Navy Secretary Forrestal appointed Ferdinand Eberstadt

to study the proposed merger of the War and Navy Departments. This report,

1published on October 22, 1945, rejected the idea of a merger, on the

grounds that a single Secretary could not admnister such a huge structure,

that there were benefits in competing service efforts, and that in other

countries merger had led to "subordination of civilian to military life."

But changed conditions of warfare increased American political and

military commitments, and new scientific advances demanded a changed

intelligence system. The report therefore recommended: organization

of the services into three coordinate departments - Army, Navy, Air;

their close association with the State Department in a National Security

Council; the establishment of a Central Intelligence Agency to supply
"authoritative" information about the outside world.

Eberstadt had named Captain Souers (Navy) to write the report's

section on milita:7 intelligence. Souers had had experience in Naval

Intelligence, had helped in the work of the Joint Intelligence Committee

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, had been present at the meeting of December

22, 1914, which had debated the "services" and "civilian plans, and

had been one of those who wished for a permanent central intelligence

system. He opposed both the Donovan and the McCormack plans. His
section of the report concentrated on the servicesr efforts to combine

their intelligence services and obtain "coordinated" intelligence for

the use of the Joint Staff Planners of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

1 r(2
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He stated that the Joint Intelligence Committee had been formed

for that purpose and had achieved coordination through its subcomittees,

He commended the Joint Intelligence Collection Agencies for their

collection and distribution efforts and the Joint Intelligence Agency

Reception Center in Washington for their work in synthesis and in

distribution to the Joint Staff Planners, interested agencies, and

the Departments. Consequently, the whole field of strategic intelligence

had become a collaborative effort. He did not mention the State Depart--

ment and the Office of Strategic Services' Research and Analysis Branch.

Strategic intelligence requires knowledge of forces within a nation

which can be obtained only through deliberate research. Thus, the

Joint Inte.ligence Committee of the Joint Chiefs of Staff could not
be considered a permanent organisation. If it were reorganized to

include permanent representation of all agencies concerned with intelli

gence it would no longer be merely an instrment of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff. Souers rejected the idea of a couplete merger of the Departments'

intelligence services. He recommended the establishment of a Central

Intelligence Agency and urged that courses of instruction be given 'at

appropriate levels of military education in order to indoctrinate ofticers
with the importance of the function of intelligence to our national
security." He did not argue for the establishment of the Department

Secretaries as a National Intelligence Authority above the Agency and
the Director of Central Intelligence.



Secretary Patterson (War) appointed a comaittee of representative

officers to examine War Department intelligence and to determine what

kind of central intelligence organization the Department should advocate.

This question involved the disposition of that part of the Office of
Strategic Services which the Presidentf. order of September 20, 1945,
had assigned to the War Department and which had been kept separate
in a Strategic Services Unit (mostly clandestine services) as a nucleus
of a possible central intelligence service. Patterson sent a memorandum
to the President on October 22, 1945, to report this fact and recomended
that Congress be asked to approve continuance of 'SSU' clandestine
activities for the balance of fiscal 1946.

The Comittee, under the chairmanship of Robert A. Lovett,
Assistant Secretary of War for Air, gathered testimony through intra.
department questionnaires and testimony from persons qualified in
intelligence. Since the record of the testimozy was not available vhen
this account was written, one can only surmise what was said

William H. Jackson had reported upon the British intelligence
system and gave his ideas to Lovett on November 11, 1945. He asserted
that the atomic bomb mant that America must keep her armed forces
in first-class condition and that there was even greater necessity
for "informed and reliable estimatesw on the capabilittes of potential
enemies. Therefore, not o should the military services retain and
improve their intelligence services, but also there most be a "compre.
hensive and integrated" intelligence system. Jackson recommended "imposing
intelligence responsibilities on the military services within the scope



of their missions" and "compelling the coordimtion of intelligence

functions under one national intelligence system." Wile in 1915

he talked of "imposing" and "compelling," in 1918, in the face of

an equally tense international situation, he talked of "leadership"

and "cooperation."

In 1945 he recommended that authority over "the integrated intel-

ligence system revolving around- a central intelligence agency" should

be vested in the Defense Department, if one were created; in the

National Security Council, if the Eberstadt report were adopted; or

in the Secretaries of State, War, Navy, and the Assistant Secretary

of W'ar for Air, if the military organization remained as it was. This

was not only not the Donovan plan, but moved the Director of Central

Intelligence further down the scale of responsibility than the Joint

Chiefs of Staff proposal.

A "Directorate of Intelligence,' consisting of the Amy, Navy,

Air Forces intelligence chiefs, a State Department representative, and,

wben their interests in national security were involved, other Depart..

ments such as the Treasury and Justice Departments (including the

Federal Bureau of Investigation), would have "active direction." Under

the "general supervision" of this directorate, the Director of Central

Intelligence would manage the services of "common usefulness." Under

direction from above, the Director would maintain the coordination of
the national system with respect to collection, evaluation, centraliza.

tion of common services, and production of estimates. Thus, the Director
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could only suggest to the Directorate and was reduced to the status of

an office manager.

Jackson would not allow the central agency to supersede or inter-

fere with departmental collection. He would reserve foreign counter.

intelligence and clandestine collection to the State Department. Service

officers would be assigned to work with the State Department in the

1latter activity. The central agency would control radio interception

and overt economic and scientific intelligence collection.

Jackson visualized evaluation and the production of estimates as

1follows. Air Force intelligence, for example, would evaluate and

collate information directly related to enea air capabilities. The

collated material would flow freely to other services concerned and

to the central agency, where a military and civilian staff would "assemble

and draft" the general strategic estimates. A Department should have

the right of dissent to an estimate in whole or in part, even after full

discussion in the Directorate.

The Lovett Committee reported on November 3, 1915. On October 20
General Magruder, than Director of the Strategi Services Unit, had

Csubmitted a memorandum to Lovett. In it he restated Donovan's principles,

but parted from Donovan by accepting the concept of authority in the

Joint Chiefs of Staff plan. He did not mention an independent budget.

(Within a week Magruder reported extensively at Lovettis request,
restated these ideas, and emphasized again the necessity for centraliza-

tion of clandestine collection under one independent Agency, Only a
C
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separate agency concerned exclusively with intelligence matters could

be successfully made the repository of powers and functions delegated

to it by the interested Departments. Clandestine collection was so

highly professional and complex that it abould be undertaken only by

experts and centralized in a separate unit acting for the United States

Government. The hazards of clandestine collection were already so

great that no nation could afford not to coordinate it. Moreover, the

extra-legal, and sometimes illegal, activities involved in clandestine

collection made it imperative that no Department should be identified

with them and that sometimes these activities shoul4 be unlnon to the

Departments. Finally, clandestine intelligence service was comon to

all Departments and hence should be assigned to a central and separate

instrument of government. He proposed that the central intelligence

agency have the authority to require cooperation from the Departments

in ma~.ng available the products of their intelligence activities.

Cooperation did not occur son a voluntary level." The agency should

not indulge in clandestine Procurement within the United States, nor

have any police power. -It must not be susceptible to use as a political

tool by the party in power and ahould have an independent budget. This

should be considered by Congress without detailed inquiry into the

expenditures. Intelligence was expensive. Axd clandestine intelligence

required secret accounting.

On October 31, 194, Magruder submitted two recommendations for

Secretary Patterson. If the Strategic Services Unit were retained in
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the War Depa-tmnt under "G-2," it should- include all G-2's other

clandestim activities. The War Department should favor the estab-

lishment of a central intelligence service along the lines of the

Joint Chiefs of Staff proposal.

The Lovett Comittee report castigated what it termed the jealousy
and mistrust among Government intelligence serrices and among individuals
engaged in intelligence. The military services had made no serious

effort to treat intelligence as a career. The Comittee nanaimously
concluded that its views were more nearly in agreement with the Joint
Chiefs of Staff proposal than with any oer plan. It recomended the

creation of a National Intelligence Authority over a Central Intelli.
gocy Agency. The Agency Director should be responsible to the Authority,
sit as a non-voting aaber of its meetings, and be appointed for a term
of at least six years. An Intelligence Advisory Board should consider
all important questions. The Director should obtain its opinion before
delivering estimates to the President or a7 Ciet member. If Director

and Board members differed, his decision should be controlling and their
opinions should accompazq his report. The new agency should be the sole
collecting agency in the fields of foreign espionage and counterespionag.

It should have an independent budget, which should be granted by Congress
without public hearings. -

Lovett appeared before Secretaries Byrnes, Patterson, and Forrestal
at their November l4 meeting. He sumarized his comitteers report
and mentioned particularly that the Intelligence Advisory Board as an

C
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estimating body should include both the military intelligence services

and the principal civilian agencies, specifically the Federal Bureau

of Investigation, which had the "best personality file in the world."

The Intelligence Board would stucy and evaluate facts and would nt
shape policy. Its reports would represent the combined views of its

members. Dissident views would be included. He believed that German
intelligence's failure to allow presentation of dissenting views was
lnrgely responsible for its breakdown. The British system peritted,
as the German had not, the divorce of factual findings from political
creed. Under his proposal conclusions would be reached by a board,
thus avoiding "the danger of having a single slanted view guide our
policies." Here is the concept of collective responsibility, advocated,
by both Lovett and Willim H. Jackson,.

II - vi

The Presidentts Decision:

McCormack, in the State Department, was following Secretary Byrnesta
instructions to "resolve the issues" with the War and Navy Secretaries.
He himself became an issue. He intended to dominate for the State De -
partment in the organization of the central intelligence service. Critics
in the Department took exception to his insisting upon a separate office
for intelligence and research under his direction. This was the issue
which led to his resignation from the State Department on April 23, 1946.
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Although Arny and Navy men agreed that something should be done as

quickly as possible, they felt that the McCormack plan was unsound,
placing "undue weight in the State Department." Admiral Souera prepared 4
the fI.rst draft of a menorandum from Admiral Nimitz to the Navy Secretary.
Nimits rejected the State Department plan and accepted the Joint Chiefs
of Staff proposal. He recommended that the President should select 4
the Director from the Army, Navy, or Marine Corps. The reasons for
this proposal were: a non-political adinistration would be assured,
which would produce unbiased and objective estimates; the Director 4
would be subject to military discipline, continuing after his retire-
mont and could be required to avoid publicity. The State Department
plan was objectionable; because the Service Secretaries might not be 4
informed of the intelligence the State Department furnished the President.

At the Presidentts request, Soners submitted a memorandum on
December 27, 1945, giving his objections to the McCormack plan and

his reasons for supporting the Joint Chiefs of Staff plan. He stated
that the McCormack plan did not give the Army and Navy equal access to
the President with the -State Department. No single Department should C
have the opportunity to interpret infortion to support "previougy
accepted policies or preconceived opinions,* The Joint Chiefs of Staff
plan placed the National Intelligence Authority on a higher level than C
any Depa-tment. Pooling of expert personnel in a central agency would
increase efficiency and econony. This plan contemplated "a full part-

nership" among the three Departments and operation of the Central C
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Intelligence Agency "on a reciprocal basis." The Secretaries agreed

on the Joint Chiefs of Staff plan on January 6, 1916, omitting the

provision for a Joint Chiefs of Staff representative in the National

Intelligence Authority.

On January 9, 1916, a White Bouse conference took place, attended

by Samuel Rosenman, Special Counsel to the President, Admiral Leahy,

Commoc re Vardaman, Naval Aide to the President, and Admiral Souers.

Director Smith of the Budget Bureau still argued for the State Depart..

ment plan. But President Truman decided in favor of the Secretaries'

proposal and asked that Souers and Budget Bureau and Justice Department

representatives together sake changes in the directive to conform with

( legal and budgetary requirements. Souera was to become the first

Director of Central Intelligence.

The President's Directive wgs issued on January 22, 1916, and

revealed differences from the Secretariest proposal. There was to

be a fourth member of the National Intelligence Authority, but instead

of being a Joint Chiefs of Staff representative he was to be the

Presi dentrs "personal representative." The Joint Intelligence Comittee
had proposed this the year before.

There was a working compromise between the opposing principles

of "coordination" and 'chain of comand," since the Director would

have immediate access to the President or his personal representative,
rather than having to approach the President through the Department

Secretaries.
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The Directive did not make the unity of the intelligence system

as clear as had the Joint Chiefs of Staff plan. The new agency of

the Authority was named the Central Intelligence Group and described

as consisting of persons assigned from the Departments by the three

Secretaries. These persons were "collectively to form the Group.

It was = assemblage, not a unified institution. They were to be

under the Director of Central Intelligence, who was not to be one of

them. He would be responsible to the National Intelligence Authority,
would sit in their meetings as a non-voting aember, and be appointed

by the President.

Among the duties of the Director were: to plan for coordinating

the departrental intelligence activities; to inspect, to the extent

tapproved by the National Intelligence Authority, the departmental

intelligence operations in connection '4th his planning; to recommend
to the National Intelligence Authority the establishment of policies

and objectives of the anational intelligence missions; to accomplish

the correlation and evaluation of intelligence for strategic and

national policy and its "dissemination within the Government; to perform

such other functions and duties related to intelligence as the President

and National Intelligene Authority might from time to time direct; to
perform services of common concern, where those services could be per-
formed with more efficiency by the central organization. All these
duties gave to the Director more than mere administrative control over
the Central Intelligence Group. The stipulation that the Directr should



perfor the service of directly procuring intelligence was, significantly,

omitted. The inference is that people wanted to get the new organization

to work and set aside for tho time being the issue of responsibility

for secret collection.

The President's Directive retained the Joint Chiefs of Staff

provision for an Intelligence Advisory Board, to include the heads (or

their representatives) of the principal military and civilian agencies,

as determined by the National Intelligence Authority. Its purpose was

to advise the Director, although there was no statement or implication

that the Director could not act without the Board's consent. The

Directive entrenched the Federal Bureau of Investigation in control of

security intelligence within the United States. The difficulty here is

that of maint,{nin clear distinctions between secret intelligence and

espionage and security intelligence and counterespionage. The ecercise

of one without careful association with the other was likely to jeopardize

the security of both.



C°APTER III

T2 ENTRAL INTEILIGENCE GROUP
BEGINNINGS UNDER SOUERS

III - Introduction

A Small Body of Ebcerts:

Admiral Souers was aware of the latent power in the President's

Directive and wished to see the Director's duties and responsibilities 1
develop. However, he Inew that many in the Army, Navy, and State
Departmnts feared that a central intelligence organization might over-.
power their own intelligence agencies. He realized that some felt that 1
the Central Intelligence Group (CIG) was on dubious ground so long as
it rested on the President's Directive of January 22, 1946. The important
thing was to get the Group going. The Director could actualy get along
better if he were not directly responsible to the President, but working
with rather than dependant on the Secretaries and principal officers.
The time was right (and it was Souerst nature) to placate rather than
battle with forces inimical to CIO. The February h draft of the first
directive to himself from the National Intelligence Authority (NIA),
therefore, declared that the Group should be "a cooperative interdepart-
mental activity,

An Eecutive Order to supplement the Presidentrs Directive of
January 22 was prepared, but it was finally decided that the original C
memrandum muld be enough. The Eecutive Order was, therefore, shelved
so that CIG rested on the January 22 Directive until the National Security
Act was passed.



To satisfy President Truman1s wish that the CIO should bring all

intelligence activities into cooperation, Souers wanted the Intelligence

Advisory Board (IAB) membership elastic. Its permanent members were

State, War, Navy and Air Force representatives. The first NIA directive,

therefore, provided that the Board should include representatives from

other agencies at the Director's invitation. This would admit the

Federal Bureau of Investigation if the Central Intelligence Group were

dealing idth matters interesting it, such as internal security and

collection of intelligence in Latin America. Soerst first thoughtC
ws to have ad hoc committees representing the permanent IAB members

to stud and report on specific problems. Be found them unsatisfactory,

however, and turned to his Central Planning Staff for the work.

III - i

Men and Directives:

Souers acquired the following for key positions: ingman Douglass,
who knew much about the British Intelligence System, became Assistant

Director and Acting Deputy Director; Colonel Louis J. Fortier, formerly

on theArmy Joint Intelligence Staff, Assistant Director and Acting

Chief of Operational Services; Captain William B. Goggins, experienced

in Naval intelligence, to head the Central Planning Staff; James S. Lay,
Jr., from the State Department, to be Secretary of the NIA and of the

Intelligence Advisory Board; Ludwell L. Montague, from the State Depart-

ment, to head the Central Reports Staff.
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The draft of the first NIA directive followed the lines of the

January 22 Presidential Directive, but Souers deliberately struck out

article 7 vhich provided that the Director of Central Intelligence should

have "all necessary facilities, intelligence, and information in the

possession of our respective departmants, including necessary information

as to policies, plans, actions, capabilities, and intentions of the United
4

States dith reference to foreign countries." It.is likely that the

provision had been originally included because the drafters appreciated

that knoledge of American capabilities was essential to considering 4
what its enem may do. The reason for the elimination of the article

vas apparently that Souers knew he could not get such information and

preferred not to have it becom an issue. For doubtless similar reasons,
he did not se the *inspection power." This meant that the CIG vas

expected to purvey its intelligence to the Departments, but that the

Departments could hold back information. Without full information

the national estinates which the policy-makers request cannot attain

the definitiveness which the policy-makers have a right to expect. An

effective national estimate must be compounded from facts from every

source.

Article 3 provi ded that "all recoammndations" should go through the

IAB for "concurrence or commant" before submission to the NIA. If an
C.IAB member did not concur, the Director was to submit the basis for

his non-concurrence together with his own recommendation. If the IAB

approved the Directort s recommendation unanimusly, he might put it into



effect without action by the NIIA. The stipulation concerning "all

recoendations" of the Director was the basis of the attempt of the

departmental intelligence chiefs to become the governing board of the

"cooperative interdepartmental activity." If they had their wish, the

CIG would not be an "independent agency."

Secretary of State Byrnes presided over the first NIA meeting on

February 5, 1946. He emphasized that since 1789 the State Department

had been responsible for foreign policy reporting to the President.

President Truman wanted a comprehensive daily vwary and had designated

its preparation as a immediate service which the CIG should perform

especially for him. Souers reassured Byrnes that the President expected

the Director only to have cables and dispatches digested and not

interpreted to advise the President on forei gn policy matters. This

left Souers in a dilema: not to interfere with the State Department's

prerogative and yet to combine its information with the information of

other Departments for the "single su::ry" for the President.

Byrnes argued personally to the President that State Department

information was not intelligence within the jurisdiction of the Central

Intelligence Group. Truman said that it was information he needed and

therefore intelligence to him. The only result was agreement that the

daily sumaries should be "factual statementa."

III - 11

Coordinztion - The Defense Project:

The Central Planning Staff was to help the Director in preparing



recor-endations concerning policy and objectives for the whole "national

intelligence mission." Accordingly, Souers informed Goggins that the

Staff should be the leader in arranging and conducting interdepartmental 4
studies. There was no inference that in doing so the Staff might use

the Director's right of inspection.

The Staff was soon loaded with work: transfer of clandestine 4
collection; study of the Strategic Services Unit (SSU); coverage of the
foreign language press in the United States; intelligence collection in
China; the problem of the Joint Intelligence Study Publishing Board; the
disposition of the Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service; intelligence
available in American collections and other non-governmntal sources;
adequacy of intelligence facilities in general.

At this point, Souers received a most signif.cant overture promising
immediate interdepartmental cooperation, On Match ., Colonel J. L.

Lovell, of the Military Intelligence Service, proposed that it sponsor
a plan for pro ducing "the highest possible quality of intelligence on
the USSE in the shortest possible time." This Defense Project would be
planned and operated by Arag, Navy, Air Force, and State Department c
committees, and would be under the coordination of the Central Intelligence
Group. Souers immediately accepted.

The Working Committee, under the chairmanship of the secretary of
the Planning - Committee with the coordinator from the CIG acting in an
advisory capacity, was to compile an encyclopedia on "all types of factual

C



strategic intelligence on the USSR." From this strategic intelligence

Digest the agencies -would prepare Strategic Intelligence Estimates.

There was no attempt to establish a single national intelligence estimate

which should govern the thinking on the subject by all agencies concerned.

The Defense Project was essentially to find and arrange the facts

systematically.

The Worting Committee first reviewad extant Joint Intelligence Staff

papers on the subject; then the work was assigns d by subject to particul.ar

agencies. Interdepartmental cem.ittees were rejected on security grounds;

namaly that an agency's files would have to be opened to those it did not

co ntrol.

The project was incomplete in December when work stopped, pending

the decision of an interdepartmental comittee upon a program of National

Intelligene Surveys to replace the Joint Arag-Navy Intelligence Studies,

The progr= changed CIG policy towards the Defense Project. It had

ceased to be merely a question of coordination. It would be only one

of several surveys to be produced by CIG. When resumed in April, 1947,

the Project was still interdepartmental, but no longer centered in the

Pentagon as a major interest of the Militaz7 Intelligence Service.

The delays and shortcomings of the agencies engaged in the Defense

Project had been largely responsible for putting the Central Intelligence

Group into the business of economic and political research.
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III - 1i1

Reports and Estimates:

The Central Intelligence Group was to have an sstimates group,

designated by the LIA as the Central Reports Staff (CRS). It was to

assist ths Director in correlating and evaluating intelligence related

to the national security and in disseminating the resultant national

policy intelligence. There was doubt as to whether CIG should have a

Research and Analysis Branch to engage in initial research, but opinion

was that it should produce national policy intelligence with intelligence

=aterial received from the departmental agencies.

Soners' March h aministrative order provided that CRS should have

a Chief -io would be responsible to the Director for the preparation,
substance, and dissemination of all intelligence reports produced by

the Group. The first duty of this Chief and his Staff was to be the

daily sumary which President Truman so much desired. Montague, the 1
Chief of C5, wanted to have four Assistants delegated to him by the

permanent IAB members. These Assistants would nt be responsible to the

Director, but assigned and responsible to the IAB members. They would,
however, serve full time with the Chief of the Central Reports Staff.

The Assistants would thus report their respective departmental interests

and also the interests of the CRS in its relations with the departments.

The duties of the Assistants would be as follows: share in drafting

requests from the departmental intelligence agencies; review all papers



prepared by CRS subdivisions and make recomaendations for their dis-

semination; assist the Chief in reconciling conflicting departmental

estimates. If they could not reach unanious concurrence, the Chief

would determine the position to be taken in the report, which then would

be the CIG estinate. Substantial dissents 1ould be submitted to the

NIA, but would clearly be the opinions and dissents from the CIO estimate.

Difficulties prevented this idea from being tried. It is yet to be fully

tried.

On April 1 Montague proposed a revision of the administrative order

to ake possible two things. He wished to obtain more flexribility

within the apportionment of personnel which the departments agreed to

allot to the Central Intelligemne Group. Some person: assigned were

unsuitable. A six monthst term of office was often the limit. The

departments in general failed to provids adequate personnel. Why Vanden-

berg sought an independent budget and the right to hire and fire his own

personnel is clear. Montaguets second change in the Central Reports

Staff was aimed at providing the E stimates Branch with five geographic

sections: Western Europe-Africa; Eastern Europe-USSR; Middle East-India;

Far East-Pacific; and Western Hemisphere.

The Central Planning Staff tried to interfere with Montaguet a

organizational proposals, but he replied with his memorandum in which he

recomended that CPS keep out of matterz concerning the internal adminis-

tration of CIO subdivisions, except when issues of national policy were

involved. On April 18 Council upheld him and approved his plan.



III - iv

The Council:

The Council of the Central Intelligence Group met daily, with

Souers planing to attend on Tuesdays. It was composed of the three

Assistant Directors, the Acting Deputy, and Lay, Secretary. Before long
the Adinistrative Officer, Colonel Harris, joined the Council. The

purpoca was for the mmrbers to understand one another's problems, and

f:-ictions wh.ich developed over dissensions and rivalries. The Council

so active in supervising genoral plans and surveys that som felt

it ;s infringing upon the work of the Central Plannim Staff. Captain
Goggins, of the CPS, protested to Souars that four Council mmbers had
no concern with planning; their "froquent specious objections" seriously

delayed final action on matters already "exhaustively considered" by
C?S. Goggin asserted that unless the Director intended the Council to
exercise the Group's planning function, the Council should stop reviewing

planning papers.

Council decisions occasionally dealt with departmental matters, such
as relations with other agencies interested in the problems of central
intelligence.

Such discussion in the Council was noteworthy because it reveals
the growing sense of individuality of the Central Intelligence Group,
even though all the members were from other departments. The Councal
did not continue under Vandenberg and Wright. Lay explained the Council
to Vandenberg when the new Director arrived, but Vandenberg and his
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Executive had other plans. Wright cons:idered himself a Chief of Staff

with responsibility in the chain of command for all phases of CIO

work. We may wonder if interdepartmental acceptance and support for

the Central Intelligence Group might not have been accelerated if the

Council had been maintained.

III - v

Ernionzo and Counteresmionage:

The Strategic Services Unit (SX) had to be disposed of without

dalzy. The executive order of Septerber 20, 19L5 directed the Secretary

of War to discontinue the SSU as soon as its functions and facilities

could be plnced in a new central intelligence organization or in the

War Department. General Magruder was to superintend liquidation of those

activities to be dropped during peacetime. On January 29, 1916 the

Secretary of War directed that the Strategic Services Unit should be

closed by June 30, 19L6. The Director of Central Intelligence was to

get what records he wanted from SSU through the Secretary of War and

retain operational control of them. Title to them was to be settled

later.

Magruder felt that SSU plans, properties, and personnel must be

maintained because they were indispensable for the procurement of intelli-

gence in peacetime. On February 1L, 1946 he urged that the Strategic

Services Unit be placed under the Director of Central Intelligence.

As there was some dispute over whether the Director should get the whole

.................
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Unit, Souers, with the concurrence of the Intelligence ldvisory Board

(11B) gavo the question for study to an interdepartmental committee

headed by Colonel Fortier. This cosmnittee made a excellent survey in

less than a month (February-March, 1916), by means of inspections,

individual studies, obtaining opinions from users of SSU products, and

by listening to testimory. The coenittee found support for the opinion

that SSU as was ought not to go to the Central Intelligence Group.

It heard that the bulk of intelligence information came from friendly

goverments. Much material came from other sources than secret collection.

SSU personnel had not been adequately screened. Many clandestine personnel

had become exposed dmring World War II.

In general, the cormittee t s conclusions favored SSU. The committee

thought that the Strategic Services Unit should be reorganised and placed

under the Central Intelligence Group as a "going concern.' The condttee

thought it was appropriate for it to discuss conflicts with other intel-

ligence gathering agencies. CIG should closely coordinate clandestine

operations; overt collection should remain iwith other agencies. The

Fortier conmittee thought that the SSG should concentrate on the USS

and satellite activities. It should penetrate key institutions to aid

possible American military operations. It should develop liaison with

foreign intelligence agencies

The Director should take over authority and responsibility for the

lionidation. Those personnel and facilities who wished to, should go

E
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to CIG. The Fortier comnittee thought that in time the Central Intelli.

gence Group should have an independent budget and funds of its own. The

comittee srnw the interrelationship between the SSU and the Research

and Ar.lycis Branch of the old Office of Strategic Services (now in the

State Dpartnt) and urged that their activities be integrated, because

the Branch was "closely geared to the secret intelligence branches as

their chief guida." By the end of May a comprehensive progra for world

coverage by the Strategic Services Unit was ready.

On April 3 the SSQ Director was notified that final liouidation

would be postponed until June 30, 1947. Mean-dille, be was to obey

instructions from the Director of Central Intelligence. This made it

possible for Fortier to take over such SSU assets as the Director of
Central Intelligence wanted. Others would be absorbed into the War

Depa-tment or abandaned. The arrangements for the transfer of the

Strategic Servi ces Unit to the Central Intelligence Group through the

Wwr Department were complicated, but n.cewsary, because it enabled the

CIO to take legally what was desirable while Magruder, through the War

Department, got rid of unwanted facilities. Since then the passage of
time and the inferential approval of the National Security Act of 1947
would appear to have vested title to the properties in the Central

Intelligence Group. The Act of 19h7 transferred the "personnel, property,
and records" of the Central Intelligence Group to the Central Intelli.
gence agency.
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III - vi

Contributior of the Advisory Board:

Tha. National Intelligence Authority (NIA) held no for--l meetings

between April 2 and July 14, 1946, being content to rely on the Intel-

ligence Advisory Board (IAB) and Souers to establish and mintain the

new central organization as a "cooperative interdepartmental activity.'

Since thore was apparently little need to debate on "recovnedations"

of the Di:-ector before they lent to the Authority, the IAB only met

occasionally. On February 4, the IAB discussed proposed policies and

procedures to govern the Central Intelligence Group, but mada no important

co=--nt. Cn March 26 the Board agreed that the Director should choose

for exchage with the Joint Intelligence Committee of the Joint Chiefs

of Staff those papers which would benefit it. The Board also discussed

the ultinate disposition of secret intelligence collection. On April 8

the Board discussed the future of research and analysis functions. On

May 9 the problem of the location of the Foreign Broadcast Intelligence

Servico was discussed and referred to the Central Planning Staff for

consultation with proper Army and State Department officials. The

Defense Project was mentioned. Concerning the screening of personnel,

each depsrtmant was held responsible for the persons it assigned to the

Central Intelligence Group. This remained in force until October It when

the CIG undertook full responsibility in this matter. On June 10 the

Board met and agreed that vhen the Central Intelligence Group should have

L
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its own fun it should operate the Foreign Broadcast Intelligeno Service

with War Dopartment administrative assistance. The Weekly Summary was

discussed and left under the "common observation" of the IAB members.

In his farewell report, Souers said that all officers in the Depart-

mants had cooperated wholeheartedly. He had given priority to the Central

Planing Staff, but concentration now should be upon the Central Reports

Staff. The Group's primary function of producing definitive estimates

and of coordination had been hampered by personnel problems. He called

attention to the appointent of consultants to the Director and listed

the current interdepartmental problems. He particularly urged "coordi-

nated representation to the Bureau of the Budget and the Congress." This

promised to be "one of the more effective reans for guarding against

arbitrary depletion of intelligence sources at the expense of national

security." This would hardly please the departmental intelligence chisfa

if it ment curtailing the appropriation of one agency for the benefit

of another. Souers offered several conclusions for Vandenberg's benefit.

The Central Intelligence Group's relationship with the National Intelli-

gence Authority and the Intelligence Advisory Board was sound. Personnel

problems remained serious. Without enabling legislation CIG could make

no contracts for essential services. The Group was now read to engage
in various services of common concern. The NIA and the Central Intelli..

gence Group should have "enabling legislation and an independent budget"

as soon as possible, either as part of the new national defense organization
or as a separate agency.



CHAPTER IV

THE CENTRAL INTlLIGENCE GROUP
VANDENBERG'S REGLM

IV - Introduction

E:ecutive Agent:

1The new Director of Central Intelligence, General Vandenberg,

felt that the following were necessary to fulfill his duties: the ability

to get personnel without depending upon the departments; operating funds

which he could use without accountability to some other agency; better

collection facilities; means to conduct the research and analysis necessary

for the production of estimates without relying upon departmental con-

4tributions. Vandenberg felt that the Director of Central Intelligence

must be the National Intelligence Authority's executive officer, a concept

quite different from that of the Central Intelligence Group as a "coopera-

tive interdepartmental activity." In Vandenberg's view, the Intelligence
Advisory Board (IAB) had the right to give him advice, but he would make

his own decision and determine CIG's position. He would not block dissent,
but such dissent was not to be the Group's official position. The IAB

theory was that of collective responsibility. They considered the Central

Intelligence Group an interdepartmental enterprise in which they were

the Director's equals.

IV - i

Reorganization - the Fifth Directive: C

The original text of. Vandenberg's memorandum of June 20 explaining

his purposes asserted that the Director should not have to rely solely

upon evaluated intelligence from the departments. He should have the C
authority to undertake within the Central Intelligence Group th necessary



basic research and analysis. This would require centralization of

activities concerning more than one agency. There was no mention of

the Intelligence Advisory Board.

Criticisms ranged from insistence that a single IAB member should

have virtual right of veto under the choice of subjects for research to

insistence that he mast consult appropriate IAB members whenever planning

central activities of common, but secondary interest. Vandenberg regretted

that these proposals had caused so much turmoil and accepted the revisions

to make the research and analysis in the CIM supplementary to the work

of the Departments. He abandoned his idea that departmental funds,

personnel, and facilities would be integrated into the Central Intelligence

Group, but did not give up his intention to have CIG engage in initial

research and analysis. The State Department representative, William L.

Langer, doubted that it was necessary for the CIO to engage in extensive

research and analysis. When the Departments could not do the work, specific

authorization might be given to the Central Intelligence Group. Langer

felt that the IAB must be maintained to give moral support to the Director.

Considerable discussion ensued, and various proposals were made. Vandenberg,
being a practical man, withdrew the provisions in his first draft which

threatened to defeat him and accepted charges to mollify the Intelligence

Advisory Board, but he retained the principle. There was to be w4thin

the Central Intelligence Group the research and analysis which it had to

have regardless of duplication with the departmental services. Vandenberg

and his Executive, Colonel Wright, had a grandiose plan for research

and synthesis. It would involve an office of Research and Evaluation which
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might rise to two thousand persons.

Army and Navy representatives also made reservations which were

adopted by the LAB and included in the fifth directive of the National

Intelligence Authority (NIA). Vandenberg had requested that the Director
act as the "executive agent of this Authority in coordinating and
supervising all federal foreign intelligence activities related to the 1
national security". As changed by the IAB on June 28, the directive
stated that the Director should merely act as the agent of the Authority
in coordinating such activities. The words "executive" and "supervising" {
were dropped. This was a fundamental omission. How the Director was to
coordinate departmental activities without inspection and supervision
prolonged the dispute between Director and Board.

Vandenberg wished the Director to conduct all espionage and counter-
espionage for the collection of foreign intelligence abroad. But the
directive as revised by the IAB on June 28 stated that the Director should
conduct only those "organized Federal" operations which were outside
the United States and its possessions. The purpose of this revision was
to permit the military services to continue collection for departmental c
purposes and to protect the Federal Bureau of Investigation in performing
its duties within the area and jurisdiction of the United States.

Vandenberg's draft provided that the departments, upon his request,
were to provide funds and facilities to the extent of available appro-
priations and within the limits of their capabilities. The IAB revised
this to make sure that the Departments should have the decision concerning
funds which they apportioned to CIG.
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The amended proposed directive went to the members of the National

Intelligence Authority individually on June 29. The sole objection came

from Admiral Leahy concerning the use of the word "agent" in the

paragraph concerning coordination. The paragraph was reworded to authorize

the Director to "act for" the Authority in coordination. On July 8

Vandenberg's proposal as amended became the fifth directive of the

National Intelligence Authority. Vandenberg had not obtained all that

he sought, but would have authority for the followings to determine what

research and analysis was not being adequately performed and to centralize

it in the CIG with the consent of the department concerned; act for the

Authority in coordination, though without the right of supervision; con-

duct all organized federal espionage and counterespionage abroad; conduot

all federal monitoring of the press and broadcasts of foreign powers.

He had a clearer statement regarding the allotment of funds from the

Departments and the supplemental budget which he desired.

On July 17, 1946 he held the first meeting with the National Intelli-

gence Authority. He explained that the business of the Central Intelligence

Group was to ascertain the needs of all the departments and endeavor

to satisfy them. This would require an adequate staff and independent

funds. The Director should have the right to hire his own staff.

Secretary of State Byrnes disagreed on the grounds that the NIA

had been intentionally created to avoid any need for an independent budget.

Secretary of War Patterson agreed and explained that the amounts spent

upon Central Intelligence should be concealed for security reasons.

Vandenberg replied that such considerations must be balanced against the
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administrative difficulties. For him the important thing was to have

an effective and efficient organization. Considerable discussion ensued.

Byrnes undertook to discuss the matter with Budget Bureau officials and

report back to the MIA.

Vandenberg then made a brief progress report. CIO was about to take

over the Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service and all clandestine

activities in foreign intelligence. Offices for Collection, I.ssemination,
and Research and Evaluation would soon be in operation. He was establish-

ing an Interdepartmental Coordinating and Planning Staff.

As a consequence of this meeting the EZA wrote to the Secretary

of the Treasury requesting a "working fund" that the Central Intelligence

Group could use at its own discretion. The authorization was given on

September 5. The Director now had "full powers" to determine the "propriety

of expenditures" from the working fund, but still could not be sure that

his allotment from a department would not be cut.

IT - ii

Operations: Covert and Overt

Although Souers had succeeded in obtaining some experienced civilians,
the Central Intelligence Gmp had a military character. Vandenberg
made several changes in key personnel. Colonel Galloway became Assistant
Director for Special Operations relieving Colonel Fortier on July ll, 1946.
Captain Goggins left the Central Planning Staff to be Galloway's Deputy.

Kingman Douglass became "B" Deputy and Chief of Foreign Commerce under
Galloway. Colonel Wright became Vandenberg's Executive and Deputy Director



on January 20, 1947. Colonel Dabney accompanied Wright as his Assistant

Executive. Magraderts successor as Director of the Strategic Services

Unit, Colonel Quinn, became Galloway's Executive for Special Operations.

Stephen B. L. Penrose, head of the Secret Intelligence and Counterespionage

Branches of the Strategic Services Unit became "A" Deputy under Galloway.

Thus was provision made for .the collection of foreign intelligence by

the new Office of Special Operations. Galloway insisted that OSO members

have as little contact as possible with other governmental agencies.

Necessary contacts were to be handled only through the Control Officer.

Their activities were to be under cover as much as possible. Thus OSO,

although semi-autonomous, could maintain through its Control Officer direct

liaison on secret operations with other agencies. During the suvner and

fall the Central Intelligence Group arranged to take over the personnel,

undercover agents, and foreign stations of the Strategic Services Unit.

By mid October the liquidation of the SSU was complete.

Captain Goggins left for Tsing Tao where he arranged with the Com-

=nder of the Seventh Fleet to support the old mission of OSS, known as

External Survey Detachment #W4. This organization now had even greater

usefulness for both overt and clandestine intelligence in China. On the

way home, Goggins stopped in Tokyo and reached a tentative agreement for

cooperation between the Central Intalligence Group and General MacArthur.

Goggins had to postpone the issue of whether or not CIG installations

should be under the comand of MacArthur and Admiral Cooke of the Seventh

Fleet, to which Vandenberg declined to agree.
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Meanwhile Vandenberg undertook to settle with the Federal Bureau of

Investigation affairs concerning this hemisphere. J. Edgar Hoover was

irate, but agreed to withdraw from Latin America and confine FBI activities

to security intelligence within the United States and possessions according

to the fifth directive of the National Intelligence Authority.

One opinion was that the FBI needed outside posts, at least in the Western

Hemisphere, to protect internal security. Vandenberg maintained that he

could not do his job if there were two agencies in the field.

The value of information about foreign countries from American

businesses, institutions, and individuals with connections abroad had

long been recognized, but overlapping collection efforts by various agencies

had hampered the work. Vandenberg prepared a directive on July 22, 19U6,

providing that the Director of Central Intelligence should maintain a

"central contact control register" of persons and groups interviewed or

to be approached. This was regarded as a service of common concern.

Field offices of the Central.Intelligence Group (CIG) were to do

the collecting. Other agencies were to make available the

7



persons and facilities which the Director might require. Throughout
the directive ran the concepts of direction, coordination, and supervision
by the Director. The armed services objected to the powers of direction
and supervision in the original draft. Consequently these were removed
from the directive, leaving there the word "coordination." The services
also resisted the Director's authority in requisitioning personnel and
facilities, and insisted that they should still determine "availability..
Concerning the field offices in liaison with local service headquarters,
serious objections were to be expected because they would lose some con-
trol of their personnel. However, they were not as well equipped as CIO
to do the work.

The Intelligence Advisory Board (IAB) met on August 26, 1946 and
dealt mostly with Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) objections. The
question of the central register was discussed; it was agreed that "con-
tacts" should be registered unless they insisted on secrecy. The State
Department IAB member, William A. Eddy (who had succeeded Langer), suggested
that they should take away the monopoly which the draft had given to
CIO of briefing private pesons about to go abroad and stipulated that such
briefing should be done "by the agency making contacts". This was adopted
and continued competition among the intelligence services. The directive,
as finally accepted by the IAB on October 1, 1946, provided for CIO
field representatives who should maintain liaison with local armed services
intelligence officers. They would coordinate this overt collection.

The strongest objections came from J. Edgar Hoover, the FBI Director.
Hoover felt that overt collection by the CIG would trespass upon his own



exclusive jurisdiction within the United States. The disagreement

centered around the word "investigations"-in the President's Directive

of January 22, 1946. Hoover described Vandenberg's proposal as an

"invasion of domestic intelligence coverage" assigned by law to the FBI.
He felt that the proposed directive would lead to confusion and duplication.
Admiral Leahy and James S. Lay pointed out that Hoover's investigations
dealt with internal security, whereas CIO wished to collect foreign
intelligence although within the United States. Hoover then was concerned
over "foreign language groups" and others, where he did not want inter-
ference with his responsibility for covering Cozmunistic activities.
Finally Vandenberg reported to the IAB on October 1 that he and Hoover had

- reached agreement. The CIG would not interfere with FBI control over
domestic subversive activities. The directive with regard to the overt
collection of foreign intelligence within the United States was adopted
that day. Kingman Douglass had withdrawn from CIG. General Sibert was
to take charge of both clandestine and overt collection. However,
Vandenberg placed secret collection under Galloway in the Office of Special
Operations and placed the overt collection, under the name of Commercial
Contact Branch, in the new Office of Operations. Sibert became Assistant
Director for Operations on October 17. To the new Office were added the
Foreign Broadcast Infonmation Branch and the Foreign Documents Branch.
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Research and Estimates:

The Director of Central Intelligence had the following duties:
to correlate and evaluate intelligence relating to the national security
and to disseminate the resulting strategic and national policy inteli-
gence to the President, the State, War, and Navy Departments, and as
appropriate, to the State, War, and Navy Coordinating Committee, the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, and other agencies with strategic and policy-making
functions; to use all available intelligence; to report any substantial
dissent; to get personnel from the State, War, and Navy Departments; to
perform such research and analysis as, in his opinion and that of the
appropriate member or members of the Intelligence Advisory Board (AB),

was not being performed adequately. The instructions were complicated,
but clear.

The Chief of the Central Reports Staff, Montague, was experienced
in strategic intelligence and prepared to establish a national estimating
board of departmental intelligence representatives as soon as he could
obtain fulltime qualified persons. C

There were elements of danger in the situation. New personnel might
arrive too fast and in to great numbers for proper assimilation. It might
continue to think itself departmental rather than national. Information
might prove difficult to get from the departmental intelligence agencies
and the Central Intelligence Group (CIG) collecting officers. The
Departments were determined to have equal rights.

Vandenberg was willing for the State Department to choose the head
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of the new Office of Research and Evaluation (ORE). Accordingly that

department sent J. Klahr Huddle to be Assistant Director, ORE. Since

the Deputy Assistant Director according to custom was to be chosen from

another department, Captain A. H. McCollum (Navy) received the appointment.

Montague remained as Chief of the Intelligence Staff to carry on the

production of estimates. Huddle assured Montague that he was in fact

though not in name the Deputy.

On June 19 Vandenberg ordered that ORE should replace the Central

Reports Staff (CRS). Montague was to arrange the details. At virtually

the same time, Vandenberg directed Montague to produce its first estimate

on Russian foreign and military policy. ORE now had a Library, an Informa-

tion Center and a Plans and Requirements Staff. Montague expressly ordered

that the Reports Staff should direct and coordinate the activities of

the regional branches in producing estimates. Montague wrote ORE 1 (the

estimate on the Soviet Union) over- one weekend, utilizing Joint Intelligence

Staff papers and Ambassador Kennan's reports from Moscow. There was a

minimum of coordination through an ad hoc committee. The paper gave an

estimate of the general outlines of Soviet policy and holds up well today.

Montague's idea concerning coordination was that fulltime assistants

in the CRS should simultaneously represent their respective departments

and work with the Reports Staff Chief to synthesize departmental intelligence

into national estimates. The Chief and the Director would establish

the CIO official estimate. Substantial dissents would be submitted with

it to the policy-makers.

Admiral Ings, Chief of Naval Intelligence, sought to have the

_6 4-d
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Intelligence Advisory Board (IAB), concerning estimates, use the voting

system. He sought to entrench the right of each department to give the

concurrence or dissent through its intelligence chief. Any Naval officer
1

assigned to the estimating staff should only be a messenger to the Office

of Naval Intelligence and should exercise the right of dissent. This

system would not establish what Montague desired: departmental repre-

sentation and responsibility at the working level. The right of dissent

at the working level would be subject to review by the IAB. It was likely

that the Inglis plan would produce no real fusion of departmental intelli-
1

gene into national estimates.

Vandenberg supported Montague's plan which went to the IAB on

October 31. The 1A arranged that each of its members would designate
Ia personal representative in the estimating division of ORE who was to

concur or dissent as directed by his chief. This administrative order

was not what Montague proposed because it was not mandatory that these

representatives devote their fulltime to estimating. In fact, they were

no more than messengers. Montague reported on April 15, 1947 that the

average time between submission of estimates and receipt of departmental

concurrence and dissent was 17 days. In August, 1947 the record was

worse. The State Department had the worst record, the Air Force the

best.

This failure in producing national estimates with substantial dissents

was in largest part owing to the fact that departmental intelligence

officers were not ready to make the work of the central agency swift and
Cdefinitive. Also C23 was handicapped by lack of personnel and working files.
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After Huddle'a arrival, Montague and his Deputy, Van Sl.yck, remained

at the head of the Reports Staff now called the Intelligence Staff. They

were to concentrate upon producing current summaries and synthesizing

national estimates. Their authority to do so, however, had not been made

clear. There were disputes both with the regional branches and with the

Interdepartmental Planning and Coordinating Staff (ICAPS). The issue

with the regional branches was whether or not the estimator can review

the work of the regional expert. The Intelligence Staff maintained that it

was to have the final review except for the decision of the Assistant

Director who was responsible to the Director. Buddle supported this

position but failed to make this authorization clear. Vandenberg apparently

took no part.

Someone prepared a memorandum on organizational defects in ORE and

recommendations for the correction. It stated that morale in the regional

branches had been deteriorating for some time because of the Intelligence

Staff, which should be disbanded and its duties reallocated. "Sound

intelligence theory and practice" required that intelligence should pass

directly from the branch experts to the users. Until otherwise proven it

was to be assumed that the expert was capable of producing timely and use-

ful forecasts. To allow a group which spent but little of their time in

studying the subject to review the experts' conclusions was to stultify

those conclusions for both quality andtimeliness. The Chief of the

Intelligence Staff was not aware of this memorandum, but was aware of the

friction. Accordingly on April 17, 1947, he submitted to the Assistant

Director a memorandum upon the Staff and Branches. Be stated that both

o.
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editorial and substantive functions should be exercised in the

Branches and in the Staff. The distinction between was that the Branch

should prepare the reports and that the Staff should supervise and
1coordinate that activity of the several Branches. The Staff rather

than the Branches should make the decision with regard to the esti-

mates. The Western Branch replied on April 21, in a memorandum which

the Chief of the Intelligence Staff did not see, that whereas the

Oographical Branch Chiefs were authorities in daily contact with the

problems of their areas, the Intelligence Staff had "only general and

1necessarily superficial" information. Would the Assistant Director

stake his reputation on the former or on the latter type of sauthority?

Huddle apparently left no categorical answer to this question and

stated that he did not wish a general discussion at this time.

Montague made his position clear in a meeting of the Branch Chiefs on

April 28 and then left for a month's temporary duty in Europe.

On his return, he found that Huddle had left for a position in

the Foreign Service. The Assistant Director had assumed the duties

of the Chief of the Intelligence Staff which was abolished. Its three

divisions (Basic Intelligence, Current Intelligence, and an Estimates

Group) were responsible to the Assistant Director. But a line ran
straight past them from the Branches to his office. On one side, there

c;was space for a "Global Survey Group" in which the Chief of the
Intelligence Staff and his deputy were laid to rest.

C.
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IV-iv

Coordination and Control,

The President's Directive gave the Director of Central Intelligence

the right to inspect departmental intelligence service operations,

with the approval of the Secretaries of the Departments and the personal

representative of the President who constituted the National Intelligence

Authority (NIA). Arrangements should be made with the Intelligence

Advisory Board (IAB) members. This was a revolutionary concept and

was for the future. Souers made no move in that direction. Instead,

his Central Planning Staff prepared studies and recommendations for the

consideration of the departmental intelligence chiefs and planned for

other components within the Central Intelligence Group (CIO).

Since some resented this activity, Vandenberg was inclined to

let them make their own plans for his approval. According2j he broke

up the Central Planning Staff on July 20, 1946 and distributed its

members among several CIG offices. But his struggle with the IAB over

the NIA fifth directive convinced him that he still should have a

representative staff to prepare the way in future dealings with the IAB.

He therefore established the Interdepartmental Coordinating and

Planning Staff (ICAPS) composed of members from the departments. Its

chief was from the State Department. Since Vandenberg did not intend

to stress the right of inspection and was having trouble because he

insisted upon his individual responsibility, it seemed wise to him to

furnish the departmental intelligence chiefs, through ICAPS, advance
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information on hig thinking, ICAPS was to be a working staff within
the CIG for the IAB.

The Chief of ICAPS defined its mission as follows: "to act for 4
the Director in coordinating departmental intelligence activities.n

This would have meant the most vigorous and persistent inspection,

but from a realistic point of view the ICAPS members would confer,

discuss, and propose. Concerning the internal affairs of CIO the ICAPS
Chief proposed to exercise mach more effective inspection and direction.

Although Vandenberg had given the impression that he would let the offices
organize and make policy subject to his approval, he allowed ICAPS to
exercise these rights.

The Chief of ICAPS sent a memorandum to the Offices of Collection,
Research and Evaluation, and mssemination requesting information on
the forthcoming Peace Conference.. He directed these offices to consult
the departmental agencies, find out what steps they had taken to provide
reports and to disseminate the information, and report back to ICAPS.
The Chief also made various attempts to oversee the operation of the
Office of Research and Evaluation (C3R). The Office of Dissemination

had begun a study of the Daily and Weekly Summaries at the end of July
to determine if they met the requirements of the President and other
recipients. The report was actually favorable, bt in it the Chief of
ICAPS found opportnity to criticise. Based on the survey he submitted

on January 13, 1947 a program of production for ORE. This program called
for the establishment of a current intelligence staff, the production

C
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of monthly situation reports, and the creation of a group to prepare for

National Intelligence Digests. On December 17, 1946 ORE had already

submitted a report to the Assistant Director which showed a reasonable

amount of progress considering the lack of qualified personnel. On

January 29, 1947 the Chief of the Intelligence Staff wrote to the Assistant

Director and pointed out the error of ICAPS in interpreting the Office of

Dissemination survey. He did not object to the idea of the situation reports

as such, but stated that as yet the Office resources were inadequate for

them. When the Office could get the necessary staff, it should produce*

reports governed by events rather than periodically. The Chief of ICAPS,

however, insisted upon his enlarged program of production, although meeting

it was then practically impossible. On March 25, 1947 Vandenberg threw

his weight on the side of ICAPS and forced the enlarged program on ORE.

We should note that the Chief of the Intelligence Staff throughout

had not lost sight of the fact that the CIG's primary function was the

production of national intelligence estimates which the President's

Directive of January 22, 194 6 had stated explicitly. Others lost sight of

it or discounted it in considering the importance of departmental activities

or regional branch concerns within .the CIG. Vandenberg contributed to

this reversal when he took over the function of research and evaluation

and greatly enlarged the CIG as an independent producing agency. This in

turn meant intensified clashes with established intelligence service

prerogatives.

ICAPS did much planning on paper but little actual good. In its

attempts to plan and coordinate with the departments for the Director of
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Central Inteligence ICAPS ran into the same difficulties which

Vandenberg's predecessors had experienced in trying to bring the

departmental intelligence officers together. These men seemed not to

understand each other's problems, shied away from the centralization

of common functions, and were unwilling- to give up their own

activities.

The IAB did not accept ICAPS in the role of working staff as

Vandenberg had wished, but instead sent ad hoc comnittees to confer

with it. The whole procedure -did not bring about speed or decision in

coordinating departmental intelligence activities nor expedite the

formulation of policies and procedures by the central agency in which
they had a ecmmon concern.

IV - v

The Battle with the Boards

On September 6, 1946 Inglis, Director of Naval Intelligence,

offered a plan under which the Central Intelligence Group (CIO) would

perform the "static intelligence functions" for all departments. He

meant non-operational topical studies. The chief objection to such a
plan was the CIG lack of personnel and equipment, but it would make
sense as a means of elminating duplication.

The Intelligence Advisory Board (IAB) discussed the matter on
October 1. The State Department representative, Mr. Eddy, declared

that his department would not turn over to the CIM its responsibility

for political and economic intelligence. General Chamberlin fran the
War Department suggested parceling out "functions on the basis of pri- f

mary responsibility." Each would furnish finished intelligence to the
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others, who wouid then "rework it to meet their particular needs."

After considerable discussion, a special committee was appointed to

study the problem further. The -committee met on October 8, and indulged

in more discussion. The committee's views simply reflected what had

passed before in the IAB. The only result seems to have been that the

CIO ultimately .began its program with the National Intelligence

Surveys in October, 1947.

-In October, 1916, the Intelligence Advisory Board (IAB) took up

the problem of national estimating. Inglis consistently, throughout

the discussion, was determined to make the CIO a cooperative enterprise

in which the Director would be subject to more than the advice of the

IAB.

The third problem before the IAB was that of intelligence colleo-

tion. As discussion progressed it became entangled with production

and dissemination. The State Department proposed on October 18 that

in an effort to eliminate duplication, it should assume responsibility

for all overt collection in political, economic, social and cultural

matters in the field. The War Department submitted a plan for the

coordination of intelligence activities of the State, War, and Navy

Departments. This plan would have the departments do their own research

and evaluation, and analysis in the field of their primary interest.

Field collection would follow the same lines. Matters of principle

would be coordinated in Washington. In the field the Chief of Mission,

presumably for each Department, would coordinate each collection.

Reports would be sent directly to the agency primarily concerned.
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Each agency/would produce estimates, provide information to other I

agencies, and maintain files within their primary responsibility.

Each agency would contribute chapters of a Strategic Intelligence

Digest. The central agency was to maintain supervision over inter-

departmental cooperation and production, but there was no indication

of how disputes of "primary responsibility should be settled.

On November 26, the State and War plans came bofore the IAB,

together with a draft directive for- the National Intelligence

Authority (NIA) which the Interdepartmental Planning and Coordinating

Staff (ICAPS) had prepared, and specific reservations by Vandenberg

concerning secret and overt collection by CIO officers. The ICAPS

draft brought the State and War proposals together and added provisim s
for coordinators in foreign areas. They might be the chief of diplo- 
matic missions or chief military representative or both.. The Director

of Central Intelligence with the approval of the IAB would designate

someone to advise them. This last provision was missing from the
final directive. The primary responsibility for each department was
assigned in detail, according to the normal functions of each. Since
Inglis and Chamberlin objected to part of the ICAPS paper, the IAB C
agreed to have another ad ho committee to study with ICAPS and report
back to the IAB.

On December 3, 1916 the ad hoc committee and ICAPS met. They
defined "area"; they recommended that "senior U. S. representative"

replace 3 coordinator"; they omitted the reference to theater commanders

C
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and listened to another topical division of intelligence by the Army

representative. It must be concluded that the departmental represent-

atives were not there to strengthen the CIG.

The ad hoc committee draft went to the IAB on December 17 in what

was its last meeting with Vandenberg as Director. He urged that the

National Intelligence Authority (NIA) directive regarding collection

should be completed and put into effect. There was much discussion

over insignificant and unrelated points. Vandenberg consented to the

State Department's request that the point about primary responsibility

be incorporated in the directive. With this was included the provision

that collectors might send copies to their own agencies along with

their reports to the agencies most concerned. This procedure was cer-

tain to elminate any coordination or control by the central organisa-

tion. Collection was not yet accepted as a matter of common concern.

There was no vote, but later individual members approved the draft

which was issued on January 2, 1947 as Directive No. 7. of the NIA.

There was no mention in the directive of the CIG, nor of the

Director. The IAB had obtained control of collection, except the

secret intelligence of the Office of Special Operations and the overt

collection of the Foreign Broadcast Intelligence and the Contact

Branch in the Office of Special Operations (OSO). Vandenberg saw no

point in arguing further and took his case up to the NIA.

Now that collection in general was out of the way for the time

being, it was time to make specifications for collection in China.

ORE had prepared a draft of intelligence requirements for Mina on

A'



October 1 at ICAPSIs request. From this IClAS, in conference with

another IAB ad hoe committee, had prepared a draft NIA directive which

focused upon current intelligence, omitting basic and scientific

intelligence. The IAB discussed it on November 7, making minor tex-

tual changes. On January 8, 19&7 Chamberlin proposed to Vandenberg

that the directive should be at least postponed "to insure that it be
1brought into full consonance with the broader directives." Vandenberg

refused stating that Chamberlin apparently misunderstood the national

intelligence program. He explained the program and stated that it
/meant that the Director had to determine its requirements and proce.

dures for collection, research, and dissemination. He presented

Chamberlin with what amounted to an ultimatum. NI China appeared on

February 12, 1947 as the eighth directive of the NIA. On the same

day, at the ninth session of the NIA, Vandenberg complained that his

present difficulties stemmed from uncertainty regarding the "directive

(authority" of the Director of Central Intelligence. This he found

adequately stated in the President's Directive of January 22, 1946 and

the fifth NIA directive of July 8, 1946. He requested authority to
Cact as agent for the Secretaries of the Departments. The alternative

was that the CIG should forward its directives to the NIA members for

issuance from their own offices. This would be cumbersome. There was

(also uncertainty over the definition of "strategic and national policy
intelligence." The NIA approved the Director as agent and delegated

the necessary authority to him so that "his decisions, orders, and

directives" should full force and effect as emanating from the
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Secretaries. Any aggrieved agency might have access to its own

Secretaries and through them to the NIA. The Authority then author-

ized the following definition: "Strategic and national policy intel-

ligence is that composite intelligence, intardepartmental in character,

which is required by the President and other high officers and staffs

to assist them in determining policies with respect to national plan-

ning and security in peace and in war and for the advancement of broad

national policy. It is in that political-economic-military area of

concern to more than one agency, must be obje ctive, and must transcend

the exclusive competence of any one department."

These decisions should have been final, but Inglis persisted in

taking the first NIA directive literally. He insisted that the IAB

,- should consider the Director's recommendations for concurrence or dis-

sent. If Inglis had his way, the IAB would govern the Director.

IV - vi

Intelligence and Military Planning:

On February 12, 1947 Vandenberg brought the relationship between

the Central Intelligence Group (CI) and the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

(JCS) before the ninth meeting of the National Intelligence Authority

(NIA). All present were familiar with the origins of the CIG, the

merger of the armed services, and the establishment of the National

Security Council.
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During the

war the State Department, Foreign Econcmic Administration, and Office

of Strategic Services had had representation on the Joint Intelligence

Comittee of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. But the military services did

not generally like civilians in military councils.

On August 12, 19h6 Inglis had proposed to Vandenberg the estab-

lishment of a channel between CIG and the JCS in order to eliminate 4
duplication. Inglis proposed that the Joint Intelligence Staff of the

Joint Intelligence Comittee serve also as the staff of the Intelligence

Advisory Board (IAB). Vandenberg replied on September 4 that the CIG

was designed to represent equitably the interests of the State, War,

and Navy Departments. A full-time staff for the IAB implied that the

Board would have to act unanimously, which was not true. b urged *
Inglis to join in sponsoring a study of the problem by the Interdepart-

mental Coordinating and Planning Staff (ICLPS) and the Joint Intelligence

Staff. Before Inglis could make another move ICAPS had prepared a

counterplan. This would establish the Director of Central Intelligence

as the chief adviser to the Joint Chiefs of Staff and therefore rank

him above the Joint Intelligence Comittee. He would submit appropri- -

ate matters to the Joint Intelligence Comittee of which he should be

chairman, as in practice he w a presiding officer of the IAB. Since

these bodies were identical in permanent membership, their secretar-

iats would be merged to insure coordination. The sub-ccmittees of

the Joint Intelligence Caamittee would be combined with the CIG, thns

j~.__



creating an intellige'nce organization serving both the Joint Chiefs of

Staff and the Secretaries of the Departments constituting the NIA.

Colonel Carter W. Clarke, Deputy Director of Intelligence on the

War Department's General Staff, pointed out to Chamberlin that under

this plan the Joint Chiefs of Staff would have no authority over the

Director. This violated the chain of comand, of which intelligence

was a function.

On September 25, 1946 Vandenberg took the matter before the NIA.

He stated that the CIG could not produce national intelligence without

all available information. He thought he was getting complete cover-

age from the State Department and the Navy, but that he was not

obtaining access to the President's messages, General Marshall's, nor

the War Department's "eyes only" messages. He would like to have a

trained officer from the CIG in each Department's message center to
review and. transmit under necessary restrictions those items with

intelligence value. Vandenberg pointed out that the Joint Intelligence

Committee was duplicating work of the CIG. Committee studies got

priority in the War and Navy Departments intelligence agencies because

the Chiefs of Staff were their immediate superiors. There have been
suggestions that the CIM should be combined with the Joint Intelligence

Staff.

This was the situation as the IAB met on October 1, 194 6 . After

considerable discussion, it was decided to study the matter further.

At the IAB meeting of November 7 Inglis had a new Navy proposal.

This eliminated State Department membership on the Joint Intelligence



Cormittee, le the Director of Central Intelligence as chairman, and

changed its name to Joint Intelligence Board, The Joint Intelligence

Staff would have no State Department representation. The State Depart..

ment would thereafter have its contact only through the IAB and the

NIA. Inglis also thought that the Director of Central Intelligence should

be responsible to the NIA in peace time and to the. JCS in war time. 4

Chamberlin presented five principles: the Joint Chiefs of Staff comittees

must remain essentially military; the Director of Central Intelligence

had duties beyond the scope of the Joint Chiefs of Staff; there should 4

be no obstacle between the President and the Joint Chiefs of Staff in war-

time; no civilian agency should be between the Joint Chiefs and their

agencies engaged in making var plans; no agencies not strictly military 
should have access to military pl=ns. No estimating board can give a

military commander a realistic- appraisal without knowing his own capabilities
and intentions, also the departmental secretaries are civilians and are
certainly not in ignorance of war plans. A lengthy discussion ensued
but no conclusion was reached. Vandenberg finally took the question to
the NIA on February 12, 19117. There he stated that he understood that - C
the creators of the CIG had in mind that it would replace the Joint

Intelligence Committee. This, however, had not happened, nor had any

effective coordination between the two been achieved. The duplication was
unnecessary. He recommended that the Joint Intelligence Committee be

abolished and that the CIO provide the Joint Chiefs with the necessary

intelligence. The NIA agreed that the Joint Intelligence Committee should
be abolished and its functions assumed by the CIG, but withheld decision
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until the Jo at Chefs should discuss the matter. The Joint Chiefst

opinion was that all civilian representation should be removed from the

Joint Intelligence Committee, and so agreed on February 21, 1947. There
the matter rested for some months. When it rose again, Vandenberg had

been replaced by Hillenkoetter as Director of Central Intelligence.

IV - vii

Scientific Intelligence:

During the war the British and Americans bad shared their scientific

information. There had been a departmental reading panel within the

Joint Chiefs of Staff organisation to keep up with advances in electronics

and new weapons. The Office of Strategic Services supplied technical

and scientific intelligence. The development of the atomic bomb made

certain the continuation of secret collection of scientific intelligence,

The USSR had acquired, thanks to espionage, information on the atomic
bomb sooner than anticipated. All nations were bound to intensif their

scientific research.

Soon after the establishment of the CIO Souers took the initiative
to coordinate scientific intelligence with the Office of Scientific
Research and Development. He directed the Central Plannin Staff to
look into the problem and obtained Dr. H. P. Robertson as his scientific
consultant. The State-War,.Navy Coordinating Committee deliberated upon
atomic policy and information.

Vandenberg anticipated that the newly created Atomic Energy Commission
would take over the "Manhattan Engineer Districts and prepared a directive
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to place within the Jurisdiction of the CIO those intelligence activities

related to foreign atomic developments. Acting Secretary of State Acheson

refused to accept the directive and called a meeting of the National

Intelligence Authority (NIA) for August 21, 1946 . All except Acheson
agreed that the small division in the 'Manhattan Engineer District" engaged

in collecting information about foreign atomic energy activities should

be within the CIC, provided that the information were not denied to the
Atomic Energy Commission. Acheson insisted that they should wait until
the President had appointed the Commission and it could establish its

1policies. The matter was finally referred to the President who replied on
August 23 that he wished to postpone action until his return to Washington.

The matter was further delayed until December.

1Vandenberg endeavored also to set up a close relationship with the
Joint Research and Development Board which Secretaries Patterson and
Forrestal had established on July 3, 1946 . The wartime Office of Scientific
Research and Development went out of existence. The new Joint Board
differed from the office in that planing rather than operations concerned
them. Furthermore the -new Joint Board was directly responsible to the
Secretaries of War and the Navy and was interested in arranging with the
new CIG for its intelligence while it concentrated upon planning.

The Technical Advisers of the Joint Research and Development Board
met on November 20, 1946 , with an estimate from the Office of Reports
and Estimates to read concerning Soviet capabilities for developing within
the next ten years the atomic bomb, guided missiles, heavy bombers, fighters,
radar, and submarines. They then listened to a statement by Robertson
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on the general organization of the CIG. Vandenberg reviewed his

difficulties with the Intelligence Advisory Board (IAB). The result of

this meeting was that the Joint Research and Development Board agreed

to find a head for the section in the CIG responsible for evaluating

scientific and technical intelligence, and should help him obtain .the

necessary experts. Also there should be a definition of the term

"scientific and technical intelligence," a general plan for foreign coverage,

and a definite relationship between the Board and the CIG.

Vannevar Bush and Vandenberg issued their program for cooperation

on January 10, 1947. The Scientific Branch in the Office of Reports

and Estimates should assume the initiative and responsibility for developing

a national program of scientific intelligence. The Branch's head would

be the Director's adviser on scientific intelligence and should have direct

access to the activities of the Joint Research and Development Board

pertinent to his work. The Branch would formulate requirements and prepare

estimates. The CIG would provide the Board with its necessary intelligence.

The Board would help the CIG to obtain qualified personnel, facilities,

and liaison. Various delays hampered the Branch's performance of the

functions stipulated in this agreement.

On February 18 the intelligence division of the "Manhattan Engineer

District" was transferred to the CIG. The directive authorizing the

Director of Central Intelligence to coordinate all intelligence related

to foreign atomic developments was not issued until April 18, 1947. Those

transferred from the "Manhattan Engineer District" to the CIG became the

]Uclear Energy Group in the Scientific Branch of ORE on March 28, with
research, coordination, estimating, and liaison functions, particularly

with the Atomic Energy Commission.
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-CHAP'lR F

,ACTION BT CNGESS 1947-1949

F - Introduction

National Security:

The idea of a central intelligence agency was associated with the

movement for gathering the armed serrices in a system of natioal
defense. The Pearl Harbor disaster, experience with the British, and

progress from the cooperation of allied forces to unified command all
contributed to these ideas.

In 1944, Secretary of War Patterson favored the cosolidation of
Army and Navy into "a single department of armed forces." Secretary

of the Navy Forrestal also saw the need to reconstruct the armed serv-

ices, but noted the Navy's traditions. He turned for an impartial
survey and report to Ferdinand Eberstadt, to whoa he wrote on June 19,
1945, asking him to answer the question whether unification of War and

Navy Departments under a single head would improve our national seca-
rity. If not, might there be some other'way?

On September 25, 1945, Eberstadt recommended three coordinate

services, Army, Navy, and Air, each with a civilian Secretary in the

President's Cabinet. Together with the Secretary of State and the
Chairman of the National Security Resources Board they should form the

National Security Council. A Central Intelligence Agency, within this
Council's jurisdiction and reporting to it, should exist beside,
although separate fra, the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

In the fall of 1945 there were various plans for a central intel-
ligence organization. The Office of Strategic Services was just
expiring. Various departments were working on plans; the Senate C

c CIT r



Mili Affairs Comittee was holding hearings upon bills providing

for reorganizing the armed forces. Thre was room in most for a

federal intelligence agency.

V - i

Placennt of the Group:

The new intelligence service was to be the President's information

service, with a Director responsible to an Authority composed of the

President's Secretaries and his personal representative. It was not

easy to operate this organization under the President's Directive of

January 22, 1946. It was not certain that the Central Intelligence

Group would function as a truly interdepartmental activity while the
Director simltaneously exercised the power and responsibility which

-, the President intended him to have. The service intelligence officers
who constituted the Intelligence Advisory Board did not respect the

Director's position as a non-voting member of the National Intelligence
Authority with direct access to the President. They made this plain

to Vandenberg.

It was essential to transform the organization fro executive to

statutory foundations and improve it in m doing. Only by so doing

could insurance against Presidential whim and against accusation as an
instrument of tyranny in the White House be guaranteed. Souers' final
report as Director of Central Intelligence, on June 7, 1946, urged

Congressional legislation and an independent budget for the National

Intelligence Authority and its Central Intelligence Group. Vandenberg's
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Counsel a wised him on Jume 13 that the Group's administrative author-
ity was "purely a coordination function with no substance or authority
to act on its own responsibility in other than an advisory and directing
capacity."

Vandenberg's Counsel drafted a bill in response to the General's
demand for immediate action. The plan provided for the President to
appoint his personal representative in the Authority with the consent
of the Senate.' The Director was designated as the head of the Agency.
His duties were not set apart from those of the Agency as they had been
from those of the Group in the President's Directive. Under direction
and supervision by the Authority the Agency would correlate and evalu-
ate intelligence, plan coordination, provide services of common concern,
and perform other functions as directed by the President or the
Authority. This concept of the Agency differs from that of the Group.
Persons provided by the Departments constituted the Group. The Agency
was an institution of itself. The personnel would hold office in it;
they would not comprise it. They would be less independent of the
Director and thus less representative of the Departments from which
they came. The Departments would retain their am intelligence serv-
ices, except as relieved of certain activities of the Agency at te
order of the Authority. They were to mke their own intelligence
freely availabe to the Agency. The Director would have the right to
inspect their inteligence operations. It would be his duty to pro-
tact intelligence sources and methods. The Agency should have no
police, subpoena, or law enforcement pwers or functions, either

G
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within or outside of the United States. It should procure, train, and

supervise its own employees. The Director was to have wide financial

powers, within appropriations by Congress. The bill deliberately

omitted-any provision for an Intelligence Advisory Board ccmposed of

the chief State Department, Army, and Navy intelligence officers.

The White House Bill:

On January 16, 1917, President Truman received and approved a let-

ter from Forrestal and Patterson announcing that they had agreed to

support legislation establishing a council of national defense, a

national security resources board and a central intelligence agency.

A drafting committee for "the White House bill" was selected, to

fill in the details according to the principles in the Secretaries'

joint letter. A major White House concern was the disposition of the

National Intelligence Authority and the Central Intelligence Group.

Vandenberg conferred with the drafting committee on January 23. He

opposed having either Agency or Director participate in polic-makcing,

because their function was to provide intelligence to serve the

policy-makers. He insisted that the Director should attend National

Security Council meetings. It was finally decided that the Director

might normally be present at the Council's discretion. The drafters

reassured Vandenberg that .the Agency would operate independently for

the most part and only come under Council direction on specific mat-

ters which the Council fra time to time might desire. The committee

agreed that the bill would provide for the use of unvouchered funds
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and for the izetor's power to discharge personnel on the merest
question of loyalty. No provision was being made within the Agency
for an Intelligence Advisory Board representing the Departments.

On -January 2; it was announced that the drafting committee had
decided to omit from the bill all but the barest mention of the pro-
posed Central Intelligence Agency. The War and Navy Departments had
concluded that the time was not right for so complete and detailed a
proposal. It was also feared that argument over the Agency's broad
authority over funds, properties, and expenditures would cause objeo-
tions and delays in passing the National Security Act. The Group
might later justify its requests in its own bill.

On assurance that the above decision was not meant to stop sug-
gestions from the Group, Colonel Wright, acting in Vandenberg's
absence, requested the drafting committee to include in the brief sec-
tion of the National Security Act allotted the Central Intelligence
Agency the following provisions: there should be a Deputy Director;
the Director should, in all matters pertaining inzational intelligence,
be "Advisor to the Councile attending National Security Council meet-
ings at its discretion', but taking no part in its decisions.

The Army and Navy representatives on the drafting committee over-
ruled the third member (the Administrative Assistant to the President)
concerning these provisions. They said that it was not

vide by law that the head of one agency subordinate to another sit in
the superior body. Wright appealed to the White House, in a memorandum
to the Special Counsel to the iresident on January 28, 1947. Although
the reply is not in available records, the bill released to the press

'S
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fren the te House on February 26 provided the following: there
should be under the National Security Council a Central Intelligence
Agency headed by a Director of Central Intelligence appointed by the
President; the Director would receive $14,000 per year; if a miitary
person, all his rights and benefits should be safeguarded; when he
took office the functions of the National Intel2igence Authority would
be transferred to the National Security Council and the Authority

cease to exist; all property, personnel, unexpended balances, other
available or ;authorized monies, functions, and records of the Central
Intelligence Group would be transferred to the Central Intelligence
Agency; the functions of the Director of Central Inteligence would
likewise be transferred from Group to Agency. An important difference
between this bill and Vandenberg's recammendations and the eventual
Act of Congress was that this bill kept the functions of the Agency

distinct from those of the Director.

- i

Hearings:

President Truman sent the bill for the National Defense Estab-

lishment to Congress on February 26, 1947. Many persons testified
before the Senate's Ccmittee on the Armed Services and the House
Committee on Ependitures in the Executive Departments. Interest in
plans for the Central Intelligence Agency grew, as armed services
representatives sought to restrict its operations and certain
Congressmen looked into the bill for evidedce that the President might
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be able to turn it into a Gestapo. Central Intelligence Group
representatives gave assurances that this was impossible, since the
Agency would have no police power, no right to subpoena, no authority
of law enforcement, and no functions pertaining to national interna
security.

There was fear in Congress, expressed by Representative Clarence
J. Brown, of Ohio, that the Act's silence on the functions of Agency
and Director was forbidding, because the Administration might comen-
iently forget to send the enabling bill to Congress later. Safeguards
should be written into the Act of Congress with the delineation of the

Agency's function,

Vandenberg testified that there must be A permanent intelligence
system. Because the oceans had shrunk until Europe and Asia were as
close as Canada and Mxico we must know the interests, intentions, and
capabilities of the European and Asiatic nations in order to be fore-
warned against aggression in an atomic warfare era. Eighty per cent
of intelligence came from overt sources rather than from espionage
(the idea of which was distasteful to many). Before Pearl Harbor this
intelligence had not been properly analyzed, coordinated and dissemi-.
nated. A central organization for these functions was necessary. The
Central Intelligence Group was trying to fill this role without injury
to the legitimate activities of the Departments and their agencies.
Vandenberg urged the adoption of the bill, with the understanding that
enabling legislation for the Agency should follow.

l'



The armed services members who believed that the central organi-
zation was an usurper remained unconvinced. Some Congressmen insisted
that the Agency duties be stipulated in the National Security Act.

-There was discussion of the danger in having a military head of the
Agency. Considerable testimony dealt with the question of the

Director's term of office. Donovan urged that the Director be a
civilian, that he have an independent budget, and that he report only
to an individual, such as the Secretary of Defense. Vandenberg stated
that since the Agency would be the central organization among depart-

mental agencies the Director should be responsible to a council

representing those agencies and governing the central activities.

Hillenkoetter's Counsel prepared an amendment giving the Admiral
the post of Director for fourteen years, but nothing was done about
it. It seemed preferable to leave the choice of the Director from
military or civilian life to the President with the consent of the
Senate, with a free hand regarding tenure.

Military Intelligence Service witnesses opposed having the
Director in charge of collection. The Agency should be restricted to
coordinating, evaluating, and disseminating intelligence. It might
engage in some research as a "service of common concern," but should
not interpret its functions to include the right of independent, least
of all, exclusive, collection.

The wartime failure of the Army and Navy intelligence services to
cooperate effectively with each other was in the minds of the House
Committee and the witnesses. On the one hand, G-2 spokesmen wished to
avoid friction such as had existed between the Office of Strategic



Services and the armed services intelligence agencies. This they

would do by confining the new Agency and Director to coordination and
evaluation. n the other hand, Vandenberg, Allen W. Dulles, and
Inglis testified that experience had proved that the armed services
should leave the collection of secret intelligence to a central organ-
ization, which should also receive all other information essential for
evaluation and should disseminate the finished product to the policy- 4
makers.

The opinions of Vandenberg and his associates prevailed over those
of the G-2 spokesmen. The section of the bill on the Central 4
Intelligence Agency, as finally enacted in July, 19h7, contained the
provisions of the President's Directive of January 22, 1946, that the
Agency should perform "services of coon concernm for the Departments
and such other functions related to intelligence as the National
Security Council should fra time to time direct.

The National Security Act contained specific statements regarding
the functions of the new Agency. Representative Brown's insistence
accomplished its purpose. They came into the Senate bill as amend-
ments by the House committee. They were modeled upon the provisions C
in the enabling bill from the Counsel's offic, in the Group* But

there were changes fron both that measure and from the President's
Directive. 

' C1



Spec:ifications:

The National Security Act became law with President Truman's

approval. on July 26, 19147. Its declared intent was to unify direction

of the separate military departments under civilian control. The

National Security Council would integrate all policies relating to the

national security for advice to the President.

Under Council direction there was placed a Central Intelligence

Agency, headed by a Director of Central Intelligence appointed from

either military or civil life by the President with the advice and

consent of the Senate, to perform stipulated functions as directed by

the Council, for the express purpose of "coordinating the intelligence
activities of the several Goverment departments and agencies in the

interest of national security." The Agency was to advise the Council

in matters concerning "intelligence activities" of the Departments and

Agencies related to "national security." This was wider authority

than the Central Intelligence Group had had under the President's

Directive.

The Agency received the roup' s function of correlating, evaluating,

and disseminating intelligence within the Government. The Departments

and other agencies should continue to collect, evaluate, correlate, and
disseminate their own intelligence. The Agency should have no "police,
subpoena, law-enforcement powers, or internal-security functions," nor
should it interfere with the Federal Bureau of Investigation's checking
subversive persons and practices within the country. The Director was



responsible f'or protecting intelligence sources and methods from unau-

thorized disclosure. The text did not make clear whether this gave him

authority in other intelligence services than the Agency. The limita-.

tions which Congress placed on the Director's right of inspection sup-

ports the view that it did not, for only the departmental intelligence

relating to the national security should be 'open to the inspection"

of the Director. The other intelligence services were to supply their

information to the Agency for correlation, evaluation, and dissemina-

tion, but the Act made no provision for facilities to assure such

delivery. The Director received the right, at his discretion, to ter-

minate employment in the Agency. without affecting the right of the

persons concerned to employment elsewhere in the Government. This was

to protect the secrecy of operations.

The Agency was to perform for the benefit of existing intelli-

gence agencies 'such additional services of comon concern' .as could

be accomplished more efficiently by the central organization. The

National Security Council would decide what such services were and

when they should be turned over to the Agency. Congress clearly

intended the Agency to'have the right of collection.

The Fifth Directive of the old National Intelligence Authority,

subject to the control of the new National Security Council, had been

validated by Congress. Clandestine collection was included with
(

research and analysis as essential, even though not exclusive, func-

tions of the Central Intelligence Agency. There is less certainty

with regard to the Act's stipulation, carried over from the President's
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Directive, that the Agency should perform "rch other functions and

duties related to intelligence affecting the national security" as the

National Security Council might from time to time direct. The provi-

sion wag put into the Act to allow flexibility and enlargement within

the bounds of original intent and of reasonable interpretation in the

light of experience. The phrase in question was a loose term which

gave room for Donovan's "unorthodox warfare" ideas, which, according

to one interpretation, the Security Council might direct the Agency

from time to time to engage. This interpretation argued that Congress

itself had distinguished "other functions and duties" from the four

preceding it in the same section of the Act. They pertained to the

intelligence activities of the departments and of the central agency

as such; it was concerned with matters merely "related to intelligence

affecting the national security." This interpretation prevailed in

the Council when the Office of -Policy Coordination was established in

the Agency.

An opposing interpretation stated that since Congress had distin-

guished "other functions and duties" from the "intelligence activities"

of the Departments and Agency, th3 intent of Congress must be examined,

for example, through its action on appropriations, before assuming that

the National Security Council had authority to direct the Agoncy to

undertake other functions and duties than those clearly indicated in

the Act.

Since the establishment of Director and Agency on statutory foun-

dations the President could not abolish the Agency or office of
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Director, nor reduce the Director's functions, although he might possi-

bly raise them. Here enters again the question of whether Congress

gave the President and National Security Council expansive power by

including the "other functions and duties" phrase. Essentially, how-

ever, the President could Aismies the Director and reject advice from

the National Security Council concerning direction of the Agency.

The Act made no provision for the Intelligence Advisory Board,

but authorized the Director to appoint an advisory comittee and to

employ part1 -time personnel as he deemed necessary in carrying out his

and the Agency's functions. This displeased the armed services, who

remaind determined, since the Act did not forbid it, to establish the

Board.

The Enabling Measure:

Pending the presentation to Congress of the Agency's enabling

bill the members of the outgoing National Intelligence Authority noti-

fied the Comptroller General that they had authorized the Director of

Central Intelligence to administer for another year the "working fund"

provided by the Departments of State, War, and the Navy. The General

Accounting Office continued with the Agency the understanding which

had governed its relations with the Group. The Agency was to conform

as nearly as possible with normal procedures until further Congressional

legislation should make exceptions fitting Agency special needs.



There was no problem regarding Agency vouchered funds, for espe-

cially assigned auditors from the General Accounting Office examined

vouchered expenditures within the Group. The problem was the proper

handling of unvouchered funds, for it was not sound accounting prac-

tice to let the man who authorized expenditures also validate their

legitimacy.

Agency law officers conferred with Budget Bureau and Comptroller

General representatives to find the correct formula to express in the

statute. Since the measure did not pass Congress in that session it

was necessary for the Secretaries to extend the "working fund" of the

Agency for another year.

The "CIA Act of 1949* became law with President Truman's approval
on June 20, 1949. The National Security Act of 1947 was amended in

the same session to alter the National Security Council. The

Secretaries of the Army, Navy, and Air Force were removed from the
Council and the Vice-President given a place. There were no material
changes regarding the duties and functions of the Director of Central

Intelligence and the Agency.

By separate Congressional Act the Agency now had full authorization

for procurement of supplies, services, and other facilities. It was

granted the authority, with concurrence of the Attorney General and the

Commissioner of Immigration, to approve the entry into the United

States of certain aliens and their families, without regard to other

laws. The number of persons was limited to 100 per year. The Agency
might employ three outstanding men in the scientific field of foreign

intelligence.
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A gener authority allowed the financing of Agency affairs by

interdepartmental transfers of appropriations to and from the Agency,

notwithstanding other legislation which would interfere. This was

instead of annual appropriations for specific categories of expendi-

ture. Section 10 (b) of the Act provided that expenditures upon
"objects of a confidential, extraordinary, or emergency nature" were
to be accounted for "solely on the certificate of the Director." The
general understanding was that the Director was to certify only those
expenditures from unvouchered funds which applied to the unique pur-
poses of the Central Intelligence Agency. Congress preferred to limit
the Director by holding him singly and solely responsible in close
relationship with the Comptroller General for the proper use of public
money for clandestine purposes. This was well expressed in an exchange
of letters between Director and Comptroller in 1951. The Director
asked if he might be authorised under the extraordinary powers granted
by Congress to raise the pay of the Agency's employees retroactively.

The Comptroller replied that he was certain that the Act's sponsors
had not contemplated use of the "broad authority" of the Agency in
disregard of control with respect to "normal administrative or
operating problems," such as confronted any agency of the Government.

(
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CHAPT]R VI

-TLMEKOETTER IS AD}ENISTRATION
ITELI GENCE

VI - Introduction

A Career:

Vandenberg' s successor at the head of the President's information

service, Admiral Hillenkoetter, had had outstanding success in Vichy

from 1940 to 1942 in helping French patriots escape to Africa and in

obtaining information from both French and German sources. Earlier he

had worked very successfully for Ambassador Bullitt in Moscow and

Paris and in 1942 won Nimits's commndation for his organisation of

the Intelligence Center at Pearl Harbor. At the time of his appoint-

ment as head of Central Intelligence he was again in Paris collecting

intelligence.

On February 17, 1947, Hillenkoetter was approved as Director by

the President and the National Intelligence Authority. This was five

days after Vandenberg had been named executive agent for the Sec-

retaries of State, War, and the Navy. This fact had a decided

effect on Hillenkoetter's administration of the Central Intelligence

Group and its successor, the Central Intelligence Agency. It can be
asserted that from the Agency's point of view Vandenberg should not

have been called back into service at that time. He had been in

charge less than a year. The Agency offices were not in full working

order. He was just establishing in the minds of the Department

Secretaries that the Director of Central Intelligence ought to be

their executive agent. He had not yet convinced the departmental

intelligence chiefs that the Director was an officer above and apart
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from their control. They were not yet accepting the distinction

between advice and consent. The Intelligence Advisory Board was still

trying to have the Director's business come before it for concurrence

or dissent on its way to the Authority.

There can be no final answer as to why the State Department was

not given the appointment of the third Director of Central Intelli-

gence. Personalities entered into the question. There was hostility

in Congress towards the State Department. The armed forces intelli-

gence chiefs insisted that the Intelligence Advisory Board should have

governing functions and were amoyed that Vandenberg should insist

upon being their superior, or at the least not their servant. They

were determined to keep the office in the armed services, or at least
away from the State Department. Into this situation stepped Hillen-

koetter, who, although reluctant to leave his post in France, was
willing to makm a career of the Central Intelligence Agency; which
Congress was about to establish among the permanent instruments of the

National Government. It is one thing, however, to be an intelligence

agent in the field, another to manage the affairs of an institution,
and still another to control, withouti antagonizing, agencies which 6

still consider themselves competitors with each other and with a cen-
tral agency, even though the law says they no longer are.

No specific provision in the National Security Act perpetuated

the Intelligence Advisory Board. The Director was free to have as he
wished an advisory committee, or part-time individual advisers, or
both. But Hillenkoetter was made aware of the armed services C
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animosity towards Vandenberg for insisting that the Director be the
executive agent of the Secretaries of State, War, and the Navy. He

had Congressional authority to advise the National Security Council if he
chose without first consulting a board containing the intelligence

chiefs of the armed services, unless the National Security Council
should direct him to do so. The intelligence chiefs, members of the
expiring Intelligence Advisory Board, were determined to obtain this
direction.

Hillenkoetter also inherited other problems: that of producing
and delivering scientific intelligence (which involved the Research
and Development Board, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Atomic Energy
Commission, and two different offices within the Group), relationships
with the Federal Bureau of Investigation, quarrels within the Group
itself, vaguely-defined boundaries of jurisdiction among various
offites in the Group, and bickerings and delay over every issue with
the Intelligence Advisory Board. Vandenberg's establishment of the
Interdepartmental Coordinating and Planning Staff to work for him with
the Board had not solved the problem.

First Meetings and Recommendations:

On May 1, 1947 Hillenkoetter took responsibility as Director of
Central Intelligence. At that time Admiral Inglis, supported by
General Chamberlin, was pressing measures in the Intelligence Advisory
Board counter to Vandenberg's wishes. The first of these would give
control over production of intelligence to the Departments. The



second would redefine "strategic and national policy intelligence," 
1

although the National Intelligence Authority had just defined it.
Inglis maintained that "strategic" and "national policy" intelligence
were separate and would make certain the armed services' control of
"operational" intelligence. In other words, the Director would have
to produce his national estimates without access to military intelli-
gence if the services chose to withhold it. The third would have all
the Director's recommendations to the National Intelligence Authority
Pass through the Intelligence Advisory Board. Its members could
either express informal concurrence or dissent or could request a for-
mal meeting for discussion.

The accompanying paper on the Director's behalf emphasized that
the Board was advisory. He was not responsible to the Board, but to
the Authority, and was not at liberty to reveal to the Board all the
recommendations which the Authority requested. The department intel-
ligence chiefs had never interfered in this respect with budget and
expenditure matters, thus seriously questioning their right to do so
in regard to other matters. This paper had been under consideration
within the Group ever since Inglis had submitted his plan on February
20, 1947.

Hillenkoetter met the Board on May 15, 1947. The members had
either been in previous attendance or were familiar with the issues
and with their own departmental interests. Hillenkoetter tried to
maintain Vandenberg's position that the Director should upervise.
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intelligence production by the agencies. The Board, however, suc-

ceeded in omitting specific references to the Director and stipulated

merely that the work should be done. The minutes of the meeting do not,

state that Hillenkoetter either approved or disapproved of this.

The issue was clearly drawn: the right of decision had to belong

either to the Director or to a majority of the Board. In the former

case, regardles- of dissents, the Director's action was the Board's

action. In the latter, the Board was the Departments' working staff

and therefore'entitled to know the Authority's agenda in advance of

its action.

The National Intelligence Authority met for the last tine on June

26, 19h7. Hillenkoetter told Secretaries Marshall, Patterson,

Forrestal, and Admiral Lealy that the Director did not need the

authority which they had given to Vandenberg on February 12 to act as

the Secretaries' executive agent. He said that its revocation would

create better feeling and that if he needed it in the future he would

request its reinstatement. After same discussion it was agreed to

withdraw the Director's authority to issue his decisions, orders, and

directives in the names of the three Secretaries and to act as their

executive agent.

In answer to Patterson's Caestion Hillenkoetter stated that the

section on the central intelligence organization in the National

Security Act was satisfactory to the Group. This was generally true,
despite some reservations on the part of some of those consulted dur-

ing its preparation.
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On July 17, 19117, at Hillenkoetter's second meeting with the

Intelligence Advisory Board, Inglis argued at length for his plan.

Mr. Eddy, for the State Department, took the Director's side, while

General Chamberlin and General McDonald (Air Forces) supported Inglis.

The Advisory Board had authority to commit the Departments to action

and brought their intelligence services into cooperation with the cen-

tral agency. An ad hoc committee was appointed to try and reconcile -

the views of the service intelligence chiefs and the Director. Daring

discussion on the subject Inglis maintained that he was willing to

accept the concept of "strategic and national policy intelligence" so

long as the services controlled ~operational" intelligence. It

was agreed that his proposal should be adopted until the Joint Chiefs

of Staff had finished reorganizing their Joint Intelligence Committee,
at which time definitions of "national" as distinct from "departmentalu

and of "strategic" as distinct from "operational" intelligence mht

be obtained.

The President approved the National Security Act on July 26, 1947.

On July 31 Hillenkoetter met again with the Intelligence Advisory Board
and obtained its concurrence in asking that the National Security

dCouncil, when formed, should continue all directives under which the

Group and Board were operating, until the Council made changes.

The ad hoc committee report for the most part favored the Board.

C'It should have some governing power. All the Director's recommendations

to the Authority (and its successor, the Council) should be submitted

to the Board in writing, together with necessary papers and voting
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slips. The Board members should have seven working days to consider

the subject. A recommendation by two or more members should be sub-

mitted with the Director's opinion to the Authority or the Council.

Since the Army would not concede any control over espionage and

counterespionage to the Central Intelligence Agency the ad hoc commit-

tee ts suggestion on that part of the Fifth Directive which authorized

the Director to act for the Authority "in coordinating all Federal

foreign intelligence activities related to the national security" was

deleted.

Hillenkoetter allowed the ad hoc committee's report on Inglis's

proposal, thus modified, to become the Eleventh Directive of the

National Intelligence Authority on September 11, 19147. He did not

disapprove this measure to place the Director under the restrictions of
his Advisory Board because he hoped in time everybody's feelings on

the subject would cool.

On the same day he sent a memorandum of suggestions for the first

National Security Council meeting to the Secretaries of State, War, and

the Navy and Admiral Leahy, personal representative of the President.

He suggested (and there is no evidence that he discussed these matters

with the Board) that the Director and his Agency associates should

preparo their reports on the new directives within the sixty days fol-

lowing the establishment of the Council. He also proposed a sub-

committee of the National Security Council to furnish "active

direction" over the Director and Group, to consist of the Secretaries
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of State and Defense. Alternatively he would add the Secretaries of
the Army, Navy, and Air Force. And he proposed that the Director

should sit with the Council as "observer, counsel or adviser."

By September 19 Hillenkoetter informed the Intelligence Advisory
Board members that he intended to have such an advisory comittee as
he deemed necessary. He also told them that :.he wished to readjust
the Interdepartmental Coordinating and planning Staff so that it might
work with a standing committee of the new Intelligence Advisory Ccm-
mittee and replace the ad hoc committees. The hope was that the

Standing Committee, for the Advisory Committee, and "ICAPS", for the
Director, would be able to reconcile differences and reach "coordinated"
recommendations. This did not happen in practice.

On September 19 Hillenkoetter sent the following formal recomn-
dations to the National Security Council for its first meeting on
September 26: all Authority and Group directives should remain in
Force until changed; the Agency should have sixty days to make revi-
sions for submission to the Council. He took office as Director of
Central Intelligence on September 20, 1917. The National Intelligence
Authority ceased to exist. C

VI - ii

The Intelli rence Advisory Co.m±ttee:(

On July 29, 1947, the General Counsel advised Hillenkoetter that
under the National Security Act the Director vas "solely responsible
for the performance of the Agency's duties." A committee he might 

(



choose to have would be his ovn, with no idea that its members had

first to give their consent before he could proceed.

Hillenkoetter therefore asserted to the National Security Council

on September 19, 1947, that he was not obligated to continue the old

Intelligence Advisory Board. He requested the Council to authorise

the following to send permanent representatives to what he named

"The Director of Central Intelligence's Intelligence Advisory Com-

mittee": State, Araq, Navy, Air, Atomic Energy Commission. Others

would come at his invitation.

The Director would supply the secretariat. The committee should

meet on his call. Any disagreement between the Director and a member

would be formally recorded, so that the member's opinion would accom-

pany the Directorts recommendation to the Council. Recommendations

from two or more members would be sent by the Director to the Council.

On September 23, Robert A. Lovett, Acting Secretary of State,

made the first answer of which we have any record. He favored a sub-

committee of the Secretaries of State and Defense, plus the Presidentis

personal representative, to handle Central Intelligence Agency affairs

for the National Security Council. He wished the Director to be a

non-voting member and to attend the National Security Council meetings.

Lovett wished the Director to consult with an advisory board to

insure "prior consideration by the chiefs of the intelligence serv-

ices" regarding matters to come before the Council, but gave no indi-

cation that he wished the Director to be subject to a governing board.



On September 26 the National Security Council adopted

Hillenkoetter's recommendation that the 61d directives remain in force

for a sixty-day period, during which revisions for submission to the
Council might be made. This therefore gave the Intelligence Advisory

Board legal standing until replaced by Directorial or -Council action.
The Council decided that the Director should attend all of its meet-

ings as an observer and adviser. It tooks no action concerning the
establishment of a subcommittee to direct the Agency.

Secretary of the Armgy Royall wrote on October 6 that the subcom-
mittee was incompatible with the National Security Council, which

should give "broad directives" to the Director. Royall was not pro-

posing that the Director manage the Agency as he saw fit, but was
objecting to the exclusion of the Secretaries of the Army, Navy, and

Air Force from the subcommittee.

Admiral Souars and his assistant, James S.Lay, made, with

illenkoetter's consent, several changes in the suggestion for an
advisory committee. Among these was that Hillenkoetter's declaration
that it was the Director's advisory committee was changed to read:
"the Intelligence Advisory Committee proposed by the Director of C
Central Intelligence.w

Approval of the Hillenkoetter advisory committee, as modified,
gradually came back. But Royall opposed it and advocated "full (
departmental coordination of all matters before they were submitted"
to the National Security Council.

.
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In another quarter the armed forces intelligence services wore
entrenching against Hillenkoetter as they had against Vandenberg.
Members of "ICAPS" and of Agency offices had begun revision and con-
solidation of the old Authority and Group, according to the instruc-
tion from the National Security Council on September 26. Council
directives, known as "NSCIDs," were to lay the principles; directives
issued by the Director, called "DCIs," would carry the relevant admin-
istrative orders.

Drafts of new measures were submitted for discussion within the
Agency on October 20. The Director had sent a memorandu to the
Departments on October 9 with regard to the initial directive which
the National Security Council should issue to the Agency.

The reply from W. Park Armstrong, Jr., Acting Special Assistant
to the Secretary of State and State Department representative on the
Intelligence Advisory Board, was the only one received. Be proposed
that the new directives define intelligence to conform with the con-
cept of national intelligence which the National Intelligence
Authority had approved on February 12, 1947. He urged restoration of
the Director's right of inspection, to include operations as well as
materials of the intelligence agencies. But he also urged that the
section in the Fifth Directive authorizing the Grop to undertake
research and analysis be repealed. His concept of "centralization of
functions" depended upon agreement by all Departments and the Agency.
The Agency would produce national intelligence not from "source
materials" processed by itself, but from "finished" departmental
intelligence.

_____



On. November 20, 1947, Eillenkoetter met with the intelligence

chiefs to discuss the proposed National Security Council and Director

of Central Intelligence directives. The intelligence chiefs spent

time arguing whether or not they were the Intelligence dvisory Board,
which, actually, continued to exist so long as the First and Eleventh

Directives remairad in effect. Hillenkoetter accepted the Board as

such by accepting its request that -the proposed "NSCIDs" and "ICIs"

should be referred to an ad hoc comittee for discussion with "ICAPS".

Armstrong stated that the State Department was considering the

directives, but that it had not yet arrived at a "firm position."

Since the matters were coming before the Security Council, the head of
each intelligence agency must have his Department's position estab-

lished before he could speak firmly. Inglis stated that as chief of

Naval Intelligence he was not the "mouthpiece of the Secretary." What
he had to say in the meetings was his own opinion. General Chamberlin

objected to a committee procedure which he claimed destroyed "comand 4
principles." He would be inclined to keep quiet, because he would be

afraid that an action in the committee would be appealed over his
head. Air Force General McDonald stated that there should be and

hoc committee "for the purpose of reconciling views" concerning the

directives. This was set up.

Admiral Gingrich, from the Atomic Energy Commission, raised the

real issue. He said that °there doesn't appear to be any provision in
these first two directives for an Intelligence Advisory Committee, or

Board, such as is executed under our old set up.' Hillenkoetter C
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answered that e law gave him the power to appoint such a committee.

The matter went to the ad hoc committee.

The ad hoc committee revisions were designed to restrict the

Director, to make him defer to the Intelligence Advisory Committee,
and to remove his supervisory authority over the departmental intelli-

gence agencies. Examination of the draft of "N3ID 1," concerning the

Director's duties and his relations with the Advisory Committee, shows

this. In general, the revisions specified that the Director should

"act for" the National Security Council "through the Intelligemce

Advisory Committee." He was limited to inspection of "intelligence

material" of the departments and agencies by arrangement with their
heads.

On November 25 Hillenkoetter notified the ad hoc committee that
he could not accept its revisions as a whole and called another meet-
ing of the intelligence chiefs for December 8 to consider changes.

Hillenkoetter met with Secretary of Defense Forrestal, the

Secretaries and their intelligence chiefs, a State Department repre-

sentative, and Souers. Hillenkoetter explained his plan, after which
Forrestal spoke directly to Inglis and Chamberlin: "You are not going
to interfere with this thing. It is going to ran as Hillenkoetter

says. Do you both understand that now?"

On December 5 Vannevar Bush, head of the Research and Development
Board and chief adviser to the Secretary of Defense on scientific mat-
ters, wrote to Forrestal, saying that the Agency was not in a good
position to provide scientific intelligence to the Atomic Energr



Commission and urging that someone at the highest level clarify the
relationships between the. Agency and the "operating" services.

On December 8 Hillenkoetter met with the intelligence chiefs and
read Bush's statement. Chamberlin stated that the Intelligence
Advisory Committee was an "advisory" body, thus modifying his earlier
positions. Inglis took what he called a "middle ground.. As an
"integrated operating agency" the Agency should have as little inter-
ference from the Advisory Committee as possible; in the relations
between the Agency and the Departments, however, the Committee should
go beyond advisory capacity.

The remainder of this meeting was devoted mostl7 to examining the
ad hoc committee's revisions in the "N3EDDs." Hiflenkoetter had his
way. Ernept for the change regarding inspection of intelligenc
material" "NSCID 1" went to the Council practically as the Agency had
recast it. On December 9 Hillenkoetter sent with it the suggestion
that the Council might name the Director as chairman of the Intelligence
Advisory Committee, to emphasize that its function was "to help the
Director" and .not be a "Board of Directors or Board of Management."

VI - iii E

The Directives:

NSCID 1 (December 12, 197) established duties and responsibili-
ties for the Director of Central Intelligence and prescribed the rela-
tionship between the Central Intelligence Agency and the intelligence
organizations for whom the Intelligence Advisory Committee should advise
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him. The Committee included the intelligence chiefs (or their
representatives) from: State, Arnr, Navy, Air, Joint Chiefs of Staff,
Atomic Energy Commission. Others, including the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, could attend when national security matters concerned
them. The directives did not stipulate that the Director should be
Chairman. The Director was to transmit a record to the Council of the
concurrence or non-concurrence of Comittee members. When the Council
issued recommendations of the Director as directives the intelligence
chiefs were to be responsible for insuring that such orders, when
applicable, were "implemented in their organizations." The Director
was to act for the Council in issuing supplementary directives, known
as ICIs. When one or more Advisory Committee members disagreed with
the Director over a ICI the Council would decide. In producing
national intelligence the Director was to make use of existing intel-
ligence facilities and was not, so far as practicable, to duplicate
departmental activities and research. But there was no statement in
the Directive to keep the Agency from engaging in original research
and analysis. If there were disagreement on the final national intel..
ligence produced, the Director was to disseminate, along with his own
view, "an agreed statement of substantial dissent." Concerning
irspection, the Director was authorized to pass by the intelligence
chiefs to the heads of the Departments or Agencies concerned.
Coordination of intelligence activities was to be done with recogni-
tion of "primary departmental requirements." The National Security
Council was to determine the Director's performance of services of
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"cor~non concern." The Departmental and agency intelligence organiza-
tions should maintain with each other and with the Central Intelligence
Agency "a continuing interchange of intelligence information and intel-
ligence available to them," "as appropriate to their respective
responsibilities."

NSCID 4 (December 12, 1947) concerned the objectives of national
intelligence. The Director, in collaboration with. the several agen- 1
cies, should make a comprehensive outline of the objectives in foreign
countries. Priorities for collection and production should be deter-
mined from time to time with regard for current importance by the
Director and the agencies under the guidance of the National Security
Council. The guidance should be furnished by the "NSC Staff," com-
posed of the Executive Secretary and representatives of those depart- t
ments designated by Council members. In case of disagreement in the
Staff, the Council was to decide. No provision was made in case of
disagreement in the Council.

NSCID 6 (December 12, 1947) concerned wireless and radio monitor-
ing. It provided that the Director should conduct all Federal moni-
toring of foreign propaganda and press broadcasts required for the C
Departments and agencies and should disseminate such information to
the Departments and agencies with authorized interests in it.

NS ID 5'(December 12, 1947) concerned espionage and counter-
espionage outside the Tited States. Magruder had supported exclusive
control by a central organization. Vandenberg succeeded in having
such authority established in the Fifth Directive of the National C



Intelligence Authority. But the Arag had continued its secret intel-

ligence operations abroad. NSCID 5 stipulated that the Director

should conduct all organized Federal espionage operations outside the

United States and its possessions and all organized Federal counter-

espionage operations outside the United States and its possessions,
"and in occupied areas." He was also to be responsible for coordinat-

ing overtwith covert activities in intelligence collection. He should
disseminate such intelligence to the Departments and Agencies author-

ized to receive it.

NSCID 2 (January 13, 1948) dealt with the coordination of collec-
tion activities abroad, except those involved with espionage, counter-

espionage, and the "agreed activities" specified in NSCI 5. concern-
ing this overt collection, the directive provided that each agency

should collect economic, scientific, and technological intelligence

"in accordance with its own needs." A collector in the field was to

transmit his information to the representative there of the agency

most concerned and send copies to his own agency as he pleased. There
was to be "free and unrestricted interdepartmental exchange of intelli.
gence information." NSCID 2 did not depart from the loosely articu-
lated system of overt collection which the Departments had maintained

against Vandenberg's efforts to establish supervision and control.

NSCID 3 (January 13, 19h8) established and defined the categories
of intelligence which were' to govern activities and responsibilities.

These were: basic, current, staff, departmental, and national. Domi-
nant interests in producing intelligence were to coincide with those
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inc ing it. The whole production system was to be "subject to
refinement through a continuous program of coordination by the
Director of Central Intelligence" as the collection system was not.

NCID 7 (February 12, 1948) concerned the continuation of the
"exploitation" of American businesses and individuals within the
United States for intelligence on affairs abroad and had been under
consideration and discussion since the previous August. It gave the
Central Intelligence Agency charge of this activity.

NSCID 8 (May 25, 1948) dealt with biographical data on foreign
scientists and technologists. It assigned primary responsibility to
the Central Intelligence Agency, but left to the departmental agencies
the right still to collect, analyze, and abstract such material.

NSCID 9 (July 1, 1948) concerning communications intelligence,
caused much deliberation.

NCID 10 (January 18, 1949) concerned the collection of -data on
foreign science and technology, in which the State Department claimed
a "primary interest.

VI - iv

Scientific Intellirence:

On March 28, 1947, the Nuclear Energy Group was established in
the Office of Reports and Estimates. It marked time pending the
establishment of working relations between the Atomic Energy Commission
and the Central Intelligence Agency. The Scientific Branch engaged in
projects according to agreement with the Joint Research and Development
Board, but produced little to satisfy the need for scientific
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r ~ intelligence on the Soviet Union,

Criticism of Hillenkoetter for this situation assumed that

-the agencies were willing (which they were not) to accept the leader-

ship of the Central Intelligence Agency and also that the raw materials

for scientific intelligence were available (which they were not).

In August, ~1947, the Office of Collection and Dissemination tried

to make. by geographical location a survey of persons and offices

available for collecting scientific intelligence in the State, War,

Navy, and Air Forces Departments. State stalled over definitions of

terms and was not ready to make any c ommitment regarding the assign-

ment of "reporting personnel in our foreign missions" to that sort of

work. All Armed Services recognized the need for improved national

collection, but none expressed much interest beyond their own

requirements.

On July 17, 1947, ORE and JRM representatives met. They were to

obtain by September 1 some idea of Soviet scientific and technological

capabilities which would affect the United States "defense econong" by

1949. On July 31 Karl T. Compton wrote to Forrestal recalling the
special committee which Secretary of War Stimson asked in the late

spring of 1945 how lon- it Would take Russia to build an atomic bomb.
The committee had estimated five years, presumably with "full blueprint

information." Compton had thought it over, with the knowledge that

the Russians had the aid of captured German scientists, and brought the
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estimate to the minimum of 1948, although he personally felt that it
might take longer. This discussion convinced Forrestal that there
should be closer scrutiny and estimating. He wished the Navy and
Agency to collaborate in a restudy of the "Russian Atomic Bomb Time
Schedule." Hillenkoetter had to answer that Agency information was
scanty and of doubtful merit and that there was none to change the
estimate which had been sent to Admiral Inglis in May.

By April 14 the Central Intelligence Group had a plan for cooper-
ation with the Atomic Energ Commission. This proposed that the chief
of the Group's Nuclear Energ Group should be the nuclear intelligence
advisor to the Chairman of the Commission and to the Director of
Central Intelligence. The Nclear Energy Group should be the exclu-
sive representative of the Group to the Commission. The Atomic nergy
Comission should give the chief of the Raclear Energ Group access to
all Commission work. The plan called upon the Commission to reveal
its records and activities to the Group, but did not provide that the
Group should expose its sources of information to the Commission.

Lewis L. Strauss, of the Atomic Energ Commission, rejected this
plan and asked Souers to investigate and report. Souers reported on
July 1, 1947, and recommended that the Commission have permanent mem-
bership on the Intelligence Advisory Board. The National Intelligence
Authority adopted this recommendation. Hillenkoetter adhered to it.
Souers recommended for the Commission a Director of Intelligence who
should he responsible to the General Manager. The Director should see
to it, through his organization, that scientific intelligence acquired

C
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through the Central Intelligence Group should be imediately evaluated

and applied to the Commission's work. The Commission adopted this

recommendation.

The.controversy over sources and intelligence production con-

tinued. On January lk, 1948, illenkoetter reorganized the Scientific

Branch of ORE, placing upon the Assistant Director "full administra-

tive and operational responsibility" for the Scientific Branch, with

specific exceptions. This eliminated the chief of the Scientific

Branch from the administration of the Agency nuclear intelligence pro-

gram.

On April 2, 1948, illenkoetter met with Atomic Energ Comission

representatives and the Commission's Military Liaison Comittee, to

consider a proposal for improving the evaluation of foreign atomic

energy intelligence. Strauss expressed the Commission's desire for a

better channel of information between Commission and Agency and pro-

posed that the Commission employ a scientist qualified to have access

to all foreign intelligence available to the Agency, "including the

sources." The Commission 'ould delegate all -responsibility to this

person. On April 12, 1948, Hillenkoetter formally accepted this plan.

Dr. Walter F. Colby eventually became the Director of

Intelligence on the Commission and its representative on the

Intelligence Advisory Committee.
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vI - v

The Joint Chiefs and Civilians:

On June 23, 1947, the Joint Chiefs of Staff sent to Hillenkoetter
their plan for reorganizing the Joint Intelligence Committee and its
Joint Intelligence Staff. The plan dropped State Department repre-
sentatives from both Committee and Staff. It stipulated that the
Committee should "give maximm support to integration of governmental

intelligence activities through the medium of the Central Intelligence
Group," but did not state how this was to be done.

Hillenkoetter's counterproposal was referred to the departmental
chiefs on the Intelligence Advisory Board on July 11, 1947. This plan
replaced the State Department representative with the Director of
Central Intelligence. He should not be a member, but an "advisor and
observer" who should, in the interests of "closest collaboration,"

receive Committee papers. The plan would supplant the Joint
Intelligence Staff with a Secretary to the Joint Intelligence Committee.
The work of the Staff would be mostly transferred to the Central
Intelligence Group. Departmental intelligence would still be sub-
mitted directly from War and Navy to the Joint Intelligence Committee.

The Secreary and his assistants would have charge of matters inappro-
priate for the Group to handle. In this way the Joint Chiefs would
receive national intelligence without any barrier between themselves
and their agencies to impede "the flow of strictly military intelligence."

All the intelligence chiefs sought and received instructions from
their superiors. On July 15 Mr. Eddy (State) concurred in principle

C



and proposed to interlock further the Group and the Committee by

increasing the duties of the departmental intelligence representatives

in the Office'of Reports and Estimates.

On July 17 Admiral Inglis replied. In February the Joint Chiefs

had decided to eliminate civilian representation from the Joint

Intelligence Committee, which meant that Inglis could only state his

personal position for the record and present the case for his orders.

His personal position was that he had once proposed that the Director

advise the Joint Chiefs and serve as chairman of the Joint Intelligence

Committee. He had thoughtthen that strictly military intelligence

night be insulated within the Central Intelligence Group. Now he

stated that in a military organization intelligence was a function of

comn.d. Therefore, military authority had to maintain direct control

over operational intelligence. For security reasons non-military per-

sons had never had access to military plans, because there was insuf-

ficient authority over such persons. Estimates of the Joint

Intelligence Comittee would be national estimates, because they would

include contributions from the Central Intelligence Group.

On July'21 General Chamberlin's executive officer rejected the

plan. He stated that the Joint Chiefs must have control of their

intelligence agencies, that there was no objection to the Director of

Central Intelligence sitting in on Joint Intelligence Committee meet-

ings as an observer, but that since most of the meetings were con-

cerned with military problems there was no need for such procedure.
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On July 25 General McDonald (Air) rejected the plan. The Joint
Chiefs required an organization which produced intelligence, instead
of merely transmitting intelligence already produced.

On.August 7, 1947, Hillcnkoetter resubmitted his plan to the 1
Joint Chiefs of Staff. He stated that their plan did not insure the
necessary cooperation and coordination between the intelligence agen-
cies which supported the National Security Council and the President
on the one hand and the Joint Chiefs on the other. He suggested a
spe cial military group within the Agency, to overcome the Joint
Chiefs' anxiety over civnlian dealings with operational intelligence.

On November 5 the State Department informed Hillenkoetter that as
of October 31 it had withdrawn its representation from the Joint
Intelligence Committee and Staff and that for intelligence it consid-
ered the Director of Central Intelligence and the Agency the proper
char.nel for joint action between State and the Joint Chiefs. It
requested the Director to establish such "liaison and coordinating
relations."

Hillenkoetter proposed that the Deputy Director for the Joint
intelligence Group within the Joint Staff become a permanent member of C
his proposed Intelligence Advisory Committee. Although the Deputy
attended two meetings of the Intelligence Advisory Board, he declined
in February, 1948, to appoint a representative on the Standing 

C
Committee, on the grounds that he had no desire to be involved in
Agency affairs "on the working level.u

AIC
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Hillenkoetter attended Joint Intelligence Cozmrittee meetings only
as an observer. His idea was that this position permitted him to look
after State Department and Atomic Energy Commission intelligence

interests.

On December 4, 1917, the Joint Chiefs of Staff issued a plan for
liaison between its Joint Intelligence Group and the Central

Intelligence Agency. The Agency would provide the Group with intelli-
gence from "non-military government agencies" and in return be
informed with regard to "intelligence estimates." illenkoetter
accepted this on December 22. This was not satisfactory for national
intelligence production in the Agency, since the Joint Chiefs of Staff
asserted that they had a special position to maintain and could not
distribute their papers freely. This would not, however, deprive
Departments and Agencies of intelligence materials, for since the
Joint Intelligence Group was not a collecting agency, those materials
would be obtained through the Departmental collecting agencies.
Hillenkoetter accepted these coments.

The Director of Central Intelligence had authority to produce
national estimates, but did not control all the resources essential to
producing them. The particular gap was regarding the capabilities of
the American armed services.

VI - vi

"Bc'otafl:

The Bogota riots and assassination of Jorge Gaitan in Bogota, on
April 9, alarmed many people. Some ascribed them to Kremlin agents.
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Others held Truman responsible for lack of advance information.
Tru-an stated that he was as surprised as everyone else and although
he had had information about possible demonstrations against the Pan-

American conference he had no indication that anyone was going to get
shot.

M:any made the Central Intelligence Agency the scapegoat.
Representative Brown, who had had an important part in the hearings
the previous spring and who had contributed to the establishment of
the lgency, stated that there would be an immediate investigation of
the Agency. Hi said that the State Department knew nothing of the
i'npending "bloody revolution" in Bogota.

The facts were these. The conference met on March 30, 1948.
Since January the following warnings had been coming into the Agency.
that an anti-imperialism campaign would be aimed at the United States;
that the Colombian Liberals might try to overturn the Conservative
government; that Communists were interested in the plans for anti-
American demonstrations during the conference; and, on March 23, that
"Corm ist agitators" would attempt to "humliate" the Secretary of
State upon his arrival by "anifestations and possible personal
molestation." Hilleakoetter did not send this message to the State
Department.

No attempt was made to molest Marshall. The reason for Gaitan's
assassination has been established as a personal one. However, the
murder touched off. riots which became virtual war between the Army
(supported the Conservative goverment) and the police (supported the

roQ
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Liberals). A new government (six Conservatives, si: Liberals, and one

non-partisan) gained control the next day and adopted an anti-Communist

policy. The Conference resumed its meetings on April 14. No American

had been injured. -

hihen the warning about possible molestation of Secretary Marshall

came into the Agency Hillenkoetter's first thought was to take it to

Under-Secretary Lovett in the State Department. To do so, however,
would violate NSCID 2, which stipulated that the "senior U.S. repre-

sentative" in an area should "coordinate," that is to say, release the

intelligence collected there. The State Department advance agent in

Bogota decided that this dispatch should not be delivered to the State

Department in Washington and obtained the concurrence of the American

C. ambassador. They were sure that the police would give adequate pro-

tection and did not want to alarm the delegates unduly.

As Hillenkoetter recalled the affair in 1952 he stated that he

should have taken the dispatch to Lovett. He made a "mistake," he

said, which was entirely his 0M. The Director of Central Intelligence

was ultimately responsible for inelligence coordination and distribu-

tion. Despite NSCID 2; it was questionable that Congress ever intended

the Director to be so beund in critical situations. He realized, how-
ever, that the Agency, which had just replaced the FBI in Central and
South America, was not receiving much support from American diplomatic

representatives, with the exception of Ambassador James Bruce in
Y

Argentina. In some cases there was outright hostility. Hillenkoetter

therefore decided, in the interests of improving relations



to defer

to the State Department representatives and not take the warning.to

Lovett.

NSCID 2 was not generally known beyond-the confines of the --

National Security Council, the Agoncy, and the departmental intelli-

gence services. Representative Brun sumoned Hillenkoetter before a

special House Comittee. During the testimony Brown learned of NSCID
42 a=! the State Department's representatives' actions in Bogota. He

did not remark that coordination by the "senior U.S. representative"

in the field had once again proved, as in the case of the abortive
4

Doninican affair in 1947, that it was no coordintion at all.

Instead, he concentrated on the State Department's actions in the

Bogota affair. He concluded that it was not the intent of Congress to
4give any government agency "the right of censorship" or control over

Central Intelligence Agency activities.

Hillenkoetter received fro= Brown public exoneration and private
4

apology for having contributed to the press attacks on his adrinistration

of the Agoncy.

C
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CAPTER VII

I NEGETTERIS ADMISTRATION
COVERT OPERATIONS

VII - Introduction

The Opportunity:

NSC s4, December 17, 1947, thrust upon Hillenkoetter a task and

responsibility which, although he did not object to the assignment of.

the task to him, he was reluctant to have in the Central Intelligence

Agency. The re were only three copies of the directive. One remained

in the National Security Council files; the second remained closely

guarded in the Director's office, on a stringent sneed to know" basis;

the third went to George F. Kennan, Director of the Policy Planning

Staff in the State Department, which was peculiarly interested in the

enterprise. The directive was issued in such a way that it could be

rescinded and recalled to the Council files without attracting attention.

The directive condemned the Soviet Union for its "vicious pay-
chologi.cal operations against the United States and charged the Director
of Central Intelligence with planning and conducting under cover a

similar attack upon the Soviet Union and its satellites. Although the
attack would have been popular with many, if known, others still
deplore the use of "blacks propaganda and its related arts of political

interference, economie intrusion, and physical subversion.
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The international situation grew more tense during 1947.

Donovan's reaction to this "political and psychological warfare" upon

the United States was to urge that something be done about it. Since

his observation of German fifth-column activities in 1940 he had

associated "unorthodox warfare" with clandestine intelligence and

apparently had not been so convinced as others that German failure in

secret intelligence had been owing to their joining it with subversive

operations. He wrote to Hillenkoetter on September 18: "This is a

great opportunity for your organization."

Donovan's ideas were that the Director of Central Intelligence

should completely control psychological warfare, including both black

and white propaganda. The officer in charge of operations might be
appointed as a Special Assistant to the Secretary of Defense, but he

would actually be responsible to the Director of Central Intelligence.

Hillenkoetter did not consider it a great opportunity, because of
the many issues and problems of coordination, liaison, collection,

administration, production, and relations between the Agency and depart-

ments and agencies which still remained.

VII - i Q

The Authority of the Council:

On September 25 Hillenkoetter's legal Counsel supported the
Director's reluctance by stating that it was questionable that he could
accept Donovan's suggestion to join secret intelligence and psycholog-
ical warfare. The National Security Act's provisions regarding
"services of common concern" and "other functions and duties related

to intelligence affecting the national security" could not be interpreted



loosely, but were to be construed with the intentions of Congress at

the time of their enactment. If the Agency were to engage in covert

psychological operations, even though directed by the Council to do so,

Congress should have to be informed beforehand and its approval obtained

for both the functions and the expenditure of funds.

The National Security Council thought otherwise and on November 14,

1947, decided to open a counterattack upon Soviet propaganda. They rested

their decision to place covert operations under the Director of Central

Intelligence upon a different interpretation of the National Security

Act than that given by Hillenkoetter's Counsel. The Act stipulated that

one of the Agency's duties should be "to perform such other functions and

duties related to intelligence affecting the national security as the

National Security Council may from time to time direct." The Council

interpreted this provision as establishing a quasi-legislative function

for the Council in accordance with the general prescription or stardard

In short, this interpretation gave the Council the power to expand the

Agency's functions and create new ones, within the administrative branch
of the Government.

This decision brought the Director more under the direction of
the operating Departments, State and Defense, as distinguished fram

the National Security Resources Board and others with representatives

in the National Security Council. It was going to be practically

impossible for the policy-makers, or strategists, to tell the Director
what they wished him to do without insisting also upon telling him how
he should do it. For Donovan this situation would have simply been



impossible. Either the Council gave orders, or it did not; there
could be no guidance without direction. When the governing board said
what, it also said how, leaving tactical details to the officer in
charge. This is why, seemingly, he insisted upon having the Director 4

in full charge and answerable in a chain of command through the Secre-
tary of Defense to the President.

II - ii

Interdepartmental Planning=

The work of the State-War-Navy Coordinating Committee (SWNCc) on
psychological warfare, in progress for the past 18 months, was now
culminating in a body of ideas and a plan for an organization. The
rub, as usual, was to decide who should direct and control.

By May 22, 19146, the General Staff's Intelligence Division was
ready with a plan which would belong to the Army, on the grounds that
in a future emergency the Department should avoid the World War II
situation in which civilian agencies had been forced upon theater com-
manders, with attendant conflicts of authority and lack of control over
"training standards and performance."

On June 4 the Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Air recommended C
that the SWNCC appoint its own ad hoc committee on psychological war-

fare- Bly December lo, 1946, the committee had concluded that planning,
training of personnel, and the perfection of techniques should be C
under "central leadership"'. In peacetime, a SWNCC interdepartmental sub-
committee should provide this, with Joint Chiefs of Staff and National

C



Intelligence Authority approval. In wartime there should be a Director

of Psychological Warfare at Washington under an interdepartmental' cen-

tral committee responsible to the President. In the field, theater

commanders, although accompanied by a State Department advisor, would

be practically independent of the central organization. The Joint

Chiefs of Staff would exercise "final approval."

The SWNCC adopted this plan on April 29, 1947, and set up the

temporary "peacetime" organization. This committee, known as "SSE"

from its covering title of Special Studies and Evaluation, prepared

another plan.

SSE's conclusions on September 30, 1947, were that in time of war

or the threat of war as determined by the President, the Drector of
Psychological Warfare, instead of the Central Committee, should head

the Organization. Although aided by an interdepartmental committee

serving as the policy and planning board, the Director should be empowered

to provide "unified direction and authoritative coordination" of the

nation's psychological warfare. Training should begin as soon as possible

with the Army, Navy, and Air Force. The Organization should be provided

with manpower, funds, facilities, materials, and access to the intelli-
gence essential to its task.

On September 24, 1947, prior to the National Security Council's
first meeting, illenkoetter sent to Souers the proposed text of a

recommendation on psychological warfare. This memorandum, referring

to the SWECC April, 1947, plan, urged the Council to take "immediate



steps" to establish a "central organization" to conduct "vitally needed

psychological operations." There should be interdepartmental repre-
sentation at the "policy-forming level" under the Council's "guidance."

Hillenkoetter's memorandum did not elaborate on the Central Intelligence

Agency's functions in the proposed 'central organisation." His
personal beliefs were that the Office of Strategic Services' experience

in combining secret intelligence with propaganda had been "unfortunate.'

Others saw the practical advantages of placing covert activities

in an agency which already possessed a system of clandestine operations
and unvouchered funds. This would avoid having to ask Congress for
separate appropriations. The risk of endangering secret intelligence'

collection by involving it with subversive practices was worth taking,
in order to relieve the Departments of activities which they would
not dare to own. And the Agency had inherited from the Office of.
Strategic Services a group which could go to work at once.

Another report on November 3 to the State-Army-Navy-Air Force
Coordinating Comittee (SANACC) proposed that there should be a
coordinating board (representing the Departments and the Central
Intelligence Agency) over a director and a group of full-time repre-
sentatives from each Department and Agency. The Board should be
responsible to the National Security Council or to the Secretaries of
State and Defense. The Assistant Secretary of the Security Council
suggested instead that the SANACC perform this supervisory function.
He also took exception to the proposal for a group with separate funds
and staff, holding that it would be just another agency whose director
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would usurp functions of the .State Department and whose request for

funds would jeopardize covert psychological operations. He suggested

instead a board of policies and plans responsible to the SANACC.

The board could be composed of departmental officials who were already

in charge of psychological matters and foreign information. The Depart.

ments which they represented could supply the necessary funds.. He

proposed the Assistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs as chairman

of the board.

Another SANACC proposal followed the above suggestion. But in the
meantime both had been thrown into different setting by conclusions on

Nbvember 4 in the War Council of the National Military Establishment.

The Defense, Army, Navy, Air Secretaries and the Chiefs of Staff of

the Armed Services did not believe in Donovan's idea that the Director

of Central Intelligence should conduct black and white psychological

warfare under the direction of the Defense Secretary. They held,

with the National Security Council, that peacetime propaganda of all

kinds was primarily a State Department function and proposed that the

Director of Central Intelligence and a military representative selected

by the War Council should serve merely as consultants to the Assistant

Secretary of State who had charge.

VI- iii

Decision by the Council:

So far no one had stressed clandestine psychological projects.

Open propaganda and the truth seemed adequate in peacetime, while under-
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handed procedures were reserved for actual warfare. Now, however,
while there was no actual warfare, there was no peace with the Soviet
Union and its satellites. The Council decided to separate open propaganda,
or "overt foreign informational activities", from subversive propaganda
and other subversive practices. Covert psychological operations should
be initiated abroad and should be "carefully coordinated" with the overt
activities. The Council's Staff was directed to submit reports.

The Council adopted the first of these, NSC 4, on December 17, 1947.
The President approved it the next day. It placed overt "foreign
information measures" under the Assistant Secretary of State for Public 4
Affairs. The Voice of America began officially under these circumstances.
President Truman signed the Act of Congress on January 27, 1948.

The second report, NSC 4-A, does not exist in printed record, but 4
in the minutes (as Tab B) of the Council meeting of December 17, 1947. It
came to the Agency, where changes were made for discussion by the
Council Staff before final adoption by the Council. Hillenkoetter was
not pleased with the decision to assign covert psychological operations
to the Agency. He believed that successful black propaganda required
publicity, whereas clandestine intelligence should escape observation.
Close association of the two would rin the latter, which to him was
a far greater asset- in any kind of war. Furthermore, from his experience
in wartime France, he believed that guerrilla tactics and resistance C
movements yielded inadequate returns. Donovan, of course, did not
hold such opinions.
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The Council took Donovan's position in part. It gave the Agency
the task of initiating and conducting covert operations against the
Commnist powers, for the reason that such activities were related
to clandestine collection, but provided that the Director was to use
only "available funds", keep the operations within the "normal activities"
of the Agency and "consistent with U.S. foreign policy," and to see that
they were "closely coordinated" with the overt information activities.
Literally interpreted, these restrictions would leave him little
initiative. The matter of "guidance" remained long in dispute. The
"Planners of the Military Establishment" concluded that the activities
should be "restrictively controlled" by the Military Establishment, in
the form of a panel designated by the Council to represent the Army,
Navy, and Air Force.

Hillenkoetter would agree with the Planners that "black activities'
were military operations, but hardly that they should be assigned to
the Agency and then, because they were military, directed from the '
Pentagon. He left the battle over the panel to his deputy, General
Wright, who instructed the Agency representative to tell the Council
Staff that the Agency was and had to be "the sole agency to conduct
organized foreign clandestine operations". Whatever body might indicate
the type of black operations, the Agency alone would have to "determine
how the material" was distributed.

Iplanation came back to the Agency on December 5 that once
the operations had been approved the panel would not concern itself
with them. Since proposals would have also been discussed by the National
Security Council, the panel would usually accept them. In any case, the



Director would have the right of appeal to the Council. This view -

does not seem to have been that of the military planners nor of the

State Department. Furthermore, in practice, the guidance would come not
from the -Secretaries, but from specialists at the working level, who had
foremost in mind their own Departmental and Agency interests.

On December 16 Souers recommended to the Council that there should

be a panel consisting of State, Army, Navy, and Air Force representatives,
plus an "observer" for the Joint Chiefs of Staff. But when the

Directive arrived on December 17 it contained no provision for a panel.
The Director was charged with ensuring that "appropriate agencies of
the U.S. Government, both at home and abroad" were kept informed of
those operations which directly affected them.

The directive assigned to the Central Intelligence Agency the
6

task of conducting the covert psychological operations against the
Communist powers, to "ensure their secrecy and obviate costly duplication".

The Director was "charged with ensuring" that these operations were
"consistent with U.S. foreign policy and overt foreign information
activities". It was expected that he would confer with the State
Department, but no provision compelled him to defer to them. His was
the explicit responsibility, with no obligation to arnone but the
Council.

Neither the Armed Services nor the State Department intended
him to have a free hand. They were determined that there should be
some guidance other than broad policy determined by the National
Security Council and began negotiations to obtain another directive

C.



from the Council. The results of this were NSC 10-2 and the establish-

ment of the Office of Policy Coordination.

V=I- iv

The Special Procedures Group:

On December 22, 1947, Hillenkoetter instructed Colonel Galloway,

Assistant Director in the Office of Special Operations, to organize

a "foreign information branch". This became the Special Procedures

Group. They obtained the services of Thomas 0. Cassady, an Office

of Strategic Services veteran, who planned for covert psychological

operations which might "include all measures of information and per-

suasion short of physical",

SCassady was at first hesitant, for he knew that the

State Department was about to take over the American Zone in Germany

from the Military Administration. But he was given to understand that

Under Secretary Lovett approved in principle, but did not wish to know



mch about the project, since its strategio position would thus be

How they were distributed was to be

the Agency's own affair.

On April 26 and 27 the State Department told Cassady 4

that the time was not opportune for They did

not want any Uincitive" propaganda just then and, according to Sillen-

koetter, did not want to bart Fsnnaian feelings.' Cassady replied that 4

the leaflets

would be couched in terms of brotherly love and sympathy with the

peoples' hardships. State Department objections to Agency control grew.

Cassady correctly surmised that State felt it could 'obstruct any activa-

tion of that plan.v The State Department began to ta1k of complete divorce

of the Agency and such activities. When Cassady reported back, Galloway C

told him to go ahead with plans, meanwhile keeping the Director and

Wright informed.|1 They agreed with Gallowarts decision,

C

If the controversy worsened, then-

the Director s Offioe would take it over.



As the international situation grew more tenses there was conducted

on behalf of the National Security Council an investigation of the

Agency's covert organization and performance in which State Department

officials participated. But there was no investigation of the State

Department overt organization (at least in which anyone in the Agency

participated). The report stated that the Agency had made satisfactory

progress in screening personnel for qualiications and security. As

submitted to the Council on April 26, 1948, it then "advised" the Director

of Central Intelligence to concentrate on anti-Communist democratic forces
in foreign countries and to project such operations as rapidly as possible.
This was rather hard to take,

The report played its part in the movement to replace
NSc 4-A with NSC 10-2.

VII -

Guidane and Reform:

An April 7, 1948, report from SANACC concurred in the Joint Chiefs
. of Staff decision that a Psychological Warfare Crganization should be

established before there was war. On April 19 the National Security
Council Staff made this report the basis for discussing several sugges-

- tions, among which was the idea for a new section in the Central InteI .
gence Agency. Its civilian head would be deputy to the Director, but in
case of disagreement with him should have direct access to the National
Security Council. This was the term of 2SC 10-2.

On May 4, 1948 , there came from the State Department's Policy
Planning Staff an anormousa7 written paper. It called for a recognition
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of "the perpetual rhythm of struggle, in and out of war" and urged that

the State Department direct and coordinate both overt and covert political

warfare. The report admitted that some three months earlier the Policy

Planning Staff had begun "a consideration of specific projects in the field

of covert operations, where they should be fitted into the structure of
this Goverment and how the Department of State should exercise direction 4
and coordination." "One man mst be boss," said the paper, and "answerable"
to the Secretary of State. The new "bosas" would be known as "Director of
Special Studies," with a staff, which would control all current operations {
of the Central Intelligence Agency. The draft of a directive from the

Council accompanied the paper.

Hillenkoetter sent a memorandum to the Council's Escutive Secretary
the next day, opposing the State Department plan and proposing either
that the Director of Special Studies have only a clerical staff for

making plans, or that the Council rescind NSC k-A and take the Director

and Agency completely Cut of the business of covert psychological opera-
tions. The Council's Staff then revised the draft to give the Agency'
representation on the staff of the proposed Director of Special Studies.
Hillenkoetter opposed this, too, stating that the revised directive would
cause "dangerous duplication" of functions assigned and in operation. He
stated that his experience was that tactical operations mst be separated C
from strategic planning and consequently that the Agency should continue
to have both its authority and its responsibility under xsC k--A.



of Central Intelligence to conduct operations "as may be arranged" by

the Director of Special Studies under his directive from the Council.

The DS would prepare plans, arrange for their execution by the Agency,

and review that execution adversely or favorably for the Council. If

the Director of Central Intelligence did not like the plan he might per-

haps do something different and then defend himself against the DSS'.

criticism before the Council.

The Intelligence Survey Group (Dulles and his associates) evidently

had been kept in touch through the Council'a Assistant Secretary, for

it came forward with an "interim report." This maintained that a central

planning and coordinating staff was essential and that centralized control

of covert operations was equally important. The proposed Director of

Special Studies was too far removed from operations, which should not

be "farmed out." He should be in touch with everything and should report

either to the Council or to the Director of Central Intelligence.

the above "interim report" were before the Council in

its May 20, 1948, meeting. Hillenkoetter submitted another Agency

proposal on YA7 24, in which he said that the State Department's "demands

for a directing band" regarding propaganda and the underground resistance

to be supported would be satisfied by a "high-level liaison officer"

for covert operations. This bad not yet been tried. The implication,

seemingly borne out by Cassady' a experience, was that liaison had beenr
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conducted at too low a level. Hillenkoetter proposed that NSC 4.-A should

be maintained, but that the Central Intelligence Agency should control

only black .propaganda and related practices, while the Joint Chiefs of

Staff should control the planning of sabotage, physical subversion, and

the like. In war or emergency both groups would come under military

commanders.

The Joint Chiefs discussed this plan and listened to Hillenkoetter .

on the subject at a meeting on May 28, 1948, Hillenkoetter then left
the meeting. Defense Secretary Forrestal and Lovett then agreed on

the following. The head of the Office of Special Operations in the

Agency should be replaced. The new head would assume responsibility

for both secret intelligence and covert operations. This "new offices
would have considerable autonomy within the Agency and would have the

right, in case of differences between him and the Director of Central
Intelligence, to appeal directly to the National Securit Council.

At the request of Forrestal, Lovett, and Dulles, Souers prepared

an alternative for the Council. This stipulated that a

"highly qualified" person recruited outside the Agency and approved
by the Council should head the "Special Services Unit." He should have C
access to and receive "policy guidance" from the State Department and
the National Military Establishment. The State Department, the National

Military Establishment, and the Central Intelligence Agency should
jointly request funds. Tbns reappeared the original conception of a
"panel of guidance. .
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enkoetter Commented on the above on June h in a paper for

the Council's Staff. He proposed that the new head for the Office of
Special Services should be recruited from within or outside the Agency
and nominated by the Director of Central Intelligence. 'here should
be an Operations Advisory Board, with its military members "fully accredited
by the Joint Chiefs of Staff." He meant an advisory board, not a panel
of guidance. Hillenkoetter's paper went to the Staff on June 8, with the
Operations Advisory Board renamed "Committee" and consisting of one
member chosen .by the Secretary of State, the other by the Defense Sec-
retary. In case of a disagreement with the Director, the matter would
go to the Council. The Staff made additional changes, significantly

that the chief of the new office should be nominated by the Secretary of
State, should be "acceptable" to the Director of Central Intelligence,
and report directly to him.

On June 9, 1948 , Hillenkoetter sent two letters, one for the Council
and one for its Eecutive Secretary and Assistant Secretary, in which
he said forthrightly that he saw through the maneuvering to put the State
Department in control. He stated that the Council should either make
"a general declaration of policy" and leave the operation of the Office
of Special Projects to the Agency, or the Agency should not be "expected
or directed" to operate the Office of Special Operations, in any
manner. It was a question of confidence in the Agency. He correctly foresaw
that "continued bickering and argument" if they were to "try to keep a
makeshift in running order."
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The An commented on June 15, putting its stress on wartime, when

the Joint Chiefs of Staff should have charge. They called for "policy

guidance" .by the Operations Advisory Committee and submission of disa-

greements to the Joint Chiefs rather than to the National Security

Council. The National Security Resources Board proposed that the

Departments and Agencies concerned should give the advice with respect

1to economic warfare. With certain deletions and amendments by the

Council, NSC 10-2 was issued on June 18, 1948.

VII - vi

"OPC°:

Office of Special Projects activities were to be correlated with

the espionage and counterespionage of the Office of Special Operations

(OSO) by the Director. Be was to keep them separate and let neither

interfere with the other. This proved so difficult that soon another

reform movement began, which wished to "integrate" OSO's clandestine

intelligence with Special Projects' covert functions, but not to

restore those functions as they had been in the days of Galloway and

Cassady under NSC k-A.

NSC 10-2 enlarged Special Projects' functions to includes sabotage,

antisabotage, demolitions, evacuations, aid to guerrilla action and

underground resistance, support of anti-Coamnists in threatened countries.

Excluded were: armed conflict by recognized forces, espionage and sounter.

espionage, and "cover and deception for military operations." Plans for

C



wartime should be made in coordination with the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

The Director of Central Intelligence was to be responsible for "ensuring

through designated representatives of the Secretary of State and of the

Secretary of Defense," that covert operations were planned and conducted

consistently with the foreign policy of the United States, military

policy, and overt activities. Disagreements were to be referred to the

National Security Council. The Director had full obligation but incom-

plete powers. :Souers, satisfied that he had his panel of guidance,

mnMized the possibilities of disputes and expected the power of the

Director to develop in time, with strong leadership in the Agency and

vigorous presentation before the Council. Hillenkoetter believed that

NSC 10-2 made a bad situation worse. He could not choose his own chief

of operations, but had to accept someone offered by the State Department.

Evidence of this was the fact that Cassady had to go and that Millen-

koetter had to accept the State Department's nominee. For all practical

purposes the State Department had a veto.power far stronger than the

Director's power of refusal.

Hillenkoetter felt that the State Department and the Military

Establishment, in their struggle for power, wanted the office in the

Central Intelligence Agency because neither wanted the other to have

it. If it failed they could disown it. Meanwhile, both wished to

control it. Also, the Agency's popularity with Congress made it easier

to obtain funds.



In any event, Hillenkoetter knew that he would not be able to

write the directives for the Office, nor have the kind of Operations

Advisory .Board he wished, nor even choose his own chief of operations.

He advised Cassady to finish with the irrevocable commitments and

undertake nothing new.

More than a month passed before Cassady

was able to learn how NSC 10-2 was to be administered.

Meanwhile, Drew Pearson

The State Department may have been influenced by this finally to 4
reject the plan altogether. It was liquidated in early August, as
Cassady prepared to leave the Special Procedares Group .and Frank G.
Wisner prepared to come over from the State Department to take charge 4
under the mandates of =~ 10-"2.

The radio equipment came later into use by
Radio Free Europe.

On August 6 Wisner attended a meeting in Sonerst office with Souers,
Kennan, Colonel I. D. Zeaton (representing the Military Establishmen
and the Joint Chiefs of Staff), and Robert Blum (from Forrestal's staff). C
Blum was busy at this time with the survey which eventual7 became the
"Iulles Report."

George F. Kennan, for the State Department, took charge. He
declared that since political warfare was an instrument of foreign
policy it was therefore the particular concern of the State Department
and the Military Establishment. Certain attributes placed it in the C
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Central Intelligence Agency, but the Department and Establishment must

control it. He himself would want full knowledge of plans and also the

"procedures and methods" where political decisions were involved. Scuers

agreed, stating that the Department should have "pre-emnence" in peace-

time and the Establishment in wartime. Wisner stated that the head of

the Office of Special Projects must have "continuing and direct access"

to the Department and Establishment, "without having to proceed through

the CIA administrative hierarchy in each case.". Hillenkoetter agreed

to this and accepted Kennan's main thesis, but insisted that the State

Department take responsibility for providing guidance in specific cases,

as it had not done in the past. Kennan accepted this. Wisner spoke

again and stated that he should not be committed to any existing methods

and that he would need assistance from other Departments and Agencies.

All seem to have agreed that Kennan and Zeaton should be responsible for

soliciting such help and that major troubles regarding it should be

referred to the Council.

.The Office of Policy Coordination came into existence by general

order on September 1, 1948. Wisner held his first meeting with his

staff of assistants on September 6. Dulin was not included. X. K.

Ruddock, recently in the Office of Reports and Estimates, became Acting

Deputy Assistant Director. No further stress was placed on developing

the existing assets but the new Office launched into planing

for future expansion. The first organizational chart, dated September 18,
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1948, divided the functional activities to conform with the terms of

NSC 10-2: psychological warfare by press and radio; political warfare,

including exploitation of dispossessed persons and defectors (who had

preventive direction action

such as the support of guerrillas, sabotage and related subversive

practices; front organizations and war plans. *There were as yet no

solutions to the problem of geographical division and operation.

By another general order, September 14, 1948, Hillenkoetter drew

the new office's budgeting and accounting closely under his central

administration and removed the Special Funds Division which had been

placed in the Office of Special Operations during July, 1947. The

general order established a Budget Office under the Eecutive for

Administration, with overt and covert branches. Wisner formally

objected to Hillenkoetter that this deprived the Offices of their

control over the resources necessary for their operations.

C
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CAPTER VIII

INVESTIGATION 194 8 - 1949

VIII - Introduction

The Shade of Silence:

Criticisms which might have been aimed at the component parts

of the national system of intelligence converged upon the Central

Intelligence Agency, while the departmental services remained rela-

tively unscathed. It was the youngest organization, lacking the

entrenchments of the departmental services, and unable to lay an

effective counterbarrage. None of the older intelligence services

had wished to have the Agency where it was - at the center of the

system. It might grow strong enough to dominate all of them. The

Central Intelligence Group had been established as a "cooperative

interdepartmental activity" largely because the Army and Navy

had joined forces to keep the State Department from absorbing the

permanent intelligence organization. The United States would have

a truly national, rather than a federal, system of intelligence

only if the Agency's duty to make recommendations for coordinating

the intelligence activities of the Departments were to become the

power to coordinate these activities.

The Hoover Commwission on Organization of the Executive Branch

of the Government placed Central Intelligence Agency affairs within
the jurisdiction of Ferdinand Eberstadt's "task force," which was

examining the whole National Security Organization. The National



Security Council had set up the Intelligence Survey Group primarily

to take stock within the central intelligence organization as its

directives were revised and it was transformed into an independent

agency. by Act of Congress. It was supposed to have access to the

departmental intelligence services as well as to the Central Intelligence

Agency, for their shortcomings quite as mch as its errors and weaknesses
were pertinent to a study of the national system of intelligence.

But the focus was upon the Agency. Neither committee of investigation
gave as much time and effort to scrutinizing the departmental intelligence

services, one reason for which would appear to have been relnctance

if not resistance on the part of the departmental authorities. The
result was a concentration upon Agency failures disproportionate to its
deserts.

The Eberstadt report was almost immediately eclipsed by the

Intelligence Survey Group report, known as the Dulles Report. The Dulles
Report attracted and held more attention because of its origin and the
determination of the investigators to look into the fitness of the

"principal personnel" in the Agency. If this intention was secondary
at the beginning, it quickly became primary. Furthermore, the survey
was closely related to the plan before the National Security Council
to place the covert operations of the Agency under the guidance of the
State Department with the aid of the National Military Establishment.

The Eberstadt report went to Congress, where influential men thought
well of the Agency. But Congress eventually ignored its explicit

C



statements concerning the need for improvements in the departmental
intelligence services. The Dulles Report went to the National Security
Council, where sat representatives of State, the Arzw, and the Navy,
men who had long since been annoyed by Vandenberg's and Hillenkoetter's
efforts to act as Directors, with only the advice, not the consent,
of the departmental intelligence chiefs in the Intelligence Advisory
Council. The Dulles Report afforded these men an opportunity and incen-
tive to put their annoyance into action.

VIII - i

Eberstadt's Findings:

The Eberstadt Committee hearings opened on June 8, 194 8, with
statements by Souers and Hillenkoetter and continued into September.
The Committee wanted information concerning: whether the Director
should be a civilian and remain long in office; how to obtain scientifi
intelligence more adequately; what duplication, if any, there was between
the Agency and departmental intelligence agencies; dsposition in war-
time of the Agency secret intelligence, counterespionage, and other
covert operations; what should be generally its relation with the Joint
Chiefs of Staff; whether the Intelligence Advisory Committee was ful-
filling its purpose; if associations between the Agency and the Federal
Bureau of Investigation were happy.

The Report placed the Agency at the "apex of a pyramidal intelligence
structure." It declared that the departmental intelligence agencies
were important, but that neither they nor CIA could operate independently.



The Agency must be at the center as a "coordinator" and an "evaluator"'

to work both with the service agencies and others outside the National

Military- Establishment. It could not be c minated by any one Department;

it must allocate responsibility for collection and research among the

agencies and meet its own responsibility for central evaluation "free

from departmental prejudice, control or bias." Agency administration

should remain the personal responsibility of the Director, who could

be held accountable by the Security Council. The report disagreed

with Donovan's ideas, since it saw no practical gain in having the

1Director report directly to the President.

The report recognized the crux of the whole problem. It said:

"Efforts to impose directives concerning the internal workings of a

4department upon officials of the level of the Secretary of State or
Secretary of Defense are not likely to meet with success." The Director

would have "initially at least" to exercise the coordinating function

of the Agency on "a more or less negotiated basis." Coordination had
to be accomplished by the Secretaries in the Council, whose responsibility

it was to accept that collective authority which the Congress had

given the Security Council over the Agency as binding upon their

respective Departments. They should cooperate in carrying out ary recom-
mendation by the Director which they themselves as the Council approved,
even though their individual Departments might not like it. The
departmental intelligence chiefs had a right to expect that their

superiors in the Council would make the decisions in the "chain of com-

mand."



The report indicted neither Hillenkoetter nor the Agency, but
instead comented upon the institutions and methods by which the Agency
was articulated with the several depart.ental intelligence services. It
considered the Intelligence Advisory Committee a sort of "forum" to
deal with problems arising as the Agency discharged its duties in
coordinating departmental intelligence activities. It did not agree with
Inglis and his allies that the Committee should function as a governing
board -when interdepartmental concerns were involved.

The report merely dealt with the Director's Interdepartmental
Coordinating and Planning Staff (ICAPS) and the "Standing Committee"
of the Intelligence Advisory Committee concerning their work on pro-
cedural matters and their effort to maintain connections between the
Agency and the Departments. It took note of the many ad hoc committees
and liaison devices on the working level between Agency and Departments.
These might grow in use until the habit of cooperation reduced the task
of coordinati departmental and central activities in one system of
national intelligence.

Although Hillenkoetter had assured Eberstadt that relations between
the Agency and the FBI were now "close" and not "strained", as formerly,
the Comittee did not think that the arrangements between the two
institutions were adequate.

The Committee considered, and finally rejected, the possibility
of placing all counterespionage activities in the Agency. The report
rejected placing all clandestine operations



4Z4under the Secretary of State and Donovan's idea of placing them under

the Secretary of Defense. It recommended that they all remain in the
Central Intelligence Agency, under the National Security Council, where
both State and Defense were represented. In wartime the "operational
services," including overt and covert collection, might be transferred
to the Joint Chiefs of Staff under a Deputy Director with considerable,

though not unlimited, independence. In peacetime the Deputy Director
would be responsible to the Director of Central Intelligence; in war
he might report directly to the Joint Chiefs.

The Committee declared that the Agency was "logical arbiter of
differences" between the services on the evaluation of intelligence.
It should participate in the formulations of assumptions by the Joint
Chiefs "both for planning and operational purposes." However, the
Agency did not enjoy the confidence of the agencies and had generally
fallen short of this objective. The report delared that "considei-ation"
should be given to including the Director in the membership of the
Joint Intellience Committee of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The Intelli-

gence Advisory Committee should meet more frequently to discuss questions
of "substantive intelligence."

The Agency must solve its major problem, that of qualified
personnel. The Director must havo continuity in office and preferably
should be a civilian. He must be familiar with the technique of C
intelligence. This rejected the suggestion that a Director competent
in administration but inexperienced in intelligence might succeed. The
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services' personnel problems were: of losing qualified personnel,

as had happened after the war; the military tendency to select replace-

ments "often of inadequate caliber;" their tendency to drop into intelli-

gence officers who were "not particularly wanted elsewhere." The services

should inaugurate selection and training systems and provide "an

intelligence corps -- or at least an intelligence career."

Concerning the production of national intelligence, the report

called for the military services to "rid their intelligence estimates

of subjective bias," which had too often produced so many inconsistencies

in a single Joint Intelligence Committee paper that its estimate was
worthless for the planners. The Agency's efforts to make sense "out
of this mass of jumbled material" had not always succeeded. The fault

was not entirely that of CIA.

The report criticized Agency estimates on two grounds. -They

were not responsive to the policy-makers' requirements and received

insufficient consideration by them. Secondly, they were made without

access to all relevant information. Effective intelligence was possible

only when it was "closely linked with planning and policy-making."

The Agency must be the central organization of the national intelligence

system.

The report supported the Agency's need to engage in research and
analysis and recommended study of the feasibility of shifting a large

part of the State Department's intelligence division to the Agency.

Failing this, there should be allocation of specific responsibilities

and greater coordination.
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The greatest need of the Agency was an Intelligence Evaluation

Board, composed of "mature men of the highest talents," with access

to all information, who "might well be released completely from routine

and set to thinking about intelligence only." There was no reference

to selection of those experts from the Departments which should both
supply the materials for evaluation and use the resulting coordinated

national estimates, nor was there any assertion that the institution 4
should be exclusively staffed and maintained within the Agency. It

remained for the Dulles Report to prepare the way, by its suggestions,
for the present Office of National Estimates and its National Estimates 4

Board.

Although the report recognized the difficulties of the State

Department in. oviding and other facilities 4
for Agency personnel abroad, it was the Dlles Report which made the
investigation and the interim report leading to better arrangments

between the Department and the Agency. 4

The report recommended some changes in the internal structure

of the Agency. The Office of Collection and Dissemination "probably
should become purely a reference service" and lose its other functions.

There could be some reduction of "administrative overhead" in general.

Something must be done to improve Scientific Intelligence. The
Vandenberg-Bush agreement of January, 1917, was not satisfactory. The
relationship between the Agency and the Atomic Energy Commission had
yet to please both. Also, the chief Agency internal problem was the
procurement of scientists of the first order. The Scientific Intelligeme C



Branch should be raised to the level of an Office and placed under

an Assistant Director.

The. report recommended the passage of the bill before Congress

concerning Agency fiscal procedures. This became law on June 20, 19x9.
It also recommended better counterespionage techniques on the part of
the Agency and all other intelligemce services. This was as necessary
as stronger legislation on the subject.

The Committee recommended, finally, that those of its suggestions,
which were accepted should be put into effect at once. Thereafter,
the Agency needed a period of quiet, "free from the disruption of con-
tinual examination and as free as possible from publicity," for
"intelligence can beat flourish in the shade of silence.

This did not happen. The Security Council did not concentrate
upon encouraging improvement in the departmental intelligence services,
nor did the Secretaries of State and Defense bend their particular
efforts in that direction. Instead, they turned to the Dulles Report,
and its companion, the McNarney Report, and their findings against
the Agency. The Director was not left to make changes according to
the suggestions of the surveys in the light of his own experienoe
and "the shade of silence."

VIII - ii

The Inteligence Survey:

The atmosphere in which the Dulles Report was produced was different
from that s'ro ing the Eberstadt Comittee, for it was that of
prolonged tension between the Central Intelligence Agency and the State
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Department. Although members of the Military Establishment cared
little for the State Department, they were not often on.the side of
the Agency. It was the opportunity for everyone in the Government
who disliked the idea of a central intelligence organization.

Souers, the Executive Secretary of the National Security Council,
his Assistant Secretary, James S. Lay, Jr., and the Secretary of Defense,
James Forrestal, all wished to have the Agency succeed in the new order

of the National Security Organization.

The first ideas leading to the Intelligence Survey for the Council
are found in the interchange of communications among Lay and two aides
of Forrestal, John H. Ohly and Robert Blum. Blum had been roused by
an article of October 18, 1917, by Hanson Baldwin, "Where the United
States is Weak,"to suggest to Forrestal that there should be an investi..
gation. At Forrestal's request Blum submitted to Soners and Hillenkoetter
on November 25 the digest of Baldwin's article which he (Blum) had made.
On December 4 Lay sent a memorandum to Ohly indicating that Hillenkoetter
might prepare a report to the Council on certain specified matters.
Ohly referred the memorandum to Blum, who added some topics, but who
felt that if the Agency were to report, then the other intelligence
services should be given an accounting. He thought it would be bette
to obtain a Nqualified independent group" to investigate and report.

On December 8 Ohly wrote that the interrogations would inform
the President and the Council, They would show the weaknessee in the
Agency and the whole system. He saw three principal "sources of
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difficulty" within the Agency: no proper concept regarding the nature

of intelligence to guide the collecting agencies and too much scattered

effort on'a "large number of heterogeneous projects of minor significance";

orgari:ational and personal jealousies; militazy personnel in "nearly

all the key jobs in CIA," who often had no "special aptitude for or

learning in intelligence matters," among other deficiencies.

The National Security Council established the Intelligence Survey

Group on January 13, 1918. On December 23, 1947, Hillenkoetter had

commissioned Sherman Kent, from Yale University and formerly in the

Office of Strategic Services (OSS), to look into the working of the Office

of Reports and Estimates. Kent made a three-day intensive survey and

reported on Februar7 9, 19h8, that the Council's directives were inade-

C quate for the Office's purpose of coordinating the intelligence activi-

ties of the several Departments and other agencies. NSCID 1 appeared to

give the departmental intelligence services "the weapons and strategic

position" for resisting "any intrusive coordinative activities by ORE."

Furthermore, the Office was hampered by its internal structure and

difficulties.

Allen W. Dulles was an obvious choice as chairman, because of his

OSS experience, his personal enthusiasm for central intelligence, and his

Republican party affiliations. Matthias F. Correa was a Democrat, had

had legal and other governmental experience in Washington and New Zork,

and had had counterintelligence experiene in Italy. William H. Jackson,

whose politics were unknown,



On February 13, 1948, Souers wrote formally to Dulles, Correa,

and Jackson, confirming that they were to make a survey of the Central

Intelligence Agency for the National Security Council and authorizing

them to proceed. The memorandum would serve as an order to the Director

of Central Intelligence and to the intelligence chiefs of the Departments

represented on the Council to furnish the necessary information and

facilities. The Group was not to have access to "details concerning

intelligence sources and methods." This reservation should not be

overlooked, as it was on one occasion during the survey. On February 26

Souers wrote the Group that Blum was to be the Survey Group's executive
secretary. The Group was to submit recommendations from time to time

on individual problems; those concerning the Agency were to have priority

over others. The final report was to be submitted by January 1, 1949.

The Survey would include an examination of departmental intelligence

activities in order to make recommendations for their "effective opera-

tion and overall coordination.'

Souers did not believe that the Council had the right collectively C

to authorize emination within individual Departments. This was the

responsibility of the individual Secretaries. On March 3 Forrestal stated
that the Group might not engage in "actual physical examnation" of C

departmental intelligence services outside of Washington, nor could it

look into the "collection of commnications intelligence." The Group

L



and its staff would be subject to "security clearance" by the Departments.

Secretary of State Marshall replied on March 12 that the appropriate

officers in the State Department would be instructed to "cooperate fully."

It was there that the Group got most of the information which it acquired

outside the Central Intelligence Agency. The Chief of Naval Operations

stated that the Office of Naval Intelligence had been notified "to

cooperate fully." Search among the files of the Security Council and

the Agency has failed to bring to light similar papers from the Argy .

and the Air Force.

Whatever the reason, the Dalles Report stated that. the Survey Group

had emphasized the contributions of the departmental intelligence agencies

in their relation to the Central Intelligence Agency and that the Group

did not consider itself qualified to submit recommendations concerning

their administration and operation. This was unfortunate if the surveys

were to be considered comprehensive studies of the intelligence system

in the National Security Organization.

The Group organized itself for work during February. Ihlles was

allotted, in line with his experience and interest, overt and clandestine

collection. Jackson was to follow his own special interest in problems

of evaluation and correlation. Correa was allotted the Office of

Collection and Dissemination and the Office of Administration and

Management in the Agency. Before long, however, the "overall manage-

ment" of the Agency took precedence.
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On April 3, after operations had begun, the Group met at Dlles's

home. Jackson seemed to feel that the Group should arrive at "decisions

on fundamental issues and on qualifications of principal personnel"

before looking into "operational details or individual problems."

Iulles and Correa appear to have been less sure. Correa questioned whether

a single intelligence organization should engage in both collecting and

coordinating intelligence. Jackson had thought not in October, 1945.

Donovan would have left no doubt that coordination without oommand of

independent resources meant nothing. Although the Survey Group suspended

Judgment for a while, it came to the same conclusion.

VIII - iii

Personalities and Interim Reports:
6

On April 12 Blum recommended that the Survey Group should make a

preliminary report by June 1. He stressed the topic of the corpetence of
the Agency's "top staff" and suggested for his own assignments the

Agency's function of coordinating intelligeme activities, its "managerial
set-up," and investigation in the Office of Special Operations (OSO).

Blum became involved in a dispute with Galloway in the question of
freedom of access to operations in the OSO. Hillenkoetter stated that

Blum might discuss "operations" with anyone, but not "sources" or methods
by which material was obtained.

Meanwhile, Correa and illes had been at work upon "certain critical
deficiencies" in the Agency. Correa looked into the arrangements con-
cerning atomic energy and had available material which Blum had gathered

C
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concerning relations between the Agency and the Atomic Energy Commission,
security in the Commission, and its dissatisfaction with intelligence

obtaied-from the Agency.

e' ^
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On April 30, 1948, Dulles and Blum conf erred in the State Depart-

ment with Kennan, Davies, and Villard on the progress of the Intelligence

Survey and the ways it touched on political warfare. The Survey pro-

1duced Interim Report #2 on secret intelligence and covert operations.

Kennan asserted that the State Department was "very much opposed to

giving CIA responsibility for political warfare"; it night be conducted

4independently from "national policy considerations."

The trend was clear by June 1 that Galloway should go. Forrestal

and Lovett had decided this in the presence of Soners, Dulles, and Blum

and had offered Dulles the post of director over both secret intelligence
and covert operations, including subversive activities. Blum suggested

as "premises" for the Group's first comprehensive report on the Agencys
dissatisfaction with Hillenkoetter, but as yet no readiness to replace
him; the dismissal of Wright, Galloway, and certain others. Blum

pressed on. In his paper on the Intelligence Advisory Committee he

prepared the way for the Dalles Report's essential charge against the

ad, nistration of the Central Intelligence Agency. He wrote that the

basic weakness was the lack of cooperation on the part of the IAC agencies
and the absence of strong leadership on CIA's part. This ignores the
fact that to achieve full IAC cooperation required an authority which

the irector did not fully possess. The history of Vandenberg and

Hillenkoetter bears this out. (

Jackson concentrated his interest on the production of coordinated
national estimates. He interviewed General Bolling, Deputy G-2, and
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Colonel Carter Clarke, also of G-2. They felt that the Agency should
do more of the intelligence work which G-2 was now doing because no one

else was .whllin. They also thought that the Joint Intelligence Committee
would welcome the Director of Central Intelligence as its chairman.

History has shown that such views were strictly their personal ones.

General Gruenther, for the Joint Chiefs of Staff, told Jackson
that he thought that the Joint Intelligence Committee should turn to
the Agency for "political" intelligence, rather than to the State Depart-
ment, and that the Director should be at least a member of, if not the
Chairman of, the Joint Intelligence Committee. If the State Department
were also represented there, then the Committee might well prepare the
"national intelligence estimates."

Jackson then talked with Babbitt, head of the Office of Reports
and Estimates (ORE) in the Agency. He learned that Babbitt had had no
choice in the selection of his deputy who edid not appear to have aWy
aptitude at the work" and "no intelligence experience whatever." He
would return to the iavy after an "indefinite tour of duty with CIA."
Babbitt's recollection -in 1953 was that Jackson had come into the investi-
gation of the Agency with his mind made up in regard to what should be
done.

On June 16 Dulles, Jackson, and Blum met with Forrestal and Lovett.
The memorandum of the meeting is not in the Survey Group papers. Appar-
ently, however, the "need for changes in the principal personnel" of the
Agency was discussed. Thomas G. Cassady left shortly thereafter. Colonel
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Galloway left in December, 1948, followed by General Wright in May,

1949.

The Survey Group might have produced a _third interim report on

biological warfare, since its too, involved the conflict of interests

among the Departments. Dulles declined, however, on the ground that

the subject lay in "highly technical fields" where the Group was not

conretent. The task might well have been undertaken, however, since .

there had been to date lack of interdepartmental cooperation in this

intelligence, except for the OSO work, lay outside the authority of the

Director. And his power of coordination did not extend beyond the
power to recomend to the National Security Council. All this was C

made clear by a report by the Office of Scientific Intelligence, an
office which the Eberstadt Coamittee recommended be created and which
was established in December, 19118.

Staff work in the Dulles Survey Group continued through August and
September. The Group held formal hearings on November 22 and 23.

Hillenkoetter declined Dles's invitation to attend and make suggestions,
but offered "further clarification on any points.e

VIII - iv

Answers from the Agency:

Hillenkoetter sent the Dulles Report to his Office heads for cooment
and set himself to study its findings as he had read and profited from C
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the Eberstadt Report. When he received his Assistant Directors' comments

he took responsibility for Agency views, rejected some of his assistantsa

opinions and incorporated the rest in the "Counents" for the National

Security Council. As he looked back in the fall of 1952 he said that the

Dulles Report would have been better if Dhlles, Jackson, and Correa had

done more of the investigating within the Agency.

Hillenkoetter studied the Report's comprehensive rather than its

particular conclusions and recommendations. Be was concerned with the

relations of the Agency and Congress, the Civil Service Commission, the

Budget Bureau, the General Accounting Office, and the Director's obliga-

tions to the Council. Concerning the first four, the Report asserted

that the Agency could not be expected to conform to normal administrative

practices. Within the Agency, secret operations should not be administered

from a central office, because they required "their own separate adminis-

tration." Covert operations, though conducted under the cover of the

Agency, should be subject to guidance and control elsewhere. The issue

was whether the Director 's command over the Assistant Director in the

Office of Policy Coordination (OPC) was nominal or real under NSC 10-2.

Hillenkoetter answered that personnel, services of support, and

budget matters should be centralized to serve all components of the Agency.
Controls were established to prevent illegal transactions, maintain

security, and adhere to standards required by the Civil Service Commission
and the other offices. No one could possibIy, or should, avoid such

oontrols. When Hillenkoetter later said that either a centralized or
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separate administration would work he did not i4py that there should be

no auditing. The general order of September 20, 1949, did make more

distinction between overt and covert affairs, but kept the principle of

centralization under a single administrative officer responsible to the

Director. The "CIA Act of 1949" provided that sums made available to the

Agency "for objects of a confidential, extraordinary or emergency nature"

were to be expended and accounted for nsolely on the certificate of the

Director." This was the power in the process of clarification when

Hillenkoetter commented upon the Dulles Report in February, 1949. It

could not be diffused among his subordinates even under the terms of

NSC 10-2.

Concerning his superiors- in the Council, Hilenkoetter stressed the

lack of authority in an agency with heavy and diverse responsibilities.

The Survey Group had stated that the Agency did not have independent

authority to coordinate intelligence activities; Congress had vested in

the National Security Council "final responsibility to establish policies."

And yet the Group's conclusions and recommendations rested upon the

assumption that the Agency had some power other than appeal and persuasion
with which to put its suggestions into effect. This was the greatest

weakness in the Dulles Report. Hillenkoetter then developed the Report's
theme that coordination was to be achieved most effectively "by mutual

agreement among the various agencies." This was a valid statement. But

to achieve it meant compromise and the passage of time, as illustrated
by various examples in the immediate past. Hillenkoetter accepted the
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Agency's responsibilities concerning coordination when he eamined the
Survey Group's statement that he and his executive assistants neither

understood their "mandate" at the head of the Agency in the national

intelligence system, nor had the ability to discharge that mandate. He
ignored the statement about his and his assistants' ability.

Hillenkoetter agreed with the Report that continuity of tenure was
essential in the office of the Director. The post could not be properly

filled as a military or naval tour of duty, nor as a civilian berth
between other political appointments. The Report concluded that the
best hope lay in having a civilian as Director. Hillenkoetter believed
in a Director with military training and long tenure.

The Dulles Report asserted categorically that mater able persons had
left the Agency and that few qualified persons had been attracted to it.
Quality was uneven in the higher offices; few in them were "outstanding
in intelligence work.' Hillenkoetter refuted these statements by statistics
showing that the "turnover* was at a lower rate than for most government
agencies and that training and intelligence experience were at a high
level. The Report stated that too ma military people were occupying
key positions to the detriment of competent civilians. Statistics again
showed the truth to be different. Furthermore, less than 2% of the total
number of employees were military people. The point remained unanswered
that the "three top positions" in the Agency were occupied by military
men.
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The report criticized the publicity given the Agency. Hillenkoetter

stated that in answer to his special plea leading papers and magazines

had refrained from discussing it. However, total concealment, given the

existing conditions of press and radio, was impossible. He- said that it

was more practicable to allow the Agency's overt activities to draw off

attention from its clandestine operations.

The Assistant Director, Office of Collection and Dissemination,

commented .that the essence of the Survey Group's proposal was to divorce

the Office 's reference services from its liaison work with the Departments.

The best reply was that the Agency had already tried it with unsatisfactory

results. Experience had proved that the services were better handled
under a single administration. Hillenkoetter accepted these comments.

The Acting Assistant Director, Office of Operations, replied on
February 14. Hillenkoetter accepted his comments. The Dulles Report

stated that the Office had three distinct activities with "no particular

relation to each other." The Assistant Director and Hillenkoetter showed

that this conclusion was wrong. The Contact Branch, the Foreign Documents

Branch, and the Foreign Broadcast Information Branch had the common

function of collecting information by overt means. Their activities were
closely associated by "collection teams" and "field installations"- which,
though operating independently, required. common direction and administra-

tive support from the Office of Operations in Washington. The report
recommended that the Contact Branch should be taken from the Office of
Operations and joined with the Office of Special Operations (OSO) and
OPC to form a new Operations Division. The Foreign Documents Branch should



go into the proposed Research and Reports Division. The Foreign Broadcast

Information Branch, if retained in the Agency, should be administered

by the Operations Division. Such a realignment, would destroy the

coordination of overt collection. Furthermore, many who would deal with

the Contact Branch would refuse to be embroiled with "anything that

resembles espionage." The Foreign Documents Branch and Foreign Broadcast

Information Branch were "central exploitation" services which should

remain available to all and not be mere adjuncts of the Agency's own

projects. The value of the latter service lay in the rapidity of its

services, which would be destroyed by the report's proposal to have it

engage in evaluation. The real matter at issue was the proposed Operations

Division, which would control all collection by. the Agency, except the

production of the Foreign Documents Branch. The Assistant Director of

OPC agreed with the Dulles Report's recommendations. The Acting Assistant

Director of OSO was sure that OSO and OPC must eventually combine. Thus,

Hillenkoetter had before him three varying opinions from the Offices

involved in the proposed reformation. Hillenkoetter would, if he had his

way, maintain the independence of the Office of Operations, but would

combine OSO and OPC.

Hillenkoetter accepted all the remaining Dulles Report recommendations

except one. He rejected the suggestion that OSO should exercise greater

control over the dissemination of its material, because this would produce

a duplication which had already been criticised.
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OSO should give primary attention to training personnel.

OSO counterespionage activities should be increased

and there should be closer liaison with the FBI. There should be closer

relations with the departmental intelligence agencies. Guidance from

consumers should be strengthened by including State Department and Armed

Services representatives in the OSO Information Control Section. This,

however, would increase military personnel in the Agency already being
1

criticized for being too much under military influence. There should be

better access to communications intelligence for OSO; this was being done.
In this connection, he said, the comment of the Survey Group was "a
trifle gratuitous." It admitted that it had not gone into the matter.

VIII - v

1ational Intelligence:

The Dulles Report stated that the igency's principal defect was

that its direction, administrative organization, and performance failed
in the fields of intelligence coordination and the production of C

intelligence estimates. In view of the Director's responsibilities, this
failure was "necessarily a reflection of inadequacies of direction."

The report declared that the reports and summaries of the Office
of Reports and Estimates (ORE) "by no stretch of the imagination could
be considered national estimates." The report defined "national intelli-
gence estimates" as follows. They should "reflect the coordination of



the best intelligence opinion." They should be compiled centrally by

an objective and disinterested agency. Ultimate approval should rest

on the "collective responsibility" of the highest officials in the various

intelligence agencies. They should command recognition throughout the

Government as the best available and the most authoritative intelligence

estimate.

The estimates must have been based on "all available information."

They must have been prepared with "full knowledge of our own plans" and

in the light of "our own policy requirements."

If so, then there was no completely "national" intelligence estimate

to June, 1953, when this was written. The Armed Services continued to
withhold information from the Agency estimators. The Services themselves

did not possess full information. The Joint Intelligence Committee

estimates did not rest upon the "collective responsibility c. the highest

officials" in the various intelligence agencies. The State Department
was not represented in the Joint Intelligence Committee.

The Dulles Report conceded that Agency failure in this field was

owing in part to reasons which it could not control, namely the fact

that the principle of "national estimates" did not yet have "established

acceptance" in the Government. However, the report declared that

nevertheless it was the "clear duty" of the Agency "to assemble and produce
such coordinated and authoritative estimates."

Let it be remembered again that although the Agency was given the

responsibility under the Act of Congress and the NSCIDs, for coordination,
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correlation, and evaluation, the Director was given no authority beyond

that of persuasion and appeal. The Act merely stated that departmental

intelligence be "made available." In the case of the FBI, such intelligence

was to be "available" to the Director upon his "written request" to the

Director of the FBI. Thus, lacking voluntary cooperation from the

departmental intelligence services, the Director of Central Intelligence's

task of producing "coordinated and authoritative estimates" was impossible.

The report proposed that the FBI should take part in producing

these estimatea, should provide its domestic intelligence, and have a

permanent seat in the reconstituted Intelligence Advisory Committee.

The DIlles Group was more critical than the Eberstadt Committee concerning

the poor relations between the Agency and the FBI.- The implication was
that the Agency had been at fault. The Agency should concern itself

with coordinating domestic intelligence and counterintelligence and should

make recommendations, despite the Act of Congress's prohibition against

any Agency "internal-security functions." The report found this no

barrier to investigation by the Agency and advice to the Council. Events

had not proved that the Agency was any more at fault than the FBI

in this respect. The National Security Act had protected the FBI from

intrusion by the Agency, but had left it up to the FBI and the Attorney

General to see to it that such intelligence in FBI possession reached

the producers of estimates. The Agency might request it in writing,

but discretion remained with the FBI.

The report urged that there should be no more reports at random,

without particular attention to the requirements of the policy-making
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persons who looked to the Agency for "coordinated and authoritative"

intelligence. The report accepted the NSCIDs, but held that they had been
incorrectly interpreted and improperly applied. ORE was performing a
number of functions which were not truly related to the "coordination of
national intelligence etimates." The Office's research in fields where
no Department had a dominant interest should be placed in a separate

Research and Reports Division, since it was a service of common concern.
The primary function of estimating would be allotted to a small Estimates
Division, which should have direct access to sources if necessary to
review departmental contributions. The Division's "consolidated estimates"
would go for final action to the Intelligence Advisory Committee, with
the Director of Central Intelligence as chairman. The Dulles Group
proposed that the Intelligence Advisory Committee should be "reconstituted"
for this work of collaboration and collective responsibility with the
Director of Central Intelligence in estimating. They would limit the
powers of the departmental intelligence chiefs to those of advising the
Director in regard to their Departmental intelligence activities and of
collaborating with him in the production of "national intelligence
estimates."

ORE responses to the Dulles Report varied. For the most part, the
heads of the geographic branches considered estimating to be the function
of each of them while working with the facts in his own area. The
head of the Global Survey -Group believed that estimating was a process of
reflection and should be the function of a separate body from those
accumulating the information. The final draft of the ORE comments,
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February 1L, 1919, took note of this division of opinion regarding the
necessity or desirability of reorganizing the Office at that time, but
stated that if changes were to be made in ORE, there should first be
changes made in SCID 1 and NSCID 3. There was need for clarification
of Agency relations with the reconstituted Intelligence Advisory Board
and redetermination of responsibilities, categories, and priorities of
production.

The report urged that ucollective responsibility" for national
estimates be vested in the reconstituted Intelligence Advisory Committee,
but made no provision for procedure in case there were substantial dissent
from the majority in the Estimating Division. Nor did it provide for
division of responsibility between the Agency and the dissenting
Departmental representative in such cases. The report's hope that
"prejudice in the form of stubborn adherence to preconceived ideas" would
be avoided, or that the Intelligence Advisory Committee would catch and
correct it, did not solve the problem of individual versus collective

responsibility. If the Committee failed to share the task of correlation
of divergent opinions of the same facts, then the Director would still
be left without a sanction. Joint estimates to which all interested
parties could assent without hesitation were oertain to be innocuous
commentaries of little use to policy-makers. Isolated reform in ORE was
not enough without a reconstruction of the entire intelligence system.
The departmental agencies were as much to blame as the Agency for the
failure of "coordination."

cC
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The ORE coMments placed the Director's and Agency's responsibility

in realistic conjunction with the plan of the head of the Gobal Survey

Qrcup for submitting a "resultant estimate" from the representative working
committee in the Agency to the Intelligence Advisory Committee. The

finished estimate was to be the sole responsibility of the Agency even
though the Committee was unanimous in its concurrence. National intelli-
gence transcended departmental and was the ultimate responsibility of
Director and Agency. Dissents should be bona fide on substantial grounds
relative to the subject of discussion. While a Navy dissent on political
grounds (when the State Department concurred), for example, might go to
the National Security Council through the Department Secretary, it could
not obstruct the course of the Agency's national intelligence estimate
through the Intelligence Advisory Committee.

Hillenkoetter accepted most of the ORE comments. While accepting the
nlles Report's criticism that there had been unnecessary work done, the
Director reminded the Group that they seemed not to recognize the threefold
responsibility of the Agency; to perform services of common concern; to
produce national estimates; to act as the intelligence facility of the
Security Council and such agencies as it might designate. Many of its
"intelligence memoranda" were prepared in response to requests which
did not want coordination. Often there was no time for it. The National
Security Act provisions made this evident. But some members of the
departmental intelligence services believed that the Agency was a
"cooperative interdepar-mental activity" subject to Departmental direction
and control at the level of their intelligence chiefs.



Hillenkoetter recommended the revision of NSCID 3, to provide for

"adequate treatment of the matter of priority" within the departmental

agencies; they should give better support to the Central Intelligence

Agency. It was primarily for the Council to take action to improve the

central intelligence system which Congress had authorized it to direct.

Henkoetter saw no need for the proposed Estimates Division, feeling that

an "Estimates Group" could be formed within ORE at the highest level.

The "Comments" of the Agency on the "Conclusions and Recommendations"

of the Iulles Survey Group went to the National Security Council on

February 28, 1949.

C

C
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CHAPTER Ix

CHANGE 1 949 - 1950

II - Introduction

Forrestal's Guide Book:

Forrestal received the Dulles Report as a "guide book," and wrote
to Dulles on February 2l, 1949, that it was an example of how a report

should be prepared. But Forrestal was not to live to see it applied.

When the National Security Council determined what to do about the
Dulles Report recommendations Louis Johnson had become Defense Secretary.
This change was not fortunate for the Agency, for where Forrestal had
pioneered in the union of the armed forces and the development of a
central intelligence organization and had had much experience, Johnson
came to the post relatively uninformed. Furthermore, animosity between
Johnson and Secretary of State Dean Acheson made it practically impossible
for Hillenkoetter to get the Agency business through the National Security
Council. The State Department and the Military Establishment, however,
worked together against Hillenkoetter's adminiatration of the Agency.

Johnson was too busy to read the Dulles Report or Hillenkoetter a
Comments. He therefore asked General Joseph T. MoNarney to stuc them
and report. McNarney, together with Carlisle H. Humelsine for the
State Department, prepared recommendations to the Council. MoNarney
did the work for what is known in the Agency as NSC 50, submitted by
the Secretaries of State and Defense to the Council on July 1, 1949,



The State Department was so eager to get rid of Hillenkoetter that it

made concessions which it should not have given to the Military Establish-

ment.

McNarney should not be called Johnsonts whatchet man," for he had

a long-standirg interest in intelligence and was responsible for a

report takLng issue with the Dulles Report in specific instances. Nor

is it fair to say that NSC 50 was just another report by Robert Blum

because he served McNarney as he had Dulles. The activities of Webb

and Armstrong, both of the State Department, will appear shortly.

4II . i

Failiar Hearings:

Departmental opinions had by this time become habitual, though the

intelligence chiefs in soum instances had been changed. Arz General

S. Leroy Irwin had replaced Chamberlin. General Charles P. Cabell had
replaced McDonald (Air). Admiral Thomas B. Inglis remained.

CThe Atomic Energy Commission was the first to reply to Hillenkoetterta

request that the imenbers of the Intelligence Advisory Committee comment

for the National Security Council. Dr. Walter F. Colby wrote on February

24, 1949, opposing the suggestion that the Commission be. dropped from
membership in the Intelligence Advisory Committee and objecting to the
Dulles Reportis statement that the Comissionts role in intelligence vas
"a limited one and confined to a highly specialized field." He favored
the Agency reorganisation which brought the Nuclear Energy Group

into the new Office of Scientific Intelligence.

~~C,
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He wished the Commission to have direct access to the work of the

Nuclear Energy Group through special representation in the new Office.

Irwin replied on February 25. He avoided comment on internal Agency

matters as inappropriate, but virtually agreed with Hillenkoetter that

the Report erred in stating that the Agency had not fully discharged its

coordination responsibilities. He differed from Hillenkoetter, however,

in that he believed that coordination was the responsibility of the

Intolligence Advisory Comittee as a body, with the Director having no

individaal responsibility. He declared that the Director was not a member

of the National Military Establishment and consequently had no mandate

to supervise, direct, or control the Service intelligence agencies. Irwin

agreed with the Report that scientific intelligence needed nre active
efforts and better coordination, but did not think that the Atomic Energy

Comission and the Joint Intelligence Group under the Joint Chiefs of
Staff should be dropped from permanent membership in the Intelligence

Advisory Coimittee. But the Director should not be (and was not, in fact,

until the fall of 1952) permanent chairman of the United States Com-

munications Intelligence Board.

Irwin was also criticizing the Agency for preparing estimates without

consultation in fields of 'primary concern" to other agencies. He did

not consider in this whether some of those estimates had been supplied

on request from other agencies which did not expect them to be held until
coordinated among the several departmental intelligence services. Irwin
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did not concur with the Dulles recommendation that the Service intelligence
agencies be staffed with specialists who concentrated on intelligence
over the major portion of their careers. The most he would concede was
"semi-permanent specializaton" by a "small percentage of senior officers."

On March 3 Major General W. E. Todd wrote for the Joint Chiefs of
Staff as Deputy Director for Intelligence of the Joint Staff. He took
exception to the Report's statement that Joint Stan representation on the
Intelligence Advisory Committee was "largely duplicative" because there
were so many other Armed Services members there. Todd had attended
Co:=nittee meetings and maintained that he represented the Joint Chiefs
rather than any Service. Cessation of this attendance would deprive the
Joint Chiefs of the benefits they had obtained from Committee meetings.

Inglis commented on March !t. He stated, as before, that the
Intelligence Advisory Committee should participate in coordinating the
intelligence activities of the various agencies. He declared that the
Comittee, having the responsibility collectively, should be given the G

collective authority to maintain that responsibility. He would have the
Council revise NSCID 1. The name of the Committee should be changed to
Intelligence Coordinating Committee. It should have power to forward its
recomendatons to the Council whether or not the Director of the Agency
agreed. The Intelligence Advisory Comuittee, by Whatever name, would be
the governing board of the Central Intelligence Agency. Inglis would
reform the Interdepartmental Coordinating and Planning Staff as the
"Coordinating Staff" of the Intelligence Coordinating Committee, which
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would give it its instructions. He could take the Staff away from the
Director and make it responsible to the departmental intelligence chiefs
in the Comittee. Inglis favored placing all covert frnctions of the
Agency under a single adninistrative division, which, he said, would im-
prove security, o opposed the Dulles Report recomendation that there be
an Estimates Division, which he though* would be hard to staff and would
duplicate the functioag which the Dulles Group expected the reconstituted
Intelligence Advisory Committee to perform. Nor did he think that the
Director should be made chairman of the United States Comunications
Intelligence Board.

The Air Force Directorate of Intelligence sent comuents on March 1.
1949s to the office of Air Force Secretar7 Symington, where they apparently
remained. No copy could be found for this stuctr either in Agency or with
other Department comments in the National Security Council minutes.
Cabell, provoked by Hillenkoettorts neglect of the Intelligence Advisory
Committee, proposed that it should be the advisory body of the National
Security Council on "governmental intelligence problems." The Director
might use the Committee "to provide advice to him in the performance of
his statutory duties."

State Department coment was not relayed through Hillenkoetter.
Under Secretary James E. Webb stated on April 4, 1949, the "basio issues"
which according to the Department the Dulles Group had raised for con.
sideration by the Council at its next meetig on April 7. Webb stated



that the Agency was properly placed in the structure of the Government

and that its relation with the Intelligence Advisory Comittee was

soundly conceived. The Comid.ttee should assume collective responsibility

for national estimates. The Agency should exercise "forthright leader-

ship" comerning allocation of responsibilities among the agencies with

respect to coordination. He did not indicate a solution if there were

no response to the "forthright leadership" or what would happen in case
the majority of the Intelligence Advisory Comittee disagreed with the
Director of Central Intelligence concerning an estimate and had no
authority to override his opinion. Webb wished the FBI to become a
member of the Intelligence Advisory Committee. Secret operations, secret
intelligence, and the domestic exploitation of foreign intelligence should
be in a "single selfwadministered office" within the Agency. The Director
should be a civilian.

II - ii

McNarney at Work:

By order of the National Security Council the Treasury and Justice
Departments were to give the State and Defense Departments the benefit
of consultation concerning the Dulles Report,. No evidence has been
preserved in the Agency files on NSC 50 to show whether the Treasury
gave any help. However, there was activity in the Justice Department to
make sure that no invasion occurred into the FBI realm,
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Attorney General Clark sent a statement to General McNarney-as
his report came under final discussion in May before going to the

Council for action. Clark stated that if the FBI became a member of

the Intelligence Advisory Cormittee NSCID 1 should be amended. It
should not affect or change the duties and responsibilities of the
already-established Interdepartmental Intelligence Conference (IIC);
nor should it impair the FBI jurisdiction' over domestic espionage,
counterespionage, sabotage, subversion and related matters affecting
internal security. Clark proposed that the IIC, operating under NSC 17/,
should have powers of coordination.

As set up by the Council, the IIC and its companion, the Inter.
departmantal Committee on Internal Security (ICIS), were designed to
exclude the Central Intelligence Agency, which was to have representa-
tion only upon invitation as an pad hoc" member. The IIC, responsible for
the "coordination of the investigation" of all domestie espionage, counter.
espionage, subversion, and "other related intelligence matters affecting
internal security,w was to consist of the Director of the FBI and the
chiefs of the three Service intelligence agencies. mo ICIS, to handle



other matters of internal security, would be composed of State, Treasury,

Justice, and National Military Establishment representatives. A
National. Security Council representative served both committees as an

1advisor, assistant, and observer and reporter for the Council. He was
to have no powers of instruction, direction, or supervision. Mr. J.
Patrick Coyne, formerly with the FBI, was appointed to the office.

1McNamneyrs report was phrased in such a way that Clark and FBI
Director Hoover should have no fear. Nothing in NSCID 1 as revised

would alter NSC 17/4. There were no further departmental objections

1to having the National Security Council act upon the conclusions which
McNarney drew from.his study of the Dulles Report. These conclusions

differed in several instances from the Dulles Group recommendations.
Mcffarneyfs report held that there was no need for amendment of the

National Security Act. In time of war certain Agency functions and
responsibilities should be under military control. It only remained for 1
the Director to establish "close liaison" with the two Council members
upon whom the Agency chiefly depended, the Secretaries of State and
Defense. McNarney endorsed as a "statement of principles" the Duses
Group conclusion that the Agency had not fully discharged its responsi..
bilities for coordinating intelligence activities. The Intelligence
Advisory Conmittee should engage more actively both in such "continuing
coordination" and in the "discussion and approval" of intelligence
estimates. The Director should take "forthright initiative and leader-
ship" in the Intelligence Advisory Committee. NSCID 1 should be amanded C
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to further that accomplishment. The Director should become a member
and chairman of the Intelligence Advisory Committee. Other members
(or their.representatives) should be: the Director of the FBI, the
intelligence chiefs of the Departments of State, Army, Navy, Air Force,
the Joint Staff of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Atomic Energy
Commission. Any other agency concerned with the national security might
be invited by the Director %tenever matters within its jurisdiction
were to be discussed. McNarney thus did not agree with the Dulles
Group recommendation that Atomic Energy Commission and Joint Chiefs
of Staff membership in the Commrittee should be abandoned. Also, his
revision of NSCID 1 retained the stipulation that the Committee should
advise the Director, with no connotation of guidance or supervision.
He differed from the Dulles Report concerning national estimates and
dissents in that he did -not believe that the Director and the Committee
should be bound by "the concept of collective responsibility.* Be
recommended revision of NSCI 1 to allow "substantially difforina
opinions" in place of 'an agreed statement of substantial dissent."

McNarney gathered from the Dalles Report's conclusions and recom-
mendations a list of particular questions which the National Security
Council should call to the attention of the Director of Central Intelli.
gence and the Intelligence Advisory Committee for "early and sustained
action." The Director should submit a progress report within six months
on: scientific intelligence, domestic intelligence and counterintelligence
related to national security, coordinated estimates in crises, allocation
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of responsibility for political suzmaries, exploitation of foreign

nationals within the United States, covert intelligence activities

in occupied areas, the handling of "defectors," counterespionage 4
abroad and at home.

McNarney followed the Dulles Group lead in recommending specified

changes in the internal organization of the Agency, upon which the 4
National Security Council should order the Director to give a progress
report in ninety days. This was a questionable interpretation of the
National Security Act. Matters of institution and procedure were the
Director's privilege, in the absence of express assignment by the Council
of a function to this or that office, or denial of the right to the
Director.

McNarney clearly dLsagreed with the Dulles Group concerning the
"understanding" and "ability" of the Agencyta directing staff. Although
there were *important defects," the Dulles Reportts conclusions were
"too sweeping." Any indictment concerning understanding must be shared
by the departmental agency authorities. He did not think that there
were too many military man in the Agency or that they discouraged its
civilians unnecessarily. Continuity of service was essential, but the
Director did not have to be a civilian to insure it. Continuby could
be obtained either by retiring a military or foreign service man or
by giving him the Directorship as his "final tour of active duty."

The Dulles Report proposed that the Director when in doubt should
consult the Council regarding the disclosure of secret information and



ahould divert public attention to the Agencyts coardinating activities.

McNarney concurred, but declared that all publicity was undesirable.

He opposed the procedure recomended by the Dulles Report unless it was
unavoidable. He opposed the Dulles Report's recomendation that the
Director should be made permanent chairman of the United States Comunica-
tions Intelligence Board. Regarding the coments in the Dulles Report
on the intelligence agencies of the Armed Services and the State Depart..
ment, McNa.mey had only to repeat the decisions in the Military Estab-
lishment and the Department.

Several Dulles Report recomendations concerning "operating problems
related to clandestine activities" received McNarney's approval, as they
had Hillenkoetterts.

Departmental agencies and the Office of Special Operations should be
brought closer together. The Agency should receive adequate guidance
on the "current and strategic policy neods of the Government.' The

Agency should have access to commnmications intelligence to the fullest
extent required for guidance in its operations and more effective
counterespionage.

II - iii

Action by the Council:

On July 7, 19$9, the National Security Council adopted the recom-
maendations of the Dulles Survey Group as reconsidered and modified in
the McNarney Report. It was agreed that the Interdepartmental Intel.
ligence Conference and the Interdepartmental Comuittee on Internag
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Security wo d continue their operations in the field of internal

security. But-the Intelligence Advisory Committee (IAC), with FBI

membership, should do the coordinating whenever domestic and foreign

intelligence problems were mingled.

Souers wrote to Hillenkoetter on July 7, 19i9, to carry out the
SurVey Group recommendations in regard to "operating problems relating

to clandestine activities" as listed in Nsc 50. He was to report aW

difficulties encountered.

C
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NSCID 11 (January 6, 1950) pertained to the security of sources
and methods of intelligence. This authorized the Departments and

Agencies of the Government to determine their own channels of "authori-

=ation to release any such information." The Director of Central In-
telligence was no longer, if he ever had been, responsible for protecting

"sources and methods" other than those of his own Agency. He was to
coordinate such protection, within the limits set by Section 102 of
the National Security Act of 1947, except when the Council had made

provision, as in the case of the FBI. Overt information from a

clandestine source was not to be purveyed if doing so revealed its

source. The Director and other intelligence chiefs should be guided
by the principle that covert information should go only to officials who
required the knowledge.

NSCI 12 (January 6, 1950) required all IAC Departments and agencies
to prevent the unauthorized disclosure for publication of any information
concerning intelligence and intelligence activities. If the Director
had any doubt about complying with a request for disclosure of classi-
fied information, he should refer the question to the National Security

Council.

The Council had agreed on July 7 that the Foreign Broadcast

Information Branch should not be included in the merger of the Office
of Special Operations, the Office of Policy Coordination, and the
Contact Branch of the Office of Operations. But it did not immediately
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administration" within the Agency. This was referred to the State and

Defense Departments for further study. Humelsine and MoNarney.were

named again.

McNarney reported on July 22, reaffirming the Dulles Group recom-
mandation that the proposed Operations Division should have a "separate

administration.n However, he was silent upon Hillenkoetterr objection

that decentralization of supporting services ran counter to his responsi-
bility for certifying unvouchered expenditures. While he found separate
administrative organizations for overt and covert offices particularly

desirable in mary respects, for reasons of flexibility and security
in operations, he recommended that housing, ordinary supplies, transporta-
tion in this country, and legal services be kept in the Agencyts central
administrative offices.

On August h the Council accepted McNarneyts view of the "separate

administration" for the proposed Operations Division and ordered
Hillenkoetter to complete the merger of OSO, OPC, and the Contact Branch
within ninety days.

On September 20, 19149, Hillenkoetter issued a general order to
reorganize his budgeting, disbursing, and accounting systems in con-
formity with the Council directive that there should be separate admin.
istrative services for the overt and covert Offices in the Agency.
Budgeting for the whole agency remained a centralized staff function
under the Executive Director. Overt and Covert Support Staffs were
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created to separate their respective fiscal and financial affairs, their
personnel, and supporting services. Until December 1, 1950, the certifi-
cation of. unvouchered funds and the external audit conducted in the
Agency by General Accounting Office and Comptroller General representa.-
tives remained the concern of the Director.

The proposed new Operations Division plan did not go into effect.
The Contact Branch remained within the overt Office of Operations.

The Director and the IAC were informed that the Council wished
them to follow Mclarney: a commentary upon the Dulles Group recommenda-
tions concerning the coordination of intelligence activities and the
production of national estimates as "a statement of principles." The
Director was to report within sir months upon "particular intelligence

(V

questions," among them the matter of emergency estimating.
It must be remembered again that YcNarney did not accept the Duller.

Group argument for "collective responsibility," but favored the individ-
ual responsibility of the Director, provided there were statements of
"substantially differing opinions."

1- iv

"Staters Four Paners";

At the Intelligence Advisory Committee (IAC) July 22, 19&9 meeting,
W. Park Armstrong, of the State Department, announced that the Department
was endeavoring to isolate four or five problem which involved the
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IAC; they were to be distinguished from Agency internal affairs.

Armstrong f nally abandoned the fifth problem.

The .four papers were presented to Hillenkoetter on August 2, 19149,
for distribution among the representatives of the Departments and the

Agency. ArmstroMg said that the State Department believed that the

"aspects of NSC 50" which were portrayed in these papers "should be

implemented at the earliest feasible time." Their titles were:

Coordination of Intelligence Activities; Production of National Intel.

ligence; Research and Reports; Political Summaries.

The real issue in the first paper was whether the Directo of

Central Intelligence or the IAC should dominate in coordinating "intel.
ligence activities." Armstrong's writer favored the opinion that the
Advisory Committee should refer coordination problems to the Standing
Committee.

The second paper paid little attention to McNarneyta principle
that the Director and the Advisory Committee were not to be bound by
"collective responsibility." He proposed that the IAC should "discuss
and approve" all national intelligence estimates upon which there was

6
substantial disagreement among the agencies.

The third paper returned to ideas which Armstrong had expressed in
the fall of 19!47. He endorsed the Estimates Division proposed by the
Dulles Group. Aside from national intelligence the Agency should produce
reports "only in fields of common concern' "on the advice of the IAC."

C
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If the Director received no advice, the presumption was that the Agencyta

new Research and Reports Division would pro duce no report. He suggested

that the Interdepartmental Coordinating and Plang Staff (ICAPS) should

prepare for "consideration in IAC" recommendations on the "delineation

of fields of coon concern" "on a priority basis."

The fourth paper raised again the question which Secretary Byrnes

had taken to President Truman. Should the Agency produce daily and

weekly s=naries of events when the State Department was already issuing

political reviews, and other agencies engaged in similar enterprises?

President Truman had welcomed the reports from the Agency. Armstrong

recomended study by ICAPS and recomendations for "consideration by
the IAC" on the allocation of responsibility.

At this time there appeared a study of the Office of Reports and

Estimates (ORE), known in the Agency as the Reitzel Report. This origi-
nated in a suggestion that the Office should go to the original documents

and discover %tat was the mission of ORE. The Reitzel Report was rela-

tively free from interdepartmental influence. It was rather the product

of the conflict which had beset ORE size its creation in the summer of

1946. The Report went to Theodore Babbitt, Assistant Director, ORE,
on July 19, 1949, and was entitled "Analysis of ORE Production, with

Conclusions. First Report." There never was another.

Reitzel and his associates went to the directives of the National

Security Council and the Agency. They did not go back to the original
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administrative order of August 7, 196, which set up the Office of

Research and Evaluation under the authorization of the Fifth Directive

of the National Intelligence Authority. This omission was in error,

for the order showed exactly what were the foundations of ORE. It

made clear that the work of the geographical specialists in "strategic

and national policy intelligence" was originally to be subject to

direction and coordination by the Central Reports Staff, composed of

experienced men. It was essential to the estimating process that there

should be reflection upon the specialistst findings and that such recon-

sideration should be concentrated in one board of estimators. The

Report inferred that a stronger will should have been exerted in the

Office to prevent haphazard, unrelate4 and inconsequential reporting.
gBabbitt wrote to Rillenkoetter on August 15, 219 that he was in

"fundamental diragreement with the general principles" underlying

Armstrongt s proposals. Armstrong assumed that the National Security

Council had approved specifically the realignments in the Agency recom-

mended by the Dulles Report. In fact the Council had accepted McNarney's
Report as NSC 50 and McNarney had recognized that there were other

ways than those of the Dulles Report for reaching the same objectives.

Armstrong had stated that the NSCIDs were adequate. Babbitt .submitted

that NSCID 1 and NSCID 3 both should be strengthened. Neither provided
adequate priority in departmental support for the Agency. Nor did

either mention the Agency's legal role as the intelligence service of
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the Nation Security Council. He objected to the definition of

national intelligence as solely "integrated departmental intelligence."

He stated, that Armstrong's misinterpretations led him to believe that

the Agency should not enter into the negotiations with the IAC which

Arstrong desired. Armstrong's ideas about changes in the organization

of the Agency might not materialize. NSC 5O did not require that they

should. The Agency did not have to establish an Estimates Division.

At the next IAC meeting on August 19, 199, Babbitt's recomenda..

tions were disregarded and Armstrongts "four papers" referred in their

entirety to the Standing Committee. The cru of the matter was that

the State Department wanted ORE to leave the field of major research to

its own Office of Intelligence Research. The Agency should have only

"a very small research staff" to support its small Estimates Division.

The State Department felt that it had a monopoly on political intelli.

gence.

The Standing Coittee members from the Defense Department prepared

a memorandum of their views in common and presented it to the Standing

Cozmittee on September 8. They considered the internal organization of

the Agency to be "the sole responsibility" of the Director. Therefore,

the matter of an Estimates Division was not appropriate for action by

the Standing Committee or the IAC unless the Director asked for advice.

The origi.nal State Department proposals should be .referred to ICAPS

for a comprehensive report. ICAPS should be composed of members supplied
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by the IAC, but should be under the direction of and responsible to the

Director of Central Intelligence.

Before Hillenkoetter reported to the Council on his progress with

the instructions in NSC 50 he called upon O:RE for another recording of

the evidence that cooperation between the IAC and the Agency had failed.

He roceived a compilation, buttressed by statements of particular cases,
on September 30. The compilation was arranged in three parts: obstacles

resulting from departmental policy; failures of action by the departmental

servicos; failures on their part in coordinating reports and estimates

from the Agency.

1

1

Q

C
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CdLPM X

IECISIONS 1950

X - Introduction

Restraint from Choice:

Before he made his first report in compliance with the Security

Council's order of July 7, 1949, Hillenkoetter was well informed. He

had the ORE report, a special report from his Assistant Director of

Scientific Intelligence, and advices from his legal officers.

Machle, with supporting evidence, assigned to the indifferencs

4nd obstruction of the departmental services the inability of the

Cffice of Scientific Intelligence to accomplish its mission. He urged
that a new directive from the Council force the Departments to recognize

the intent of the National Security Act and give proper authorization

to the Agency. The power which the National Intelligence Authority

had granted to Vandenberg on February 12, 1947, should be restored.

The Director should be the "agent" of the Secretaries in the Council.

The idea must be eliminated that the Intelligence Advisory Comittee

(IAC) was the "Board of Directors" of the Agency.

Houston and Pforzheimer, in the General Counsel's Office, prepared

two memoranda for Hillenkoetter to consider along with the proposed

revisions of NSCID 1 (Agency duties and responsibilities) and NSCID 3
(production of intelligence). The first, September 27, 1949, explained

the Agency' s legal responsibilities under the National Security Act

and stated the intentions of Congress as understood by Houston and
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of the Army, Navy, the President, and members of Congress in drafting

the statute. Congress, they said, clearly intended to create an

independent intelligence agency to perform the functions set forth in

the Act, under only the "broadest type" of guidance from the National

Security Council. The Agency's duty of advising the Council conceming

the departmental intelligence activities meant that the Director could

1give positive advice on the "inadequacies, gaps, and overlaps" in the

entire foreign intelligence field. Congress had given the Director

the duty of making recommendatibns for the coordination of departmen-

4tal intelligence activities. In placing upon the Agency the burden of

correlating and evaluating intelligence relating to the national secu-

rity, Congress meant it to have the raw material necessary to perform

1the function. The Agency's right to inspect all other intelligence

materials to the extent recoended by the Council and approved by the

President showed that Congress's purpose was to have it receive all

the information it needed to perform its function. Here the Council

had vitiated the intent of Congress. NSCI 1 had stipulated that the

Director could inspect such intelligence- materials of intelligence

only by arrangement with the head of the departmental intelligence

service concerned. The directive should be revised to give the

Director and Agency proper working control where Congress meant them

to have it.

The second paper reached its third draft on October 13. The

departmental services were holding out "operational" information,

C



"eyes only" eports, and materials which required "special security

handling." They invoked the "third agency" rule. It was reasonable,

but of great disadvantage to estimating in the Agency, to say that they

were willing to release information to the Agency, but that since they

could not allow it to pass the information along to another intelligence

service, particularly a foreign one, they should not let the Agency

have the information in the first place. They questioned also whether

the Agency would find a piece of information useful and delayed over-

deliveries to the Agency. There was no system of delivery priorities,

which meant that materials often arrived after their usefulness had

passed.

These papers gave Hillenkoetter the means to take the offensive.

Also; President Truman had often told Eillenkoetter that he considered

the Agency his own intelligence service, that he was looking to

Hillenkoetter to get information for him, and that Hillenkoetter was

not to care what IAC members thought.

?3illenkoetter chose not to take the offensive at this time, pre-

ferring to await better conditions and to profit from experience and

from constructive criticism. His nature and training led him to carry

out orders though he did not agree with them.

X - i

Renlies to the State Department:

Hillenkoetter had made the necessary preparations for consolidatirg

the Office of Special Operations (OSO), the Office of Policy Coordina-
tion (OC), and the Contact Branch of the Office of Operations in a
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new Operation Division. He finally did not have to breakt up the 4

Office of Operations, since the plan for the Operations Division did

not succeed. He had reorganized the Agency's fiscal and financial

work in -accordance with McNarney's second report. The Interdepart- '

mental Coordinating and Planning Staff (ICAPS) had been renamed the

Coordination, Operations and Policy Staff (COAPS) and given more

duties in the Agency.

CHe did not approve the establishment of a Coordination Division

comparable to the Operations Division, preferring to leave the Office

of Collection and Dissemination as an independent "housekeeping"

office po.rforming centralized services. This first progress report

went to the Council on October 10. Undersecretary of State Webb wrote

to Scuers on December 13, stating that it would be helpful if the

Director were to explain further the estimating and research organiza-

tion he had set up in accordance with the recommendations of the

Dulles Group as approved in the MNoarney Report.

COAPS reported on "States Four Papers" as the Defense Department

Standing Committee members had proposed in September and rebuffed

every bid of Armstrong's "Four Papers" for supervision and control

over the Agency. COAPS should do the staff work on all problems

brought to the attention of the Intelligence Advisory Committee (IAC).

Adequate staff study would preclude the minor disputes between the

Agency and individual IAC members which had contributed to delay. In

answer to the familiar statement that the Agency should have free access

to the plans and programs of the other intelligence agencies sbject

to "overall departmental regulation," COAPS stated that, saving .
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departmntal ecurity regulations "free access" to departmental plans

and programs and "free flow" of their materials was essential to a

national system of intelligence. Coordination could be effected only

with "full cooperation " from the departmental agencies.

To Armstrong's suggestion that the Agency should refer to the

departmental services all requests for intelligence other than

national intelligence, COAPS replied that departmental estimates were

usually limited to the viewpoints of the Departments concerned and

would not necessarily meet the requiremnts of the original requestor.

The Agency had been placed in the "Executive Structure* to enable it

to prepare national intelligence estimates objectively, without the

necessity of referring or deferring to established policy.

To the proposal that the Agency assist the departmental services

in meting their responsibilities, COAPS replied that such "coordination"

was unsound and an exception to the Agency's "normal operating practices."

The Agency was the recipient of financiAl allotments from the Depart-

ments rather than the dispenser of funds. The Agency did not and

could not prepare a budget for anything but "contingency" cases of this

nature.

The Agency could not accept the statement in Armstrong's second

paper that national intelligence applied only to intelligence which

was interdepartmental in substance. The Agency was an institution

created by Congress with definite functions. The production of

national intelligence was the Director's business in accordance with

SCI 1. National intelligence transcended the "competency, capacity,
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and policies" of any Department and was not s :imly editing and joining

departmental products. The IAC might dissent to an estimate, but had

no right to stop it. They did not have collective responsibility.

Armstrong's provision in his third paper that, aside from national

intelligence, the Agency should produce intelligence reports only in

fields r; common concern "on the advice of the IAC" was too restrictive

and contrary to the Act of Congress. Neither the Director nor the IAC

4could set aside the Direitor's obligation to comply with requests from

the President and the Security Council. It was easy to say that

fields of "common concern" were those which did not fall wholly within

4the responsibility of any one Depa:rtment or Agency. The best coordina-

tion was not achieved by "delineation" of fields. The precedent of

the Scientific Intelligence. Comittee just created for interdepartmental

planning and coordination seemed applicable to economic matters.

COAPS proposed that the Director should establish a similar Economic

Intelligence Committee.

To the recommendation in Armstrong's fourth paper that there

should be study and recomendation to the IAC on "political sumaries"

COAPS replied that the -Agency's Daily and Weekly Summaries were usurp-
ing nobodyts functions. If those for whom there were designed no .
longer had use for them, they could be abandoned without further

study.

On December 27 Hillenkoetter made his second progress report and
took up as listed in McNarney's Report the "particular intelligence

questions" requiring an answer within six months.
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Conce ing scientific intelligence, Hillenkoetter reported that

the Office of Scientific Intelligence had been established in January,

1919, and the interdepartmental Scientific Intelligence Committee on

October -28, 199.9-

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) had accepted membership

in the IAC to coordinate domestic intelligence and related matters with
foreign intelligence. OSO was working closely with the FBI.

Concerning 'political summaries," Hillenkoetter said that the
Agency must continue reporting on current developments. He discussed
the monitoring by the Foreign Broadcast Information Division, the con-
tinuing survey of foreign language publications and their foreign cor
respondents, and groups which were being handled by the

regional Agency offices in the large cities of the country. There was
closer liaison with the FBI, concerning individual aliens and counter-
espionage, and with the Army concerning closer coordination of secret
intelligence in occupied areas of the Far East and Europe. Concerning

Webb's inquiry of December 13, Hillenkoetter stated that he did not
adopt the suggestions in the Dulles Report of a small Estimates
Division and a separate Research and Reports Division engaging prima-
rily in economic investigation. He preferred to reorganize the Office
of Reports and Estimates and to retain both functions of research and
estimating under the control of a single officer responsible to him.
The geographical and functional division chiefs would form an
Estimates Pr.oduction Board. Each ORE regional division was to have
its own Estimates Staff. Each staff would produce "national
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tral research group consisting of the Map Division, the National

Intelligence Survey Division, and the Plans and Policy Staff.

I - i1i

Webb and Magruder:

Using the major theme of "cooperation= in national estimating,

the State and Defense Departments moved to the offensive in the spring

of 1950. Sponsored by Under Secretary of State Webb, a staff study

largely written by General Magruder on assignment for the Secretary of
Defense was to go directly to the National Security Council, after

Hillenkoetter had seen it and had an opportunity to express his views.

The Agency arrangements for an Estimates Production Board had

fallen short of the Estimates Group which Hillenkoetter had announced

in his "comments" of February, 1949. The Board and the Central

Research Group did not praise correlation and syntheses of widely

gathered materials, the concerted thinking which the advocates of cen-

tral intelligence had the right to expect, nor did the Board handle the

"program of production" efficiently. The Stout Comittee reported
that such a program was essentially the task of a single authority.

But four of its members held in dissent that the several heads of the
geographical and functional divisions in ORE, individually, 'were the
ones to decide what estimates sbould be produced.

The record has shown that Babbitt and illenkoetter took the

Dulles Group investigators seriously, tried to help them, and sought
improvement from their findings. The record has also shown that both

-c(
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men knew reluctance, the resistance, and obstruction which they
often met in dealing with the departmental intelligence services. On
behalf of these agencies the State and Defense Departments launched as
sharp ai attack on the central intelligence organization as had
occurred since 1943.

The "Webb Plan" would take National Estimating away from OE and
deposit it in the custody of the Intelligence Advisory Committee

(IAC). The IAC would also take charge of Current Intelligence. The
National Intelligence Group (NIG) was to be an organic part of the
Agency and would be divided into a National Estimates Staff (NES) and
a Current Intelligence Staff (CIS). These staffs were tobe staffed

by persons from the various departments. They were to do the work on
detail for the IAC, cooperating with each other whenever their prob-
lems were related.

If the "Webb Plan's" ideas concerning the IAC prevailed, that
comnittee would take over most of the Director's functions under the
Act of 197. He would be only the general manager for a board of
directors, though always burdened with responsibility to the higher
authority in the National Security Council. The IAC should initiate
national intelligence requirements, advise the Director on the desira-
bility and feasibility of national estimates and studies which he
might initiate, and review the drafts by the NES. Through its chair-
man, the Director, the IAC should maintain contact with the Staff of
the Security Council, with the planning agencies of the Government,
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and sho :maintain close liaison with the Joint Intelligence Committee

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Further, the IAC should leep under

"continuing review* all critical current intelligence in order to be

prepared "to draw national significant conclusions" from that intelli-

gence. Such conclusions should be recommended without delay to the

Director for transmission to "key executive officials." Nothing was

said about his having any discretion in the matter. The IAC would .

have the power to recommend to the Director the nature and specifica-

tions of current summaries and reports and henceforth should be

responsible for conducting all discussions with foreign intelligence

agencies regarding combined estimates. Except the NIG, no Agency

office would produce intelligence in fields of "common concern" unless

directed by the National Security Council. The plan declared that the

other IAC members were responsible in no less degree than the Director

to support "with their full resources" the mechanism for accomplishing

national intelligence objectives, but called for no action on the part
of anybody if they did not give that support. When the heads of the

several agencies had final drafts of national estimates or studies and

recommended them to the Director, then he became responsible.

Webb sent Magruder's study to Hillenkoetter on July 7, 1950,

after the North Korean invasion of South Korea. Under these trying

conditions, ORE was expected to produce estimates as fast as they were
demanded. Babbitt brought together representatives from the geographi-
cal and functional divisions and from the Global Survey Group into a
Special Staff under his chairmanship. This created a staff devoted
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exclusively to estimating, since during the emergency its members were

released fra other duties. The Special Staff might have proved its

worth, but was given neither time nor situation for the development.

The State and Defense Departments were pressing the "Webb Plan" in the

midst of the Korean War. The Administration came into the contro-

versy over the Central Intelligence Agency. In the end it set aside

the "Webb Plan," but did so in a way to make the retention of CRE dif-

ficult, let alone the development of any of its promising institutions.

President Iruman appointed General Walter B. Smith as Director of

Central Intelligence. Hillenkoetter, who had requested return to

active duty in the Navy, would stay until Smith could take charge.

Agency General Counsel Houston gave the "Webb Plan" a critical

reading. His marginal notes narrowed the Magruder concept of the IAC

to functions of advice and confined the issue to one of conflict

between the IAC and the Director, as it had always been. It was not

supposed to be a body of consent. Houston therefore objected to all

features of the plan involving internal changes, which might of course

be made if the Director saw fit to adopt the suggestions. The Council

might add to the functions of the Agency under the Acts of 1947 and

1949, but could not take away functions which Congress had a.ssigned to

the Agency and to its head. Congress had no intention that the IAC

should have administrative powers over the Agency.

on July 26, 1950, the Agency replied to Webb's letter of July 7,

with an accompanying proposal of a new NSCID 1 on the duties and

responsibilities of the Agency. They gave him a positive proram for
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the improvement of national estimating, which, however, was program to

extend the jurisdiction of the Agency and to strengthen its inherent

powers of direction, management, and inspection. They had received

rather unexpected support from Defense Secretary Louis Johnson, who

declared that the Agency should have final responsibility for coordina-

ting both the collection and processing of materials and should have

corresponding authority. Hillenkoetter and his aides asked Webb to
1remember that the .principle of collective responsibility had no basis

in the Acts of Congress and that it had been expressly disavowed by

the Security Council when adopting McNarney's Report as NSC 50. They

held that the directives, orders, and decisions concerning the

Government's intelligence activities which came from the Director

should be considered as emanating from the Security Council. The

Director would be the Council's executive .agent and would have the

authority which he had possessed under the President's Directive of

January 22, 1946, to inspect departmental operations as well as their

materials of intclligence. The Director might appoint such advisory

committees as he deemed necessary in carrying out the functions of the

Agency. Other provisions in the new "basic directive" followed this
C

principle consistently through the details of coordination, collection,

production, and dissemination of intelligence. The Departments and

agencies would have responsibilities to the Central Intelligence

C.Agency. The "third agency' rule shbuld be, abrogated as far as the

Central Intelligance Agency was concerned. The Director's specific

requests should have first priority with the Departments and agencies.
C
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After * State Department had sent along a revised "staff studyl"
with minor changes (August 1) Hillenkoeiter and Houston met with
Magruder on August 21 to discuss the whole matter. Magruder abandoned

for all practical purposes the position which he had taken in the
"Webb Plane on behalf of the IAC. But the whole matter had become
academic by September 1, since Souers, as special adviser to the
President, had informed Hillenkoetter that no commitments or agreements
affecting the Agency should be completed prior to the arrival of the
new Director.

X - iii

Advices to Srith:

Houston informed Smith that his problems were the same as
Vandenberg's and Hillenkoetter's. In coordinating the Departmental
intelligence activities as prescribed by the Acts of Congress, Smith
would find that the Intelligence Advisory Committee (IAC) acted as if
it were a board of directors. But the Security Council itself had
that function. The recommendations which were going to the Council
were not recommendations from the Agency as contemplated by the law,
but were "watered-down compromises" in an attempt to gain the complete
support of the IAC. In other words, for the sake of harmony in the
effort to develop common responsibility among the departmental intel-
ligence services and the Agency, Hillenkoetter had not exercised the
power which Congress had given him. Smith had the choice, therefore,
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of followin, this path or of trying to exert authority, possibly 1

angering the IAC, and drying up already sluggish Departmental sources

of intelligence.

Smith would find the Agency encountering difficulties in produc- 4

ing estimates, because the departmental services withheld information

and because of departmental procedures in concurrence and dissent.

Coordination might take months. Departmental bias and budgetary 4

interests often affected deliberation upon the facts. Dissents were

frequently "unsubstantial, quibbling."

The Agency's status in relation to President and Council must be 4
redefined and clarified. Relations with the FBI must be improved.

The State and Defense Departments must not have "policy control" over

the Agency in the field of "unconventional warfare." The Agency's 4
clandestine operations should not be separated in two offices.

Failure of coordination of overt intelligence in the field was owing

both to competition among the Departments and to a lack of Agency 4
planning and action. Nuclear energy and other special subjects had

their own problems. Smith would have also to give urgent thought at
any moment to the Agency relations with the Joint Chiefs of Staff in the

event of war.

The solution to these problems, said Houston, lay in a grant of
adequate authority to the Director and Agency by the President and

Security Council. There was no longer any point to reliance upon a
espirit of cooperation and good will..
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Smit received other advices on October 10 from Babbitt and

others in the Office of Reports and Estimates (ORE), at the request of

the new Deputy Director, William H. Jackson. They warned Jackson that

the "end in view" could not be accomplished by reorganization within

the Agency alone. The departmental intelligence services would have

to supply adequate "research support" and a "cooperative attitude,"

which, from past experiences, would be hard to get. There would have

to be more insistence on the part of the President and the Security

Council than in the past. The "patent defect of a joint committee

system" must be avoided. All concerned must understand that the

Director "at his level" and the Assistant Director, Office of Estimates,
within his jurisdiction, had the power of decision regarding both form
and content of an estimate, once they had heard all pertinent evidence

and argument.

They proposed a full-time Coordination and Liaison Staff composed

of State, War, Navy, and Air Force representatives; a member of the

Agency's Office of Research or part-time representation of its compo-

nents; a Staff Assistant for the Agency on the Security Council Staff,
and similar agency representatives with the Office of the Defense

Secretary and the Joint Intelligence Committee under the Joint Chiefs
of Staff. There should be an Executive Secretariat. This Staff would
represent Departmental interests in the Estimates Office and that

Office's interests in the departmental intelligence agencies. The
Staff would help the Director with the program for producing estimates,
with obtaining effective compliance with requests, and with reviewing
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the estima es prior to their submission to the Director and the IAC.

Babbitt and the others were dissatisfied with representation on the

Security Council Staff by the chief of the Interdepartmental Coordina-

ting and Planning Staff (ICAPS), who, they felt, had not kept the two

institutions in close touch and at times had taken sides aginst the

Agency. They proposed to replace him with a representative from Oi.

or its successor.
4

They proposed a Current Intelligence Division within the new

Office of Estimates. This would produce the Daily Sumary and other

reviews, have custody of "sensitive material," and maintain the
4

"situation room" and the 'off-hours watch." It should have five

regional divisions.

There should be a non-regional Functional Division of scientists,

economists,and geographers. There should be a General Division, with

a small number of analysts with "broad ccmpetence rather than particu-

lar specialization."

Another Jackson request bought advice on the revision of NSC

10-2 for Smith's advantage. Houston and Pforzheimer, in the General

Counsel's Office, and Wisner, Assistant Director in charge of the
COffice of Policy Coordination, prepared a list of changes. It should

be expressly stated that the Agency should plan and conduct covert

operations. The Director's authority over them should be unquestioned-

in both peace and war.. The Director should recover his authority over

the nomination of the Assistant Director. The Director alone should

be responsible (or seeing that covert operations were consistent with
C
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foreign military policies and with overt activities. He should be

free to deal directly with the Joint Chiefs of Staff when making plans

for covert operations in wartime. The Department agencies responsible

for planning economic warfare should plan in coordination with the

Agency, but the Agency should conduct "all such covert operations."

I - iv

The General's Reforms:

Smith did not take the proffered advice concerning NSC 10-2, but

instead reached agreement with the State and Defense Departments. The

understanding was that no further consideration would be given to any

proposed changes in the Council directives. Souers had arranged that
Smith should have direct and regular access to the President.

Smith gave oral instructions to Wisner, Assistant Director in

charge of the Office of Policy Coordination (OPC). He was to notify

the State, Defense, and Joint Chiefs of Staff representatives with

whom he did business that the "Memorandum of Interpretation,* dated

August 12, 1948, entitled "Implementation of NSC 10-2," and signed by
Hillenkoetter, was no longer applicable. Wisner was to say that there
was no immediate necessity for revising NSC 10-2 to make OPC fully

responsive to Smith's authority and command. Smith acknowledged the

wisdom of having OPC continue to receive "advice and policy guidance"

from the State and Defense Departments, but this would come to the

Agency and not pass directly from the Departments to OPC.

On October 20, 1950, Smith gave much the same information in his
first meeting with the Intelligence Advisory Committee (IAC). This



was sigr icant, for advice regarding covert operations had come to

the Agency from the interested Departments through specially chosen
representatives and not through the IAC. At this meeting Smith gave
the imprassion that he would t ake IAC members into his counsel with
regard to general Agency problems other than those of their immediate
concern. He also told them that he did not intend, as recommended by
the Dulles Report and directed in NsC 50, to consolidate OPC, the 4
Office of Special Operations (09), and the Contact Branch of the
Office of Operations, since he felt that the merger was neither prac-
tical or advisable at that time and that coordimtion could be 4
achieved by more effective cooperation without merger. The National

Security Council had approved this on October 12, thus virtually
rescinding its August 4, 1919, action. General Cabell, Director of
Intelligence for the Air Force, was pleased with the new attitude
towards the IAC, but might have remarked that Smith had not asked the
IAC for advice before proceeding, but had told it what he had done.

Concerning Agency financial problems, Smith felt as free as both
Vandenberg and Hillenkoetter to make changes without consulting the
IAC. He continued Hillenkoetter's policy of fiscal and financial cen-
tralized administration, gathering everything into one Finance Office
under a Comptroller responsible to a Deputy Director for Administratin

The transformation of the Coordination, Operations and Policy
Staff (COAPS) into an office under an Assistant Director undeniably
responsible to the Director was swift and easy. The original concept
of the Interdepartmental Coordinating and Planning Staff (ICAPS) under
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Vandenberg and Hillenkoetter and its successor COAPS had not worked in

practice. By a general order, December 13, 1950, Jare s Q. Reber became

Acting Assistant Director for Intelligence Coordination and in consequence

of his office Secretary to the IAC. His supporting st4ff was chosen as

he recommended and not because they were representatives of Departments.

This became the coordinating facility of the Central Intelligence

Agency in its intelligence activities with the Departments and other

agencies.

The research elements in the old Office of Reports and Estimates

(OE) became the nucleus for the new Office of Research and Reports

(ORR). It would support the Office of National Estimates (ONE) and take

care of other services of "common concern." Colonel Lovell's idea
that the United States should know everything about the Soviet Union

(S and its satellites thus had grown until the Agency was on the point of

establishing a separate office to engage primarily in economic research

and to concentrate that effort almost exclusively upon the USSR and

satellites. ORR came into existence by Regulation No. 70, December 1,
1950. To handle the problem of correlation of the study of "foreign

economics" in the Government the Security Council, on March 3, 1950,

adopted the December 30, 1949, COAPS recommendation for the establish-

ment of an interdepartmantal Economic Intelligence Committee. NSCID

15 (June 22, 1951) established the Economic Intelligence Committee,
with the Assistant Director, ORR, as chairman.

Smith found-that in the reorganization the necessary provision

for current intelligence had failed to appear. Babbitt and the others
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had proposed a Current Intelligence Division in their Office of Estimates

to take care of the Daily Summary, the situation room, and the twenty-

four-hour watch in the Agency, as it participated in the Interdepart-

mental Watch Committee at the Pentagon. Smith wanted such institu-

tions in the Agency, but not in the new ONE. The Office of Current

Intelligence was established on January 11, 1951. Ingman Douglass

became the Assistant Director on January 19, 1951.

Smith told the IAC meeting on October 20, 1950, that the IAC must

be "geared for rapid cooperative work" and therefore must include "the

best intelligence brains in the nation." He then recapitulated (from

a memorandum by Jackson) the provisions in the National Security Act

of 1947 for correlating and evaluating national intelligence and for

departmental intelligence. He asserted that a national intelligence

estimate ought to "reflect the coordination' of the best intelligence

opinion based on "all available" information. He made no specific

mention of the necessity that the departmental services supply infor-

mation on United States capabilities and intentions if the estimates

were to be truly national. "Ultimate approval," according to.: the

minutes of the m:eting,. should rest upon the "collective judgment" of

the highest intelligence officers in the various departmental c
agencies.

Smith then announced his proposed ONE, which would be the heart

of the Agency and of the national intelligence machinery. ORR would

confine its activities to specific assignments by National Security

Council directives as services of "common concern." To obtain the
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"collaborati" of perts and the "cooperation" of the Departments,

Smith called upon the IAC to take the responsibility for "a list of

required national estimates in order of priority." The departmental

chiefs should be responsible in particular estimates for determining

"a frame of reference and the assumptions" upon which the estimate was

based. One should then produce the first draft and look after its mod-

ification and development through discuss ion among the interested

agencies until the estimate went to the IAC for final discussion and

approval or statements of dissent. For "crisis estimates" Smith wished

to summon special IAC meetings.

OE cane formally into existence on November 13, 1950, by a

general order announcing the appointment of William L. Langer as

Assistant Director fo Irticnal Estimates. 'e Office was organized

into: National Estimates Board; Estimates Staff; Support Staff.

S..-ith selected the personnel of the Board. A General Group of the

Estimates Staff would be responsible for the "draft estimates."

Expert knowledge would come from the Specialist Group of the Staff.

In addition, there would be a Panel of Consultants, who would confer

with Board members on the most important estimates.

Langer reviewed the situation after the first eight months. The

Board directed the production of national intelligence estimates,

including the setting of priorities (which Smith had intended that the
IAC should do). After the IAC approved the scheduling, or the Board

decided upon the urgency, OE was "more appropriately identified" as
an integral part of the "interagency mechanism' in producing a given
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estimate. There was complete cooperation between the Board and the

several intelligence organizations of the State and Defense Depart-

monts. Meetings occurred at every stage frem the "statement of the

problem", to the final draft for submission to the IAC. Langer con-

sidered that the "important advance" was the "active cooperation has

displaced reluctant and marginal participation." Consegqently, as he
saw it, "top policy makers" now attached 'real importance" to the

estimates. This had not formerly been so.

The solution may have been found as Houston had siggested. The
General saw the President often. Could word have gone around that at
last there was "a grant of adequate authority" for this instrument of

government? Uncertainty over Korea gave Smith decided advantage. Now
the Director could use "coordination by direction," rather than having
to rely upon "a spirit of cooperation and good will."

(

C



CHRONOLOGI

1940, July - August

First Donovan mission to Europe

1940, December - 1941, march

Second Donovan mission to Europe -

1941, Spring . Fall

Establishment of Foreign Information Service, Research and Analysis
Branch, Visual Presentation Branch, Oral Intelligence Service, undercover
collection, special Activities I & L funds (sub-
versive perat ons

1941, June 10

Donovan's mernrandum to the President proposing the creation of the
Service of Strategic Information

1941, June 25

Presidential order appointing Donovan Coordinator of Strategic Information

1941, July 11

Presidential order creating Office of Coordinator of Information

1941, Fall

Creation of Arg-iavy Joint Intelligence Committee

1941, December 22

Donovan's paper on the British Commando System

1942, March

Joint Psychological Warfare Committee created by Joint Chiefs of Staff
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1912., June 13

Presidential order creates Office of Strategic Services, places itunder Joint Chiefs of Staff

19b2, June 21

Joint Chiefs of Staff reorganise Joint Psychological Warfare Comdittee,Donovan chairman

1942, August 25

Magruder submits "Proposed Plan for Joint Intelligence Bureau"

1942, December 22

Joint Chiefs of Staff abolish Joint Psychological Warfare Committee,give its functions to the Office of Strategic Services

19112, December 22

Joint Chiefs of Staff define Office of Strategic Services' intelligencefunctions

1943, Winter

Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) create Joint Intelligence Collection Agencies

1943, January 19

Joint Chiefs of Staff support Armg and Navy position regarding release of Cinformation to Office of Strategic Services (OSS)-

193, July 3)

Magruder states his ideas on permanent U." S. intelligence system toExecutive Secretary of JCS

L



19L3, September 17

Donovan gives details of his plan to Oen. Walter B. Smdth

1943, October 27

Joint Chiefs of Staff make final revision of intelligence functions of
Office of Strategic Services

1944, Fall

Joint Intelligence Staff (JIS) produces "services plan" and "civilian
plan" for permanent national intelligence service

19I4, November 18

Donovan submits to President final draft of his plan for "permanent world-wide intelligence service"

19LL, December 22 '

Joint Intelligence Committee begins work of perfecting 'services" and"civilian" plans. Produces its plan within a week.

1944, December 26

Donovan leaves for Europe having rejected "services plan" and acceptedmost of "civilian plan"

1945, January 9

White House conference. Truman decides in favor of JCS plan. IndicatesSouers to become first DCI

1945, January 18

Joint Strategic Survey Committeets Report accepts JIC plan as superiorto Donovan'a project

1945, February 9

Leak to the press of Donovan's plan and JIC plan



19115, April 5 - May 16

Donovan's exchanges of letters with departmental secretaries concerning
proposed new intelligence agency

191 5, ay 25, 27

Wartime commanders reply to inquiry of house appropriations committee
concerning use of OSS in Pacifie

19115, August 25

Budget Bureau advises Ionovan continuation of OSS unlikely

19115, Fall

State Department plan

19115, September 19

JCS revive their plan, send it to Secretaries of War and Navy

19115, Septerber 20

End of OSS by Presidential order. Research and Analysis and Presentation
Branches went to State Department, all other activities to War Departmentwere Strategic Services Uit established

19165, September 20

Truman directs Byrnes to take lead in developing comprehensive foreignintelligence system, and to form interdepartmental group to make plans

1965, September 20

Budget Bureau plan for new intelligence organisation

1916, Septaber 20

Bureau of the Budget, Confidential Repct on Intelligence and SecurityActivities of the Government

At "n'
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1945, October 16

Forrestal, Patterson, Byrnes meet; agree that any central intelligence
agency should report to them rather than to the President

1945, october 22

Patterson (War) appoints Lovett Committee to recommend plan for Central
Intelligence

1945, October 22

Eberstadt report published, including section on military intelligence

1945, October - December

State, War, Navy vrking committee foraulates plan for permanent intelligence system

1945, November 3

Lovett committee reports

19h5, November '2

Willia fo Jackson 
submitsplan for permaaent central sarueigno rg a a

1945, November - December

State Department plan

1946, January 22

Souers took office January 22 as DCI, Left June 10, 1946

1946, January 22

President's directive establishes Central Intelligence Group



1946, February - March 1

Interdepartmental committee studies problem, recommends that StrategicServices Unit (SSU) should be partly liquidated, partly taken over byCIG

11946 , February 5

NIA began February 5 and ceased to exist September 20, 1947

19L6, February 5
First National Intelligence Authority (NIA) meeting

19h6, February 8
1

National Intelligence Authority Directive #1: Polic and ProceduresGoverning the Central Intelligence Group (CIO)

1946, February 8
gNational Intelligence Authority Directive #2: Organisation & Functionsof the Central Intelligence Group (CIG)

1946, February 26

"White House Bill" for National Security Council and Central IntelligenceAgency released to press. Bill for National Defense Establishment sentto Congress

196, March 4

CIG Administrative Order organizing Central Reports Starf (CRS)

19h6, March 4

Col. Je R. Lovell, Military Intelligence Service, proposes Defense Projectto get all information on USSR

194 6 , March 3)

CNIA Directive #3: NIA Views on Proposed Executive Order "Directing theCooperation of Government Agencies in the Cocdi&nation of Foreign Intelligence Activities of the United States"
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1946, April 2

NIA Directive #I: Policy on Liquidation of SSU

1946, Jume 7

Souers: final report as DCI

1946, June 10

Vandenberg took office June 10 as DCI. Left May 1, 19I7

1946, July 19

Office of Reports and Estimates (ORE) replaces Central Reports Staff (CRS)

1946, Sumer - mid-October'

Liquidation of SSU except for those personnel, undercover agents, and
foreign stations taken aver by CIG

1946, July 8

NIA Directive #5: Functions of the DCI

1946, July 11

Galloway replaces Fortier as Assistant Director for Special Operations

19 56, July 20

Vandenberg abolishes Central Planning Staff (CPS)

1946 , July 20

Vandenberg establishes the Interdepartmental Coordinating and Planning
Staff (ICAPS)

196, July 26

NhA Directive #6: Provision fbr Coordinating the Acquisition of Foreign
Publications
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1946, October 1

Establishment of contact control register and CIO field offices for
foreign intelligence from domestio 'souces

11947, January 2

NIA Directive #7: Coordination of Collection Activities

1947, January 10 1

Vandenberg-Bush agreement for cooperation concerning scisetific intelligence

1947, .January 20

Wright becomes Executive and Deputy Director

1947, February 12

National Intelligence Authority deines concept of national intelligence

1947, February 12

Ninth meeting. of the NIA. Vandenberg receives authority as "executiveagent'

1947, February 12

NIA Directive #8: National Intelligence Requirements - China

(
1947, February 17

Hillenloetter approved as Director by President and National IntelligenceAuthority

C
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1947, February 18

Transfer of intel.ligence division of the Manhattan Engineer Districtto CIO

1947, March 28

Establishment of Nuclear Energy Group in the Scientific Branch of theOffice of Reports and Estimates (ORE)

1917, April 18

NIA Directive #9: Coordination of Intelligence Activities, RelatedForeign Atomic Developments and Potentialities

1947, May 1

Hillenkoetter took office May 1 as DCI. Left October 7, 1950

1947, June 26 .

Last meeting of National Intelligence Authority

1947, July 26

National Security Act becomes law

1 947, July 26

Effective date of National Security Counfl

1947, September 16

NIA Directive #11: Action by the Intelligence Advisory Board onMatters Submitted to the NIA
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19h7, September 20

Hillenkoetter takes office as Director of Central Intelligence 4

1947, September 26

First Meeting of National Security Council

4
1947, October 31

State Department -withdraws its representative from Joint Intelligence
Comnittee and Joint Intelligence Staff, considers Director of Central
Intelligence and CIA the proper channel for joint action between Stateand the Joint Chiefs

1947, December 8

Meeting of Hillenkoetter with Forrestal, the Secretaries and their (intelligence chiefs, State Department representative, and Souers,Forrestal backs Hillenkoetter in his concept of strong directorship

1947, December 12

National Security Council Intelligence Directive (NSCID) #1: Dutiesand Responsibilities

19L7, December 12

NSCID #: National Intelligence Objectives

1947, December 12

NSCID #5: Espionage and Counterespionage Operations

1947, December 12

NSCID #6: Foreign Wireless and Radio Monitoring

C
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1947, Decenber 17

National Security Council Action (NSC) 4-A: Assignment of Conduct ofCovert Psychological Operations Against the Communist Powers to theCentral Intelligence Agency

1947, December 22

Hillenkoetter instructs Colonel Galloway, Assistant Director in theOffice of Special Operations, to organize a "Foreign Information Branch."This became the Special Procedures Groupt for false publications, blackradio, etc. (U.S. origin concealed)

1918, January 13

Security Council establishes the Intelligence Survey Group (Dulles.Jackson-Correa Committee (*Dulles Group"))

1948, January 13

NSCID #2: Coordination of Collection Activities Abroad .

194 8 , January 13

NSCID #3: Coordination of Intelligence Production

1948, February..arch

Departmental statements of resistance to and/or cooperation withDulles Group which, by terms of Souers: memnorandm, ws to examinedepartmental intelligence organizations

1948, February 5

DCI L/l: National Intelligence Objectives

148, February 9

Report on CIA to Hillenkoetter by Sherman lent

1948, February 12

NSCID #7: Domestie Rxploitation
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19L8, February 13

Souera memorandum to Dulles Group authorizing them to proceed with Surveyof CIA

1

1948, March 5

Director of Central Intelligence Directive (DCI) #1l: Procedures forthe Intelligence Advisory Committee

1948, March 30

Pan-American Conference opens in Bogota

1 94 8 , April 9

Assassination of Jorge Gaitan in Bogota. Beginning of Bogota riots

1948, April 12

Hillenkoetter accepts Atomic Energy Commission plan for improving evaluationof foreign atomic energy intelligence

1948, May 3

Interim Report #1 by Dulles Group
C

1948, Mar 13

Interim R ort #2 by Dulles Group (Secret Intelligence and Covert

19118, May 25

NSCID #8: Biographical Data on Foreign Scientific and TechnologlcalPersonalities
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19h, June - September

Eberstadt Coaittee Investigation of CIA: Hearings and Report

19L8, June 18

NSC 10-21 Organization of Covert Psychological Operations. Addedsabotage, demolitions, evacuation, aid te guerrilla action and under-ground resistance to functions given under NSC L-A

1918, July 1

NSCID #9: Counmications Intelligence

1918, July 8

DCI 3/1: Standard Operating Procedures for Departmental Participatonin the Production and Coordination of National Intelligence

1 948 , September 1

Establishment of Office of Policy Coordination by CIA General Order, toconform with terms of NSC 10..2

1948, September 13

DCI 3/2: Policy Governing Departmental Concurrences in National Intelli.gonce Reports and Estimates

1918, October 25

DCI 2/l: Implementation of Coordination of Collection Plan

1948, December 3.

Establishment of Office of Scientific Intelligence

1949, January 1

Dulles Group Report appears



1949, Ja=nuary 18

NSCID #10: Collection of Foreign Scientific and Technological'Data

1949, February 24

Atonio nergy Comission Coments on Dulles Report

1949, February 2$

Army Cornents on Dulles Report

1949, February 28

Hillenkoetterts "Coments" on Dulles Report sent to NSC

1949, March 1

lir Force Comments on Dulles Report

1949, March 3

Joint Chiefs of Staff Comments on Dulles Report

1949, March 4 Q

Navy Coments on Dulles Report

1949, April 4s
State Departent Comnents on Dulles Report

1949, June 20

CIA Act of 1949 becoams law

1919, July 1

McNarney Report submitted to National Security'Conoil

C
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19119, July 7

NSC decides that new Operations Division in CIA (merger of Office ofSpecial Operations,. Office of Policy Coordination, Contact Branch ofOffice of Operations) shall not include Foreign Broadcast InforationBranch. Appoints McNarney to study and report on Dulles recommendationfor "separate administration" within CIA for Operations Division

1 949, July 7

NSC 50 (Security Council Adoption of Dulles Survey Group Recommendationsas reconsidered and modified in McNarney Report)

1949, July 7

HSCID #1 (Revised): Duties and Responsibilities

1949, July 19

Reitzel Report to Babbitt (Assistant Director Office of Reports andEstimates): "Analysis of ORE Production, with Conolusions, First Report"

1949, July 22

McNarney reports, reaffirming "separate administration" idea

1949, August 2

"Staters Four Papers" presented to Rillenloetter. State believed theaspects of NSC 50 portrayed in these papers should be implemented atearliest feasible time. Titles: Coordination of Intelligence Activities;Production of National Intelligence; Research and Reports; PoliticalSuimaries

1949, August 4

NSC orders creation of proposed Operations Division with "separateadministration"

1949, Septeber 20

CIA General Order reorganizing CIA fiscal procedures to conform withseparate administration" idea. Operations Division plan never ventinto effect.



1949, October 1

Interdepartmantal Coordinating and Planning Staff (ICAPS) renamed the
Coordination, Operations and Policies Staff (COAPS), given more duties
in CIA

1949, October 10

Hillenkoetter's first progress report to Security Council according to
Council Directive of July 7, 1 949

4
1919, October 28

Establishment of interdepartmental Scientific Intelligence Committee

1949, October 28 {

DCI 3/3: Scientific Intelligence

1949, Deceuber 27
1

Hillenkoetterts second progress report

1950, January 6

NSCED #11: Security of Information and Intelligence Sources and Methods

1950, January 6 -

NSCID 12: Avida e'of Publicity Concerning the Intelligence Agenciesof the U. S. 0overnmentC

1950, January 19

NSCID #1 (Revised Duties and Responsibilities

C

I
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1950, March 3

National Security Council adopts CAPS reommendation for establishmentof inte rdepartmental Economic Intelligence Comittee

1950, March 7

Stout Comrtittee Report

1950, May 1

"Webb Staff Study," emphasizing major theme of "cooperation" in nationalestimating

1950, Juy 7

Eillenkoetter receives Webb Staff Study

1950, July 26

CIA reply to Webb Staff Stut, proposing strengthening of CIA jurisdictioand powers concerning estimating

1950, August 15

InterAgency Operating Procedure 3:' Nongovernmnta Visitor Interestedin Intelligence Matters

1950, August 29

-ok ton memorandum to Smith describing CIA problems, making recommendations
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1950, September 28

DCI b/2: Priority List of Critical National Intelligence Objectives

1950s, October 5

Houston, Pforzheimer, Wisner recomnendations for Smith to Jackson forrevision of NSC 10-2

1950, October 7

Smith took office October 7 as DCI. Left February 26, 1953

1950, October 10

Office of Reports and Estimates recommendations to Smith concerning estimatesproduction problems

1950, October 20

Smith, with Security Council approval of October 12, informs IntelligenceAdvisory Committee that he wil not create the Operations Division

1950, November 13

Establishment of the Office of National Estimates

1950, December 1

Establishment of Office'of Research and Reports from research elementsin old Office of Reports and Estimates Q

1950, December 13

Office of Intelligence Coordination (CIA) replaces COAPS

1951, January i1

Establishment of Office of Curnt Intelligence
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- 21951, June 22

NSCID #15: (Corrected): Coordination and Production of Foreign Economio
Intelligence. Establishes interdepartmental Economic Intelligence Com-dattee

1953, February 26

Dulles took of fice February 26 as DCI

1953, March 7

NSCID #16: -bpeign Language Publications
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